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INTRODUCTION.
The probler^of three bodies received a great impetus in 1878, when

Hill published his celebrated researches upon the lunar theory. His inves-

tigations were carried out with practical objects in mind, and compara-
tively little attention was given to the underlying logic of the processes

which he invented. For example, the legitimacy of the use of infinite

determinants was assumed, the vaUdity of the solution of infinite systems of

non-linear equations was not questioned, and the conditions for the conver-

gence of the infinite series which he used were stated to be quite unknown.

These deficiencies in the logic of his work do not detract from the brilliancy

and value of his ideas, and his skill in carrying them out excites only the

highest admiration.

The work of Hill was followed in the early nineties by the epoch-making

researches of Poincare, which were pubHshed in detail in his Les Methodes

Nouvelles de la Mecanique Celeste. Poincare brought to bear on the prob-

lem all the resources of modern analysis. The new methods of treating the

difficult problem of three bodies which he invented were so numerous and

powerful as to be positively bewildering. They opened so many new fields

that a generation will be required for their complete exploration. On the

one hand, the results were in the direction of purely theoretical considera-

tions, in which Birkoff has recently made noteworthy extensions; on the

other hand, they foreshadowed somewhat dimly methods which will doubt-

less be of great importance in practical applications in celestial mechanics.

The researches of Poincare are scarcely less revolutionary in character than

were those of Newton when he discovered the law of gravitation and laid

the foundations of celestial mechanics.

In 1896 Sir George Darwin pubhshed an extensive paper on the problem

of three bodies in Acta Mathematica. In mathematical spirit it was similar

to the work of Hill; indeed, the methods used were essentially those of Hill,

but the problem treated was considerably different. For a ratio of the finite

masses of ten to one, Darwin undertook to discover by numerical processes

all the periodic orbits of certain types and to follow their changes with

varying values of the Jacobian constant of integration. This program was

excellently carried out at the cost of a great amount of labor. It gave

specific numerical results for many orbits in a particular example.

The investigations contained in this volume were begun in 1900 and,

with the exception of the last chapter, they were completed by 1912. Those

not made by myself were carried out by students who made their doctorates

under my direction.

ui



IV Intboduction.

The following chapters have been heretofore published in substance:

I. Sections III and IV. American Journal of Mathematics, vol. xxxiii (1911).

II. Astronomical Journal, vol. xxv (1907).

III. Rendiconti Matematico di Palermo, vol. xxxii (1911).

IV. Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. xi (1910).

VII. Mathematische Annalen, vol. lxxiii (1913).

VIII. Annals of Mathematics, 2d Series, vol. 12 (1910)

XI. Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. vii (1906).

XII. Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. xiii (1912).

XIII. Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. viii (1907).

XIV. Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. ix (1908).

XV. Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Series II, vol. 2 (1912).

The investigations and computations contained in the last chapter

were completed in 1917.

It was originally intended to publish only the first fifteen chapters,

and if that program had been carried out they would have appeared in 1912.

But as the work of printing progressed the ideas contained in the last chapter

were being developed and the computations were begun. It was thought

that an even more nearly complete and certain idea of the evolution of peri-

odic orbits with changing parameters could be obtained in a year than were

obtained in five years. The difficulties and enormous amount of labor

involved were not foreseen. No one can now read with better appreciation

than I the following words from Darwin's introduction to his paper

:

"As far as I can see, the search resolves itself into the discussion of particular

cases by numerical processes, and such a search necessarily involves a prodigious

amount of work. It is not for me to say whether the enormous amount of labor I

have undertaken was justifiable in the first instance ; but I may remark that I have
been led on by the interest of my results, step by step, to investigate more, and
again more, cases."

The results which now appear had all been obtained when service in

the army made it necessary to lay them aside before the final chapter could

be put into form for pubhcation. After they had been laid aside for about

two years it was not easy to gather up the details again and to arrange them
in a systematic order. This explains the long delay in the appearance of

this volume. It is clear that it was in no wise due to the Carnegie Institu-

tion of Washington. Indeed, the patience of President Woodward with
long and expensive delays has been far beyond what could reasonably have
been expected.

In the greater part of this work complete mathematical rigor has been
insisted upon. On the other hand, the developments have been in a form
appHcable to practical problems in celestial mechanics. For example,
sections III and IV of Chapter I treat non-homogeneous equations of the
types which arise in practical problems; Chapter II is devoted to questions

which have long been classic in celestial mechanics; Chapter III contains,

among other things, a new and rigorous treatment of Hill's differential

equation with periodic coefficients; Chapter IV treats a problem that arises,
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at least approximately, in the solar system; Chapter V is developed in a form
suitable for numerical appUcations; Chapter VI is an alternative treatment

of the same problem, and in. Chapter VII an extension of the problem
involving entirely new types of difficulties is found and more powerful

methods of treatment are required; Chapter XI covers the same ground as

HiU's work on the moon's variational orbit and Brown's work on the paral-

lactic terms; Chapter XII contains the corresponding discussion for superior

planets; and Chapter XIV treats a problem similar to that presented by the

satellite systems of Jupiter and Saturn or by the planetary system. Chapter

XV contains a discussion of limiting cases of periodic orbits, namely, closed

orbits of ejection. It forms a basis for part of the work of the last chapter,

and it may be found to have practical appHcations in the escape of atmos-

pheres. The last chapter is an attempt to trace out the evolution of periodic

orbits as the parameters on which they depend are varied. In spite of the

fact that infinitely many families of periodic orbits were found, whereas only

a few such families were previously known, the discussion remains in cer-

tain respects incomplete. It should be stated that many results were found

which have not been included because they did not contribute to the solu-

tion of the particular question under consideration. For example, a series

of orbits asymptotic to the collinear equilibrium points was computed.

The amount of labor the last chapter cost can scarcely be overestimated.

I should not be true to my own feelings if I did not express the appre-

ciation of the assistance of my collaborators. The association with them
has been a deep source of satisfaction and inspiration. They are to be held

accountable only for those chapters which appear under their names. Most

of the computations on which many of the results of the last chapter

are based were made by Dr. W- L. Hart and Dr. I. A. Barnett. Without

assistance of such a high order the laborious computations could not have

been carried out.

F. R. MOULTON.
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Chapter I.

CERTAIN THEOREMS ON IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS AND
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.

By F. R. Moulton and W. D. MacMillan.

I. SOLUTION OF IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS.

1. Formal Solution of Simultaneous Equations when the Functional

Determinant is Distinct from Zero at the Origin.—In applying the condi-

tions for periodicity of the solutions of differential equations after the method
of Poincare,* there will be frequent occasion to consider the solution of

Pj (ai , . . . ,a„; fj.)
= (i = l, . . . , n), (1)

for a, , . . . , a„ in terms of ix, where the Pi are power series in the ay and n,

vanishing with 0^ = 0, m = 0, but not with aj= 0, iij^O, and converging for

|a;|<rj>0, |/i|<p>0. We are interested in only those solutions which

vanish with n; that is, if we regard ai , . . . , a„, ^ as coordinates in

(n-l-l)-space, in those curves satisfying (1) which pass through the origin.

Equations (1) can be satisfied formally by the series

a, = S a^Pn', (2)

where the a'/^ are functions of the coefficients of the P, which are to be deter-

mined. Upon substituting (2) in (1), expanding and arranging as power

series in m> it is found that

where the Ff are polynomials in a'/', . . . ,
a*/"".

Upon assuming for the moment that the series (2) converge and satisfy

(1), it follows that (3) are identities in m- Hence the coefficients of each

power of IX separately are zero.

*Les MUhodes Nouvelles de la Micanique Cileste, vol. I, chap. 3. i

>)



2 PERIODIC ORBITS.

From the coefficients of the first power of m we get

U i

J=l
daj dfj.

{i=l, ,n). (4)

Since by hypothesis the functional determinant

A =

dai

dPn

6ai

da„

dPn

9a„

is distinct from zero for ai= • • • =a„= m = 0, equations (4) can be solved

uniquely for the af. If not all of the dPi/diJ. are zero, then not aU of the a^f

are zero; but if all of the dPJdn are zero, then aU of the af are zero.

Equating the coefficients of the second power of n in (3) to zero, we get

y=i

ap,

daj
^-f)

= -/?'f)(aT , a^^O {i= l, , n),

the right members of which are completely known. The determinant of

the coefficients of the af is A, and the af are therefore uniquely determined,

being all zero or not all zero according as the Ff are all zero or not all zero.

And it is seen from (3) that the treatment of the general term is entirely simi-

lar and depends upon the same determinant A. Hence, under the hypothesis

as to A, a formal solution is possible, and it is unique.

2. Proof of Convergence of the Solutions.—In order to prove the con-

vergence of the series (2), consider the solution of the comparison equations

Qd^x ^„;m)=0 (i = l, ...,n) (10

for /8i , . . .
, |8„ in terms of /x, where the Qi are power series in the /3j and ix,

vanishing for j8j= 0, m = 0, and convergent for
|

jSy
|
< r > 0, ] ^ I

< p' > 0; and

where also the coefficients of all terms beyond the linear in each Qi are real,

positive, independent of i, and greater than the moduli of the corresponding

coefficients* in the expansions of any of the Pi . The character of the coeffi-

cients of the linear terms will be specified when they are used.

Suppose the solutions of (1') have the form

^i = S/3$^V'
1=1

(i= l, ...,n). (2')

*For proof of the possibility of satisfying these conditions see Picard's Traite d'Analyse, edition of

1905, vol. II, pp. 255-260.
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On substituting (2') in (1') and arranging in powers of n, there results a

system of equations similar to (3) . The j8"' are determined by

o(i) _ _ dQt
(z = l, n). (4')

It is necessary now to specify the properties of the linear terms of

the Qt . It will be supposed first that the dQt/d/x are real and positive, and

that dQi/diJ,= • • =dQn/diJi.= dQ/dn. It follows that for fixed values of

the dQi/d^j the values of the j8*" satisfying (4') are proportional to dQ/dfj,.

The dQi/dfij will now be so determined that when dQi/dn is replaced by the

greatest \dPi/dn\ the j8"' determined by (4') shall be equal, positive, and

at least as great as the greatest |a'"| for all values of dPi/dfi such that

I

dPi/dn
1
^ dQ/dfi. This must be done in such a way that the determinant

A' =

30.

shall be distinct from zero for |8y = ^ = 0. These conditions can be satisfied in

infinitely many ways. A simple way is to choose 30/5^= — 1 li J9^i and

dQi/d^i= - (1+c). Then the determinant of (4') is A' = (- 1)" c"-' (c+n),

which can vanish only if c = or c= — n, and the solutions of (4') are

^'^' = = ^^'
(1)

dQ
(5)

(c-j-n)

For any n we can give c such a value that the /3(' shall be positive and at least

as great as the greatest
|
o"' |.

The /3f are determined by equations of the form

, /3l'>) {i = l, . . . ,n). (6)

It follows from the properties of the Q« , together with the expUcit structure

of the G? and the values of the ^f, that

Gf> = Q^) ^
I
Ff) {i=\, ,n),

and therefore that

/3[
(2) ^^' ^

I

a (i = l, . . . ,n).
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It is very easily shown by induction that for every value of the index k

Gf'= • • • =(?r^|i^fM ii = l,...,n),
I

Therefore if (2') converge for
| m | ^ p', then also (2) converge for

| m | ^ p'-

All the conditions imposed upon the Qt can be satisfied by functions

of the form*

Q,--cft-(l+M)tf.+ • +3.)+ . ^l^'+T+^'+f.^ 'O

0-?)(1
^1+ • • +^.^

(i = l, . . . ,n),

(8)

where Af is a real positive constant. Adding these n equations and solving

for ;8i + • • • + |8« , it is found that

iP/f

r

. .
(9)

f.(l+9.+M)
r\ n ^ J

Since each ^j , and therefore the sum ;8i+ • • • +(8„ , is zero for m = Oj

the negative sign must be taken before the radical in (9). The right

member of (9) can be expanded as a converging power series in m if \n\ is

taken so small that |m| <P and |/(m)| < |<p(m)|) where

/(m) =
4:M(1+- + M) , ^ .J .2

\ n ' J pn /v /i_i_c M/x \

conditions which can always be satisfied, whatever may be the values of n, r,

p, c, and M. Moreover, the coefficients of all powers of m in the expansion

of (9) are real and positive. Hence it follows that

/3i+ • • • +^„ = m/2(m), (10)

where R{ix) is a power series in ix whose coefficients are all positive. It

follows from (8) that all the /3j are equal. Hence

/3.= ---=^„ =^- (11)

For \n\ sufficiently small the right members of these equations are converging

power series in /i; moreover, they identically satisfy (8). It follows from

this result and the second set of (7) that p" > exists such that the series (2)

converge for \n\ <p".

*Picard's TraiU d'Analyse, loc. cit.
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3. Generalization to Many Parameters.—Suppose the equations to be
solved are

Piiai, . . . , a„ ; Ml , . . .
,

/i*) =0 {i= l, . . . , n), (12)

and that the functional determinant with respect to the aj is distinct from
zero for ai = • • • = a„= ^i = • • • = m*= . Then the problem can be reduced
to that discussed in §§1 and 2 by letting mj = C/m- After the solutions have
been obtained the Cj fj. everywhere can be replaced by fij, for the Cj

fj,
will occur

only in integral powers.

4. The Functional Determinant Zero, but not All of its First Minors
Zero at the Origin.*—Consider the equations

P,(ai, . . . , a„; n) = (i= l, . . . ,n), (13)

where the P, have the properties imposed upon the Pj of §1. Suppose that

the determinant of the linear terms in the a^ is zero for oi = • • • =a„ = ii=0,
but that not all of its first minors are zero. It may be supposed without

any loss of generality that the determinant of the terms remaining after

deleting the last row and column of the linear terms is distinct from zero.

Hence, as a consequence of the theorems proved in §§ 1, 2, 3, the first n— 1

equations can be solved uniquely for ai , . . . , a„_i as power series in a„ and

H, vanishing for a„= /x = 0.

Suppose the solutions of the first n—1 equations for ai , . . . , a„_i are

substituted in the last equation. It will become a function of a„ and fi which

may be written, omitting the now useless subscript on the a„

,

Pia,fi)=X Sc«a*M^= (fc + j>0). (14)

Since the determinant of the linear terms of (13) is zero, this equation carries

no linear term in a. Suppose the term of lowest degree in a alone is c^a*.

Then, for each value of fx whose modulus is sufficiently small there are k

values of a satisfying (14) and, moreover, the modulus of (jl can be taken so

small that the moduli of the solutions for a shall be as small as one pleases.

f

Also, for each set of values of a = a„ and fx whose moduli are sufficiently small

there is one set of values ai , . . . , a„_i satisfying the first n—1 equations of

(13). Consequently, for each /x whose modulus is sufficiently small there are

precisely k sets of values of oi, . . . , o„ satisfying (13). A special discussion

is required to determine the character of these solutions and the method of

finding them. These questions are taken up in the immediately following

articles.

*The more difficult case, in which all the first minors of the functional determinant vanish, does not arise

in this work. It has only recently (in 1911) been completely solved by MacMillan, in a paper which will

appear in Mathemaiische Annalen.

fWeieratrass, Abhandlungen aus der Funclimenlehre, p. 107. Picard, Traiii d'Analyse, vol. II, chap. 9,

§7, and chap. 13. Harkness and Morley, Treatise on the Theory of Functions, chap. 4.
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5. Case where P(a, n) = a^Pi{a, n) - n'' Piia, /x).—Suppose the P{a, /x)

of (14) has the form

a'P,{a,,x) - M^P, (a,M)=0,

where Pi and P2 are power series in a and fx which do not vanish for a = m =

and which converge for
]
a

|
< r > 0, | m |

< p > 0. Upon extracting the k^^

root, this equation gives

a Qi (a, n) — T] fi" Q2 (a, /x) = 0,

where Qi and Q2 are power series in a and n which do not vanish for a = ju =

and which converge for
|
a

|
< r' > 0, | m |

< p' > 0, and where 77 is a ¥^ root of

unity. If we let ju = v", this equation takes the form of those treated in §§ 1

and 2 and can be solved uniquely for a in terms of v for each rj. The k

solutions are obtained by taking for rj the k roots of unity.

6. A Second Simple Case.—Suppose P (a, /x) has the form

P (a, m) = i C, a'-' M* + Q (a, m) = 0, (15)
i=0

where Cqt^O and Q contains no term of degree less than A; + 1 in a and /x.

It can be supposed without loss of generality that Co = 1. Then
k

SCja* */x*= Po(a, m) = (a— 61/x) (a— &2/x) ' ' ' (a— &tM)- (16)
4=0

Suppose (a — bjn) is a simple factor of the homogeneous polynomial

Po (a, /x), and exclude the trivial case in which it is also a factor of Q (a, /x).

Then dPo/da y^Oior a = hj /x. Now let

a = &,/x + ^M. (17)

After this transformation both Po and Q are divisible by //. After /x* is

divided out, Po carries a term in j8 to the first degree whose coefficient is

not zero, and Q carries no term independent of ix, but has at least one term

in IX alone, for otherwise P (a, /x) would be divisible by (a — 6j/x)- Conse-

quently by §§ 1 and 2 the equation in jS and /x can be solved for j8 as a con-

verging power series in ix, vanishing for ju = 0. Therefore a can be expanded

as a converging power series in /x, vanishing with /x, for each of the simple

roots of the polynomial Po (a, m) = 0. If 61 , . . . , 6^ are all distinct, the

expansions for the k branches of the function P(a, ^t) which pass through the

origin can be found by this process. The actual determination of the coeffi-

cients is by the method of § 1 in the simple case n = 1.

7. General Case of Power Series in two Variables.*—The method of

treatment consists in reducing the equation, by suitable transformations,

to forms of a standard type from which the solutions can be found. In cer-

tain special cases successive transformations are required. The analysis in

*This problem has been treated by Puiseux, Nother, etc. For references and discussion see Harkness
and Morley's Treatise on the Theory of Functions, chap. 4, and Crystal's Algebra, part 2, chap. 30.
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general, as well as the particular transformations required in any special case

to reduce the equation to the standard forms, is indicated most simply by
Newton's Parallelogram.

In constructing Newton's parallelogram it is sufficient to consider only

those terms c«aV^ of P{a, /x) for which i ^k, j^ X, c^^a" being the term of

lowest degree in a alone and Cox m" the term of lowest degree in /x alone.

Take a set of rectangular axes and for each of the terms dj aV'', Cy 9^ 0, lay

down a degree point whose coordinates are i and j. Then the line passing

through the origin and the point (A;,0) is rotated around (A;,0) as a pole so that

it moves along the j-axis in the positive direction until it strikes at least one

other degree point (it may, of course, strike several simultaneously) . Let the

one of those which it first strikes having the greatest j be (I'l, ^0 . Then the

line is rotated around (t'l, iO in the same direction until it strikes at least one

other degree point. Letting the one of these having the greatest j be (12, j2),

the line is rotated around (12, J2) until another is encountered. This process is

continued until the point (0, X) is reached. The number of steps in the process

evidently can not be greater than k or X. The part of Newton's parallelo-

gram needed in discussing the character of the function near the origin is made

up of the segments (k, 0) to (t'l, ji) ,
(iiji) to (12, J2),. , {%,j.) to (0, X) . For the

terms of P (a, m) corresponding to each one of these segments there is, as will

be shown, a transformation which throws P (a, n) into a standard form.

In order to illustrate Newton's parallelogram, consider the example

P(o, /x)=C5oa'+C3iaV+ C22aV^+ Ci3aM*+ Ci4aM^-fCo6M'+Q(a, ix),

where Q(a, jn) contains only terms of the seventh and higher degrees in a

and /x. The coordinates of the points in Newton's Parallelogram are (5, 0),

(3,1), (2,2), (1,3), and (0,6),_and it

consists of three segments which are

shown in Fig. 1.

Consider the segment {ii, ji) to

{^2,32) and make the transformation

a.^M-, -« = ?. (1«)

wherem and n are relatively prime inte-

gers. The terms c^.^^a 'm^' and Ci, a'lj,'' be-

come respectively Ci,j,
0^'

n"' and Cfa^, ^''ti"',

where

(5,0)
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It follows from the position of the segment {h,j,) to (12,^2) with reference

to every other degree point, that in the case of any term c« a* m' of P (a, m)

whose degree point is not on this segment the exponents i and j satisfy the

inequality

i {h - h) +.i (^1 - ^"2) + *2ii - '^'li^ > ^

Consequently, after the transformation (18) the term c^an' becomes Ctj^'n'",

where

(J — 1
; ^ V .

%l i.2

This discussion proves that after the transformation (18) the terms

belonging to the segment (ii,ii) to (12,32) contain m"' as a factor, and that every

other term contains m to a higher power than a' . Since a' is not necessarily an

integer the series will not be, in general, a series in integral powers of m, but

it will be in integral powers of m' = M"- Hence, dividmg out m" the series

= c,, ^*' + • • + c,,, /3'^ + m' Pi (/3, m'). (20)

For m' = equation (20) becomes

c,,, ^''- [/3*'-'-^ + ••+!;] = '^'-''^' (^-cO • • • (^-c,_0 = 0. (21)

The solution ;8*' = is not to be considered for this transformation because

it belongs to the solutions obtained from the segments having smaller values

of i. Suppose /3 — c, is a simple factor of (21) and let

iS = c, + 7.

.

(22)

Then the right member of (20) becomes a power series in 7^ and ix' , van-

ishing with 7^ = /x' = 0, and the coefficient of 7^ to the first power is distinct

from zero. Therefore, by §1, the equation can be solved for 7^ uniquely as a

converging power series in /x', vanishing for /x' = 0. Then, on substituting

back in (22) and (18), a is expressed in integral powers of /x'. This is an

integral series in /x only if o- is an integer. If Ci , . .
. , c^_fc are all distinct we

obtain at this step i^ — 12 solutions, and if a is an integer the number of them
is precisely ii — (2 Since when a is not an integer fi' has more than one

determination, and since the series obtained by the transformation (18)

after removing the factor /x"' is not in integral powers of /x, it would seem
that the number of solutions for the segment is greater than ii— ig . But
it will now be shown that the number of distinct solutions is t'l

— {2, whether

a is an integer or not.

Now 0-=
{J2
— ji)/{ii — i2)=')n/n, where m and n are relatively prime

integers. It is clear that i'l-4 equals n, or is greater than n, according a,sJ2—ji

and t'l
— 1*2 do not have, or have, a common integral divisor greater than unity.

Consider first the case where ii — 12 = 11. There can be no degree point
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i'i'if) on the segment between {ii,ji) and {12, j^, for its coordinates would
have to satisfy the relation (J2

— j')/{i' — ^2) = m/n, which is impossible when
i'— i2<n. Therefore equation (21) becomes

^h-u + A = 0,

whose solution gives ii— I'a values of j8, differing only by the ii—ii roots of

unity. Hence the same final results are obtained by using the principal value

of n" in (18) and all of these t'l— 12 values of j8 as are obtained if any other

determination of n" is used.

Suppose now I'l
— 1*2 = qn, where q is an integer. There can not be more

than q—1 degree points on the segment (I'l
, ^i) to (t2

, j^, i. e. satisfying the

relation {J2—j')/{i'—i^ =m/n. Therefore in this case (21) is a polynomial in /3"

of degree q, and for each of the solutions for jS" there are rvalues of jS obtained

one from the other by multiplying by the nP^ roots of unity. Hence in this

case also the final results are the same as are obtained by using any other

of the n determinations of ix".

It follows that in every case all the distinct solutions are obtained by
taking the principal value of fx' , and that the number of them for the

segment (I'l , j'l) to (12 , j^ is precisely t'l
—

12 . In a similar manner the

solutions associated with each of the other segments can be obtained. The
whole number of solutions found in this way is

N = {k—i,) + (t\ -12)+ • + (i - 0) = A;, (23)

which is the number of solutions of (P a, /x) = for a which vanish with /i = 0.

In this case the problem is completely solved.

Suppose, however, that in treating the terms belonging to the segment

ii\, ji) to (i2, J2) it is found that Ci= • • = Cp. The analysis above fails to

give the solutions for these roots. In this case the transformation

^ = Ci + 7 (24)

is made, after which the right member of (20) is a power series in 7 and /x';

and for m' = 0, 7"= is a solution. That is, the equation is of the same form

as P(a, m) = 0, only in place of having k zero roots for ju = there are now
only p such roots. This number p is always less than k except when ii = k,

ji = 0, 4 = 0, ^2 = ^, and Ci = C2= • • • =c<,_fe. But whatever the value of p
a new Newton's parallelogram for the 7M'-equation is to be constructed.

It will depend upon terms of higher degree in the original aju-equation

because the terms which gave rise to the p equal roots, Ci , . . .,Cp, have been

concentrated, so to speak, by the transformations into the single one 7",

and the parallelogram depends upon the term in n' alone of lowest degree.

By this step, or some succeeding one, the solutions will all become distinct

unless, indeed, the original P(a, m) = has two or more solutions for a which

are identical in fj,.
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II. SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS POWER
SERIES IN PARAMETERS.

8. The Types of Equations Treated.—In the course of this work certain

types of differential equations will arise and they will be solved by processes

adapted to attaining their solutions in convenient forms. It will tend to

clearness and brevity of exposition of the actual dynamical problems to set

down in advance those methods of solving differential equations which will

be used, and to state the conditions under which the results obtained by

them are valid. Consequently, this section will be devoted to these ques-

tions without making here any applications to physical problems.

The equations which will be treated are characterized chiefly by being

analytic in the independent and dependentvariablesand in certain parameters

upon which they depend; and the solutions are considered only for those

values of the variables and parameters for which the equations are all regular.

In the case where the differential equations are linear, their coefficients are

either constants or periodic functions of the independent variable.

9. Formal Solution of Differential Equations of Type I.*—The dif-

ferential equations

doc

-^ = m/i (a;i , . . . ,Xn , tJ,;t) {i=i , . . . ,n) (25)

will be said to be of the Type I when the right members have /x as a factor

and when all the ft are analytic in Xi , . . . , x„ , m and t, and are regular at

the point Xi= ai, m = , for all to^t-^ T. Then the ft (xi, . . . , Xn, m) t)

can be expanded as power series in (x,— aj) and m which will converge if

|a;4-ai|<r4>Oand |M|<p>Ofor ^o^^^T".

Suppose Xt=aiaXt = to, whatever be the value of n. That is, suppose

Xt{to) = at, (26)

in which the letter under the identity sign = indicates the parameter in

which the identity is defined.

Equations (25) can be solved formally as power series in /x which have
the form

x, = S xf fi\ (27)

where the x[" are functions of t. On substituting (27) in (25) and arranging

in powers of fx, it is found that

3= k=l " '^

t=l
""* *=1 1=1 * '

(28)

*See Moulton's Introduction to Celestial Mechanics, pp. 264-272.
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If these series are convergent the coefficients of corresponding powers of /x

in the right and left members are equal. On assuming for the moment that
they are convergent, the identity relations become

-^ = {i = l,...,n), (29)

^=fAxf,0;t) (i=l, ...,n), (30)

These sets of equations can be integrated sequentially. From (29) we get

xV = af

,

(33)

where the af are constants of integration. The right members of (30) are

now known functions of t, and their solutions can be written

X? = ffi (af, 0; t) dt + af = F^t) + a<", (34)

where i?";'(0 is the primitive of/* (o'*, 0; 0- Then (31), (32), • • • give in

order, similarly,

xT = Ff\t) + af

,

xf = Ff(t) + af, (35)

In this manner the process can be continued as far as may be desired.

10. Determination of the Constants of Integration in Type I.—^At each

step n additive constants of integration are obtained, and they must be

determined in terms of the initial values of the Xt . From (26) , (27) , (33) , (34)

,

(35), . . . , it follows that

3= 1
**

Therefore

af = a, , af = - F[\Q (i=i, ... 00). (36)

By these equations all of the constants of integration are uniquely determined

in terms of the constants of the differential equations and of the initial values

of the dependent variables.

11. Proof of the Convergence of the Solutions of Type I.—The

method of integrating differential equations as power series in parameters

has been in use in more or less explicit form since almost the beginnings

of celestial mechanics. For example, in the year 1772 Euler published his
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second Lunar Theory, in which he used a process quite analogous to this;*

and the method of computing the absolute perturbations of the elements of

the planetary orbits is virtually that of developing the solutions as power

series in the masses. But the actual determination of the conditions for the

validity of the process was not made until Cauchy published his celebrated

memoirs on differential equations in 1842. f The results of Cauchy were

extended by Poincare in his prize memoir on the Problem of Three Bodies, f

and were proved again, following Cauchy's Calcul des Limites, in Les MSthodes

Nouvelles de la MScanique Celeste, vol. I, pp. 58-63. The theorem will be

needed in this work in the form given by Poincar^, viz.

:

// thefi{xi, . . . ,Xn, yi.; t) of equations (25) are analytic \\inxi,. . .,Xn,ii,

and t, and regular at Xi= ai, m = 0, for all to ^t^T, then p > can be taken so

small that the series (27) will converge for all to'^t^T provided |m|<P-

To prove this theorem consider a comparison set of differential equations

-J-*

= M ^i (2/1 , • • -iVn, ii; t) (i=l, . . . , n), (250

where the <p< are analytic inyi, . . . ,yn, iJ.,t, and regular at yi=\ai\=hi, ^=0
for alHo ^t^T; and where, further, the coefficients of all powers of yt—bi

and
fj,

in the expansions of all the cpt are real, positive, and greater than the

moduli of the corresponding coefficients in the expansions of the ft for all the

values of t under consideration. Then positive constants M, p, Vi, . . . , r„

exist such that equations (25') can be written in the form §

%_ Mm
dt (i-?)(i-^) ••• (1-^)

The conditions are evidently satisfied also by

dyt Mn
dt

Cl _ ^) [1 _ (y.-^i) + (^2-62) + • • • + iyn-b„)l ' (25")

where r is the smallest of ri , . . .,r„.

Suppose now the solutions of equations (25") are developed as power
series in

fj,
of the form

?/< = 2 ?/<%'. (27')

There will be quadratures corresponding to (29), (30), .... Moreover,
by virtue of the hypotheses on the ipt,

dy? =
dt

>
,(«d^

dt

*Tis9erand's Mecaniqiie Celeste, vol. Ill, chapter 6.

t See Cauchy's Collected Works, 1st series, vol. VII.

tActa Mathematica, vol. XIII, pp. 5-266.

||The assumption that the /j are analytic in t is not necessary for the demonstration.
§Picard's Traite d'Analyse, edition of 1905, Vol. II, pp. 255-260.
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for allto^t^T. Therefore it follows that yf ^ \
a;™

|
for all U^t^T. Then

it is seen from the form of (31) that

dyf= dxf
dt dt

for to<.t^T. From this it follows similarly that yf > |a;f |. This process

can be continued indefinitely, giving by induction for the general term

yT^\x^n (37)

for to^t^T. Consequently, if the right members of (27') are convergent

series when
|
m | < p > for U^t^T, then likewise are the right members

of (27) convergent when
|

/x
]
< p > for the same range in t.

It is a simple matter to find the explicit expression for (27') by a direct

integration of (25"). Since the right members are the same for all i, we have

yi-Ci = y2 — C2= • • = y„-Cn,

where Ci , . . . , c„ are constants of integration. By the initial conditions it

follows that Ci — Cj = hi — hj and yi — bi = yj — bj. Let this common value of

yi—bi hey— b. Then each equation of (25") becomes

dy_ Mjj.

dt~
r-i M\ A n(y-b)\- (25'")

(!-?)(

On integrating this equation and determining the constant of integration by

the condition that {y-b)=0 at t = to, it is found that

The solution of this equation for (y— b) is

(!'-*) =i±sJl-;^('-«- (38)

Since {y— b) = akit = to, the negative sign must be taken before the radical.

It follows directly from equation (38) that whatever finite values n, M,r,p,

and T—to may have, {y—b) can be expanded as a convergent series in ix for

to^t^T provided the condition

is satisfied. This condition imposes the explicit limitation

1^1^ 2nM{T-Q 1 (39)

r ' p
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upon M, which can always be satisfied by
| m 1

< Mo> for r> 0, p> 0, and for

M and T-to finite. If these conditions are satisfied, the resulting expression

for (y-h) substituted in (25'") leads to convergent series. Moreover, the

series for (y - b) satisfies (25") and is identical with (27') since (27') is

unique. Consequently (27') converges, and therefore also (27) if |m1<Mo,

where mo is the hmiting value of m satisfying the inequality (39), for all t in

the range to^t^T. The theorem is thus established.

12. Generalization to Many Parameters.—The differential equations

may involve many parameters, mi, • ; M*, instead of a single parameter /x-

The ft are supposed to be regular for ^i = m2 = • • = fik = ior to<t^T.

The discussion can be thrown upon the preceding case by letting

lii = ^ili- (^'=1,
. . . ,

fc).

After the solutions have been found ^itx can be everywhere replaced by ah-

This groups the terms of the same degree in mi, • • • , M* together.

The equations can also be integrated as multiple series in the parameters

/ii , . .
. , /Xft without the use of this artifice, and then the constants of inte-

gration can be determined and the convergence proved. But the method is

not essentially distinct from the other, and the details may be omitted.

13. Generalization of the Parameter.—Suppose the differential equations

depend upon a single parameter /x- It may happen that this parameter

enters in two distinct ways. For example, it may enter in one way so that,

so far as this way alone is concerned, the fi can be expanded very simply as

power series in ^^.. It may enter in another way so that, so far as this way
alone is concerned, the expansions of the ft as power series in n are very

complex, or even impossible without throwing the equations into an unde-

sirable form.

Under the circumstances thus described it is sometimes of the highest

importance to generalize the parameter. Where it enters in the first way it

is left simply as the parameter ix. Where it enters in the second way it

is replaced by m to preserve the distinction. In forming the solutions m

is regarded as a variable parameter in terms of which identity arguments are

made, while m is regarded simply as a fixed number. The solutions obtained

are valid mathematically for any value of /x whose modulus is sufliciently

small, but they belong to the original (physical) problem for only one

particular value of ii, viz., for ii = m. But it will be observed that when the

differential equations are regular for a continuous range of values of m this

restriction is of no importance, provided the solutions converge for n = in, if

the literal value of m has been retained in the solutions.*

*For a practical application of this artifice see Moulton's Introduction to Celestial Mechanics, pp. 264-5.
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14. Formal Solution of Differential Equations of Type II.—The dif-

ferential equations

dor

-^ = Sr, (Xi , . . . , x„;t) + fxftiXi, . . . ,x„, (x; t) (i = i, . . . ,n), (40)

win be said to be of Type II if

(a) the gi{xi, . . . ,Xn;t) are independent of ^ and not identically

zero;

(6) the gt{Xi, . . ., x„; t) and /i(xi, . . ., Xn, fj.; t) are analytic*

inxi, . . ., Xn, IX, and t;

(c) the gt{Xi , . .
. , Xn] t) and fi{xi , . . . x„

,
/x

;
are regular at

Xi= x^°\t), /x=0, for to'^t-^T, where the xf are the solutions

of equations (40) for m = 0, and xf = a^ at t^U.

It follows from these conditions that the Qt and /« can be expanded as power
series in {xt— xf) and /x, which converge if \xi—xf \<n>0 and

| m |
< p > for

all t in the range to^t^T.
Equations (40) can be solved formally as power series in n having the

form
x, = -Exfix\ (41)

where the xf are functions of t, and where

x^iQfa,. (42)

Upon substituting (41) in (40) and equating coefficients of correspond-

ing powers of /x, it is found that

^=9i (xf, , xT; t) {i=i,..., n), (43)

^ - S ||;<=-^* (^'"'
•

•

'

<"'' 0' ^)' (44)

dt
-
1 W/' 4 S S aife<'<+ 2 W/'+1 <*^>

where the *f are linear in the coefficients of the expansions of Qt and /« and

polynomials in xf, . . ., x'*"". In all the partial derivatives the Xj are replaced

by xf.

The solutions of equations (43) are

xf = Ff(c,,. . .,c„;t), (47)

*The assumption that the gt and /; are analytic in i is not necessary, but is made for simplicity

because the condition is always fulfilled in the applications which follow.
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where Ci , . . .,c„ are the constants of integration which can be determined

in terms of the Oj . Substituting these a;'"' in (44) and integrating, we obtain

x^r=iA^r,p,At)+FT(t), (48)

where the Af are the constants of integration. After these solutions are

found, equations (45) can be integrated, and this process can be continued

to the ¥^ step, which gives

xT= l^Af<p,,{t)+Ff(t). (49)
3=1

The (Pij (t) belonging to the complementary function are the same for each

step, but the Ff (t), which depend upon the right members of the differential

equation, are in general all different. The problem of finding the Ff\ the ^,y,

and the Ff depends upon the explicit form of the differential equations, and

can not be given a general treatment.

15. Determination of the Constants of Integration in Type II.—^At

each step there are n constants of integration introduced which can be

determined in terms of the initial values of the Xi . It follows from equa-

tions (41), (42), (47), (48), . . . , that
00

FT (c, , . . . ,
c„

; g + 2 [2 Af <p,, (to) + Ff {to)]n'= a,

.

(50)

Hence
Ffic, . . . ,c„;Q =a, ii=l, . . . ,n),

]

(51)
^Af<p,,{Q=-Ff(to) (fc = l, ...00), J

Suppose the constants Ci , . . . , c„ are uniquely determined in terms of a,

by the first set of equations of (51) . Then the Ff become completely defined,

and from the second set of (51) the Af are uniquely determined since the

determinant A =
| v« (Q |

is the determinant of a fundamental set of solutions

at a regular point of the differential equations and is therefore not zero (§ 18).

Then the Ff become entirely known and the Af are determined by a similar

set of Unear equations whose determinant is the same A. The whole process

is unique and can be continued indefinitely.

16. Proof of the Convergence of the Solutions of Type II.—Consider
the comparison set of differential equations

-^ = ip,{y,,. . .,yn;t)+ix^,{y,,. . . ,yn,fi; t), (40')

where the conditions corresponding to (a), (6), (c), and (42) of §14 are

satisfied, and where, in addition, the coefficients of the expansions of the (pt

and the ^pt as power series in {y^ - yf) and n are real, positive, and greater

than the moduli of the corresponding coefficients in the expansions of the gt

and the /« for all t in the interval to^t ^T. Suppose ?/< = ] a, |
= 6, at f = <o

•
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Equations (40') will be solved in the form

Vi^iy'fix', (42')
^=0

where the yf are functions of t to be determined. It will be shown that
the yf are real and positive, and that

y'!' >\x\''\ tor U^t^T. (52)

The xf and yf are defined by

xf = a. +j;>, (xT, . . .,x^:^;t)dt,

yT = b,+fi<p^(yZ. . .,y'l')t)dt.

Since, by hypothesis, the integrands of the second set of equations are real,

positive, and greater than the maximum values of the moduli of the inte-

grands in the first set of equations in the interval U^t -^T/ii follows that
in the whole interval yf > \ xf \

.

The xf and yf are defined by

(53)

(54)

It follows from (48) and (51) that xf =0 at ^ = ^o • Similarly yf =
Siit = to- Equations (54) can be solved by Picard's approximation process.*

Let x'-ll and y^H be the A;'* approximations to xf and yf. Then

yfr=fi4^i(yZ. . . , y^\ 0; t) dt,

y"i =£ [

2

^^/n + ^^ (y'r> -> 2/r, o; t)]dt,

^- =X [ S |^*<-+ ^' (^'- • • '
^»'' 0; t)]dt,

*TraiU d'Analyse, vol. II, edition of 1905, p. 340.

(55)

(56)

(57)
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It follows from (55) and the relations between the /, and the ^j that

y{\ > \xfl\ for t^^t^T. Then, making use of the relations between the

coefficients of the expansions of the Qi and the <Pi, it follows from (56) that

2/1" ^ \x^^\ ioT t^^t ST; and from the method of forming the successive

approximations it is seen that, yfl > \ xfl {ioTt^^t^ T, for all k.

Now Picard has shown* that lim xfl = a;'" for a sufficiently restricted

range of values of t. But equations (44) being linear, the range of values

for t is precisely that for which the differential equations are vahd.j There-

fore we conclude that y'l' > \ xf^ 1
for <„ ^ « ^ T. The corresponding relation

between y^f and x'f can be proved in the same manner, and the process can

be continued step by step indefinitely. Consequently the inequalities (52)

are established. Hence, if the series (42') converge when |m| < p'j then the

series (42) also converge when
|

/x
]
< p' for io ^ ^ ^ ^•

Since

dyT
dt

= Mf,- . ,y''ri; t),

it follows from the reference given in §11 that the conditions imposed upon

(40') can be satisfied by equations of the formj

d{y.-yT) = M ^^
„ ,

'-'
,„..

—^ . (58)
dt

(, M\h \^{yr-m(i-?)[i-[S^^H}

As a consequence of these equations {yi — y'^?) = (yj — y''f) + Cj , where the

Cj are constants. Since yt = y'-f ekt t = tf^,it follows that C}= 0. Now let

z = 2 ^^^=^^ +M. (59)
j-i

Then, upon taking the sum of equations (58) with respect to i, we get

dz _ Mnzjl+z)

rf^~,(l_^)(l_,)' (60)

On integrating this equation and determining the constant of integration by
the condition that z = /j, att = to,itis found that

io„ (I+m)^ _ Mn(t-to)

'""^-jra+W- ,(i_M) • (61)

*Loc. cit. \Traite d'Analyse, vol. Ill, edition of 1894, p. 91.

tSee Les Methodes Noitvelles de la Mecanique Celeste, vol. I, p. 60.
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Solving this equation and determining the sign of the radical so that z = n&t
t = to, the expression for z becomes

(1+Mr' ^^ (i+M^
z = ^"(1+Mr' ^ ^^ (1+m)-' (62)

(1+m)
where

2/X jt:«-(„)

K = Ifn

o-s
4 ue^*^~'°'

< 1, then 3It follows from (62) that if |m| < p, |m| < 1, and 7^ v v
can be expanded as a converging power series in m for ^0 ^ i^ T, and that in

this range for t the values of z are such that the expansion of the right mem-
ber of (60) as a power series in z also converges. Consequently, the yt and Xt

satisfying (40') and (40) respectively can also be expanded as converging

series in /j, for all t in the interval ^0 ^ < ^ T.

The point to be noted in these results is that when the differential equa-

tions are of the Types I or II, as defined above, and when the interval T—to has

been chosen in advance and kept fixed, then the parameter jj,, in which the

solutions are developed, can be taken so small in absolute value that the

series in which the solutions are expressed will all converge in the whole

interval to ^ t ^ T.

As in equations of Type I, there may be many parameters, 1x1,1x2, • , Ms

;

instead of a single one. The treatment can be reduced to the case of the single

one, just as in the preceding case.

The parameter can be generalized precisely as was explained in §13. It

is obvious that if there are many parameters they may all be generalized.

Since the generalization can be made in an infinite number of ways, a great

variety of possible expansions for these solutions is secured.

17. Case of Homogeneous Linear Equations.—While the linear equa-

tions are included in those alreadytreated, they deserve some special attention

for the reason that in their solutions the values of n are not restricted by so

many conditions. Consider the equations

^ = ^J,Mx, (i=l, ...,n), (63)

where the di] are expansible as power series in ju of the form

00

dij = ^ dtj fX ,

i=0
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which converge if
| m 1
< p for <o ^ ^ ^ ^ . Suppose a;*= a, at < = to. Then the

solutions can be developed as power series of the form

x^^l^xfix", (64)

precisely as in § 14.

To find the realm of convergence in m of (64) , consider a comparison set of

differential equations

^= S^'/'<.(0 2/>, (63')

where the \j/ij are expansible as power series in /x of the form

00

ii;=0

which converge provided \iJL\<pioT to^t^T. Suppose also that \l/fj> \e%\ for

to'^t^T. Develop the solutions of (63') in the form

2/.= S2/fM*. (64')

It can be shown by the method used in proving the inequalities given

in (52) that if y,{to) = |a,| = h, then yf >\xf\ for U^t^T.
The conditions imposed on (63') are satisfied by the equations

dt~'^. M^^' (63')
j=i ±—

P

in which M is the maximum value of the |0«| for fo ^ t ^T. It follows that

iVi

—

&i) = (Vi— bj) . Let the common value be (y— h). Then (63") becomes

at ._M i_^ ^=1

P P

The solution of this equation satisfying the initial conditions is

(2/ 6) S^6,,
i_M (64")

P

Hence i/, and therefore yt and Xi , can be expanded as a power series in n con-

verging for \fx\< pioT to^t^T. That is, w/iew the differential equations are

linear the realm of convergence of the solutions in the parameter n is precisely the

same as that of the coefficients of the differential equations. Therefore, in those

simple cases in which the original equations are polynomials in n, the solu-

tions converge for all finite values of /x-*

*See Memoire sur les Groupes des tlquations Liniaires, by Poincarfi, Acta Mathematica, vol. IV, p. 212.
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III. HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH
PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS.

18. The Determinant of a Fundamental Set of Solutions.—Suppose

x',= ie,j{t)Xj ii= l,...,n), (65)

where x, is the derivative of Xi with respect to t, is the set of linear homo-
geneous differential equations under consideration, and let

Xa = (Pa{t), Xa = <Pn{t) , . . . , Xi„ = <Pi„{t) (i=l, . . . , n), (66)

be a fundamental set of its solutions. The determinant of this set of solutions

may be denoted by

A=ki,|. (67)

It will be shown that A can not vanish for any t for which the du are all

regular. In the applications which follow, the dtj are analytic in t and in

general regular for all finite values of t.

The result of differentiating A with respect to t is

n t

A'= SJ^„|,

where the index k denotes that in the k'" column the <ptj are replaced by the

derivatives of the (pa with respect to t. But it follows from (65) that

Hence A' can be written

A'=S
i=l

<Pn i Vu ) • • • ) 2 dij <pjt ,

n

^21 > <P22 ) • • • ) ^ "2j <Pjk >

1=1

<Pn f <Pa2
J=l

y <P2n

, <P3n

<Pn\ } <Pn2 } ' • . ,
"2 d„] (pjt , . . . , <p„„
1=1

(68)

The n determinants (68) can be expanded according to the elements dij.

The result is

A'= S S0„2;(-1)*+V^*A»,
1=1 ]=1 t=l
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where Au is the minor of the element <p« in A. But it is known from the
n

theory of determinants that S (- 1)*+*
<pi^ A^ is zero when j 9^ i, and equal to A

when j = i. Therefore*

A' = A S 0« ,

whence

A = A,e^.'
'='"", W

where Ao is the value of A at f = 0. The initial conditions are taken so that

AoT^O. Thus A can vanish or become infinite only at the singularities of the

coefficients of the main diagonal of the differential equations.
n

If S 0« = the exponent vanishes and the determinant reduces to the

constant Ao . If the differential equations were originally of the second order,

having the form usually arising in celestial mechanics
n

x"= S diiX} (i= l, . . . , n),

they are equivalent to the system
n

aj' = Vi, V\= ^ Oil Xi ii = l, . . . , n),

which has the form of equations (65) . Since every Bu of this set of equations

is zero, the determinant of any fundamental set of their solutions is a constant.

19. The Character of the Solutions of a Set of Linear Homogeneous
Differential Equations with Uniform Periodic Coefficients.—Linear dif-

ferential equations with simply periodic coefficients were first treated by
Hillj in one of his celebrated memoirs on the lunar theory. About the

same time Hermitef discovered the form of the solution of Lame's equation,

which has a doubly periodic coefficient. Starting from the results obtained by
Hermite, Picard|| showed that in general a fundamental set of solutions of a

linear differential equation of the n*" order with doubly periodic coefficients

of the first kind can be expressed by means of doubly periodic functions of the

second kind. In 1883, Floquet§ pubUshed a complete discussion of the char-

acter of the solutions of a linear differential equation of the n'*order which has

simply periodic coefficients. In this memoir Floquet gave not only the form
of the solutions in general, but he considered in detail the forms of the solu-

tions when the fundamental equation has multiple roots. The forms of the

solutions being thus known, the efforts of later writers have been directed

Equation (69) was first developed by Jacob! in a somewhat different connection, Collected Works,
vol. IV, p. 403.

\The Collected Woi-ks of G. W. Hill, vol. I, p. 243; Acta Malhematica, vol. VIII, pp. 1—36; also published
at Cambridge, Mass. in 1877.

XComptes Bendus, 1877 et seq.

WCoMTptes Rendus, 1879-80; Journal fiir Mathematik, vol. 90 (1881).

^Annates de VtlcoU Normale Sup6rieure, 1883-1884.
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toward the discovery of practical methods for their actual construction,

principally when the differential equation has the form

(fx-^+ (ao+ aicos<+ a2cos2^ + • • •)^ = 0. (70)

Different methods for constructing solutions of this equation have been

proposed by Lindemann,* Lindstedt,t Bruns,t Callandreau,|| Stieltjes,§ and
Harzer.^

In what follows there will arise only equations with simply periodic

coefficients having the form
„

x', =2^euXj (i=L . . . ,n), (71)
j=i

where the dtj are periodic functions of t with the period 2w. It will be

assumed that the dij are uniform analytic functions of t and are regular

forO^<^27r. Let

Xa = <Pn (t), Xiz = (Pa (t), . . . , Xtn = <ptn (0 (^=1) • • j n),

be a fundamental set of solutions which satisfy the initial conditions

<Ptj (0) = if ^5^ J and <pu (0) = 1. It is clear that n solutions can be

constructed with these n sets of initial conditions, and since their deter-

minant is unity at f = 0, they constitute a fundamental set of solutions.

Now make the transformation

xt^e^'y,, (72)

where a is an undetermined constant. The differential equations become

yl + ayi= -Edtjyj, (73)
3= 1

any solution of which can be written in the form

y, = e-'"iAj,p„{t) (i = l, ...,n), (74)

where the Aj are suitably chosen constants.

The question arises whether it is possible to determine a and the Aj in

such a manner that the t/« shall be periodic in t with the period 2^. From the

form of equations (73) it is clear that sufficient conditions for the periodicity

of the yi are that yt{2ir)=yi(0) (i = l, . . . , n). On imposing these condi-

tions upon (74), there results

= iA, y,, (27r) - e^**' ip^j (0)] {i = l,...,n). (75)
i=i

Either all the Aj are zero or the determinant must vanish. The former case

is trivial and we therefore impose the condition

*Mathematische Annalen, vol. XXII, (1883), p. 117-123.

Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 2503 (1883) . Mimoires de lAcadimie de Si. PUershourg, vol . XXI, No. 4.

Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 2533, 2553 (1884).

lAstronomische Nachrichten, No. 2547 (1884).

\Asironomische Nachrichten, 'iio. 2602(1884).

%Agtronomtsche Nachrichten, Nos. 2850 and 2851 (1888).
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where ^»(0) = if it^j and tpu (0) = 1. Putting e"^'^=s and denoting <ptj (27r)

simply by <pij, this determinant becomes

tPn— S , <Pi2

<P21 <P22'

<P32

V>n

, <P23

, <PS3—S

<P«3

, <P3n

<Pnn — S

= 0. (76)

This is an equation of the n*" degree in s, the constant term of which can

not vanish since it is the determinant of a fundamental set of solutions.

It is known as the fundamental equation for the period 27r. Its roots can be

neither zero nor infinite, because the coefficient of s" is unity and the term

independent of s is A.

20. Solutions when the Roots of the Fundamental Equation are all

Distinct.—Suppose the roots Si, Sa, . . . , s„ of (76) are all distinct. Then
at least one of the first minors of (76) is distinct from zero when s is put

equal to s*, and therefore the ratios of the Aj are uniquely determined by (75).

For each s^ a set of yt is determined by (74) involving one arbitrary constant.

Since this solution depends upon Ss it will be designated by t/j* , and the

corresponding Aj hy Ajt-

Since s = e^°''^, the a is uniquely determined in terms of s except for the

additive constant v V — 1, where v is an integer. In every case the principal

value of a can be taken, for its other values simply remove periodic factors

from the ?/, . Consequently, for the n values of s there are n values a, and
from equation (74) there are n solutions, one for each k from 1 to n,

yu = e ' S Aj^<ptj(t)
j=i

(t=l, , n), (77)

where the ratios of the Aj^ are determined by (75). From (72), n solutions

of equations (71) are thus found, one for each k,

ii= l,...,n), (78)

where the yi„ are periodic in t with the period 2ir.

These solutions (78) form a fundamental set, for, if they did not, there

would exist linear relations among the Xn of the form

S C, X,, (t) = (i= l, . . . , n), (79)

where not all the Ct= 0. Increasing i by 27r, it follows from the conditions

imposed upon the Xi and yt that

S C,xu («+ 27r) = ^CtS, X,, (t) = 0,
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and similarly that

S C, Xi^ (f+ 47r) = S C, S^ Xu (0 = 0,

25

t=\

(80)

S C^ Xn [<+ 2 (n- 1) tt] = S Ct si-' a;a (0 = 0.

Since the C* are not all zero it follows that the determinant of these equations

must vanish; that is,

IIa;*e(0
t=i

1
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zero. If these solutions are taken, the identities (82) can not be satisfied and

consequently equations (79) can not be satisfied. Therefore (78) constitute

a fundamental set of solutions.

21. Solutions when the Fundamental Equation has Multiple Roots.—
Consider first the case where the fundamental equation has only two roots

equal. The notation can be chosen so that S2=Si. There are two cases

according as all, or not all, of the first minors of (76) vanish when s = Si.

Suppose first that all the first minors vanish for this value of s. Since s =Si is

only a double root, not all of the second minors can vanish. Hence two of the Aj

can be taken arbitrarily and (75) can be solved for the remaining (n— 2) of

them. Then equations (74) and (72) give the corresponding Xt . Since the <pt}

are hnearly distinct two linearly distinct values of the yt can be obtained by
taking first one of the arbitrary Aj equal to zero, and then the other equal

to zero. Therefore in this case there are two linearly distinct solutions of

the form
Xn = e°"*yn, Xt2=e°-''yt2 (i=l, . . . ,n),

where the ya and ^iz are periodic in t with the period 2ir.

If, however, not all the first minors of (76) vanish for s =Si, there is but a

single solution of this form belonging to the root Si of the fundamental equa-
tion. Let Xn = e'^''yn be this solution; it will be shown that the other one
belonging to this root has the form

Xi = e''^'(y,2+tyn) (1 = 1, n), (83)

where the t/i2 are periodic in t with the period 2t.

Before proceeding to the demonstration a lemma pertaining to a certain

type of transformation of a fundamental set of solutions will be proved.
Suppose the <pij constitute a fundamental set of solutions. Then define new
functions xj/u by the relations

i/'i» = S Aj^<pij
l=lc

{i,k = l, . . . ,n). (84)

The i/'a also constitute a fundamental set of solutions provided no Akio= 0, for

the determinant of the ^j* is

n

where l^,*! and |^„| are the determinants of the Aj,, and <p,j respectively.

The determinant
| <pij \

is distinct from zero and

1^.1 =

An , A21 , A31
,

" ) -^22 J -"^32 ,

,0 ,^33,

0,0,0.

, Ani

• } A„2

• J An3 (85)
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which is distinct from zero unless some A^,, is zero. A special case, which will

be used first, is that where all the elements except those in the first line and
in the main diagonal are zero.

Now return to the point under discussion. By hypothesis not all the
first minors of (76) vanish for s = s,. Let the notation be chosen so that one
of those which is distinct from zero is formed from the elements of the last

w - 1 columns. Then A^ must be distinct from zero in order not to get the
trivial case in which all the Aj are zero. Now in place of <ptj {i,j = l , . . . , n)

as a fundamental set of solutions we can take, as a consequence of the lemma,

e**'' Vn, <Pu (i=l, . . . ,n; j= 2, . . . ,n). (86)

Any solution can be expressed in the form

Xi = B.e^^'yn + i:Bj<p,j (i=i, . . . ,n).
1=2

Now make the transformation a;«2 = e**"' (i/^z + <2/a); whence

yi2 = - tyn + B, y„ e"^'-«'»+ e-"^' S Bj ,p,, .

i=2

Since by hypothesis the x^ = e"''^« satisfy (71), it is found by substitution

that, if (83) are to constitute a solution, the 2/12 must satisfy the equations

n

2/i2 + ai2/«2 = S QuVii- Vn (t = l, . . . ,n). (87)

Since t enters only in the Bii and the t/ji, which are periodic with the period

27r, sufficient conditions that the t/<2 shall be periodic with the period 2% are

2/i2 (27r) - y,, (0) = - 27r 2/n (0) + Ib, y,, (27r) e-'^^^-ip,, (0)] = 0.
1=2

On transforming from the exponential to s, these equations give

-27r s, yn (0) + S J5, [ip.j (27r) - Si 5„] = 0, (88)
1=2

where 8tj= iijT^i and hn=l.

The condition that equations (88) shall be consistent is

A = \yn (0), ipi2 (27r) - Si 5j2 , . . . , <Pin (2ir) - Si 5j„| = 0,

where Z), is the determinant formed from their coefficients. This equation

is satisfied, for if the fundamental equation is formed as usual from the

fundamental set (86), it is found that D=(s— Si)A = 0. Since Z) is inde-

pendent of the fundamental* set from which it is derived, and since D =
has the double root s = Si , it follows that Di (si) = 0. Therefore (88) can be

solved uniquely for the B2 , . . . , B„. These equations determine the 1/12

,

and through them the Xts in the form given in (83).

*Fuchs, Journal fur Mathematik, vol. LXVI (1866), p. 133.
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Now suppose s—Si is a triple root of the fundamental equation, but that

it is not a quadruple root. If all its minors of the first and second order

vanish for s=Si, three of the Aj can be taken arbitrarily and three linearly

distinct solutions of the form

canbe determined, where the yn, y^, and yts are periodic in f with the period 2t.

If all of the minors of the first order of the fundamental determinant

vanish, but not all of those of the second order, then two of the Aj can be

taken arbitrarily, and two linearly distinct solutions of the form

Xii = c yti , Xi2 = 6 yt2

will be obtained, where the yn and 2/12 are again periodic.

In order to obtain a third solution associated with the root Sj take as

a new fundamental set of solutions

e"''2/ii, e"''2/,2, <ptj (2= 1, . . . , n; i = 3, . . . , n),

so that any solution can be written in the form

Xi = 5i e"-' yn + B2 e"'' yi2 + S 5, <p,j (i= 1, . . . , n).
1=3

Now make the transformation

whence

t/,3= -<i/a-<2/i2+Sxe""-"'«2/ii+52e<'*'-"'"2/^+e"'' 2 £,,?„.

In a manner similar to that in the case just treated the periodicity conditions

on the yts lead to the equations

= -27r Si yn (0) - 2ir s^ y,2 (0) + i Bj [,p„ (27r) - 5,, sj.

As in the preceding case, it is found that for s=Si the ^3, . . ., B„ are

uniquely determined and that the Xts have the form

Xis = e"'* [yn + t (yn + ^/a)], (89)

where the yn, y^, and t/is are periodic in t with the period 27r.

Suppose now that not all of the first minors of the fundamental determi-
nant vanish for s = Si. Then there will be one solution Xn = e*'* yn and another
Xi2 = e"'' (t/i2 + tyn). It will be shown that in this case the third solution

belonging to Si is of the form

XiB = e"'* [yis + ty^ + ^e ?/«]. (90)
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Take as a new fundamental set of solutions

e^^'Vn , e"^' (y,, + ty,,), ,p,j (i=l, . . . , n; j=3, . . . , n). (90')

After defining the Xi by

Xt = Bi e"'* y,, + B2 e'^'' {y,^ -\-t y,,) + S 5, (p,j (i= 1, . , n),
1=3

make the transformation (90). Then the expressions for yts are

If the Xt3 constitute a solution of the original equations (71), the yis must
satisfy the equations

n

2/13 + «!?/«= S dijyjs - yn,

since the y^ satisfy (73) and the ^/tz satisfy (87). Hence sufficient conditions

that the t/,3 shall be periodic are that

Viz (27r) - t/,3 (0) = (i= l, . . . ,n).

These conditions lead to the equations

0= -27r Si t/« (0) - 27r=' Si 2/n (0) + 27r 5^ Si ^/n (0) + S 5j [^„ (2 tt) - s,y

.

The terms yn (0) in the second column of the determinant of the coefl&cients

of these equations evidently may be suppressed. Let this determinant be

denoted by A • In order that these equations shall be consistent it is

necessary that A = 0. This condition is satisfied; for if the fundamental

equation be formed from (90'), it is found that

But by hypothesis D admits (s = Si) as a triple root. Therefore D2 (si) =
and the equations are consistent. Since s = Si is a simple root of D^ , not

all of its first minors are zero. Therefore the B^, . . . , B„ are uniquely

determined, and the a;<3 have the form (90).

Suppose s=Si is a root of multiplicity I. There is then a group of solu-

tions, I in number, attached to this root. In general this group of solutions

will have the following form

Xn= e'^^'yn (^ = l, • • • ,n),

x,;= e^^'lyii + tyu],

Xi2 = e°''[^i3 + tyvz + ht^ yn],
\ (91)

Xii= e'''*[yt,i+tyu-i+ • • + T/Ziyi
^'~'^"^
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If all the minors of the fundamental equation D = up to the order

k-l{k^l),hut not all of order k, vanish for s = Si, then there are k solutions

of the first form, i. e. of the form

If now the fundamental set

e"'' yn, . . . , e"'' ?/« , (p^+i , . . , <pin

,

be taken and the equation in s formed, it is found that

D= {s-s,yD, = 0.

Since the roots of the fundamental equation are not changed by adopting

the new fundamental set of solutions, A = has s =Si as a root of multiplicity

l-k. Suppose all the minors of A of order g-1, but not all of order g,

vanish; then there are g solutions of the second form, viz..

If A;+s^<Z, by a similar change of the fundamental set of solutions, it will

be found that

Now A+j= admits s=Si as a root of multiplicity l—{k+g) and there is

a certain number of solutions of the third type of (91), depending upon

the order of the minors of !)*+„ which do not all vanish for s=Si. Continuing,

there is obtained finally I linearly independent solutions associated with Sj

,

and in a similar way the solutions associated with the other roots of the

fundamental equation can be found.

22. The Characteristic Equation when the CoeflScients of the Differ-

ential Equations are Expansible as Power Series in a Parameter m-—In

the preceding discussions no explicit reference was made to the parameters

upon which the dtj may depend. It will be assumed now that the 0^ are

expansible as power series in ^ whose coefficients separately are periodic in

t, and that the series converge for all finite values of t ii |/x| <P- It will be

assumed further that 0tj= aij, where the Uu are constants, for /i = 0. Under

these conditions, which are often realized in practice and particularly in the

applications which follow, the discussion of the character of the solutions

can be made so as to lead to a convenient method for their practical con-

struction. The discussion will depend upon the principles of § 19 and the

integration of the equations as power series in /x.

Consider now the equations

xi = S 0,,a;, = y\ k, + i Cy >, (t=l, . . . , n), (92)
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where the % are constants, the dfj are periodic in t with the period 2t, and
00

S 0i*j)Li* converge for all real, finite values oi t ii \fx\<p. For /x = equations

(92) admit Xi™ = Cie""' as a solution, where the Ct are constants whose ratios

depend upon the coefficients of the differential equations, and a"' is one of

the roots of the characteristic equation

(93)

flu — a'"^ , ai2 , . .

^21 , a22— a , . .
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Since the Aj must not all be zero, the determinant of their coefficients must

vanish, whence

A =
I

[c, (1 - e<"-<')'^)+ e-'^^l:^! (2,r) m*]
|

= 0. (98)

This equation has an infinite number of solutions, for if a = a, is a solution,

then also is a = aj+ v V— l, v any integer. The fundamental equation

corresponding to (76) is obtained by the transformation e^°-''= s. If the values

of s satisfying the fundamental equation are distinct, the corresponding

values of a are distinct but not the converse, for if two values of a differ by an

imaginary integer the corresponding values of s are equal. Only those

values of a will be taken which reduce to the oj" for m = Oj the af being

uniquely determined by (93)

.

Suppose now that two of the roots of the characteristic equation, say

a*?' and a?, are equal. Then the solutions of (92) have in general the form

- k=l - - 1= 1
-- k=l -

(99)

The exception to this general form is that tcn may be absent from the

second term for i=l , . . . , n, and this possibility must be considered at

those places where it makes differences in the discussion.

After making the transformation Xi=e°-%, the solutions for the yt are

2/,=Ai[c,e('^''-">+e-S<V^+A.r(c„+«c„)e('^''-'^)'+e-'^'2x<«MT

.=3

(100)

The conditions for the periodicity of the yt, viz., yt{2Tr) —y^{0)=0, lead to

the determinant

= 0,

(101)

where the elements which are not written are of the same form as those in (98)

.

If, for M = 0, the characteristic equation has a root of higher order of

multiplicity, the fundamental equation is formed in a similar manner.

23. Solutions when af , af , . . . , af are Distinct and their Differ-

ences are not Congruent to Zero mod. V^I.—The part of (98) independent
of IX is

c.(l-e=(^-<>) = |c,in (l-e<"-<>), (102)Ao =

and the determinant \cu\ is unity
j=i
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If, in any particular case, (98) were an identity in n its n solutions would
be simply a = af . In case it is not an identity, let

, ,

a = ar+ /3, (103)
and A becomes

A = A„+M F,{^,, m) = (1 - e^^n Jl(l-e ^<'-<^'>)
^^^^^

where Ft(i8t, n) is a series in ^^ and m, converging for |ft| finite and |m| <p.
Since, by hypothesis, no (af — af ) is an imaginary integer, the expan-

sion of (104) as a power series in /3t and m contains a term in (8* of the first

degree and no term independent of both (8* and m- Therefore (see §§ 1 and
2) it can be solved uniquely for /S* as a power series in /j. of the form

l3, = txP,ifi). (105)

Substituting this value of fit in (103) and the resulting a in (97), n homo-
geneous linear relations among Ai , . . . , A„ are obtained whose determi-

nant vanishes, but for /x sufficiently small not all of its first minors vanish,

since the roots of the determinant set equal to zero were all distinct for /^ = .

Therefore the ratios of the Aj are uniquely determined as power series in n,

converging for |/x| sufficiently small. When the ratios of the Aj have been

determined, the ?/« are determined as power series in n, and the coefficient of

each power of m separately is periodic in ^ A solution is found similarly

for each a'".

The origin of the singularities which determine the radii of convergence

of the final solution series is known. If p is the smallest true radius of

convergence of the original solutions (95) as t varies from to 27r, then, in

general, the final solutions will converge only if
|

/x
I

< P- Consider the funda-

mental equation, A(s, m) =0> which is a polynomial in s of degree n and a

power series in n converging if ImI <P- From the algebraic character of A it

follows that the only singularities introduced by solving for s in terms of fi

are branch-points, which are determined by the simultaneous equations

A(s,m) = 0, ^^ = 0. (106)

The variable s can be eliminated from these equations by rational processes

and the eliminant will converge if |m| <P- Its zeros are branch-points for s

as defined by A(s, n) = 0.

The zeros of the eliminant which lie within
|

/x
I

= P can be found in any

particular numerical case by Picard's extension of Kronecker's method* pro-

vided the zeros are all simple. If there is a zero at /x = /zq , then the solutions

for s as a power series in /x converge only if \fj.\ < \no\. If there is no /xo the

limit remains p.

Picard's TraitS d'Analyse, vol. II, chap. 7.
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Now consider (8* as a function of m through its relation with s, viz.,

s, = e'('''°'"*'^'^'' = e'"'°'' e^'"". If s* has a branch-point for /i = Mo, then /3* also has

a branch-point at the same place since d^/ds = l/2irs is distinct from zero

for all finite values of s. Therefore the series for /3t converges only if |m| < !mo| .

The roots, is s, = sr+ S 4V* and aT +^ = {V2T)\og[sT+ S s'^ nl

If for any mi such that
| Mi |

< p we have \sf\= |
S sf lA \

, then jS* has an
i=l

essential singularity at m = Mi, and the series for it converges only if |/i] < |/xi|

.

The zeros determining these singularities can also be found in a special

numerical case by Picard's method. When |m| satisfies the inequaUties

imposed by these various possible singularities, the solutions are convergent

for all finite values of t.

24. Solutions when no two af are equal but when af-af^ is Congruent

to Zero mod. V~^.—^Suppose two roots of the characteristic equation for

M = 0, say af and af, differ only by an imaginary integer, and that there

is no other such congruence among them. Then the equation corresponding

to (104) becomes

H-e'^n' fl(l-e<''^-'''»)+p,^F,(^,,t.)+t.'F,(^,,^)=0. (107)
1=3

The term of lowest degree in /3i alone is 47r^j8i. The term of lowest degree

in IX alone is at least of the second degree, and will in general be precisely

of the second degree. This follows from the fact that every term in every

element of the first two columns of the determinant (98) contains in this

special case either j8i or /x as a factor. In order to get the terms in /j. alone,

those involving fii are suppressed, and then the conclusion follows from the

fact that every term in the expansion of the determinant contains one

term from each of the first two columns. In a similar way if p of the a"^

are congruent to zero mod. V — i, then the term of lowest degree in ^i alone

is exactly of degree p, and in fx alone it is at least of degree p.

Consider the expansion of (107), which may be written in the form

^i+ Tn/3iM+To2M'+ • • • =0,

where 711, 702, are constants. The quadratic terms can be factored, giving

((81
—

6im)(i8i— &2m) + terms of higher degree = 0.

If 61 and 62 are distinct, as will in general be the case, the two solutions

of (107) are then (see §6),

^u = b,fx+i/P,(n), ^u = h,n+ix'P,{n), (108)

where Pi and P2 are power series in /x. If &i = &2 the solutions are power

series in V/x or /x, depending upon the terms of higher degree. If 702 is
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zero at least one of the solutions starts with a term of degree higher than

the first in /x. If the first term in /x alone is // and if 7u is zero, then

the solution has the form

/3u = Cim'^'+ • • •
, /3,2=-Cim'^'+ • • • •

But in general the solutions are of the type (108), and no other special cases

will be considered in detail; they can all be treated by the principles of

§§6 and 7. Thus, starting from the root af of the characteristic equation,

two solutions are obtained. But it follows from the form of equations

(98) and (104) that if the start were made from the root af , the same values

for /3i would be found.

The other j8t(A; = 3, . . . , n) are found as in the preceding case, the

solutions from them are formed in the same way, and their realm of

convergence is limited by possible singularities of the same types.

25. Solutions when, for m = 0, the Characteristic Equation has a Mul-

tiple Root.—Suppose only two roots are equal, say af = af , and that

there are none of the congruences treated above. Then, for m = 0, equation

(101) becomes

/, 2(a-of)T\ /, 2(a-afy\,^ (^ 2(a-a';),r\

which easily reduces to

Ao = (l - e<"-<')'^)==n (l - i^"-"''^^''')

.

(109)

since the determinant \c„\ is unity.

After the substitution a = af+jSi is made in (109) and the result

expanded, it is found that the term of lowest degree in /3i alone is 4 tt^ /Sj

.

If the determinant A for af = 0^ is of the special form (98), the term of

lowest degree in n alone is at least of the second; but if in this case A is of

the general form (101), the term of lowest degree in ^ alone is in general of

the first. Except in the special cases the solutions of (101) in the vicinity

of the double root af are of the form

where F is a power series in mS containing a term independent of /x-

When the coefficient of /x is zero in the expansion of (101), the first

term in /x alone is of at least the second degree, and the problem is of the

type treated in the preceding article.

If for n = 0, p roots of the characteristic equation are equal, then for

these roots the expansion of (101) starts with ,8? as the term of lowest degree

/3i alone, and except in special cases the lowest degree of terms in /x alone is
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the first. Consequently in general for af = af = • • = of the solutions

of (101) are

/3„ = eV^-P(€V') (j = l, . . . ,p),

where e is any p"* root of unity.

Another case is that in which A = has a double root identically in /x,

the conditions for which are

A(a,M)=0, ^(a,M)=0

for all
1 m1 sufficiently small. Suppose az = oi . If, for a = oi , all the first minors

of A are zero, the solutions of (97) for the ratios of the Aj will carry two arbi-

traries, and the two solutions associated with ai will be obtained. If not all

the first minors of A vanish for a = Oi , then in this way only one solution is

found. But it is known from the general theory of §21 that the second

solution has the form

Xi2 = e^^'iyii+tyn) (i=l, . . . ,n).

On substituting these expressions in the differential equations and making

use of the fact that e°"' yn are a solution, it is found that

n

2/« + Oi^i2- 2 [""+ ^ C M*l 2/*2= -yn (i = l, . . . ,
n).

If the left members of these equations are set equal to zero, they become

precisely of the form of the equations satisfied by the yn • Consequently

2/i2 =yn plus such particular integrals that the differential equations shall be

satisfied when the right members are retained. The method of finding the

particular integrals will be taken up in §§29-31.

26. Construction of the Solutions when, for m = 0, the Roots of the Char-

acteristic Equation are Distinct and their Differences are not Congruent

to Zero mod. V— i.—The knowledge of the properties of the solutions and

their expansibility as power series in m leads to convenient methods for

constructing them. Under the conditions that for /x = the roots of the

characteristic equation are distinct and that the difference of no two of them
is congruent to zero mod. V — i, it has been shown that there are exactly n
distinct values of a expansible as converging power series in ix, such that

Xit = e°-'^y(t (t = 1, . . . ,n), where the t/« are purely periodic, constitute a

fundamental set of solutions. It will be assumed that for /t = no two o"'

are equal and that the difference of no two of them is congruent to zero

mod. V— 1, and it will be shown that the coefficients of the expansions of

the ot and ya are determined, except for a constant factor, by the conditions

that the differential equations shall be satisfied and that the ?/« shall be

periodic in t with the period 27r.
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00

Suppose the value of y^, is y^^= l^yl^fi', where the series converge for

all ImI sufficiently small. It follows from the periodicity condition that

^/^(2ir)t^^f^^jl^(0)^' a, k = l, ...,n).

Since this relation is an identity, it follows that

y\n2^)=y\^{Qi) (i,k^l,...,n).

Therefore each t/<j. separately is periodic with the period 2x.

Now the original differential equations (92) after making the transfor-

mation Xi= e'^'yt become

n

yi-\-oLy,= 2 [%+ 2 ef>/\y, (i=i, . . . ,n). (iio)

For /i = the roots of the characteristic equation belonging to these equations

are af, af , . . . , af. Consider any one of them, as af. It has been shown
that for M 5^ , but sufficiently small in absolute value, a^ and the ?/„ are

expansible in converging series of the form

o-t-o-i -r ttj, fi+ : - 2, Oi M ,

>'=0

(111)

On substituting (111) in (110), arranging as power series in /i, and equating

coefficients of corresponding powers in /x , there results a series of sets of

equations from which a* and the ?/« can be determined so that the 2/,^ shall

be periodic with the period 2ir. The determination is unique except for

an arbitrary constant factor of the ?/«. For simplicity of notation this

constant factor wiU be determined so that yfl (0) = c^.
,
provided Cit ?^ 0,

and it can be restored in the final results by multiplying this particular

solution by an arbitrary constant.

Terms independent of n. The terms of the solution independent of /x are

defined by the differential equations

{y'^'+o-Tyt-^a,,yt='Q (i=l, . . . ,n), (112)
^=1

the general solution of which is

2/»>= S^'c.e^'*^-'**^' {i=\,...,n), (113)

where the r?;? are the constants of integration. Since the yfi are periodic with

the period 27r, and since, by hypothesis, a*"'- af^0 mod. V^, except when

j= k, every yt^ = if J9^k. The initial value of y^^ is c^; therefore tt^l = 1.
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If Cit were zero the initial condition would be imposed upon another yf^,

not all of which can be zero at ^ = 0. The solution satisfying the conditions

laid down is then

2/l^
= c,,. (114)

Coefficients of fi. The differential equations for the terms in the first

power of fi are

(j/^y+<y^-ia,,y^=-<^y'S!+I^&^y'% (^=l, ...,n). (115)

The general solution for the terms homogeneous in yi^ is

i/li>=2V;^c,,e^"^-''*^ (116)
3=1

where the ij"^ are the as yet undetermined constants of integration, and the Ctj

are the same as in (113).

Using the method of variation of parameters, we find

S (,'»)' c, e(<'-<'> = - al» ^»' + 2 efj y% = g^^ (t), (117)
J=l 3=1

where the pj"(0 are periodic in t with the period 27r. The determinant of

the coefficients of the (?j™)' is

A = \c<i\ e
l(^-<y_ M-r-<'>,

which can not vanish for any finite value of t. Therefore the solutions of

equations (117) for
{-qf^)' are

W^' = e<''^-<^'A^-, (118)

where the A";^ are periodic functions of t with the period 2ir.

The solutions of (118) for JT^k have the form

,-=e-«'-r)'P-+5- (.^,)^ (119)

where the P-"(0 are periodic with the period 27r, and the B'-^^ are arbitrary

constants. For j = k equation (118) becomes

(r/S)' = AS=-al" + C, (120)

where d'^l is A'',' after the terms - 4''t/™ have been omitted from the ¥''

column. It is a periodic function of t with the period 27r, and has in general

a term independent of t. It can be written in the form

where 4" is a constant and QJ." (t) is a periodic function whose mean value
is zero. Then

icy={dT-aT)+Qnt).
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It is clear that if rj^l is to be periodic the right member of this equation

must not contain any constant terms. Therefore

4" = 4", (121)
and

c=n;'+5i;', (122)

where P^l is periodic with the period 27r and J51" is the constant of integration.

Upon substituting (119) and (122) in (116), the general solution with

the value of a^" determined by (121) becomes

y'£ = 2 B% c, e(<'-<') ' + 2 c„ P'» (t)

.

(123)
J—

I

j=i

In order that the y,„ shall be periodic with the period 27r, all the Bj^ must vanish

except -B^s. From the condition that ?/u(0) = 0^. for all |/x| sufficiently small,

it follows that ?/™(0) = c^, and y'^l (0) = (j = 1, . . . oo ). From the con-

dition that ^i" = at f = it follows that

5™=-f ic,,P<i'(0).

Therefore the solution satisfying all the conditions is

y^ = S U, P% (0 - ^ c,,n (0)1 • (124)

It remains to be shown that the integration of the coefficients of the

higher powers of /x can be effected in a similar manner. Let it be supposed

that a<,", af , . . . , af-" and the y^£, t/® , . . . , t/lr~" have been uniquely

determined so that the y^^ (t) are periodic with the period 27r and that yf^,
= 0,

Z=l, ...,m— 1. It will be shown that the t/j"* can be determined so as

to satisfy the same conditions.

From equations (96) it is found that

^ r » n (125)

Omitting the terms included under the sign of summation with respect to p,

these equations are identical in form with equations (115) except for the

superscripts (1) and {m). Obviously the integrations proceed with the index

(m) just as with the index (1), and the character of the process is no wise

altered by the inclusion of the terms under the sign of summation with

respect to p, for they are all periodic with the period 27r and do not change

the essential character of the g^lf {t) . Therefore af' and the 2/^ can be uniquely

determined so that the 2/«r shall satisfy the differential equations and be

periodic in t with the period 2ir, and so that at the same time ^/S' (0) = 0-

The induction is complete and the process can be indefinitely continued. The

solutions associated with the other a'" are found in the same way.
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27. Construction of the Solutions when the Difference of two Roots

of the Characteristic Equation is Congruent to Zero mod. V^^.—It will

be supposed now that af — af is congruent to zero mod. V—1 and that this

relation is not satisfied by any other pair of a*". The solutions associated

with af , . . . , a™ are computed by the method of § 26 without modifica-

tion. It has been shown that in general a^ , az and the ya , Va can be developed

as converging series in integral powers of //. It will be assumed further that

the case under consideration is not an exceptional one.

The general solutions of (96) for the terms independent of n is in this

case

Imposing the conditions that yf^ shall be periodic with the period 27r and
that 2/n (0) = Cu , these equations become, since a!-2 — afis an imaginaryinteger,

2/l?>= (l-'7^';'^)c,+ r?<»'c,,6(^''-"-')' {i=l, ...,n), (126)

where r?™! is so far arbitrary.

Coefficients of fi. It follows from (96) that the coefficients of /x must
satisfy the equations

«')'+ar2/:i>-2a,X'=-<2/l?+SC2/^' (^=l, • ,
n). (127)

The general solution of these equations when their right members are zero is

<' = S „^^c,,e(<-'^'> (^=l, ...,n). (128)

On considering the coefficients rj^J^ as functions of t and imposing the
conditions that (127) shall be satisfied, it is found that

f KVjiJ (^ijv — Oi 1/ji -f- 2/ Ofjyji (^ = l, . . . , n).

On substituting the values of the <' from (126) and solving, there result

u'^y= -a^rv'^i+vMm +D^^{t), \ (129)

{€y = e<'^^-'^'>A-^(t) (i=3,...,n),

where the A^jl and D™ are periodic functions of t with the period 27r

depending upon the ef, and e^"^
""

^
. In the first two equations the unde-

termined constants af and r?™ enter only as they are exhibited explicitly.
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Equations (129) are to be integrated and the results substituted in (128).

In order that the y^^ shall be periodic the conditions must be imposed that

=

=

=

-0.1 yi^ — '?2i ^J + llzi On + "n ,

«! 121 + '?21 Ozi + "21 ,

(i=3, . . . , n),
D(l)

(130)

11 > ^21 > "-11 > "-21 are the constant terms of Afi , Aj" , Z)i", and D^l respec-where 6<A\ &^\\ <i\ 4\^

tively, and where the BJ^ are the constants of integration obtained with

the last w— 2 equations. These equations determine two solutions for the

arbitraries a™ and rj™ except in those special cases where the existence shows

the solutions are expansible in other forms.

Upon eliminating rifl between the first two equations of (130), it is

found that a"' must satisfy the equation

(a<»)^- [d<»+ fe<^+
|; C] a'^'-h[b^ld^:i " btld^l] =0. (131)

If the discriminant of this quadratic is not zero the case is that in the exist-

ence proof, equations (108), where 6i and 62 are distinct. In this case, which

may be regarded as the general one, the solutions proceed according to

integral powers of n. If the discriminant is zero the character of the solutions

depends upon the coefficients of terms of higher degree, and they may proceed

according to powers of m or ± V/I. It will be supposed that the discrimi-

nant is distinct from zero, and the method of constructing the solutions will

be developed.

Choosing one of the pairs of values of a'^" and rj^l which satisfy (130), it

will be shown that henceforth the solution is unique. Upon imposing the

condition that 2/n(0)=0, integrating (129), substituting the results in

(128), and determining the constants of integration so that the solution

shall be periodic, it is found that

i/if=5-[-|;c„+c,2e(<'-'^-')']+ 2 [conno-|-;c„p^^(o)]

(i=i, ,n),

(132)

where B^l is an undetermined constant, and the Pf are entirely known

periodic functions of t, having the period 27r.

Coefficients of [x. The coefficients of i^ are defined by

{V\41 j +<»i Vn ^ "'uVn
—

i=i
•Oi Vn — tti ya + 2/ [tiij yji-\-Oij yjii

3=1

,(2)„,(0)

"I

(i=l, ,n).

(133)
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The general solution of these equations when the right members are neglected

is the same as (128) except that the superscripts are (2) instead of (1).

On varying the ij*,?, the equations corresponding to (129) are

('?fn'=-af(l-<>|^)+|^aW>+5^M(0+£>fi'(0,

(rjS^T = e"^''^-"''''A5?(0 (i=3, ...,n).

(134)

The undetermined constants af and B^l are exhibited explicitly in the first

two equations, and it is to be noted that A™ and Ag" are precisely the same
functions of t as those which appeared in (129).

In order that these equations shall lead to periodic values of the y^
the undetermined constants must satisfy the conditions

-i y-
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The next step is similar to the preceding and all the equations are the

same except the superscripts are (3) and (2) in place of (2) and (1) respec-

tively. The determinant of the equations corresponding to (135) is precisely

the same. In fact all succeeding steps are the same, and the whole process

can be repeated as many times as is desired. The solutions associated with

af, . . . , a"^ are found as they were in §26.

For congruences of higher order similar methods can be used, and in

the cases which are exceptions to this mode of treatment the existence

discussion furnishes a sure guide for the construction of the solutions.

28. Construction of the Solutions when two Roots of the Characteristic

Equation are Equal.— It will be supposed af = aJ" and that all the

remaining af are mutually distinct and distinct from af'. The solutions

depending upon af , . . . , aj,"* can be computed by the method of §26. It

has been shown that the two solutions proceeding from af are in general

expansible as power series in Vm- The detailed discussion will be made
only for the general case, where

ai = ai -j- a^ n -ra^ fi-f-

a,=ar-arM*+af>M-
(137)

Terms independent oj /x. The terms independent of ^ are defined by

(2/l?)'+aW- 2a,,t/f = {i=\, ...,n). (138)

The general solution of these equations is

2/l?
= >?fc„+</(c,3+teJ+ S V>,,e(<'-'''')'. ^ (139)

;=3

In order that the yf^ shall be periodic with the period 27r and the initial value

Cii of t/u shall be obtained, the rf^l must satisfy the conditions

y)t
= (j=2, . . . ,n).

The solution satisfying all the conditions is then

C = C„ (x= l, ...,n). (140)

Coefficients of m* • The coefficients of m* are defined by the equations

(2/:;r+<Z/i"- 2 a,,yf= -af t/f = -af c,, (i = l, . . . ,n). (141)
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On neglecting the right members, the general solution of these equations is

2/ll'
= VA'c,+ r,^»(c,,+te,)+ S v'^c,/"^ ' ''

. (142)
JszO

The method of variation of parameters leads to the conditions

(.vtiyCn+iv^inc,.+K)+ 2 Wf.yc,/"^
-"' ^' = -a';'c„ a^l, ...,n).

On solving these equations for the (i?"j)', it is found that

WAT=-af, W = (i=2, ...,n).

Consequently

^<A>=K'-a'»<, V;' =n' (j=2, ...,n). (143)

On substituting the values from (143) in (142), the result becomes

J=3

To satisfy the conditions for periodicity and to make y^l (0) = 0, the Bji

must fulfill the relations

B^l = af\ B'^c,,+B^lc,, = 0, 5<» = (j=3,...,n). (144)

Then the solutions satisfying all the conditions become

2/!l'=(-|;c,+c,)ai", (145)

where the constant a'" remains as yet undetermined. It is to be observed that

not all the coefficients of aj" can vanish, for otherwise the determinant |c„|

itself would vanish.

Coefflcients of /j.. The coefficients of n are determined by the equations

n n

The solution of the homogeneous terms is of the same form as (142), and by
varying the constants of integration, it is found that

('jl!rc,+ („<?)'(c,+teJ+S^(V,T)'c„eW°'-'''')'=

-a'X- (-^c,+0(a{»)^+ S &^]yZ
\ til ' ^=1

(147)
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The solutions of these equations for the {of)' are

(r,f>)'=-af+(<+|?)(an^+<A'A'(0+Z)f.'(0,

45

(148)

where the A^/i'(<) and Df^{t) are known periodic functions of t. The first

equation gives rise to integrals of the type

^ij ^ cos^''"* + A sin J* I ,-2 cos J*-
3

°"" r
The second equation gives rise to the corresponding integral

•a,/
Bin

cosm=±^Zjt.

When these results are substituted in equations (142) the terms of the

type f^jt destroy each other. Hence at this step

n /-Co) „(»)\,

+ [(-af>+|;ar+C)^+Kar+&f/)«^+n'(0]c«

+ [-(a»"+6f>)«+P?x'(0]c^+2/«n'(0,

(149)

where the P^'(0 are periodic functions of t, and fe® and dfi are the constant

terms in A™ and D® . Equations (149) are the general solutions of equa-

tions (147). In order to satisfy the conditions for periodicity and the

initial condition ?/„ (0) =0, the constants a{" and 5® must fulfill the relations

R(2) _ „(2) _1_ Cl2 1(2) _ J(2)

Cii

(150)
J=

= 5<T (j= 3, ...,n).

The constant af^ still remains undetermined. The solutions now are

2/lf=(-|;c,+ C,)af+ $lf(0, (151)

where the *„ are known periodic functions of t having the period 27r, After

making a choice as to a*", provided &nVO, it is found that af is determined

uniquely by the periodicity conditions for y^- The process can be con-

tinued indefinitely and the constants are determined uniquely. The other

solution associated with of is obtained by taking the other determination

of a'l", and the solutions depending on af\ . . . , af by the method of § 26.

The chief types of cases have been treated, and the exceptions to them are

developed similarly according to the forms indicated in the existence proofs.
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IV. NON-HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.

29. Case where the Right Members are Periodic with the Period

2ir and the aj are Distinct.—Take the set of differential equations

xi- i e„x, = g,{t) ii=l, . . . ,n), (152)

where the 0j^ and the g,{t) are periodic in t with the period 2ir. For the left

members set equal to zero the form of the solution of (152) is

x,= i^Vje''%j, (153)

where the r)j are arbitrary constants, the a^ are the characteristic exponents

which are supposed distinct, and the y^j are periodic in t with the period 27r.

By the method of variation of parameters, it is found that

iv'je''^% = g,(t). (154)

The determinant of the coefficients of the rj'j is the determinant of the funda-

mental set of solutions. Since the dtj are assumed to be regular for all finite

values of t, it follows from §18 that this determinant can not vanish for any
finite value of t. This determinant is

n

A 6^='
,

where A is the determinant of the tjtj. If A^ denotes that which A becomes
when the j"^ column is replaced by the Qf (t) , the solutions of (154) for the rjj are

V'j=^e-^', (155)

and consequently

r,j=f^e-''^'dt+B,. (156)

The quotient A,/A is a periodic function of ^, continuous and finite in the

interval 0^t^2w. Therefore it can be expanded into the Fourier series

^= di'+ i [a'^ cos mt + h'^ sin mt]

.

If a^j+m^ 7^0 ij=l, . . . ,n; m=l, . . . , x), the integral becomes

fe^>^«^-<!e-»+e-"±l- ^-±^cos nU+ =?=i^sin mt'] (157)
^ ^ Oj „=i L aj+m a'l+nr J

so that r,j= e~''"Pj(t)+Bj,

where theP^f) are periodic with the period 27r, and the Bj are constants of

integration. On substituting these values of the r]j in (153), the general

solutions of (152) become

x,= 2 B,e''^'y,,+ 2 P,(t)y,, (z = l, . . . , n). (158)
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Now suppose ai=kV—i, where k is an integer. Then the term

j e~*^''^^'[a;i. cos kt+b^ sin kt] dt

becomes, after the integration has been carried out,

^ {a^-hV^)t+ jj- (ay^l^—bt) {cos2kt— V^sm2kt).

Therefore the expression corresponding to (158) becomes in this case

x,= S B.e'^^ y,,+ p,it) +Ua-hV^^)t e''''y,„ (159)

where the Pi{t) are periodic with the period 2ir.

Therefore, if the characteristic exponents are distinct and none of them is

congruent to zero mod. V— i, and if the gi(t) are periodic with the period 2ir,

then the particular integrals are also periodic with the period 27r. But if some

of the characteristic exponents are congruent to zero mod. V—i, then the par-

ticular integrals in general contain, in addition to periodic terms, the corre-

sponding parts of the complementary function multiplied by a constant times t.

30. Case where the Right Members are Periodic Terms Multiplied by
an Exponential, and the- a, are Distinct.—Consider the case where the gtit)

have the form

the fi(t) being periodic with the period 27r. When \ = l V—1 is a pure

imaginary, this form includes such cases as

g^it) = 'Z[a^cos(k+l)t-{-b^smik+l)t].
k

If the differential equations, which are now of the form

x[-i:e,,x,==e^fM, (160)
1=1

are transformed by Xi = e^Zt , they become

z[+\z-ie,,z,=f,{t), (161)
1=1

and have the same character as those treated in §29. If the character-

istic exponents a, of (160) are distinct, then the characteristic exponents

of (161) are a^— X, and are also distinct. Applying the results of the pre-

ceding case, it is seen that if no a—\ is congruent to zero mod. V—T, then

the solutions of (161) are

1=1

where the Qi{t) are periodic with the period 2ir. Therefore the solutions of

(160) are

x,= iB,e''^%-\-e''Q,{t) {i=i, . . . ,n). (162)
1=1
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But if one of the a^, say a^, is congruent to \ mod. V^, then the Z}

have the form

and therefore the expressions for the Xt become

x,= iB,e''^'y,,+e'^Q,{t)+c,te'"'%, . (163)

These results may be stated as follows: If the gt(t) have the form

gt(t) = e^f{t), where f,(t)=ft{t + 2Tr), and if none of the characteristic

exponents is congruent to \ mod. V^i, then the particular solution has the form

Xt = e^Qtit) (i = l, . . . ,n),

where the Qt(t) are periodic with the period 2ir; but if one of the characteristic

exponents, a^ , is congruent to X mod. V^, then the particular solution has

the form
X, = e^'Q, (t) -hc,t e'"'%, ii=l, . . . ,n),

where the Qt{t) are periodic with the period 2ir.

31. Case where two Characteristic Exponents are Equal and the Right

Members are Periodic.—Suppose Oj = Oj . Then the solutions of

n

Xf- ^etjXj= (i= l, . . . ,n),

in general have the form

a;,= i7ie"'Vii+i?2e""(2/.2+^2/J+2r;,e'^^Vi; (i=l,...,n). (164)
1=3

For the associated non-homogeneous equations

x[-h,,x, = g,(t) (165)

it is found by applying the method of the variation of parameters that

e'^'yuv'^+e"^' {Vi2+tyn)<-\- 2 e"^' y,jVj-g,{t) (i=l, n).
1=3

On solving these equations for the ri] , the results are found to be

^v'i = \9i{t) , {yi2+ tyn), yiz, . . .
, 2/i»|e-"'',

A772 = lya , 9iit),yi3, . . . , 2/in!e-"'',

^V'}=\yii , {yu+ tyn), ?/«,..., ?/4„|e-"^' (i= 3, . . . ,n),

where A is the determinant [i/ij . The expansions of these determinants

have the form

^i = e-»''P,(f)-e-'iP,(f), „^ = e-'^-T,(0, 1 ,^^^.

v'j=e-''^P,{t) (i=3, ...,n),
I

where the Pj{t) (j = l, . . . , n) are periodic with the period 2%.
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Suppose no aj is congruent to zero mod. V^. Then it is easily

found that

V, = e-''''R,{t)+B,, (167)

Vj=e-<'''R,{t)+B, {j=3,...,n),

where Ri(t), . . . , R„ (t) are periodic with the period 2t. On substituting

these values in (164), the solution becomes

n

The S Rjyij are periodic with the period 2 tt. Hence, ij two of the characteristic
j=i

exponents are equal but none of them is congruent to zero mod. V— 1, then the

particular solution also is periodic with the period 2ir.

The case where one aj(j = 3 , . . . , n) is congruent to zero mod. V^^
is a combination of the present case with the second part of that treated in

§29, and that where 03 = aj is congruent to zero mod. V^^ does not differ

in any essentials from that where 03 = aj = 0.

Now suppose a2 = ai = 0. Then the equations which correspond to

(166) become

v[^P,(t)-tP,(t), V2 = P2it), v'j
= e~''^T,it) (i=3, . . . ,n).

The Pj{t) are periodic with the period 2t and can be written in the form

00

Pj= aj + S [a„ cos kt+\ sin kt].

Hence the r?^ are found, by integrating, to have the form

y,, = +R,{t)+a,t-^a,f-tR,{t),

r,j = e-''^'R,it)+Bj 0-=3, . . . ,n),

where

Rj{t)^Rjit+2w) (j = l, ...,n).

These values substituted in (164) give for the complete solutions

n n

Xt = Biy,,+B,(yt,+tyt^)+'EBje''^%+[a,t+^a^f] y,,-{-a^ty^^+'LRjy^, .

Hence, when the giit) are periodic with the period 2ir, and when two of the char-

acteristic exponents are not only equal, hut are zero, then the particular integral

involves not only t but, in general, also f outside of the trigonometric symbols.

Of course it may happen that a^ and a^ are either or both zero.

Those particular cases have been treated which will be most useful in

in the applications which follow. Any others which may arise can be

discussed in a similar way.
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V. EQUATIONS OF VARIATION AND THEIR CHARACTERISTIC
EXPONENTS.*

32. The Equations of Variations.—The preceding considerations find

immediate application in dynamics in the study of small variations from
known periodic solutions. Suppose there are given the equations

^=X, (i = l,...,n), (168)

where the Xt are functions of the x^ , and that they are satisfied by

x, = v,{t), (169)

the (fjj) being periodic functions of t with the period 2t. These are called

the generating solutions.

Let the initial conditions be varied slightly and put

x,(0)=<p,(0)+ft, (170)

where the jS, are small arbitrary constants. The value of the Xt for any t will be

x,=<p,{t)+m, (171)

the ^t being functions of t which for at least a short interval of time will

remain small. On substituting (171) in (168) and expanding the right

members as power series in the ^j , it is found that

^' = ^^^j+higheT degree terms {i = l, . . . ,n), (172)
M ^~ oXi

1=1 '

the x^ being replaced by (pit) in the partial derivatives. Since the <pj(0 are

periodic in t, so also are all the coefficients of (172) . The 1^ are expansible as

power series in theft which, by the Cauchy-Poincare theorem, § 16, converge

for any preassigned interval of time provided the |ft| are suflaciently small.

The differential equations for the linear terms in the ft are the linear

terms of (172), or

«.'=ff.+t«'+ •

•

+t«" <^=' "'• <''*

These equations are known as the equations of variation.

Suppose the solution (169) contains an arbitrary constant c, that is,

one not contained in the differential equations (168). If c = Co+y, the <Pt(t)

are expansible as power series in y of the form

a _(o) a2,JO)

<pM=<pf\t)+-^fy+h -^-y'+ • (^'=1'
• • •

'^)-

Obviously

^' dc
^^ " de ^ ^ ^

'

'''>

*The subject of this section and other related questions have been treated by Poincare, Les Methodes
Nouvelles de la Mecanique Celeste, vol. I, chap. 4.
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is a solution of equations (172), and consequently

^.=
-^f

(^ = l, ...,n) (174)

is a solution of equations (173).

One such constant is always present when the Xf do not contain t

explicitly and the <Pi{t) are not mere constants, for then the origin of time is

arbitrary. Hence in this case

is a solution of (173). Another such constant usually present is the scale

factor which determines the size of the generating orbit. If there are p such

arbitrary constants in the generating solution, the equations of variation

have p solutions of the form (174).

If the equations (168) admit an integral which is independent of t,

Fi{x, , . . . , a;„)=Ci,

where c^ is an arbitrary constant, the x^ can be replaced by <Pi(J)+ it in the

integral and the integral can be expanded in powers of ^^ . The result is

7=^^1+^12+ • • • +^^„+higher degree terms.

The constant 7 is a power series in the ft , and therefore the linear terms are

which is therefore an integral of equations (173) . The coefficients dF^/dXj are

periodic functions of t, the x^ having been replaced by <Pi{t) after differentiation.

Si. Theorems on the Characteristic Exponents.—The existence of

arbitrary constants in the generating solutions and the existence of integrals

of equations (168) have an intimate connection with the characteristic

exponents of the solutions. These solutions are in general of the form

i,
= e'''m (r = l, . . . ,n), (177)

the/i being periodic with the period 2ir. The solutions (175) have the form

(177), but since the ^o< are periodic so also are their derivatives, and the

characteristic exponent of this solution is zero. There is an exception only

if the (Pi are constants, in which case the solution (175) disappears.

The solution obtained by differentiating with respect to the scale

constant, which will be denoted by a, will, in general, have the form

\l/f
and ^ being periodic. The characteristic exponent of this solution is

zero. If the generating solutions have p distinct arbitrary constants, the equa-

tions of variation will have at least p characteristic exponents equal to zero.
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From the existence of the integral (176) it follows also that at least one

of the characteristic exponents is zero; for all solutions have the form

?i,
= e"'%(0 {i,j=l, . . . ,n),

and substituting them successively with respect to the index j in (176), we get

dXi
/o = e-"^'7i^ (i=l, ...,n). (178)

The left members of these equations are periodic with the period 2ir, except,

perhaps, for coefficients which are polynomials in t. It follows, therefore,

that either the a^^O mod V^^, or all the 7'/^ = 0. In this connection a

congruence has the same properties as an equality, and they need not be

distinguished from each other. If all the a^ are distinct from zero, then

yf = (y=l, . . . , n) and (178) becomes

2|^/«= (j=l,...,n). (179)

Since the determinant
| ftj \

9^ 0, these equations can be satisfied only if

dF _

Therefore, unless the integral (176) vanishes identically at least one of the

characteristic exponents is zero. Suppose that Oj = and that 7'" 5^ 0.

It is possible then to solve the equations corresponding to (178) uniquely

for the dF^^/dXt in terms of 7'" and the ftj

.

Suppose now there is a second integral F^ix^ , . . . , x„) = c^ . Then

y\ -T-- if
= const.

On substituting in this equation successively the n fundamental solutions

for the it it follows, since ai = 0, that

S|S/n =C tf^J. = e-'''S^ ij = 2,...,n). (180)

If a
J
5^0, and therefore 8[^=0 (j= 2, . . . , n), these equations can be

solved uniquely for dFJdXf in terms of /,j and bf. It results that, aside

from a constant factor,

dF\^df\

dXi ' dXi'

and the second integral is identical with the first. But if F^ and F^ are

distinct, then there must be at least two characteristic exponents, say a^ and
Oj , which are zero. Proceeding in this manner it follows that if the equa-
tions of variation admit of p linearly distinct integrals not identically zero,

then there are p characteristic exponents equal to zero.
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If the original differential equations have the form

de dxt
{i-i,...,n),

which is the case usually in celestial mechanics, they may be reduced to

equations involving only first derivatives by writing

dXj _
dt

~y*'
dt dXi

n).

If the generating solution is

Xi=<Pi{t), yi = <p'i(t),

and the equations of variation are formed by putting

Xi=<Pt{t)+^,, yi=<Piit)+m,
there will result

dt
Vt

dt dXidXi'^dXidXi^'^

(i = l, . . . , n),

(181)

dXt dXn

The main diagonal of the right members of these equations (considered as

a determinant matrix) contains only zero elements. Therefore, by § 18, the

determinant of any fundamental set of solutions of these equations is a

constant. But the determinant of the fundamental set of solutions

(i = l, . . . ,n).

z afl

has the form A = e^'"' P (t) . This must therefore be a constant, from which

it follows that the sum of the characteristic exponents is zero since P (t) has

the period 27r.

Suppose ^f, Tji" and ^f , iff (i=l, . . . , n) are any two solutions of

equations (181). Then

d^^_a^ drl

dt

and also

= Vi

d^r _= Vi

dt

dvf

" "^
. t(i)_i__J._fcW4.

dXidXi dx^dXi

£<2)J_
'

£(2) I

dXtdx„
(182)

+
dXtdx„dt

'" ' dt ^x^^x,'" ' dx^dx.
^'

From these equations it follows that

^V* ~df ^' 'dt
/""' -^ V* dt ^' dt)~^-

1=1

The sum of these two equations is

^f. (183)

(184)
1=1

2[('-
(2) dl^i 1 fc(i) d^<L

dt
"^^*

dt )-G'"f +^'^f)]=0' (185)

which can be written
d V /'£<l)v,(2> £(2)„a)\_n
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Consequently

S (^1V-^W) = const. (186)
i=i

The relation (186) between any two solutions leads to important conclu-

sions respecting the characteristic exponents. Suppose the ^j"' and rjl'^ are

^T = e''^'fu{t), rj:" = e"^'^„(0 (^ = l, • • • ,
n;j=l, . . . ,

2n),

where ftj and g,j are polynomials in t with periodic coefficients, and that they

constitute a fundamental set of solutions. On substituting any two of these

solutions in (186) and dividing through by the exponential, there results

2(/,,?«-/..fi',,)=7,.e-<''^+«*". (187)

It follows from the character of the left member of this equation that either

a^-f a^ = 0, or 7^Tt
= 0. It will be shown, however, that yj,, can not be zero

for every A;.

Suppose J is kept fixed and give to k all the values from 1, . . . , 2n.

Suppose TjTfc
= {k = l, . . . , 2 n). Then one equation of (187) is an

identity and the others are linear in the /j^ and the Qfj . The determinant

of this set of linear equations is the determinant of the fundamental set

and is not zero. Hence they can be satisfied only by f^j^g^j^O. But
this also is impossible since /^^ and Qij are a solution of the fundamental set.

Therefore not all the jj^ can be zero. Hence for some A;

a,+ a. = 0, 7;*?^0. (188)

But since aj is any one of the characteristic exponents, it follows that corre-

sponding to each characteristic exponent there is another one which differs

from it only in sign.

If two of the a,, are equal but not equal to zero, then there are two others

which are also equal and which differ from the first two only in sign. In

order to show this suppose a,. == a,+i = -a^. Then a„ = a^+, , because from

(188) it follows that a,+a„. = 0, t.^^O. If 7,, = (/b = l, . . . , 2w, k^^m),

then (187) can be solved for
Z^^. and g^j uniquely in terms of ft^ and git

{k = l . . . , 2n). Now the corresponding equations for /^,,.+i and gfj,^+i

will differ from (187) only in that ,/ is replaced by j+\. They can be
solved uniquely for /;,^+i and g'^.^+i , but this solution will differ from the

solution for f^j and g^J only by a constant factor. Since this is impossible

it follows that 7,.+i,„+i?^0, and consequently a,.+i+ a„+i = 0. In the same
manner it can be shown that if p of the a,, are equal, then p other oj are

also equal and differ from the first set only in sign.



Chapter II.

ELLIPTIC MOTION.*

34. The Differential Equations of Motion.—Consider two spheres

whose materials are arranged in homogeneous spherical layers concentric

with their centers. Then they attract each other as material points, their

orbits are plane curves, and the differential equations which the motion of

one relative to the other must satisfy are, in polar coordinates,

rfV fdvV k'(m,+m2) _^ d ( ,dv\ _ ,..

de "^ydtJ ^ r' ~^' dt\di)~^- ^^

In writing these equations the origin has been placed at one of the bodies

and the variables r and v are measured in the plane of motion.

Equations (1) are easily integrated, and the integrals show that the

relative motion is in a conic section for any initial conditions. If the initial

velocity is not too great the orbit is an ellipse, and the discussion will be

limited to this case. While the ordinary integration of (1) shows that under

certain conditions the orbits are ellipses, it does not express the coordinates

explicitly in terms of the time. The explicit developments are obtained

through solving Kepler's equation, generally by Lagrange's method or by
means of Bessel's functions. In treating elliptic motion as periodic motion

the expressions for r and v in terms of t will be derived directly from the

differential equations.

On integrating the second equation of (1), and by means of this integral

eliminating dv/dt from the first, it is found that

dt~^' df r'^ r'
""• ^^

Assume that the conditions for an elliptical orbit are satisfied, and let

a = the major semi-axis of the orbit;

e =the eccentricity of the orbit;

w = the mean angular velocity in the orbit;

T= ih.e time the body passes its nearest apse;

T = w(^— T) =the mean anomaly.

It is found from the integrals of (2) thatf

coV = F(mi+m,), c' = k\m,+m,)a{:^-e') =coV(l -e''). (3)

This chapter was written in 1900 and a brief account of it was published in the Astronomical Journal

Vol. XXV, May, 1907.

fMoulton's Introduction to Celestial Mechanics, pp. 173-8.
55
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On making use of (3) and using t as the independent variable, the

second equation of (2) becomes

^_aX1^^^0
(4)

Equation (4) is satisfied by the circular solution r = a. Let the radius in

the elliptic orbit be

r= a{l-pe), (5)

where p = 1 , dp/dr = , at t = 0. At the half period T = ir,r = a{l+e). There-

fore p = — 1 at T = TT. These are the extreme values of r in eUiptical motion,

and therefore + 1 ^ p ^ — 1

.

Upon substituting (5) in (4), the latter becomes

The second term in this equation can be expanded as a power series in e for

all the values of p if je] < 1, as is exphcitly assumed, giving

00

§^ + P =h^{i+mi- (i+2)p1 p'-y, (7)

and the first equation of (2) becomes by the same substitutions

35. Form of the Solution.—^The solution of equation (7) will first be

considered. After it has been found, v is determined from (8) by a simple

quadrature.

Equation (7) belongs to the type treated in §§14-16, and therefore

can be integrated as a power series in e, and |e| can be taken so small that

the series will converge for ^r ^ 2ir. Since the body moves so that the law

of areas is satisfied and completes a revolution in 2%, p is periodic with the

period 2ir. Consequently, if the series converges for 0^T^2ir, it converges

for all real values of t. It is, indeed, possible to find the precise limits for \e\

within which the series will converge for all values of t, and outside of which

they will diverge for some values of r. The problem was first solved by
Laplace,* who found that the series converge for all t if e< 0.6627 . . . ,

which is far above the eccentricity of the orbit of any planet or satellite in

the solar system.

*Mecanique Celeste, vol. V, Supplement; see also Tisserand's MScanique Celeste, vol. I, chapter 16,

and a demonstration by Hermite, Cows a la Fac. des Sci. de Paris, 3d edition (1886), p. 167.
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The solution of (7) can be written in the form

P=ip,{T)e\ (9)
^=0

where the Pj{t) are functions of t. According to §15 and the initial condi-

tions, the constants of integration which arise are to be determined by the

conditions

Po(0) = l,ft(0)=0 (i=i, ...00); ^(0)=0 (i=l, ...00). (10)

As p is periodic with the period 27r, it follows that p{t -\-2ir)=p(T) ; whence

ip,(T+27r)e^=ip,(r)e^ (11)

Since (11) is an identity in e it follows that Pj{T-\-2ir)=pj(T). But this is

simply the definition of periodicity. Therefore each pj separately is periodic.

The body is at its nearest apse when t = 0, and the orbit is symmetrical

with respect to the line of apses. Therefore it follows that p is an even

function of t. Since p is periodic in t identically with respect to e, each

Pj (t) is expressible as a sum of cosines of integral multiples of t.

If the sign of e in (6) is changed, then the body is at its farthest apse

when T = 0. Consequently changing the sign of e and increasing t by tt

does not change the value of r. Since r= a(l — pe) , it follows that

pXT)e^-'^P,(r+^) (~ey-\ (12)

Therefore when j is even, Pj{t) involves cosines of only odd multiples of t;

and when j is odd, Pj (t) involves cosines of only even multiples of t.

If we substitute (9) in (8), we get

|=vr^^2(t+i)[|;p.e^Jes
i=0 J=0

^''
1=0 h i'

,<iA+"-+W<+i

(13)

where

,i« = ,- I,- I

—

T-], {h+h+ • • +ii=i)- (14)

Suppose iiji+ • • +'i'J.+ i is even; then there are two cases to be

considered, viz. (a) when i is even, and (b) when i is odd:

(a) When i is even an even number of t'l , . . .
, % must be odd, and

the number of odd ?x multiplied by odd jV must be even. Therefore the

number of odd i^ multiplied by even jx must be even. All those factors pY,

in (13) for which i^ is even involve only even multiples of t, and those for

which jx is even and tV odd involve only odd multiples of t. Since there

must be an even number of these terms involving only odd multiples of

r, their product involves only even multiples of t.
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(6) When i is odd it follows from (14) that an odd number of i, , , . . , i,

are odd, and from the hypothesis that iiji+ . . . -{-ij^+i is even it follows

that an odd number of ?', i, , . . . , ij. are odd. A term iVix can be odd

only if both z\ and j^ are odd. When ^x is odd the term involves only even

multiples of t whether raised to an odd or even power. Since the whole

number of odd i^ is odd, and an odd number of them are multiplied by
an odd jV , it foUows that there is an even number of terms p**

, where j\ is

even and ix is odd. Therefore their product will be cosines of even mul-

tiples of T. That is, in the right member of (13) the coefficients of even

powers of e involve only even multiples of t.

It is easily proved in a similar way that the coefficients of odd powers

of e in (13) are odd multiples of t.

Upon integrating (13), it is found that v is expansible as a power series

in e of the form

v = CT+^v^e\ (15)
4=0

where v, is a sum of sines of even multiples of t when i is even, and of odd
multiples of r when i is odd. The coefficient c is unity because, the ellipse

being fixed in space, v increases by precisely 2ir in a period.

36. Direct Construction of the Solution.—Upon substituting equation

(9) in (7) and arranging in powers of e, we obtain

S pU'+ 2 p,e^ = [l-3p^]e+[3po-6poP,-6p^]e^
]=0 J=0

(16)+[-6poP.+3p,(l-Px-6pD+2pS(3-5pDK

+[-6p„(p3+3p?+3p„p,-2pi)+3p,(l -2pi) -5p^(8pi-2-3pD]e^ .

.

where p" is the second derivative of pj with respect to t. Upon equating

coefficients of like powers of e, the differential equations which define the

several coefficients become

(a) pS+Po= 0,

(b) p:+p, = 1-3pI,
(c) p^'+P2 = 3p„(l-2p,-2pD,

id) p':+p,= -6poP,+3pi(l-p,-6pD+2p^(3-5pD,

The only solution of (a) satisfying (10) is

Po = cosT. (17)

Then equation (6) becomes
"

I
13 nPi+Pi=- 2
~ jcos2t.

The solution of this equation satisfying (10) is

P.= -|+|cos2r. (18)
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In a similar manner equations (c), (d), ... can be integrated in order,

and their solutions are found to be

P2= 8 ( — cos T+cos 3t), p3= — -(cos 2t— cos 4t), (19)

The general term of the solution is defined by an equation of the form

p"j+P, = A''J'-\-A[^ cos T+ +A[^ cos KT, (20)

where the A]^^ are known constants. Since p_, is periodic, 4'/' is zero for all

values of ^', and since Pj involves only even or odd multiples of t according as

j is odd or even, all the Al!' with even subscripts are zero if j is odd, and all the

Al!^ with odd subscripts are zero if j is even. On putting A[^ equal to zero,

the solution of (20) satisfying the initial conditions (10) is

<f) -I JL A 01

X=2 * " X=2
p^ = A'^^+[-A'^'+ 2 x?h]«^^^- S x^l '°^^^- (21)

On substituting (17), (18), (19), . . . in (9) and (5), the final expression

for r becomes

= ajl— [cost] e+|^[l — cos2T]e^+|[cosT— cos3t]i

+ |[cos2t-cos4t] e'+ • • -l-

(22)

On making the same substitutions in (8) and integrating, the explicit value

of V is found to be

i' = T+[2sinT]e+[|sin2r]e^+[-isinT+gsin3T]e='

+ [-iisin2r+5sin4T]e*+ • • • •

(23)

37. Additional Properties of the Solution.—It will be proved that no

pj carries a higher multiple of r than j+ 1. It has been seen that it is true

for y = 0, 1, 2, 3. It will be assumed that it is true up to j — 1, and then it

will be proved that it is true for the next step.

The general term in the right member of (7) is, apart from its numerical

coefl&cient, p**^e\ After substituting the series (9) for p, any term of degree

j in e arising from this term has the form PoPi'Pz' • p^'e^ where

X+X1+X2+ • • • +K = i=^l, X1+2X2+ • • • +KX,+t±i=j.

After eliminating i from equations, it is found that

X+2X,+3X,+ • • +(K+l)\=j^l, (24)

where obviously k <j.
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By hypothesis the highest multiples of t in Po j Pi > • • • > Pk are respec-

tively 1, 2, . . . , K+l. Therefore the highest multiples in pi, p\\ . . .
,
p^' are

respectively X, 2Xi, . . .
,
(k+1)Xx. Consequently the highest multiple in

the product pIp\' . . . p«' is X+2Xi+ • • • +(/c+l)X^, which is i±l by (24).

Therefore the highest multiple in the expression for pMs j+ l.

A similar discussion of (8), (13), and (15) shows that Vj does not involve

multiples of t greater than j.

38. Problem of the Rotating Ellipse.—In certain cases where the motion

is not strictly elliptical, it is convenient to suppose the body moves in an

eUipse whose position and form are constantly changing. This conception

is at the foundation of the theory of perturbations originated by Newton,

and has been essential in the work of most writers on celestial mechanics.

One of the historically interesting and important problems has been the

theory of revolution of the line of apsides of the moon's orbit. When
Clairaut first made a computation of the rate of this revolution under the

supposition that it was due to perturbations of the moon's motion by the

sun, he obtained an amount about half as great as that furnished by obser-

vations.* Later work by himself and others has shown that the discrepancy

was due to imperfections in his theory, but at first he sought to relieve the

difiiculties by supposing that gravitation does not vary simply as the inverse

square of the distance, but that it also depends upon a term in the inverse

third power of the distance. We shall solve the problem of the motion for

this law of force as a further illustration of the power and simplicity of the

methods which are being used here. The steps in the solution are almost

exactly parallel to those used above, and it will be noted in the course of the

work that they would not be fundamentally different if the added term were

not such as to make the peculiar simplicity of this problem.

The differential equations of motion in this case are

where, for simplicity in the final formulas, the constant coefficient of the term

in the inverse third power of r is given the form k'imj^+m^) a p.. The p. is an
arbitrary parameter.

The integral of the second equation of (25) is

r-*=c, (26)

by means of which the first equation reduces to

dV c"
, F(mi+m.,) ^'(mi-l-mj .^^x

*See Tisserand's MScanigue Cekste, vol. Ill, chap. 4, and particiilarly articles 24 and 27.
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39. The Circular Solution.—We shall first find a solution of (27) with
an arbitrary constant of areas, c, for which r is constant. Let a and w be

defined by
k\m,-\-m^)=u^a\ c = kVnh+m)a- (28)

Let r = a(l+p), where p is a constant. Then (27) becomes

1
I

1 :=_ 1
.

a+py ' a+pY n+py
or, expanding as a power series in p,

p-Sp'+6p'- =-m(1-3p+ • • •)• (29)

By §§1 and 2 this equation can be solved for p as a power series in fx, con-

verging for |/x| sufficiently small. In fact, the additional term has been

chosen in such a way that the power series reduces to a single term, but it

is evident that this condition is in no way essential to the process. It is

found at once that

P=-M. (30)

In this case the solutions of equations (25) and (26) are

r=a(i-ri, „-„.=-,^(,-r)=^;^-((-r), (3i)

involving the three constants of integration a, v^ , and T.

40. Existence of the Non-Circular Solutions.—^We shall now derive a

solution of equations (25) corresponding to the elliptic solution in the ordi-

nary two-body problem. It will involve /owr constants of integration which

are arbitrary except for the restriction that the orbit shall not deviate too

widely from a circle, a condition which is imposed to secure convergence of

the series. The solution is thus seen to be the general solution.

Now let

c = A;V'(mi-H^)a(l-e'), k^(m^+m^) = wV, 1

r = a(l-ix-pe), o:{t-T) = Vl+ 8 r,
J

^^^^

where T is the time of passing the nearest apse, and a(l — m— e) is the arbi-

trary initial value of r. Therefore the initial value of p is unity. The

constants a and e are defined by the first and third equations at t=T, w by

the second, and 5 is a parameter to be determined later.* There are so far

three arbitrary constants of integration a, e, and T; the fourth is introduced

in integrating equation (26).

With these substitutions equation (27) becomes

^^[i+a)(£r|,=o. (33)
dT {1 — n— pe)

*Poincard introduces a parameter r somewhat analogous to this. Les Mithodes NouveUes de la Mecanique

CSkste, vol. I, p. 61.
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Equation (33) admits a periodic solution, as is known from the fact that the

orbit is a rotating ellipse. However, it will be shown directly by forming

the first integral of (27), viz.,

(<|y = ,^_£!+2^^^^^-^-^ + ^^^'-±-^^-^aM = ^(r). (34)
\atj r r r

Suppose the initial conditions are real; then <p{r^>Q. For /x = the equa-

tion <p{r)=Q has two roots, viz., ri = a(l— e) , r^ = a{l+e) between which r

must vary. For m small it also has two roots, r[ and r'^, near Vy and r^ respec-

tively. Suppose r[ < r[ . Then (p{r)<0 if r<r[ or r > rg . Consequently it

follows from dr/dt = V(p{r) that if r is increasing at ^ = it will increase until

r = r'2 when the radical changes sign, after which it will decrease until the

radical changes sign again at r = ri. The period of a complete oscillation is

p-2r
*
V^

'

(35)

If r is periodic then p is periodic also.

The existence of the periodic solution can be established directly from

(33) and a proof made of the possibility of a construction similar to that used

in treating the elliptic motion. Equation (33) can be expanded in the form

p"+il+ 8)p=il+ 8)^[il-Sp')e+3p{l-2p')e'+- •]

+ [-3p+3(l-4p==)e-f-- • .]^+[-Gp+Qe+ •]m'+- •

•},

(36)

where the right member converges so long as \fi-{-pe\<l. By §§14-16

this equation can be integrated so as to express p as a power series in 5, /x,

and e of the form

P = P{d,fi,e;r). (37)

The series will converge for all r in the interval 0^T^27r if \e\, \n\, \8\

are sufficiently small.

We now avail ourselves of the arbitrary parameter 8 to determine the

period. We will determine 8 so that the period shall be 27r in t. Since

equation (36) does not involve t explicitly, sufficient conditions for perio-

dicity with the period 2t are

p(27r)=p(0), p'(2,r)=p'(0). (38)

These equations are not independent, for (36) has an integral corresponding

to (34), which is a relation between p' and p that is always satisfied.*

This integral has the form

P^^ + (l+ 5)p'' = (l+ 5)P(p,e,M) + C. (39)

*Compare Les MetJwdes Nouvelles de la Mecanique Celeste, vol. I, p. 87.
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Suppose the particle is projected from an apse so that p' = at r = 0. Then
C is a power series in e, ju, and the initial value of p, which is unity. Let the

general value of p be 1+ o". Then the value of the integral at any time minus
its value at t = will be p" plus a power series in a, e, and (x, vanishing

for 0- = whatever e and /x may be. The terms coming from the right

member all involve e or ^ as a factor, but there is a term coming from p^

which involves <t alone to the first degree. Therefore (39) can be solved

uniquely for o- as a power series in p'^
, e, /x , vanishing with p' = . Hence

if p' = at T = 2ir, then will the first equation of (38) necessarily be satisfied,

and consequently it may be suppressed.

This result can also be shown from a certain symmetry which is par-

ticularly simple in the present problem. Equation (36) can be written

in the form

%-'>' f =^('''^.'')- w
Suppose p = l, p' = at t=0 and that these equations have the solution

P=/i(T),p' = /.(r).

Now consider the differential equations obtained when (40) are trans-

formed by the substitution p=Pi ,
p' = -p[, t= -Ti . The equations in the

new variables are the same as in the old, and consequently if the initial

conditions are the same (Pi = l, Pi = at t = 0), the solutionis

Pi=fi(r,)=f{-T) = p, Pl =f2(Ti)=f,i-T)=-p\

Therefore p is an even function of t and p' is an odd function of t.

Suppose p' = at t = t. Since it is an odd function it must also have

been zero at r = — tt. Since p is even in t it has the same value at t = — tt as

it has at t = tt. Consequently the system is the same at t = tt as it was at

T=— TT, and the motion is periodic with the period 27r. Hence if p' =
at T = 0, it is sufficient to satisfy the condition p' = at t = tt in order to

secure a periodic solution of (33) with the period 2ir.

It will now be shown that the second equation of (38) can be solved

uniquely for 5 as a power series in p. and e, vanishing with n = 0. It is found

by integrating (36) and imposing the initial conditions p ^ 1, p' ^ that

P =Poo+PioM+Poie+ • • • >

where

Poo = cosV1-|-5t,

Pio = - I VT+5 T sin Vi+~d T,

Poi = -| + ^cos2V1+ 5t.
2 ' 2

(41)
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On substituting these results in the second equation of (38) and expanding

in powers of 5 also, we get

p'(27r)-p'(0) = 5 [-"I IT+ (terms in 5, /x, e)]

+m[— 3 7r + (terms in 5, /x, e)]=0.
(42)

There are no terms in e alone, for when n = 0, the orbit becomes a fixed

ellipse and 5 = satisfies the periodicity condition. Hence (42) can be

solved uniquely for 5 as a power series in n and e , vanishing with fi = .

When the value of 5 obtained from (42) is substituted in (37), p becomes

periodic in t with the period 27r, and is expanded as a power series in
fj,
and e

which converges provided |m| and |e| are sufficiently small. It can be written

P= S 2 Pijii'e', 5= 2 S S^ji/e'. (43)

From the reasoning of §35 it follows that each p,^ separately is periodic.

The range of convergence of (43) is limited in two ways. In the first

place the inequalities
j 5 1 < 5o , |

/x
|
< Mo > I

^
|
< ^o must be satisfied in order that

(37) may converge for 0^T^27r. Then the inequalities |m|<Mi j kl<^i
must be satisfied in order that the solution of (42) shall converge and give

for |5l a value less than d^. When l;u| and \e\ satisfy both of these sets of

inequalities the convergence of (43) is assured for all t.

After the explicit development of equations (43) has been made the

results can be substituted in (26), when v will be determined by a quadra-

ture. The final form of v is

v= 2 7:v,ji/ei (44)
4=0 J=0

The constant parts of the Vfj are independent of e since for ju = it was

found that v = t -{ periodic terms.

41. Direct Construction of the Non-Circular Solution.—In carrying out

the practical construction of the solution, we shall make use of the facts that

(a) p^l, p'^0 at T = 0, (b) p is expansible in the form (43), and (c) each

Pj, separately is periodic with the period 2ir.

On substituting (43) in (36) and equating coefficients of equal powers

of /i and e, it is found that the several coefficients must satisfy

(A) Poo+Poo = 0>

(B) Poi+Poi=(l-3Poo),

(C) Pio+Pio = ~ (5io+ 3)poo ,

(D) Po2+Po2=3Poo(l-2poi-2pgo),

(E) Pii+Pii= — 5iiPoo~5,oPoi+5i(,(l — 3poo)
— 6pooPio— 3poi+3(l — 4poo),

(P) P20+ P20 = ~ ^2oPoo~ ^loPio~ 3 SioPoo— 3pio— 6poo,
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The solution of (A) satisfying (a) is Poo = cos r. The solution of (B) is

given in equation (18). The solution of (C) is not periodic unless the coeffi-

cient of Poo is zero. Imposing also the condition (a), S^o= -3, Pio
= 0.

The term Po2 is given in equation (19). Equation (E) becomes explicitly

Pu + Pu = — V2— SijCOST— 3/2 cos2t. Upon imposing conditions (a) and
(c), the solution of this equation is found to be

^11 = 0> Pn = - f+ cos T+1 cos 2t. (45)

The explicit form of (F) now becomes P2o+p2o=(- ^20+3) cos r, whose
solution satisfjdng the conditions (a) and (c) is

^20 = 3, P20 = 0. (47)

Hence the final expressions for p and 8 as power series in e and m are

p = cosT+ [— i + i cos2T]e+ [- l + cosT + l cos2T]Me

+ -[ — COST + cos3rle^+ • • •

:

8=-3fi+3,x'+
,

where, from (32), r is to be replaced throughout by w{t—T)/Vl-{-8.

The differential equation defining the general term is

Pij+Pij^ -5jyPoo+^<j(5KX , Pk\) {k=1, . . . ,
i-l; \=1, . . . ,

j-1).

Suppose all the p^x and d^x for which K<i, X<j have been found. Then

this equation can be written in the form

p;;-l-p„ =Ar+(-5.,+Af^)cosr+Arcos2r+ • • • +AT' cos kt, (49)

there being no sine terms. Its solution satisfying conditions (a) and (c) is

A':\ , Af'\„_ Ar_„^_ Ar

(48)

.(50)

p,,=^r+(-^+^+ • • +^^-j-)cosr-^cos2r- • • --^COSKT.

The 5„ and all the coefficients are uniquely determined. Therefore the

process can be continued without modification as far as may be desired.

After the transformations (32) equation (26) becomes

g= Vl+ 5{l+2M+2pe+(-|+3p=')e^-|-6pMe+3M^+ • • •

}.

Upon substituting the value of p given in (48) and integrating, it is found

that

v-v,= [l+2fji+3^'+ •]r+[2sinT]e+[fsin2r]e==+ • • • • (51)

where t is to be replaced by a)(f- T)/Vl-f8. The four arbitrary constants

of integration are a, e, T, and Vg
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42. Properties of the Solution.—It has been proved that each pu
(except Poo) and p[j vanish at t = 0, that each p^^ is periodic in t with the

period 2ir, and that p is an even function in t. Hence each p^^ involves only

cosines of multiples of r. It has also been noted that 5 depends upon no
terms independent of p.

There is no term pjo distinct from zero, for when e = the differential

equations are satisfied for the same initial values of the variables by p= 0.

Or, it is seen, from the development of the second term of (33), that the only

terms which are independent of c involve p to the first degree alone. Conse-
quently the right members of the equations corresponding to (49), which
define p^o, will be [

—
5jo+/(m)] cos t alone. The periodicity condition makes

it necessary to put 5jo=/(p) , and the initial conditions then make PiQ
= 0.

The expression for the right member of (51) has no term independent
of p., except unity, in the non-periodic part, for when p = the ellipse is

fixed and this part reduces simply to r. On making use of all of these facts

and some simple artifices, the labor of actually constructing the series can
be very much reduced.

The radius r completes its period in T=2ir, or t=2T\/l-\-b/(^. It follows

from (51) that the longitude of the radius has increased in this interval by
Vi+ 5 [l-|-2p+3p^-|- • • •]2ir. Therefore the line of apsides has moved
forward in this interval through the angleVi +5 [l-t-2p-|-3p^+ • • •

] 2t— 2-k.

Hence its average rate of angular motion in t is

rf7

=
O.VTX-. = i-pLl+ IM+ • • -Jco, (52)

dt 2 7r Vl+5
CO

where oj is the longitude of the nearest apse. The parameter p can be
determined so as to secure any rate of revolution of the apsides not too great.



Chapter III.

THE SPHERICAL PENDULUM.

I. SOLUTION OF THE Z-EQUATION.

43. The Differential Equations.—The problem of the spherical pendu-

lum falls in the class of those which can be treated by the methods of

periodic orbits. Its simplicity makes it particularly well suited to illustrating

these processes, and its value as an introduction to the subject is increased

by the fact that it is easy to verify the results experimentally. It is doubt-

ful whether there is a problem which is superior in these respects.

Let us take a rectangular system of axes with the positive 2:-axis

directed upward and with the origin at the fixed point of the pendulum.

The pendulum is subject to gravity and the normal reaction, N, which

we shall take with the positive sign when directed outward. If we represent

the radius of gyration by I, the motion of the pendulum satisfies

x'+y'+z'^P, mx" =Nj, my" =N^, mz" = N^^-mg, (1)

where the accents indicate derivatives with respect to the time.

The last three equations of (1) admit the integral

m{x''+y'^ +z") = mv'' = mg{-2z+c,), (2)

where c^ is the constant of integration.

The normal reaction exactly balances the centrifugal acceleration of the

pendulum due to its motion and the component of mg along the normal to

the surface; hence

where F^ is the normal component of mg. On making use of (2), we get

^=M(3,_eJ. (3)

(4)

Hence equations (1) become

x'W+z' = V, y"=^{Sz-c,)y,

x" =
I

(32- c,)x, z" =f,{Sz-c,)z-g.

The last equation is independent of the others and is therefore solved first.

After it is solved the second gives x in terms of t, and then y can be found

from the first.
«^
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44. Transformation of the z-Equation.—It will be convenient to trans-

form the last equation of (4). It admits the integral

Z'^: l,{2z-cdz'-g{2z-c,)=f{z), (5)

where Cj is a constant of integration which is independent of c,. If we
subtract this equation from (2) and reduce the result by (2), we find

g{c-c,) = {x'^+y''){l-^j)-^z'\ (6)

Now z^ ^ f . In the case where the spherical pendulum reduces to the simple

pendulum z takes the value = I, and at the same time 2' = . In this case

c, — C2= 0. In the spherical pendulum z> —I when z' = 0; consequently in

this case Ci— C2>0. Hence in all cases of the physical problem Cj — Cj^O.

Now consider equation (5). If the initial conditions are real, z'o^=f{Zo)

is zero or positive and

/(-00) = -00, f(-l^=-g(c^-c,)^Q,

/(2o)=o i-i^za+i),

f(+l) = -gic,-c,)^0, /(+oo) = +<».

Therefore the equation f(z)=0 has always three real roots. Let them

be Oi , Oj , and a^ , where the notation is chosen so that ai ^ Oj^ aj . Then
equation (5) becomes

z"=-^(z-a,){z-a,){z-as).

On comparing this equation with (5), it is seen that

2 (ai+ a2+a3) = Ci, Oi ttg+ag 03+03 ai= —Z^ 2 tti a^a 3= — Cj Z^ (7)

It will now be shown that ag satisfies the inequalities — Z ^ 03 ^ 0. It

follows from the last of (7) that Cg is negative if a^ is positive. On putting

z' = and 2 = 03 in (5), we get

C2 = 2a3+p(— 2a3+Ci).

By hypothesis the first term on the right is positive, and by (2) the second

can not be negative. Therefore Cg must be positive, which contradicts the

implication from the last of (7). Therefore Og^O.

Some special cases may be indicated

:

(1) It follows from (5), (6), and (7) that Og = — Z implies that ai= +Z,

2a2 = Ci = C2, Oj — a3 = 2Z. The constant Oa is not determined, and we shall

suppose it is less than +Z. This case is that of the ordinary simple pendu-

lum making finite oscillations. In the sub-case where Oa = — Z, we have
Cj = Cj = — 2Z and the solutions of (4) are x = y = 0, z= —I.
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(2) If 02= +Z, it follows from the same equations that a^=-l, 2ai= c.^c^.
The constant a, is not determined. If a, > I, we have the case of the simple
pendulum swinging round and round, and a,-a,>2l. In the sub-case where
a,=Z, we have Ci=c^ = +2l, and the solutions of (4) are x=y=0, z = +l.

(3) If 03 = 0, it foUows that a^^O. Therefore the second of (7) can
not be^satisfied except by a^ = 0, a^ = 00 . Then, from the first equation we
get c, = 00

.
This is the case of revolution in the xy-plane with infinite

speed, and of course can not be realized physically. Excluding this case
and that of the simple pendulum, the constants a^, a,, a, satisfy the
mequaHties -Z<a3<0, -Z<a,<+Z, a,>+l.

Now make the transformation

z-03=(a2-03)w'.
(8)

Then equation (5) becomes

^«^fc^ (1 _^2) (1 _ ^^^)

.

(9)

Also let

/x="'~°'
=Vi^iTlj«-«' (1»)

ai— aa

where ^o is an arbitrary initial time and 5 is a constant as yet undefined.
The constant n satisfies the inequalities ^/x^ 1. Then (9) becomes

u'={l+SXl-u') il-„u')=Fiu), (11)

where w is the first derivative of u with respect to the new independent
variable t. The first derivative of (11) is

u=il+8)[-a+fi)u+2fjiu']. (12)

45. First Demonstration that the Solution of (12) is Periodic, and that

u and the Period are Expansible as Power Series in ix.—It will first be
shown that, for any initial conditions belonging to the physical problem,

except when At = l, the solution of (12) is periodic. By the fundamental

existence theorem of the solutions of differential equations* the solutions of

(12) are regular in t for all finite values of t and u. For real initial condi-

tions the coefficients of u and its derivatives expanded as power series in t

are real, and by analytic continuation they remain real for all finite real

values of t provided u does not become infinite. Now consider the curve

F= F{u). Suppose m = Wo at r = and that Uq is positive. Then u is

increasing at a rate which is proportional to the square root of F{u^, and it

continues to increase until w = 1. It can not increase beyond -f-l for then u

would become a pure imaginary, and it has just been shown that it always

remains real. It can not remain constantly equal to 1 unless /i = l, for

otherwise w = 1 does not satisfy (12). Therefore, unless n = \,u will increase

*Picard's TraiU d'Analyse, vol. II, chap. 11, §111.
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to 1 and then decrease to — 1 ; then, in a similar way, it changes at m = — 1

from a decreasing to an increasing function. That is, at u= =^1 the func-

tion F{u) changes sign and u varies periodically between +1 and —1.

This result follows, of course, from the fact that in the present problem

u is the sine amplitude of r, one of whose properties is that of having

a real period, but the argument given above applies to much more general

cases, and the result can be read from the diagram for F = F{u). It may
be mentioned in passing that the imaginary period of the elliptic function is

associated in a similar way wjth the portions of the curve between + 1 and

+ l/v^> and between — l/V/I and— 1

.

The period of a complete oscillation is found from (11) to be

p^ 2 r+' dur+' du

Vl + sJ-1 V{l-u'){l-M.u')

which is finite unless fx = l. We shall exclude this exceptional case. It is

well known that

In t the period is

That is, the period is expansible as a power series in /x, and in the present

simple case the series converges provided |mI<1-
The constant 5 has so far remained undetermined. If we let

vi+5=[i+(i)V+(i|)V+-],

the period in r will be simply 2ir. On solving this equation, we find that

the required value of d is

5=2^+^^^+ • • •
, (16)

which is a power series in /x.

Now consider equation (12). By §§14-16, this equation can be inte-

grated as a power series in n, and
| m |

can be taken so small that the series

will converge for all r in the interval 0<t^Ti chosen arbitrarily in advance.

If Ti is greater than P and the constant of integration is chosen so that

(11) is the first integral of (12), that is, so that the period of the motion is

P, then it follows from the periodicity of the solution that the series will

converge for all finite values of t. That is, both u and T are expansible

as power series in ju.
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46. Second Demonstration that the Solution of Equation (12) is Peri-

odic.—While the proof of §45 is sufficient for the construction of the solution,

it will be instructive to give another demonstration of its periodicity. In
many problems the former methods can not be appUed.

By §§14-16, equation (12) can be integrated as a power series in the two
parameters /j. and 5 of the form

w=S iw„(T)5'M', (17)
1=0 j=0

where the u^j are functions of t to be determined by the conditions that

(17) shall satisfy (12) and the initial conditions, and where |5| and |m| can

be taken so small that the series will converge for any interval O^t^Tj,
chosen arbitrarily in advance. We may take the initial values w(0)=0,
u{0) = a, and from (11) we see that in order to get the same solution as

before we must put a= vT+S at the end. The subsequent steps of this

demonstration would not be essentially modified if we took general initial

conditions. From these initial conditions we get

= S i u,m 5*m', a = i S u,AO) 5' m',
<=0 j=0 4=0 j=0

from which it follows that

w,,(0)=0 (t,i=0, • • 00), Moo(0)=a, <(0)=0 (i+i>0). (18)

On substituting (17) in (12) and equating coefficients of corresponding

powers of 6 and fj,, we get

^^00+ ^00 = 0; Uio-\-Uio=-Uoo ,
• • • • (19)

The solution of the first of these equations satisfying (18) is

Woo = ^ sin T. (20)

Upon substituting this result in the right member of the second equation

of (19), integrating, and imposing the conditions (18), we find

w,„ = -|sinT+
I

r COST. (21)

Hence we have

^ = a sin T+ § [
- sin T+ r COS t] 5 + higher powers of 5 and m- (22)

Since the right member of (12) does not contain t explicitly, sufficient

conditions that u shall be periodic with the period 27r in t are

W(27r)-'W(0)=0, w(27r)-w(0) = 0. (23)
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It will now be shown that the second one of these equations is necessarily

satisfied when the first is fulfilled. Let u = 0+v, u = a-\-v, where v and i'

vanish at t = 0. Then (11) becomes

(,a + vy={l + 5)(l-v'){l-^v').

On making use of the fact that 1+ 5 = a, we have

2av+v''+a{l+tJ,)v'-afjiV* = 0.

There are two solutions of this equation for i), but the one which vanishes

at T = must be used. It has the form

v=vp(v), (24)

where p{v) is a power series in v. Since u{0)=v(0) = 0, it follows from
the first equation of (23) that M(27r) = 0. Then, from (24) we have
v{2Tr) =u{2ir)—u{0) = 0. That is, by virtue of the existence of the

integral (11), the second equation of (23) is a consequence of the first.

Now let us consider the solution of the first equation of (23). Upon
substituting u from (22), we get

= Trad + terms of higher degree in 5 and m- (25)

It follows from the theorems of §§1-3 that this equation can be solved for 5

uniquely in the form

5 = mPi(m), (26)

where Pi(m) is a power series in /j,, which converges if l/i| is sufficiently small.

On substituting this result in (17), we have

M=iw,(r)M^ (27)

which converges for all 0^r^27r for |/x| sufficiently small. It is sufficient

that
I

At
I

and
1 5 1 satisfy the conditions necessary to insure the convergence of

(17) and the solution of (25). These conditions can both be satisfied by

values of m different from zero because the expression for 5, given in equa-

tion (26) , carries /^ as a factor.

Hence, the periodicity conditions having been satisfied, we have proved

that the solution is periodic. It has been found to be expansible as a power

series in n, and the period, which in t is

^_ 2TlV2a+ d)

Vgiai—aa)

is also expansible uniquely as a power series in fi. It is clear that this mode
of demonstration applies to a wide class of equations, for the explicit values

of only the first terms of the right member of the differential equation, the

general properties of its convergence, and the existence of a first integral

have been used.
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47. Third Proof that the Solution of Equation (12) is Periodic.—There

is a certain symmetry property of the solutions which can be used to

simplify the demonstration that the motion is periodic. It will be shown
that the motion is symmetrical in t with respect to the value w = 0, which,

by (8), corresponds to 2 = 03 , or the lowest point reached by the pendulum.

Suppose ^ = 0, u = a at t = and that the solution of (12) for these

initial conditions is

w = /i(t), /i(0)=0, u =Ur), fM=a. (28)

Now make the transformation

u= —V, u = v, T=—<T. (29)

Then (12) becomes

v = il+ d)[-a-\-fi)v-\-2nv% (30)

Hence if «; = 0, «) = a at o- = 0, the solution of (30) is

v=M<t), /i(0) = 0, v=Ma), MO) = a, (31)

where /i and /g are the same functions of a that /j and f^, of (28), are of t.

On substituting (28) and (31) in (29), we get

w =/i(r)=-A(-r), u =Ut) = +U-t).

Therefore u is an odd function of t when u=0 at t = 0, and hence it

follows that sufficient conditions that the solution of (12) shall be periodic

with the period 27r are

w(0)=0, w(ir) = 0. (32)

The solution (22) was obtained with the initial condition w(0)=0. Hence

the second equation of (32) becomes

= — - a5+ higher powers of 5 and ju- (33)

The solution of this equation for h and the further discussion are precisely

like the treatment of (25), and lead to the same results.

48. Direct Construction of the Solution.—It has been proved that 5

can be expanded as a power series of the form

5 = 5,M+ 5,mH • • (34)

such that, when (12) is integrated as a power series in p. of the form
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with the initial conditions u (0) =0, ii (0) =a, u will be periodic with the

period 2ir. In fact, the value of 5 is given in (16), but we shall make use

only of its expansibility in this form; in more complicated problems its

explicit value would not, in general, be known. Since u is periodic with the

period 27r, we have

w(27r+T)-w(r)= S [uA2Tr + T)-uAt)]n'= 0,

and this equation holds for all
]

;u
|
sufficiently small. Therefore

Uj(2w+t)-Uj{t) = 0, (j=0, 1, . . . 00). (36)

Hence each Uj separately is periodic with the period 27r.

Instead of determining the solution by the initial conditions u{0) = 0,

u (0) = 0, we may use u (0) = 0, u{Tr/2) = 1. Or, by (35),

S w,(0)m^=0, S u,Q^'=1.

Therefore we have

Wo(0) = 0,

w,(0)=0, (J = l, 2, 00).

(37)

Now we determine u and 5 by the conditions that (12) shall be satisfied

identically in n and t, and that the conditions (36) and (37) shall be ful-

filled. By direct substitution and equating of coefficients, we find

Wi+Wi=-(1+ 5i)Mo+2Wo,

^2+^2= -(^1+ 62) Wo-(1+ Si) t«2+6Mot^i+25i Wo ,

(38)

The solution of the first equation of (38) satisfying (37) is u^ = sin t.

Then the second equation of (38) becomes

iii+Wi= — (l+ 5i) sinT+ - sinr— - sin3T. (39)

In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic we must set the

coefficient of sinr equal to zero. Then the solution satisfying (37) is

h = %!= — [sinT+ sin3T].
16

(40)

Upon substituting the results already obtained in the third equation

of (38), we find

u.1+^*2=-
(I"
+ ^2) sinr+ll sinr-;^ sin3T- ^ sinSr. (41)
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Upon setting the coefficient of sinr equal to zero, as before, and integrating
subject to the conditions (37), we find

^^""i"' w,= -^ [7 sinT + 8sin3T+sin5T]. (42)

The induction to the general term can now be made. We assume that

Wo , • • • , w,-i ; 5i , . . . , 5j_i have been determined and that it has been
found that u^ is a sum of sines of odd multiplies of r, of which the highest
is 2j+\. The differential equation for the coefficient of ix is

w,+w,= -5,Wo+i^,(5,, %) {k, X=0, . . . , i-1), (43)

where the F^ are linear in the 5« and of the third degree in the Wx • The
general term of Ft is

where

w = or 1,

v,+v^+v,= lox% (44)

mK-\-Vi\-\-V2\-\-v^\= i or i—\ {yi+V2+v.^ = l or 3).

It follows from the second of these equations that there are an odd number
of odd Vj . Consequently T^ is a sum of sines of odd multiplies of r. The
highest multiple of t is

N, = v,{2\+ \)+v,{2\+l)+v,{2\+ l).

On reducing this expression by the third of equation (44), it is found that

Ni= —2mK+2i-\-\, the greatest value of which is, by (44),

N, = 2i+\. (45)

Hence (43) may be written

w+w, = [-5,+^r]sinr+^™sin3r+ • • +A<?+i sin(2i+l)r, (46)

where the ^"x+i are known constants.

In order that the solution of (46) shall be periodic, the condition

\ = Af (47)

must be satisfied, which uniquely determines 3« .
Then the solution of

equation (46) satisfying the conditions (37) is

w, = ar sin r + a^'^ sin 3r+ • • • + a™+i sin(2t+ l)r.

„« = 42?^±i__ (X = l, ...,i),
''='^+1 4X(\+1)

( -1)^+^A^V,

The solution at this step has the same form as that which was assumed for

«! = 2/ (-1^ ''^^+' - 2j 4X(\+1)

(48)

Wo, , M,_i , and the induction is therefore complete.
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On collecting results, we have for the first terms of the solution

w = [sinT] + ^ [sinT+sin3T]Ai+ ^ [7sinT+8sin3T+sin5T]/i^+- • •

,

«=o+iM+iM^+ • • •
•

And substituting these results in (8), we get for the final result

2 = a3+-(ai-a3) [1- cos2t] m+ ^ (ai-Oj) [1-cos4t]m'

+^(01-03) [16+3 cos2t- 16 cos4t-3cos6t]m*+ • • •
;

the expression for T agreeing with that found in (15).

49. Construction of the Solution from the Integral.—In the direct

construction of the solution we have made no explicit use of the existence of

the integral (11). We shall show that it can be used to check the computa-

tions, or to furnish the solution itself.

Equation (11) can be written in the form

(p{u, u, m)=0.

Since u, u, and b can be expanded as converging power series in n, we have

<P = ^o+^iM+^2M^+ • • =0. (51)

Since this equation is an identity in /x, it follows that

'Pi
= <Pi(K ; ^0 , ^2 , . . . ,u,,Ut,5,)=0 (i=0, ... 00), (52)

where <Pi is a polynomial in Uq , . . . , di . It follows from (11) that <Pt

is linear in the 5j^, of the second degree in wx, and u\^, and of the second or

fourth degree in u\ and u\. Therefore (p^ is a sum of cosines of even

multiples of t. It is se^n without difficulty that the highest multiple of

T in ^j is 2i+2. Hence we have

<P,
= B'^+Bfcos2T+ +5<?+,cos(2t+2)T = 0. (53)

Since this equation holds for all values of t, it follows that

B'^ = (i=l, . . . 00; X=0, . . . ,i+l). (54)
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The ^ax^re functions of the a^l+i and 8<, and equations (54) constitute

a searching check upon the computation of these quantities. If by some
numerical accident an error were not indicated at any particular step, it

would be revealed by the failure to satisfy (54) at some later step.

But the a2x+i can be computed from (54), as will now be shown. Suppose

Mo , . . . , w<-i ; ^2 , . . . , 5„_j have been computed. Then we find from

the explicit expression (11) that

<p^ = 2UaU^-\-2UoU-^^{l-ul)+^l/^{UJ, , U^ , b.,^ (X = 0, . . . , i-1),

the ^j being known functions. Hence, using the notation of the first equa-

tion of (48), we get

B« =2aiH0-H+C = 0,

5<« = 2(\-l)afx-i+2(X+l)a«^+,+Cx = (X = 2 i),

^21+2 ~ 2la2<+i+ + C2i+2 = Uj

where the Cjx (X = 0, . . . , i+l) are known constants. On solving these

equations beginning with the last, we find

(55)

°-''+'- ~W °-'^-'~
X-l"^' 2(X-1)

^A^, ...,^J,

5, = 8af+2Cf, aT=^5-^C^\
(56)

which uniquely determine 5, and the af^+i

.

Let us apply these equations to the computation of the first terms of u.

Suppose Wo = sinT and take i = l. Then we find from (11) that

<Pt
= 2uoUi+2uoUi- di{l -ul)+ul-ul ;

whence

5^" = 2ai" - 1 5,+ 1 = 0, Br = 4ar - ^ 5, = 0, Bi» = 2a- - | = 0.

Therefore

„(» =
16

(1) 1 A - ^ o<" = —

agreeing with the results already found. The process can be continued as

far as may be desired.

Two different methods of computing the solutions have been developed.

They are both reduced by the general discussion to the mere routine of

handling trigonometric terms. When they are both used each serves as a

check on the other. There is little advantage with either over the other, so

far as their convenience is concerned; the integral has a slight advantage in

that when using it the computations are made with cosines, and the disad-

vantage of involving u to the fourth degree instead of only to the third.
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II. DIGRESSION ON HILL'S EQUATION.

50. The x-Equation.—The value of z was given explicitly in (50), and
since it is periodic the second equation of (4), after transforming to the

independent variable t, has the form

x+[a'+e,M+e2M'+ • • • ]a; = 0, (57)

where a is a constant independent of /x, and B^,^^, . . . are periodic functions

of T, having in this case the period tt. Since the period can always be made
27r by a linear transformation on the independent variable, we shall suppose

for the sake of uniformity that the period is 27r.

This problem belongs to the class which was treated in Chapter I, and
can be transformed to the form considered there. But it is now in the form

used first by Hill, and later by Bruns, Stieltjes, Harzer, Callandreau, etc.,

and because of its historical interest and for the sake of comparison with

this earlier work, it will be treated directly in the form (57).

51. The Characteristic Equation.—Suppose that with the initial con-

ditions a;(0) = 1, i;(0) =0 the solution of (57) is

x = <p{t), x = ^{t), <p{0) = l, «5(0)=0,

and that with the initial conditions a;(0) =0, i;(0) = 1, the solution of (57) is

X = ^l^(T), i = y^(r), ^(0)=0, V'(0) = 1.

The determinant

<p(t), <p(.r)

Hr), V'(t)

being equal to unity at t = 0, these solutions form a fundamental set. In

fact, A is independent of t for an equation of the form (57), as was shown in

§ 18. It follows from the initial conditions that its value is unity. Hence

the general solution of (57) is

x = Ci<)?(t)+C2./'(t), i; = Ci v'(r)+C2^(T). (58)

where c^ and Cj are arbitrary constants.

Now let us make the transformation

a; = e"^?, (59)

where a is an undetermined constant. Then equation (57) becomes

'i+2ak+a'^+[a'+d,fi+d,n'+ • • • ]|= 0. (60)

The general solution of this equation is, by (58) and (59),

k = e-^'icM-r) +c,^(r)], I = e-'''[cMr) +C2^(t)] - ae-'^^fCj^W +c,^(t)]. (61)
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We now raise the question whether it is possible to determine a in such
a way that ^ shall be periodic with the period 27r. It follows from the form
of (60) that sufficient conditions for the periodicity of ^ with the period 27r are

^(27r)-K0) = 0, ^(2x)-K0)=0.

On substituting from (61), we get, after making use of the initial values of <p,

ip, f, and ^,

[e-'"X27r) - l]c,+e-='''V(27r)c, = 0, 1

e-^«V(27r)c,+[e-^"V(2^)-l]c, = 0.
J

^^^^

In order that these equations may have a solution other than the trivial one
Ci = C2 = 0, the determinant of the coefficients of c^ and c^ must vanish; or,

^(27r)-e='"", ^(27r)

^(27r), ^(27r)-e=""^

Since A is equal to unity, equation (63) is a reciprocal equation, and becomes

Z)=(e^«-)^-[^(2x)+v/(27r)]e^"'+l=0, (64)

of which the roots are e'""" and e""''"'. (This is not the a, of §44.)

When the value of e^"'" which satisfies (64) is substituted in (62) the

ratio of Cj to c^ is determined. Then equations (61) give ^"' and |'"

periodic with the period 27r. We get a second solution ^'^' and ^*^' by using

the other root e"^"'". The ^"' and ^'^* will each carry an arbitrary factor.

We shall determine these factors so that ^'" (0) = |'^' (0) = 1, and multiply

the solutions by arbitrary constants at the end.

Consider equation (64). If
\

<p(2t) -i-ij/(2ir)\ <2, a^ is a pure imaginary;

if v(27r)+^(27r)>2, ttj^ is real; and if (p(27r)+^(27r)< — 2, ai is complex. In

the first case x remains finite for all real values of r; in the second case x

becomes infinite as t becomes infinite through real values; and in the third,

a; = 00 for r = oo except for special initial conditions. It is found from (57)

that <p(2ir) =y/(2ir) = cos att for ai = 0. Therefore the part of a^ which is inde-

pendent of M is the pure imaginary aV— l. Suppose a is not an integer;

then Oi is a pure imaginary for all real values of m whose modulus is sufficiently

small. If a is an integer, the value of ai for real values of n whose modulus

is small may be purely imaginary, real, or complex according to the values

of (p{2Tr) and ^(2t).

Some of the more important properties of ^'" and ^'^* will be derived.

There are two particular solutions of (57) of the form x = e°"'' ^ such that Oj

is a constant reducing to ± aV^ for m = 0, and such that ^ is periodic with the

period 27r, viz. e"*"" ^'" and e""'^^'^'. The coefficients of (57) by hypothesis are

all real, and the dj are sums of cosines of multiples of t. Therefore, if the

sign of a/^^ be changed in a solution the result will be a solution. Suppose
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a and m have such values that a^ is a pure imaginary. Then it follows that

?^"(V— 1)=^'*^(— V— i). Similarly, since (57) is unchanged by changing

the sign of t, it follows that $*" (t) = ^"' (- t) . And finally, since (57) is

unchanged by changing the sign of both V— l and r, it follows that

e\V^,T) =e\-^^,-r), r(v/:rT,r) =r(-^^,-r). Therefore

in the expressions for ^'" and ^*^' the coefficients of the cosine terms are

real and of the sine terms pure imaginaries, and |'" and ^*^' differ only in

the sign of V — 1. Hence, writing them as Fourier series, we have

^™= 2 [a
J
cosJT+V —lb J

sinjr],

1'^'= 2 [ajcos^r—V — 1 6_;SinyT],

where the aj and the hj are real constants. It follows from this that it is

sufficient to compute ^"'.

Any solution of (57) can be expressed linearly in terms e"''' ^'" and
g-a,T^(2)

j^ follows from the initial values of <p, ip, ^^", and $'^' and the

equations above that

Since ^"' and ^'^' are periodic with the period 2 tt, and since their initial values

are unity, we have

^ (e''«"^+e-'""^) = cosh2ai7r = ^(27r).

But by (64), e='''"^+e-''*"'= v5(27r)+^(27r). Therefore ^(27r) =^(27r).

When Oi = i8V — 1 is a pure imaginary, as it is in many physical problems,

we have
COs2/37r = v'(27r). (65)

This equation has the same form as that developed by Hill in his memoir on

the motion of the Lunar Perigee, Acta Mathemetica, vol. VIII, pp. 1-36, and

Collected Works, vol. I, pp. 243-270. It is also derived differently in

Tisserand's Mecanique Celeste, vol. Ill, chap. 1.

Equation (64) or (65) furnishes a means of computing the transcendental

a, because, under the hypotheses on (57), <p can always be found, for example

as a power series in /x, with any desired degree of accuracy. Though this

constitutes a complete solution of the problem and there are no difficulties

in carrying it out except those of the lengthy computations, we shall find

it convenient to make use of more of the properties of equation (57), and

to find both ai and ^i otherwise.

When M = the general solution of (57) is known to be

Xo=aie''^=i'-+a2e-''^^^, Xo= aV^^ [aie''^^^-a2e-<''^^'-], (66)

where a^ and 02 are arbitrary constants.
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It follows from the form of (57) that x can be expanded as a power series
m M which will converge for 0^T^2ir if |m| is sufficiently small. Hence

Therefore equation (63) becomes

(67)

_—4oxD = e

cos2a7r-e"'^+ i ^x(27r)M\ ^sin2a7r+ 2 i/'x(27r)M'
X=l W x=l

-asin2ax +S ^x(27r)M\cos2a7r-e""'+ S ;^x(27r)M''

= 0. (68)

This equation expresses the condition that (57) shall have a periodic solution

of the form (59), where ^ is periodic with the period 2x. If it is satisfied

by a = Oo it is also satisfied hja = a^+v V^T, where v is any integer. These
different values of a do not, however, lead to distinct values of x. We
shall use only those values which reduce to ± a V — i for

ij,
= 0.

52. The Form of the Solution.—For ^ = the principal solutions of (68)

are a['"= +a V — l and ar= —a V — 1. There are three cases depending
upon the value of a:

Case I. a 5^0 and 2 a not an integer.

Case II. a 5^0 and 2 a an integer.

Case III. a = and therefore af = af = 0.

Case I. This may be regarded as being the general case, and is that

actually found and discussed by Hill and later writers on the same subject.

It follows from the form of (68) that

D = P{a,,x), (69)

where P is a power series in a and m which vanishes for m = 0, a= ±a V — i.

It is also easily found for /x = and a— ^a V — i that

^ = ± 4^ y/rzi sin2air • e*^"'^^^,
da

which is distinct from zero under the conditions of Case I . Therefore it follows

from the theory of implicit functions that (68) can be solved for a in the form

a,= -aV^^l +a<" M+af' m'+ (70)

where the series converge for |/i| sufficiently small. Since the equation for a

is a reciprocal equation in e""", it follows that a<^>= -a^'^(i=l, 2, . . . ,
oo).
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If we substitute either of the series (70) in (62) , we shall have the ratio

of Ci and Cj expressed as a power series in /i. If this result and equations

(67) are substituted in (61), ^ will be expressed as a power series in n,

converging for |;u| sufficiently small, and carrying one arbitrary constant

factor. We shall omit the superfix and adopt the notation

? = ^o+IiM+I2m'+ • •
•• (71)

Since the periodicity conditions have been satisfied, ^ is periodic and it

follows from its expansibility that each ^j separately is periodic. Hence
it follows from this property and the initial condition ^ (0) = 1 that

?o(0) = l, ?,(0)=0 (^ = l,2, . . . 00).
J

(^2)

It will be shown when the solutions are constructed that these properties

uniquely define their coefficients.

Case II. In this case we find from (68) for ^i = 0, a= ^a V— 1, that

I? =0, |0=^,(2x),^,(2T)-,^,(2,r)^,(2T),

il? =4.S £|^=(-l)--2.[^.(2x)+^,(2.)].

Hence if we let a = a V— i+j8, the expression for D has the form

47r=/3^+Cni3M+Co2M'+ • • • =0, (73)

where in general Cn and c^^ ^^^ distinct from zero. In order not to multiply

cases indefinitely we shall suppose that Cn and c^^ are distinct from zero and

that the discriminant of the quadratic terms of (73), viz. 5 = Cii — 16ir^Co2

,

is distinct from zero. Suppose the quadratic terms factor into

where now 617^62 since 5?^0.* Then by the theory of implicit functions

equation (73) is solvable for /3 as converging power series of the form

/3, = 6,M+/3fV'+ • •
, &, = hix+^fn'+ (74)

Hence we get two solutions for j8, and consequently for a, as power series in

M starting from the root a= +a V — 1 for /x = 0. There are two similar

ones obtained by starting from a= —a V — 1 for m = 0, but they do not lead

to distinct solutions since they differ from the former values by purely

imaginary integers. Then, by means of (62) and (61), we obtain the final

solutions as before.

There are other sub-cases, for example 6i = &2) ^ of which can be

treated by the theory of implicit functions, but they will be omitted.

*Since o=ai and a=— oi are the roots of (63), it follows that in this case 6i=— 6j, and that they are

therefore distinct unless 61 = 68=0.
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Case III. Under the conditions of this case we have for ix = 0, instead

of equations (66) and (67), the solution

(75)Xo^a^T+a^, Xo = ai,
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The right member of the second equation of (78) now becomes a known
function of t. When the left member of this equation is set equal to zero, its

general solution is ,_

^l
= &l"+&"'e-^''^'^ (80)

Now regarding 6™ and hf as variables, according to the method of the

variation of parameters, and imposing the conditions fef'+fe^^e"^"''^''' =0
and that the second equation of (78) shall be satisfied, we obtain

^(1)= _ r_cn _ VHL^il ia)-_|_r-(i)_ V— l^i"! „2aVrir /oin

Let the constant part of Q^ be d^. Then in order that Vf shall not

contain a term proportional to t, which would make (80) non-periodic, we
must impose the condition

af = y^^. (82)

The integrals of sines and cosines are cosines and sines respectively, and

J-
ZJre''-^^^ dr= f^ZJr e^"^'-j^sTn^ jV e^^-.

Therefore it follows, when (82) is satisfied, that

bT = P.ir)+Bf\ &<" = Q,(r) e^"^^^ +5f

,

(83)

where P^ and Q^ are periodic functions of t having the period 27r, and

fi™ and B"' are the constants of integration. Since 2 a is not an integer,

/— 4a^ can not vanish and there are no terms with infinite coefficients.

On substituting (83) in (80) and imposing the conditions (72), we get

?. = Pi (r) + Q, (r) - P, (0) - Q, (0)

.

(84)

It is easy to show that all succeeding steps of the integration are

entirely similar. The differential equation for the coefficient of m* is

I +2a V^^ ^ = -2a™ [^ +aV^ lo] -Piir),

where F^ (r) is an entirely known periodic function of t after the preceding

steps have been taken. The general solution of the left member of this

equation set equal to zero is the same as (80), except that | has the subscript

i, and 6i and b^ have the superscript i. The equations analogous to (81) are

If we represent the constant part of Fj by d^ , we must impose the condition

in order that the solution shall be periodic. Then integrating, substituting

in the equation analogous to (80), and imposing the conditions (72), we get

^,= P,(T)+ Q,(r)-P.(0)-Q,(0),

where Ptir) and Qj(t) are periodic with the period 2ir. Thus the general

step in the integration is in all essentials similar to the second step.
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54. Direct Construction of the Solutions in Case II.—Since in this case
the solutions are also in general developable as power series in fi, we start

from equations (78). The general solution of the first equation is

Since 2a is an integer, ^^ is periodic for all values of 6^' and &f

.

In this case it is convenient in the computation to impose the initial

condition i (0) = 1 instead of ^(0) = 1, whence

yO) = l, ^,(0)=0 (i=l, . . . 00).

Hence we have for the solution at the first step of the integration

?o=c+^e-"^^ (85)

where fei"' is a constant which will be determined at the next step.

The second equation of (78) now becomes

'^,+ 2aV^^ ^,= -a'^'[2aV^lb'°'+e-""^'']-bf' e,- ~~e,e-"'^'\ (86)

The equations analogous to (81) are in this case

V— 1 r^ _ / r (1) I /I 11,(0) r
V— Ifmi V— 1^~| 2avC:ir

(87)

In order that ^i shall be periodic the right members of these equations must

contain no constant terms. Hence we must impose the conditions

2a 4a

where dj is the constant part of d^, and where Sgi and §22 are the constant

parts of V^^ (9ie-*''^^V2a and V^^ Q^e^"''^^^/2a respectively. If B^ is

an even function of r, then h^ = K2^ and if it is an odd function, 52i= — 5^2

.

Equations (88) express the conditions that the right member of (86) shall

contain no terms independent of t, or which involve r only in the form
g-2av=n^r_ "pjjig ig Qniy an expression for the fact that in order that the

solutions shall be periodic the right member of the differential equation

must not contain terms of the type obtained by integrating the left member

set equal to zero.

Upon ehminating bf from (88), we get

[2aV^ al"+di] [2aV^T af'-d,]-ia' d,,5,, = 0,

of which the solutions are

ai"=-V5.5..+ ^v^- (89)

The two values of aj" are distinct unless d^^ 522+dy4a'= 0. They will not

be equal to zero except for special values of the coefficients of the differential
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equations, and we shall assume here that they are distinct. This was the

case treated in §52, Case II, and when the two values of aj" are equal the

solutions may be developable in a different form. After a"' has been

found, 61"' can be obtained at once from either of equations (88). There is

a difficulty only if 821 = 622 = 0, when one solution for hf becomes infinite;

but in this case we impose a different initial condition on ^.

After satisfying equation (88), the integrals of (87) have the form

hT = P,{r)+B^\ hf = QAr)+B.CD
2 >

where Pj (t) and Qi (t) are periodic functions of t, and 5i" and Bf are unde-

termined constants of integration. These results substituted in equation

(80) give, after applying the condition ^i(O) = 0,

^, = fir'+-P.(r)+Q,(T)e-^«^--|Q.(0)+-^ [P^(0)+Q^(0)] |e--^-, (90)

where B"* is so far undetermined.

It is necessary to carry the integration one step further in order to

prove that the general term satisfying the periodicity condition and the

initial condition can be found. The differential equation for the coefficient

of II is

^2+ 2a V^^2= -ar[2aV^6r'+e-"^"]
| .gj.

-2aV—la^^B^'-e,BT+F,{T), J^

where Oi^' and Bf are undetermined constants, and where F^ir) is an entirely

known periodic function of r.

In the case under consideration the equations corresponding to (88) are

-2aV^T hf af>- (2a V^T af+d,)B'^+d, = (i, ]

^^^^
- af + 2a V^=^ 5,,Bf+ 52 = 0, J

where d.j, and Sg are known constants depending on F^ . The unknowns

af' and B^^'' enter (92) linearly, and, by means of (88), the determinant of

their coefficients becomes — 4aV^T a"', which, by hypothesis, is distinct

from zero. Therefore a"* and -B™ are uniquely determined by these equa-

tions. When equations (92) are satisfied, the solution of (91) satisfying the

initial condition is

^2 = 5r+P2(T)+Q.(r)e-^''^--|Q2(0)+ ^[P.(0) +0.(0)]}e-"^'^ (93)

which has the same form as (90). Therefore the next step can be taken in

the same manner. Thus it is seen that the process is unique after the choice

of the sign of a™ is made, and in this way two solutions which satisfy the

periodicity and initial conditions are obtained.
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55. Direct Construction of the Solutions in Case III.—In this case the

solutions were proved to have, in general, the form

^ = ?o+^iV;^+^2M+ • •
, a = + a<"V^+a<'V+ • " ' • (94)

Substituting these equations in (60), we have for the term independent of V/x

^(o,
= 0,

of which the solution satisfying the conditions (72) is

^0=1- (95)

The differential equation which the coeflEicient of VJi must satisfy is

and the solution of this equation which satisfies the conditions (72) is

^1 = 0, a"' = an undetermined constant. (96)

The differential equation which defines the coefficient of n is then

When the left member of this equation is set equal to zero, its general solution

is found to be
^. = 6f>r+6r, (97)

where fef and &f' are the constants of integration. On making use of the

variation of parameters and imposing the condition that the differential

equation shall be satisfied, we find

bT=-[(a'y+e,], 6r= +[(a"T+0,] T. (98)

In order that, when the first of (98) is integrated and the result substituted

in (97), there shall be no term proportional to t^, the condition

(a"')^+di = (99)

must be imposed, where d^ is the constant part of 6^ . This equation deter-

mines two values of a'^' which differ only in sign, and they are reals or pure

imaginaries when the coefficients of 6^ are real.

Since there are no more arbitraries available in (98), no more conditions

can be satisfied. The first equation of (98) gives rise to integrals of the type

-a f^'"" iTdT= ± ^^"-"'/r."j J cos^' ""'
j sin./' •

The second of (98) gives rise to the corresponding and associated integrals

I r sin • J -T- (^JT cos ^- _L (^1 sin •

+«J ^ cos
3'^^'^= +

~f
sin 3^+ J cosJ'^'

Hence imposing the condition (99), integrating (98), and substituting the

results' in (97), we have
j^^^_(^j_p^(„)_ (100)

where P^(t) is periodic and a® is as yet undetermined.
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In determining the coefficient of n''\ the equations for 5™ and hf corre-

sponding to (98) are found to be

6^ = - [2a<"a'^'+ ^3(T)], hf = +[2a"'a«'+^3(r)] r,

where ^3(7) is a periodic function of t. If d^ is the constant part of ^3, we
must impose the condition

2a<"a<''+d3 = 0,

which uniquely determines a'^' if a"' is distinct from zero, as it is in general.

If a'" = the expansion may be of another form, for this is an exceptional case

in the existence discussion, and it is necessary to go to higher terms of the

differential equation to determine the character of the solution. But
limiting ourselves here to the case where a"' is distinct from zero, the solution

is carried out as in the preceding step. All the succeeding steps are the

same except for the indices and the numerical values of the coefficients.

III. SOLUTION OF THE X AND Y-EQUATIONS FOR THE
SPHERICAL PENDULUM.

56. Application to the Spherical Pendulum.—On transforming from t to

r as the independent variable in the second equation of (4) , and making use

of (50), we get

a' = ^(^''^+''^^
,

8, = —^ [a,+ {a,- a,) COS 2r], ....
ai— as ai— as

Obviously a will not in general be an integer. It will be shown that the

only integral value it can have in the problem of the spherical pendulum is

unity. Suppose a equals the integer n. In this case the second of (101) gives

It was shown in §43 that in the problem of the spherical pendulum ai is

positive and as is negative. Therefore n^ must be unity or zero. In the

former case we have a^= —a^, which, because of the inequalities satisfied by

ai and ag , can be true only if a^^-jrl, ag = — I. This is the special case of

the simple pendulum. If n = we have 4ai= —203, which, because of the

inequalities to which ai and a^ are subject, can not be satisfied. Therefore a

is not an integer and the equations can be integrated by the methods of §53.

Upon omitting the subscript on the a in e"'', so as not to confuse it with

ai , aj , a, defined in §43, it is found by actual computation that

+ 3\/2 aiV^^

(101)

?o=l) <^
=

4V(ai-a3)(2ai-f as)

M) ("i~^3) / ^ -. \ 1
V 2V (a, — a,)(2a,+ a,) ,

—- . „t<"=—\'
,

^. (cos2t— 1) + ^ ^^\ ^ —^V — 1 sm2T,
4(ai+a3)^ 4(ai+a3)
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The other sokition is found from this one simply by changing the sign of

V— 1. Hence the general solution is

x = Ae'''e\T)+Be-'''e\r)
,

I. Voi-aj 4v(ai-a3)(2ai+a3) J

^

[ (102)

_ V2V(ax-a3)(2a,+a3) v3isin2rlM+ • • •

4(ai+a3) J

L4(ai+ a3)

^ V2\/(ai- as) (2ai+a3) yHi sin2TlM+ • • •

4(ai+a3) J

It can be shown from the properties of 0i , ^2 , . . . and the method of

constructing the solutions, that the coefficients of mj in $*" and ^*^' are cosines

and sines of even multiples of r, the highest multiple being 2j.

It follows from the form of equations (102) that, for real initial condi-

tions, A and B must be conjugate complex quantities, 2A=Ai — V—lA2,
and 2B = A,+V'^ A2 . Hence the solution takes the form

X =A^[XiC0s\t — X2 sinXrl+^Ja;! sinXT + a;2 cosXt]
,

Xi = l- .

^^~°^ (cos2t-1) M+ (cosines) m'+ • • •

,

4(01+03)

^ ^y^^-''^) i2a,±a,)
(sin2T)M+(sines)M^+ • • •

,
'

4(01+03)

(103)

where A^ and A^ are arbitrary constants.

Since the second and third equations of (4) have the same form, the

solution of the latter can differ from that of the former only in the constants

of integration. Therefore

i/ = 5i[XiCOsXT-a;2sinXT]+52[a;iSinXr+X2CosXT].

The constants A,, A,, B,, and B^ are subject to the conditions that

equations (2), the first equation of (4), and the relation

xi;+2/^+22=0

shall be satisfied. This leaves one arbitrary which may be used to dispose

of the orientation of the a;?/-axes at r = 0. Let the axes be chosen so that

a; = at T = 0. Then, since i also vanishes at t = 0, we have from this equation

and the values of x and y above

x = Ai[XiC0sXr-a;2sinXT], y = B,[x, B\n\r-Vx, cosXr]. (104)
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Making use of (104), it is found from (2) and the first of (4), that at t = 0,

^^-(a,-a3)[X+X,(0)r"

Therefore, the solution is completely determined when the positive directions

on the X and t/-axes are chosen. The well-known properties of the motion

can easily be derived from equations (104).

The variables x and y always oscillate around their initial values since

they are made up of terms which are the product of two periodic functions

that are always finite. Since the period of x^ and x^ is tt, the solutions are

periodic and the curves described by the spherical pendulum are re-entrant

provided X is a rational number. Let the period of x^ and x^ be Pi = r,

and that of sinXr and cosXt be P2=2t/\. Then, when Pi and P^ are

commensurable,

Pi X P'

p and q being relatively prime integers. Hence the least common multiple

of the two periods is

P = pP, = 2qP,= ^^ =2qT. (105)
A

In the period P the variables z, x^ , and x^ make 2g complete oscillations,

and sinXr and cosXr make p complete oscillations. In the independent

variable r the period of z, Xj , and Xj is independent of /x, but Pg is

a continuous function of /x. In the original independent variable t both

periods are continuous functions of t. But in either variable the period P
is a discontinuous function of n, being finite only when the ratio of Pi to

Pj is rational. It is seen from the solution expressed in terms of t, in

which Pi is constant with respect to m, that this ratio fiUs a portion of

the linear continuum, and therefore that only exceptionally is it rational.

57. Application to the Simple Pendulum.—Since the problem of the

simple pendulum is a special case under that of the spherical pendulum, it

can be treated by the same methods. Of course, it is not advisable to do

so in practice, for x and z must satisfy the relation

x' + z'=l', (106)

from which x can be found when z has been determined.

Before discussing the properties of x we must find the expression for z

in this case. Since in the simple pendulum z always passes through the
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value — I, it follows that 03 = — /!. From the fact that z' = when z= —I,
we get, by (5), c^ = c, and ^' = for z=+l. Hence, in the case of the
simple pendulum we have from (50) and (101)

z =-Z+Z(l-cos2T)M+i Z(1-cos4t)m'+ • • •

,
a^=l,

0i=|(l+2cos2r), 0,= |(5 + 16cos2t + 4cos4t), ...;

ic+[l+f(l+2cos2T)M+|(5+16cos2r+4cos4T)M'+ • ]x = 0.

(107)

In the expression for z the coefficient of each power of n separately

vanishes at t = and is a sum of cosines of even multiples of r. Therefore

X =1 — z

contains sin^r as a factor. The parameter ix is also a factor. From the

relation /x(l — cos2r) =2^ sinV, it follows that

X

x=^VF^' (108)

is expansible as a power series in VJl, containing only odd powers of V/I.

It is easy to show that the coefficient of (vm)^'+^ is a sum of sines of odd
multiples of r, the highest multiple being 2t+l. We find directly from

the second line of (107) and from (108) that

= ± /| [2 sinr] n'"+ I [-5 sinr+3 sin 3r] m'^'+ • • • I ^ (109)

It follows from (109) that the last equation of (107) has a solution of

the form
x = x,,i'''+x,ti"'+ • • •

, (110)

where the x^t+i are periodic with the period 2ir instead of tt, and where

^2<+i(0) = 0. It is not possible to determine completely the constants of

integration from these conditions, for if (110) is a solution, then, since the

last equation of (107) is linear, (110) multiplied by any power series in ^

having constant coefficients is also a solution. For example, we have for

the determination of Xi and X3

'x,+Xi = 0, X3+a;3= -|(1+2cos2t)Xi,

the solutions of which, satisfying the conditions Xi{0)=x,{0) = 0, are

a;i
= CisinT, X3 = C3 sinT+-^Ci sinSr,

where c and Cj are undetermined. This indeterminateness continues as far

as the solution is carried, unless additional conditions are imposed.
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The value of x at t = is an infinite series in V/I whose general term is

not easily obtained; but, from the fact that z{j/1) = o.^= — Z+2/m and from

equation (108), we get

x(|) =±2zv^vr=:^ = ^2zvi[:|i-fM-|M^- • •}• (111)

On determining c^ and Cg by these conditions, we find

;= ±z|[2sinT]M'^'+ |[-5 sin r+3 sin3T]M'^'+ • • •}'

agreeing with the direct computation (109).

We may also consider the last equation of (107) from the standpoint of

the general theory of linear differential equations having periodic coefficients.

From the fact that the part of the coefficient of x which is independent of

ju is unity, it follows that the solution of this problem belongs to Case II.

Since there is one solution which is periodic with the period 2-k, the values

of a are independent of \x and are simply ±V— 1. We have here the case in

which the two values of a not only differ by an imaginary integer for m = 0,

but for all values of //. It follows from §21 that in this case the second

solution is either t times a periodic function or, for special values of the

coefficients of the differential equation, a periodic function. In the problem

of the simple pendulum the second solution is t times a periodic function,

and is most simply found by integrating the last equation of (107) with

the initial conditions

a;(0) = l, i;(0)=0.

If we make the transformation a; = e"'^^, then the last equation of

(107) becomes

^+2aH'^'^+[l+f(l+2cos2r)M

+^ (5+16 cos 2t+4 cos 4t)m'+ • • •]l = 0.

(112)

We shall integrate this equation and determine a so that | shall be periodic

with the period 1-k. The chief point of interest will be that a will be inde-

pendent of M so far as the work is carried.

The equations corresponding to (85) and (86) are

-
I (1+2 cos2t) (2&f+V^ e-^^^").

(113)
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The conditions that the solution of the second of these equations shall be
periodic are

-2V^n:a;'>&r-|6;«-|V^T = 0, -al"-|C-|V^n[ = 0, (114)

of which the solutions are

al" = o, 6»'=-lv-T. (115)

Hence, we see by direct computation from the differential equations that in

this problem a is independent of m up to m^ at least

.

58. Application of the Integral Relations.—We now return to the con-

sideration of the problem of the spherical pendulum. Since z and x have
been determined the value of y can be found from the first equation of (4).

But it will be noticed that in this work no explicit use has been made of the

integral (2). Now x, y, and z must satisfy the differential equations, given

in the last three equations of (4), and the integral relations

„2 I „,2 1 „2 72 -2
I „',2 I

-2 4t (1+ 0) / ^ , , , \

X +y +z =1, X +y +z = { — Z+ a^+ ai+a^),
Oi— as (116)

xx+yy+zz=0, xy-yx = C3,

where the second equation is determined from (2) by changing the inde-

pendent variable from t to t; the third equation expresses the fact that the

motion must be along the surface of the sphere; and the fourth equation is

obtained from the second and third equations of (4), and expresses the fact

that the projection of the areal velocity on the xy-plame is constant.

The solutions of the second and third equations of (4) have been shown

to have the form

x^a, e^'^,+a, e-'^'H,

,

y = b, e'^^^.+b, e"-^^^,

,

(117)

where a^, a^, b^, and 62 are arbitrary constants, ^, and ^2 are power series in fi

and are periodic with the period ir, and a is a pure imaginary which is also a

power series in m, but is not an integer. Moreover, ^1 and ^2 are conjugate

complex quantities.

If we make use of (117), the first equation of (116) becomes

(al+b'Xe"'^+ial+bl)^le-'''^+2(a,a,+b,b,)^,^, = P-z\ (118)

Now it has been shown that z' is expansible as a power series in m and that

it is periodic with the periodic ir.

Before proceeding further we shall prove a lemma. Suppose there is

given

Suppose the <pj{t) are not identically zero, that they are periodic with the period

2ir, and that no two of the <tj are equal or differ by an imaginary integer.
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Then let e^'''^ = kj. Suppose for 1 = 1^ that ^i(^i) , . . . , <p„, (f,) are distinct

from zero. Then we have

F(fi+Ox)= S aje'''''<pjit,)k' =0,

F{t,+2Tr)= 2 aje''''<pj(t,)kj =0,

F[t,+ in,- l)2Tr]= S aje''^''<pj{t,)k"'-' = 0.
1=1

It follows from these equations that either

a, = a2- = a„.=
or

1 ,1 , . . . , 1

K ! "'2

:0.

Under the hypotheses on the aj this determinant is distinct from zero.

Therefore a^^ =a„, = 0.

On taking another t for which some of the remaining <pj do not vanish,

we prove similarly that their coefficients are zero. Continuing thus we
reach the conclusion that

aj = (y=l, . . . ,n).

Upon applying these results to (118), we get the relations

al+bl = 0, al+bl = 0.

Therefore

6i==t\/-lai, 62=±\/-la2, (119)

from which we get either

aia2+&i62 = or aia2+&i&2 = 2aia2

,

according as the same sign or the opposite signs are used in front of V —

1

in (119). It follows from (118) that in the former we have the trivial

case 2 = ± Z. Hence we shall take (119) with opposite signs.

The constants c, and Cj of equations (7) , upon which m depends, arise in

energy integrals and are independent of the orientation of the x and y-axes.

Consequently we may take the axis so that y (0) = O"~without affecting the

work up to this point, and from this it follows that

6i=-62 = V^^ai = V^^a2. (120)

As a consequence of (119) and (120), equation (118) becomes

4:aU,^, = P-z\ (121)
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Let us suppose that z has been computed and that we wish the coefficients

of ^1 and ^2 . These quantities have the form

?i = 1 +K' +«"* C0S2T+ V^T V-l' sin2T] m+ • • •

+ K''+ a;'>cos2r + • • • +a<^;cos2JT

+ V^^&<^'sin2T + • • • + V^^ 6<^' sin2ir] m'+ • • •

?2 = 1 +[a<" +a<" cos2t- V^ 6^'> sin2T] m+ • •

+ K'+a^^'>cos2T + • • • +a<^;cos2ir I
(^22)

- V^ri6(^>sin2r - • • - V^H: &^^; sin2ir] m'4- • •
•

2 =a3+[C+4" cos2t]m+ • • •

+ [cr+ C<^> C0S2T + • • • +C<^; C0S2iT] m'+ • • ,

where the o"/ and c^^l satisfy the relations

a'i'^a'r^ +a<^; = 0,

c"'+ c^'+ (i=i, 00).

(123)
• +4^ =

The constant coefficients of these solutions, as determined from the

differential equations, are expressed in terms of o.^, ag , and /x, and therefore

we must express (116) in terms of the same parameters in order that it may
be possible to compare these results with those obtained from the integrals.

We find from (5), (7), and the first of (10) that

f=-a3(2a,+ a3)-(a^-aDM. (124)

While the constant a^ is arbitrary in the solution of the differential

equations, it must be subjected to the condition that the pendulum shall

move on the sphere whose radius is I. This condition may very well make it

a power series in /x; hence it must be expressible in the form

ai = al'»+al%+afV'+ • • •
•

In fact, we find from (121) at t = 0, upon making use of (50) and (124), that

a,= |<M^==^|V-2a3(ai+a,)[l+^M+ " " •]

If we substitute (122), (124), and (125) in (121), we get results of the

form
(126)

Since this equation is an identity in m, we have

¥i=Gi (i=0, ...00). (127)

By hypothesis z has been determined; therefore the G^ are fully known.

It follows from (122) that the F, and the Gj have the form

• +^^^7cos2iT,F, = yiy'+^^''cos2T+ •

G, = 5<^'+ 5^''cos2t+ • • • +5^>os2iT,
(128)
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where the B^^ , . . . , B^" are known constants. Since equations (127) are

identities in t, we have

^<f=5<f (i = 0, . . . ,j;j = 0, ... 00). (129)

On substituting (122) in the second of (116), we get from this integral

+ a(^,^,-?i^,)-i.y=-i^+ ^r^ [-Z+a,+ a,+ a,].
0,1— as

When we reduce this equation by (120) and (121), we obtain

4a^[a(g,^.-^l.)+^i^3] = a^(^^-^^)-2^+ ^^^^+ ^^ [-g+a,+a,+a,]. (130) '

cii— as

Now, on substituting (122) and the series for z in this equation, we get an

expression of the form

H,+H,ix+H,,x'+ =K,+K,,x+K,ix'+

From the fact that this expression is an identity in n, it follows that

H,= K, 0=0, ...00). (131)

The Kj are known except for the expansions of a. The constant Kg involves

(a"")^ and the Kj {j=l, . . . oo ) involve the a"' linearly.

On referring to (122), we see that the Hj and the K^ have the form

/f,= C;^>+C<''cos2r+ • • • +C<^;cos2ir,
\

Kj=Dl,''+Dl" cos2r+ • • • +D<;' cos2yT.
(132)

Since (131) are identities in r, it follows that

C^:=D^^ ii=0, . . . ,j;j=0, ... 00). (133)

It will now be shown that equations (123), (129), and (133) determine

uniquely the a"/, b^'t , a{'\ a'-" {j>0), in the order of increasing values

of j when z and 5 are known. To do this it is necessary to develop the

explicit forms of (129) and (133) by reference to equations (121) and (130).

It is necessary to eliminate Oj and ^ from their right members by equations

(124) and the first of (10) . When j= 0, we get from (121) and (130)

0,1— Cl3

The first of these equations determines a** except as to sign. The sign of af
depends upon which is taken as the positive end of the a;-axis. The second

equation gives

(a«»)^= -0^=- ^^^'^^+°^^
, (135)

0,1— as

agreeing with the result in (101).

(134)
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When J = 1, we find from (121) and (130) that

A;" = 8(a<<»)^<>+8aral"=-(a?-aD-2a3C™=£;"
!

^r = 8(ai'»)=a<"+0 = 0-2a3C»> = i?^»,

C =0= -4a"" a3(a,+ a3)a<"-(a<«>)Ha^-aD-2(a™)^a3C

+4[af-2(a,+ a3)1+ i^i^2ai+a3l^^a,_(^^)5j ^jr)a)
ai — as

C^'>= -16(ai'»)V'"V::ri6^»= -2(a"»)==a3C^"+i^i^2ai+^c<" = Z)™,
ai— as

(136)

to which we must add the first equation of (123) for j = 1. The unknowns
in these five equations are Oo", ai", a*", a"', and 6^", which enter linearly.

The second equation determines a"'; then a"' is found from the first of (123)

;

then the first of (136) defines aj", while a"' and fo"' are given by the last two
equations of (136).

We shall apply (136) in computing the first terms of the solutions.

We find from (49) and (50) that

5i=i cy>=-C=i(a,-a3). (137)

Upon substituting in (136) and solving these equations and the first of

(123) for a<", a^", af\ a"', and 6^*' in order, we get

„(»_ /,(')— —(o-i— ai) „(i) _ — (ai— as) Vai+as
""' ~ "" ~ 4(ai+a3)'

' 4 V-2irs

(1) ^ +3 V2ai V^ , (1) ^ V2(ai-a3)(2ai+a3)
" 4 V(oi-a3)(2ai+as)'

' 4(a,+ a3)

(138)

agreeing exactly with the results obtained in (102).

For a general value ofj the equations corresponding to (136) arc

Al': = 8(afyal':+0 +jr*'=^"/ (^ = 1. • • • ^i)'

C'o'' = Ci"=-^<^"" a3(a.+ a3) a^'+S^,

Ci^^ = -16(arya.''"V^liK{'+m' = D2i (^=l>
• • • -i).

. (139)

The unknowns in these equations, after afl af\ af , bfl (/c = 0, . . . ,
j-l)

have been deteraiined, are a^", a\'\ a',{\ a"', 6^V (^"=1; • • • ,J)- The

A"^ C"' and Dji' (^=1; • • • ^J) ^^^ known quantities depending upon

the coefficients having smaller numbers for the superscripts
.

The j+2 equa-

tions of the first two and the last lines define uniquely the j+2 quantities

^u)
g^jj^j

„c«
(t = o, . . . ,j)- The equation of the third fine determines

J^\ and the equations of the fourth line, the coefficients &^V (^ = 1> • • • ,i)-
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Therefore we have the interesting result that in this problem the coefficients

of the general solution can all be determined from the integral relations

alone, the solution of the ^-equation having been previously obtained from

another integral in § 49.

The last two equations of (116) are unused integrals. Let us consider

the last equation, which is the more complicated. By means of (117), we get

Upon reducing by (121), this equation becomes

2al(^,l,-k,Q = air-^)+V^c,. (140)

The constant Cj will be a power series in /x having constant coefficients.

Hence, on expanding (140) as a power series in /j,, we have

L,M+iv,M'+ • =M,+M,f,+M,f/+ •
, (141)

where the Mj involve linearly in the terms independent of t the unknown
coefficients of the expansion of Cg . Since this equation is an identity in n,

we have
L,=M, (i=0, ...«)).

It follows from (122) and (140) that

Lj= E',''+El'' cos2t+ • • +^« cos2ir,

Mj=F'o"+F'^'' cos2t+ • • • + Fi'j^ cos2JT,

from which it follows that

Ki'=n': (^•=o, . . . ,j; j=o, ... 00). (142)

The E^t and the Fl't (i=l, . . .
, j) are known functions of the coefficients

already computed, while the F"' involves the unknown coefficient of m^ in

the expansion of c^ . Consequently equations (142) determine this constant

for i = 0, and also furnish a check on the earlier computation of the

coefficients for i=l, . . .
, j.



Chapter IV.

PERIODIC ORBITS ABOUT AN OBLATE SPHEROID.

By William Duncan MacMillan.

59. Introduction.—The orbit of a particle about an oblate spheroid is

not, in general, closed geometrically. The motion of the particle is not,

therefore, in general, periodic from a geometric point of view. But if we
consider the orbit as described by the particle in a revolving meridian plane

which passes constantly through the particle, several classes of closed orbits

can be found in which the motion is periodic. The failure of these orbits

to close in space arises from the incommensurability of the period of rotation

of the line of nodes with the period of motion in the revolving plane. When
these periods happen to be commensurable the orbits are closed in space and

the motion is therefore periodic, though the period may be very great.

Indeed, it seems that much of the difficulty in giving mathematical expres-

sions to the orbits about an oblate spheroid rests upon the incommensura-

bility of periods. The difficulty arising from the node can be overcome in

the manner just described, but elsewhere it is more troublesome.

Orbits closed in the revolving plane are considered most conveniently

in two general classes: I, Those which re-enter after one revolution; II, those

which re-enter after many revolutions. The existence of both classes is

established in this chapter and convenient methods for constructing the

solutions are given. Orbits which re-enter after the first revolution are

naturally the simpler and will be considered in the first part of the chapter.

Those lying in the equatorial plane of the spheroid become straight lines in

the revolving plane, and within the realm of convergence of the series

employed all orbits in the equatorial plane are periodic. When the motion

is not in the equatorial plane there exists one, and only one, orbit for

assigned values of the inclination and the mean distance. These orbits reduce

to circles with the vanishing of the oblateness of the spheroid.

In considering orbits which re-enter only after many revolutions the

differential equations are found to be very complex, and one would despair

of ever finding any of these orbits by direct computation. However, a

proof of their existence and a method for the constructions of the solutions

are given by the aid of theorems on the character of the solutions of non-

homogeneous linear differential equations with periodic coefficients.

09
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These periodic orbits of many revolutions involve five arbitrary con-

stants. One, only, is lacking for a complete integration of the differential

equations. The orbits are all symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane.

60. The Differential Equations.^The differential equations of motion

of a particle about an oblate spheroid are*

fi ,
3,22 x'+y'-4:Z' _, . 1 _cfv

d'y _ k'My r. ,
3,22 x'+y'-^z'

, 1 _ 37
~dP~~~Rr l^'^^o^^ R^ + •

•

-J Qy,

d'z k'Mzr. , 3 1.2 , Six''+y')-2z'
,

-\_dV

(1)

The symbols employed are defined as follows

:

The X, y, z are rectangular coordinates, the origin being at the center

of the spheroid and the xy-plsme being the plane of the equator,

k is the Gaussian constant, b is the polar radius of the spheroid,

M is the mass of the spheroid, ju is the eccentricity of the spheroid,

Since - ^ = - -:r- , we obtain one integral of areas, namely
X dx y dy

dy_ dx^
(2)"^

dt y dt ""'• ^
^

That is, the projection of the area described by the radius vector upon the

equatorial plane is proportional to the time. We have also the vis viva

integral

(t)'+(iy+(3f^2r+c.. (3)

There are no other integrals which can be expressed in a finite number of

terms, and for further integration we are compelled to resort to the use of

infinite series.

It will be advantageous to transform the differential equations to

cylindrical coordinates by the substitutions

a; = ar cos f, y= arsinv, z = aq,

k''M = n'a^, Ci = ck\/Ma, nt = T,

*Moulton's Introduction to Celestial Mechanics, p. 113.

(4)
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After these substitutions equations (1) become

(&) rv"-\-2r'v' =0
, \ (5)

M a" ^ ~g - 3r-^g-2g^ .,2 2
I

. . .

where the accents denote derivatives with respect to t.

The integral of (6) is r^v' = c, by means of which v' can be eliminated

from equation (a), and the equations then take the form

The first two of these equations are independent of the third, so that r and

q may be considered as being rectangular coordinates in a revolving plane

which passes always through the polar axis of the spheroid and through the

particle itself. The problem is thus reduced to the consideration of the

motion in this plane, for, when r is known, v is obtained from the last equation

by a simple quadrature.

61. Surfaces of Zero Velocity.—The velocity integral in the revolving

plane is 202 2

r"+l"=J^, + 'l
^,^'^'+

V.+'' P)

If we put the velocity equal to zero, the resulting equation represents a

two-parameter family of curves. For assigned values of the parameters c and

Cg, there is defined a curve in the revolving plane. On one side of this

curve the motion is real and on the other side it is imaginary. For values of

Cj <0, this curve is closed and the motion is real on the inside. As the plane

revolves this curve generates a surface of the general form of an anchor ring.

For M^ = 0, this curve belongs to the ordinary two-body problem and

the motion is elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic according as c^ is negative,

zero, or positive. Its equation is

-^ + c. = 0.
(^2_|_g2)i f.

On putting
r = p cos (p, q = p sin (p,

we find, by solving for p, that

-ii-'-^'+iii]-
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For negative values of c^ this equation represents two closed ovals which do

not inclose the origin. If c^ c^ = - 1 the oval shrinks upon the points

p = - l/Cj , (p = and tt. The corresponding orbit is therefore a circle in the

equatorial plane. As c^ approaches zero the ovals open out rapidly and

approach the limiting curves

'^ 2 cos^ (p

'

For values of C2>0, there is but one positive value for p, which is

'4[-i+>/^+^J
If cVO, none of these curves cross the axis (p = ir/2. But if c^ = 0, we have

the circle p= -2/6^ inside of which the motion is real when Cj is negative.

For values of mVO, but sufficiently small, we can put

r={p+p)cos(p, q={p+p)sin<p,

and solve for p as a power series in //. We find in this manner

1 2— 3 cosV .2 2,

3 pd+ Cap)

which is the correction to be applied to the corresponding surface in the

two-body problem.

I. ORBITS RE-ENTRANT AFTER ONE REVOLUTION.

62. Symmetry.—On returning to the differential equations (a) and

(6) of (6) , we observe that if we change

r into+r, g into — g, rinto — t,

the differential equations remain unchanged. Hence, if at some epoch t = To

r = a, r' = 0, g = 0, g' = /3,

that is, if at the epoch r = To , the particle crosses the r-axis perpendicularly,

it follows from the form of the differential equations that the orbit is sym-

metrical with respect to the r-axis and with respect to the epoch t — Tq.

In other words, r is an even function of t — Tq, and q is an odd function of

T— To . If now at some other epoch, r = To+ T, the particle again crosses the

r-axis perpendicularly, the orbit is symmetrical with respect to this epoch also.

It is clear, therefore, that the orbit is a closed one, and that the motion in

it is periodic, for, at r = Tj + T and at r = To — T" it must have been at the

same point and moving with the same velocity in the same direction. Hence

sufficient conditions for periodicity, with the period 2 T, are

r'ir,)=q(T,)=0, r'{T,+ T)=q{r,+ T) ^0 .

From the areas integral, v' = c/r^ , it follows that if r is periodic v will have

the form v = A{t— To)+ periodic terms, where A is a constant.
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63. Existence of Periodic Orbits in the Equatorial Plane.—In the

case where g = equations (6) reduce to

(a)

(6)

--$-
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Equation (10) can be integrated as a power series in 5 and e with the

initial values

p=-l, p' = 0.

By Poincar^'s extension of Cauchy's theorem, § § 14-16, this solution con-

verges for values of h and e sufficiently small, and for all values of T in the

interval ^ T ^ T, where T is finite, but otherwise arbitrary.

The condition for periodicity is simply

p' = OatT = r. (11)

If we choose r= 7r, an inspection of equation (10) shows that for e = the

solution for p is periodic with the period 2ir, whatever may be the value of 5.

Consequently equation (11) must carry e as a factor. After integrating

equation (10), we find that the condition (11) is, expUcitly,

= -
[f +ai] 7r5e - [| + f0^+ §a?+ 1

a
J7re''+ higher degree terms. (12)

Upon dividing out the factor e, there remains an equation in which the

Unear terms in 5 and e are present, and this equation can be solved for 5 as

a power series in e. We find

5= [-l+2e?M'+ (f0j-eO'^'+ • • ]e+ • • •
• (13)

If this value of 5 be substituted in equation (10), it will then admit periodic

solutions for p having the period 27r for all values of e sufficiently small.

Furthermore the solution as a power series in e is unique.

64. Existence of Periodic Orbits which are Inclined to the Equatorial

Plane.—For /x^ = the differential equations (6) admit the circular solution

c'=l, r=l, v = T, q = 0. (14)

In order to investigate the existence of orbits not lying in the equatorial

plane, but having the period 2ir for f/^0, let us put

r=l+p, q = 0+<T, c' = l+€, (15)

and take the initial conditions

p = a, p' = 0, (7 = 0, (x' = fiix.

The conditions for periodicity are then

p' = o- = at T = 7r.

We have three arbitrary constants at our disposal, a, (8, and e, and two
conditions to be satisfied. We will therefore let /3 remain arbitrary and
determine a and e so as to satisfy the two conditions.
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After making the substitutions (15) and expanding, equations (6) become

(16)

(a) p"+p = «_3pe+3p'+ 1(7^-0? M'+6p'e-6p*-6p(r'

+4p 0f )Li^+ higher degree terms,

(6) ff"+ 0- = 3 p 0- - 6 p' «r + 1 ff'- 0- 01 m'+ higher degree terms.

In order to integrate these equations let us put

00 00

p= S Pj^je'aV*, ff= 2 (T^jJ,ta'lx^. (17)

The pijt and o-j^t can be found by successive integrations, the constants of

integration being determined so as to satisfy the initial conditions. In the

series thus obtained put T = 7r. The two conditions for periodicity give

the two equations

(a) p' (tt) = = tti e^+ CgC a+ age*

+

ttiea+ a^t a -{-a^a^-\- a^e f/

(6) a{w)=0 = ^ti[b,€+b,€'+b,a'+b,ea+ b,fi'+ • • •
],

(18)

Equation (18a) involves only the even powers of ijl, while (186) involves

only the odd powers. After dividing (186) by fin, we can solve it for e as a

power series in a and m^ of the form

e = Cia'+ C2M'+ C3a'+C4a/x'+C5M^+ • • • • (19)

On substituting (19) in (18a), we obtain a series of the form

(a) = d,a,x'+d,a'-\-d,ti'+d,a'ti'+d,a'+ • • • • (20)

If in this equation we make the substitution

(6) «=(t-|).',

we obtain

(c) = Mn/iT+/2M^+/3TM^+/4TV^+ • • ],

which can be solved uniquely for 7 as a power series in 1/. This solution

substituted in (206) gives a as a power series in )/. This value of a sub-

stituted in (19) gives e as a power series in /i^ We thus have a solution

a = At' Pi (m') ,
e = ix'P, (fx') , /3 = arbitrary,

where Fi and P^ are power series in /x'- Newton's parallelogram shows that

equation (20 a) has two additional solutions, but as they are imaginary we

we shall not develop them.
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65. Existence of Orbits in a Meridian Plane.—If in equations (6) we put

the area constant c equal to zero, the motion of the particle is in a meridian

plane; that is, the plane has ceased to revolve, and the orbit in this plane is

the true orbit. After changing to polar coordinates by the substitution

r = 'p cos if, q = p sin <p,

the differential equations are

1 -f + f cos2^+ jC0s4^
p"-p(<p'y+^. = --'~^ -. 61,.'+ • • •

,

- sin2^— 7 sin4^
(21)

For M^ = 0, equations (21) have the periodic solution

p = l, (p = t;

that is, a circle. For m^^^O, we will put

p = l+p, <p = T+a,
with the initial values

p = a, p' = 0, o- = 0, (t' = P,

where a and j8 are two new arbitraries. By §§ 14-16, p, p', a, and a' are

expansible as power series in a, j3, and m^ with t entering the coefficients.

The conditions for periodicity are that at t = tt

p' = cr = 0.

If we integrate equations (21) and then put t = ir, we obtain from the

periodicity conditions two equations of the form

(a) o-(ir)=0 = aia+a2i8+a3a'+a,a,8+a5;8'+a6M'+ aj/x'+ " " '
'1 /22^

(6) p'(7r)=0= +63a^+6,a/3+6,^^+0.M^+&vM'+ • • •
-J

The first of equations (22) can be solved for a as a power series in ^
and M^ • This expression for a substituted in (6) gives rise to an equation

of the form

(c) = Ci/3m'+c,^=+C3/3V'+C4m'+ • •
•

This equation has the same form as (20) and can be solved in the same
way, giving a solution for /3 as a power series in /x^, vanishing with /x^ This

expression for fi substituted in the equation for a gives a unique value for

a as a power series in ju^, vanishing with /x^ Therefore periodic orbits exist

for 1x^9^0, which are analytic continuations of circular orbits for /x = 0.

We have thus proved the existence of the following three classes of

periodic orbits which have the period 2t:

I. Orbits lying in the equatorial plane whose generating orbit is a circle.

II. Orbits inclined to the equatorial plane whose generating orbit is a circle.

III. Orbits in a meridian plane whose generating orbit is a circle.
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66. Construction of Periodic Solutions in the Equatorial Plane.—We
consider first orbits in the equatorial plane. We take the differential equa-

tions (8), and by means of the transformations there given we proceed at

once to the integration of equation (10). It was shown in equation (13)

that 5 can be expanded uniquely as a power series in e in such a manner

that the solution for p as a power series in e shall be periodic with the

period 2ir. Since the series is periodic with the same period for all values

of e sufficiently small, it follows that the coefficient of each power of e is

itself periodic. Since the solution exists and is unique, it must be possible

to determine the 5 uniquely by the condition that the solution shall be

periodic. In the existence proof it was shown that d vanishes with e.

Therefore p and 8 have the form

P = Po+Pie+P2e'+P3e'+ • • •
, 8 = 616+8^6^+8,6'+ .... (23)

The Pj are to be determined by the integration of equation (10) and by the

initial values

P(0) = -1, ^=0. (24)

The 8 J are to be determined in such a manner that the Pj shall be periodic.

Upon substituting (23) in (10) and equating the coefficients, we find

(a) ^+Po = 0,

(&) ^,+P,=8,+[s-deln'-iel+6dl) p,'+ ]pl,

(c) ^,+P, = S,-3p,S,+[S-3dlp.'-{dl+6el)p.'+ •]2p„p, ,

+ [-6+Adlp,'+(4.d\+286l)f,'+ -jpl,

(d) |^^+p„=5„-3p„5„_,+[3-3e?M^-(0t+6epM^+ • • •]2p„p„_,

+/n(Po; • • • ; Pn-2))

These equations can be integrated in succession. The solution of (a) which

satisfies the initial conditions is

Po=— COST. (26)

Since the initial conditions are independent of e, every pj except Po must

vanish at T = 0. On substituting (26) in (256) and integrating, we have

p, = 5,(l-cosT) + [3-3e?M^-(0*+60pM^+ • • •][|-icosT-|cos2T]- (27)

The constants of integration in equation (27) have been determined so as

to satisfy the initial conditions, but the constant 8, is, as yet, undetermined.
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On substituting the values of Po and p^ in (25 c), we find

+ (-3+12e?M^+(-^0:+90DM^ • • •)]cosT
[ (28)

+ U(3-30Jm' • • O + CS-IS^im' • • •) ]cos2t

+ [3-40?/*' • • -100837.

In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic the coefficient

of COST must be zero. This is the condition that determines 5i, and con-

sequently

S,= -1+261 ,x^+(^et-0l) „'+ • • •
,

which agrees with (13) of the existence proof. With this value of d^ equa-

tion (28) becomes

|^+P2 = [52+30fM' • •
-l+ i-^elfi' . . •]cos2t+[3-40?m' • • •]cos3t.

The solution of this equation which satisfies the initial conditions is

P, = 5,(1- COST)+ [30? M^+ . .]+[|-|0?;x^+ . . .]cosT

+ [30?m'+ • •]cos2t+[-| + |0?m'+ • • -JcosSt.

The constant 8^ is as yet entirely arbitrary. It is determined by the

periodicity condition on pj in the same manner that 5^ was determined by the

periodicity condition on pa . Without giving the details of the computation,

its value is found to be
s,= -6elM.'+ . • •

This method of integration can be carried as far as is desired. In order to

show this, let us suppose that Po , . . .
, p„_i have been computed and that

all the constants are known except 5„_i . From (25 d) we have

|^+P„=5„-3po5„_,+[3-30?m' . . •]2p„p„_,+/„(p,, . . .
, p„_,), (30)

where f„(Po , • • • , Pn-2) is a polynomial in the pj and contains only known
terms. It is easy to see that p„_i depends upon 5„_i in the following way,

Pn-i = 5„_i(l — cost)+ known terms.

Equation (30) may therefore be written

|^+P„= 5„+[3-30?m' . • .]5„_,+ [-3+6 0?m=' • • :]5„-iC0ST

+ [3 — 30?/*"+ • • •] COS 2T+ known terms.

(29)
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In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic the coefficient of

COST must be zero. This condition determines 5„_i. The equation can

then be integrated, and the constants of integration will be determined by
the conditions that, at T = 0,

P.= 1^ =0.

Everything is then determined with the exception of 5„ , and we have

p„=(l — cosT)5„+known terms.

On substituting the values of d^ and d^ in the solution as far as it has

been computed, we find

Po= —COST,

P,= [|+|efM^+(0*-40DM^ • • ] + [-«iM^+(-|^x+3elV- • -JcosT

+ [-^ + ^elM-'+Qel+dl)t,'-- •]cos2T,

p,= [-30f/x^+ • • •] + [f-}0fM^+ • • -JcosT + [seU^- •]cos2T

+ [-f + |e!M^---]cos3T,

From these expressions the series for r becomes

(a) r=l- e COST + \^[^ + ^ey+{dt-4.el)^'+ •]

+ [-dlM''+{-ld\ + 3el)ix'+ • • -JcosT

+ [-^ + \elt^'+{\e\+9l)^' •]cos2TJe^ [(31)

+ {[-30fM^+ • • ]+ [+l-^Slt^' • • -JcosT

+ [30?m' • • •]cos2T+[-f+|0?Ai^ • • •]cos3t je'+ •
•

On substituting this value of r in the equation (86), transforming to the

independent variable T, and integrating, we find

(&) t;-f„=+{[H-e!M^+(i»!+20OM^+ • • •]

+|[2+2 0?M'+(»t+40DM'+ • • -JsinTJe

+|[20?/x^+(fflt-60^)M^+ • • -JsinT
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Equations (31a) and (316) are the periodic solutions sought. If we return

to the symbols defined in the original differential equations (1) by means of

equations (5), with the additional notation

n Vl-elfi'-Sdlfx' • =v,

we have the following expressions for the polar coordinates

:

72 = a|l-ecosj'i + [|-|cos2i'^]e^+[|cosj/f-|cos3j'f]e'+ • •
•

+ (-S-i«««^^+ l«««2.i + |cos3.0^^+ • •]m^+ •••]'

v— v^ = vt-{-2smvt-e-\--m\2vt-e'^+

+ (f
sini'i+|sin2.«y+ • • •]m^+^[- " •]m^+

(33)

Equations (32) and (33) contain four arbitrary constants,* a, e, v^, and t„.

Since the differential equations of motion in the equatorial plane are of the

fourth order, these series, within the realm of their convergence, represent

the general solution. The expression for the radius vector, R, is always

periodic with the period 27r/j'. At the expiration of this period v has

increased by the quantity

2-&>(^+S^^+ •••)+••] =2.e (34)

in excess of 27r; that is, the line of apsides has rotated forward by this

amount. If 6 is commensurable with unity the orbit is eventually closed

geometrically. If 6 = /// , where / and J are relatively prime integers,

then v = 2(I-{-J)t at t = 2Jir/v, and the particle is at its initial position

with its initial components of velocity. The particle has completed /+J
revolutions, and the line of apsides has completed / revolutions. The

mean sidereal period is

Equation (34) for the rotation of the line of apsides has an interesting

application in the case of Jupiter's fifth satellite. On the hypothesis that

Jupiter is a homogeneous spheroid whose equatorial diameter is 90,190

miles and whose polar diameter is 84,570 miles, that the mean distance of

the satellite is 112,500 miles, that the eccentricity of its orbit is .006, and that

*The constant a is also contained implicitly in v through the constant n, and t can obviously be

replaced by (t—ta) since t does not occur explicitly in the differential equations (1).
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its sidereal period is 11*' 0"" 22^7, equation (34) gives for the rotation of the

line of apsides 1440° per year. The values derived from observations are

somewhat discordant, but are in the neighborhood of 883° per year. If we
still keep the hypothesis that Jupiter is homogeneous in density and of the

same oblateness as before, we are compelled to suppose that the value adopted

for its polar radius was about 9,000 miles too great. In reality Jupiter must
be much more dense at the center than at its surface, and therefore it is not

necessary to suppose so large a reduction in making an allowance for its

atmosphere.

67. Construction of Periodic Solutions for Orbits Inclined to the

Equatorial Plane.—By means of the area integral the problem has been

reduced to the three equations (6) , the first two of which are

(a) r" =
$

L^-r^^Artel,^...,

(b) 4'= L_3zt2|,.^. ....

After the solution of these equations has been obtained, the third coordinate

is found from the equation

(c) r^

We have already proved, equations (14) to (20), the existence of periodic

solutions of these equations of the following type

:

C'= 1+ C2m'+C4M'+ • • • ,

r = 1+p2m'+P4M'+ • • •
,

q =q,n+q,fj.'+q,fj.'+ •
,

with the initial conditions

r\0)=q{0) = 0, g'(0)=^M,

the constant ^ being arbitrary. We can therefore integrate the equations

so as to satisfy these initial conditions, and determine the Cj in such a manner

as to render the solution periodic.

On substituting (36) in (6) there results

= [P2+P2- |g?-C2+^i>''+[pr+P4-3 pl-Sq^ 93+6 p, ql

+ jqt+iSc,-Ael) p,-'-lelq\-c,]fx'+ . •

(36)

(37)

(38)

= [gr+gi]M+[?r+?3-3p,gi- ^^r+Hqiy+[q:+q-^P.q-^qlq,

+6p^g,-3p,g,+ fp.g?+f9?+3e??3-150?P.g,-fe?9!y+ • •
•

Equation (37) contains only the even powers of p., and (38) only the

odd powers. For the integration we have:
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Coefficient of ix. The coefficient of m is defined by g'f+9'i = 0, and the

solution of this equation satisfying the initial conditions is

gi = j8sinT. (39)

Coefficient of fi^. The coefficient of M^ from (37), is defined by

P2'+P. = |gi+c,-0H(f/3^+c,-eO-f^^COs2r.

The solution of this equation which satisfies the assigned initial conditions is

p, = (I
/3^+ c,- 0?)+ a^ cos r+ J iS= cos 2r

.

The constant c^ is determined by the periodicity condition on gj, where it

is found that it must have the value Cj = 20i — j3%' and a^, which is deter-

mined by the periodicity condition on p^ , is found to be zero. If we
anticipate these determinations, we have

P, = (0?-i^^)+i^^cos2r. (40)

Coeffix:ient of /^^ The coefficient of //, from (38), is defined by

?3+?3 = 9:(3p,+f g?-3e?) =(3 ^==+30,-6 0D /3 sinr+ f a,^sin2r.

In order that the solution shall be periodic it is necessary that the coefficient

of sin T be zero. Therefore c^ = 2 ^j — (8^ On substituting this value and
integrating, we find

93 = 183 sin T— -a^ sin2T.

From the initial conditions we must have ^3(0) =0, and therefore

But it will be shown in the next step that a^ = 0, and consequently that

?a^0. (41)

Coefficient of 1/. It follows from (37) that the coefficient of m^ is

defined by

p:+p, = 3pl+3g,g3-6p,9?-f?t+(40?-3c3)p,+f0?9^+c,. (42)
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Before expanding the right member of this equation we will examine the

coefficient of cost, which we know must be zero from the periodicity

condition. It is noticed in the first place that terms in cost can arise

only through terms involving pj and ^3 , and secondly that all such terms

carry a^ as a factor. No other arbitrary enters the coefficient; therefore we
must take 02 = 0. It can be shown by induction that the arbitrary con-

stant a((the coefficient of cost), which arises in the integration of pt , is

determined by the periodicity condition on pj+2 , and further that its value

is zero. The proof is omitted for the sake of brevity.

Upon substituting the value Oj = in p^ and ^3 and expanding the right

member of (42), we find

p:+P.= [c.+0f+^0!/3^-|^*]+ Qe!^^-^/3*]cos2T+|^^cos4T.

Since the constants of integration must both be zero, the solution is

P4=[c.+0?+^e?^^-^/3*]+ [-f2e!/3^+^^^]cos2T~^^^cos4T.

If we anticipate the value of C4 which is found below, we have

P-[-3«^-Ii^^^^-S^^]+ [-^^^^^+ ^^l«°«2T-^^^cos4T.

Coefficient ofn\ We find from (38) that the coefficient of n^ is defined by

q:+q. = Sp,q.+~qlqs-Qplqi+Sp,q-'jp,ql-'-lql-delq,+ 15elp,q,+?lelql

= [3c^+l2e\+ne'l 13'] 13 sinT -el 13' sindT.

From the periodicity condition we have

On integrating and imposing the initial conditions, we find at this step

q.= - 1^1 ^' sinr+^el 13' sin3T. (43)

This is sufficient to make evident the general character of the series.

The r-equation contains only even multiples of t and the g-equation con-

tains only odd multiples. The r-equation contains only even powers of n

and of t, while the g-equation is odd in both these respects. The series

are therefore triply even and odd.
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On collecting the various coefficients, we have the following series

(a) r=l+ [(0!-^^^)+i/3^cos2r]M^+[(-30l-Ji0?^^-f,^O

+ (-f/?/3^+^^0cos2T-^/3^cos4r]M^+ • • •
,

(6) g=[^sinT]M+[o]M'+[-|ei/3'sinT+|0?/3'sin3ry+ • • •

,

(c) v-v,= [l-e\^'-(^dt+\el^'),.'+ • •]r+[-^/3^sin2r]M^

+ [(S^i^'-i^0sin2r + ^^*sin4r]M*+ ' • •
,

(d) c-^=i+[2el-^']^'+[-4e[-''jel^']t,'+ • • •
•

In this solution the constants* a, /3, «;„, and Tq are arbitrary. As is shown

by equation (44c) the nodes regress, the measure of regression being

2 7r[0fM^+(|0t+|0?/3V+ • • •]•

The generating orbit of these solutions is a circle in the equatorial

plane. A circle having any assigned inclination might have been used, e. g.,

r= Vl — s^ sin^T, 5 = s sin t, v = tan"' [Vl— s^ tan r] , (45)

where s is the sine of the inclination. The solution thus obtained would

have been identical with (44). If we should expand (45) as power series in

s and put s= /3m, we should find that the terms thus obtained are identical

with the terms independent of d\ in the solution which has been worked out.

It might therefore be of assistance in the physical interpretation of the

constants to put j8/x = s in the series (44).

68. Construction of Periodic Solutions in a Meridian Plane.—^When the

constant c is zero the motion is in a meridian plane. The equations of

motion (21) are

1 -f+ |cos2^+-cos4^
v"-v{<p'y+^^ =— p.

e?M^+ • •
•

-sin2^— 7sin4v

v<p"+2p'{<p'y =
-

'- ^ el M^+

(46)

We have proved in § 65 the existence of periodic solutions of these equations

as power series in M^ which, for m^ = 0, reduce to the circle p = 1, <p = t.

Let us therefore put

*The constant a is contained implicitly through t and flf; see equations (4).
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Upon substituting these expressions in (46), expanding, and collecting the

coefficients of the various powers of iJ, we find

= [p'^-Sp,-2<p'^-^el+^Slcos2T + ^elGos4:T]n'

+ (-3sin2r-sin4r)^2 0^]M'+ • • •
,

0=[<p'^+2p',+^el sin2r - ^el sin4r] m'

+ [^r+2pI+.P2 P2+2p^ <p',+ {-2 sin2T+ sin4T) dip,

+ (cos2t-cos4t) 0f(P2]M*+ •
•

•

The initial conditions are p'(0) =^(0) =0. On proceeding to the integration,

we have:

(47)

Coefficients of (jl^. The coefficients of m^ are defined by

(a)

(&)

p': -3p,-2<p', = ^- pi cos2t-\ 61 cosir,

<p'+2p',= -plsm2T+^elsm4:T.
(48)

2 "1 """
' 4

On integrating (b) once, we have

(c) <p',= -2p,+\elcos2T-j^elcos4:T+c,.

If we substitute this value of ^2 ^^ (^)> the latter becomes

(d) P2+P2=(2c,+^&l)-dl cos2r- ^el cos4r.

The integration of this equation gives for the general solution

P2 = (^2ci+|0i)+C2 sin T +C3 cos t+^^I cos 2t+^0i cos 4t.

Since p2(0) = we must take C2 = 0. On substituting this value of p^ in

(c) and integrating, we get

^2=(-3c,-f0?)r-2c3sinr-|f0?sin2r-J^0?sin4T+c,.

From the initial conditions, ^2 must be zero when r = 0; therefore C4= 0.

It must also be periodic; therefore 2c^= — el. All of the constants of

integration are now determined except C3, which will be determined by the

periodicity condition on Pt

.
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The differential equations for p^ and <P4 are just the same as for p^ and ^j

except in the right members. The process of integration is j ust the same. In

the right members only even multiples of r occur except in terms carrying the

undetermined constant c, as a factor. In the equation corresponding to (48rf)

there will be a term in cosr carrying c^ as a factor. But the integral from this

term will be non-periodic unless c^ = 0. Upon putting Cg = 0, the integration

proceeds just as before and the constants are determined in the same manner.

The same steps are repeated in the coefficients of m^ and so on for all higher

powers. Therefore no odd multiples of r occur in the solution. We have,

therefore,

P = l+ [-^ + |cos2T+^cos4T]0fM'+ • • •
,

<P
= r+ [-l-^^m2r-^sm^r']e\t.^ +

(49)

Since the series involve only even multiples of t, the orbits are symmetrical

with respect to both the r-axis and the g-axis.

This completes the formal construction of the solutions of which the

existence was proved in §§63, 64, and 65.

II. ORBITS RE-ENTRANT AFTER MANY REVOLUTIONS.

69. The Differential Equations.—The orbits which we have previously

considered have had the common property of involving only the period 2iv.

Since this period is independent of the oblateness of the spheroid, the deriva-

tion of these orbits has been relatively simple. We shall proceed now to

investigate a class of orbits which involves, beside the period 2-k, another

period 27r/X, where X is a function of the oblateness of the spheroid, the

inclination of the orbit to the equator, and the mean distance of the particle.

We will start out from the solution which involved an arbitrary inclination

(§67). Into this solution four arbitrary constants were introduced, viz.,

inclination, mean distance, longitude of node, and the epoch. Two more
arbitraries are necessary for a complete solution, viz., constants correspond-

ing to the eccentricity and to the longitude of perihelion. In what follows

we shall introduce the constant corresponding to eccentricity.

We have found for the differential equations a certain solution, given

in (44), which we may write

r = <p{^, ,x; t), q = 4^(13, h; t), c' = cl,

which is symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane. That is to say, at

T = the particle is in the equatorial plane and its motion is perpendicular

to the radius vector. Its initial distance is (p (0)

.

Suppose now we change the initial distance slightly and also the initial

velocity so that

r(0)=^(0)+a, s(0)=0, /(0)=0, q'(.0)=riO)+y,
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and give an increment to the constant of areas so that c^ = Co+e. Can
we determine these three constants a, 7, and e, as functions of /3 and n, in

such a manner that the series for r and q shall be periodic? The solutions can

be expressed in the form

r = v'(^, m; t)+p, g = i/'(/3, m; t)+ o-, c'' = cl-\-e,

where p and a are the necessary additions to <p and ^. If now we substitute

these expressions in the differential equations (6), all the terms independent

of p, 0-, and e will drop out, and there will remain the following dififerential

equations for p and a :

(a) p"+|l+ [(-40^+|/3^)-f^^cos2r]M^+[(2Oel+60?/3^+|^O

+ (0?^^-|^*)cos2T + |^*cos4r]M'+ • • •|p+|[-3/3sinT]M

+ [(-30fi8+|/3')sinT-f^^sin3r]M'+ • • -^

= {3+[(-160?+6^=')-12j8^cos2T]M^+[(9OeJ+fe?/3^+|/3^)

+ (|fli/3='-|/30cos2T+^^^cos4T]/x^+ • • •}p^+{[-12/3sinr]M

+ [(-90ei/3+f^')sinT-^/3'sin3T]M'+ • -Ua-

+{f+[(l^'-f '^O +f ^' cos2r]M^+ • • •j<7^+ • •
•

+ [{l+ [(-30?+f^^)-f^^cos2r]M^+[(l50l-|0?^^+|/3^) [ (50)

+ (f0?i8^-g/3Ocos2T +f ^^cos4t]m^+ • • -j

+{-3+[(120J-3/3^)+3^^cos2t]m'+ • • •}p+ • • -je,

(&) a"+|l+ [-f/3^+f^^cos2r]M^+[-40f/3^+70f^^cos2r]M^+ • • ja

+|[-3i8sinT]M+[(-30?/3+|^^)sinT-|^'sin3r]M'+ •

jp

= |[-6j8sinr]M+[(-210?;8+fi8')sinT-|/3'sin3r]M'+ • • -^

+|3+[(30!-fi8^)+f /3^cos2t]m''+ • • -^pa-

+|[|^sinr]M+ • • •y+ • • •
•

In the first of these equations the coefficients of all the terms containing

odd powers of a involve only sines of odd multiples of t and odd powers of

Ijl; all other coefficients involve only even powers of n and cosines of even
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multiples of t. In the second equation the coefficient of every odd power
of 0- involves only even powers of ^ and cosines of even multiples of r; all

other coefficients involve only odd powers of fi and sines of odd multiples of t.

These properties play an important role throughout the entire discussion.

70. The Equations of Variation.—Considering merely the terms of the

differential equations (50) which are linear in p and a, we have

(a) p"+|i+[(-4^+|/3^)-|i8^ cos2ry+[(2oet+eeip'+l^')

+ (0?^'-|^^)cos2r+ |/3^cos4r]M^+---}p+ {[-3^sinT]/i

+ [(-30?^+|/3^)sinr-|^'sin3r]M'+---}<r = O,

(b) ^"+|l+ [_|^24.|^2 cos2r]M^+ • • •|a+|[-3/3sinr]M

+ [(-30?/3+|^^)sinr-|^'sin3r]M'+- • •}p = 0.

The solutions of these equations have the general form

(51)

p= S c,e%,(r), (7= 2 Cje^^^jir),

where Cj and X^ are constants, and (Pj{t) and \^,(t) are periodic functions of t

with the period 2ir. The four values of the X^ (real or imaginary) are

associated in pairs, equal in value but of opposite sign (§33); and since the
solution (44) contains two arbitrary constants, i. e., the origin of time, Tq,

and the mean distance, a, it is known a priori that one pair of the X^ has
the value (§33). If we suppose that X3 = X4 = 0, the two corresponding
solutions have the form

The values of ^3(7) and i/'3(t) can be obtained at once by differentiating

the solutions for r and q [equations (44)] with respect to t; and the values
of [(PiM+T (Ps(t)] and [)/'4W+t)/'3(t)] are obtained by differentiating ar
and aq with respect to a. Thus two of the solutions of the fundamental set

can be found without integration.

We will consider first the two solutions in which the X^ are not zero.

Let us substitute in (51) the expressions
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After dividing out the exponential, there remains

(a) /+2tV+[l-V+a,/x'+a,M'+ • • .]<p+[a,n+a,tx'+ •]iA
= 0,] .

where

ai= —3/3 sin t,

a3=(-30f/3+|/3')sinr- |/3'sin3r,

a,= (-40^+1/3=') -f/3^cos2r,

&2=-|i8==+|/3^cos2r,

64 = a sum of cosines of even multiples of t.

With respect to equations (52), it is known that ^ and
\J/

are periodic with

the period 27r and that X vanishes with fx, since the problem then reduces

to the two-body problem, in which the characteristic exponents are all zero.

Since <p, \f/,
and X are analytic in /x, we may put

00 00 00

(p= '2
(pj fj,\ xj/ = "2

\l/ J fji^

,

X = S Xj fi'.

1=0 J=0 J=0

The expressions for (pj, \l/j, and X are determined from (52) as follows

:

Coefficients of ix". The terms independent of ii are found to be

^o+«'o = 0, ^o= arcosT-|-af sinr,
I

^:'+^o= 0, ^„= TrcoST + Tfsinr. |

^^^^

Coefficients of/x. The differential equations for the terms in fx are

<Pi-\-<Pi= -2i\<Po-a^\l/o

,

'/'I'+'/'i = -2iX,\pa-ai<Po • (54)

Since the periodicity conditions demand that the coefficients of cost and

sinr in the right members shall be zero, we must take Xi = 0, after which we
get, on making use of (53),

^r+^i=f^Tr-f/3Tf cos2T + f/3Tr Sin2r,

^^r+^i=f/3ar-f^ar COs2r + |/3ar sin2T.

Upon integrating, we have

^, = o{" cosr + a<" sinT + f/3 7f + |/3Tr cos2r-i^7i" sin2T,

^1 = 7{" COST+ t"' sinr+ f /3 af + 1^ af cos2r - |/3 a^ sin2T.

(55)

(56)
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Coefficients of fi}. The coefficients of m^ are defined by

<P2+<P2= -2i\(Po-a^(Po-a,\l/i , 1^2+^2= -2i\\l/'o-h\l/o-ai<Pi ; (57)

or, expanding by (53) and (56),

^: + ^2 = f^7^-1^7^ cos2r + f /3Ti" sin2r+ [40!ar+ 2iX,ansinr

+ [4fl^af -2iX,af ] cosr+ 3/3='af sinBT + B/S^ar cosBr,

^: + ^, = |^a^"-|/3a^" cos2r + f/3al» sin2r + [f^^7^ +2iX2Tr] sinr

+21X27f COST. ^

In order to satisfy the periodicity conditions we must have

(58)

(59)
2tX,ar+ 40!af = 0, 2tX,7r+y/3^Tr = 0,

4dW°' -2i\aT = 0, +2i\yf = 0.

The last two of these equations are satisfied by taking

On solving the first two, we find

X,= ±2fl^ aT-iaT = 0.

Equations (59) can also be satisfied by

X^ = af = af = 7<'» = 0, 71"' arbitrary.

This leads to the development of the solution in which the characteristic

exponent is zero, which will be discussed, beginning with equations (80), by
using the integral relations.

It was known at the outset that the two values of X are equal but of

opposite sign. We will choose the one with the positive sign. The solution

for the negative X can be derived from it. The condition af^—ia2^ =
still leaves us with an arbitrary constant. Since the equations are linear,

this constant will enter the solution linearly, and may therefore be taken

equal to unity, inasmuch as the solution after development is multiplied

by an arbitrary constant. We will take then af^ = l, which therefore

makes a"' = —I. Consequently

^o= cosT— t sinr, ^0 = 0. (60)

On integrating equations (58) with these values of af and a"', we get

^2 = 1 ^72"+ '^rcosr + af sinr + ^ ^7"'cos2r - | ;87rsin2T

+B|S=cosBr-Bi3^isin3T, I
(g^)

^, = f ^a;"+ 7rcosr+7rsinT+ ^)8a<"cos2r--J- /3al"sin2T.
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Coefficients of ii\ The terms of the third degree in m are defined by

+ [2tX3+4fl^(a<"+ia™)]sin T+|/37r sin 2r-\^yf cos2t,

^:+^3=+[faf^-f fl^-/3-|i/3']+ [-2iX,T^"+ f^^Tr']cosr
| (62)

+ [2tX,7l"+ |/3^7^"]sinr+[-far^+f0ft/3+|i^']cos2r

+ [f ar^+^e?^- J/3'] sin 2r- f ^^["cos 3r- f ^^t^ sin 3r.

From the periodicity conditions we must have

-2X,+40Kai"-ia<") = O, f^^7l"-2tX,7r = 0,

21X3+40! (a<"+ial") = 0, 2i\ 7l"+ f
/3^ 7^ = 0.

The last two equations can be satisfied only if 7l" = 7"' = 0. The first

two can be satisfied only if X3 = {of — i Og") = 0. The condition aj" — i af =
again leaves us an arbitrary constant; it gives us ^i = c(cost— t sinr), but

this is the same as ip^ multiplied by en. That is, the solution is repeating

itself one degree higher in n, and this, of course, should be expected since the

equations are linear, and ^0 multiplied by any power of 11 must satisfy them.

We may then choose the arbitrary multiplier equal to zero, which is the same

as choosing a"' = a"' = 0. On integrating (62) with these values, we find

^a=+f^7f+arcoST+af sinr+ |/3 7rcos2T-i^7rsin2r,

^3=+[f ar/3-fi0?^-|t^']+7rcosr+7rsinr
\ (63)

+ [| ar/3-f i^J^-Jt^'] cos2r+[-f af'^-^fll^+J^'] sin2r.

It can be shown by induction at this point that ^ and X are even series

in M, and that ^ is an odd series in m. Furthermore, (p contains only odd

multiples of t, and ^ only even multiples. Consequently

Ti =72 -o-i -°-2 =7i -72 -U,

and all

Coefficient of fj,*.
The term of the fourth degree in fx is defined by

<p:+<P,= + [-2\+4el(aT-iaT)-16et-ml0']cosr

+ [2i X,+4dl (i af'+ aT)+ 16i di] sinr

+ [60j/3^+3^Vf'+ Ji8^]cos3r+[-6t0?^+3/3^af-|i^^]sin3r

-^^^cos5T+gt|8^sin5T.

(64)
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The conditions that ^4 shall be periodic are

-2 \+4:dliaT-iaT)-16 0J-1O0?|8'= O,

+2i\+4:el(iaf'+ af') + lQidt =0.

On solving these equations, we find

In the last equation we can choose af = 5/4 ^^ and af = 0. This choice

will make the coefl&cient of sinr in (p^ equal to zero, and since the same

thing occurs for each (pj it is evident that the corresponding choice will

simplify the solution by making the coefficient of sin r equal to zero for all

powers of m- We have, then, on integrating and collecting results

^,= a,cosr+[-f0?^^-^^^]cos3r+[fi0?/3^+^t|8^]sin3r

+ ^/3^cos5r-^^•^* sin5r,

(65)

c?, = 4/3^cosT- IjS^cosST+liiS^sinST,
4 o o

'Ai= -|*/3-| *i8 cos2r-|i3 sin2r,

^o= cos T— i sinr,

X=2e>^+[-80l-f0?/3^]M*+ • • •
•

The coefficient, 04 , of cost in ^4 is determined by the periodicity condition

of (pg. That this process of determining the values of the X^ and the constants

of integration arising at each step is general can be shown as follows: Let

us suppose that we have computed all terms of <p up to and including <pj

with the exception of the constants of integration in <pj . We have then

<Pj= a"'cos T+ a"'sin t + known terms.

It follows from equations (52) that the a"' and a^" enter i/'^+i only as shown
explicitly in

./';;,+,/'m=f/3ar-f/3a^^'cos2T+|/3al^>sin2r+- • •
•

Consequently, in so far as \j/j^i depends upon these terms, it is

^,+,= |-^a'^'+ i/3a^^'-i^ar'sin2r.
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Similarly, in so far as v';+2 depends upon constants as yet undetermined, it
is found from equations (52) that

^r+2+ ^;+2 = -2i\ v] - 2i\+, <p',+ [(4dl- 1^^) + 1 iS^' C0S2t]^;

+ [3/3sinr]^,+,

= +[-2X,+,+ 4eKal^'-ia<^>)+^,+Jcosr
[ (66)

+ [2ih+2+ 40?(ial^>+ a^^>) +£,+J sinr

+ 3 iS'' a['' cos 3 r + 3 i8^ a^^' sin 3 r,

where Aj^^ and 5^+^ are the known terms in the coefficients of cosr and
sinr respectively. From the periodicity condition we must have

-2X,+,+40f(al^'-^•ar)+A,+, = O, 2iX,+,+ 40?«'+af )+5,+,= 0. (67)

The solution of these equations is

X,+,= |[A,+,+ t5,+J, a[^^-ial^>=-Am=^. (68)

As has already been pointed out, we can choose Oj^' = 0, and we have then

«i
8 el

(^^)

In order to show that X^+a and a[" are real, it will be sufficient to show
that Aj+2 is real and that Bj^^ is a pure imaginary. This is readily proved
by induction, for, up to ^'= 4 inclusive, we have

^+1
, /+!

_
J-1 ]-\

<Pj= 2 m^co&KT+i S w^sin/cr, i/'^=t 2 /«cos/ct+ 2 g^^sinKT,

where m^, n^, f^, and gr^^ are all real. From the form of the differential

equations it follows at once that the same forms hold for j = 5, then 6, and
so on. That is, Aj^^ is real while Bj^^ is purely imaginary.

Furthermore, it is to be noticed that Aj^^ and Bj^^ do not contain any
terms in ^ independent of 6l , and consequently the dl , which appears in the

denominator of a{^', will divide out. This is proved as follows : If $1 be

put equal to zero in the differential equations, then equations (52) become
the equations of variation of a circular orbit in the ordinary two-body

problem, the plane of the circle being inclined to the plane of reference by
an angle whose sine is Pn = s. Equations (6) can then be written

^' = p ~
(^2_|_g2)3

^^> Q = —
(j.2 ^ qi^ i

= Q, (70)

where the constant c^ is given the form {1 — s^) {1 — e^) . For these equations

we have the solution

_ (l-e'')Vl-s^sin''(g-A) (1 -e'')ssin(e- ^) .„..^~
l-^ecosie-do) ^ l+ecosCe-^o) ' ^ ^

where
d-eo={T-T,)+2esm(T-To)+ • • • •
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If now we form the equations of variation by varying r, q, and e, that is

by putting

where r„,qo, and e^ are the values in (71), we find

Three solutions of equations (72) are given by

(1) (2) (3)

'^
^ dSl on oeo

SQo dq, „-ri^, ^

^^^^

dSl oTo oBo

If Go 5^ these three solutions are distinct. The case in which we are interested

is that for which e^ = 0, but then these three solutions are not distinct, for

the first two coincide, as is readily seen by putting e = in (71). Since the

equations are linear, it follows that

is also a solution; but, since it vanishes with e^, it carries e^ as a factor which

we can divide out and absorb in the arbitrary constant c^ . For ^o = this

solution does not now vanish, and it is moreover distinct from the first

solution. Thus we have three distinct solutions even when €„ = 0, but since

dQ/deo=0 and dR/de^ carries e,, as a factor, equations (72) pass over to the

equations of variation of a circle when e^ = 0. For these equations we

have therefore three solutions which are periodic with the period 2 ir. The

fourth solution is not periodic for it involves a term of the form t times a

periodic function.

Let us return now to the solution which we have developed, (65), and

consider only the terms which belong to the two-body problem, viz., the

terms which are independent of ^i . This solution can be separated into

two solutions, one of which is real, the other purely imaginary. The real

solution is the third one of (73), and the purely imaginary solution is the

second. Since both of these solutions are certainly periodic with the period

2ir, it follows that no terms in j8 alone can occur in the Aj+2 smd Bj+^, (67),

because the presence of such terms would give rise to non-periodic terms in

the two-body problem. Hence Ajj^^ and B^+j carry d\ as a factor which can

be divided out of equation (69). Furthermore, X^+j , equation (68), carries 6\

as a factor, and therefore X vanishes with the oblateness of the spheroid.
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The solution which we have obtained may be written

where

^<" = cosT+[|^^cosT-|^^cos3r]M^+[a,cosr+(-|eJ/3^-^/3^)cos3

+ j^^^cos5t]m'+ • • •

,

^'«=_sinr+[f/3=sin3r]M^+[(f0j^^+^^^)sin3r-^3/3^sin5r]M^+ •
•

r = [-i^sin2r>+[(-f0f^-^/3O3i^2r]M'+ • • •
,

^«> = [_|^_i^eos2r]M+[(-f^?/3-|/33)

By putting e*'"' =cosXT+i sinXr, the solution takes the form

P<" = [^<"cosXT-<p"'sinXr]+i[^'''cosXr+^">sinXT],

(r"' = [^'"eosXT-^<=''sinXr]+i[i/''''cosXT+i/'™sinXr].

(76)

(77)

We have thus one solution of the differential equations. A second solution

can be derived from it by merely changing the sign of i, or

p"' = [^"'cosXr-.p<''sinXT]-i[^''^cosXr+<p">sinXr],
|

(7<'' = [^'"cosXr-i/''''sinXT]-i[^"'cosXr+,A'"sinXT].
J

^^^^

By adding and subtracting these two solutions, we have finally

A and B being arbitrary constants.

As above developed, there is a certain arbitrariness in these solutions,

owing to the manner in which the constants of integration were determined.

They may be reduced to a normal form by multiplying each solution by the

proper series in ij? with constant coefficients. By this process we can make

p"'(0)+p'^'(0) = 1, <r"'(0) -(r<^'(0) =^M. (79)

Since [p*" — p"'] and [(r'"+(r*^'] are sine series, they vanish for t = 0.

The third and fourth solutions of the equations of variation are

the r and q being defined by equations (44). In performing the differentia-

tion in this last solution it will be remembered that r and d\ are functions

of a. The third solution also can be normalized by giving the arbitrary

constant such a form that

Pa(0)=0, (r3(0)=(7/3M.
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As already stated, the fourth solution is non-periodic and has the form

p,= i)[r|^»+^,], a,=i)[r|f+^J, (81)

where ^4 and
\l/t

are periodic functions of t with the period 2ir. As in the

previous solutions, this can be normalized so that at r =

The functions <p^ and 1^4 are also easily found by substituting (81) in the

equations of variation and solving for these variables (which must be periodic)

,

Upon carrying out the foregoing operations, we find the following

fundamental set of solutions

:

p=+A|cos(l-X)r+ [-j/3^cos(l-X)r+ |;S^ COs(l+X)r

-f ^^cos(3-X)T]M'+[(-fa4+f0?i8^+|/3^)cos(l-X)r

+ (^'^-i^')^osil+\)r+{-^el^'-l-^^^)cos(3-\)r

-^i8*cos(3 + X)r+^^*cos(5-X)r]M^+ • •

j
+ B||sin(l-X)r-t-[(-|/3^-|0?) sin(l-X)r-^/3^sin(l+X)r

-^/3^sin(3-X)r]M=+ • •

•}

+ c|[-|^^sin2r]M^+[(^e?/3^-|^^)sin2T+^/3*sin4T]M^+ • •

•}

+ T{[f/3^sin2r]M^+[(|0?/3^+|^»)sin2r-|^^sin4r]M^+ • •

•}},

(82)

=+4[ /3 sinXr - ij3sin(2 - X) r]m+[| 5? |8 sin Xr

-^0j^sin(2-X)r]M'+ • •

j
+5|[| /ScosXr + f /3cos(2-X)r] M+[- 1^1/3 cosXr

+ }0f/3cos(2-X)r]M'+ • •

j
+ (7|[/3cosr]M+[0]M'+ • • •}

+Z){{[|/3sinr]M+[(-f0?/3+i/3') sinr]M'+ • • •

+ r{[-|^3cosr]M^+[(-|0?^3+|^»)cosr]M^+ • ' •}}-

(83)
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71. Special Theorems for the Non-Homogeneous Equations.—The
general theorems, proved in Chapter I, Section IV, on the character of the

solutions of non-homogeneous linear differential equations with periodic coef-

ficients, presuppose merely the conditions that the coefficients are periodic

with the period 2ir. Additional facts with regard to the solutions can be estab-

lished when additional facts are specified with regard to the coefficients of

the differential equations. The equations of variation, (51), may be written

dpi dp2 7"
I o" d(Ti dffi -X

, ^ /o/i\

where the notation with respect to the d's has the following significance:

Even subscripts denote functions even in t, and odd subscripts denote

functions odd in t; one dash indicates that only odd multiples of r are

involved, and two dashes indicate that only even multiples of r are involved.

The solution of equations (82) and (83) may be characterized in the same

manner, and are then

P, = Aa,(T) -{-Ba, (r)+ Ca3 (r) +D[a,(T) +T'^,{r)],

p,=M(r)-f-5^,(T)+ C|,(r)+D[ft(r)+T^,(r)],

a,= Ay,(T)+By,{r)+ Cy,iT)+D[y,{T)+Ty,iT)],

cr, =A\ (t)+B\ (t)+Cl (r)+Da (r) -|- r\ (r)].

(85)

where the notation is the same as for the d's with the exception that in the

first two solutions every integral multiple of t is increased by =t Xr, e. g.,

cos (3-fX)r. On these terms the dashes refer only to the integral part.

Suppose now we have the non-homogeneous differential equations

dpi_„ dB = Tr,4-ft
dT~^" dT

= e,p,+ d,(T,+g(T),

dr dr

(86)

where gir) andfir) are periodic with the period 27r. Since the character-

istic exponents are 0, 0, ± V^=T\, by §31, the general solution has the form

P.= (p.) + ?2=(P.)+ co,(r) + aT^,-H6[iT^F4+r^3],

0-1 = (o-i) +'7i =M +'"3W +ar 74 + & [| r= T4 + T 73 ] ,

(87)
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where the (pj and (cr<) are the complementary functions, and the ^, and rji

are the particular integrals of which the oj, are the periodic parts, and

where a and b are constants which depend upon the differential equations.

Let us suppose that gi^r) is an even function of t and that/(T) is an odd

function of t, and let us seek the character of the solutions which satisfy

the initial conditions

P2(0)=(r,(0) = 0.

On changing r into — t in equations (86), we get

^Pi(-t)=-P2(-t), ^p2{-T)=-e^Pi(-T)-\-d3<Ti(-T)-g(T),

^aj(-r) = -o-2(-T), ^<r2{-T) = + e,p,(-T)-d,<T,(-T)+f(T).
(88)

From equations (86) and (88) we obtain, by eliminating g (t) and/(T), the

differential equations

^[PiW-Pi(-t)]= [p2(t)+ P2(-t)],

£[P2{r)+p,{-T)]=f,[p,{T)-p,i-T)]+dlW,{T)+ a,i-T)],

d ^
W

^[o-i(r)+o-i(-T)]= [o-2(r)-o-2(-T)],

£[<T,iT)-a,i-r)]=dl[p,(T)-p,{-p)] + f,[p,(T)+p,i-T)].

These equations are the same as the original homogeneous set (84). Hence
their general solutions have the same form, viz.,

Pi(t) -p,{-t)=A a, (r)+ Ba,{T)+ C a, (r)+D k(r)+t^ (t)],

P.(r)+P2(-T) =A J, (t)+ BJ, {t)+ C% (r)+D[l(r)+rI(T)],

T^(r)+a,i-T) =Ay, {T)+ By, (r)+ (7^4 ir)+D[y,iT)+Ty,iT)],

<r,(r)-(T,{-T)=AT,(T)+ Bf,{T)+ CJAr)+D[J,iT}+Td,iT)].

(90)

Upon putting t = 0, we find from the first and the fourth of these

equations that

o=a^{o)+d7,(o), o=a1m+dsM-
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Either ^=D = 0, or the determinant a,{0)d^{0) -ai(0)d^{0) =0. But it is

readily verified that this determinant is not zero. Therefore A=D = 0.

By virtue of the hypotheses made on the initial values, it follows from the
second and third equations that

and hence B = C= 0; consequently

Pi(r)-Pi(-T)=0, P.(r)+p,(-r)=0,

<^i(.r)+<T,{-T)=0, a,{T)-a,(-r)=0.

Since these equations are identities in r, we have the following theorem

:

(91)

Theorem I. // g(T) is an even function of t and f{T) is an odd function

of T, and if p^iO) =(ri(0) = 0, then p^{t) and a^i^r) are even functions of t, and

Piir) and 0-1 (t) are odd functions of r.

In the same way it can be shown that if gf(r) is odd and/(r) is even and

if Pi(0) = 0-2(0) =0, then pj and o-j are odd, and Pa and o-j are even.

Let us suppose now that gir) contains only even multiples of r, and

that /(t) contains only odd multiples of t. The general form of the solution

will be the same as (87), and ?i , ^ , rj^, and 772 satisfy the differential equa-

tions

^ Ur) = Ur), ^ Ur) = 6, ^,(r) +^3 '7i(r) +g{r),

(92)

Let us denote |j(r+7r) by ^<(t) and Vt{r +Tr) by 77' (t). Then by changing r

into T+TT in (92), we have

From equations (92) and (93) it follows that

(93)

(94)



(95)

(96)
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The solutions of these equations, which have the same form as (84), are

^,-^i = Aj,{T)+Bj,iT)+CKir)+D[K{T)+TKir)],

V,+r,[ = AyAr)+B7,(r)+ CV,{r)+D[y,ir)+Ty,{T)],

n,+v', = AZiT)+BT,{T)+ Cd;{r)+D[d,(T)+rJ,(T)].

On forming these expressions directly from (87), we get

77i+i7i = co3(T)+co3(T+ir)-(air+-|&ir')T4-&'r(TT4+T3),

i72+r72 = co4(T)+co4(T+7r)- (a7r+|&7r^)53-67r(T53 + 5J.

A comparison of equations (95) and (96) shows that

A=B = 0, C=-(aTr+^bT'), D=-bTr,

Wi(T)-Wi(T+7r)=0, W3(T)+W3(T+7r)=0,

aj2(T)-co2(T+7r) = 0, UiiT)+Wi(T+ir)=0.

Therefore Wi (r) and coa (t) contain only even multiples of t, while Ws (t) and

coiir) contain only odd multiples of t, and by carrying this result into equa-

tion (87), we have

^i
= Wi(T)+aTa3+&[-|T' a3+T aj, ri^ = o:,(T)+aTy^+bl^T' 74+^77]'

^2 =^2 (r) +aT%+b[^ t" %+t J^, V2 = ^4 (r) +aTJ,+b[^ t'J.+t IJ "

These results may be expressed in

(97)

Theorem II. If gir) contains only even multiples of t andfij) contains

only odd multiples of t, then ^i and la contain only even multiples of t, and

7?i and rii contain only odd multiples of t.

If in addition to the above hypotheses we suppose that gir) is an even

function of t and/(T) is an odd function of t, then ^^ and tjj are even functions

and ^2 3.nd % are odd functions; therefore 6 = 0. But if gir) is an odd
function and/(T) is an even function of t, then |i and 772 are odd functions and

I2 and rji are even functions, and in this case a = 0.
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In the same manner we can prove

Theorem III. If gir) contains only odd multiples of r and f{T) contains

only even multiples of t, then ^i and ^^ contain only odd multiples of t, and Vi and

% contain only even multiples of t. Furthermore ^j , ^2,%, and rj^ are periodic

with the period 2ir.

If gir) is of the form S WjCos(j±X)r and also if /(t) has the form
SnjSin(y±X)T, then, since ±\/— iX are the characteristic exponents of the

homogeneous equations, the form of the solution is, by §§30 and 31,

^i = Sp<"cos(K±X)T+2pfsin(/c±X)r+a"'T^(T)+a<'V^(T),

^, =Sgf COS (k±X) T+S3i"sin(K±X) r+a'^'T'^^ir) +a'\'^,ir),
K K

Tji = Srf COS (k±X) r+Sri"sin(K±X) r+a'^y^ir) +a''V7i(r),
K K

172 = 24" cos(K±X)T+Ssfsin(/c±X)T+a'"T5;(T)+a'"T5^(T);

(98)

but, since g{T) is an even function and /(t) is an odd function, ^1 and % are

even functions, and ^2 and rj^ are odd functions. Therefore all the coefficients

in (98) which have the superfix (2) are zero. But if g{T) were an odd

function of t and /(t) an even function, then all the coefficients in (98) which

have the superfix (1) would be zero. Therefore

Theorem IV. // gir) has the form '2,miCos{j^\)T, and if fir) has the

form l^nj sin(j^\)T, where ± V— IX are the characteristic exponents of the

homogeneous equation, then the particular solution has the form

^i=2paCos(a±X)T+ATai(T), T7i = S?), sin (c±X)t+At 72(t),
]- ' = (99)

^2 =Sp. sin(&±X)T+AT|82(r), % = SpdC0s(d±X) t+At 5i(r).

From similar reasoning we have

Theorem V. If gir) has the form 7^mjsin(j±X)T and if fir) has the

form 'Luicos (J^\)t, where ± V^I X are the characteristic exponents of the

homogeneous equations, then the particular solution has the form

^i
= S ra sin (a±X) 7+^702(7), i?i = 2 r, cos (c±X) 7+^771(7), 1

= (100)

4 =2ncos(&±X) 7+57)81(7), % =2r,sin(d±X)7+5 7 52(7).
J

It is understood that a, b, c, d, and j are integers in Theorems IV and V.
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72. Integration of the Differential Equations.—It will be convenient

hereafter to use as notation for the fundamental set of solutions, (82) and

(83), of the equations of variation

p = Aa, (r)+B a, (r)+C a, (r)+D [a, (r) +t a, (t)],

a= Ay,ir)+Bj,{T)+ Cy,{T)+D[y,ir)+ry,(.T)],

where the a and 7-functions are characterized as follows:

02(7) involves only terms of the form cos [(2w+l)='=X] t,

(101)

Tx(r) "
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Since p and <t are expansible in powers of a, 8, and e, we may write

P=Piooa+ Poio3+PoMe+P2oo«'^+Piioa5+ Po2o5^+Pioia€+Poii5e+Poo2e^+ • • ",

The diJBferential equations for the p«i and o-«* are obtained by substituting

these expressions in (102) and equating the coefficients of similar powers of

the parameters.

Coefficients of a. The coefficients of a are defined by

PlOO+ ^2 PlOO+ ^3 ""lOO = Oj O'l00+ ^4 O'l00+ ^3 PlOO = 0. (103)

The solution of these equations, which are the same as the equations of

variation, is

ftoo
=A o,(t) +Ba,{T)+ Ca,{T)+D [ a.Cr) +t a^W)],

^100 = ATi(r) +B'i,{r)+ Cy,{r) +D[y,{r) +Ty,{r)].

In order to satisfy the initial conditions we must have, at r = 0,

PlOO=l> PlOO= Oj ""lOO^Oj 0-100 = 0-

From these conditions we find that

Aa,(0)+Da,(0) = l, 5a;(0)+ Ca;(0)=0,
| ^^^^^

Ay'M+DW,(S))+y,m = ^, ByM-^CjM = ^- J

The solution of these conditional equations is

^^7M+T^=A-, D=-'y^=AZ, B = C = 0.
(105)

A = a,(0)[73(0) +T.(0)] - a,{0) y[m.

Hence the solution of equations (103) takes the form

Pioo
= ^looa2('-)+^foo[a4(r)+ra3(r)],

| ^^^^^

cr,oo = ^lo'o7i(T)+Af„UT3(T)+rT.(r)]. J

Coefficients of 8. The terms of the first degree in 5 must satisfy

Poio+^. Poio+^3 ^010 = 0, <TL+e, cr„io+03 Poio = 0. (107)

These equations are the same as (103), and from the initial conditions we

must have, at t = 0,

Poio
= 0> Poio = 0> O'oio= 0> O'oio=l-

The solutions of equations (107) are therefore

p,,,
= AZa,(r)+AZaA(r)+ra,ir)], 1

^^^g^

<To^o
= AZy^ir)+AZy^[(r)+Ty.(r)], I

where ,^, ,,..

Ail) "4(0), ^(2)=+£?i0).
Al\ = 7- ' ^010 - ^ A010 A
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Coefficients of e. The differential equations for these terms are

PoOl+ ^2 PoOl+ ^3 foOl = ^001 ; O'00i+^4 <^001+ ^3 PoOl = 0- (109)

The right member, doai, is a periodic function of r with the period 2ir.

Furthermore, it involves only cosines of even multiples of t. Consequently,

by Theorem II of §71, the solution has the form

p^i= Aa^{T)+Ba,(T)+ Ca,{T)+D[a,iT)+Ta,iT)]+ a,(T)+aTa,{T)A

'rm = Ay,{r)+Bj,{r)+ Cy,{T)+D[y,{T)+ry,ir)]+y,iT)+aTy,{r),]

where a is a constant depending on ^ooi J ^ (t) is a cosine series involving

only even multiples of t; and y^ir) involves only sines of odd multiples of t.

From the initial conditions it follows that pooi > <^m j Pooi j and «7-ooi
all vanish

at T=0. On determining the constants of integration so as to satisfy these

conditions, the solution is

Pool= ^001 aaW+^MiKW+ T-aaWl+aeCr), 1

<T^. = AZy,{r)+AZ[yAT)+ Ty,iT)]+y,{T),
j

where

AZ={[a,iO){y'M+ayM)-a,m(y:(.0)+y,m']

_ a, (0)76 (0) - «6 (0) (Ts (0) +74 (0)

)

A

AZ=a+\[aMy[(0)-a,(0){y',{0)+ay,(0))]

_ ae(0)7i(0)-a, (0)76(0)

A
tte (r) = a, (r) -aa, (r)

,

7^ (t) = y, (r) - 073 (t) .

It will be seen at the end of §73 that the value of a^{T) for t = plays
an important role, and it is necessary for us to verify that it does not
vanish. By hypothesis, a^ (t) is the periodic part of the solution for po„i in

the differential equations (109). Let us put in these equations

Pool= *? (r)+ arttj (t)
, a^oi = i^ (t)+aTy^ (t)

,

where ^ and i// are the periodic parts. We find

^"+04^+^3^= -2a7:(r);

or, using the explicit values of a'^^r) and y'^ir),

^"+0,^+03^ = l+ [(-3e^+f^f)-(2a„+f/3^)cos2r>=+ • • •

,

In these last equations we have put

a = ao+a2)u'+ • • • •
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Let US put now

and integrate as a power series in n, having in mind that <p and yp must be
periodic. We find

^r+lAi=(3+2ao)^sinT + |/3c„sin2T.

Since i^i is periodic we must put Oq = — 3/2, and then, after integrating, we
have ^i= Ci sin t— 1/2 /3CoSin2T. From the coefficient of ix" we obtain

^2+ <p2= — 7 Co |8^COST+ other terms.

Since (p^ is periodic we must take c^ equal to zero. Therefore

v? = Oj (t) = 1+power series in ju", ^- ~\ +power series in y?.

Consequently

Og (r) = ttj (t) — a ai(T) = 1+power series in n^, (1 12)

which does not vanish for t = 0.

Coefficients of a^ The terms of the second degree in a are defined by

P200~r"2P200~r"3<''200^^-^200 J
"'200 "T "4P2OO "T "3P2OO ^ '^SOO ; K^^'j)

where the right members have the following expressions:

^^200= +-4ioo [0200 ^2+ ^110 ^2 Tl+ ^020 7l]

-{-AZAZ[2G2m<h(Ta,+a^ +ej, a2(rT4+T3) +71(7-03+04) [+20o2oTi(r74+T3)]

+Af^[e,^iTa,+ a,y+d,jTa,+ a,) (TT4+T3) +e^o(Ty,+7,y],

^200= +^100 [^00 <h+Ino "2 Ti+^20 yl]

+AZ\e,jTa,+ a,y+Tno(ra,+ a,){ry,+y,)+F^o(ry,+ysy].

By the initial conditions Paoo, ^200, and their first derivatives vanish at t = 0.

Since the equations (113) are linear, the solutions have the form

p,oo
= Aa,{T) +Ba,(T)+Ca,{r)+D [a,(T)+TaM

+^{'JoVi(r)+AZAZ ^2(r) +Af^<P^(r),

<rm =^Ti(r) +By,{r)+CyM +D[y,{r)+ Ty,{T)]

+AZUr)+AZAZ Ur) +AZUr).
J

(114)
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Upon imposing the initial conditions, we find

B = C = 0,

, iA;(0)a4(0)-yi(0)[T4(0)+73(Q)] A cm , yp'M<^m-^.my.i^)+yM] A (1) A («A = —^
-r 'O-ioo "I T ^lOO-^'-ioo

, iA^(0)a4(0)-y3(0) [7^(0) +73(0)] A (2)2

~t T ~ -^100 >

n _ yi(0)7;(Q)-^((0)°2(0) 4 (1)2 4. <pMy[{^)-^'M'^M ^(d j («
-L' V -^100 1 T -^100 -^100

, ys(0)7((0)-^3(0)«2(0) Am

where

A = a,(0)K(0)+73(0)]-7i(0)a,(0).

On substituting these values in (141), we have for the solutions

P2oo~-'^ioo -^iw I -^100 -^100 -^2 v/ I -^100 •''awj I n 1 'i^

where

^,M , ^,M+ ^;(0)».(0)- ^.(0) [7.(0)+y;m ^M

+a»bM=i(i(owo) ly^M+ryM;

and similar expressions for x^jy^jX^, and 2/3 , the values of which we shall find

we do not need. The properties of x^ and t/j are known with the exception of

Vi and \pi, which we will now investigate. The functions ^1 and i/'i are

those portions of the solution of the differential equations which depend

upon the coefficients of Ajoq. These coefficients are homogeneous of the

second degree in 03(7) and 7i(t).

In i^aoo s-iid aSjoo the expressions ^200 , Bm , and ^020 contain only cosines of

even multiples of r; ^200 7 ^m, and ^20 contain only sines of odd multiples

of r; a^ir) has the form 02 = S a„ cos[(2w+l)±X] r; 7i(r) has the form
00

7i = S 6„ sin [2n±X] T. Consequently, so far as the coefficient of A^^o is
n=0

concerned, R^oo and 82^ have the form

, i^aoo = S a^" COS 2nr+ i af cos [2w± 2 X] r,

>S2„o= 2 fel" sin(2n+l)T+ S &f sin [(2n+l)±2X] t.
n=0 n=0
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By §30 terms involving multiples of At give rise only to periodic terms
in the solution. By §31 those parts of R^ and S,^ which are independent
of X give rise to terms in the solution which have the form

P=Pi{r)+c[ra,{T), <^ = p2(r)+c[Ty^(T),

where p,(t) and p^(t) are periodic with the period 2t. Consequently the
functions x^{t) and 2/i(r) have the form

X^(T)=P,{r)+ c,Ta,{T), Viir) =P,ir)+c,Ty,{r), (116)

where Pi(t) and P^{t) are periodic with the period 2 kit.

Coefficients of o5. The differential equations for these terms are

Piio+^2Piio+'93 0'uo = -Riio; <^no+^4 0'iio+ ^3Piio = 'S'iio, (117)
where

itllO = 2Aioo -4oio[02OO «2+^110 °-2 7l+ ^020 Tl ]

+ [-4ioo ^010+^010 ^ioo][2^2uca2(Ta3+a4) +^110 ]7i(Ta3+a4)+ 02(774+73)}

+2^020 7i(t74+73)]

and Sua is obtained from i^no by replacing dfj^ by &„»

.

The functions Ruo and S^^o differ from R^^a and S^^ only in the con-

stants Aijt . The initial conditions impose the same conditional equations.

Consequently the solutions differ only in the constants Atj^ , so that we can

express them at once without computation in the form

Piio "=2^4100 -Afljo Xi (t) + [-4 100 ^010+Ajoo Agig] X2 (r) +2 A^qq Aq^q Xg (t), I /-.-.qs

<r,,,=2AZAZyAr)-\-[AZAZ-i-AZAZWr)+2AZAZyAr),
I

where the Xi(T) and 2/i(t) are the same functions of t as in (115).

Coefficients of 51 By symmetry with the coefficient of a^, it is seen that

cro.o = A'^!!y,(r)+AZAZyAr)+AZysir). J

Coefficients of i. Since the coefficients of the first powers of a and 5 are

homogeneous of the first degree in the A's, the coefficients of a^, a5, and h^

are homogeneous of the second degree in the A's. The coefficients of the

first power of e are not homogeneous in the A's; hence the coefficients of

the second power are not homogeneous. But if the functions a^ and 7^

were zero the coefficient of the first power of e would be homogeneous, and

therefore the second also. By symmetry, therefore, we can at once write

down the terms involving the A's to the second degree. To these must be

added terms in the first degree in the ^'s, and one term independent of

the ^'s.
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The differential equations for these terms are

P002 ~r ^sPooa ~r "s^im ~ ^im >
'''002 "T "4'''oo2 "T "3P002 ~ '^ooz > (120)

where

"'002 ~ "200P001 "T" "iioPooi<''ooi "T "d2o''"ooi "t" "loiPooi }

'^ooa
~ "2ooPooi~r "hoPom'''ooi"T''o20<'^ooi •

The terms involved in Roe are shown in the following table, where the

coefficients of the constants given in the first line are the products of the

functions in their respective columns and the functions of the same line

in the last column. Thus, one of the coefficients of A^^^ is 02 71 ^uo , and

this coefficient comes from the expansion of Pom o-qoi •

Origin of

term
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Coefficients of ae. These terms satisfy the differential equations

Pioi+^2 Pioi+ ^3 <Tm =Rm , O'i'di+^4 <^ioi+^3 Pioi = 'Sioi , (124)

where

-O'lOl ~ "200 [2 Ploo PoOlJ+ ^110 IPiOO '''OOI+ Pool O'lOoJ+ ^020 [2 (I'm ^wi\+ ^101 PlOO }

'^101 ~ ^200 [2 PlOO PoolJ r ^110 [Pioo ""ooi ~H Pooi •''loo] "t" ^020 [2 Cioo O'ooiJ •

The following table for R^^^, constructed like that on page 138, shows the

character of the terms entering into these expressions:

Origin of

term
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73. Existence of Periodic Orbits having the Period 2Kir.—^We have

chosen the initial conditions so that at t=0 the particle is crossing the p-axis

orthogonally. It is obvious geometrically that if at any future time it

again crosses the p-axis perpendicularly, the orbit will be a closed one and

the motion in it will be periodic. The conditions that the particle shall

cross the p-axis perpendicularly at t = T are that at this epoch p' = o-= 0.

The equations of variation have the period 2kt. Therefore we shall

choose T= Kir. Since p is an even series in r, and a- is an odd series, all the

purely periodic terms in p' and a- are sines, and consequently vanish at

T = /c7r. The terms which do not vanish must carry t as a factor. The
conditions for periodicity give us the two equations

p'(K7r)=0 = aiooa+aoio5+aooie+a2ooa^+aiioa5-f-a„2o5'+«oii5e

-l-aioia€-faoo2€*+ • •
,

a (kit) = = 6ioo a+feoio 5+&ooie+&2oo a^+&iio o-^+Ko 5^+&oii Se
(127)

where a^t: and hit are the coefficients which were computed in §72. Their

explicit values are as follows:

CtlOO^ -'^ 100 ^> ^010 ^^ -^010 "^l ^001^ -^001 '^J

7, _ 4 (2) „ J, _ J (2) ,, h — 4 <2' «
"100 ~ -^100 '^! "010 ~ -^010 "j "001 ~ -^001 ''>

„ _ /Jd'aZTi /jci) 4 (2) XT t J (2)2
~

"200 -^100 •*'lT^-^100 -^100 •*'2T^-^100 •*'3 J

h —A (l'2 ^_L A (1) A (2) 77 \ A (2)2
~

"200 -'^lOO ill 1^-^100 -'^100 i/2 l^-'llOO WS )

n —O/Jd) /Id) XTlf/jd) /l(2)l 4(2) /)(1)1 XT I 9 zj(2) /1(2) ~
"110 ^-^100 -^010 •*'1I^L-^100 -"DIG 1^-^100 -^OIOJ '*'2~r-^-'ll00 -^010 •t'3

>

I,
—O/jd) 4(1) Z"!!- /jd) 4(2)_i_4(2) 4d)i77i 9 /i(2) J (2) 77

"no ""-^ioo-'^oio4/i~L-^ioo-^oio 1-^100 ^oioJ i/2~r^-Aioo -^oio i/s j

„ _ 4 (1)2 ^ I 4 d) A<3-) ^ \ A (2)2

"020 -^010 •''lT^-^010 -^010 •''2~-^010 •('3 J

7, _ 4 (1)2 77 I 4 d) 4 (2) 77 I ^ (2)2 7/
"020 -^010 t/lT^-^010 -^010 t/2T^-^010 4/3 J

a =24"M*"F4-r7i*"^<^' -l-yl'^' /l<"l7^4-2/l<^> /1<^> ^_l_4d) ;7i4(2) 77
"101 ^-^lOO-^OO!-''! I L-^100-^O0lT^-^100-^OOlJ'*'2 r.^ -A 100-^001 "CsT^•^100*4^^-^100*5 1

a„, = 2^;iU;o\^i+[<o^^?i+<o4^;\]^+2<„^S\^+^;?o^4+<o^,
^, =2^<;'o4<i\2/i+[^^lUS\+^SUro\]?/2+2^SU^?i^+4^?oy;+^^'o^

,

^002 ~ -^001 ^l~r-'^001 -^001 •''2~r-^001 •^3"T'-^001'''4~r-^001^5 I ^6 >

6« =^^;^i^^i+^^!/i ^^?J2+-4„'^o'i jTa+A';* y,+Af„>,i,-f "^Ze ,

where

(128)

« =«'r^, «; = K7r74, ^'= -^' 2/i
=

2/« atT= /c7r. (129)
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Let us solve the first equation of (127) for e as a power series in a and 6.

We obtain

e = €ioa+eoi5+e2oa^+ena5+€o2 5^+ • • •
, (130)

where the coefficients e,j have the values

eio=-
ttioo

^0

2 I !

flooi
"

Oooi
2 2

*^(I20 ^001 <^0H '^OIO <^001 I <^002 ^^010 .— g J

Clooi

100
"•

101 "-001 n^ "'002 "'100
3

€m= — floio
,

Ctooi

, ^ ^110^001 Qpil ^100 ^001 ^101 ^010 ^001 "T"'^ ^100 ^002 ^010
,

flooi

(131)

Solving the second equation of (127) for e in terms of a and 5, we obtain

e = %a+i^5+^a''+%a5+e^52+ • • •
, (132)

where the i^ have the same expressions in the fei^t as the eu have in the ajj*

.

Upon subtracting (130) from (132), we have

= [e^— ej a+Ie^— Coi] 5+ [€^— ej a^+iei^-Cn] a5+ [€^-eo2] 5'+ • • • (133)

We must examine the coefficients of this series. The first two are

QoiO boiO -A qio U AqIO V (\ /-) Q/l\

1*001 "001 -^001 " -^001 f

"~
flioo Oioo Aioo'i^_Aioo f /->

«10— ^10-™ I, ~/|(2)i, 4<2),,~"' ^01

1*001 "001 -^001 " -^001 ''

Both of the linear terms therefore vanish.

The computation of the second degree terms is somewhat more compU-

cated. It will simplify matters somewhat if we observe that the e^ are

the same expressions in v and % as the e^* are in u and ^ . It will therefore

be sufficient to compute one and derive the other from it. On substituting

in the expression for e^o in (131) the values of the a^^ from (128), we get

flzoo flooi

"001

flioo flioi Ckxil

^3

1 r /I (1)2 A (2)2 ^1_L. i (1) A (2) /( (2)2 ^ _J_ A (2)2 A (2)2 ^A
,

r^Ts -^100 -^001 77 "1^100 ^100 -^ooi ^ ^ -^loo ^ooi ^ J

a,001

~ A
-^uoi

_ 1 r o/jd)
/I

(2) AW j(2) ii_|_/_ /l<a2J^(i) J— ^(2)3 "^-^100^100-^001 -^001^ T^ V -^100^-^001-^

Am 4(2) yl(2)2\^ _ 9 /((2)2 /j(2)2^
""-^loo-^ioo-^ooiy „. ^-^100-^001^

(2)

001

•^> n A (2)2 A <2)2
•''''

A (1) A (2) ^ (2) ^ _ A <2)2 /< (2)
^"1

— -fiinn -^inn -f^noi .. -^100 -^001 „. IW U.

dim <
(2)2 /( (2)2^

(135)

t002 gfoO L- r /I
'2)2 J (1)2 ^ _|_ i (2)2 J^d) ^(2) £2 _|_ ^(2)2 ^—3 = 'jm -A 100 ^001 ., I ^100 ^001 ^001, ~ -^100 -^

aooi -^001 L " _ ** - ^
I

A (2)2 J (1) ^ I /( (2)2 yl (2) '^ A- A (2)2 I^?+ AlOO ^001 ~ ^ ^100 ^001 ^ T^ ^100 ^ J

On forming the sum of these three expressions, there results

1 fr^d) Am ^(2) /1(1)1^^1 r>i(" 4<2)_/l(2) /Jd)"! /1(2) ^_|_ J(2)2^1
-6,0=^1 [^^00 ^001-^ioO ^OOlJ - - L^lOO ^001-^100 ^ooij^ioo^ ^^'^u\

the coefficients of x,/u, xju, and xju being identically zero.
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On changing the xj into ^ and u into v, we get — e^o • Hence

_ ^ (2) r J (1)
/J

(2) _ J (2) ^ (1) 1 r^ _ ^4 1 I ^ (212 r^ _ ^"1 1

But p - ^1 and p - ^1 vanish since

as is readily seen from (116) and (123). On referring to (122), it is also seen

that 1^* - ^1 does not vanish, but is equal to cS~~-^~\ . Hence

*20 *20

^(2)
.
-^100

M(i) ^(2) _4(2) Am-ir—
4(3)3
001 Lu vJ

(136)

Without repeating the details of the computation, we find similarly

(2) r /I (1) A (2) _ A <2) J (1)
1 I J (2) r J (1) A (2) _ /I (2) 4 (1) 1 r-— —

-"100-"-OOlJ 1-^100 L-^010-^001 -^010-^OOlJ
\
±i S'4

(2)3

001

[«n-eiij = -

€02 ^02 ~

/l(2)r^(i) AC
-'^oioL-^ioo-^oor

A (2)3 Lu vJ'
4(2) TAd) /<(2)_/«(2) Amif—

-'^oio L-^010 -^001 -^010 -^ooiJ 'C4

A (2)3
-'^001 Lu vJ

(137)

On substituting in (133) the values obtained for the coefiicients, we find

that the second degree terms in a and 5 are factorable, giving

+ V-4oio-^ooi~-4oio-4ooi} ^+ • . • .

There are therefore two solutions for 5 as power series in a.

On substituting the two solutions of (138) for 5 in (130), we find the
two corresponding values of e. We thus obtain the two solutions

(138)

5 =
A (1) A(2) _ A (2) A <i)

-^100 -^001 -^100 -^001
I

A(V) Ad) _ ^(2) ^(1) ai-
•010 -'-^001 "^010 -'^ooi

a +

e =

_ Ta(0)-«^T3(0)

a,(0)-aa,(0)

A (1) J (2) _ /» (2) A (1)

-"100 -"-010 -^100 -^010 _|_
A(\) A(%) _ J (2) ^(1) ai-

-"^010 -"^OOl -"^nin -"^nni

1

a+

-010 -"001

0^(0) -a 0^(0)
a+

a6(0)
a+

(139)

5 =
I
(2)

-"0

_ TkO)

e = —

010

J (2)

iLlOQ _.
A (2)

"•

•"001

a+
/I®

.
-"-010 s_i_

"001

02(0)

0-a+
(140)
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where a, and y^ are the quantities defined in (111), and 79(0) is the value
of dyjdr for t = 0. It was shown in (112) that ae(0) is distinct from zero,

and in (79) that a^{0) is equal to unity. Thus one solution for e begins
with the first power of a, while the other certainly does not begin before
the second, but in both solutions 5 begins with the first power of a.

74. Construction of the Solutions with the Period Ikt.—We have
proved the existence of series for p, o-, and e proceeding in powers of the

initial value of p, which we will now denote by e*. The series for p and a are

periodic in r with the period 2K7r, and since this condition holds for all values of

e sufficiently small, each coefficient separately is periodic. The series for p
is even in t, and the series for o- is odd in t. These series have the form

p=Pie+Pje'+P3e'+ • • •
,

o-= «ri 6+0-2 6^+^36'+ • • •

,
(141)

€= €16+ €26^+636'+ • • •

We shall substitute these series in equations (102) and integrate the coeffi-

cients of the powers of e in order, and determine the constants in such a

way that p and a shall be periodic and shall satisfy the initial conditions

p(0) = e, «t(0) = 0, p'(0)=0, cr'(0) = u,

where y is a constant which will be determined in the process.

On substituting the series (141) in the differential equations (102), we
find for the coeflBcients of the first power of e

Pi +62 Pi+^3 <^i
= ^001 fi

,

<^i+G, a, +e, p, = 0. (142)

By the condition of orthogonality p must be even in t and a odd in t, and

the solution complying with these conditions is

Pi = A<"a2(r)+i)"'[ra3(T)+ a,(T)]+6jaTa3(T)+ a5(T)],
|

<T, = ^'"ti (r) +i)"' [tT4 (t) +73 ir) ]+e, [ary, (r) +75 (r)],
J

where a^ (t) contains only cosines of even multiples of t, and 75 (t) contains

only sines of odd multiples of r. In order that this solution shall be

periodic it is necessary and sufficient that

Upon substituting this value of D*", the solution (143) becomes

p, = A'" o^ [(r) +ei a, (r) -a a, (r) ] = A"' a^ (r) +e, a, (r), 1

(r, = A"'7i[(T)+ei75(r)=aTa(T)]=A"'7i(T)+€i76(r).
J

It remains to impose the initial condition that Pi = 1 at r = 0, which gives

l=A'"a,+e,a,, (145)

where a^ and Og denote the values of a^ and a^ for r = 0.

*The reason for changing from a to e is that this parameter corresponds to the eccentricity in the

two-body problem.
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Coefficients of e^ . The coefficients of e^ satisfy the equations

P2 + ^2 P2+ ^3 <^2 = ^001 «2+ ^101 «1 Pi+ ^200 Pi+ ^110 Pi <^l+ ^020 O"! = -^2 ,

a'2 + ^4 <^2+ ^3 P2
=

^200 Pi+ ^110 Pi ""l+ ^020 0\ = S2 .

(146)

Every term of R^ and ^2 contains either A"', Ci , or €2 as a factor. Arranged

in this manner, we have

•K2= +A ""
[ 0200 Cl2+ ^110 O-i 71+ ^020 Tl ]

+A'"ei [ 20200 0.2 tte+^iio (Ti 0-6+ f^a To) +20o2o 7i Te+^ioi ^2 ]

+ «i [ ^200 «i6+ ^110 «6 Te+ ^020 Te + ^loi <*6 ]

+ C2[^00l]>

'^2 = +A '"^
[ 0200 0-2+ ^110 a2 Tl+ ^020 Tl ]

+A'"ci [2^0200 «2 a6+0iio(Ti a6+ a2 T6)+20o2o Ti To

]

+ «! [^200*^6+ ^110^6 T6+ ^020 Te]-

In order to understand the character of the solution of equations (146), we
must examine the character of R2 and S2 . The coefficient of A™"* in both R2

and Si is homogeneous of the second degree in Oj and y^ . Its expansion there-

fore involves terms carrying 2Xt and terms independent of Xt. By §30, the

solution for the terms in 2Xt is periodic. The terms independent of Xt are

cosines of even multiples of r in i?2 , and sines of odd multiples of t in S^.

These terms have the same character as those in the coefficients of el and 62

,

and will be considered under the discussion of those terms.

The coefficients of A^^^e^ in both R2 and ^2 are homogeneous of the

first degree in aj and y^ , all terms of which carry the first multiple of Xt.

By Theorem IV, §71, the expression for pj will carry the term Tai(T), and
for 0-2, the term ryiir). Non-periodic terms of this character do not arise

elsewhere in the solution. Hence, in order to avoid them, we must take

either A"' = or ej = 0. If we choose A'" = 0, then, by (145), ei is determined
and has the value €i

= l/a^, thus agreeing with the first solution (139) of

the existence proof. But if we choose ei = 0, so that by (145) A'" = 1/a^,

we are in agreement with the second solution (140) of the existence proof.

We wiU commence by developing the first solution, in which

A"' = 0, 6,= J^-

FIRST SOLUTION.

Since A*" = 0, all terms in R^ and S^ which carry Xt, or any multiple of

Xt, vanish. There remain

^2 = e! [0200 ctg+ 0110 ttfi To+ ^020 Te+ ^101 ctfi]+ €2 ^101 , 1 ,..,,.

S2 = el [0200 al+ 0110 ttg 7o+ 0o2o 7^]

.

J
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We have also

Oe tte as ^ ^

It follows from (147) that R^ contains only cosines of even multiples of
T, and Si contains only sines of odd multiples of t. Since pj is an even
function of t and o-^ is an odd function of r, the solution is

In this solution the terms are grouped according to their origin. The
first two terms are the complementary function. The third arises from
the terms carrying e\ as a factor. The fourth arises from the terms having e^

as a factor, a,_^ is a constant depending upon the coefficients of ef in the

differential equations, and 05(7) and 75(7) are the same functions as in

the coefficient of the first power of e, % (r) and fa (t) are periodic functions

of r with the period 2r, and so constituted that %{t) contains only cosines

of even multiples of r, and fa (t) contains only sines of odd multiples of t.

In order that pj and a-^ shall be periodic we must have

which makes

p2 =A "' Oj (t)+ €2 Oe (t)+ 172 (t) - a^ 04 (t)
,

<r, = A''' 7i(t)+€2 7,(T)+^,{T)-a, 73(r).
(150)

In order that we may satisfy the initial conditions, we must have Pa = at

T = 0, which determines e^ by the equation

62
= a^ai— Vi—A a.j,

as

It is obvious that A^ , which so far is arbitrary, must be zero, for in the

coefficient of ^ it will give rise to terms involving the first multiple of Xt.

All such terms will carry J.'^* as a factor; hence to avoid non-periodic

terms of this character, we choose A® = 0. Anticipating this step, we have

(151)

so that P2 contains only cosines of even multiples of t, and o-j contains only

sines of odd multiples of r.

It only remains to show that this process of integration can be carried

on indefinitely. On assuming that up to and including p,_i and o-j-i every

Pj and <Tj is periodic with the period 27r, and that the pj contain only cosines

of even multiples of t and the a-j only sines of odd multiples of t, except that
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Pi_i contains the term ^"""ajCr) and o-i-i contains the term A"""7i(t), it

will be shown that the same conditions wiU obtain for the next succeeding

step. For pt and 0-4 we have, from the differential equations (102),

Pi +^2Pi+ ^3<''l = ^001 €l+-4 [2^200 Pia2+ ^llo(PlTi+ 0'l<^2)

+2^020 o'iTi+^101 eia2]+*«

,

(T'!+ e^ai+e,Pi= A"-"[2^ooPia2+'9^io(PiTi+ o-ia2)+20^o«^iTi]+^i- .

(152)

From the properties of the differential equations it is readily seen that

$4 contains only known terms all of which are cosines of even multiples

of T, and that "^j contains only known terms all of which are sines of odd
multiples of r. The coefficients of A"~" are homogeneous of the first degree

in a^ and y^, and consequently each term involves a first multiple of Xr.

They give rise to non-periodic terms of the form 701(7) and Tj^ir) in the

solution. They carry A"~" as a factor, and since terms of this type arise

nowhere else, we can make them disappear only by putting A"~" = 0. The
solution for (152) then has the form

p, =A"'a,(r)+D™[Ta3(r)+ a»]-|-h,(T)+a,Ta3(T)]+6ja,(r)-|-ar a3(r)],

j

a, = A'\,{t) +D''>[Ty,{r)+ y,{r)]+ [Ur)+a,Ty,{T)] +ely,iT) -\-ar y,ir)],
J

where r]^(T) and fj(r) are periodic with the period 27r, and where by
Theorem II, §71, r|^(T) contains only cosines of even multiples of t, and f/'^)

contains only sines of odd multiples of t.

In order that p, and o-^ shall be periodic it is necessary and sufficient

that

D'^=-a-ae„
which makes

A =A "' a^ (r)+ 774 (t) - a^ a^ (r)+ e^ a, (t)
,

<r, = A"'Ti(r)+ ?,(T)-a,73(T)+6,Te(r).
(« .^, .(154)

From the initial conditions we must have p, = at t = 0, which determines

€j by the equation

'*" ~^.

Thus the constants are uniquely determined. The p, and o-j have the
properties assumed for those having smaller subscripts, and the process of

integration can be continued indefinitely. Every J."' is zero. Since no
terms involving the Xt enter, the solution has the period 27r, and the
orbits represented belong to the class of generating orbits with which we
started. In other words, we set out with a generating orbit for which the
initial distance was, let us say, r^ , and we have found another generating
orbit for which the initial distance is ro+e (e arbitrary). There is nothing
surprising in this, for Vf, is a function of an arbitrary constant j8.
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Let US suppose we had started with a definite value of /3, for example
^0, which gives a definite generating orbit with a definite initial distance ^o.

Let us seek now the generating orbit for which the initial distance is ro+e.
If e is sufficiently small we can evidently give an increment e to /3o , which
will increase r^ by the amount e. We have

Expanding the right member of the second equation in powers of e, we have

which gives, by inversion, a series of the form

e = Cie+C2e-+ • • •
•

Then, by substituting /3 = ;8o+Cie+C2e^+ • • in the generating orbit and
arranging the solutions as a power series in e, we obtain the orbit in which

the initial distance is r^+e. As these are the same conditions that were

imposed when we sought new orbits through the equations of variation, it

was to have been expected that one of the class of generating orbits would

satisfy them.

SECOND SOLUTION.

We return now to equation (146), and continue with the second solu-

tion, in which e^ = and A"' = 1/cLj . From (82) it is seen that a^ = a^{0) = l,

and therefore A"' = 1. Hence in the second solution

Pi = ai(r), o-i = Ti(7-). (155)

On using these values of A^" and e^ , R^ and S^ of (146) become

R2 = [^200 ^2+^110 OaTi + ^020 Ti] +^2^001 > I

dSe)
^2 = [^200 «2+ ^110 '''2T1 + ^020 Tl] •

J

All of the terms in these expressions except €2^001 are of the second

degree in a^ and Ti . Therefore they involve only terms carrying 2Xt and

terms independent of Xr, and ^ooi is independent of Ar. In the solutions

the terms depending upon 2Xt are periodic. As for the terms independent

of X, Ri contains only cosines of even multiples of r, and S^ contains only

sines of odd multiples of r. These terms give rise to non-periodic terms in

the solution, which has the form

+ [Vi (r) +a2Ta3(T)] +€2 [a, (t) +0x03 (t)].

a, = A'^'ti (t) +D'''[Ty, (r) +T3 M] +^P, (X, r)

+ [Ur)+ci,Tj,{T)]+ e,[y,{T)+aTy,iT)], J

(157)

where tp^CK, r) and ^p,(\, t) are the periodic terms involving X; 772 and fj

are the periodic terms with the period 27r; a, is the constant belonging to

the non-periodic part; and the coefficients of e^ are the solutions depending
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on the coefficient of e^ in the differential equations. In order that this

solution shall be periodic, it is necessary that

D®= — ttj— aej

,

which reduces p^ and a^ to

To satisfy the initial conditions we must have P2(0)=0. Hence,

since 02(0) = 1, A"" is defined by

where e^ is a constant which is determined by the periodicity condition on

the coefficient of e^

Coefficients of e\ The coefficients of the third degree terms are defined by

Ps+e,p,+e,a, = R,

,

<r'+e,(T,+d, p,=s„ (159)

where

R3 = ^001 €3 + ^101 e2Pi+ 2^200 PlP2+ 0ilo[o'2Pi+ O'lP2] +2^020 "'lO's + ^300 Pi

+ 0210 P?O-i+ ^120 O'lPi+ ^OSO O'l J

Ss= +2 0200 P1P2 + ^110 [0'2Pl+ 0'lP2]+2 0020 ""l ^^2 + ^300 Pi

+ 0210 Pi O'l +^120 '''iPl +0030 Cl •

In classifying the terms which belong to the expansion of R3 and S3

,

we bear in mind that

1. The diji in R^ involve only cosines of even multiples of t, except those

which are coefficients of odd powers of a (i. e., where j is odd), and

these involve only sines of odd jnultiples. The opposite is the case in

the dijTo of S3. If j is even, the 00* involve only sines of odd multiples

of T . If j is odd, the 00* involve only cosines of even multiples.

2. The terms independent of \ involve only cosines of even multiples of t

in the expressions for p^ and p^ , and only sines of odd multiples of t in

the expressions for cr^ and a^

.

It is seen, then, that in those terms of R3 which are independent of X

only cosines of even multiples of r enter ; and in those terms of S3 which

are independent of X only sines of odd multiples enter. In the process

of integration, therefore, two types of non-periodic terms arise. First,

those coming from the terms which involve the first multiple of Xt, and

secondly, those coming from the terms which are independent of X. It is

important, therefore, to separate the various terms into three classes, (a) terms

independent of X, (6) terms involving first multiple of Xt only, (c) terms

involving multiples of Xt higher than the first.
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We rewrite, then, the differential equations (159) in the form

P3'+02 Ps+e, <T, = 0001 e,+ej, (X, r) +/, (X, r) +f, (r) +/, {k\, t),
|

<^3 +^4 0-3+^3 P3
= ^ gi{\ r) +g2 (X, r) +g, (t) -{-g, (kX, t),

J
^

where

fi{\ t) =^ioia2+202ooa6a2+Ma276+Tia6]+29o2oTiT6

;

9i{\t)= 2 020006^2+ ^iio[a2T6+TioJ+2 ^020 TiTe •

The /i and gTi terms are homogeneous of the first degree in a^ and y^ , and
consequently involve only terms which carry the first multiple of Xt; they

are considered separately from other terms of the same character, because

they carry the undetermined constant e^ as a factor. The solution for these

terms has the form

p = Fi(X, T)+&iTai(T), <r= G,{\, T)+fciTT2(r),

where F^ and G^ are periodic and involve only terms carrying the first

multiple of Xt; b^ is a constant depending upon f^ and g^ , and is distinct

from zero.

The /2(X, t) and gj<}^, t) have the same properties as /i and g^ . They

are considered separately, since they do not carry €2 in their coefficients.

Their solutions may be written

p = F^{\, T)+&2Tai(T), <r^G^(X, r)+62r72W;

where F^ and G^ are periodic.

The /s (r) and g^ (t) are independent of X, and /j carries only cosines of

even multiples of t, while g^ carries only sines of odd multiples of t. The

solution for these terms has the form

p = F, (t) -\-b,Ta,{T), a = G, (r) +hTy,{T),

where F3 and G^ are periodic.

The fi {k\, t) and gr, (kX, t) involve only terms which carry multiples

of Xt higher than the first. The solution for these terms is periodic and

may be written

P = F^(k\,t), a = Gi{K\,T).

The complete solution is therefore

p^ = A''\(T)+D''"[Ta,(T)+ a,(T)]+e,[a,{T)+ aTa,iT)]+e,[F,{X,T)+ b,Ta,iT)]

+ [F,i\ T)+hTa,{T)]+ [F,{T)+hTa,{T)]+F,iK\, t),

ff^ = A'''y,iT)+D'''[Ty,iT)+ys(r)]+edy,(T)+aTy,{T)]+e,[G,{X,T)+b,TXSr)]

+ [Q^ (X, t)+ &2 T2 (r)]+ [G, (t)+ b,Ty, (t)]+ G^U\ r)

.

AU the functions a^r), 7i(r), i^i(r), and (?,(t) are periodic. In order that

P3 and 0-3 shall be periodic, it is necessary and sufficient that the coefficient

of To^ir) and tt4(t), and the coefficient of ra^ir) and ttsCt) be zero; whence

&2
Z)'"=-&3-ae3, ^^~bi'
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Consequently the value of e^ is determined. In order to satisfy the initial

conditions, we must have p,=0 at t = 0, which determines A'"' by the

equation

^'^' = 63 a,(0)-€3 a,(0) +| i?',(0)-/^,(0)-i^3(0)-i^4(0) .

Thus all the constants are determined except 63 , and the solution is

P3 = A''' a,{T)-ha,{T)+eMr)-f^ F,{\ t)+F,(K, T)+F,ir)+F,{K\, r),

(73 = A'^> Tx(t) - 6373(r) +e37e(T) - | (?i (X, r) +(?,(X, r) +G,{t)+GM, r).

The constant €3 will be determined in satisfying the periodicity con-

dition for the coefficients of e\ It is obvious that this process of integra-

tion can be continued indefinitely. The p^ and 0-3 have the same properties

that had been found for p, and pj. It is evident from the properties of

the differential equations that these properties persist for p^ and 0-4, and

so on indefinitely. The coefficient for c^-i , in so far as it carries the first

multiple of Xr, is always the same as for e^ . Therefore the arbitrary constant

Ci_i can always be determined so as to avoid non-periodic terms of the t3T)e

rai(T) and ry^ir). The constant D"' of integration can always be deter-

mined so as to destroy non-periodic terms of the type ragir) and Tji^r).

The constant A"' can always be determined so as to satisfy the initial

conditions. The analysis of the types of terms entering is the same as for

the subscript 3.

We have, therefore, a periodic solution with the period 2 kit which does

not belong to the class of generating orbits from which we set out, for the

particle makes many revolutions before its orbit re-enters.

After substituting the value of r in the equation

dv ^ c^

dr f

and integrating, the solution contains five arbitrary (except for the restriction

that X shall be rational) constants corresponding to the mean distance, the

eccentricity, the inclination, the longitude of the node, and the epoch. One
more, a constant corresponding to the longitude of the perihelion, is necessary

for a general solution of the differential equations. The periodic orbits

developed here are special in that they are all symmetrical with respect to

the equatorial plane of the oblate spheroid.



Chapter V.

OSCILLATING SATELLITES ABOUT THE STRAIGHT-
LINE EQUILIBRIUM POINTS.

FIRST METHOD.*

75. Statement of Problem.—Lagrange has shown! that if any two
finite spherical bodies revolve about their common center of mass in circles,

then there are three points in the line of these masses such that, if infini-

tesimal bodies be placed at them and projected so as to be instantaneously

fixed relatively to the revolving system, they will always remain fixed rela-

tively to the revolving system. There are also coUinear solutions in which

only the ratios of the mutual distances of the three masses remain constant,

but in this chapter we shall consider only the case in which the distances

themselves are constant. In Chapter VII the more general case will be

treated. The three positions which the infinitesimal body may occupy are

separated by the finite bodies; i. e., starting from minus infinity, the order

is an equilibrium point, a finite body, an equilibrium point, the second finite

body, and the third equilibrium point. It is not necessary that one of the

three masses shall be infinitesimal, but we shall limit ourselves at present

to this case. In Chapter VIII it will be shown that the problem can be

generalized to n masses. There are also solutions in which the bodies lie

at the vertices of an equilateral triangle, and the oscillations about these

points will be treated by Dr. Buck in Chapter IX.

If the sun, earth, and moon were so placed as to satisfy the conditions

for a straight-line solution, and if the earth were between the sun and moon,

then, as Laplace first pointed out, the moon would always be full, and either

the sun or the moon would always be above the horizon of every observer.

But these conditions would not be preserved unless the moon were in a

position of stable equilibrium. If the position were one of complete stability

and the moon were slightly disturbed from it, then it would perpetually

oscillate about the point of equilibrium; if the position were one of complete

instabiUty, a slight disturbance of the moon would cause it to depart widely

from the point of equilibrium. In the intermediate case of incomplete

stability and also incomplete instability, the moon would either oscillate

about the point of equilibrium, at least for some time, or it would speedily

*Read before the American Mathematical Society, June 28, 1900; abstract in BvUetin of the American

Malhermtical Society, vol. VII (1900), p. 12. The second method is givan in Chap VI.

tiange's Collected Works, vol. VI, pp. 229-324; Tisserand's Mecamque CiUste, vol. I, Chap. 8;

Moulton's Introduction to Celestial Mechanics, Chap. 7. 151
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depart from it, according to the character of the disturbance. If it is given

such an initial displacement that it revolves in the vicinity of the point of

equilibrium in an orbit closed relatively to the moving system, it is called an

oscillating satellite; for, as seen from the earth, it oscillates in the neighbor-

hood of the equilibrium point in an apparently closed orbit. We shall consider

here the motion of infinitesimal satellites oscillating in the vicinity of each

of the three collinear points of equilibrium.

The literature of oscillating satellites is quite extensive, but in most

of the papers the differential equations have been hmited to their linear

terms. In the discussion of the stability of a solution, it maybe justifiable

to neglect aU except the linear terms when the differential equations are

infinite power series; but with these restrictions, which are inadmissible in

a treatment aiming at rigor, it is not possible to determine whether or not

periodic solutions exist. Poincare made a few remarks* upon this subject,

relating his methods to the equations of Hill, which lack the parallactic

terms. Burrau discovered several orbits in a special case from successive

trial computations by mechanical quadratures. f Perchot and Mascart
treated the special case in which the finite masses are equal. J Sir George

Darwin found examples of these orbits about two of the points of equilib-

rium in his celebrated memoir on Periodic Orbits.
|| His methods, like those

of Burrau, were purely numerical. Under the assumption that the orbits

exist, Plummer gave a convenient literal development of expressions for the

coordinates. § His method is simple, but apparently it is not easily extens-

ible to most of the more complicated cases. All of the writers mentioned
have treated the problem only in the plane of motion of the finite masses.

It would be practically impossible to discover three-dimensional orbits by
numerical processes, but there would be no difficulty in applying Plummer's
method to infinitesimal satellites oscillating in three dimensions when the

finite bodies describe circular orbits.

76. The Differential Equations of Motion.—Let us take the origin at

the center of gravity of the system and refer the motion of the infinitesimal

body to a set of axes, |, 17, f . We wiU choose the ^ and rj-axes in the plane

of motion of the finite bodies, and suppose that they rotate in the direction

of motion of the system, with the same angular velocity. The initial position

of the axes will be determined so that the finite bodies continually lie on
the ^-axis. The distance between the finite bodies will be taken as the

unit of length, the sum of the masses as the unit of mass, and the unit of

time will be chosen so that the Gaussian constant is unity. Let the masses

*Les MUhodes Nouvelles de la Mecanique Celeste, vol. I (1892), p. 159.

^Aslronomische Nachrichten, Nos. 3230, 3251 (1894).

tBulletin Astrimomique, vol. XII (1895), p. 329. Apparently their work is vitiated by an error in estab-
lishing the existence of the solutions, and their construction fails where they stopped.

\\Acta Mathemalica, vol. XXI (1897), p. 99.

^Monthly Notices, Royal Astronomical Society, vol. LXIII (1903), p. 436, and vol. LXIV (1903), p. 98.
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of the finite bodies be 1-^ and m- The units have been chosen so that
the angular velocity of revolution is unity. The differential equations of
motion of the infinitesimal body are then*

de dt d^' df "^^ dt~ dv' df d^

(1)

Necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution in which the infini-
tesimal body is at rest relatively to the finite masses are

d^ dr, af "• (2)

The second and third of these equations are satisfied by T; = f = 0, what-
ever ^ may be. The first equation has three solutions:! (a) one between
+ 00 and the finite mass fx, (6) one between /x and 1-n, and (c) one between
I— fx and — 00

.

(C)
--H ^.i^--..Jo

(b) JU (a) I

Fia. 2.

These three solutions are the real positive roots of the quintic equations

(a) r^+(3-M)r*+( 3-2fi)rl-^^rl-2^r,-ui = 0,

(6) rl-i3-n)rt+( 3-2^)rl-^rl+2^xr,-,x = 0, (3)

(c) p'-(7+/i)p^+(19+6M)p'-(24+13M)p^-f(12+14M)p-7M = 0,

where p = 2 — 7-2, and where r^ is the distance from fx to the equilibrium

point. The real positive solutions of (3) are respectively

(a)

(6)

(c)

<'=(f)^-Kfy-Kfy
„(0) _ 9 _ 2. ,, _ 23 X 7 2

(4)

*Moulton's Introditction to Celestial Mechanics, p. 185.

fSee Tntroduclion to Celestial Mechanics, Art. 121, and especially Charlier'a Die Mechanik des Himmels,

vol. II, pp. 102-111, for a detailed discussion.
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Suppose the coordinates of (a), (6), or (c) are ?=^o> '7=0> ?=0; the value

of ^0 depending upon which point is in question. It will not be necessary

to distinguish among them except in numerical computation. Now give the

infinitesimal body a small displacement from one of these points, and a

small velocity with respect to the finite masses such that

-dt=^+ 'dt' Tt^^-^IT' dt-^^lt'

The differential equations (1) are transformed by these relations into

d-x' _^dy' _dU _,p ( , ,2 /2N

d'y' ,^dx'_dU_
, p ( , n 2/2^

^ = +Z = §=z'PAx',y'^,z'r,

(5)

(6)

r^ = Vi^o+x'+,xy+y"+z", r, = V(|o- 1+ x'+nY+y'^+z",

where P^, P^, and P^ are power series in x', y'^, and z'^.

77. Regions of Convergence of the Series Pi, Pa, P3.—It follows from

the form of U in equations (6) that P^,P^, and P3 converge for the common
region of convergence of the expansions of l/r^ and l/r^ . We are consider-

ing only real values of x', y' , and z', and consequently the conditions for

the convergence of the expansions of l/r^ and l/r^ as power series in x', y'

,

and z' are respectively

_. 2x' x"+y"+z"
1 .,

. 2x' x"+y"+z" ..
(7)

The surfaces which bound the regions of convergence of the expansions are

obtained by replacing these inequalities by equalities. For the convergence

of the expansion of l/r^ , the equations of the bounding surfaces are

x''+y''+z''+2{^,+^)x'+{^,+tiy = 0, ]

x''+y''+z'^+2(,^,+^)x'-{^,+l,y = 0.
J

^^

The first is the equation of the point occupied by the finite body 1 — ju.

The second is the equation of a sphere whose center is at 1— m and whose
radius is V2(^o+m)^- 'The convergence of the expansion of l/r-i holds

for the space between the point and this sphere.
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The equations of corresponding surfaces for the expansion of l/r^ are

These are respectively the equations of the point occupied by the mass

M and of a sphere whose center is at ix and whose radius is v'2(^o— 1+m)^-
The convergence of the expansion of \/r^ holds for all points within this

sphere except the center.

The distances from 1— m and m to the point (a) are respectively ^o+M
and ^0— l+M- The radii of the spheres which have been defined in (8) and

(9) are V2 times these distances. Since V2 (Io+m)
— 1> V2 (?o— 1+m), the

sphere around 1 — m as a center is entirely outside of the one around ^ as a

center. Consequently, the series Pj , P^, and Pg converge in the case of the

transformation to the point (a) for all points within the sphere whose center is

at ju and whose radius is V2 (?o+m); except the point m itself.

The distances from 1 -/^ and ^ to the point (6) are ^o+m and VC^o— 1+m)^-
The radii of the two spheres are V2 times these distances, and hence they

both include the point (6) in their interiors. In this case the two spheres

intersect unless jx is small, when one will be entirely within the other.

The distances from 1 — m and ^ to the point (c) are — ^o~M and 1 — ^^—ix.

Since V2 (1 — ^o~m) — 1> v^ ( ~?o ~ m)> the sphere around /i as a center

includes in its interior the one around 1—m as a center. The latter includes

(c) in its interior, and everywhere within it, except at 1 — M; the series Pj

,

Pa, and P3 converge.

78. Introduction of the Parameters e and b .—Let us now make the

transformations

x' = xe', y' = ye', z' = ze' (eVO), t-U={l+ b)T, (10)

where e' and 5 are constant, but at present undetermined, parameters.

Then equations (6) become

1^ -2(1+5)^ = (l+ 5)^P,(x, y\ z')

^=(l+ 5)nX,+Z,e'+ • • +Z„(eT-^+ • • •],

(11)
p,-{-2{\+ b)^ ={\+ byyP,{x, y\ z')

''

= (l+ 5r[F,+ F,e'+ • • • +F„(6'r^+ • • •],

|| = {\-\-hrZ ={\-^bYzPlx, t, z')

={i+bnz,+z,.'+ +^„(6T-^+ • • •].

where X„ , F„ , Z„ are homogeneous functions of x, y, and z of degree n.

These differential equations are valid for all values of x, y, z, and e' satis-

fying the conditions for convergence which have been developed.
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We shall now generalize the parameter e' (see §13) by replacing it

everywhere by e, where e may have the value zero or any value in its

neighborhood. When ej^e', the differential equations belong to a purely

mathematical problem; but when e = €' they belong to the physical problem.

Since the value of e' has not been specified except that it is distinct from

zero, the generalization may appear trivial, but the same method can be

used where the parameter corresponding to e' does not have this arbitrary

character, and where the device is of the highest importance. We have

therefore to consider the differential equations

^ _ 2(1+ 5) ^=(l+ 5)nXi+X,e+ • • • +X„€-'+ • • •

],

(12)^ + 2(1+6)^= (l+ 5)nF, + F,6+ • • +F„c"-'+ • • •],

^= {l+ bfZ ={l+bnZ,+Z,e-\- +Z„e"-'+ • • •]•

79. Jacobi's Integral.—Equations (1) admit the integral

(i)'+(l)'+(l)'-^-^.
where C is the constant of integration. This integral was first given by
Jacobi in Comptes Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences de Paris, vol. Ill, p. 59.

For equations (12) there is the corresponding integral

(l)"+(sf)"+(l)*-2(l+«'^-<^, (13)

where U is now a power series in e.

80. The Symmetry Theorem.—Let us consider the solution of equations

(12) and suppose that at r = we have

_ rf^_ dz _ ^ _dx _f.

that is, that the infinitesimal body crosses the a;-axis perpendicularly at

T = 0. The solution will have the form

x=SAr), y=MT), z=f,(T),

Tr-^'^^^' Tr-^'^^^' Tr=^'^''^'

Now transform equations (12) by the substitution

x=-]rx', y=-y', z=-z', t=-t',

dx^_dx^ dy^.dy^ dz ^ . dz'

dr dr'' dr ^ dr'' dr '^ dr''
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The equations in the new variables are precisely the same as in the old;

consequently, if the values of the dependent variables at t' = are

x-c„ ^^,-c„ ^-c„ y-Z--^=0,

the solution is

x'=Mt'), y'=Ur'), z'=Ut'),

^=f[ir), %=niz'), %=ar').

Now it follows from the relations between the two sets of variables that

Ur) = +/i(r') = +U-r), f[{r) = -J[{t') = -f[{-r),

Ur) = -/,(/) = -U-T), f,{T) = +/^(r') = +f',{-T),

Ur)=-UT')=-U-T), /3(r) = +/3(t') = +/3(-T).

Therefore, if the infinitesimal body is projected perpendicularly from the

X-axis, I hen z, dy/dr, and dz/dr are even functions of r, and dx/dr, y,

and 2 are odd functions of r; that is, the orbit is geometrically symmetrical

with respect to the x-axis, and it is symmetrical in t with respect to the

time of crossing.

81. Outline of Steps for Proving the Existence of Periodic Solutions

of Equations (12).—In (12) we put 6 = 6 = and find the general solutions

of the resulting equations. For special values of the constants of inte-

gration there are periodic solutions. Then we change the initial values

of the dependent variables by small amounts and take 5 5^0, e?^0. The

equations are integrated as power series in 5 and e and in the increments

to the initial values of the dependent variables. By §11, these parameters

can be taken so small in numerical value that the solutions will converge

for all T in any preassigned range, and in particular for the periods of

the periodic solutions obtained when e = 0.

After having formed the solutions as power series in the parameters,

the conditions are imposed that the solutions shall be periodic with the

same period in T(not in t) as the generating solutions have for e = 0. These

conditions are that the orbit shall re-enter at the end of the period; or, in

the case of the symmetrical orbits, that they shall cross the x-axis perpen-

dicularly at the half period. These periodicity conditions are relations

imposed upon the initial values of the dependent variables and upon 5.

It is shown that these conditions can be satisfied by expressing 5 and the

initial values of the dependent variables as power series in e, and these

series converge for the modulus of e sufficiently small.
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82. General Solutions of Equations (12) for 5 = e = 0.—On referring

to equations (1) and the succeeding transformations, we find that equations

(12), for 5 = e = 0, become explicitly*

where

^-Z --Az

(14)

The third equation of (14) is independent of the first two, and its

general solution is

z = c^cosVAT-\-C2sinVAT, (16)

where c^ and c^ are the constants of integration.

The first two equations of (14) are linear and homogeneous, and they

have constant coefficients. To find their solution, let

x^Ke'^ y = Le^\ (17)

where K and L are constants. The conditions that these expressions shall

identically satisfy (14) are

[V-(l+2^)]ii:-2XL = 0, 2X7*:+[X^-(1-A)]L = 0. (18)

In order that these equations may have a solution for K and L other than

the trivial one K—L = 0, we must impose the condition

X^-(1+2A), -2X
A=

+2X, \'-{l-A)
= V+(2-4)X^+(l-4)(l+2A) = 0. (19)

We shall now discuss the roots of this biquadratic equation in X. Its

discriminant is

D=(2-A)=-4(l-A)(l+2^) = (94-8)A. (20)

We shall show that 1—A is negative for each of the points (a), (6), and (c)

for all values of /xf; ^^^ therefore that D is positive. From (15) we have

l-A=l-^-^3=(l-M)[l-^]+M[l-;i]- (21)

At the points (a), (6), and (c) we have

dx dn dx drt dx ' ^ ^

*See also Introduction to Celestial Mechanics, and Charlier's Mechanik des Himmels, vol. II, pp. 117-137.

fFirst proved for all fi by H. C. Plummer, Monthly Notices of Royal Astronomical Society, vol. LXII (1901).
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It is found from the definition of U in (1) that

f = (l-)(^-.^)' fMr.-^^ (23)

For the point (a) the relation between < and rf is rf = l+r<°', and therefore

drT _ drf'2
dx dx

Hence, equations (22) and (23) give for this point

Therefore, since the first two factors are positive while the third is negative,
(21) becomes, for the equilibrium point (a),

1-A = (1-m)(1-^)(i-^^)<0. (24)

Similarly, since only the second factor in the expression for 1-A is

negative, for the point (&) we find

drf^^_drf dU dU
dx dx '

drf'
~ a<'

».(0)_1 _„(0)
' 1 •* ' 2 > a ™ ~ fi„ ' a -,(0) — -I „(0)

(l-/x)(r-r-,4) =l^(C-^^)' 1-^ = (1-m)(i-^) (i+^) <0.

For the point (c) we have the corresponding equations

rfy=-i+rT, ^-^i-f. dU__dU

(25)

ax dx a<' ar!
(0) — — ;j^(0)

(26)

(l-M)(rr-^) = -M(C-^)' l_^=;,(l--i)(l-|).

Then 1—A is negative because the third factor alone is negative.

Since 1 —A is negative in every case for O^m^O-5, it follows that two

of the roots of (19) are real and equal numerically but opposite in sign,

and that the other two are conjugate pure imaginaries. Let the real roots

be ±p and the imaginary +<rV— l. For each of these roots there is a

particular solution (17), and the general solution is

where, from (18),

(27)

2a
^^'~^ ^

' K,

The constants m and n are defined by these equations.

(28)
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83. Periodic Solutions when 5 = e = 0.—The general solution of equations

(14) is contained in equations (16) and (27). One periodic solution is

x = y = 0, 2 = Ci cos \/Zt+C2 sin \/Zt,

the period of this solution being 27r/\/J. The constants q and Cj, and

the to on which r depends, are not independent. We shall suppose t^ is

taken so that c^ = 0, Cj = c/Va. Then one of the periodic generating

solutions which we have to consider is

x = y = 0, z=^sinVAT. (29)

These will be called Orbits of Class A.

Another periodic solution of the differential equations (14) is

x = K,e''^~''+K,e-'"'-'', y = n^^=^{K,e'''^-''-K, e-"^''), 2 = 0.

If the initial conditions are real, as we suppose, then K^ and K2 are conjugate

complex quantities. We shall suppose ^0 is chosen so that the imaginary

part of Ki and K^ is zero. Let a/2 represent their real part. Then we
have, as the second periodic generating solution,

x = acoso-T, y= —nasmcTT, z = 0, (30)

the period being 27r/o-. These will be called Orbits of Class B.

A third periodic solution will exist if a and Va^ are commensurable.

We shall first prove the possibility of their being commensurable. The
condition for commensurability is a/VA=p/q, where p and q are positive

integers. Since aV — i satisfies (19), we have from this relation

^A'-{2-A)A^ + {l-A){l+2A) = 0.

The solution of this quadratic equation for A is found to be

-V'^-1+ o_qP 2

<^^)(f-0
In order to establish the possibiUty of the commensurability of «r and VJ, it

is sufficient to show that p and q can be assigned such positive integral

values that the A defined in (31) shall have a value equal to that obtained

from (15) for some m between and 0.5.

It is to be observed first that the solutions of (3) are continuous func-

tions of M, and consequently A, as defined by (15), is a continuous function

of IX. Therefore, if there are positive integral values of p and q such that

the A defined by (31) lies in the range of values of A as defined by (15), there

are infinitely many values of m for which a and VZ are commensurable.
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On taking the upper sign in (31), we find that in order that A may be
real and positive we must have 1 <pyg^<9/8. For values of p and q satis-

fying these inequahties, A lies between +00 and 8/5. On taking the lower

sign in (31), we must have 0<pyq^ < 9/8 in order that A may be real and
positive. The values of A for these limits are unity and 8/5. Equation

(31) takes the indeterminate form 0-^0 for p = q, but it is easily found

that the corresponding value of A is unity. For 0<p^/q^<l, the value of

A, defined by (31) with the lower sign, is less than unity. On taking both

the upper and lower signs, it follows that A takes values in every finite

interval from 1 to 00 as p'^/q' goes over all rational fractions from to 9/8.

It was proved in the preceding article that 1—A<0 for each one of

the three solution points (a), (b), and (c). Therefore for these points and

0^/x<0.5, we have A>1. Consequently, there are infinitely many values

of fi between and 0.5, such that a and VA are commensurable. When
the commensurability relation is satisfied we have the periodic solution

z = Cj^ cos\/Tt+C2 sinVZr.

We can choose to so that c^ = 0, and let a represent twice the real part of K^

and K^ , and b twice the imaginary part of —K^ and K^ . Then this solution

becomes

x^acoso-T+fesino-T, ?/ = na sino-T+n6 cos o-r, z= —^ sin VAt. (32)

The period of this solution is P = 2Tp/a = 2wq/VA. In this period x and

y make p complete oscillations, and z makes q complete oscillations. These

will be called Orbits of Class C.

84. Normal Form for the Differential Equations.—We are about to

prove that when e?^0 the initial values of x, y, z, and their derivatives

can be so determined, depending on e, that periodic solutions having the

periods of (29) and (30) exist for all values of e sufl[iciently small, and reduce

to these solutions for e = 0. In this discussion it is convenient to have the

differential equations in a normal form, and it is necessary to compute the

first terms of the solutions as power series in 5, e, and the increments to

the initial values of the dependent variables.

The linear terms of (12) are found by (14) to be

Pl-2{l+d)^-{l+ 8y{l+2A)x = 0,
dr" dr

f^ +2(1+ 5)^ -(l+ 5)^(l-A)2/ = 0,
dr^ dr

fl +(1+ 5)^2 = 0.
d-r
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The general solution of the first two of these equations is

Therefore we see that the transformation

^ = (r(l+ 5)V:=T(Wi-wJ+p(l+ 5)(M3-wJ,
rfr

y = w\^^^ (Wi- W2) +^ (^3-wj

,

ar

changes (12) into

dih, r,^r.\:u -m(l+ 5)[]e (1+5)1 \e
-^+cr(l+ fijiW2- 2(^^_^p)V^ri 2{mp+ na)'

^-p(l+ 5)W3- 2(m(r-np) +2(mp + n(r)'

^ + p(l+6)w,- 2(m<T-wp) +2(mp + wcr)'

^+ (1+ 5)^^2 =(1+6)^35x26+ 1 (l+6)^C[-4a;^2+?/^2!+z^]e^+ • •

,

where

[ ]
= i5[-2a;^+2/^+2=']+2C[2x'-3a;^''-3x2^]€+ • • •

,

Tj_+1 — M + JL i-Y _ 1 —

M

I
M

-D — + „(0)4 — „(0)4 ' ^ — „(0)6 "T (0)5

'1 — '2 '1 '2

(33)

(34)

(35)

In B the upper, middle, or lower signs are to be used according as solutions

in the vicinity of the point (a), (6), or (c) are being treated. This trans-

formation is always valid, since we find from (28) that

2(mo—wp)=-(l+2A)^^^±^7^0, 2(mp+n(r) = ((r''+p^)5^0. (36)
ap

It is not advantageous to transform the 2-equation, nor [ ] and \ \
.

It follows from (1) that whenever the infinitesimal body is displaced

from the a;t/-plane, it is always subject to a component of acceleration toward

this plane. Therefore it can not revolve in a closed orbit entirely on one

side of the xy-pla,ne. Hence we may determine t^ so that 2 = when t = 0.

That is, without loss of generality we can take the initial value of 2 as zero.
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Let the initial conditions be

u^ = ai-\-ai (i=l, ...,4), z = Q, ^=c+7,

where the a, and c can be given such values that we shall have, for e = 0,

either (29), (30), or (32). The a^ and y are to be determined in terms of

e so that the solutions shall remain periodic for e?^0.

Instead of integrating (34) directly in powers of all the parameters

Oi , . . . , a^
, 7, 5, and e, we can more conveniently integrate them as

power series in e; the parameter 5 can be introduced in connection with r,

since it always occurs in the combination (1+ 5)t; and the parameters

Oi, . . . ,04, and 7 can be introduced when the constants of integration are

determined.

The terms which are independent of e are defined by the equations

^ -a(l+5)V^<> = 0, ^ -p{l+ b)uf = Q,

(37)

(38)

^+ (l+ 5)^2o = 0.

The solutions of these equations which satisfy the initial conditions are

uf = (a,+ a,) e-" <»+«' -'^^

,

<> = {a,+ aj e"" »+«'^

,

These expressions can at once be expanded as power series in 5. The
coefficients of higher powers of t can be found by the usual process, but we
shall not need them in proving the existence of periodic solutions.

85. Existence of Periodic Orbits of Class A.—For e = the coordinates

in these orbits are given in (29). Therefore, since the determinant of the

transformation (33), viz., A = 4(mp + wcr) (mo- — np) V— 1 , is distinct from

zero, it follows that in this case a^ = a^ = a^=a^ = 0. The general solutions

of (34) are of the form

Ui = Fi (ai , . . . , 04 , 7, 5, e; t) (t = l, . . . , 4),

z =P^ (oi , . . . , 04 , 7, 5, e; t), • (39)

z' = P^(ai, . . . , 04, 7, 5, e; t),

where the Pj are power series in aj , . . . , 04 , 7, 5, and e, and where z'

denotes the derivative of z with respect to r.

Since equations (34) do not involve t expUcitly, sufficient conditions

that the solutions (39) shall be periodic in t with the period 27r/v'Z are

Pi(a„ . . . , 04, 7, 5, e;^) -P, (a,, . . . , 04, 7, S, e; 0) = 0. (40)
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These conditions are not all necessary, for it can be shown that the last

one is a consequence of the first five. If we make the transformation

Ui = a,+v,, 2=^^-^sinVZT+r, 2' = (c+T)cosVZT+f',

the integral (13) may be written

F{a^+v,
,^ sinVZr+r

,
(c+7)cosVJT+r', d, e) -F(a„ 0, c+y, d, e)=0. (41)

This equation is satisfied at T = 2Tr/VJ hj Vi= t=^'=0, and we find from

the explicit form of F in (13) that for these values

|^=2(c+t)^0.

It follows that (41) can be solved for f' as a power series in at, y, d,

e, v^, . . . ,Vi , ^, which vanishes with ?;i
= f = 0. That is, if Mi, . . . , M4, and

z retake their initial values at r = 2Tr/VA, z' also retakes its initial value.

Hence we can suppress the last equation of (40) and consider the solution

of the first five equations.

It follows from (38) that the explicit forms of the first terms of (40) are

+a(l+5)Vri^ -, r +P»+5) -^
= a,[e ^"-l]+eQi, = a3[e ^^-iJ+eQ,,

= a,[e ^-l]+eQ„ = a,[e ^-l]+€Q„

0= vJa+6)'^^2^^^+^)+'^^

(42)

where the Q^ are power series in the aj, 7, S, and e. The coefficients of

ttj and a^ are always distinct from zero, and the parts of the coefficients

of ai and a^ which are independent of 5 vanish only if o/a/Z is an integer.

We shall suppose at present that this ratio is not an integer, and that it is

incommensurable. Part of the discussion becomes quite different when it is

commensurable, and this case will be taken up when we discuss, in §96,

the question of the existence of orbits of Class C.

It follows from (34) that since
[ ] and

] [ involve terms in ^ alone,

and since z^ does not vanish identically for aj= 7 = 5 = 0, the Q,^ carry terms

in e alone. The determinant of the linear terms in a^, . . . , 04 of the

first four equations of (42) is the product of the coefiicients of aj , . . . , a^,

and is distinct from zero. Therefore these equations can be solved for

Oi , . . . , a^ in the form

a,= eE,(7, 5, €), (43)

where the i^j are power series in 7, 5, and e. When these results are

substituted in the last equation of (42), we have

vJ(l+ 5)
Siii27r(l+ 5) = e F{y, 5, a). (44)
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The solution of this equation gives us the periodic orbits in question. We
have the two arbitrary parameters 7 and d, and we shall show first that

we can not give 8 an arbitrary value and solve the equation for 7 as a

power series in e, vanishing with e.

Suppose that 8 is neither zero nor an integer. Then equation (44) is not

satisfied by 7 = 6 = 0, and the solution can not be made. Now suppose 8 is

zero or an integer. Then the left member of (44) vanishes, and the equation

is divisible by e. It is, in fact, divisible by e^ It is seen from (34) that x

and y do not enter in the last equation except in terms involving e as a

factor, and since the aj defined in (43) enter only through x and y, the

part of eP coming from the first four equations is divisible by el It is

seen also that the part of the right member of the last equation of (34)

which is independent of x and y is multiphed by el Therefore the right

member of (44) is divisible by el We shall now prove that after e^ has

been divided out there is left a term which is independent of 7 and e, and

which is distinct from zero.

Terms in e' in the right member of (44) are introduced both through

the oj defined in (43), and directly in the integration of the last equation of

(34). The terms obtained in the former way involve 5 as a factor and

depend upon <r and p; the terms entering in the latter way carry C as a

factor. Hence, if the coefficient of e' is to be identically zero, the parts

involving B and C as factors separately must be zero. We shall verify

that the part involving C as a factor is distinct from zero.

The coefficient of e^ in (44), so far as it is independent of B and 7, is

defined by the equation

^+(l+ syAz,= ^Czl= -g-j^g^sinv^(l+ 5)r

^^^'
•sin3VT(l+ 5)r.

(45)

8AHl+8y

The solution of this equation satisfying the conditions z. = 0, z^ = 0, at t = 0, is

27^^' :SinVT(l+ 5)r - :r^-^^^,TC0sVT(l+ 5)r
64AM1+ 5)' '

' ' l6A'{l+ 8y
(46)

Consequently the last equation of (42) becomes

KI^)-^('» = [-8TOW+ •]' = «• (*^)

Hence, after division by e^ there is a term independent of both 7 and e,

and the solution for 7 as a power series in e, vanishing with e, does not exist.

That is, periodic solutions of the type in question do not exist.
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Now let us give 7 an arbitrary value and attempt to solve equations

(42) for Oi , . . . ,04, and 8 as power series in e, vanishing with e. Since

c is arbitrary, we may put 7 equal to zero without loss of generality. Or,

more conveniently for the construction of the periodic solution, we may
give 7 such a value that z' = c/VA for t = 0, whatever e may be. But for

simplicity in writing we shall suppose that 7 is included in c. The first four

equations can be solved ior a^ , . . . , a^ in terms of 8 and e, and the

results substituted in the last. The result differs from that above only in

the terms multiplied by e , and, as before, we find that the lowest term in e

alone has e^ as a factor. There is a linear term in 8 alone whose coefficient

is 2irc/VA. Therefore, after a^ , . . . , a^ have been eliminated by means
of the first four equations, the last equation can be solved for 5 as power

series in e, the term of lowest degree being e^ When this result is substituted

in the solutions of the first four equations, we have a^ , . . . , a^ expressed

as power series in e, vanishing with e. That is, when 7 = the solutions

of (42) have the form

8 = e'p{e), a,= eMe) (i= l, ...,4), (48)

where p and the pt are power series in e. When these results are substituted

in (39), we have

z = Za+e'q{€; t), Ui= eqi(e; r) {i=l, . . . , 4), (49)

where q and the g, are power series in e and are periodic in t with the

period 2ir/VA. These series converge for
I el sufficiently small. The circle

of convergence is determined by the singularities which are present in the

differential equations (34), which are introduced in forming (39), and which

are introduced in the solution of (42). Since the right members of (49)

converge and are periodic for all
| e

|
sufficiently small, the coefficient of each

power of e separately is periodic.

86. Some Properties of Solutions of Class A.—It will now be shown
that the orbits under consideration are re-entrant after one revolution, and
that they cross the x-axis perpendicularly.

Let us find the orbits whose periods are 2vTr/VA, v being an integer.

We form equations analogous to (42) simply by replacing 27r by 2j'7r. The
determinant of the linear terms in aj , . . . , 04 is distinct from zero unless

v<t/Va is an integer. We exclude this case here and treat it when we con-

sider orbits of Class C. Therefore the first four equations can be solved for

Oj , . . . , 04 as power series in 7, 5, and e. On substituting the results in

the last equation, we find, as before, that the solution can not be made for

7, taking 5 arbitrary, but that the solution for 5 as a power series in e is

unique. That is, the solution for a^ , . . . , a4 , and 5 as power series in e,

vanishing with e, is unique. Hence for a given value of e there is a

single orbit of Class A having the period 2vir/VA. We have shown also
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that for a given value of e there is one orbit of Class A having the period

27r/VJ. Since an orbit of period 2t/Va has also the period 2pTr/VA,
the latter are included in the former. It follows, therefore, from the unique-

ness of both orbits for a given e, and from the fact that, for e = 0, they
re-enter after the period 2t/Va, that all orbits of this class re-enter after

a single revolution.

Let us now suppose that, at t = 0, we have dx/dT = y=z = 0; that is,

that the orbit crosses the x-axis perpendicularly at t = 0. It follows from
equation (33) that

uM -u, (0) = 0, ^3(0) - w,(0) = 0; (50)

whence

a, = a,2 )

The equations corresponding to (39) will now be power series in a^, a^, y, 8,

and e. We may suppose 7 = on the start, for orbits that may be found

in this way will be included in those found from more general initial condi-

tions, under which it was always permissible to put 7 equal to zero. The
orbits obtained with these initial conditions will be symmetrical with respect

to the X-axis. Therefore necessary and sufficient conditions for periodicity

are that the infinitesimal body shall cross the x-axis perpendicularly at the

half period. These conditions are that at t = tt/ VA

dx n

It follows from (33) that these conditions imply that, at r= -K/VA,

Wi— 1^2 = 0, ^3—^4= 0, 2 = 0. (51)

These conditions give us, in place of (42), the equations

= a,[e ^-e ^"]+6Q:,

= a3[e ^-e ^]+6Q;,

Q= VZ(l+5) "^^^^^^+^)+^^^-

(52)

where Q[, Q\, and Q[ are power series in Oi , a, , 5, and e. It is easy to

see that these equations are solvable uniquely for ai , Oj , and 5 as power

series in e, vanishing with e. Therefore, for a given value of e there is one,

and but one, of these symmetrical periodic orbits of this class. Since for a

given value of e there is but one periodic orbit for unrestricted initial con-

ditions, it follows that all orbits of Class A cross the x-axis perpendicularly at

every half period.
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87. Direct Construction of the Solutions for Class A.—In the practical

construction of the solutions for the orbits of Class A it is most convenient

to use equations (12). The explicit values of the right members are

X,= {l-\-2A)x, X, = ^B[-2x'+y'+z% X, = 2C[23f-3xf-Sxz'],..,
2

Y,^(l-A)y, Y,= SBxy, Y, =IC[-4:x'y+f+yz% (53)
2

Z,=-Az, Z,= 3Bxz, Z, = ^C[-4:x'z+fz+^],..

the A, B, and C being constants which are defined in (15) and (35).

The X, y, z, and 5 can be expanded uniquely as series of the form

x= Sa;,(T)e*, t/= i2/,(T)e\ z= -y=&mVA t+ '^ z^iry, 5=S5j€', (54)

where the Xi{T), yiir), and 24(7) are each periodic with the period 2ir/y/~A.

On substituting these expressions in (12) and making use of (53), we obtain

a series of sets of equations for the determination of the Xt, yt, z, , 5j

.

The coefficients of e in (54) must satisfy the equations

^ -2^ - {l+ 2A)x,= f5 [-2xl+yl+zl],

|.^x+2^-(l- A)y, = SBx,y„

-5—2 -\-A Zi = B XqZq .

(55)

But Xa= yo = 0, Za= c/VA sin VAt. Therefore the solution of (55) which

satisfies the conditions that x^, y-^, and z-^ shall be periodic with the period

2t/Va , and that 2= 0, z' = c, at t = 0, whence z^ (0) = z[ (0) = 0, is

-ZB&
,

3^(1+3^)6" ^ ^
^' 4A(l+2^) "^4^(1-7^+ 18^1^)

^0^^^^^'

—35c^
^^=VT(l-7A+ 18^f^^2Vi:^, ., = 0.

Since in all cases A>\, the coefficients are always finite.

The coefficients of e^ in (54) must satisfy the differential equations

^-2|^-(l+2A)a;, = 0, ^+2^-{l-A)y, = Q,

^,+Az,= -2Ad,z,+SBx,z,+ ^Czl.

Upon substituting the values of z^ and x^ , the third equation becomes

d?'^ '~L "^^^^^ 8^'(l+2A)(l-7ATl8Z5) + 8A^J^'^^^'

I

r 9£'(l+3A)c^ 3Ccn • g A-r

(56)

(57)
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The solution of this equation will not be periodic unless we impose the con-

dition that the coefficient of sinV^r shall vanish. This condition is

satisfied by c = 0, but this leads to the trivial solution x=y=z=0. If we
reject this solution, we may use the condition for the determination of §2.

After it has been satisfied, the periodic solution of (57), having the period

2-K/yfA and fulfilling the conditions that z^ = z[=^ at t = 0, is

.-,,-n . _ -27^'(l-3A+ 14A')c' . QCc"
3^2 2/2

t»,
0^ 16 A^' (1+2 A) (1-7 A +18 A^)"^ 16 A^

Zc
64A= [w^l+fs^i' -^lL^""^-""^^-]'

(68)

In this manner the construction of the periodic solution can be continued

as far as may be desired. We shall prove this statement by induction, and

at the same time we shall derive certain general properties of the solution

which are satisfied by the terms already computed.

Suppose ajo, . . . , a;„_i; t/o , . . .
, ?/„_i; z^, . . . , 2!„_i; 5^ , . . . , 5„_i

have been determined and that they have the following properties:

1. The Xjj and 2/2 j are identically zero, j an integer.

2. The 22^+1 are identically zero, j an integer.

3. The function Xj^+i is a sum of cosines of even multiples of VZt, and

the highest multiple is 2j+2.

4. The function 2/5^+1 is a sum of sines of even multiples of VZt, and

the highest multiple is 2j+2.

5. The function z^^ is a sum of sines of odd multiples of a/Jt, and

the highest multiple is 2^+1.

6. The Sa^+i are zero.

It will now be shown that these properties hold for x„,yn,z„, and 5„

.

The terms Xn,yn,z„, and 5„ satisfy the differential equations

^ _2^ -(l+2A)x„ = P„(a;,, ?/„ 2, ,2/;, 5,),

^ 2^-(l-A) yn = Qr,ixj, Vj, h, x], 6,),

dr dr

^ +Azn= - 2A 20 h+Rn{x^, yj,Zj, dj),

dr

(59)

where P„, Qn, and Rn are polynomials in a;^ , . . . , 6^ (i=l, . . . ,
n-1).

It is seen from (12) that P„ and Q„ involve y'j and x'^ only in the products

y'5„_j and Xjdn-j. K n is even, these terms are zero by properties 1 and 6, for

theVeither j must be even or n-j must be odd. But if n is odd, they are

in general not zero.
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We shall now prove that P„=0 if n is even. The general term of P„ is

^=<'- -<'-yi • • yi-4 €;-5^;5S, (60)

where \ , . . . , X, , . . . , K-; t^i , , fJ^K"; Pi, P2, Qi, and q^ are all

integers. Since the dj enter only through (1 + 5)', the exponents q^ and q^

satisfy the relation .^_.

q^+q.^2. (61)

The exponents and subscripts of (60) satisfy the following relations:

(a) mI+ • • • +Mk' is an even integer because the right member of the

first equation of (12) is a function of y^.

(b) jLti + • • • +Mk" is an even integer for a similar reason.

(c) \, . . . ,\,\[, . . . ,K' are odd integers by property 1.

(d) Xf , . . . , Xi" are even integers by property 2.

(e) Pi and p^ are even integers by property 6.

(f) Mi\+ • • • +M«X«+mI^i+ • • • +IJ-K'K'+fJ'iK+ • • • +M«"X«"+PiQ'i

because the term of degree Mi+ • • • +Mk+Mi+ • ' +MK'+Mi'+ * " Mk"

in X, y, and z has e as a factor to a degree one less than this sum,

the terms x'^,, . . . introduce e to the degree //iXi, . . . , and the sum

of the exponents of e must equal n.

There are two sub-cases, according as Mi+ • • • +Mk is an even integer

or an odd integer. When jUi+ • • • +Mk is an even integer, the following

statements are true:

(a) There is an even number of odd juj , . . . , Mk-

(|3) Ml ^1+ • • +M/C Xk is an even integer by (c) and (a).

(7) Mi^i+ • • * +Mk'^k' is an even integer by (a) and (c).

(5) MiX'+ • • • +Mk"^k" is an even integer by (d).

(«) P1Q1+V2Q2 is an even integer by (e).

It follows from the assumption that M1+ • • • +Mk is even, and from (a), (b),

(a) , . .
. ,

(e) that the left member of (f ) is odd. Therefore in this case T„ is

identically zero if n is even, and in general is not identically zero if n is odd.

Suppose now that Mi+ • • • +Mk is an odd integer. Then

(a') There is an odd number of odd /Xj , . . .
, fx^.

(|3') Mi\+ • • +Mk ^K is an odd integer by (c) and (a').

The properties {y'), (5'), and (e') are the same as (7), (8), and (e) respectively.

Therefore the left member of (f) is again odd, and hence every T„ is identi-

cally zero if n is even, and in general not identically zero if n is odd. It follows

that Pn is identically zero if n is even, and in general is not zero if n is odd.

The treatment of the general term of Q„ can be made in a similar way.

The only differences are that in (a) and (7) the sums are individually odd

instead of even. But since (f ) involves their sum, the result is that Q„ is

identically zero if n is even, and in general is not zero if n is odd.
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The general term in R„ has the form of (60), where the subscripts and
exponents satisfy the relations

:

(a") fi' -\- • • • + jLij^, is an even integer because the right member of

the third equation of (12) is a function of y^.

(b") mC + • • • -{-/J,",, is an odd integer because the right member of

this equation involves only odd powers of z.

(c"), (d"), (e"), and (f") are the same as (c), (d), (e), and (f) respectively.

Suppose Ml 4- • • • +M<c is an even integer. Then (a"), (i8"), {y"), (5"),

and (e") are the same as (a), (|8), (7), (5), and (e) respectively. Therefore in

this case the left member of (f") is an even integer. It is shown similarly that

the same result is true when Mi + • • +M/c is an odd integer. Therefore, R„
is identically zero if n is odd, and in general is not identically zero if n is even.

The discussion now naturally divides into two cases, viz., where n is

even, and where n is odd. We shall treat them separately.

Case I. We shall prove that if n is even, i2„ is a sum of sines of odd
multiples of VAt, the highest multiple being w+ 1. Consider the general

term (60). The a^x. are all cosines of even multiples of VAt; therefore

the product x''' • • • x'^' is a sum of cosines of even multiples. Because

of property 3 and the properties of the products of cosines of multiples of

an argument, it follows that the highest multiple which occurs is

Ml (Xi+ 1)+ • • +M« (X«+l)=MiXi+ • • • +M«X«+Mi+ • • • +M.. (62)

Similarly, from properties 4 and (a") , it follows that y^,
• • y^' is a

sum of cosines of even multiples of VAt, the highest multiple being

Mi'(x;+i)+ • • • +^AK'+i)=M+ • • • +M'+P-[+ ' +M«'. (63)

From properties 5 and (b"), it follows that Zj^;, • • • sij^;','' is a sum of sines

of odd multiples of VAt, the highest multiple being

Mr(xr+i)+ • • • +n'UK"+i)=f^'x+ +t^:X"+f^':+ +m:". (64)

On taking the product of these three sets of terms, we find that Rn is a sum

of sines of odd multiples of VAt, the highest multiple being

iV=MiXi+ • • • +mA+m(x[+ • • • +iJ'i'K'+M+ • • • +mX ]

+/xi+ • • • +M/C+M1+ • • • +^JK'+^^l+ • • +t^K"-
J

By (f'O, which is of the same form as (f), we have

N = n+l-{piqi+p,q2).

For those terms in which qi = q2 = 0, we have, as the largest value of N,

N = n+1. (66)
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Hence, for n even, equations (59) become

^_2^-(l+2^)a;„ = 0,

^+2^-(l- A)y„ = 0,

^ +A0„= (-2VZc5„+Cr)sin VAr+(7rsin3^/ZT+ •

H-Cr;+iSin(2i+l)VAr+ • • • +Cr|,sin(n+1)VZT,
J

where the C^+i are known constants which depend upon the coefficients of

the terms with lower subscripts. The solution of these equations which

satisfies the periodicity conditions and z„ = z'„= at t = 0, is

x„=yn= 0, d„=
2y/Ac '

2„ = 7r'sinVZT+7fsin3VJT+ • • • +71+1 sin(w+l)VJT,

^w _ —(^Z+i — ~C23+i {;--} -^ \ (68)
T..+1- [(2j+ir-l]A 4:j ij+ 1) A \3 ''' 2)'

Ti - Zl 4.j{j+l)VA

Case II. We shall prove that, if n is odd, P„ is a sum of cosines of

even multiples of VAt, the highest multiple being n+1. From properties

1 and 3 it follows that x'^' • • x''" is a sum of cosines of even multiples

of VAt, the highest being given by (62). From properties 1, 4, and (a) it

follows that 2/ ' • • • y'' is a sum of cosines of even multiples of VAt,

the highest multiple being given by (63) . From properties 2, 5, and (b) it

follows that /' • • • ^f is also a sum of cosines of even multiples of

VAt, the highest multiple being given by (64). Therefore P„ is a sum
of cosines of even multiples of VAt, and from (62), (63), (64), and (f)

it follows that the highest multiple is n+1.
Similarly, it can be shown that Q„ is a sum of sines of even multiples of

VAt, the highest multiple being n+1.
In this case R„=0. Therefore, for n odd, equations (59) become

^ -2^ - il+2A)x„=A':'+Af' cos2VZr +
+Afjcos2jVAT+ • • +Al"|iCos(n+l)VZr,

^+2^-{l-A)y„=Bf'sm2VAT+
""

+B':]sm2jVAT+ • • • +Bl"|isin(n+1)VJT,

^ +Az„= -2 VJc5„sin VZr.
ClT

(69)
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The solution of these equations which satisfies the periodicity condition and
the conditions z„ = zl = at t = 0, is

X„ = a^^^-\-afcos2VAT +

t/„=^rsin2VAr +

• • • +af]cos2jVAT+ •

+^';j sm2JVAT+

+/3r|iSin(n+l)VJT,

2«=5n=0, „<»> —
On — Af

.(»)

1+2A '

_ -[(4i'-l)A+ l]Ar;+4iVl' 5'"'
2^_

'^' 2(8j*+ 2f-lU^-(8f-lM + l V~^^ • '-2')

+4iVZAr;-[2(2i''+l)A+ l]B^';' /. ^ «+i\
2(8/+2i^-l)A=-(8/-lM+ l V^-i' • • .

-3-/

(70)

Since A > 1 these denominators can not vanish for any integral j.

It is obvious that in practice it is not necessary to refer to the differ-

ential equations at each step. The most convenient method to follow is

to substitute as many terms of (54) in the right members of (12) as will be

required in carrying the computation to the desired order in e, and to arrange

the results as power series in e of the form

Pie+P2e^+ +P„e''+

and similar series for the other equations. From the P„, Q„, and i2„ the

Af, Bf, and Cf can be computed sequentially with respect to n without

explicit reference to the left members of the differential equations. The
coefficients of the solutions are given by (68) and (70). The whole process

is unique and can be continued as far as may be desired.

88. Additional Properties of Orbits of Class A.—It will be observed

that, so far as the computations have been carried, Xj, yj, and Zj carry c^+*

as a factor and that 5^ carries c' as a factor. We shall prove that this is a

general property.

Suppose it is true for y = 0, . . . , n-1, and consider the question

for j= n. The terms of order n are defined by equations (59). In P„

there are terms y'jS„-j. It follows from the assumed properties of the yj

and dj that this term carries c"+^ as a factor. Similarly the x'j 5„_j occurring

in Q„ carry c"+' as a factor. Now consider the general term (60). It

follows from the assumed properties of Xj, yj, Zj, and 5^ that this term

carries c as a factor to the power

iV=Mi(Xi+i)+ • • • +m.(x«+i)+m;(x(+i)+ • • • +t^M'+i)

+/xr(x;'+i)+ • • +M:''(x'"+i)+Pigi+p.?2.

It follows from (f) that N = n-{-l, and therefore this property is general.
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In order to obtain the coordinates in the physical problem, we must
replace e by t' and multiply x, y, and z by e' [equations (10)] . Then e' and c

occur in every term in x', y', and z' to the same degree, and are equivalent

to a single parameter. That is, without loss of generality we may put c equal

to unity, and the value of e' will determine the dimensions of the orbit. Or,

if we put e' equal to unity, c will determine the dimensions of the orbit. It

foUows from these results that the coordinates and 5 are expansible as power

series in c, and the solutions could have been derived in this way without the

introduction of e and e', but the discussion would have been less simple.

The explicit expressions for the periodic solution, so far as they have

been worked out in (29), (56), and (58), are*

-^ =Q-^+[4A^M+ Ja-7lltU cos2VAry+--.

z' = [^ sin VZr] e'+O e"
\ (71)

+ 6h[l-7AXliA^ -'^] [^ ^in VAr-sinVZr]e--+ •
•

. _f., 9 r 3B'il-SA+ UA') ^1,,,
"' 16A'lil+2A)il-7A+ 18A') ^J« ^ ' ' '

'

Since x' and y' are sums of cosines and sines respectively of even

multiples of VAt, and since z' is a sum of sines of odd multiples of VAt, it

follows that x' and y' are periodic with haK the period of z'.

Since the relations

x'(T)=x'(-r), y'{r) = -y'{-r), z' {r) = - z'{- r)

are satisfied, the orbits are symmetrical with respect to the a;-axis, as was
shown in the existence proof.

Let T equal half the period. Then

x'{t)^x'{'Y+t), Z/'(^)=2/'(T+ r), 2'(r) = -2'(T+T).

Therefore the orbits are symmetrical with respect to the a;'?/'-plane. Simi-

larly, since

x'(r)=a^'(T-r), 2/'(r) = -i/'(T-T), ^'(r) =2'(T-r),

the orbits are symmetrical with respect to the cc'z'-plane.

It follows from the form of (71) that a change of the sign of e' is

equivalent to changing r by a half period.

The period of the solutions in r is 27r/VZ, but it foUows from the

last equation of (10) that in the time t the period is

P= 2x0+ 5) ^ 2j^U _ _9_ r ZB\l-ZA+ UA') ^"l ,, \ ,-„.

VA VZr 16^^L(l+2^)(l-7A+ 18A=') ^J' '
'

'\^''^^

*The x', y', and z' are the actual coordinates and not their derivatives.
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It is found from (71) that the equation of the projection of the orbit

on the x't/'-plane is, up to terms of the fourth degree in e',

(1+3^)='L^ ^4A(1+2A)J ^^y ~(1-7A+18AT ^ ^

This is the equation of an eUipse whose center is at x' = a Af, ,n a\ ' 2/' = 0>

and whose semi-axes are

35(1+3^)6'=' ZBt" .74s

4A(1-7A+ 18A') VA(1-7A+ 18A')

The equation of the projection of the orbits on the t/'z'-plane is

approximately

y'^
(l-7A+ 17A^)e'

-«^^'
.V^^- (75)

This is the equation of a figure-of-eight curve with its center at the origin,

touching the y'-axis at no other point, and having two other intersections

with the z'-axis.

The equation of the projection of the orbit on the x'z'-plane is

approximately

The orbit is a parabola whose axis is the a;'-axis, and whose vertex is at

^ ~(1+2A)(1-7A+ 18A^)
^

Only that part of the parabola for which 2'^<e'VA belongs to the orbit,

the infinite branches having been introduced in eliminating r.

It is at the vertex of this parabola that the orbit has the double inter-

section with the x'-axis. In all cases 1 — J. < 0, and therefore 1 —7A+ 18A^> 0.

It is seen from (35) that B is positive for the point (a). Hence these orbits

intersect the x'-axis between (a) and the finite mass m-

It follows from (35) and the second equation of (4) that B is negative

for the point (6), at least if m is small. Hence these orbits intersect the

a;'-axis between the point (6) and the finite mass /x- Similarly, those orbits

near (c) intersect the a;'-axis between (c) and the finite body 1— ju.

The vertices of these parabolas are the ends of the ellipses whose axes

are given in (74). It is seen from the expressions for the coordinates of the

centers of the ellipses and the ends of the parabolas, that the distance

from the vertices of the parabolas to the centers of the ellipses is

+3^(1+3^)6^'
4A(1-7A+ 18A'')

'

It follows from the signs of B that the orbits in all cases open out away from

the points of equilibrium near which they lie.
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From the properties which have been derived it is possible to infer the

geometric character of these orbits. In a general way they have the shape

of the handles of ice-tongs, one of the two handles being situated on one side

of the ^Tj-plane, and the other symmetrically on the other side of this plane.

The place of the hinge is where they cross the ^-axis. In the case of the

points (a) and (6) they open toward the finite mass ii, and in the case of

(c), toward the finite mass I—jjl.

In Fig. 3 an orbit of each class is shown. No attempt has been made

to represent them to scale for any particular case, but the figures show their

general positions and the directions of motion in them. The curves are

drawn on elliptic cylinders to make the figures as clear as possible.

(h) /^ (a)f.

Fig. 3.

89. Application of Jacobi's Integral to the Orbits of Class A.—The
original differential equations admit the integral (13), which holds for all

orbits, and therefore in particular for the periodic orbits which we are dis-

cussing. It has already been seen that it plays an important role in the

proof of the existence of the periodic solutions when we start from general

initial conditions, and we shall now show that it is almost equally important

in the construction of these solutions. We are illustrating, in a particularly

simple problem, a new and valuable use to which integrals may be put.

The explicit form of the integral (13) is

constant.
(77)



(78)
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If we substitute the solutions (49), or rather the equivalent series for x, y, z,

and their derivatives, and the series for 5 in (77), and then arrange as a

power series in e, we have

F = F,{x,, . . . ,f-^+F,(x,, X,, . . . ,^;)e+ • • •

+F„(xo, . . . , a;„, . . . , —f , 5^, . . . , d„^e"+ • =constant.

Since this is an identity in c, each coefficient is a constant. We shall now
work out the form of the general term of (78). It is seen from (77) that

the function F„ will contain terms of the types

dxj dxn-j
^

dyj dy„-.j
^

dzj dZn-j
^ ^^^ /qq\

dr dr dr dr dr dr

It follows from the properties of x, y, and z that the terms of the first three

types are zero unless n is even.

Now consider the term of type (60) . All the properties of its exponents

and subscripts are the same as when it belonged to P„ except that in the

relation (f) the — 1 in the left member must be replaced by — 2. Hence
we see that this term is also identically zero unless n is even.

Since F„ involves only even powers of the yj and Zj , it is a sum of cosines

of even multiples of VAt. It follows from the relations (a), . . .
,

(f)

(the last one modified as indicated) that the highest multiple is w+2. Hence

we may write

F„=D',"''+D','^'cos2VAt+ • • • -\-D',f'cos2jVAT

+ • • +i);;'+'2COs(n+2)VTT = constant.

Since F„ is identically a constant, we have

2)^= constant, D',""= • =D'^l\=0. (80)

The quantities D','"', . . . , D'^f, depend upon a'f, . . . , af ; ^f, . . .
, 0f';

yf,..., yf. Suppose all the a,, ^,, y, up to af-«, /3f-^',
7^-" have

been computed and are known to be accurate. Equations (80) can then

be used in two ways, as we shall show. First, they test the accuracy of

the computation of the af"", /37"", 77~"j fo^ these quantities must have

such values that the equations shall be satisfied. And secondly, we can

compute the af"", i8f"" from equations of the type of (69), and then find

the yf and 5„ directly from (80) without referring to the differential equations

of the type of (67).

The first use is obvious and we need to consider further only the second.

We are working under the hypothesis that n is even. Therefore the a^^

and the ^f are identically zero. It is seen from (77) that the only terms

which can introduce the yf and 5„ are

2^»^ +2A2„2„+2A5„2^ (81)

(79)
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From the form of z^ given in (68), we have

2^°^=c Vz|7r+[7r+37r]cos2VTr+ • •

+ [(2i-l)7S-i+(2i+l)T2m]cos2iVTr+ • •
•

+ (n+l) 7rii cos(w+2) VJrj,

24z„2„ = c VT|7r+ [-7r+Tr]cos2VTr+ • •
•

+ [-TS'-i+7^"VJcos2jV:rr

-7<"|iCos(w+2)VJt|+ •
,

2Ah„z\=eK- & 5„ cos 2 VJr.

Therefore equations (80) become

D^ = 2 c VJ 71* +c' 5„+-Dr = constant,

D;'"> = 4 c VT 7r- c' 5»+i>r = 0,

2);f =2cVJ(i-l)7S'-i+2cv^(j+l)T^';Vi+^^"' = (i=2. . . . , |),

(82)

(83)

where Df , . . . , -01+2 ^^^ known constants depending upon alf , . . . , af "

;

am oCn-l). (0) (»-2)

P] } • • • } Pj )IJ!--'>IJ
The last n/2 equations, beginning with the last one, can be solved for

7I+1 , . . .
, 7^ ill order. Then the second equation gives 5„ uniquely. The

results of these solutions are

r)(M)

^"+'
c VAn

fB) _ J+ 1 -.(n) ^i] {a -Ik Q^ (84)

All the constants are uniquely determined except 7f\ which is defined

by the condition that zl shall be zero at t=0. This condition gives

7r=-|(2i+i)7rAx. (85)

Thus we see that in orbits of Class A we can suppress the z-equation,

if we wish, and compute the yf from the integral; or, we may use the

integral, step by step, as a check on the computations.
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90. Numerical Examples of Orbits of Class A.—No periodic orbits of

this class have so far been published. It is clear that it is practically

impossible to discover them by numerical experiment. We shall suppose

the ratio of the finite masses is ten to one, or 1 — /x = 10/1 1 , m = 1/1 1 • Then,
in the computation of the coefficients of the series for the solutions in the

vicinity of the points (a), (6), and (c), the following results are found:

CoeflScient.
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91 . Construction of a Prescribed Orbit of Class A.—Suppose the masses

of the finite bodies are given. Then a periodic orbit of Class A for the

infinitesimal body may be defined (1) by the place it crosses the oj'-axis,

(2) by the y' or ^'-component of velocity with which it crosses, (3) by the

greatest value of the y' or ^'-coordinate, (4) by the constant of the Jacobian

integral, and (5) by the period. It is understood, of course, that these

various quantities are arbitrary only within such limits that the series for

the coordinates converge.

For e' = the Jacobian constant C and the period have definite values

depending only upon ju. The increments to these values and all the other

defining quantities enumerated above can be developed as power series in

e', vanishing with e' . These series are odd or even, depending upon which

other quantity is taken as defining the orbit. If s represents any of these

quantities, we can write

S = Si€'+S2e"+S3€"-l- • •
,

where the coefficients Si , Sj , Sg , . . . are constants which depend upon ii alone.

If s is assigned numerically the inversion of this series gives e'. This value

of e' substituted in (71) gives the desired orbit. Thus, the methods which

have been developed not only prove the existence of the periodic orbits

and give convenient processes for constructing them and testing the accu-

racy of the computations, but they furnish a ready means of finding any

particular orbit that may be desired.

92. Existence of Orbits of Class B.—For € = the coordinates in these

orbits are given by (30) . Therefore a^ = Oa 5^ 0, Oj = a^ = c = in (38)

.

Sufficient conditions that the solutions (39) shall be periodic with the period

27r/(r are

(87)

u,{^) -'w,(0)=0
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This equation is satisfied, at t = 27r/o-, by i;^^ f = f'= 0; and we find from
the explicit form of F and the transformation (33) that, for these values of

the variables and «! = • • • = a^ = 5 = e = 0,

||=4a,[nV^-l-2A].

But from equations (19) and (28) we have

^_ (7'+l+2A _ 2cr

2(r (T^+l-A

Therefore wV^-l-2J. = o-^+w'(A-l), which is always positive. Conse-

quently, for T = 2ir/(r, (88) can be solved uniquely for v^ in terms of a,
, 7,

5, €, v^, V3 , ^4 , f, f', and this solution vanishes for Vi = v^ = Vi = ^ = ^' = Q.

Hence, if we impose the condition that i'2 = ^3 = ^4 = T = f ' = at r = 2Tr/a,

the equation i;i = at r = 27r/cr will be satisfied. Therefore the first equation

is redundant, and it will be suppressed.

It will be shown that the orbits of Class B lie in the a;i/-plane. It

follows from the form of the last equation of (34) and the initial values of z

and z' that P^ and P^ contain 7 as a factor. Therefore the last two equations

of (88) contain 7 as a factor. The explicit form of the next to the last one is

P.(^) -P.(0)=^sin2^ + ^P(a„7,5,e)=0. (89)

When VA/(t is not an integer the only solution of this equation, vanishing

with the parameters in terms of which the solution is made, is 7 = 0. The

case where Va/<t is commensurable will be considered in connection with

the orbits of Class C. Therefore z = Q, and the orbits are plane curves.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the periodic

solutions of Class B reduce to (87), where i = 2, 3, 4. The explicit forms

of these equations are

0=(a,+a,)[e-^'^"+'^^"'-l]+eQ,(a,, . . . , a„ 5, e),

0= a, [e+^'^^»+«> _i]+eQ3(a,, . . . , a„ 5, e),
[ (90)

0= a4 [e"^''7"+*' _lj _|_£Q^(a^^ . . . , 04, 6, e).

We have three equations to satisfy and five arbitrary parameters,

besides e, at our disposal. The parameter a^ enters only in the combination

ai+tti, and since a^ is as yet subject only to the condition that it shall not

vanish, we may let it absorb Oj . We may determine ^0 , which enters in the
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definition of t, so that at t = we shall have x' = 0, a condition which is

fulfilled in all closed orbits in which the coordinates have continuous

derivatives. By (33) this condition becomes

— o-V— 1 a2+p(a3— aj=0,

which we may regard as eliminating a^

.

We now consider the solution of (90) for ag , a^, and 5 as power series

in e, vanishing with e. The determinant of the linear terms in a^, 04,

and 8 is

27ra,V:ri [e=='^F _
1]

[g-^f _ 1] , (91)

which is not zero. Therefore equations (90) have a unique solution for

ttj, 04, and 5 as power series in e, vanishing with e. When these results

are substituted in the first four equations of (39), the latter become power

series in e which are periodic in t with the period 2ir/a.

It will now be shown that all orbits of this class are symmetrical with

respect to the x-axis. We choose to so that we have y = x' = at t = 0.

Therefore it follows from equations (33) and from the initial values of the

Ut that aj =0, a, = 04 . Necessary and sufficient conditions that these

symmetrical solutions shall be periodic are

—.=y = at T=--
UT (J

It follows from (33) that these equations are equivalent to u^ = u^, ^3=^4
at T = -K/a. The explicit expressions for the latter become

^ = a\e -e ^ J+eQi (03, 5, e),

= a3Le ' ^ -e < ^ J+eQ3(a3, 5, 0-
(92)

The determinant of the coefficients of the terms which are linear in

03 and 5 is

2iraiV— l \e " —e " \>

which is not zero. Therefore equations (92) can be solved uniquely for 03

and 5 as power series in e, vanishing with e. Since, for a given value of e,

there is but one unrestricted orbit of this class, and since there is also one
which is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis, it follows that all orbits

of this class are symmetrical with respect to the x-axis.

The orbits of this class all re-enter after one revolution, for if we impose
the conditions that they re-enter after v revolutions, we find the solution is

unique. Since it includes those which re-enter after one revolution, it

follows that all orbits of this class re-enter after precisely one revolution.
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93. Direct Construction of the Solutions for Class B.—It has been

shown that in the periodic orbits of Class B the coordinates are uniquely-

developable in series of the form

w,= i u^t' (i=l, ... ,4), 5= 2 b}i\ (93)

where the w"' are periodic functions of t with the period 2^/(7, and where

the 5^ are constants.

We have seen that without loss of generality we can put, at t = 0,

Wi = W2 = ai=|, u^ = Ui. (94)

It follows from (33) and (93) that we have also

x= S x,€\ y= S2/,e^ (95)
4=0 1=0

Upon substituting (93) in (34), arranging as power series in e, and equating

coefficients of corresponding powers of e, we obtain a series of sets of

differential equations from which the tt"' can be determined.

The terms independent of e are defined by

The solution of these equations which satisfies the periodicity conditions

and the initial conditions is

<> =
I
6'^'^% < =

I
6-"^^ uf = 0, < = 0. (96)

From these results and (33) we get

Xa= a cosar, y^= —na sin o-t. (97)

The terms of the first degree in 6 are defined by

^< n ^A-7 7y<« - -4- rTA/~r 5 u''' 4-
3^^ [" 2x^+ j/^ _ ^Bx,y,

^_oi,(» = - ^nB[-2xi+yl] , 3Bx,yo
^

dr
' iimff—np) 2{mpi-na)

duf , (1) ^ , 3nB{-2xl+if,] , 3Bx,y,
_

dr '^ * ^{m<r-np) ^ 2{mp+na)

(98)
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The conditions that the solutions of these equations shall be periodic with

the period 27r/o- are that the right members shall be periodic with this

period, that the right member of the first equation shall not contain the

term e"^^^^'', and that the right member of the second equation shall not

contain the term e'"^^^''. The first condition is satisfied, and on referring

to (97) we see that the second and third conditions can be satisfied only

by 5i
= 0. Therefore we put h^ equal to zero.

Upon substituting from (97), equations (98) become in full

rftt"' _ r^— (1, ^ ,
ZmBd^XW-i)

-

(w''+2)cos2(rT] , 3 y^-Ba" sin

2

q-t

dr ' 8(mo-—np)V^ 4(mp+7io')

(99)

duf , ^j-— (0 ^ _ 3mBa^Kn^- 2) - (rt'+ 2) cos 2 q-t] , 3n.Ba' sin 2 q-r

dr ^
8{m<T— np) V^^ ^{mp+na)

du^3^ _ m ^ _ 3nBa^ [{rf- 2)- (n'+2) cos

2

q-t] _ 3yt.ga''sin2(rT

dr ^ 8(ma—np) A{mp+na)

duf
_l_

yin ^ 1
3nBd" [{n"- 2) - (n" +2) cos

2

<tt] _ dnBa" sin 2 ar

dr
* 8(ma— np) 4:{mp-\-na)

The solution of the first equation of (99) has the form

w<" = c™ e-^^^^+a^+aS' cos2o-t- V^:T6i^' sin2o-T, (100)

where cj" is the arbitrary constant of integration. Upon substituting this

expression in the first of (99) and equating coefficients of hke functions

of T, we get

^a,_ , 3mBa\n'-2)
"" "^ 8{ma-np)a '

^(1, ^ ^ mBa%n'+2) nBa" ^

" 8(mo-— wp)o- 2{mp-\-n(r)(T
'

^<i, ^ _ mBa\n'+2)
,

nBa'
_

'^
4:{ma—np)(r 4:{m.p+n<r)a

'

(101)

It follows from the form of (99) that the solution of the second equation
can be obtained from that of the first by changing the sign of V^^.
Therefore

<: =<, <^ = a™, 6i» = - 6<». (102)

The solution of the third equation of (99) has the form

w<" = cfe''"+a™+a<^' cos2<rT+6™ sin2aT,
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where, because of the periodicity condition, c<" = 0. We find by substitution
in the differential equations that

"so rW4o ~ "T s~7 \
)8{m(T—np) p '

„(« = . „(i) ^ _ ZnBa^ (11^+2)

p

,
SuBa'a

'' ^ ''
8(.ma-np){4o'+p') '^

2{mp+na)i'i<T'+p')'

6<» = -fed) = -i_
SnEa' (71^-^-2) a-

, ZnBa^p
^ "^ 4(mo— np)(4<r^+p^)^4(mp + n(r)(4(r^+pO'

(103)

Since x = a and t/ = at t = for all values of «, we have x^ (0) = y^ (0) = 0.

Upon substituting w<", . . . , uf in (33) and applying these conditions, we find

Then the expressions for x^ and y^ become, by (33),

x, = 2[aiH<']-2KH«3H<2+<.'] cos <7r+2[a™+«32] cos 2(77,
]

t/i=+2nK'+a3o+<2+a32] sin err +2 [n&'H^63"] sin2«rr,

5, = 0.

(104)

(105)

In order to see how the construction goes in general, the process must
be continued one step further. The differential equations which define the

next terms are

duf _ ^^^-Y,,(2) _ I ^^A—r,/"»;i -u ^rnB[-2x,x,-\ry,y,] zB\x,y,+x,y,\

d< +cTV^iuf = - a^^^ufd.
dr

, mC[2xl-Zx,y^^ , zC\4.xly,-yl\
^

{ma— np) V—

1

4 {mp+na)

^mB{-2x^Xi+yay^ _ zB\x^yi+Xiya\

2 {ma— np) V—

1

2 {mp+ ntr)

_ m(7[2a;g-3a;ot/g] , 3(7]4a;gyo-t/gf
^

(m<7— wp) V — 1 4 {mp+Wo-)

^wf _ n,/2) _ _ 371^ [- 2a;oa;i + y<>y^ jL_ ^\Bx^yi+x^y^\
—J pug —

„ / _ ^ ~r „ /
I \

d 2{m<T—np)
"""

2(mp+wo-)

_ nC[2xl-Zx,y^^ _ zC\4txly,-yl\
^

ma—np 4 {mp+na)

dufj_ (2)_
I

SnB[-2XoXi + y,yj\ , 3B\x,yi+Xiya\

^^
-tpu, -\ 2{ma-np)

"^
2(mp+w<7)

+ nC[2xl-3x,yl] 3C\4:xlyo-yl\

ma—np 4:{mp+na)

(106)
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In order that the solutions of these equations shall be periodic with the

period 27r/o-, the right members must be periodic with this period, the right

member of the first equation must not contain the term e"^^^^'', and the

right member of the second equation must not contain the term e""^''^^''.

The first condition is satisfied as the equations stand. The expression
giTv-^TT enters through m™, x^x-^, y^Vi, ^oVd and x^yo. The sum of its

coefficients must be put equal to zero; this condition determines S^ by the

equation

^ _ 3mB [4(a^» + a^^) +2(a'^+a'£)+n (nbj^ +mb'^)]
^ 2{m(T—np)p

_ 3B[-2 n(4' +^3")+n (ag+<)+ (nbg+w&s")]

2(wp+wor)<r

, Sma'C{2-n') _ Sna'CjA-Sn')

8 {ma—np) a 32 (mp

+

no) a

(107)

This disposes of all the arbitraries appearing in the equations, and the

third condition remains to be satisfied. Upon comparing the first and second

equations of (106), we see that the signs of the
[ ] in the second are opposite

the signs of the corresponding terms in the first, and that corresponding

\ \ have the same sign in the two equations. It is observed that the
[ ]

are sums of cosines of multiples of ctt, while the
] \ are sums of sines

of the same arguments. Since h^ enters in the second equation with the

sign opposite to that in the first, it follows, as a consequence of the prop-

erties of [ ] and \ \ , that the condition on the second equation is satisfied

by the same value of h^ as that which satisfies the condition on the first.

We now proceed to the general term. Suppose x^ , . . . , Xy-^;

Vi, . . .
, Vv-i have been computed, and that they have been found to

have the following properties

:

1. The Xj are sums of cosines of multiples of or.

2. The ij] are sums of sines of multiples of ar.

3. The highest multiple of ct in Xj and Vjisj+l.
4. The

[ ] is an even function of y.

5. The
I ^ is an odd function of y.

The equations defining the coefficients of e" are

rfr 2{m(T—np)V-\ 2{mp+na)

^ +,,V^<)= -,,v:ri <)5,- -^_^lLl__ _ __Li__,
dr 2{m<r-np)V^ 2{mp+na)

duT M_ n[] n
dr ^

2(m<r — np) 2 (mp+ no-)'

^+ „^w= I
n{]

\ \ ^

dr '^ * 2{m<T-np)^ 2{mp+ na)

where the S^ , . . . , 6,.^ are included in
[ ] and

] }

.

(108)
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It follows from properties 1, 2, 4, and 5 that
[ ] is a sum of cosines of

multiples of <tt, and that { ( is a sum of sines of multiples of ctt. The
general term of

[ ] is

r.=<.

.

v- >

K (109)

The exponents and subscripts of this expression satisfy the conditions:

(a) jUi+ • • • +Mk' is an even integer because of 4.

(b) 5 is or 1, since 5 enters (34) linearly,

(c) Ati\+ • • • +Mic>^/c+ Mi ^1+ • • • +Mk'>>k'+P3

+Mi+ • • • +M<c+mI+ • • • +Mk'— ! = »'•

The product a;5J;
• • • x^* is a sum of cosines of multiples of ar, by 1.

There is an even number of odd /x', . . .
, m«', by (a). Those factors y^' for

which IX J are odd are sums of sines of multiples of ar. The product of an

even number of such factors is a sum of cosines of or. It follows that

T^ is a sum of cosines of multiples of ar.

The highest multiple of o-t in T^ is

iV = Mx(Xi+l)+ • • • +M«(X«+l)+Mi(X(+ l)+ • • • +M«'(X«'+1).

It follows from (c) that

jV = r+l-pg = j'+l wheng = 0. (110)

Therefore [ ] is a sum of cosines of multiples of ar, the highest multiple

being iz+l.

It can be shown in a similar way that
] }

is a sum of sines of multiples

of <TT, the highest multiple being v-\-\.

Equations (108) can be written, therefore, in the form

duT _
dr

dr

^V^ri<' = + aaV— 1 ^irVZi T

+mV^=^ fs ArcosiVr]
-
I's^rsiniVrj

Twr=-
atrV — 1 ^-(TvCTi 1

,(")

dr

+ n S ^^cosiVrJ +1 S^^rsiniVr j-

.

piz+i -I r''+i
"I

f-p< = - n I S Af'cos icTTJ +1 S^^rsiniVr |

.

(Ill)

where the Af and Bf' are all known real constants.
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In order that the solution of equations (111) shall be periodic, we must
impose the conditions that the coefficient of e'^^^^'' in the first equation, and

of e-'rv'=^T jjj ^]^g second equation, shall be zero. It is easily seen that the

two conditions are identical, and they uniquely determine 8^ by the equation

ad,= --A'^'--B'^\ (112)

The periodic solutions of (111) are of the form

K+l V+1< = aw+cre-'^=^^+a<fe-''-^^+S aj^' cosjVt- V-1 S b'^ sinj<rT,
J=2

V+l v+l< = a^ +< 6''^^^+ cf e-''V=Tr+ 2 a<7 cosjar-V-l S 6<7 sinjVr,
J=2 y=2

v+l v+l

wr = «M + 2 a^7 cosjVt+ S 6^7sinio-T,

v+l v+l

<' =<+2 al7cosi(rT+S 617siny<7r,
y=i ^=1

(113)

where cf and cf' are arbitrary constants of integration.

Upon substituting (113) in (111) and equating coefficients of corre-

sponding functions of t, we find

^m _ _L.f,m _ _ ^ J c)
""10 T^^-ao -'^o 1

n

9

aC) . +at^=-l-[mAT-Br],

uv) _ _ ijO-) _ _ {jAj -j-BJ)
Ow 0,,

(7(f-l)
'IJ -'aj

M

/.w _ _ T-OT _ _4_ i^J<^Aj — pBj
Ozi 0,1 -t-

/(^+p2

= 2,

(i=2,

(J=l,

(i=i,

, "+1),

, "+1),

,^+1).

(114)

Then equations (33) give

v+l

x,= 2 (ai^>+ar) + [cre-^-+cre-''^1+2 S [<'+a^7]cosjVr,
^=1

v+l

y,=nV- 1 [cre<'-^^-cre-'^^^1+2 S [n6<;'+m6^7]sinjVr.

(115)
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The arbitraries cf' and cf are determined by the conditions that x„ = Q

and 2/y = at T = 0. Upon applying these conditions, the final results are

3=0
y+1 c+l

X, =2Ko>+ar„']-2 S^ [<+<] cos(rT+2 S^ K'+a^;] cosi<7r,
[ (116)

y^ =2ni' KZ+af;] sin(rT+2 '2 [nbf^+mh'^j] sinjar.

These expressions have the properties 1 and 2. Since x^
, y^ , x^

, y^ also

have these properties, the induction is complete and x depends only upon
cosines of multiples of <xt, and y upon sines of the same argument. The
orbits are therefore symmetrical with respect to the a;-axis.

94. Additional Properties of the Orbits of Class B.—It is observed

that x^ and y^ are homogeneous of the first degree in a, and that x^, y^, and

^2 are homogeneous of the second degree in a. It is easily proved by
induction, making use of the general term (109), that x^ and y„ are homo-

geneous of degree j'+l in a, and that S^+i is homogeneous of degree v-{-\ in a.

Consequently, it follows from (10) that the actual coordinates, x' and y',

carry in each term of their expansions c' and a to the same degree. That

is, e' and a are equivalent to a single parameter, and we may put one of

them, say a, equal to unity without any loss of generality. Then the

explicit expressions for the coordinates become

X' = [cosHe'+2[«J+a™) - «o'+«3o +«l"+ «32) coscrr

y' = [-n sm(rr]e'+2[+n (al^'+aao+^+O sin err

+ (n&lHw&32)sin2trr]«"+ ' • •
•

(117)

Since w is a positive constant, it follows that in all cases the motion in

these orbits is retrograde. For small values of e' the orbits are approxi-

mately elliptical in form, the axes of the ellipses coinciding with the

x' and y'-Sbxes.

The integral can be apphed as before to check the computation, for

it has the form

F(x,y, ^> ^)=F,+F^e+F,e'+ =constant.

Since this equation is an identity in c, each Fj separately is a constant. It

is seen that Fj is a sum of cosines of multiples of (tt, the highest multiple

being j + 2. Since the equation is an identity in t, the coefficient of each

cosjffTU=l, . . . ,v + 2) separately is zero. These coefficients involve

the 0,^2 and h\^^ linearly, and their vanishing constitutes a check on all

the afj\ h\^^ from the beginning of the computation to the step under

consideration.
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95. Numerical Example of Orbits of Class B.—In Darwin's memoir,

cited at the beginning of this chapter, there are a few examples of orbits of

this class in the vicinity of the equilibrium points (a) and (6). In all his

computations Darwin took one finite mass ten times that of the other.

To be able to compare the results of this analysis with his orbits, we shall

apply the formulas for the same ratio of the masses. This was the ratio

used in the computation of §90, and the first part of the table given there

can be used here.

Upon making use of the preceding computations and (36), (101), (103),

(104), (107), and (117), we get the following table of results:

Coefficient
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96. On the Existence of Orbits of Class C—For e = the equations
of these orbits are given in (32). It follows from these equations and
(33) that in this case

«-^+2V=rT' «'=i«-2^'*2 ==, a3 = a, = 0. (119)

ii = l, ... .4),

If the initial conditions are

Wi = ai+ai, W2 = a2+aj, Us = a^, Ui^a^,

the solutions of (34) may be written in the form

U^ = P^{a^, . . . , a^
, y, 5, e; t)

z=P^{ai, . . . , a^, 7, 5, e; t),

z' = Ps(ai, . . . , a^
, y, 8, e; t),

where the P^,P^, and P^ are power series in a^
,

conditions for periodic solutions with the period ^^ = ?^

= 0, z' = c+y, (120)

(121)

, a^, X, 5, ande. The

are

0=(ai+a,)[e+«+«'v-^^-- -l]+eQ,(a,, .

= as[e

= a^le

+pa+S) iicp

-p(l+6)
ivp

"— ll+eQaCoi; •

*4 J

0= —?+T
-^/j^^^ sin27rg(l + 5)+6 Q,(a,

,

0= +(c+7)cos27rg(l+5)+€Qe(ai,

• ; ^4; T, 5, e),

• ; ^4, T, 5, e),

T, 5, e),

7, 5, e),

. . , a,, y, 8, e),

• ; ^4, y, 8, e).

(122)

Since the last equation of (34) carries 2 as a factor, it follows that the

last two equations of (122) are divisible by c+7. It will be assumed that

this factor is distinct from zero and is divided out. We shall let the unde-

termined constant c absorb the arbitrary 7. Since we assume that c is

distinct from zero, it follows from the integral (13) that the last equation

of (122) is redundant and can be suppressed. There remain five equations

whose solutions for Oj , . . . , a^ , and 5 as power series in e, vanishing

with e, will now be considered.

It will appear in the course of the work that we shall need all of the

terms of the first degree in e, and all of those of the second degree which are

not periodic. We integrate equations (34) as power series in e, introducing

5 in the combination (1 + 8)t, and aj , . . , , 04 by means of the initial

conditions (120), It will be found that only the first power of 5 is needed,

and then only in terms independent of e; elsewhere it will be omitted.

Likewise only the first powers of a^ and a^ will be needed, and therefore

the higher powers will be omitted. Since a^ and a^ enter only in the com-

binations a^+oi and a^+a^, we may omit them for brevity until the end,

using simply a^ and aj , and then restore them where they are needed.
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The terms of degree zero in e satisfying the initial conditions (120) are

where i = V — l.

The terms of the first degree in e are defined by the equations

^-aiu['^=-mEi[ ]-F{ \, ^-pur=-nE[ ]+¥{ \,

^^™+<7<' = +m^t[ ]-F\ \, ^+p< = + n^[ ]+F\ \,

(123)

where

^-+Az,= +Wx^„

(124)

^^ +3g j^^ +3^
4(m(r — np)

'

2 (mp + na)

'

[ ]
= -[2(2-n^)aia,-^+(2+w^)a^e^''*^+(2+n^)a|e-=''*^+^cos2A/Tr

+2(2-mni)a,a,e+^'"+''^^+2i2+mni)a,a,e+"''-''^''
[ 125)

+2 {2+mni) a,a, e'-'^*+'""+2 (2-mm) a^a, e'-^*-"'-]

,

] f
= Iwm^e'''*^ -niale-^'"^+(ni+m)a,a,e^'''+''^^+(ni-m)a,a,e^'"-'"^

- {ni-m) 02036^-'"*+'"^- (m+w) a^ a, e'-'^*-"'^ [

.

The solutions of (124) are the respective complementary functions,

iff'e'^'^ K'^^e-"'^, Kfe"', K'-^c'''^ plus terms of the same character as their

right members. In the solution of the first equation, the coefficients of

these terms are respectively the coefficients of the right members written in

the order given in (125), omitting the term cos2\/Zt, divided by

— ai, -\-(Ti, —Sal, +p, — p, — 2o-i+p, — 2o-t— p.

The term.-}- {mEic^/2A) cos2\/^t gives rise to

+ 2(4A-«r')A
«««2V^r+ -

(4^_^3) -̂j sin2V^r.

The corresponding divisors in the solution of the second equation are

respectively

+ ai, +dai, —ai, 2<ji-\-p, 2(71— p, +p, — p,

and the terms coming from {+mEi&/2A)cos2VAT are

+ 2(4X:v)Z'°'^^'" (4Z^^7)vz^^^2v:4r.
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In the solution of the third and fourth equations it is unnecessary to

compute the terms which carry a, and a^ as factors. Omitting these terms,

the divisors for the third equation are respectively -p, 2ai-p, -2ai-p,
and the terms coming from {-nEc'/2A) cos2 VZt are

nEpc'

2(4A+p')A
C0S2V At + nEc'

sin2V4T.
{4:A+p')VA

For the fourth equation the corresponding quantities are

nEpc' „_o /-^ nE(f
p, 2<Ti-\-p, —2(ji-\-p, — cos2\/Tt

2(4A+p'M ^^"^^ " " ' (4^+p') VA

The solution of the last equation of (124) is

sin2 V^T.

Zi= + LJ" cos ^At-{-U^'' sin V^ t + SBaici

2(cr^+2(rVT)V^
-q^^+VaHt

+ SBttiCi

2((r'-2(r\/T)\Ar
„(-<r+VA)iT _ SBcad

2(p''+2ipVA)VA

SBcad
2{p'-2ipVA)VA

SBOiCi

2(<7'+2o-\/T) VT

(_p+VJi)T

(_0-_VA)iT

SBttici

+

2(o-^-2o-\/T) VT
SBcad _

2{p^-2ipVA:)VA

,(p+V20T

Aa~VA)iT

AP-VaDt

SBcati
_1 "-"^"l;^ 2{p^-\-2ipVA)V:i

A-p-VAi)T

(126)

The constants of integration Kf , . . . , XI" are determined by the

conditions that uf , . . . , w"' shall vanish at t = 0, and the constants

L{» and L^" by the conditions zM=z[(0) = 0.

It is necessary to compute all non-periodic terms of u^, u^, and z which

are of the second degree in t and which are independent of Oi , . . . , 04

,

and b. The right members of the differential equations involve

(127)
[r = lB[-2x,x,+y,y,+z,z,]+2C[2xl-^x,yl-Zx,z'^

,

\Y''
= ZB\x,y,+x,y,\ +\C\-4.xly,+yl+y,zl\.

The quantities x^ and y^ are defined by

X, = <>+<>+ W3" +<', y^ = ^^X^r -O +m{u'" - <')

In order to get all the non-periodic parts of the solutions at this step, the

terms of the differential equations which are non-periodic, that is, which

carry p in the exponential, must be retained; in the first and second

equations the terms in e""" and e"""" respectively must be retained; and in

the 2-equation the terms in cos VAt and sin VAt must be retained, for

these periodic terms give rise to terms in the solution which are multiplied

by T, and which therefore are not periodic.
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The conditions for a periodic solution with the period—- = —^ = T are

= w.(r) - w, (0) = [uT (T) -< (0)]+K\T) - ul'\0)] e

+ [ufiT)-uf'me'+ (i = l, . . . ,4),

= z(T) - z{0) = [z, (T) - z, (0)]+[Zi iT)-z, (0)] c

-\-[z,{T)-z,iO)h'+ • • •
•

, (128)

By means of the steps explained on pages 191 to 193, we find explicitly

<(r)-<(0) = (a,+ai)[e+^'^''^+«"-l], uf\T)-iA'\0)=a,[e'''"'^-l],

<(r)-<'(0) = (a,+a,)[e--''^+«"-l], <(r)-<(0)=a,[e-'''^-l],

z,{T)- zM=
^^^^^^^

8m2ira-^d);

w'" (T) -w"'(0) = i [ 2mEi{2 — mni)—F(ni+ m)]aia3

(129)

[— 2mEi{2 -\- mni) — F {ni — m)](h(iz 1 r+'^'^pi _ i+ 2^i^p JL^
^

. [ [— 2mEi{2 + mni) -\- F {ni — m)]a^ai

1 P

' —

1

I
[
— 2mEi{ 2 — mni) —F{ni+ m)] a^a^ 1 r

"^
2<rt+ p JL

,/"CT^ _,/»vm - r [- 2mEi{ 2 - mni) — F{ni+ m)] a^a^

, [
— 2mEi{ 2 + mni) -\-F{ni — m)'\ a^a^ \ r +2irp|. _ ^

I J [
— 2mEi{ 2 + ??im') — F (ni — m)] aiaj

"^1 2<rt-p

[+ 2mEi{2 — mni) —F{ni+ m)] a^a^ \r -zirpi

P J
L

u'" (T) - w'"(0) = i
[-^^(2 + n°)-nA']a^

,
2nE{2-n')a^a^'I 2(ri — p p

, [n.g(2 + n^)-n/^i]a^ 2ri^^__l r +2xpi
"^

2^t+p (4A + p')pjL^

w'" (T) -m"VO) = f
[^-^(2+^'')-?^A']a^

,
2nE{2-n')a^a^

I 2ai-\-p p

-1

-2Tpi ^

e ' —

1

,
[-w^(2+n')-nFt]c^ _ 2nEd_\ r

"^
2(rt-p (4Z+7)pJL
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<(r) -<(0) = a, [a,a,L, + c^MJ + 4m^t

|

^ " ^^^ ^

^ + .^'^
' ^^^'

^

<
I 2al — p

, 2nE{2-n')a,a, . [n^(2+n^) -nA']a^

p 2ai-\-p

(4A + p^)pJ1p 2ai-p]l^ ^J

_ lm£'t [
[^^(2 + n') - nA'] al , 2nE{2-n')a,a,

1 2(rt+ p
"^

p

2ai-p (4A+ p')pJ1p "^2(rt+ pJ

L J
L 2(n — p

^ 2nE{2 - re)a^a^
,
[nE{2+rf) - nFi]a\

p 2<Ti+ p

_ 2nEd I Joi . 02 I r 25rp-£. _ ^ -i

(4^+ p^)pjlp"^2(ri-pjL' ^J

1 2(7-t+ p p

,
[-nEi2-j-n')-nFi]al _ 2nE& \ fai _ a, ]"^

2<ri-p (4A+ p')pJ1p 2(7l+ pJ

X Te-^'^^ -ll _^p\[-nEi2+f)-nFi]a\
L J

[ 2(i% — p

. 2n.g(2 - n'')aiaa _, [nE{2-{-'n?) - nFi]a\

p 2cri+ p

_ 2w.gc'' 1 Joi _ Oi! 1 r 2'^p^ _ ii

(4^+ P^)pJ1p 2c.t-pjL' ^J

_ p
[
[71^(2 + ^') - nFt]a^ , 2nEi2-n^)aiai

^ 1 2<rl+ p p

[-nE(2+n')-nFi]al _ 2nEc' \ {ay , g^ 1

2(ri-p (4^+ p')pJlp 2(ri + pJ

L J \ 2ai— p

. 2nE(2-n')aiai . [nEi2+n')-nFi]4 2nE&
]"^

P
^

2(rt+p (4A+p')pJ

/«! + «2
I

fg^-p-?-

_

i\ A_nFi l
[nE(2+ n')-nFi]al

\p^ 2(ri-p}l J^ 1 2(Ti+p

,
2nE(2-n^)aia2 , [-nEi2+n')-nFi]al

p 2(71—

p

_ 2nE& 1K_ ^2 Irr"'^^-^-!!
(4^+P^)pJIp 2crt+pJL' 'J'

+

X
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where

|_
3a iff -\-p

_ ^E{2-n'){mp + na)] , 2mn'ETi I
[-4w-£^(2+n^)+ 2ni^]

(xp J 1 30-

, 2mn[2aE{2+n')+ pF]\ _.j.rp- \ [2mE{2+n')+ 2nF\

2m [2 (tE (2 +re)+ pj^] ,_
2n [pE (2+ w") - crF] \

Aa'+p'
'^

^a'+p"" J

^^prp- l4E{2-n'){mp + na)} _^ 4mECTi{2-n')
1 o-p J B

(130)

L 2nFCTi Sri'FCTi
'^ B 2B '

^^ 4viE'Ti{mp + na-) SmBETi nEFTijmp + na)

apA (4A-0^ «rp^

_ mECTi nFCTi
AB 4.AB

There are corresponding equations for uf{T)—u'f{Q) and Zi{T)—z^{0).

The third and fourth equations of (128) can be solved for a^ and a^ as

power series in e, a^, a^, and 5, vanishing with e. The explicit results are

l [+nE(2+ri')+ nFi]al _ 2nE(2 -n')a,a,
""'

1 2<Ti-p p

,
[-nE{2+n^)+nFi]al

i
^nEc' \

,"^
2ai+p "^

(4^+p=')pr'^
"

[
- n.g (2 +nO + nFi] al 2nE{2- n^) a,a.

(131)

2o'i+p p

,
[+w^(2+w'')+nA'K

I

2nEc' } ,

2(rt-p ^(44+p^)pJ'"^

When these expressions for a^ and a^ are substituted in the first, second, and
fifth equations of (128), we obtain

= (ai+ ai)[e+^"«*-l]+(ai+ai)[(ai+ai)(a,+o,)A+c^Mje=+ • •

,

= {a,+a,)[e-''"''*-lj-(a,+a,)[{a,+a,)(a,+ a,)L,+c'M,'je'+
,

0- VX(l + 5)
''''^'^*^

2^ 1 A L~T^ +2Vl4^^+iZ+?)J ^
^^^2)

_ 6^(ai+ai) (02+02)0 1 2

4^ -(7^ r
+ 11

{2(4-w^)(a,+a,)(a2+a2)c - ||}e=+
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After removing the factor c from the last equation, solving for d, and

substituting the result in the first two equations, we have

where

= (tti

+

a,) [{a,+ a,) (a,+ a,)L+&M] e'+
0=(a,+ a,)[ia,+ a,){a,-\-a,)L+c'M] e'+

T^_A 9^' _
I

3(7(4 -n')
2'irpi {4A-(r')VA ^ 2 VA '

Ml , BBE rmp+na- , i / —ma , np \~\ 9(7M = ^'
_i_

3-P-C( r mp+na- . i^ / —ma , np \1 _
2irpi

"^
2A*' L (rp '^^K^A-a'^ iA+ p' U

(133)

(134)

Equations (133) can not be solved for a^ and a^ as power series in c,

vanishing with e, unless

aJaAL+cW] = 0, a,[a,a^L+c''M] = 0. (135)

One solution of these equations is a^=ai=0, and with this determination of

ttj and ttj, equations (133) are uniquely solvable for a^ and a^ as power series

in e , vanishing with e . In this case the generating solution reduces to the

form of that of Class A. But the orbits of Class A heretofore treated were

those for which VT and a are incommensurable. This restriction was not

necessary in order to prove that orbits exist which re-enter after one revo-

lution, but it was not certain that there are not others re-entering only after

many revolutions. The uniqueness of the solution of (133), for ai = a^ = 0,

proves that all of the orbits of Class A, of the analytic type under consideration

here, re-enter after a single revolution.

At the beginning of the present discussion the assumption was made

that c is distinct from zero, and this permitted the suppression of the last

equation of (122). If we had assumed that a^ is distinct from zero, we

could have suppressed the first equation of (122) ; and solving in a different

order, we should finally have arrived at two equations corresponding to (133)

containing {c-\-y) as a factor. The equations would have been found solvable

after imposing the condition c = 0, and we should have arrived at the con-

clusion that all orbits of Class B re-enter after one revolution.

Equations (135) also have the solution

a,a,L+c'M = 0. (136)

This equation defines c when a^ and a^ have been given arbitrary values.

If the orbits are to be real, a^ and a^ must be conjugate complex quantities.

Under these circumstances their product is positive, and L and M must be

opposite in sign in order that c shall be real.

After the condition (136) has been applied, equations (133) become

0=(ai+ ai)[aiai+a^a,-Jraia2]L+e[ai , a^ , e]+ • • •

,

|

0=(a2+(L,)[a,a^+a^ai+aia2]L+ e[ai , a^ , e]+ • • • •

J
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Since the terms of these equations which are independent of e are identical,

except for the non-vanishing factors ai+a^ and a^+a^ , it follows that if

one is solved for a^ and the result substituted in the other, the latter becomes

divisible by e. After dividing out e, there is a term independent of a^ and

€ which must be equal to zero in order that the equation may be solved

for Oj as a power series in e, vanishing with e. This term involves the

coefficients of e' in the original solutions (122), since e' has been divided

out. Likewise, terms enter from lower powers of e through the elimination

of 03 , a^, and 5. It is not possible to construct these terms without an

unreasonable amount of work. But we see from the way in which they

originate that they are homogeneous of the fourth degree in aj and Cj.

Unless one or the other of these constants is absent, their ratio is determined

by this constant term set equal to zero. If one is absent, the only solution

is the other set equal to zero, which throws us back on Class A, which

has been already completely treated.

Suppose both constants are present and that their ratio is determined.

Since they must be conjugate in order that the orbit may be real, the solu-

tion for the ratio has the form

Oi ^ a+b V^ ^ a'-b''+2ab\/"=a
_

<h a—b V^^ a'+V

It is clear that only for special values of the coefficients, which might never

be possible in the problem, could the solution for the ratio have this form.

The complexity of the problem is such that no further attempt will be made
here to determine whether there exist solutions of Class C which are dis-

tinct from those of Class A and Class B.

If the attempt is made to construct the periodic solution of which
(32) are the terms independent of e, no difficulty will be encountered until

the terms in e' are reached. Then it will be found that equations (135)
must be satisfied in order that the solutions at this step shall be periodic.

That is, step by step, the construction agrees with the existence, though
the computation is somewhat less laborious.



Chapter VI.

OSCILLATING SATELLITES.

SECOND METHOD.*

97. Outline of Method.—The problem treated in this chapter is the

same as that considered in the preceding, but the method employed is quite

different. In this particular question the preceding method is somewhat
more convenient, but in other problems where the same general style of

analysis can be used it is much less so.

There is a definite physical situation for which the analysis is to be

developed. One of its principal features is that the periodic orbits form a

continuous series from those of zero dimensions at the points of equilibrium,

and as they vary in dimensions the periods undergo corresponding changes.

In the analysis of Chapter V the dimensions were controlled by means of

the scale factor t, and the varying periods were properly secured by the

introduction of 5 and its subsequent determination in terms of e' As e'

approached zero the orbits approached zero dimensions and the period

approached the value which corresponds to 5 = 0.

In the present treatment no parameters corresponding to e' and 5 are

employed. Instead, we introduce a parameter X by means of \x~ix^-\-\,

where /Xo is kept fixed in numerical value while X is a parameter in terms of

which the solutions are expressed. Periodic solutions are found for all X

whose moduli are sufficiently small, but only those solutions belong to the

physical problem for which X = ju— Mo • The dimensions of the physical orbit

depends upon this value of X, and its period depends upon /x^ . That is, we

find a family of periodic solutions having a constant period depending upon

/io , but only one of them belongs to the physical problem. It is because of

this fact that it is not necessary to make the period variable and dependent

upon the parameter in terms of which the solutions are developed.

98. The Differential Equations.—We shall start from equations (6)

of Chapter V, omitting the accents which will not be needed. The right

members of these equations involve the parameter ^ explicitly in the last

two terms of V , and imphcitly through r^ and r^ which depend upon rf de-

fined in (4). We shall make the transformation

M = Mo+ >^> (1)

but it is not necessary to do so in all places, both explicit and implicit, in

which this parameter occurs in the differential equations.

*The problem of oscillating satellites was first treated by the author by the methods of this chapter.

However, the two methods were reported on simultaneously in the paper referred to at the beginning of

Chapter V. "«
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For simplicitj' the transformation will be made where it appears explicitly

in U, and elsewhere m will be supposed to retain its original given value,

which is regarded as a fixed constant. This particular generalization of the

parameter ix is not the only possible one, and the series obtained differ

according to the particular generalization made, but when the conditions

for convergence are satisfied their sums are identical in t.

After the transformation (1), equations (6) of Chapter V become

where

x"-2y'-{\+2A,)x= P,{x, y\ z\ X),

y"+2x'-a- A,)y = yP,(x, y\ z\ X),

z"+A, z = zP,{x, y\ z\ X),

(2)

-^0 ^(0)3 ~ ,v.(0)3

P,= -A'X+35„a;+|C„[-4a;=+2/=+z^]+ • • •

,

A> — \ lJ_, R=+ ^ ~^^ + Jk
, C — A. l~Mo I Mo_

,^ ^(0)3^^^.(0)3' -"O + ™(0)4 — ».(0)4
' "-^0 I „(0)5 "T ^(0)5

'

'1 '2 -— 'l — '2 '2 '2

(3)

the signs in £„ being the first, second, or third according as orbits in the

vicinity of (a), (6), or (c) are in question. The regions of convergence of

Pi and Pj are precisely the same as those found in §77.

We shall need the differential equations in the normal form so far as the

linear terms are concerned. When the right members of (2) are put equal

to zero, their solutions are

•/>o«

z = Ci cosV^i+CaSinVZ^^,

(4)

where K^ , . . . , Ki , c^ , and c^ are arbitrary constants of integration, and
where + CoV — i, — o-„\/ — i, +p„ , and —

po are the four roots of

co*+(2-^)co=+(l+2^)(l-^) = 0;

and where also

^(To 2p(,

Consequently the normal form is secured by the transformation

a;'=+0-oV^^T(Mi-'W2)+p„(W3-M4),

y =+naV^ (u,- Wj)+w„ (u, - u,)
,

y'=-no ffo (Wi+wJ + mo Po (u^+u,),
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which reduces equations (2) to

u'-<riu=+ ^o-Pi (^> y'' ^'' ^) _ yP2{x, V\ z\ X)

* " ' 2(mo<ro— noPo) V—

1

2(moPo+WoO-o)

201

u'+aAUi= —

5(mo<ro— noPo)

mpPi {x, y\ z\ X)

2(moffo— y^oPo) V—

1

KWoPo+WoCo)

j/PaCx, j/', Z^ X)

2(moPo+no(ro)

i^'_p^^
npP, {x, y\ z\ X)

I

yF^x, y\ z\ X)

^ °
'

2(mo(ro— WoPo) 2(moPo+Woo-o)

w.'J^pu -
I

^"-^i^^' ^^ ^^ y -I-
^^a(^> ^'' ^'> ^)

* ^ 2(rnoO'o— Wopo) 2(mopo+Woo-o)

(7)

(8)

2"+Az = + 2P,(a;, t/^ zSX),

where i = V— l and where Pi and Pj have the values given in (3).

99. Integration of the Differential Equations.—Equations (2) admit

the integral

F=x'^-\-y'^^-z'^-\x^^-f-\-A^{2x^-f-z'')^A'{2x^-f-z^)\

+ Bo(-2a;'+3:rz/'+3a;20+ ' ' -Inconstant,

which holds for x, y, and z within the region for which the series converge.

Since there is always a component of acceleration toward the x2/-plane,

there can be no closed orbit entirely on one side of this plane. Thereforeo in

all cases we can take the origin of time so that 2 = at < = 0. Suppose

Uj= ai, z = Q, z' = y ati = 0. (9)

We now integrate equations (7) as power series in the a^, y, and X. The

solutions are

- „ .+v'
u, = a,e +Pi(au

_ 7 smVTot+Pf,{ai,

z'= yCOsVTj+Peiai,

) "i, 7) X; t),

, 04, 7, X; 0,

, 04, 7, X; t),

, o.i, 7, X; t),

, 04, 7, X; t),

) a'4, y, X; t),

(10)

where Pi, . • •
, Pe are power series m Oj, . . . , 04, 7, and X. The

moduli of these parameters can be taken so small that the series converge

for all O^f^T, where T (finite) is taken arbitrarily in advance (§16).

The Pj are of the second and higher degrees in the aj, y, and X. It follows

from the way in which X was introduced that the Pj identically vanish

(qy a = • =04 = 7 = 0. Since the last equation of (7) contains z as a

factor P5
= ?>6

= for 7 = 6, whatever the other initial conditions may be.
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100. Existence of Periodic Solutions.—Since the right members of

equation (7) do not contain t explicitly, sufficient conditions that (10) shall

be a periodic solution with the period T are

= w,(T)-M,(0) = a,[e+^^^^-l] +MT)-pM,

= u,{T)-uM = a,[e-^^=^^-l] +p,(T)-p,(0),

= u, (T) - u, (0) = a3[e+''oT _ i] + p^ (T) -p3 (0),

= u,{'T)-u,(0) = ale-'''-' -l] +P,{T)-pM,

0= 2(T)- 2!(0)=^^sinVT„T +Pa(T)-P5(0),

0= z'iT)- z'iO) =y[cosVT,T-l]+p,(T)-pM-

The last two equations of (11 ) are satisfied by 7 = 0. Suppose 7 ?^ 0. Then
it follows from the form of the integral (8) that unless \/ZoT = (2n+ l)ir/2,

where n is an integer, the last equation is a consequence of the first five.

We shall suppose T does not have one of these special values, and we shall

suppress the last equation since it is a redundant condition. The first

five equations are to be solved for ai , . . . , a^, and 7 in terms of X, and

we can use only those solutions which vanish with X . These equations are

satisfied by ai = • • • =04= 7 = 0. In order that this may be not the only

solution vanishing with X, the determinant of the coefficients of the linear

terms in aj, . . . , a^, and 7 must be zero. This condition is explicitly

[e^^^
-"

-

1] [e-"^"^^
^-

1]
[e"'-" - 1] [e""'"- 1] sin VaJ = 0. (12)

This equation has the solutions

T, = -^, T, =^ (. an integer). (13)

Consider first the solution T = Tj . For this value of T the determinant

of the linear terms in aj , . . . , 04 of the first four equations of (11) is distinct

from zero unless v<To/2 Va^ is an integer. This condition can not be fulfilled

for all V unless o-o is an integral multiple of 2 VTo . Now since co = (To V— 1

satisfies
. ,^ . v , . .

,

co^+(2-A)co^+(l+2A)(l-^)=0,

this condition can not be fulfilled unless A^ is negative, but from its

definition in (3), J.,, is always positive. Therefore there are values of v for

which v(ra/2 Va^ is not an integer, and one of these values of v is necessarily

unity. It follows that the first four equations of (11) can be solved for

ai, . . . , 04 as power series in 7 and X. Since u^, . . . , u^, and z vanish

with tti = • • • = 04 = 7 = 0, these solutions vanish with 7, and since the

first four equations of (7) are functions of z^, they carry 7^ as a factor.

On substituting the solutions of the first four equations of (11) in the fifth,

it becomes a power series in 7 and X alone, and is divisible by 7.
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In order to prove the possibility of the solution of the fifth equation

for 7 in terms of X, and to determine the character of the solution, we must
work out the first terms of the series. Terms in X alone can not be intro-

duced from the solutions of the first four equations of (10) unless the fifth

equation is divisible by 7", for the former carry 7^ as a factor. We shall

show first that the fifth equation of (11) has a term in 7X.

It is seen from (7) and (3) that the coefficient of 7X in the expression

for z is defined by

3;[',+^o2i,i=-^'2o,o=- :;y^m).VT^t (14)

The solution of this equation satisfying the conditions that Zii(O) = and
<,(0)=Ois

2i,i=-^^sinv/i;<+-^cosV7;<. (15)

It follows from the non-periodic term of this equation that the fifth equation

of (11) has a term in 7X, and therefore that the solutions exist. To get their

character we must find the terms of lowest degree in 7 alone.

The coefficients of 7* are defined by

dt
(TqIW,

(2,0).

2(mo (To— no Po) 2(moPo+Wo<ro)

dt
^-haot^-"'^

J,, (2, 0)
iLULo (2 0)

dt

2(moO-o— WoPo)

nA r-"'

\ r1,0)

+

2(moPo+Wo(7-o)

1 j. (2. 0)

2(mo(ro— WoPo) 2(mopo+no«7-o)

I ^a. 0) = 4. ^''oL J J L_f
-r f'o 4 ^ 2(jno(Ta—nopo) 2(mopo+no(ro)

^2,0 ~r -^0^2,0 ~ "r"-^o'''i,o^i,o>

(16)

where

[ f'"'=-f5o[-2<o+2/!,o+ 4«], ] r'''"=3 5„x,„2/:,o. (17)

We shall need only the terms wf'"', . . . , wf' carrying 7' as a factor.

Hence in the first four equations we may omit Xi,,, and ^i.o . From equa-

tions (6) and (10) we have

^1,0 ^1,0
' +

+

ai7

2\/To V

2VT0 ^

,(+0-0+vTo) VZ1( _ (+(r„-VT,) VTif

,(_(rj4.VTo) vrit _ .(-(To-vTo) vCTu

p(+Po+v^o ^^)' _ pi+Pt-'^o ^^1)'

+ 2VT„
Pt+VT, vri» (_p,_vr, vri)t

(18)
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Therefore, integrating (16) so far as the first four equations depend upon

terms involving 7^ as a factor, and determining the constants of integration

so that wf-", 22,0, and 22,0 are zero at ^ = 0, we get

uf• <» = afo-
°>+ ail' " e-"^"-^' + all'

"' cos 2 Vi; i - b'^ " sin 2 Vi; i

,

i^f-« = afo''"+af/'e+''»' +a<r> cos2VAj+bf^'" sm2VAj,

uf-
»' = af,-

"+ afi'
•» e-""' + af^

"' cos 2 Vi; « - 6^2' "' sin 2 Vi; <

,

22.„=cr' cosvT„^+cr> sinvT„^+3^„{ ^(^-^j;;;;;^^^

2(0-0 — 2 VZ^ ) ffo VX„ V~^ 2(0-0—2 \/l^ ) 0-0 VA^o -s/^l

. a2 7e<-'^»-'^^''^' , a3 7e<+''»+'*^'*'^)'

(19)

2(0-0 + 2 VA'g ) (To VA~^ V^^ 2(po+2 VXo \/^)po VXoV^
a, 7 e^+P'-"^' ^'-i'

'

. a4 7 e(-/>o+-^ -^^i

'

~
2(po-2 VXo \/=T)po Vi; V=I 2(po-2 VA~ V=^)po VXo V^I

~
2(po+2 \/17V^)po VXo V=TJ

'

where

(2, 0) ^ J 3 mo -So 7'
, a"'

°' = H
SUoBoy^

^

" ^ 8 (mo 0-0-no Po) ^0 0-0 '" ^ 8 (m.o (7„- w„ p„) ^0 p^

(2, 0) _ J 3 mo Bq g-Q 7 (2, 0) 3no.BoPo7''
"^ ^8(m„<r„-n„p„)(4^„-o?)A' "'>=

8(m„(r„-n„p„)(4A+p?)^

'

(2, 0) ^ 3 mo Boy''
^ ^(2, 0) ^ 3 no ^07'

" 2(m„(ro-WoPo)(44o-o'o)<^o " 2(m„(7o-noP„) (4^„+p^)p„'

»,(2, 0) ZMoBoJ
, I /QH^

''•^ - 4(mocr„-n„p„)(4A-oDV^V:::T' f^^"^

LC2. 0) _ J 3 Wo -Pq 7
"^

4 (m„ (r„-n„ p„) (44„+p2) VT,

'

^(2, 0) _ 1 /„ „ \ 6Bo_7
r / „\ 6-B07

C, - + (a,-a2)
(4^^_^.),^V^ +('^3-aJ

-(IZT+P^Jpo'

C2 - + {a,+a,) (4^^_^2)^^ +^'^'+''^^4A+pDV1o'

The terms of z of the third degree in 7 are defined by

^3,0 ~r -^0^3,0 ~ " -Do'^'s.o^i.o -T" 7-^0^1,0 • (21)

We shall need only the non-periodic terms and those whose period is not

2ir/VA~a. The former come from terms in sin VaU and e'^""', and the latter

from terms involving e^"'"^^' , which together with e*""' are introduced by
Zi • Since

^2, =< " +Mf " -i-uf- " +wf •»,
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we find for the required terms

|c„<„ = ^^sinv:4;^

Therefore the part of the solution of (21) not having the period Tj is

z.o=-{^[2{aT+aD-(ar'+ar')]-f^]tcosVA,t

205

(22)

-^--j-^^^^^^^^=^^sin(<r„+V^„)f+ ^^^_2^--^^_-^^smK V^Jf

+ 3^oaf/>T sin(poA/^rj+v^)«

(23)

(po— 2 V^o V— 1) -n/^Po

We can now write the conditions for the existence of periodic solutions.

Upon using the results just obtained, we find for the values of (11)

yirpo

e VT, -ij

0=a3[6>^ -lJ-2(m„.„-n„p„)(U+pDPoL^ '" "M +

(moO-o-noPo)(4^o+Po)PoL J

0=+(-l)-^ {^A,-a\)a,^-l\} ^^' M

+[(-i)--i]cr> + (,^^!-",^^;;^[(-ire-
^ -1]

-(4A+ p?)p„L^ ^^ ' 'J^(4^ + p?)p„L^ ^

_>2rPo -|

e v^-1

(4^-<r'o)o-o

65„air'7
(44„-<r^)(r„

^(4A+pS)poL^ J

(24)
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Upon solving the first four equations of (24) for Oj

,

the result in the last, and reducing by (20), we get

, 04, substituting

2«,3
9y7rgo7

2A\ 8{mo(T,-naP,)(roPoAl ^ 4(4^ - a^) (4ilo+ Po)^o

+ 9vTrBl{inoPo+noao)<riiPay^ 9y7rCo7^

16(mo(ro-noP„) (4Ao-o^) {iA.+pDAl IQAI
+

From the characteristic equation and equations (5), we find

m, (To- w„ po= - (1+ 2A„) i^+^)

,

m, po+no a,=
O'o+Po.

-aSpS=(l-^)(l+2A), -<rS+pS=-(2-^).
(25)

Hence, after dividing by 7, we have

n-A .rx-l^r 3Eg(l-3Ao+14^g) .^T^ , . , .
/o^n

which can be solved for 7 in terms of X in the form

7 = XJP(X*). (27)

Upon substituting this result in the series for % ,

expressed in terms of 7 and X from (24), we have

. , 04 when they are

a, = XF,(X*) (^=l, ... ,4). (28)

After (27) and (28) are substituted in (10) the coordinates u, and z

become power series in X*, vanishing with X*, and they are periodic, since

the conditions for periodicity have been satisfied. The series converge for

I X I
suflBciently small. The radius of convergence depends on ju and Mo> and

it is easy to see from the explicit forms of the equations that it remains finite

as Mo approaches m- For X = /x— Mo the orbits belong to the physical problem,
and Mo can be taken so near m that the series converge. That is, periodic

solutions exist having the form

y= s 2/«xs 2=2 ZjX%
1=1

(29)

where the z^, ?/,, and z, separately are periodic functions of t having the
period_27r/V^

.
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The last two equations of (11) are satisfied by 7 = 0. For T = 2ir/VTo
the determinant of the linear terms of the first four equations is distinct
from zero; therefore their only solution ior a^ , . . . , a, as power series in

X, vanishing with \, is a,= =a, = 0. But then u, , . . . , u„ and z

are identically zero. That is, the solutions having the period 2Tr/VA'^ are
in three dimensions and not in two alone. In this respect they agree with
the solutions of Class A of Chapter V. It will now be shown that for

X = M — Mo

these solutions are those of Class A.

The solutions of Class A were developed as power series in e' of the
form

z= -E x,t", y= -E y,e'\ 2= S z,e", (30)
<=i <=i <=i

where Xi,y,, and Zt are periodic in T = t/(l+ 8) with the period 27r/vir. The
A„ appearing in the x,, y,, z, of (29) is different from the A of (30); in the

former /x has been replaced by Mo in certain places, while in the latter it

remains fx. Now let m = Mo+^' in (30) in those places where this transforma-

tion was made in the development of (29), and develop the right members as

power series in X. The period of the solutions (30) when expressed in t is

2ir(l+5)/\/T, where 5 is a known power series in e'. Make the transfor-

mation on IX in this expression so that A=A^+p (X) and set it equal to the

period of (29), viz. 2-K/y/T^. Since 5 starts with a term of the second degree

in e' this equation determines e' as a power series in X*. Substituting this

expression in (30), we have these equations expressed as power series in X^

For sufficiently small |X| these series converge, the coefficients of each

power of X* separately are periodic with the period 2w/y/A^, they identically

satisfy the correspondingly transformed differential equations, and they are

identically equal (in t) to (30) in their original form. Having the same form

as (29), it follows from the uniqueness of these solutions that they are

identical with them. That is, equations (29) and (30) are two different

sets of expressions for the coordinates of the orbits of Class A.

Now return to the consideration of equations (11). Let the last two

be satisfied by 7 = 0. As we have seen, there is no solution of the first four

vanishing with X=0 except a^= • • a^-O if T = T^=2t/VT^. Therefore

we take T = T^ = 27r/(ro . The first equation is redundant because of the

existence of the integral (8), and will be suppressed. The third and fourth

equations can be solved for a, and 04 as power series in a^, Oj, and X,

vanishing with a^ and a^ . When these results are substituted in the

second equation, we have

P(oi,a„X)=0, (31)

where P identically vanishes with a^ and a^

.
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We have one equation for the determination of the parameters a^ and

Oj. Consequently we may impose one condition upon them. It will be

convenient to take ai and a^ so that

x' = 0&tt = 0, (32)

a condition which is satisfied in every closed orbit for which the right mem-

bers of (2) converge. From equations (6) it follows that this condition is

<roV^^^(ai-a2)+Po(a3-aJ=0. (33)

We shall regard this equation as a relation between a^ and a^ which is to be

used in connection with (31) for the determination of these parameters.

In order to complete the proof of the existence of the solutions it is

necessary to discuss the second and third degree terms of (31). It follows

from (7) and (3) that the terms of the second degree are determined by

^-cr„<'=-m„[ ri-\ r,

I (2)

f !

dt

dt

duf
dt

I (2)

f J

(34)

where

3
2A'\x,+^B,{-2x\+y';\

^ ,(„__ A'\y,+zB,x,y,
^

2(moO'o— nopo) ' ^ 2(mopo+no<ro)

It follows from the forms of the right members of these four equations

that their solutions will contain Poisson terms,* whose coefficients involve

Xttj , . . . , Xa4 respectively as factors. The coeflBcients of all the other

terms are of the second degree in a.^ , . . . , a^ and linear in B^, and those

which are not periodic involve a^ or a^ at least to the first degree. Conse-

quently, when we solve the third and fourth equations of (11) for a, and 04,

the results will start with terms of the second degree in ai , cuj, and X. When
these results are substituted in the second equation of (11), it will contain

a term in Xoj and terms of the third degree as the lowest in a^ and a^ alone.

If we now eliminate Oi by means of (33), we have an equation whose terms

of lowest degree are cujX and al . We shall verify first that the coefficient

of OjX is not zero.

*In Celestial Mechanics terms which are of the form of t multiplied by cosine or sine terms are called

Poisson terms, from the results in Poisson's theorem on the invariability of the major axes of the

planetary orbits.
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It follows from (34) and (35) that the Poisson terms in wf are

(mo o-Q— Wo Pa) V^T 2(mo po+ Wo (To)

Hence, so far as these terms are concerned, we find

\(To/ 0-oV— 1 tmo«ro— noPo moPo+ WoO-oJ

which, by equations (25)2 reduces to

(2) f2ir\ _ (».^s _ 47r^^[2mo(TopD+no(l+2^o)] ^ „ ^oa\

Therefore the coefficient of Xa^ in (31) is not zero unless A' = 0. But A'?^0

except for the center of libration (b) when the finite masses are equal, and

in this case a different generalization of the parameter fi can be made to

keep it distinct from zero. Consequently, since all the equations are iden-

tically satisfied by Oi = • • • = 04 = 0, the equation obtained by eliminating

Oi between (31) and (33) is divisible by a^, after which there is a term

in X alone whose coefficient is distinct from zero. Therefore the equation

can be solved for aj in terms of X, vanishing with X, and the periodic

solutions exist.

The form of the solution depends upon the degree of the term of the

lowest degree in a^ alone in the final equation after a^, a^, and a^ are elimi-

nated. It is easy to show that the coefficient of al in this equation is not

identically zero. It has been shown that the terms arising from the solu-

tions of (34) involve B^ linearly. There are also terms of the third degree

in ai, . . . , a4 arising from the terms of the third order. The terms of

W2 of the third order are defined by

I „ ^/
—7 ,,(3) _ _ m^i J

v-i Li
, (-37)

a.
+'^oV-li/2 - 2(mocr„-noPo) 2(moPo+n-~^'

^""'^

where

\
\''' = 4.B,\x,y,+y,x,\+\C,\-^:>^,y,+y\\.

The Poisson terms in the solution of (37) involving C„ as a factor are

^2
~

{mo(To-nopo) V-l 4(moPo+no(ro) V-l

Hence we find for these terms, after some reductions,

<(f)-<W° M+^KV-l{'^'m"r-^' +(*-3<k}«.«;- (38)
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It follows from equations (5) that
] [ of (38) does not identically vanish.

Hence the coefficient of Oj a^ in the expression for Wj {^-k/^^ — u^ (0) consists

of terms multiplied by B^ plus non-vanishing terms multiplied by Co

.

Now suppose Oi, a^, and a^ are eliminated from the second equation

of (11) by means of (33) and the third and fourth equations of (11). It

follows from the properties of these equations that in the result the term

independent of X and of lowest degree is of the third degree in a^ . Its

coefficient consists of two parts, one of which is (38) and contains C^ as a

factor, while the other contains £„ a.s a factor. If the coefficient of Bf, is

identically zero, the coefficient of a| is distinct from zero, because, as we have

seen, the part involving Co is distinct from zero. Even if the coefficient of

Bg is not zero, it is easy to show that the sum of the two parts of the

coefficient of aj can not be identically zero for each of the three libration

points (a), (6), and (c).

Consider the points (a) and (6). The quantities A^, ctj, p^, m^, n^,

and Co are the same function of /Xo for both points, but B^ is different because

of the change of sign in its second term [eq. (3)]. Consequently, the sum of

the terms in B^ and Co can not be identically zero in /^o for both the points

of libration (a) and (6). Hence in this case the second, third, and fourth

equations of (11) and (33) are solvable ion a^ , . . . , a^ as power series

in X*, vanishing with X. Therefore the periodic solutions with the period

27r/o-o are expansible as power series in X*.

In a manner similar to that used to prove that (29) are series which
represent orbits of Class A, it can be shown that the orbits now under con-

sideration belong to Class B.

101. Direct Construction of the Solutions for Class A.—^As in the

method of Chapter V, the coordinates in the orbits of Class A are most con-

veniently obtained from the x, y, and ^-equations. Consequently we start

from equations (2) and (3). Since the solution is periodic for all lX^| suf-

ficiently small, each term of the expansion separately is periodic with the

period 27r; and since z = at ^ = 0, each term in the expansion of z separately

vanishes at f= 0.

The coefficients of X* are defined by

x';-2y[-il+2A,)x, = 0, y';+2x[-{l-A,)y, = 0, z';+A,z, = 0. (39)

The solutions of these equations satisfying the periodicity and initial con-
ditions are

^1 = 2/i = 0, z, = -^ sinVi; t, (40)

where Cj is so far undetermined.
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The coefficients of X are defined by

y"+24-(l- A,)ij^=3B,x,y„ (41)

Upon making use of (40), integrating, and applying the periodicity and
initial conditions, we have

'"' 4(1+2^)^0+ i(l-7A,+ 18Al)A,
cos^VAo*,

2/.- - ^i^^A^isAl)^, sin2VAj,

^2 = + -3t sinVXo^,

(42)

where c^ is so far arbitrary.

It will be necessary to carry the computation two steps further in order

to show how the general term is found. The coefficients of X- are defined by

^l-2y'^-{\^2A^x, = -6B,z,z, = ^^^[l-cos2Vi;^],

yl^2x\-{\- A,)y, = ^,

z';+Ao z,= -A'z,+SB,x,z,+^ C,zl

A'Ci •„ rr-t \ 3 CoCl-^ smVT,t+j^l3sinVA~,t-sm3VT,t]

- 27Bl(l-3A,+ uAl)cl sinVXf
S{l + 2A,)il-7Ao+lsAl)Al

, 9Bl(l+sA„)cl

8(1-7^0+^0) ISA'
-. sin SVAJt.

(43)

Consider first the solution of the third equation. In order that it shall be

periodic the coefficient of sinV^i must be zero, or

A' ,,9C,cl 27Bl{l-3A,+ 14Al)cl _Q (,..

V^o ' 8 Al 8(1+2A)(1-7A+ 18A)A

This equation, which is identical with (26) of the existence proof, has the

solutions

2\/2A^A>
'^^=^' ^'^^ L 3gg(l-3A+14Ag) (45)

SX/^" (1 + 2A)(1-7A+18A2)
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The solution c, = leads to the trivial case x = y = z^O,as can be shown

easily by an induction to the general term. The double sign before the

radical plays the same r61e as the double sign before X' in the existence.

If it is used in one place in the final solution it is superfluous in the other.

With the value of c, determined from the second of (45), the solution

of (43) satisfying the periodicity and initial conditions is

^3 = - 2{l+2A,)Ao + 2(1 - 7A,+18Al)A,
c«S^^A„t,

e^ocxc sm2VA,t,
{l-7A,+18Al)VAo

(46)

where C3 is so far undetermined.

The equation for the determination of z^ is

z:+A,z,= -A%+3B, {x,z,+x,z,)+ | C.zlz,. (47)

In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic the coefficient

of sinVT^^ in its right member must equal zero. This function of t arises

from every term in the right member of (47), and it follows from (40), (42),

and (46) that its coefficient carries Cj linearly and homogeneously. Therefore

this condition determines c^ uniquely by the equation C2 = 0, whence

z,^x,=y,=0. (48)

After the sign of c^ has been chosen all the other Cj are determined

uniquely by the conditions that all the 2, separately shall be periodic. For,

suppose that x^, . . . , x,_i; 2/1, ... , 2/t-i; z^, . . . , 2,_i have been

computed and that their coefficients are entirely known except the arbi-

trary terms Ct^i/VA^ sinVZ^f in z^_^ and c^-i/VA^ sinVZ^ in 2j_i , and

the arbitrary constant c,_2 , which enters linearly in a;,_i and t/,_i . The Zj is

defined by

z:+A,z,= -A'z,.,+W,{x,z,.^+x,.,z,)+ \C,z\z,.,+ • • •
, (49)

where the terms not written are completely known. The arbitrary c,_2

enters linearly in the coefficient of sin VZ^ t in the right member of this

equation, which does not involve c^.j, and the constant c,_2 is uniquely

determined by the condition that this coefficient shall vanish.
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It can be shown without difficulty that the solutions have the following

properties:

1. The ajjj+i, t/jj+i, z^^ are identically zero = 1, 2, . . . oo).

2. The Xj, t/^, Zj involve Cj homogeneously to the degree j.

3. The x^j are sums of cosines of even multiples of vXo^, the highest

multiple being 2j.

4. The y^j are sums of sines of even multiples of \/~K^t, the highest

multiple being 2j.

5. The Zj^+i are sums of sines of odd multiples of y/~A^t, the highest

multiple being 2j+ l.

6. Changing the sine of c^ is equivalent to changing the sign of X*,

which is equivalent to increasing t by tt/VI^. Therefore the

two values of Cj (or X*) belong to the same physical orbit, the

origin of time being different by half a period in the two cases.

7. The orbits are symmetrical with respect to the a;-axis, the a;!/-plane,

and the a;2!-plane.

It is not necessary to go into the proofs of these properties, which are the

same, so far as the comparison can be made, as those found in §87.

102. Direct Construction of the Solutions for Class B.—For these

orbits it is advantageous to use the first four equations of (7), the last one

being identically zero. We have proved that the solutions are expansible

as power series in X^, that the coefficients of each power of X* are periodic

with the period 2-K/a^ , and that a;' = at if = for all X.

The coefficients of X* are defined by the differential equations

(50)

The periodic solutions of these equations are seen to be

K^ = a,e'"^'\ < = a,6-''»^', <> =< = 0. (51)

From equations (6) and the initial value of z' it is found that

a. = ttj = i a'", X, = a'" cos (r„ t, y,= - n, a"' sin a, i, (52)

where the coefficient a"' is so far undetermined.
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The coefficients of X are defined by

(2)

dt 1' (mo 0-0- no Po) V^l (mopo+woo-o)

dnl , .^.^ _ m,[ r \ r .

dt " " (mo (To- Wo Po) V^ (moPo+Woffo)

du^^ ^^.)_ no[
]'^'

, \ r ^

dt
*

(mocTo-WoPo) (moPo+noffo)

^^
-r Po

4
T^

(moo-o— Wopo) (moPo+WoO-o)

where

[ r = jB,[-2xl+y'^ = +lBMy [-{2-nl)-{2+nl)co82a,t],

\ r = fB„Xiy, =-fj5„(a™)Xsin2cr„f.

The periodic solutions of these equations satisfying x' = are

<= I a® e+'''"+a<»+a®cos2(7o<-i6J^'sin2(r„f,

<= i a® e-''""+a®+a2'cos2(r„i+t6,<|'sin2(ro<,

ttf = +a® +a3® cos2 o-„ f+ fef^' sin2 o-o t,

«f = +a®+a3«^cos2<r„f- 6^|'sin2(7o<,

where

(53)

(54)

(55)

a™ is so far undetermined,

„<«^ _ dm,B,(2-nl) (a^y
^

'°
8(mo(ro— WoPo)<ro

^(.)_ 3no^o(2-ng)(a"')^ ^

^^
8(moO'o— riopo)po

^,,,_
I

m,^o(2+7iD(a'")' Wo^o(a'")^
"

8(Wo(ro— nopo)o-o 2(mopo+no<ro)(ro [ (56)

^(a_ m„^o(2+7^g)(a'")' ^ no^o(a'")^
"*

4 (mo o-Q— Wo Po) Co 4 (mo Po+ no o-o) o-o

„«)^ _ 3no^o(2+nDpo(a'")^ Sn, B, a, (a'")^ ^

''
8(moo-o-nopo) (4o-?+po) 2(mopo+noo-o)(4o-2+po)

'

fc(2, ^ ^ 3n,B,(2+nl)a,{a'y 3n, B, p, (a'»)^ _

''
4(moO-o— noPo) (4o-o+po) 4(moPo+noO-o)(4o-o+po)
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The arbitrary a<" is determined, except as to sign, by the periodicity
condition in the next step of the integration; and the double sign is

equivalent to the double sign on X^ After a'" has been determined, an
a^* is uniquely determined by the periodicity condition at each succeeding
step of the integration.

The coefficients of \^ are defined by

^ -^ ^v«=+ ^o[ r I r
dt "

'

(m„(ro-WoPo) V^^T (moPo+WoO-o)

)»)

dt ' ' (m,(T,-noPo)y^^ (m,p,+n,(r,)'

d<
^(») nof r

I

\
\^'

dt '^' '
{m,(r,-n,Po) "^(moPo+noO'

dt
'^" * {rn^aro-n,Po) ^ {m,p^+n^<T^)

(57)

where

[ r = + A' x,-^\B,[-2x,x,+y,y,]+ CA + 2x\-Zx,y%

\ V''=-\A'y,+lB,{+x,y, + x,y,]+\C,\-Ax\y,+y[\.
(58)

In order that the solution of the first equation shall be periodic it is

necessary that in its right member the coefficient of e""^^* be equal to zero.

That part of this coefficient which arises from A'x^ involves a'" linearly and
homogeneously. Those parts which arise from x^ y^ , x\ etc. carry (a"')^ as

a factor and involve it in no other way. Consequently, the condition that

the coefficient of e"""^^* shall vanish is satisfied by a*" = 0, or by an equa-

tion of the form

P(a'Y+Q = 0, (59)

where P and Q are known constants. It is easily shown that they are

identical with the coefficients of a^ and aX which arise, in §100, in the

demonstration of the existence of the solutions. The first determination

of Oi leads to the trivial solution x=y= 0; equation (59) gives the double

determination for a"' mentioned on page 210.

In order that the solution of the second equation shall be periodic it

is necessary that in its right member the coefficient of e-<'»v=r( j^g equal

to zero. It is easy to see that this condition determines a*" by an equation

which is identical with (59). That is, the same value of a'" makes the

solutions of both the first and the second equations periodic.

The particular integrals of the third and fourth equations are periodic.

In solving the third and fourth equations the constants of integration are

always to be taken equal to zero.
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The right members of the differential equations for the terms of the

next order are

[r=A'x,+^B,[-2xl+yl-^x,x,+2y,y,]+C,[6xlx,-6x,y,y,-Sx,yl],

\y'>=-^A'y,+^B,{x,y,-\-x,y,+x,y,\ + ^C,\-8x,x,y-4:xly,+3yly,\.
(60)

Before integrating the first equation the coefficient of e"'"^^' in its right

member must be put equal to zero. It is found from an examination of

the terms of (60) that a*^' is involved linearly but not homogeneously.

Moreover, a'" is the only unknown quantity in this coefficient. Therefore

a*^' is uniquely determined by setting the coefficient of e""''^' equal to zero.

The condition that the solution of the second equation shall be periodic

is identical with that imposed by the first. The particular integrals of the

third and fourth equations are periodic.

At the ^"' step the right members of the differential equations involve

[ r = A'xt_^-\-^B,[-2x,Xt.,+y,yt_,]+Co[6xlx,_^-6x,y,yt_,-3xt^,yl]+ • •

,

]
\''' = -^A%.,+^B,\x,y,_,+x,^,y,\+^C,\-Sx,y,x,^,-4:xly,_,+3yly,-,\+--

,

(61)

where the parts not explicitly written are independent of a^'~^\ In order

that the solution of the first equation shall be periodic it is necessary that

the coefficient of e"°^^^^' in its right member be put equal to zero. This

coefficient carries a"""^' linearly and in general non-homogeneously, and the

known factor by which a"~^' is multiplied is precisely the same as that of

a*^' in the equation by which the latter was determined. Therefore the arbi-

trary a'*~^' is uniquely determined by setting the coefficient of e''»v=i' equal

to zero, for it carries no other unknown. When this condition is satisfied

the coefficient of e'"^""^^^^ in the second equation is zero, and the entire solu-

tion at this step is periodic. Therefore after the sign of a'" has been chosen

the process is unique, and it can be continued indefinitely.



Chapter VII.

OSCILLATING SATELLITES WHEN THE FINITE
MASSES DESCRIBE ELLIPTICAL ORBITS.

103. The Differential Equations of Motion.—Suppose the finite bodies

describe ellipses whose eccentricity is e. Let 1 — ix and /x (^^0.5) represent

their masses, and then determine the linear and time units so that their mean
distance apart and the gravitational constant shall be unity. With these

units their mean angular motion is unity.

Now refer the system to a set of rectangular axes with the origin at

the center of gravity, and let the direction of the axes be so chosen that the

^rj-plane is the plane of motion of the finite bodies. Suppose the ^rj-axes

rotate with the constant angular rate unity around the f-axis in the direction

of motion of the finite masses, and suppose 1 — ^ and
fj,

are on the ^-axis

when they are at the apses of their orbits. Then the differential equations

of motion for the infinitesimal body are

where

df dt ^ r? 7i '

c?i7
1 o^i _^__ (i-m)(^?-^?i) fj'iv—'ni)

d'r^ (i-M)r Mr

df r? r\
'

(1)

and where ^i, i^, iji, and -q^ are determined by the fact that the finite bodies

move in ellipses.

If we let Pi and v^ be the polar coordinates of 1 — m referred to fixed

axes having their origin at the center of mass of the system, and p^ and v^

the corresponding coordinates of n, we have

?i = -Picos(i;i-0, ^2 = +P2cos(i>2-0,

rii= -piSin(«;i-0, %= +P2sin(j;j-«),

Pi=+M jl-ecosi+ I (1-COS20+ • •

-I*
I ^2)

P2=(l-M){l-ecos<+|(l-cos20+ • • -j.

j;j = j;jj=+«4-2esini+|e'sin2^+ • • •

,

where the initial value of t has been so determined that the bodies are at

their nearest apses at f = 0. 217
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104. The Elliptical Solution.—In order to get the Lagrangian elliptical

solution for the infinitesimal body we consider first the two-body problem.

The equations of motion for the infinitesimal body subject to the attraction

of a mass m are, when referred to the rotating axes,

de
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Then equations (1) become

fc"_2„'-fc =_ [(i-mW^-m][i-m(1+M)? ^0

>-"= _ [(1-m)M^+m][1-m(1+M)? To

(7)

The first two of these equations are of the same form as (3), and their solu-

tions corresponding to (4) are

«; = f + 2esin<+|e'sin2«+ • • • •

From these equations and (2), we find

|o _ 2Lo - _ [il-n)M'-fji]i[i-fji(i-\-M)]'
.

(8)
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105. Equations for the Oscillations.—^We shall study the oscillations in

the vicinity of the Lagrangian solutions. For this purpose we make the

transformation

^=^o+x, v=vo+y, f=o+2 (10)

in equations (1), and expand as power series in x, y, and z. After this

transformation and expansion, we let

M = Mo+>^ (11)

in those places where
fj.

appears explicitly. This is not the only way in

which the original m can be divided into the new /x and Mo+^> 3,nd sometimes

others are advisable. The coefficients of the various powers of x, y, and z

are expansible as power series in e, the terms independent of e being constants,

as is seen from (2) and (8). We find from (6) and (8) that

^o-^i=rT[l-eco8t-^{l-cos2t)+ • •

•],

^o-^2 = rT\_i-ecost- ~{l-cos2t) + !>

Vo-Vi = rf'\ +2esini+ |sin2f + • • -1,

Vo-V, = <'[ +2esini+^sin2« + • •

•], [(12)

,„, _ 1 r(i-M)M^-M-|

* , ,,0, _ Mi r(i-M)M^-M-]

*

'' -M'li-n{i+M)} '^ -^ Li-m(i+M)J
•

Consequently, after making use of these expansions and the transformations

(10) and (11), equations (1) become

x"-2y'-\l+2A-{-6Aecost-3Ae'{l-5cos2t)+ • • -jx

-|6.4esin^+^^e='sin2^+ • • •U = Z,

/+2a;'-|6^esin«+^^e^sin2<+ Xx
\ (13)

-|l-A-3^ecos^+|^eX3-7cos20+ • • \y=Y,

z"+|+^+ 3Aecosi+|4eXl+3cos20+ • • Xz^Z,
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where

A = +

X

1— Mo, _Mo.

„(0)3 :pmjeGost+ LtX

];4°-4
1 ecosf+

xy

/Xq + Mo "I .1
705^3 -COMJ CCOS<+

+ 1 - 6|^^3
- -mje sin <+ • • •[ y\

+ |-d|_+ ^;7o5r - ^o,4j - l^[ + -7wr -

+ {-24[t^^»±-^,]esin<+ • •}

[3 r + 1 - Mo + Mo1,fir+ 1-

,
r3r+ 1-Mo + M0.I ,

or+ l-Mo + Ml] ppn^/ I+ i2l± r
— por4 |-t-o|^4. ^(0)4 — por4j ecosf-f-

+

y= + j
- 6[-(or3 - pa] esmt+ • • •

|
xX

X'

ecosf+

L L— '1 — '2 -J J

Ll_LQr+ l"'^" + /^o1
, i9r+ 1-Mo + M0.I

+ |+3|_+^4--^-4j+12|_+ ^OM ~^(0)4j

+ {+9[j^^»±^4]esin«+ • • ]f

+ {+3[ii^"±^.]esini+ • • -1.^+ • •
;

Z = + 1[^3 - -L] +3[^3 - ^3] e cos ^+ • • •

j
2X

the signs in the [ ] being + + , H ,
- - ,

(h^ nr r^^ is under consideration. All terms up

written

•|r(/

} a;3

(14)

the signs in the [ ] being + + , H ,
,
according as the point (a),

(b) or (c) is under consideration. All terms up to the second order inclusive

in X, y, z, and X are written.
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106. The Symmetry Theorem.—It follows from (2), (8), and (1) that

the right members of (12) have the following properties:

(a) The X and Y involve only even powers of z, and Z involves only

odd powers of z.

(b) In X the coefficients of all terms involving even powers of y are

sums of cosines of integral multiples of t, and the coefficients of

all terms involving odd powers of y are sums of sines of integral

multiples of t.

(c) In Y the coefficients of all terms involving even powers of y are

sums of sines of integral multiples of t, and the coefficients of all

terms involving odd powers of y are sums of cosines of integral

multiples of t.

(d) In Z the coefficients of all terms involving even powers of y are

sums of cosines of integral multiples of t, and the coefficients of

all terms involving odd powers of y are sums of sines of integral

multiples of t.

Suppose the initial conditions are

x = a, x' = 0, y = 0, y' = ^, 2 = 0, z'^y. (15)

Then the solutions of (12) are

x=f{a, 0, 0, ^, 0, t; t), x'=f(a, 0, 0, /3, 0, t; t),

y = g{a, 0, 0, &, 0, t; t), y' = g'{o; o, o, /3, 0, 7; t),

z=h{a, 0, 0, ^, 0, 7; t), z' = h'ia, 0, 0, P, 0, 7; 0-

(16)

Now make the transformation

x=+x, x'=-x', y=-y, y'=+y', z^-z, z'=-\-z', t=-t.{Vl)

It follows from the properties (a) , . . .
,

(d) that the form of equations

(13) is not changed by this transformation. Consequently the solutions

with the initial conditions

i= a, F = 0, ^ = 0, y' = ^, 2 = 0, z' = y,

are identical with (16), and we have, making use of (17),

x{t)=x(i)=x{-t) = +x{-t), x'(t)^x'(t)=x'(-t)=-x'(-t),
'

y{t)=y(J)=y{-t) = -y{-t), y'(t)=y'(t)=y'{-t) = +y'i-t), (18)

,^t)=z(t)=-zi-t)=-zi-t), z'{t)=-z'(t)=-z'{-t) = +z'{-t).

Therefore, with the initial conditions (15), x, y' , and z' are even functions of

t, while x', y, and z are odd functions of t. That is, if the infinitesimal

body crosses the x-axis perpendicularly when the finite bodies are at an

apse, its motion is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis.
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107. Integration of Equations (13).—The Terms of the First Degree.

Suppose the initial conditions are

x(0) = ai, x'{0) = a,, 2/(0) = a,, y'{0) = a,, z{0) = a,, z'(0) = a,. (19)

We shall now integrate equations (13) as power series in a^ , a^ , a^ , a^

,

a^ , a^ , and X. Since there are no terms in the differential equations inde-

pendent of X, y, and z and their derivatives, there will be no terms in the
solutions independent of Oj , . . . , a^

.

The terms of the first degree in ai , . . . , a^ are defined by the differ-

ential equations

x'{-2y[-[l-\-2A+6Aecost+ ']x,-[6Aesmt+ • •]y, = 0,

y'l-\-2x[-[6Aesmt-{- ]x,-[l-A-3Aecost-\- • •']y, = 0, [(20)

2;'+[A+3Aecos< + f ^e='(l+3cos20+
• • ]z,=0,

subject to the initial conditions (19). The coefficients are power series in

e, periodic with the period 27r, and reduce to constants for e = 0. The first

two equations are independent of the third, and conversely.

For e = equations (20) become simply

x';-2y[-[l+2A]x, = 0, y:+2x[-[l-A]y, = 0, z:+Az,=0. (21)

From the results obtained in §§23-25 it follows that the properties of the

solutions of (20) depend upon the character of the roots of the characteristic

equation of (21). This equation for the first two of (21) is

s^+(2-^)s^+(l-^)(l+2A)=0. (22)

Two roots of this equation can be equal only if A has one of the values

— 1/2, 0, 8/9, or 1 . The first two are excluded by the fact thatA is necessarily

positive. When Mo is near fj,
in value, as it will always be taken here, A is

greater than unity and, consequently, the last two values are excluded.

Equation (22) has two pairs of roots equal in numerical value but

opposite in sign, and for J. > 1 two of them are pure imaginaries and two

are real. Let us represent them by ^a-^V^, ±Po, where o-o and Po are

real. We now raise the question whether two of the roots of (22) can differ

by an imaginary integer. In order that this may be so we must have

where j is an integer. Since this value of s must satisfy (22), we find

y^-4(2-^)i^+16(l-^)(l+2^) = 0;

whence
16A=y'+4±V9/-56j' + 144. (23)
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The question is whether there are integral values of j giving admissible

values for A by (23) . To insure the convergence of the final series it will be

necessary to take /Zo nearly equal to fx, and we shall suppose at once that

this condition is satisfied. It was shown in §82 that when Mo = M the value

of A exceeds unity for each of the points (a), (h), and (c) for all values of /x.

From the expansions given in equations (42), p. 206, of Introduction to

Celestial Mechanics, it is seen that for very small values of /x the values

of A are approximately 4, 4, and 1 for the points of libration (a), (&),

and (c) respectively. In the numerical example of §90, for which /i = l/ll,

it was found that A is 2.25, 6,51. and 1.08 for the points of libration (a),

(6), and (c) respectively. In the extreme case of m = 1/2 we easily find from

the formulas of §§76 and 82 that the values of A are 1.56, 8, and 1.56 for

the points of libration (a), ih), and (c) respectively. While n varies from

to 1/2 the values of A vary from 4 to 1.56, 4 to 8, and 1 to 1.56 for the

points (a), (6), and (c) respectively. From this we see what values of A are

possible in the actual problem, and we shall be able to determine whether j
takes integral values for any of them.

When the negative sign is taken before the radical in (23), the function

16A has its greatest value of zero for i^= 4. Consequently we get no
admissible values of A using this sign before the radical.

When the positive sign is taken before the radical in (23), j and A are

found to have the following relations:

If i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , . . .
,

then A =0.92, 1.00, 2.01, 3.73, 5.94, 8.70, . . .
,

and A is larger than 8.7 for all j larger than 6. The values of A for j
between 2 and 6 are admissible for either the point (a) or the point (6),

but not for the point (c). Consequently since A, and therefore a, is a
continuous function of ^ and Mo , there exist pairs of values of m and Mo for

which the difference of the imaginary roots of (22) is an imaginary integer,

but they are exceptional.

The characteristic equation for the third equation of (21) is simply

s'+A = 0.

Hence the solution of the third equation of (20) does not take an exceptional
form unless 2 VZ is an integer, or

A = — {j an integer).

It follows from the discussion above that the admissible values of A satis-

fying this relation are 2.25, 4.00, and 6.25. These values belong only to
the point (a) or the point (6), and in no case can the congruence be satisfied

for the point (c).
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According to the results obtained in §23, the solutions and character-

istic exponents of (20) are always expansible as power series in e except when
A has the special values noted above; and according to the results obtained

in §24, the same result is true, in general, even if the roots of the character-

istic equations differ by imaginary integers. However, in the latter case

the construction of the solutions is quite different.

It was proved in § 33 that in equations of the type under consideration

here the characteristic exponents occur in pairs which are equal numerically

but opposite in sign. Therefore the solutions of (20) are of the form

Xi = Oi e<^>/^=^' u^ -\- a^ e-''V^^t y^ _|_ ^^
gP<^^ _|_ a^g-p^^

,

+ as e"' [pUg

+

Mj]

+

a^ e""' [
- pu^+ u[]

,

y, = a,e'''''^'Vi+a^e-''^'^'v^+a,e'"v,+a^e-'"v,,

y[ = aie''^^^'[o-v^=^i'i + v[]+ a2e-''''^"[-(xV'^v, + v'^]

+ a, e"' [pv,+ v'^] +a,e-'"[- pv^ -^v[\,

where

Oi , . . . , a4 , Cj , Cj , are arbitrary constants of integration
,

(24)

P = p„+Pxe-fp,e^+ • •

,
v,^ vr+vf'e+vfV+

u=VA+a:,e-\-co,e'+ • • •

,
w, = w','' +w'^'e+wf'e'+

u^^\ vf\ wf are constants.

(25)

The initial values of the Vi and Wi can be taken equal to unity without

loss of generality, and will be so chosen. Moreover, the Wj, Vi ,
and Wt are

periodic with the period 2t, and since this property holds for all e for which

the series converge, each u\^\ v\'\ and w^^''' separately is periodic with the

period 27r. The coefficients of these series can be found by the methods

set forth in §26. The «« and Ci are uniquely expressible in terms of the

initial values of x, x', y, y', z, and z', the a, of equations (19), because

the solutions (24) constitute a fundamental set, by hypothesis, and the

determinant of the coefficients of the at and Cj is therefore distinct from

zero. We may use either the a« and c« or the at as arbitraries.

The characteristic exponents er, p, and w are real for e sufficiently

small, as we shall now show. The co arises from the third equation of (21),

which is of the same form as that treated in §50, where it was shown that

the characteristic exponents are pure imaginaries in this case. The

±o-\/3T and ±p are roots of an equation of the form

A(a, e)=0, (26)
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where A is an even function of a and a power series in e [see §22, and in

particular equation (98)]. For e = the solutions of this equation are

where a^ and Po are real. Now let

and (26) becomes

A((r„^/':^l, e)+A'(cr„V^T, e)|3v^3rr - iA"(<To^/^l, e)/3^+ • • • =0. (27)

All the even derivatives are even functions of a„V— i, and the coefficients

of the various powers of )3 in these terms are therefore real; all the odd

derivatives are odd in o-oV— 1 and are multiplied by odd powers of

/3V— 1, and the coefficients of the various powers of fi in these terms are

therefore also real. Consequently, since A' {a-g V—l, 0) is distinct from

zero under the conditions satisfied in this problem, the solution of (27) for

|3 as a power series in e, vanishing with e, gives a unique series whose coeffi-

cients are all real. Therefore a = a is real. It can be shown similarly that

p is a real constant.

Now suppose the initial conditions are given by (15). Then, since

y,{t) = -y,{-t), z,{t) = -z,{-t),

we have

c.e'^'^'w, (0 +C2 e-^^^'w, {-t) = - [c.e-^^^^'w, (-t)+c^ e"^=^'w, (- O]

•

On applying the lemma of § 58, with the necessary slight modifications, it

follows that

Then we have from (24)

x,= +a,[e+'^^-^'u,{+t)-e-'^^^'u,{+t)]+ a,[e+''\i+t)-e-'"u,(+t)]

= -a,[e-'^^'u,(-t)-e+-^^'u,{-t)]+a,[e-'%i-t)-e+'"u,{-t)],

= -a,[ e-"^^' v,{-t)- e+-v^' v,{-t)'\- a, [e""' v,{-t) - 6-^"% (-«)]'

2i= +Ci [e+"^^''M)i(+0 - e-"^='^'w^{-\-t)\
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Since these relations are identities in t, we have

u,{t) = -u,(-t), u,(t) = -u,{-t), v,(t)=v,(-t), v,(t)^v^(-t), w,(t)=w^i-t).

Therefore, if the Mj , Vj , and Wj are arranged as Fourier series, they satisfy

the relations

Wi= +2 [Aj cosjt+Bj sin jt], v^ = +S [Ej cosjt-\-Fj sin jt],

^2= —S [Aj cos jt—BJ sin jt], v^ = -\-'Z [Ej cos jt— Fj sin^i],

1*3= +S [Cj cosjt+Dj sin jt], v^ = +'Z [Gj cosjt-\-Hj sin jt],

Ui= —S [Cj cosjt— Dj sin jt], v^ = +2 [Gj cosjt—Hj sin jt],

Wi= +2 [Kj cosjt+LJ sin jt], ^2= +2 [Kj cosjt—Lj sin jt].

(28)

Since the Uj, Vj, and Wj are defined by linear equations they are indepen-

dent of the initial conditions. But the equations a^^^-a^, a^=—ai, Ci=-C2

hold only for the initial conditions (5).

108. The terms of the Second Degree.—The terms of the second degree

in the at and X are found from equations (13) and (14) to be defined by

a;2'-22/2-[l+2^+6^ecosf+ • • -Jajj- [6Aesin^+ • • •] 2/2 = ^2,

y'^+24-[6Aesint+ •] x^-[l-A-3Aecost+ ~\y, = Y^,

z^ + [A + SAecost+ ] z, = Z,,

where

X^= +[-2A'- 6A'ecost-{ ]a;iX+[ - QA'esint-i ]y,\

+ [-3B - 125ecos«H ]xl +[-245esin«^ ^x.y,

+[+|5 + QBecost+ ]yl + [|5+65ecos^+- • -J^H • •
•

F^ = +[- QA'esint-i ]a;iX+[ A'+ SA'ecos^H ]y,\

+ \_-12Be sint-\ 'jxl +[35 + 125ecos(H ]x,y^

+ [+ 9Be sin^H ]yl +[ + SBesint+ ]zl+ ,

Z^=-}-[A'-\-3A'ecost-\ ]2:iX + [35+12Becos<H ]x,z,

+ [
QBesint+ •]y,z,+ •

. , 1 1 R _ + l~Mo + Mo
A =zm ~ zm' -O — + „(o)4 — ZioR*

"1 '2 — '1 '2

(29)

(30)
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It is necessary for further work to determine some of the properties of

the solutions of equations (29). These properties depend upon the form

and properties of their right members, which are given in equations (30).

The general character of the coeflficients in these equations easily follows

from the properties (a), . . .
,
(d) of §106. On referring to the results which

were developed in Chapter I, it is found that

:

[1] The solutions of (29) consist in the first place of the complementary

functions, and they are identical in form with (24). The arbitraries

a, and c, which appear are uniquely determined by the conditions

.Tj (0) = xi (0) = 2/2 (0) = yi (0) = 22 (0) = ^2 (0) = 0, where x^ , . . . , z'^ are

the complete solutions of (29) [§15].

[2] There are terms arising from those parts of the right members which

contain X as a factor. These right members consist of sums of terms

which are periodic with the period 27r multiplied by one of the funda-

mental exponentials e+<'v^'^ g-<rv^t
^

g^+pt
^

^-pt
^

^wv^t
^ g^^^^

g-wv/=T(
_

Hence it follows from the results of §30 that the corresponding parts

of the solutions consist of sums of periodic terms whose period is 2ir

multiplied by these same exponentials, plus t times the corresponding

part of the complementary function. We shall be particularly interested

in those terms which contain t as a factor. They are linear in the a,

and C(, and for e = the parts having the period 2-k reduce to con-

stants. The expressions for x^ and y^ do not depend upon Cj and c^

,

and the expression for z^ is independent of aj , . . . , a^

.

[3] Next consider the parts of the right members of (29) which are inde-

pendent of X . They consist of sums of periodic terms having the period

27r multiplied by the squares and second-degree products of the funda-
mental exponentials. Therefore, except in the special case where
0- or CO is an integer, the exponents of the exponentials in the right

members are not congruent to any of the characteristic exponents
mod.A/^; hence it follows by §30 that corresponding parts of the
solutions consist of sums of periodic terms, period 27r, multiplied by
these same exponentials. In particular, there are no terms containing
t as a factor. These terms are homogeneous of the second degree in

the ttj and the d

.

109. The Terms of the Third Degree.—The terms of the third degree
in the at, Ci, and X are defined by equations whose left members are identical
in form with the left members of (29). The right members contain terms
which are

(a) linear in X and of the second degree in x^, y^, and z^

;

(b) linear in X and of the first degree in x^, y^, and z^;

(c) of the third degree in x^, y^, and z^; and
(d) of the first degree in x„ y„ z, and in x„y^, and z, .
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The solutions have the following properties:

[4] There are the complementary functions identical in form with the

expressions (24) . The constants which appear in them are determined

by the conditions that xM=x'M-=yM==yz{0)=zM=«3{0)=0.

[5] The part of the solution coming from the terms (a) consists of sums

of periodic terms, period 2ir, multiplied by the squares and second-

degree products of the fundamental exponentials.

[6] The terms (b) give rise to terms of two different classes because x^

,

Hi, and z^ consist of terms of two different types. There are terms

which contain X as a factor, and a part of these are sums of periodic

terms, period 2ir, multiplied by t times the fundamental exponentials;

the remaining part lacks the factor t. These terms are homogeneous

and linear in the at and the c^ . The corresponding parts of the solu-

tions are sums of periodic terms, period 27r, multiplied partly by f

,

partly by t, and partly by f. They are all homogeneous and linear

in the Oj and the c,, the x and t/-terms being independent of the Cj, and

the z-terms of the Oi

.

The terms of the solutions coming from the other part of (b) are

sums of periodic terms, period 27r, multiplied by squares and second-

degree products of the fundamental exponentials. They are homo-

geneous of the second degree in the Oj and the Cj

.

[7] The terms of the type (c) are homogeneous of the third degree in the

ttj and the c, . They consist of terms of two classes, tlie first of which

are sums of periodic terms, period 2t, multiplied by the fundamental

exponentials to the first degree; and the second of which are sums of

periodic terms, period 2-k, multiplied by cubes and non-canceling third-

degree products of the fundamental exponentials. The corresponding

parts of the solutions consist respectively of t times sums of periodic

terms, period 2ir, multiplied by the fundamental exponentials to the

first degree, and sums of periodic terms, period 27r, multipUed by

cubes and non-canceling third-degree products of the fundamental

exponentials.

[8] The part of the solution coming from the terms (d) consists of terms

of two kinds, the first depending upon those parts of x^, y^, and z^

which contain X as a factor, and the second depending upon those parts

of X2 , 1/2 , and 02 which are independent of X. The parts of the solu-

tions corresponding to the first are homogeneous of the second degree

in the ai and the Cj , and they are sums of periodic terms, period 27r,

multiplied by squares and second-degree products of the fundamental

exponentials, and some of these products contain t as a factor while

others do not. The other parts of the solutions coming from the terms

(d) have the properties of those coming from (c).
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110. General Properties of the Solutions.—It will be necessary to use

the following general properties of the solutions

:

[9] Since the right members of the first two equations of (13) involve only-

even powers of z, it follows that x and y are even functions of c^ and Cj

taken together.

[10] Since the right member of the third equation of (13) is an odd function

of z, it follows that z is an odd function of q and c^ taken together, and

that z identically vanishes for Ci = C2 = 0.

[11] Since the right members of the first two equations of (13) vanish

identically for x = y = z = 0, but not ior x = y = 0, it follows that x and y
vanish identically for a^ = = a^ = Cj = Cj =0, but not for

ai= • • =a^= 0, CjS^O, c^t^O.

[12] Since the equations reduce to those having constant terms for e = 0,

it follows that the sums of the periodic terms, period 27r, reduce to

constants for e = 0.

111. Conditions for the Existence of Symmetrical Periodic Orbits.—The
differential equations are periodic in t with the period 27r. Consequently

the period of the periodic solutions, if they exist, wiU be T=2mr, where n
is an integer. When the initial conditions are such that the orbit of the

infinitesimal body is symmetrical, as defined in §106, then sufficient con-

ditions for the existence of the periodic solutions are

«i+ «2 = 0, 03+04=0, Ci+ C2 = 0,

2
x'd) -x'(0)=0, y(^) -2/(0) =0, ^(1) -2(0) =0

(31)

These equations are power series in a^, . . . , a^, c^, C2, and X, and
vanish identically with Oj = • • • = a^ = Cj = C2 = 0. In order that they may
have any solution for Oi , . . . , 04 , Cj , and c^ , vanishing with X, aside from
this one, the determinant of the coefficients of the linear terms in Oj , . . . , a^

,

Cj, and Cj must vanish. It follows from (28) that

u,{fi)^-uM, M.(|) = -W2(f), <(0) = + w^(0), u,

(I) -+«:(!).

(f) --:(!).

(f) =-«;(!),

(32)
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and therefore the determinant of the coefficients of the linear terms of (31) is

found from (24) to be
A-AiA^, (33)

Ax:

1 1 ,

1

-B, , A,e ^ -B, , A,e

-F,, E.e'^-F,, E,e
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where

The determinants become, after some reductions,

C, = cr^3T.,(I)+.:(|) ,
C3 =

p.3(f)+.^(f)

A = 4
c, C,'1 )

W,(f), Wad)
X

^1

<f)- <l)

A= -2 [cov^^, (f)
- ^: (f)]

w,
(f)

.

(37)

Since D^ and A are determinants of fundamental sets of solutions of

linear differential equations for the regular point t = T/2, they are distinct

from zero. Therefore their second factors are not zero, and equations

(36) can be satisfied only by

De
^ -e ^^'^] =0 or

[

wV—i^ — e
>^~i^

]=0. (38)

If either of these equations is satisfied, A is zero.

In order that one of equations (38) shall be satisfied it is necessary

that either

aT= 2N,Tr, or wT= 2N,Tr (A^i , N^ integers)

.

Since T= 2nT, where n is an integer, these conditions become

n
or to =

n

(39)

(40)

Hence the conditions for the existence of the symmetrical periodic solutions

in question can be satisfied only when a or co is rational. These quanti-

ties, given in (25), are power series in e and they depend upon n and juo and

the way ix is generalized when the transformation ii = tj.^-\-\ is made. Since

(T and CO are continuous functions of ii, jjl^, and e, the rationality of at

least one of them at a time can be assured. It should be noted further that

(To and Wo depend upon ix, ji^, and the mode of generalization of ix, but that

they are independent of e.

In any case |Xl can be taken so small that the series will converge, but

the periodic solution does not belong to the ph3^sical problem except when
\ = ix— fx^. Suppose the series diverge for this value of X. Theoretically

the values of the coordinates for this value of X can be obtained bj^ analytic

continuation with respect to X as the argument from the periodic solution

which exists for a smaller value of X. There is an exception only if the

function has a natural boundary, or if X = m — Mo is a singular point.
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112. The Existence of Three-Dimensional Symmetrical Periodic

Orbits.—Suppose w is the rational number u = N/n, where N and n are

relatively prime integers, and take T=2mr. Suppose aT is not an integral

multiple of 2Tr. Then Ai^^O and the first four equations of (31) can be

solved for Oi, . . . , a^ uniquely as power series in Cj, c^, and X, vanishing

identically for Ci = C2 = 0, by property [11]. The a^ , . . . , a^ are even

functions of c^ and Cj taken together, by property [9]. When these results

are substituted in the last two equations of (31), they become power series

in Ci , Cj , and X. These series are of odd degree in Cj and c^ taken together,

by property [10], and therefore vanish identically for Ci = C2 = 0. The
substitution of the values for Oi , . . . ,04 does not change the linear terms,

for the first four equations were even in c^ and Cj alone.

Let Cj be eliminated by means of the fifth equation of (31). Then

Ci is a factor of the result, which has the form

= cJa„iX+a2oCi+ • • ]. (41)

The solution Ci = is trivial and we are interested only in those obtained by

setting the other factor equal to zero. The second factor set equal to zero

is satisfied by Ci = X = 0. If a^^ is distinct from zero, solutions for Cj as power

series in fractional powers of X certainly exist. If a^^o is the first ajo which

does not vanish, then the solutions are expansible as power series in X'''^'.

In particular, if a^o is distinct from zero the solutions are expansible as

power series in ±X*. If the number of solutions is odd, only one is real; and

if even, only two are real, and these are real only for positive or negative

values of X according as a^^ and aj,o are unlike or like in sign.

It is clear a priori that the number of solutions will be even, for there

is nothing of a dynamical nature by which to distinguish the two sides of

the x?/-plane. Consequently, if any initial projection gives rise to a periodic

orbit, a symmetrically opposite one with respect to the xy-plsLue will also

produce a periodic orbit.

It remains to show that ao, is distinct from zero. To prove this the

terms of the second degree in the a^, d, and X must be considered (§108).

It follows from the form of (29) and (30) that a^i depends only upon the

2-equation, for it is not changed by the substitution of the solutions of the

first four equations of (31) for a, , . . . ,
a, in the last two. Hence a,,

depends only upon the solution of

z';-\-[A+SAecost+ ]z,= [A'+3A'eco8t+ • • ]z,, (42)

where
^ ,^—

,

,,v^/ ^

It follows from the properties oiw^, w,, w and the general theory of §§29

and 30 that the coefficient a,, is a power series in e. For e = it was given

in equation (26), of Chapter VI, where it was shown to be {-lyAaA'. This

being distinct from zero, e can be taken so small that the series for aoi is

distinct from zero.
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Similarly, a^o is made up of a constant part distinct from zero plus a

converging series in e, and is therefore distinct from zero for e sufficiently

small. Suppose e = in (41) and let the value of c^ obtained from solving

the resulting equation be cT; then let c, = cT{l + y). It is easily found

from (41) that d-y/de is a power series in e and y which is distinct from

zero for 7 = e = provided X has such a value that cfVO. Hence the

solution of (41) can be written in the form

c, = ±X4p(±Xi), (43)

where p(±X*) is a power series in X" whose coefficients are power series in e.

On substituting this result in the solutions of the first four equations of (31)

for the a^ as power series in c^ and X, we have a^, . . . , a, expressed as power

series in X^ But since a^ , . . . , a^ contain only even powers of Cj, they have

X instead of X* as a factor after c^ is eliminated by (43). The expressions

for the coordinates become, since x and y are functions of c\,

x = \P,{\';t), y = \P,{\';t), z = \'P,(\';t), (44)

where Pi, P^, and P3 are power series in X*.

Since the problem is dynamically symmetrical with respect to the

a;i/-plane, a solution symmetrically opposite with respect to the xi/-plane

exists for all |X| sufficiently small. Therefore z must be an odd series in

X*, and X and y even series in X*. Hence equations (44) become

x = \QiCk;t), y = \Q,i'>^;t), z = \^Q,(\;t), (45)

where Qi, Q2, and Q3 are power series in X.

We suppose that e>0 and therefore that the finite bodies are at their

perifoci* at t=0. The infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis perpendicularly

at f=0 and at t==T/2. It follows from the symmetry of the motion that

it can cross the a:;-axis perpendicularly only at the end and middle of the

true period. Therefore if n and N are relatively prime, T= 2nT = 2NT/o}

is the true period.

The two cases I, n even, and II, n odd, merit a Uttle further discussion.

In the first N is odd because n and N are relatively prime; in the second it

may be either odd or even.

1 13. Case I, n even, N odd.—The infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis

perpendicularly at i = and also at t = T/2 = mr =2%'%, where n' is an

integer. Since at both of these epochs the finite bodies are at their peri-

foci, the infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis perpendicularly only when the

finite bodies are at their perifoci. It follows from this that the infini-

tesimal body crosses the x-axis perpendicularly at the same point but in

the opposite direction with respect to the xy-plane at i=0 and t = T/2. To

*Perifoci will be used to denote the points at which the finite bodies are nearest each other, and

apofoci those at which they are most remote from each other. These points correspond to perihelia

and aphelia in planetary motion,
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prove it suppose the two points were different. Then we should have four

solutions corresponding to ±X* at each of the points, and it is known that

there are but two. The values of 2'(0) and z'{T/2) are opposite in sign

because otherwise the period of the motion would be T/2.

It can now be shown that in this case the orbits obtained by taking

the two signs before X* are geometrically the same one. Consider the

orbit defined by the positive sign before X*. At the time t=T/2 the

infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis perpendicularly at the point at which

it crossed at < = 0, but in the opposite ^-direction. We may consider T/2

as an origin of time for defining orbits which cross the a;-axis perpendicu-

larly. It has been shown that there is but one with the given ^-direction

of motion, and at f= T/2+T/2 = T the infinitesimal body will again cross the

a;-axis perpendicularly with the opposite ^-direction, viz., with that which

it had at ^ = 0. Since this orbit was unique, it follows that the two orbits

which correspond to the double sign before X* are geometrically the same,

but that in one the infinitesimal body is half a period ahead of its position

in the other one. That is, changing the sign of X* in the solution is

equivalent to adding T/2 to t.

When the solutions are actually constructed and are reduced to the

trigonometric form, they involve sines and cosines of (jwi-k)t, where j

and k are integers. Since x, y', and z' are even functions of t, they will

involve only cosines, and since x'
, y, and z are odd functions of t, they

will involve only sines. Since x and y are even series in X*, it follows from

the foregoing properties that in them

S [u^+m'] = S [uo^+m+T/2)']

.

These identities are satisfied if, and only if,

cos iji^+h) T/2 = cos O'oj+A;) 27rw' = 1 {n' an integer)

;

therefore

{ju+k)n' =j Y +kn'=^p (p an integer).

Since N is odd it follows from this relation that j is necessarily even.

Similarly, in the case of the series for z the relation

sm[{jo,+k)t] = - sm[{jw+k)(t+T/2)]

must be fulfilled. It follows from this identity in t that

(jo:+k)n' = j j + kn'= ^^^ (p an integer).

This relation can be satisfied only if j is an odd integer.

There are solutions in this case which have not been obtained by the

analysis as given. The orbits which have been discussed intersect the x-axis

perpendicularly when the finite bodies are at their perifoci, and obliquely,

if at all, when they are at their apofoci. Similarly, supposing t = when the
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finite bodies are at their apofoci, it can be proved that there are orbits

with the same period in which the infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis per-

pendicularly when the finite bodies are at their apofoci, and obliquely, if

at all, when they are at their perifoci.

114. Case II, n odd.—In the present case the infinitesimal body crosses

the a;-axis perpendicularly when the finite bodies are at their perifoci and

also when they are at their apofoci, because T/2 is an odd multiple of t.

If N is even, the solution for + X* is geometrically distinct from that

for —X*. To prove this, we note that |X| can be taken so small that the

sign of the series for z' is determined by its first term. If e is small, z' has

its sign determined by the constant parts of w^ and w^ . Now the first

parts of these first terms, viz., e"^^^^' and e""^^^', have the period 27r/co.

Since T= 2NTr/u, and N is an even integer, it follows that the sign of z' is

the same at f = and t = T/2. Now suppose X to increase to the value

belonging to the physical problem. If the sign of z' {T/2) changes it must

do so by passing through zero. But in this case, since z(T/2) is also zero,

z would be identically zero. Therefore z' (0) would also be zero and would

change sign for the same value of X, and z' would still have the same sign

at ^= and t—T/2. Consequently, the 2!-component of velocity at t=T/2

is not equal to the negative of that at ^ = 0. Hence, when n is odd and N
is even, the orbits for +X* and —X* are geometrically distinct, because a

single orbit can cross the x-axis perpendicularly but twice.

If n and N are both odd, the infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis per-

pendicularly, as before, both when the finite bodies are at their perifoci

and also when they are at their apofoci. But though in this case the sign

of 2' at f =0 is opposite to that at t=T/2,ihB orbits for +X^ and -X^ are dis-

tinct; for otherwise the motion of the infinitesimal body would be precisely

the same while the finite bodies were moving from perifoci to apofoci as

while they were moving from apofoci to perifoci. This is impossible

because t enters the differential equations differently in the two cases.

If we set up the problem taking t = when the finite masses are at their

apofoci, we shall find similarly two solutions; but they will be identical

with these, for in these the infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis perpen-

dicularly when the finite bodies are at their apofoci.

The numbers n and N have so far been taken relatively prime, and

T=2nir. We shall now inquire whether there are other solutions with the

period T' = kT, where k is an integer. The determinant Aj vanishes for this

value of t. Solutions having this period certainly exist, for they include as

special cases those with the period T. Proceeding as in finding equation

(41), the corresponding steps are taken, and it is found that in this case am

and aao differ from their former values only by multiples of 2ir. Therefore the

number of solutions with the period T' is the same as with the period T. Hence

there are no new solutions whose periods are multiples of those considered.
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^

1 15. Convergence.—The existence of the symmetrical three-dimensional
periodic orbits has been proved except for a discussion of the convergence
of the series which have been employed, a matter which must now be taken
up. The nature of the difficulty will first be pointed out. Equations (13)
were integrated as power series in the O; , Cj , and X. It was shown in §§ 14-16
that for any preassigned T the moduli of these parameters can be taken so
small that the series converge for allO^t^T. The limits on the moduli of
the a,, Ct, and X are functions of ii, fx,, and e. But T can not be taken
arbitrarily in advance, for it is a discontinuous function of w, which is in

turn a function of /x, ij,^, and e. It is not evident a priori that values of

M, Mo, and e, satisfying the relations m-Mo= X, w=/(m, Mo; e), exist such that
all the series which are employed are convergent.

The final parameters of the solutions are /j,, ii^, e, and the mode of

generalizing /x is arbitrary. Suppose the ratio of the finite masses is given,

that is, that m is a fixed number. Suppose also that the mode of general-

izing n has been determined. It will be shown that values of Mo and e exist

such that the series all converge for X = /x— ^o-

In equations (25) it was shown that

where VA and the co, are functions of /Xq. Moreover, a detailed examina-

tion of the functional relation shows they are continuous functions of jx^ .

Suppose for any ^o such that |m
— Mo|^ei>0 the series for co converges for

|e| ^Tji, where -q^ depends on Cj. It is easy to show from the nature of the

dependence of the series for w upon /x and Mo that 171 > 0. Take any particu-

lar Mo" such that |/x— )Uo"| ^€1 and suppose that, while e runs over the range

to Tji, the value of w (mo, e) runs over the range w (mo", 0) = Va to w (m"', 171).

For brevity, let w"" and o*" represent the smallest and largest values of w.

An examination shows that Wj , u^, . . . are not all identically zero, and it

follows from this that
|
w'" — w"'

|
> 0. Let ixf take all real values such

that |/x— Mo"|^«i and find the corresponding values of w™ and w'". Let
0)*"' be the greatest w"", and w|" be the least w'". The value of Cj can be

taken so small that co"' — c«;"'>0, and hence from the continuity of w as a

function of Mo it follows that co takes all values satisfying the inequalities

co"' ^60 ^co"'. Take any rational value of co depending on ix, ji^, and e which

satisfies these inequalities, say

coo^f-"' (46)

where N^ and n^ are relatively prime integers. Then determine 7"= ^o by

the equation

r„=2n„7r=^- (47)
(Oo
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Now consider the series (31), in which we put T=T^. Since they vanish

identically for at= Ci = 0, the discussion in §§14-16 shows that, for any values

of X and e for which the differential equations are regular, ri>Q and pi>0

can be so determined that the series converge for all ^ T ^ T^ provided

\(i\<ri, \ci\<Pi. The r-j and Pi are functions of /Xj, X, and e. We may
eliminate X by the relation /i = /io+X, and we shall take |m— Mol =«i and

O^e^ Tji, where Ci and 771 are both distinct from zero and have such values

that the differential equations are regular for |/x~Mo| =h, ^ ^Vi Let rf and pf
be the least values of r-j and pt as Mo and e take all values satisfying the ine-

quahties |/x— ;Uo| ^ei, ^ e ^ rji. It has been shown that when the solutions

of (31) exist they have the form

a,=Xp,(X^e) c,= -c,=^'K^p,(X\e}, (48)

where the pi are power series in X^ and e. These series will converge and

give \ai\<r^^\ \ct\<p^°^ provided 0<|X|^e2^6i, for all eKr]^. That is,

since the series vanish identically for X = 0, the limits on the at and c< can be

controlled by X alone. Choose any X satisfying the inequality |X|^€2 and

determine ijl„ by the relation /x— yU(| = X. It was shown above that for this

jtio there exists an e<ri^ such that w(mo, e)=cog=N„/n^. Hence for this )Uo

and e aU the series employed are convergent; that is, the existence of certain

solutions of the type in question is proved.

The question might be asked whether the solutions exist if both fi and e

are given in advance. It is not easy to make the answer in general, but

it is clear that the mode of generalization of /j, into n and Mo + ^ opens a

wide range of possibilities. This is so unless, indeed, the realm of validity

of the results is independent of this process. Suppose ix, e, and the initial

conditions are given such that the motion is periodic. The coordinates

may be represented by

x = F,(ti,t), y=F,(fjL,t), z = F,{n,t).

Consider the expansions of the functions F, as power series in X, where

M = Mo+^ in at least part of the places in which ^ occurs. It is clear that the

realm of convergence of the series depends upon the manner of this trans-

formation. For example, if ^1 = ^2 = ^3= sin^/(l+X)(2+^i), and if we put

l+M = l+Mo+^) 2+/x = 2+M, then the functions are expansible as power
series in X which converge if |X| <1+At„, where X and ix^ are subject to the

condition Mo+^ = j"- But if we put 1+m = 1+ai, 2+m = 2+M(,+X, then

the series in X are convergent if |Xl <2+Mo where X and Mo are subject to the

condition Mo + X=/x. For example, if m=1/3 in the first case the series

converge if |Xl<2/3, and in the second case if |m|<7/6. Now it is clear

from the variety of ways in which X can be introduced that convergence of

the series can be secured in many, if not all, cases when /x and e are given

in advance.
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1 16. The Existence of Two-Dimensional Symmetrical Periodic Orbits.—
The last two equations of (31) are satisfied identically by c, = C2 = 0, in which
case the orbits become plane curves. We have to consider the solution of

the first four equations for Cj , . . . , a^ in terms of X.

The determinant A, equation (33), now becomes simply A = Ai. It

follows from (34) that the condition A^=0 can be satisfied only by a = N/n,
where N and n are integers which we shall suppose are relatively prime.

We shall solve the first three equations of (31) for a^, a^, and a, as

power series in a^ and X. This solution exists and is unique provided the
determinant of the coefficients of the linear terms in a^, a,, and a^ is

distinct from zero. It follows from (34) that this determinant is

which is distinct from zero unless A^ is zero.

If A^ were zero we should use the first, second, and fourth equations of

(31). The determinant of the coefficients of the hnear terms of a^, a^,

and a^ in these equations is found from (34) to be

which is distinct from zero unless v^ {T/2) is zero. But A^ and «, {T/2) can

not both vanish, for then D^ of (37) would be zero, whereas it is distinct

from zero. Therefore a^, a^, and 04 can always be eliminated by means
of three of equations (31), leaving a single equation of the form

= ai[/3„iX+Aoai+AiaiX+/32„a?+ • • •]• (49)

This equation carries a^ as a factor because equations (31) are identically

satisfied by Cj = • • • = a^= 0.

Now consider equation (49) . The trivial solution a^ = will be rejected,

and we shall attempt to solve for a^ as power series in X'''^, where j is an

integer. If j8„i is distinct from zero such a solution certainly exists, and j

is determined by the first /3y„ which is distinct from zero. The coefficient /3oi

is a power series in e whose term independent of e was found in Chapter VI,

equation (26), to be distinct from zero. Consequently for e sufficiently

small /3oi is distinct from zero, and the solutions exist.

Now consider fi^^ . It was shown in Chapter VI, § 100, that the part

of this coefficient independent of e is zero. It will now be shown that it is

identically zero. The solutions of the first three equations of (31) for

tti, ttj, and a^ contain no terms of the first degree in a^ alone, for, if we

eliminate a^ and a^ by means of the first two equations, we have

A^ fe"'^ — e"^"1 a4 = 0+terms of second and higher degrees. (50)

It follows from property [3] of § 108 that the terms in the solutions of the second

degree in the a< do not contain t as a factor. Hence, the only terms of the

second degree in the fli which are not periodic with the period T are those
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which contain al or a\ as a factor. Hence the solution (50) for a^ has a

term of at least the third degree in a^ as the term of lowest degree in a^

alone. Consequently, when the first three equations of (31) are solved for

flj, a^, and a^ and substituted in the last one, the result contains no term

of the second degree in a^. That is, /3io is identically zero.

It is not necessary to consider ^Sn if fto is distinct from zero. In Chapter

VI, §100, it was shown that the part of fto which is independent of e is

distinct from zero. It is also distinct from zero for e sufficiently small.

Therefore the solutions are expansible as power series in ± X^ of the form

x = ±X^P(±X^;0, 2/ = ±X=Q(±X*;0.

One value of the double sign belongs to the orbit when the infinitesimal

body crosses the axis in one direction, and the other when it crosses it in

the other direction.

There are two cases to be considered, according as n is even or odd in

the expression a — N/n.

117. Case I, n even.—The infinitesimal body crosses the a;-axis perpen-

dicularly at f = and at t = T/2 = mr = 2n'Tr, where n' is an integer. Since

2n'ir is an integral multiple of the period of revolution of the finite bodies,

and since the infinitesimal bodj^ crosses the x-axis perpendicularly only at

the beginning and middle of the period, it follows that it crosses the a;-axis

perpendicularly only when the finite bodies are at their perifoci. It follows,

as in the case of the three dimensional orbits, that the orbit belonging to — X'

is not geometrically distinct from that belonging to +X*; in particular, that

one orbit can be obtained from the other by increasing t by T/2.

Consider the terms which are even in X^ They are not altered by
changing the sign of X^ Consequently in these terms

sin

cos [Ua+k)t] ^+f-^[{ja+k){t+T/2)],

from which it follows that j is an even integer. In the terms of odd degree

in X* we have
sm
cos [Ua+k)t] = - f-^[(ja+k){t+T/2)]

,

from which it follows that j is an odd integer.

If we should set up the problem starting the infinitesimal body per-

pendicularly to the X-axis when the finite bodies are at their apofoci, we
should find similarly two geometrically identical orbits in which the infini-

tesimal body crosses the x-axis obliquely when the finite bodies are at their

perifoci. That is, when n is even there are two classes of geometrically

distinct orbits of given period which intersect the x-axis perpendicularly; in

one, the periodic orbits intersect it thus only when the finite bodies are at

their perifoci, and in the other only when they are at their apofoci.
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1 18. Case II, n odd.—If in the case where n is odd the infinitesimal body
crosses the x-axis perpendicularly at <= and the finite bodies are at their

perifoci, then it also crosses the .r-axis perpendicularly at t = T/2 when the

finite bodies are at their apofoci. If N is even, the infinitesimal body
crosses the a;-axis in the same direction at f = and t=T/2. Hence the

orbits for +X* and —X* are in this case geometrically distinct.

If N is odd, the orbits for +X* and —X* are also distinct, because other-

wise the motion of the infinitesimal body would be the same while the finite

bodies are moving from perifoci to apofoci as while they are moving from

apofoci to perifoci. This is impossible because t enters the differential

equations differently in the two cases.

Similarly, starting when the finite bodies are at their apofoci, two geo-

metrically distinct orbits are obtained, in both of which the infinitesimal

body crosses the x-axis perpendicularly when the finite bodies are at their

apofoci, and also when they are at their perifoci. These orbits, therefore,

are identical with those obtained starting when the finite bodies were at their

perifoci.

CONSTRUCTION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL PERIODIC SOLUTIONS.

119. Defining Properties of the Solutions.—It has been shown that

the periodic solutions have the form
00 9.1 — I

(51)

where the Xj, yj, and Zj are all periodic with the period 27r/aj. It has been

shown that symmetrical orbits exist, two for each value of X, and their

coefficients are uniquely determined by the periodicity conditions and

z (0) = 0. It follows from this last relation and from the fact that the series

for X, y, and z converge for all
|
X

|
sufficiently small, that each a/O) sepa-

rately is zero.

120. Coefficient of X*.—It follows from (13) that this term is defined by

z'[-\-\A + ZAecoBt+\Ae\l+^co&2t)-{- • ]z, = 0. (52)

This equation is of the type of that treated in §53, and its general solution

is of the form

z, = c{"e"^'Wi(e; t) +c'^'e-"^''w,{e; t), (53)

where

o} = VA+o)ie+u,e'+ • • •
, Wi = l+<'e+<V-f • • •

,

while w^ differs from w, only in the sign of \/~^, and where each w[^^ is

separately periodic with the period 2 w. Since (53) is unchanged by changing

the signs of both t and aA^, it follows that in the expressions for w^ and w^

00
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the coefficients of the cosine terms are real, and those of the sine terms are

purely imaginary. Since w,ie; 0) = w^(e; 0) = 1 for all values of e, it follows

from the condition 21(0) = that cl"+c<" = 0.

It will now be shown that w is a series in even powers of e. The coeffi-

cient of 2i in (52) is derived from the expansion of rf' and r"'. Now the

expressions for r^ and r^ are unchanged if in them e is replaced by -e and

t by t+TT. Consequently, if e'^^'^'^'w.ie; t) is a solution of (52), then also

gw(-«)v'^((+x)^^(_g. t-\-ir) is a solution. Since any solution can be expressed

linearly in terms of the two solutions in (53), and since the solutions now

under consideration hold for all e sufficiently small, and, for e = 0, differ only

by the factor e"«^=^2ir^ j^. follows that for any e they differ only by a constant

factor. Therefore

^Mv^u^^ (e; t) - Ce"'-^'^=^«+'''Wi(-e; t+ir) =0.

This relation is satisfied identically in t and e. Since «;, is periodic with

the period 2ir, it follows also that

g<o(e)v=i2Tgtowvi^(^^ (e;t)— e"(-«>^=^«'^Ce"'~'''''^"+'" Wi (— e; t+ir) = 0.

Hence we have two homogeneous hnear equations in e"<*>'*''^'Wi(e; and

Ce"^"'"^^^<'+'"iUi( — e; t+ir), and as these quantities are not identically zero,

the determinant

1 ^wC-OV-iZT Mt)i/^2ir

must vanish. Since by definition w must reduce to VZ for e = 0, we have

a;(— e)=w(e); that is, w is a function of e".

Upon carrying out the computation by the method of § 53, we find

(54)
r _ 9^(l-15A + 18A^ + 8A0 _. 9A' ... IS^^V^irT

+1 8(1-A)(1-4A)= (1-4A)*''°^^+(1-4A)^
^'""^

+ 8(1-4)(1-4A)
'"''''^

8(l-^)(l-4A)
sin^«|e +

It wiU be noticed that the coefficients of cosjt and sinj7 have e^ as a factor

so far as they are written. This is a general property of the differential

equations, and an examination of the process of integration, as explained

in § 53, shows it is also a general property of the solutions.

If we had solved the differential equations for x^ and ?/i , we should have

found that these quantities are identically zero because of the periodicity

conditions to which the solutions are subject.
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121. Coefficients of X.—It follows from (13) and (14) that these terms
are defined by

(55)

X2-2y',-[l-]-2A+6Aecost+ ]x,-[6Aesmti- •]y,= Y,,

y2+2x2-[6Aesmt+ • -Ja;,- [l-A-3Aecost+ • ]y,=X,,

where

X,= [^B+6Becost+ ]zl

Y,= [3Beaint+ • ]zl

R - t ^~.^o + Mo
-o — + „(o)i — zm* >— '1 — '2

the signs in B being the first, second, or third pair according as the point
(a), (6), or (c) is in question. By means of (53) and (54), we find

+2ci°c!»{l-[f-^(l-cos()]c+ •

.}

+35(c, )e |-+|_^--^_+^_^cos<-^^--j^v^3Tsm^Je+---|.

F,= 35(ci")'/"^'|[sinf]e+ • • •l+65c{"c^»{[sinf]e+ •

-j

+35cre"'"'^'{[sin<]e+-.-j.

The character of the solutions of equations of the type to which (55)

belong was discussed in §29. It was there shown that they consist of the

complementary function plus terms of the same character as X^ and Fj.

It follows from the hypothesis that the imaginary characteristic exponent

o-V— 1, arising in the solution of (55), and wV — i are incommensurable,

that the constants of integration must all be put equal to zero. The par-

ticular integrals can be found most conveniently by assuming their form

with undetermined coefficients, and then defining them by the conditions

that the equations shall be identically satisfied.

(56)
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We shall need the following properties of the solutions of equations

(55). They are homogeneous of the second degree in cf'e"'*''^^' and
g(i)g-a.v/:^(

-pijg terms in the solutions multiplied by (c^")^ differ from those

multiplied by (c["y only in the sign of V— i, because this is a property of the

right members of the differential equations. If throughout equations (55)

we change 2/2 into -y^, V^ into -V^, and t into —t, the equations are

unchanged. Therefore, in the expression for x^ the coefficients of the cosine

terms are real and the coefficients of the sine terms are purely imaginary.

The opposite is true for y^. The terms in x^ having Ci^c^^ as a factor involve

only cosines and are independent of the exponentials e"^^^^' and e~"^^^^', while

those in y^ having cj" Cj" as a factor involve only sines and are also indepen-

dent of the exponentials e"''^^^' and e"""'^^^'. It follows from these properties

and cl" = - cj" , that ^^(O) = y,{0) = 0.

Certain divisors are introduced in the integration of (55). When the

right members of these equations are omitted, the solutions are of the form

(24) . On using the method of the variation of parameters, we find

where Ft(t) has the form of X^ and Y^, and where A is the determinant

of the fundamental set of solutions (24). It follows from the principles

of §18 applied to this case that A is constant. The expressions Fi(t)

contain terms of the types given in (56). Consequently the a« contain

terms of the types

A a,= (cl")'/e^^^' [Aj cosjt+ V^Bj smjt] dt

+ (0'/c""^^'[^>cosi«- V^:n:5,sini<]d«+ci"c*»/C,cosj7 dt;

or, performing the indicated integrations,

^««= +j^74^«
«^'"^' [2"V^^cosjY+i sinj7]

~
f -4(o'

[jV^^cosj<+2wsmj<J

+ j^Zi^^^"'"^' [ -2co V=Tcosif+jsinjY]

+
f-\^^

[yv^^^cosi<+2co sini<] + ^j3- CsinjY.

Therefore, the divisor j'— 40)" appears in terms involving t in the form
g=^2cov^<cos^Y, and the divisor j in those involving t in sinj7.

It was seen that in the expression for z^ the coefficients of co&ji and
smji carry e^ as a factor. Consequently it is true also for zj, and therefore

for the .4/, B^, and Cy.
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122. Coefficient of X'^'.—It is found from (13), (14), and (51) that :

z^+[A + 3Aecost-{ ~\z, =Z„

Zs = +{^3 -^ + • • • j^i +{35 + • • -jx, z. (57)

The coefficients of z^ , x^Zi, and zj are series involving only cosines, and
the coefficient of y^z^ is a series involving only sines.

Now consider the solutions of (57). The general solution of the left

member set equal to zero is

Z3 = Cie"V^'w)i+Cae-"^^=^'m•ij

where C^ and Cj are the constants of integration. By the method of the

variation of parameters, the conditions on Cj and C^ that (57) shall be

satisfied when its right member is included are

(58)

Upon solving (58) for C( and C\, we get

A C( = - Wj Z3 e-'-^^', A C^ = + wJi ^3 e"^^', (59)

where

A =

It follows from the results of § 18 that in this case A is constant, and since

tWi and w^ are power series in e the determinant A is also a power series in e.

In order that the solutions of (57) shall be periodic with the period T

it is necessary and sufficient that the right members of (59) contain no

constant terms. We must therefore pick out the terms in -w^Z^ and

WjZa which are constants multiplied by e<-^/^' and e""-'^' respectively, and

set their coefficients equal to zero.

Consider the first term of Z^ . Upon substituting the value of z^ from

(53), we see that the constant part of the coefficient of e"^''^' coming from

- WjZj is the constant part of the product

-c{"wiwi^ - ^a +35ecos<+ • • -j- (60)
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The corresponding part of the coefficient of e~"^^^' coming from -\-WyZi is

the constant part of

+c^"'u;iWjJ^3 - pi +35ecos<+ • -l- (61)

It follows from the properties of w^ and w^ that their product involves only

cosines and that the coefficients of their product are all real. Hence the

constant parts of (60) and (61) are power series in e which, aside from the

coefficients c|" and cf, differ only in sign, and the parts independent of e

are respectively

Cl ^^(0)3 y.(0)3^, T^Cj ^^(0)3 y(0)3^'

Consider now the terms coining from that part of Z^ which contains

x^Zi as a factor. The constant parts of the coefficients of e"^^^^' and e'*"^^^^*

in the products

— w^XiZi[ZB-\r\2Beco&t • •]

and

respectively are required. It follows from the properties of w^ and w^ that

w,[^B+12Becost+ •]

and

w^[3B+12Becost-\- ]

differ only in the sign of V^T, which is a factor of all the sine terms,

while the coefficients of the cosine terms are all real. These products

do not involve the exponentials e"""^^' and e~"^^=^'. In the product x^ Zi the

coefficients of e"^^=^' and e-"v^^' are multiplied by {ciyc^^^ and cf' (c^")' respec-

tively. It follows from the properties of x^ and z^ that in this product
the coefficients of (c<")'c<"e"^^=^' and ci" (c^")V""^^' differ only in the sign of

V-i, which is a factor of all the sine terms, while the coefficients of the

cosine terms are all real.

The typical terms of the products -wl3B+12Becost •] and that

part of the product x^z^ which contain ^^^' as a factor are respectively

- Ajcosjt- V::iBjSmjt, (c{")'c<"[a, cosj7+ V^Tfe^sin^^].

The corresponding terms from +w,[SB + 12Becost+ • • •] and the part

of XjZi containing e""^ ^' as a factor are respectively

+A}Cosjt-V^riBjsmjt, c'^\4^y[aj cosjt-V^lbj sin jt].
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The constant parts of the products of these terms are respectively

- 1 (cry c<" [Ajaj-BM + |cl»(4»)^ [Aja,-BM

Since these properties hold each term individually, it follows that the con-
stant parts of the coefficients of e"^"' and e'^"^' in -w^XiZ,[3B+ • • •] and
+WiXiZi[3B+ • • •

] are respectively of the form

-Kycr[Co+C,e+ • • •

], ^cr(cry[c^+c,e+ ]. (62)

The corresponding discussion shows that the same result is true for the
third and fourth terms of Z^. Therefore, in order that the solutions of

(57) shall be periodic, we must impose the conditions

= Zcl»+L(c{»)'c<", = ii:c<"+Lc<"(c<»)', (63)

where K and L are constants and power series in e. It follows from the

corresponding work in Chapter VI that both iiT and L have terms independent
of e which are distinct from zero. The solutions of (63) are

c{» = c^ = 0, ii:+Lci"c^» = 0. (64)

The former leads to the trivial solution x=y=z=0 and need not be con-

sidered. Since c^" = — c{" the latter gives

cr=^M=HK,+K,e+ •], (65)

and c"' and c"' are determined except as to sign. The orbits which correspond

to the two values of c{" are geometrically identical or distinct according as

T is an odd or even multiple of 2ir (see §§113-114).

After the conditions (63) are satisfied, the solutions of (57) are

z, = cf'^^'w,ie; t)+c'fe-"^'w,{e;t)-\-Pf\t)+Pf\t), (66)

where Pf is linear and homogeneous in c^'e""^^' and Cj^e""'^^', and where Pf'

is homogeneous of the third degree in c^e'"'^^' and Cj"e""'^^''. In the right

member of (57) the coefficients of all cosine terms are real, and the coeffi-

cients of all sine terms are purely imaginary; and moreover those which are

multiplied by c{", (c{")'> (cD^'c™ differ from those respectively which are

multiplied by 4", (c™)', c<"(c^")' only in the sign of V^T. It follows that

P® and Pf' have these properties also. The w^ and w^ are given in (53)

and (54).

The P® and Pf are entirely known functions, while c® and cf' are

subject to the relation

zM =-cf>+cf -fPf (O)-hPf (0) =0.
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It follows from the properties of the expressions Pf\t) and Pf (i) and

c'^'=-c'^' that P®(0)=Pf'(0)=0. Hence cf and c® are subject to the

condition

zM=cr+cr = 0. (67)

Therefore but one undetermined constant remains in (66).

The divisors introduced at this step can be found as they were in the

preceding step. They are the determinant of the fundamental set of

solutions of the z-equation, j^— oi^, and j^— 9w^ the j^—ui^ appearing with

terms which involve e*"^^=^' ^P^ jt, and the j^— Qco" with those which involve

Q^zwv^t cos
j-^ The coefficients of 1°^ jt contain e' as a factor.

123. Coefficients of X^—^The differential equations at this step are

(68)

a;r-22/4-[l+2A+6ylecos<H Ja;^- [6^clsinf + • • ^^^y, = X,,

j/l'+2a;l-[6Aesin<+ • • -Jx^- [l-A-3Aecos<4- • '^y,= Y^,

where X4 and Y^ are of even degree in e"^-"^^' and e""^^^=^' considered together.

It follows, as in the case of x^ and y^ , that in the right member of the first

equation the coefficients of aU cosine terms are real, and those of all sine

terms are purely imaginary; the opposite is true in the right member of the

second equation. The coefficients of c^^cf^ and (c[")^ differ from those of

Cj" cf and (c"')^ respectively oiily in the sign of V— 1. The coefficients of

(Ci")''(c2")'' are real, independent of e"^''^^' and e"'"'^^^', and involve only cosines.

The solutions of (68) have the same properties. It follows from these

properties and cj"= — c^", that 3:4(0) =1/4 (0)^0.
The divisors introduced in the solution are the determinant of the

fundamental set of solutions of the x and ^/-equations, f — 16co^ f — dco",

and j in connection with the terms involving e'^*"''^^^*^^ jt, e'^"'"'^^' l°^jt,

and l^jt respectively. The coefficients of these terms contain e' as a factor.

124. Coefficient of X'^'.—It is necessary to consider this step in order

to be able to make the general discussion. The differential equation defin-

ing Zj is

z"+[A+3Aecost+ • • ]z, = Z„ (69)

where it is found from (14) and properties (a) and (d) of §106 that Z, is

made up of real cosine series multiplied into z,, x^z,, x^z,, xlz^, if^z^,

z\Zi, zj, and of real sine series multipfied into y„z., and yiZ^. It follows

from the properties of z„ z,, x^, y„ x„ and y, that Z^ is of odd degree
in e"^-^' and e""^-^' taken together; that the coefficients of the cosine terms
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are real, and those of the sine terms purely imaginary; that cf and cf enter

linearly; that the coefficients of cf>, (c{")'cf , ci"4"cf\ (c^")'(c^")' differ from
the coefficients of cf, (c^")'cf , c'^'c'^'ct' and {d^')\c!^y respectively only in

the sign of V — i; and that the terms which involve cosj7 and mijt have
e^ as a factor in their coefficients.

Now consider the solution of (69). The discussion proceeds as in the

case of (57), and it is found that, in order that the solution shall be periodic,

the constant terms in —w^Z^e'"^'^^^ and +Wi ^6 e"^^^"' must be zero. It

follows from the properties of Z^ enumerated above that these conditions

are of the form

[A,+Acf'c^"]c?>+^3 (cl")^cf +4,(cl")'(c;")^ = 0, 1

[4,+^,clV]cJ^'+^(cr)^cl«+A,(cr')XO' = 0, 1

where A^, . . . , A4 are power series in e. Upon reducing by means of the

last equation of (64), we get

[a,-^] cT+^ cf+^ cl» = 0,

\_A-^] c««+^' c«>+^ 4» = 0.

(71)

Since (4"=— cj" and cf= —cf, these equations are equivalent and define

cf provided

A- A,K A.K"

is distinct from zero. In the case e = of Chapter VI the corresponding

coefficient was distinct from zero. Since the coefficient in the present case

is a power series in e and reduces to that of the former case for e = 0, it

follows that it is distinct from zero for e sufficiently small.

When equations (71) are satisfied, the solution of (69) has the form

z,=cre(5) gcov^/^^+cf e-^-^'w,+P?(t)+Pr(t)+Prit), (72)

where Pf (0 is linear and homogeneous in cf'e"^^^' and cfe"'^^^^' taken

together, and Pr(0 and PfHO are homogeneous of the third and fifth

degrees respectively in e"^^^' and e""^/^' taken together.

It follows from the facts- noted above, that Z^ is unchanged if cf\

cf, + V^ are interchanged with cf, c^", - v"^, and that the coeffi-

cients of the cosine terms are real; hence the solution (72) has the same

properties. Consequently, since c^" = - c{", cf = - cf>, it follows that

Pf (0) = Pf (0) = Pf (0) = ; and since z, (0) = 0, that

<'+cr = 0. (73)
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125. The General Step for the x and ^/-Equations.—Suppose z^, x^,

j/j, . . . , Zji-n ^2v-i, Viv-i have been computed and that they have the

following properties:

(a) The X2} and yn are even functions of ef^^^^^' and e""^''^^' taken together,

and the z^+x are odd functions of ^^^"^^ and e'""^^^' taken together.

(b) In the Xij and Z2J+1 the constant parts of the coefficients of all

cosine terms are real, and those of all sine terms are purely imaginary.

(c) In the yz] the constant parts of the coefficients of all cosine terms

are purely imaginary, and those of all sine terms are real.

(d) In the X2J and y^j the highest powers of e"^^^^' and e~"^^^^' are 2j,

and in 22^+1 they are 2^+1.

(e) The coefficients of (cl»)\cl»)'' • • • (OHc"0*'(cr)*' • • (c^'T" in the

expressions for X2j, yti, and Zzy+i differ from the coefficients of

(c<")^'(cf )'' • • • (cf)Hc{")*'(cf')*' • • • {cTr- only in the sign of ^/3T.

(f) The constants of integration arising at the step 2j-\-l, viz.,

c}"+" and c"+' {j=l, . . . , v— 2), must satisfy the relations

cf'+" = M"^+" cl", cr+" = 1^"'+" c^" = - M'''+'' c\
(1)

1 >

where M'^^^^
is a power series in e, in order that the solution at

the step 2j+3 shall be periodic. The constants cf"" and Cj**'-"

remain arbitrary at the step 2v.

(g) The divisors introduced at the step 2j are the determinant of

the fundamental set of solutions of the x and ^/-equations and
k, A;^-4co^ k'-l6o:\ . . . , k'-AjW in the coefficients of '^^kt;

and at the step 2^+ 1 they are the determinant of the funda-
mental set of solutions of the 2-equation and k, k^—u>^ k^—9oP,
...,k'-i2j+l)W.

The differential equations which define X2v and y2v are

xl-2y2,-ll+2A+6Aecost • • }x2,- [GAesint • • •]2/2.= Z2,
|

yl-{-2xi- [6^esin< • • •>2.-[l-4-34ecosf • • •']y2v=Y2.
J

^^^^

It follows from the properties (a), (b), (c), and (d) of §106 that X2V
and Yiv are even functions of ^i, . . . , Z2v-i taken together; that in X,
the coefficients of all terms which are of even degree in y^, y^, . . . y ^_.

taken together are sums of cosines of integral multiples of t; that in X,
the coefficients of all terms which are of odd degree in y^, yt, . . .

, y.

taken together are sums of sines of integral multiples of t; that the last two
properties are reversed in the case of F^,; and that if in X^, or F,„ the
general term has as a factor

2V

2

2i/-2

X2 • • Xjj' • yt • • • t/2« -2/ • •
2jj,_j

,

then

2X.+ • • • +2j\2j+2iJL2+ • • • -\-2kii2,+p,+ • • . (2/-l)^„_,^2^.
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It follows from these properties and (a), , . .
, (g) that X^^ and Y^^ are

even functions of e"^^=^' and e'""^^* taken together; that in X^y the constant

parts of the coefficients of all cosine terms are real, and those of all sine

terms are purely imaginary; that in Y^^ the last property is reversed; that

in Xj„ and Fj„ the highest powers of e"^'^=»' and e"""''^^' are 2v', and that the

coefficients of {cT)\cTy' • • • (cJ")Hc»")*'(cr)*' • • • (cD*" differ from the

coefficients of {cffict'Y • • • {c'^)''{c'^T{ctT ' (fifY- only in the sign

of yy^.
It follows from the form of (74) and these properties that the periodic

solutions of equations (74) (i. e., the particular integrals) have the

properties (a), . . .
, (g) so far as they pertain to x^, and y^j] and then

from 0?'= -c^", that x'^M =1/2.(0) =0.

126. The General Step for the ^-Equation.—The differential equation

defining z-iv+i is

Zjt+i +[^+3Aecos«+ • • •]z2.+i = Z2,+i. (75)

It follows from the properties (a), . . .
, (g) of §106 that Zg^+i is of

odd degree in gj, z,, . . . , Z2v-\ taken together, and that it contains 22.-1

linearly. In Z2„+i the coefficients of terms which are of even degree in

Vi, • . .
, y2v taken together are cosines of integral multiples of t, and the

coefficients of those terms which are odd in the same quantities are sines

of integral multiples of t.

It follows from these properties and (a), . . .
, (g) of §125 that Z2.+1

is an odd function of e""'''"^' and e-"^'^^' taken together; that the highest

power of e"^^=^' and e'""^^' is 21^+1; that cf'" and c^"'^'' enter linearly;

that the constant parts of the coefficients of all cosine terms are real,

and that those of all sine terms are purely imaginary; and that the coeffi-

cients of (c{")'' • • • (cfY' (c<")*' • • • (C2'"')'"' differ from the coefficients of

(c^T • • C2") ' (cl")*' • • • (cD*"' only in the sign of V^T.
Now consider the solution of (75). The conditions that it shall be

periodic with the period T are that in —w^Z2^+1 and +W1Z2.+1 the constant

parts of the coefficients of e""^^' and e'""^^^ respectively shall be equal to

zero. The Z2.-1 enters Z2.+1 linearly and has the same coefficient that z^ has

in Zj . Hence, from the relations of the preceding paragraph and equations

(70), we have

[A,+A,cr'cncr"+^3(c?')'cr"+P2.+i(c{", cr)=o,
j

where P2.+1 is a polynomial of odd degree in cf and Cj" taken together. It

is supposed that cf^+" and c<"+" (j=l, . . . ,
v-2) have been eliminated

at the successive steps by the equations corresponding to (71). If the

general term in P,,+i is (cfy(c^")*, theni and k satisfy the relation

j=k+l. (77)
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On reducing (76) by means of (64), making use of (77) and (f) of §125,

and the fact that c"'= —cf, it is seen that equations (76) are equivalent,

and that cf~" = cf~" is uniquely determined as a power series in e. Since

in Z2.+1 the coefficient of (cfY' • • • (c{")'' (c'^T • ' ' (cD*" differs from that

of (c'^Y • (c^yicfT • • • (cfT" only in the sign of V^T, it follows that

the solution has the same property, and from this that z^^+i (0) = 0.

For small values of v there will be no other terms than those considered

above in —w^Z2^+1 and -{-w^Z2v+i, which are constants multiplied by the

exponentials ef^^^^' and e'""^^^^ respectively. When there are no other terms

and when equations (76) are satisfied, the solution of (75) is periodic and ^fzy+i

has all the properties of z^^x specified in § 125.

But since co =N/n, where n and N integers, there is a value of v for which

other terms of the type in question can arise. It follows from the properties

of Z2V+1 that —w^Z2V+1 and -{-WiZ2v+i contain respectively the terms

-C""(cl")"'+*e+«"'+«'>'^=^'[a„+aiCos«+ • • +a^co&kt+ •

—V— l6iSini— • • • —V — lbtSinkt-^ • • •],

+C""(c^")"'+'e-«''+«'*'^^'[ao+aiCos^+ • • +aiCosA;^+ • • •

+V^^&iSin«+ • • • +V^lbtsmkt+ • • ].

(78)

Now e»''+""^'^' = e"^'^' [cos2 J/ CO f + V^sm2vut]. Consequently terms

of the type in question will arise ii 2vco = k, k being an integer. Upon
substituting the value of w, this relation becomes 2vn = kN, which can

be satisfied when 2v becomes a multiple of N. Suppose the integer n is

odd. In this case when 2v = N, the smallest k satisfying the relation,

viz. k — n, is obtained. The term in which this occurs is multiplied by
X'"'+v> e"= X^+'/' e". But if n is even and N odd, the relation is satisfied first

for increasing values of v when 2v = 2N, and then k = 2n. The term in which
this relation occurs is multiplied by X'''+'/^ e"" = X'^+'/' e'". After terms of this

type once appear they in general occur similarly at all subsequent steps of

the integration.

The coefficients of e"^'^' and 6""^^' obtained from (78) are respec-

tively -C2.+i(ci")"'+' and +C2v+i{c''^Y^\ where C^^+i is a constant multiplied

by e" or e"" according as N is even or odd. Therefore, when these terms
arise we have in place of equations (76)

[A,+A2cTcr]cT-''+A,{crycT-''+P2.^M\ cr)-c2.^AcTr^'=Q,
\

[4,+^,cr'cr]cr-"+A3(cr)^cr"+p..+.(c<",cr>)-c',.+,(cr)-+'=o. j
^

^

CJonsequently cf"" and c^'-'' are determined in this case as well as in that
in which the terms multiplied by (7j,+, do not arise. This completes the
proof of the possibiUty of constructing the solutions.
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APPLICATION OF THE INTEGRAL.

127. Form of the IntegraL—Equations (1) can be written in the form

(80)
de dt d^' df d^

After the transformations (10) and (11), these equations have the form

x"-2!,'=f, !/'+2^'=f' ^'"f- (81)

where now C/ is a power series in a;, y, and 2" and contains no terms lower

than the second degree in x, y, and z. It contains terms independent of

X and others, for the particular transformation (11), multiplied by X to the

first degree only. The coefficients in the series for U are power series in

e whose coefficients, in turn, are periodic in t with the period 2t, and which

reduce to constants for t = 0.

The first terms of U are seen from equations (10) and (11) to be

t/ = + |ri+2A+64ecos«+ • •]a;*+[6^esinf+ • • • Jxt/

+ |[l-A-3^ecos«+ • •]2/^-|[A+3.1ecos<+ • • -^z

+ [p)3 +^3-3(^3-^or3)ecosf+ •

J
x'X

- [6(pr3-por3)esinf+ • • -Jajj/X

+ f[^3-^ + 3(^3-^3)ecos«+ • • -Jt/'X

+ |[^3-,4 + 3(^3-,4)ecosf+ • .

-J^^X

The integral of equations (81), analogous to the Jacobi integral in the

case where U does not involve t explicitly, is

x"+y"+z''=2U-2^(^) dt+C, (83)

where (dU/dt) is the partial derivative of U with respect to t so far as t occurs

explicitly, and not as it enters through, a;, y, and z. This partial derivative

is zero for e equal to zero, and therefore it contains e as a factor.

(82)
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128. The Integral in Case of the Periodic Solutions.—In the periodic

solutions which have been considered, x, x\ y, and y' are expansible as

power series in X, while z and z' are expansible in odd powers of X*. It

follows from property (a) of §106 that C7 is a power series in z^. Therefore

when the expansions of all these variables are substituted in (83), the result

is a power series in integral powers of X of the form

F= F,\+F,\'+ • • -\-F,r-{- • • • =C, (84)

where, of course, F and the Fj involve the integral sign which arises from

the right members of (83), and where C is the constant of integration.

Since (84) converges and is satisfied for all |X| sufficiently small, it

follows that
F,=a iy=l, ... 00), (85)

the C^ being constants. Since the series for x, y, and z have the forms

x = \[x^+Xi\+ • • • +X2J X^~^+ • • •
],

y=Hy2+y.^+ • • • +y2j v-'+ • • •
],

z= 'S\z,+z^\+ • ' • -\-Z2j+i\^ +•••],

it follows that F^ involves x^, x[, y^, y'^, . . . , x^^.a, x'^^.^, 2/2^,-2, 2/2„-2,

Zi,z[, . . . , Zgy-i , 22y_i . Equation (85) therefore has the form

-f y (^2/> "^2/ > y2J} y2J} ^21+1 J ^21+1 J ^) +
I
"qT^^^IJ y2J} ^2J+1I t)at = L„, (.OV)

where P^ and Q^ are polynomials in the indicated arguments with t entering

the coefficients in sines and cosines. The subscript j runs from to y— 1.

The derivatives enter (86) only in the form Xg^-jaj^^.j^
, yzj-iyiv-tu and

Zgj-i^L-a/ • Suppose the general term of P„ or Q^ is

X X x; X', x" x"„
X' X ' y \ ' • • y ',' z\, • • • 2 '

2/J, 2m, ^2m; "211'^, 2ll['+l 2fl-'^',+l

The exponents and subscripts satisfy the relation

2[XiMi+ • • • +XkMic+Xim(+ • • • K'l4.'+K f^i+ • • +^'^1'"]

+[x;'+ • • • +x:>,]=2u.

The partial derivative of Q„ with respect to t is taken only so far as t

enters explicitly in the coefficients of x^j, . . . , z^j+i , but the integral must
be computed for t entering both explicitly and also implicitly through
tne Xjj , . . . , Z2J+1

.

It was shown in §125 that the x^j, the y^j, and the z^+i have the form

a:„= S <«e«"^—
', y,,= S t/,^/V*"^=^', z,j+,= S 4H;"e(=*+«-v=T',

(87)
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where the x^\ the y^^\ and the 2^'*jli" are power series in e whose coefficients

are periodic with the period 2ir. In a;f;> and 3j'';++" the coefficients of the cosine

terms are real, and those of the sine terms are purely imaginary; the opposite
is true in y^^\ It follows from these properties and those of F^ enumerated
on page 254 that P, and dQ^/dt can be written in the form

+"

P^= S P«'e'*"^^',
dQ,_ +"

dt
= S R^'V^^-", (88)

where P*' and ^i" are periodic with the period 27r . Since in U the coefficients

of odd powers of y are multiplied by sine series, it follows from the properties of

the x^\ the y^", and the z^'/^fi" that in P^*' the coefficients of the cosine terms

are real, and those of the sine terms are purely imaginary; the opposite is

true in fi"'.

The integrals coming from
j -^ dt are of the types

2kue"^iJ^.^.cosm= - ^,_^-^

>e**"^^'siny«d«

Therefore we have

_ _ _je«"v

cosy<+ ^\,^:,
ItwV^^J

mnjt,

f-UW

4Fw^

cosjt -\
,-2 ^,„2..i, sm jt.
f-ik'<a'

J dt
dt = S *Si*'e""^=^',

(89)

(90)

where the *S^*' are periodic with the period 2ir. Moreover, the coefficients of

the cosine terms are real, and those of the sine terms are purely imaginary.

It follows from these properties that (85) can be written in the form

P.,

+"

2 /r'V*"^^'^^, (91)

where the P*' are periodic with the period 2ir. The coefficients of the cosine

terms are real, and those of the sine terms are purely imaginary. If we let

^v=i^=^^
(92)

and make use of the fact that the Ff are periodic with the period 2t, we

get from (91)

These equations and (91) can be satisfied only if either

Ff = C, PJ*' = {k=-v, . . . ,-i,+l, . . . ,+v),

, S Pi"e""^^vr=C,. (93)

(94)

or

A =

1
,

1 1, 1 , . . . ,
1

(r_y , . .
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This determinant is the well-known product of the differences of the <r*y

taken in all possible pairs, and is distinct from zero unless a relation of the

form ai= (Tj is satisfied. Since o-, = a[, <tj = a[, this relation can be satisfied

only if a{~^=l; or, because of (92), only if

Since cj = N/n, this equation can be fulfilled only if 4:(i—j)/n is an integer.

But then two or more of the exponentials of (91) are equal in value, and

the number of terms under the summation sign is reduced by combining

similar ones. With this understanding as to the reduction of (91), A can

not vanish and equations (94) must be fulfilled. It is clear that when these

equations are satisfied all relations of the form of (93) are satisfied.

The F"' are explicit power series in e, and they also involve e implicitly

in CO, which is a power series in this same parameter. Now a; enters in two
ways. It is introduced as a factor of certain terms either to the first or

second degree by the derivatives which occur in (83), and to the first degree

by the integral, as is shown by (89). The integral also introduces it in the

denominators in the form f—4:kW. We shall substitute for w its series

in e wherever it enters in the first way. This will not change the character

of the convergence. But where co enters in the second way we shall regard

e as an independent parameter and leave it implicitly in w. Then equa-

tions (94) can be written in the form

j=o y=o

F«>= £f:« e'=0 {k^-v, . . . , -1, +1, . . . , +,).

Since these equations are identically satisfied in e, we have

PZ = C,,,, n!i= 0. (95)

The i^i" are sines and cosines of integral multiples of t. On making use
of the properties established in § 126, we have

FZ = S^ [aZ, cospf+V^T hZv sin23i] = 0.

Since these equations are identities in t, we have finally

<. = hZ.= (fc^O;p= 0,...,,).J
^^^^
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129. Determination of the Coefficients of 2!2/+i when e = 0.—Equations

(96) are relations among the coefficients of the solutions and may be used for

checking the computations. The control is very effective because at each

step aU the preceding coefficients are in general involved. But equations

(96) can also be used, step by step, for the determination of the coefficients

of the expansion for z when the coefficients of the expansions for x and y
are determined, alternately with those for z, from the first two equations of

(13). Before taking up the general problem we shall treat the case of e = 0.

When this condition is satisfied the integral becomes

x"-[-y"+z"= \x'+y'+A {2x'-y'-z') +3Bz'

+ (^3-^) (-^=+2/^+20 X+fCo2^+ • • •]+C, [(97)

r - l~Mo
1

Mo
Of,— "zmi r rto56'

'1 '2

In this case co = Va and equations (87) become

x,,= S a«;>e^*^^^', y,,= S ^«/'e^*^^', z,,+,= S 7fM" e«*+»^^',(98)

where the (4f , ^t*\ and 72"+" are constants. We shall show how to

compute the T2/*+i*' foi" successive values of j.

Terms for j= 0. In this case, since Xo=yo = 0, equation (97) becomes,

as a consequence of the last of (98),

Since this equation is an identity in t, we get 4:Ay[~''' yi^ = Ci. Since C^ is

unknown, this equation imposes no relation on 7i~" and tI"- But since

2i(0) =0, it follows that tI"'^ = -7?', and there remains the single unde-

termined constant 7?'.

Terms in x and y for j=l. It follows from (13) and (14) that x^ and

2/2 are defined by the equations

x:-2yi-[l+2A]x,= lBzl=lB{yme-'^^^'+e'^^'^"-2], 1

(99)

y':+2x:-[l- A]y,= 0. )

The solutions of these equations, which have the period 2t/VA, are

35(2+ 3A) (yr)'-2V^v^> : 3g(Tr? _ 3^(1+3^) (t^' .vxv
^'^~ 2{1-7A+ 18A') 1+2A 2{l-7A+ 18A')

(100)



(101)
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Terms in z for j=l. It follows from (97) that the terms for j=l are

2z'X+2Az,z,= -[4'+y'n+ a+2A)xl+{l-A)yl

+SBz,zl + (^s - ^)2! + fC„eJ+C,.

Since z, has the form

^3= Tf" e-'^^^'+Tt" e-^^^'+7»> e^^^'+7f' e'v^^^', (102)

equation (101) gives rise to the relations

(103)

There is another equation which is useless for present purposes because it

involves the unknown constant Cj . Since z^ (0) = 0, we have also

yl-''+7l-"+yr+yr=0. (104)

It follows from equations (103) and (104) that

7r=-yr, 7^"=-Tr. (105)

In order that 73"'' shall be the same as determined by both equations of

(103), we must impose the condition

2(1+ 2.1) (1-74+184^) 2 ^»<^^i ) + V^ -
r«»3;

(Ti )
- 0, (lUb)

which determines 7^' except as to sign. Then 73"'' and 73'' are uniquely

determined in terms of 71", but 73" remains so far arbitrary.

The problem for e = was treated in Chapter VI. If we compare

equations (100) of the present work with equations (42) of page 211, we
find that 7^" and Cj are related by the equation

cl = AA{yry.

Upon making use of this relation, it is seen that equations (106) of this

chapter and (44) of Chapter VI are identical.

Terms in x and y for j= 2. It follows from (13) and (14) that we have
in this case

z:-2yi-[l+2A]x,= 3Bz,z,+P„ y:+2xi-[l-A]y,= Q„ (107)

where P^ and Q4 are entirely known periodic functions of t having the period

2t/VA. We wish the details of the solutions of these equations only so
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far as they depend upon the undetermined constant 7,"= -73"". So far

as these terms are involved, the right member of the first equation is

3^TfVa" [e-'^^^^' 4- e»^ -^']. Hence the solutions of (107) are

(108)

1-7.1+ 18A^
^^ +^ ^^~1+2A~^^"

^' ^ 1-74+ 184= ^

^ J+^^'

where P^ and Q^ are known periodic functions of t.

Terms in z forj= 2. It follows from (97) that these terms are defined by

2z[zi-{-2Az,z,= -2x'2xi-2y'2yi+2(l+2A)x,x,+2{l-A)y,y,

+6Bx,z,z,-\-2 (j:m - :^^z,z,+ 3C,zlz,-{-R„
(109)

where R^ is a known periodic function of t. The expression for z^ has the

form

(110)

On substituting this expression in (109) and equating the coefficients of the

several powers of e"^'"'^', beginning with e-«\'3^=^'^ we get

8^7"'T6"" = known function of 7^'= -SAy^^'yf,

4A7{"[7r"+37n = 3Co(7r)'Tr+functionof7r' = -4A7i"[7r+37n,

SAy^y^ = [ 'iI^a+iIa^
- 12(^o](7fOVr +functionof y^ = SAy^yT.

(Ill)

There is also an equation, coming from the terms independent of e"^^^',

which involves the unknown Cj and need not be written. The first equation

uniquely defines 75"*', which equals —7®. In order that the second and

third equations shall be consistent, we must impose the relation

[ /-7A+m= + Co] (y^y yr = known function of 7I". (112)

Therefore 7"' is uniquely determined, since its coefficient in this equation is

positive; and then the second or third of (HI) defines 75"", which is the

negative of 7f'

.

Now, on imposing the condition that 25(0) =0, we get 75"''= "Ts"; and
7"' remains undetermined.

All succeeding steps are precisely similar to the one which has just

been explained. The parts of the equations which contain undetermined

coefficients differ from those of (111) and (112) only in the subscripts.
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130. Case when e ?^ 0. General Equations for z^

.

—It will now be shown

that when the coefficients of the series for x and y are determined from equa-

tions (13) and (14), the coefficients of the expansion for z can be determined

from the integral (83) . We shall need the partial derivative of U with respect

to t so far as this variable occurs explicitly. We find from (82) that

(^^ = -hAesmt+ • •~\x'+^6Aecost+ • •~^xy +^^Aesmt+ • ~^y'

+ [|Aesin«+ • • •]2' + [3(^73 - pra) esint+ • • • jx'X

-[6(^3-^3) ecos<+ • •]a;2/X-[|(^-pr3)esin<+ • • -jy^X

-[f(^-^)6sin<+ • • .]2'X-[|(i^»+^,)esin<+ • •

-J^-F
• • •

Since Xa = yo = 0, we find from (82), (83), and (113) that the integral is

(113)

z['=-[A+3Aecost+ • • •]zl-f[dAesmt+ • ]zldt+C,. (114)

In the notation of equations (87), the expression for z^ has the form

2i= g{-" e-"^^'+2{" e"^-^S

where

,(-1) _

2i"= SCe',

-i.t - S Kt>osp<+v^^I/3l:,:>inpi],

Zi\ = S [Ccospf+V^T/3<:Usinpf].
2)=0

(115)

On substituting these expressions in equation (114), it is found that

+ [ -co' (z[-y+ iz['-'y- 2a,^3i 2<-" 2;'-"] e-'"^'

+ [2a,' zi-" 2I"
+22;<-^' 2;<" - 2«A/irT (2{-" 2;<» -

2f> 2;'-") ]

=

-[^+3^ecos«+ • • •][(3{-")'e-'"^^'+(2f')'e'"^^'+22{-"2j»]

-J[34esinf + • • •][(zl-")'e-'"^'+(2l")^e"-^'+22{-"2i"]d<+Ci.

(116)
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Before the integration the series for 2^" and gf' must be substituted
from (115). Consider the coefficient of e"^"^^^' under the integral sign.

It is a sum of cosines and sines of integral multiples of t. Suppose y/^Ai
and Bj are the coefficients of cosjt and sin jt respectively. It follows from
(89) that in the integral we have in place of these terms

^^, cosjt +i^^ sinjt,
—JB, „„„„.^ 2co"\A

r-4w 4«' •4w^
cosjt — IB,

/-4co'
sinjt (117)

respectively. The corresponding formulas for the coefficient of e""^"^'

are obtained from these simply by changing the sign of w. The terms

independent of the exponentials which involve the cosine and sine of jt

are divided by -\-j and —j respectively. Consequently, in all cases it is

easy to write down the explicit equations for the identities.

In the notation of (91) the coefficients of e~'^^^\ Q+iu>v=Tt^
g^^d e" in

(116) are respectively /^i~", F^", and F'-^\ and we have

^(-1)^^(1)^0, FT = C,.

Since these functions are power series in e, we have in accordance with the

notation of (95)

And these functions in turn have the form

FI-" = S [ai:jllcospt+V^^bl:^lsinpt]=0,
9=0

FZ = S [a^,, cosp«+V:=T bZ, sinpt]

=

0,

/^M = 2 K,.,cospt+V^^bZrSinpt]^C,,,.
J>=0

Since these equations are all identities in t, we have

„co) _ ri a (0) _
l.M> (j=o,

(i=o,

. . oo; p = 0,

. . oo; p = 0,

,3),

J)-
(119)

O'l.j.p — ^iJ.p "-hLp "i-i'V "

In order to get the explicit values of these constants in terms of the

o-tkllf ^u^l> «i"p' ^^^ ''^i".2" ^^ °^^®* ^^^^^ *° equation (116). We find

from (lis) that

zT =0 +2:'.?' e+2;,'." 6==+

CO =Wo +CO1 e+ Wj 6"+

(1)

3:'-"=o
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[ + «i-")^]e^+(2(<-")= = 0+0

^f^r" = +z^}>Ce +[ 0i»4" +2i!}C]eH-

(z'n' =0+0 [ +(.cyy+'

+ [z[-;''z^l+z[:i''z^l+z[:;X^e^+'

^r'^,"" =0+0 [ +z[!r''z'yy+'

sr"^:'" = +c<i'e +[ 2i/2i,2'+2i/2i:i]e^+'

^r^:*-" = +z^w^\-''e +[ 2i>xt"+^i:u:<-">^+

w' = u>l +2w„coie +[ a)5+2woCoJe'+

(120)

(121)

Equating to zero the coefficients of the various exponentials of (116), we get

iA-co'){z[-"y+ {z['-''y- 2o:V^^z[-''z['-''=-iz[-y[SAecost+ • •]

-J[3Aesmt+ ]{z[-"ydt

{A-u'){z'^'y+iz['y+2coV^^z'^'z['''=-{z'^'y[3Aecost+ • • •]

-J[3Aesmt+ • • • ^iz'^ydt

2 (A - w') z[-'' ^1" +2z['-'' z['''- 2 CO V^=rT[z[-'' z("' - zj" z^"] =

-20{-"2i"[3Aecosf+ • • • ]-2fz[-''z'^'[SAesmt+ • • •

] +C„

where the coefficients under the integral sign / must be transformed by
equations (117) instead of forming the ordinary integrals, and where Ci is an

undetermined constant. These equations are power series in e, and setting

their coefficients equal to zero we have equations (119).

131. Coefficients of e°.—On referring to (120), we find for these terms

-co?(2U0^= -A(4-„")^ -coo(0^= -A(C)^ 2a;^2i:„"c= -2A2i:„"2i» +<:^i.o.

Since z^iO) =0, we must add to these equations sijfo" + ^ifo
= 0, It follows

from these equations that

2
-A, ^-^(Sj.o) — C/1,0, (122)

and 2;j"o=ai!o,o remains as yet undetermined since Ci,o is an unknown constant.
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132. Coefficients of e.—On referring to (120), (117), and (115), we get
at this step

-2a,s 2{:o" [ a{-fo+alri" cos«+ v=i^i:^'\ sini] -2co„ co^ (z^-y

-2u>, \/^=T2{ro" [ -al-» sin^+ V^=T/3i:i:\ cosi] = -3(2{:„»)Mcos<

-22{-"A[a{:i:;+a^,:\cosi+V=T/3{-:\sin^]+5|?j^[cos^+2a,oV:rrsini],

-2(4 gjfo [ aJ",.„+Ci cos^+ \/=T^i"i.i sin«] -2co„ co^ (2<f„)^

+2a>oV'^T2;{:'o [ -ai"i.i sin<+ V^n:/3<fi.i cos^] = -3 (O'^ cosf

-22i:U[a{:Lo+ai!LiCos<+V^i8{:LiSin<]+^^^j^[cos<-2cooV^sin<],

+4cooa,,2{:o"2l!o+ 2co^|2l:„" [ai:i,o+a{;U C0S<+ v^^T^l",,, sinf
]

+zi!o [a{ri"o+a;:i"i C0S«+ V^=T|8{:i"i Sin«]j -2co„ V^lfc" [ -ai:i,i sini

+ V^^/3i:U cos<] -2l"o [ -ol:i:\ sin«+ V^TiS{:,:\ cosf
] j

=

-62{ro»2l"„A cos«-24fc" [ai:i,„+a{:i,i cos«+ V^T/3l"i.i sin^]

+zi!o [airi"o+a{ri", cos^+ v"=T/3i:i:\ sin^]j + 60{:„" ^i:; a co^t+c,,,.

Since these equations are identities in t, we find, after making use of equa-

tions (122), that

-2vl0{/a{l» - 2 VZa,,(2i/)^= -2A2{-"a{l{?,

-2A2{/<T.U 2VJ2i/«= -3A(2j-»)^-2A2i-'a^-H ^^^^'^

-2^2{:^»^{:.H 2vj2{/ a<-' = -2^2{//3i.T,u ^43ip-'

;

-2^2i>{:j,„- 2VZa,,(0^= -2^2^><!J,„,

-2A2i>i:J,, - 2 VZ2{:^C, = -3^(0^-2vl2™a™ ,+ ^^1''

-2Az%^Z. - 2VA 2i>i:i, = -242«^<:i, - ^f^i- ;

-4v^a,,(O^+2^2{/au,0+2A2l><-;„'=-2A2j^»ai:i,„-2A2{»al-U(^i,u

+2A2l;"a{:i, +2A2i:Xa"+ 2V3:2{^"Ci - 2VJ2™G = +6A(0^

-2^C'Cx-2A<ia{-'-6A(0^

+2A2{T"/3{!Li+2^^{!J«+ 2VA2{/a{!l,-2VZ2l»a{7,^

= -2.l2{//3i:>,-2^2«^<-'.
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From the first two sets of these equations we get

Wi - U, tti,!,! - - tti,!,, -
J _ ^ 2 ) Pi,M - +Pi,i,i ~ 1 _ 4 ^2 ^'i.o - — ^ V A ai,i,i . U^i;

The first of the last three equations imposes no condition upon the unknown
coefficients since it involves the undetermined C^, and the second and

third equations of the last set become identities. The coefl5cients aj^," and

aj",o) which are still undetermined, are not involved in these equations.

The fact that Wj is zero was known in advance, for it was proved in

§120 that 0) is a series in even powers of e. It has also been shown that

z{~" and Zi\ aside from constant factors, differ only in the sign of V — 1.

Since 2(0) =0 these constant factors differ only in sign, from which it follows

that aj~," differs from a^",^ only in sign, while
^I'jf,, and /3j"^„ are equal for all

j and p. Applying the condition 2(0) = to the terms under consideration at

present, we have z[~i"{0) + 2J" (0) = 0. On making use of (124), this equation

leads to the result

0^1x0
= —ai"„, (125)

and a{"o alone remains undetermined at this step. Of course, it should be

noted that ai'", 1 and /3i",i are expressed linearly in terms of the undetermined
constant 2"i = ai^J,o, whose value will be fixed when we treat the coefficient

of X^ in the integral.

133. CoefRcients of e^ and e*.—From the consideration of this step we
can infer the character of the process in general. Because of the relations

between a[-%, ^[-^^ and <^,j,, /3{^^,j it is suflacient to equate to zero the

coeflacient of e^^~' in (116). Since we are interested only in the possi-

bility of determining the unknown coefficients, it will be sufficient to write
out the equations explicitly only so far as they involve these unknowns.
Upon equating to zero the terms independent of t and the coefficients of

cos^, cos2i, sin^, and sin2f in order in the coefficient of e\ we find

(126)

where/"' is known and where s-™,,, . . .
, /^^^ are homogeneous functions of

the second degree in z'^^ = a™,„ and a{|J,o , and are linear in a<|l,o alone. The first

equation uniquely determines co, ; the remainder determine iSJI^i, . . . , a{|^,j

uniquely when zf), and a{;[„ become known, as they do when the coefficient

of X^ is considered. The coefficient a'^^^ is so far entirely arbitrary.
The coefficients of e" lead to similar equations. The first has co* in

place of coj, and the left members of the remainder involve |8{*i,i, . . .
,

PiL, alli, • • ,
a{^^,,, the numerical coefficient of jS^^l^ and aj^^,^, being

-2pVA z^'l .
The right members are homogeneous second-degree functions

oi a-Z.o, • , ai!i-i,o-. The aj^^o remains arbitrary.
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134. General Equations for !/= 1.—The coefficients of z^ are determined
from F^ = Q. From (82), (83), and (113) we find explicitly that

22(2^+2 [a +3^ecos<+ .
. •'\z,z,= -{x',y-{y'^y+\l^2A+QAeco&t+ • •'\x\

+2[6^esin<+ • '\x^y^+ \^Aem).t+ ^y\

+[^-^ + 3(^-^)ecos<+ . •]2?+[|(^^ +^)

+f(^' + ^)ecos«+ . . ]2j+2 r[3^esin<+ • • .']y?,dt
^(jg?)

-2
j
[6ilecos«+ • • -Jxj^/jd^- J

[3Aesin«+ • • ^r^dt

-2J
[3Aesin<+ • • •]2i23<^^ + J

[3(pr3-^)esin<+ • • \\dt

+3j[(^ + ^)esin«+ . . ^z\dt+- • +C,.

The X2 and y^ are determined from equations (55), and it is seen from

these equations that they are homogeneous of the second degree in the

coefficients of 2i. Other properties of the solutions are given in §121,

among which is that they are of even degree in e"^^=^' and e~"^^^*.

The expression for 23 has the form

23 = 2^'' e-3«v^«+2(-"e-<- v=T«+2tt) gco v=i«_i.ga) g3o>v=-u
_ (128)

The coefficients of 23"'' and 23"" differ from those of 2® and 2"' respectively,

aside from constant factors, only in the sign of V— l, and these constant

factors differ only in sign. Hence it is sufficient to determine the coeffi-

cients of 23" and zf\ which have the form

2^" = S 2<» e\ 2»i = S Ki„cospt+xr=T ^'^,„smpt],
1:=0 P=0

2r = 2 zZ e\ 2«i = S [a«i.,cosp«+x/3T/3^.,sinp«].
1;=0 P=0

(129)

135. Terms Independent of e.—Equations (128) and (129) are to be

substituted in (127) and the coefficients of e^^-v—
« and e*'*'^^^^' set equal to

zero. These terms are power series in e whose coefficients separately must

be set equal to zero. We are now interested in the terms which are inde-

pendent of e. These results were worked out in § 129, where the parts of

X2 and 2/2 independent of e were derived. The explicit results were given

in equations (103), the relations in the present notations being

„(i) _^a) „a) ^ (1) (3) _ (3)

"'i.o.o
~ Ti > "'3,0,0 T8 > "8.0,0 Ta •
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The condition for the consistency of the two expressions for 7® is equation

(106), which determines 7^" = Co except as to sign. Therefore, by §132,

afli and |8l|J,i are also determined except as to sign, and a^f^.o is defined.

And by §133 it is seen that the a^,^ , ^{1, (pt^O) are all determined except

as to sign, while the a'lo remain as yet undetermined. The equations corre-

sponding to (103) determine yf uniquely, but yf remains so far arbitrary.

136. Coefficients of e.—We shall write expUcitly only the terms which

involve those coefficients a^l,, iS^Ji,,, afi^, and ^fl^ which, at the successive

steps, are unknown. The quantity z^ is involved in the right member

of (127) under the integral sign, but since this term is multipUed by e, it

introduces at this step only a^'0.0 as an unknown coefficient, and this unde-

termined constant enters Unearly. It is determined from the terms which

are independent of e when v = 2.

Consider first the parts of the coefficients of e2a.>/=T/ and e*"^-^' which

are independent of sini and cos«. We find from (127) that

4A aU^ a«> = - 4A ai:i,^„' a«^,„ -f/^I.^J , - 2A a^,, afl, = 2A ai!L„ a^l„ +/^».„ , (130)

where /3X0 and fZ..<> are hnear functions of <!.„, which is the only un-

known that they involve. Since a'l^^ = — aJ|o,o , the condition that equations

(130) shall be consistent is a condition on their right members which a

detailed discussion shows uniquely determines the coefficient a{"o. Then

equations (130) uniquely define a^Jo-

Now we set equal to zero the coefficients of e^ajv^K gj^^^
^o>v=ii

gj^^^

g2a)V=T(gQg^^ and e^^^'^^'cosf. The explicit expressions are found from equa-

tions (127) to be, respectively,

V^^VJ [ -F allN^li + 4VZ aJl» /3<«, - a{» a^^l,J = <p,

,

VZ[-2 VZai»,„ a«>.,-a;:>,o ^«>i ]
= <p,,

where (p^ , . . . , <Pi are functions of known quantities and the arbitrary

a"J,„, which enters linearly. This constant remains undetermined until

the equations are derived for v = 2. The unknowns in the left members of

(131) are a^l-^ , jSj'i j
, afl^ , and jSj",! , which enter linearly. On making use of

the fact that a[~^]l = — a"o,o , the determinant of their coefficients becomes

A=-A»(ai:J.„)n4A-l], (132)

which is distinct from zero. Therefore these quantities are uniquely deter-

mined as linear functions of the arbitrary a3'o.o •

This illustrates sufficiently the method of determining the coefficients

from the integral. The complexity of the details makes it unprofitable to

carry the explicit results further.

(131)
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DIRECT CONSTRUCTION OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SYMMETRICAL PERIODIC SOLUTIONS.

137. Tenns in X''''.—It was shown in §116 that the periodic solutions

exist and are expansible as power series in X^' . It is found from equations

(13) that the terms of the first degree in \'^= are defined by

y'!+2x[-[6Ae^nt+ • •]a;i-[l-^-3^ecost+ • • •]2/, = 0. j

The general solutions of equations (133) are known from the general

theory to have the form

<T =0-0 +<T, €'+•,
[

(134)

w,=<'+<'e+ . • •
(z = i, ... ,4),

v,=vl'"+v'^'e+
,

where aj", . . . , a"' are arbitrary constants, and where the w< and the Vf are

periodic functions of t with the period 27r,

In order that the solutions shall be periodic we must first impose the

conditions

a« = ai" = 0. (135)

The constant a- is a continuous function of n, /Xo> and e. It will be supposed

that these parameters have such values that o- is a rational number. Then,

since w"' and ?;"' are periodic with the period 27r, the solution at this step

is periodic with the period T, where T is a multiple of 2ir and 2ir/a:

In the symmetrical solutions, x' (0) = ?/ (0) = 0. Since these relations

are identities in X*, we have x[{Q)=yi(0)=0. Since in the symmetrical

orbits i/i changes sign with a change of sign of t while its numerical value

remains unaltered, we have

<'e''^^'i;i(0+<e-''^^'«;2(0+a<"e'"!;3(0+<e"'"«'4(0=-«i"e-''^^'2^i(-0

- a'^'e''^^'%( -t)- afe-o^i -t)-af^Xi- 1)

.

It follows from this identity that

<«i(0 = -«"'«^2(-0, «3\(0 = -aTv,{-t).
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Without restricting the generality of the results, we may suppose that

V, (0) = v^ (0) = V, (0) =v,{0) = l. Therefore we have

1 >

0"'= — a3"( = in case of periodic orbits),

(136)

We shall suppose that the initial conditions are real as well as such

as to give the symmetrical orbits. Then, since changing the sign of V —

i

in (133) does not alter these equations, with the same initial conditions

the solutions will be identical with (136). Therefore we have

v,{-^^i)=-v,(y^^), v,{-V^^=v,{V^i), v,{-^^)=v,{V=^).

If we change the sign of both t and y^ , equations (133) are unaltered.

With the same initial conditions as before, which this transformation does

not affect, since y^ (0) = 0, we have an identical solution except that y^ is

changed in sign. Therefore

Ur{-t) = -u,{t), u,{-t) = -u,{t),

Now if V — 1, t, and y^ are changed in sign the differential equations

are unchanged, and hence it follows that

Wi(-V^^,-0 = +Mi(^^T,0, v,{-V^i,-t) = -v,{yr=l^t)^

u,{-V^, -t) = - u,{V^T, t) ; v,{- v^3T, -t) = +v,{V^^, t) .

It follows from the last three sets of relations that u^, . . . , Ut,

Vi, . . . ,Vi, when expressed as Fourier series, have the form

u, = 'E[-hajCosjt-\-V^^bj sinjt], ^,= 2 [+ c^cosi^+dj sin jt],

Wj = 2 [
- ttjcosjt+\^^ bj sinjt], W4 = S [

- Cjcosjt+dj sinjt],

2^1 = S [+ V^=n; ajcosjt+^j sinjt], v, = i:[+ yjC0SJt+8j sinjt],

i>2 = S [

+

\r^ a; cosjt- pj sin jt]

,

v,= '2[+yjcosjt- 5^ sin jt]
,

(137)

where the Aj, bj, c,, dj, aj, ft, jj, and 5^ are real constants and power
series in e.
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In the case of the periodic orbits we have simply

x, = al"[e''"^^'u, — e'"'"'^'u i] ; 2/1 = a"' [e"^"^' V,- e-""^'
t;

J

269

(138)

In the case of the periodic orbits it follows from equations (137) that the
numerical coefficients of the cosine terms in x^ are real, and that those of

the sine terms are purely imaginary; and the opposite is true in !/i

.

138. Coefficients of X.—It is found from equations (13) that these
coefficients are defined by

Xi-2y!,-[l+2A-\-6Aecost+ • • ]x,-[6Aesmt+ • • ]y, = X,,

y»+2x'^-[ 6Aesmt+ • • -^-[1-^- 3Aecos«+ • • •]y,= Y,,
(139)

X, = [-3B-12Becost+ • • •]xl+[-24Besmt+

+ [^B + QBecost+

y,= [-12fiesin<+ • • •]xl+[SB+12Becost+ •

+ [9Besmt+

D — + 1— Mo + Mo" — + «(0)4 — „(0)4"

• ]xiyi

• ']yl,

•] x,yi

• ]yl,

_L r.

(140)

The character of the solutions of the equations of the type to which

(139) belongs was determined in §30, where it was shown that they consist

of the complementary function plus terms of the same character as Xj and

Fj . Hence the periodic solution of (139) is

X, = a® e"^^^' Wi+a® e"''^^' u^+f, ,

(141)

where af and a® are constants which are as yet undetermined, and where

/j and Qi are the particular solutions.

We shall need certain properties of /j and g^ . It is evident from (139)

and (140) that they are homogeneous of the second degree in aj" and in

g<rv/=i( Qj^^ e"'^"^'. It follows from (137) and (138) that in x] and yl the

coefficients of those cosine terms which are multiplied by 6^"^='^' and g-^-'V^Tf

are real and identical, while the coefficients of the sine terms are purely

imaginary and differ only in sign. The terms which are independent of

g(rv=it a^nd e''^'^^' consist only of cosines whose coefficients are real. In the

product Xi2/i the coefficients of those cosine terms which are multiplied by
p2<rV=Jt are purely imaginary and differ from the coefficients of those cosine

terms which are multiplied by e-^'^^^^' only in sign, while the coefficients of
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the sine terms are real and identical. The terms which are independent of
g<rv=i( g^^^ g-(rv=^i

g^j.g Q^iy gjjjg terms and are real. Therefore it follows

from (140) that X^ and Y^ have the form

Y — y(2)g20-V::T< _|_ y(-2) g-2ffV=T< _j_ J7(0)^

In Xf and X'f'^'' the coefficients of the cosine terms are real and identical,

and the coefl&cients of the sine terms are purely imaginary and differ only

in sign. In Zf there are only cosine terms and their coefficients are real.

In Yf and Fj"'" the coefficients of the cosine terms are purely imaginary

and differ only in sign, and the coefficients of the sine terms are real and
identical. In Yf there are only sine terms and the coefficients are real.

It follows from the properties of X^ and Fj which have just been derived,

and from the form of equations (139), that /a and g^ have the form

(142)

where /f , fl~^\ ff, gf, g'f''\ and gf are periodic with the period 2ir.

It follows from the properties of X^ and F^ which have been found that

equations (139) are not changed if in them the sign of V — i is changed.

Therefore this property is true of the particular solutions, and we have

/«'(-V^) =/<-«(^irT), fT{-V^) =friy^),

gfi-V^) =g',-'\y/^), ^f (-V^) =^f (^/Z^^).

It also follows from the properties of X^ and Fj that if we change the

sign of t and y^ , equations (139) are not altered. Therefore

/f(-0 = +/r (0, }T{-t)

=

+/r (0,

gt\-t) = -g'f\t), gT{-t)=-gT{t).

It can be proved similarly, from a consideration of equations (139), that

ff {-V^, -t) = +/f (v^=T, t), gf (-V^, -t) = - gf (V^T, t),

/r(-V^, -t) = +/^^'(V^, 0, sr<-«(- V3T, -t) = - g[-W^, t),

ff (-^^=^, -t) = +fr {^^, t), gr (-^/^, -t)=- gf {V^, t).
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It follows from these three sets of relations that when /®, . ,

-<">

are written as Fourier series they have the form

/f =-E[ajCOsjt-i-V^Tbjsmjt], gf =S[+A/3Ta,cosi«+ftsini^],

/^=" = S[ajCosj«-V^T fejsinjY], S'^" =S [-\AZT a,cosj7+ftsinj7],

ST =2 CjCOSJt, gf =^y,mijt,

(143)

where the aj, bj, Cj, aj,^j, and jj are real constants and power series in e.

It is seen from equations (142) and (143) that g^{0) =0. Therefore,

since 2/2(0) =0, we have aT=—a^i\ and equations (141) become

(144)

where both aj" and a{" are so far undetermined constants.

139. Coefficients of X'^'.—It is found from equations (12) and (13) that

these terms are defined by

^i-^y's- [l+2A+6^ecos«+ • • •] x,- [6^esin^+ • • •] y,==X,

,

yl-\-2x[- [6Aesin<+ • • •] x,- [l-^-3^e cos«+ • • •] y,= Y^
;

X,= -{-\^-2K-QKeco^t+ • •]a;i+ [ -GiiCe sin^+ • • •] 2/i

+ [-65-245ecos«+ • • •']x,x,+\_-24:Be smt-\ lix^y^+x^y,)

+ [35+125e cos«+ • • ]y^y,+ [4:C+ • ]xl+[-6C+ • ]x,yl;[ (145)

Y,= +[-6Kesmt+ • •'\xi+[K+SKecost+ • • •]y,

+ [-245esin«+ • • •'\x,Xi+\_3B+12Becost+ • •'](xiy2+x,y,)

+ [l85esinf+- • •] 2/12/2+
[ -6C+ •

• ]xly,+ [SC+ - ]yl,

„ 1 1 ri- 1-Mo
I

MoK = zm — zm ' ^ - ».(o)6 i- „m

It follows from the results of § 29 that in general the terms of the first

degree in e'"^^' and e''""^' will introduce non-periodic terms into the solution.

We must determine a{", if possible, so as to make their coefficient vanish.
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The general solution of the first two equations of (145), when X^ and F,

are zero, is

X3 = afW'^^' Ui+a^^ e '''^^' w^+af e'"wj+<'e '"w^,

y, = ar e ~" v^ +af e
""^'^

v^ +af e"' v^ +af e
"'

v^,
A3)

(146)

where of, ... , af are arbitrary constants. Now, on supposing they are

variables and subjecting them to the conditions that equations (142) shall

be satisfied when their right members are included, we get

ai/^:^t

(147)

e w,(af)'+e u,{ary+e'"u,(afy+e-'"u,{ary= 0,

+e'"[pt*3+ wQ (af)'+e-'"[- pu,+u:] (ary = X,,

e"-^'' V, iary+e-""^' v, {afy+e'"v, {afy+e-'^v, (af)' = 0,

/^' [«rV^z;,+t;;] (afO'+e"^^' [-^yf^v.+v'^ (af
)'

+6"' [pv, + 1;:] {afy+e-"' [- p.,+ .1] (af)' = Y,

,

where (af)', , . .
, (af )' are the derivatives of af, , . . , af with respect to t.

The solutions of these equations for {afy, . . .
,
(a®)' are

A(ar)' = [AiX3+A. F^Je-''^' , A(a«>)' = [AiX3+A. Y^le-"',

A(ar)' = [Ai^3+Aa F3]e+''^' , A(ar)' = [AxZ3+Z)« F^Je^"',

where

(148)

A =

O-VTTi t,j+ y; , _ o-V^rj t;^+ y^ , py^+ y^' ^ -py4+ 2^1

Ai=-

A.= +

w,
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Dji and D^ are obtained from D^ and D^^ , respectively, by changing the sub-

script 2 to 1 and by changing the sign of V^^ and of the whole expression;

Dn and D.^^ are obtained from Dn and Dj^, respectively, by changing the

subscript 3 to 1, p to aV— l, and by changing the sign of the whole expres-

sion; and D^l and D^j are obtained from Z)n and D^^, respectively, by changing

the subscript 4 to 1, — p to crV—i, and by changing the sign of the whole

expression. It follows from the discussion of § 18 that A is a constant, and
in this case it is a power series in e.

In order that the solution shall be periodic it is necessary that the

right members of (148) shall contain no constant terms. We shall show these

conditions are sufficient. When they are satisfied the general term of the

right member of either of the first two equations has the form

[aj,^ cosjt+bj,k sinjt] e^t-^v^^^

where j and k are integers distinct from zero and where a^ ^ and fej*, are con-

stants. Consequently af and af are sums of terms of the type

\aj,„ {2k a- v^^T cos^^ -\-j sinjt) + 6,,, (
-j cosjt+2ka V~^ sinjtj a_^^y • (149)

The right member of the third equation of (148) never has any terms

which are independent of t, but contains terms of the type

\aj„ cosjt+ hj^u sinji\ e ,

where j and k are integers. There can be no exception to this form. There-

fore a"' is a sum of terms of the type

aj,J^{2k+\)a^r-i-p\cosjt+3^m3t^YJ^^^^^^j^^

6...|icosj7-[(2A:+l)^V^-pJsin;^|j^^(|^_^^)^^^^_pj.

(150)

The type terms for af differ from those for af only in the sign of p. There

is an additive constant of integration with each of the af\ It follows, from

the form of (146), (149), and (150), that if we put the constants of integra-

tion associated with af and af equal to zero, the resulting expressions for

X, and ?/3 are periodic with the period T. They may be written in the form

x, = aTe''^^'u,+at'e-''^^%+f„ y, = aTe''^^^v,+aTe-''-^^\-\-g„ (151)

where af and af are constants which so far are undetermined.
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It remains to show that aj" can be so determined that the right members

of the first two equations of (148) shall have no constant terms. Let us

consider the first of these equations. We are to set equal to zero the con-

stant part of the coefficient of e'"^^' in D,,X,-\-D,^Ys. It follows, from the

form of Z3 and Y^, equations (145), that the term which must be made to

vanish does not depend on af. It also follows that the conditional equa-

tion which must be imposed has the form

PX'-QMy=o, (152)

where P^ and Q^ are power series in e, the former coming from those terms

of X3 and Y3 which are hnear in x,^ and 2/1 and independent of x^ and y^,

and the latter coming from those terms which are of the third degree in

Xi and iji , or which involve x^ and y^.

The solutions of (152) are aj"=0, which leads us to the trivial result

x=y=0, and

ar = ±^|- (153)

The significance of the double sign was discussed in §§116-118 in connection

with the existence of the solutions. The expressions for Pi and Q^ are

power series in e and both of them contain terms independent of e, as was

shown in Chapter VI in the discussion of the corresponding problem for

e = 0. Therefore a{" is a power series in e having an absolute term.

It remains to be shown that this value of aj" also satisfies the equation

which is obtained when the constant term of the right member of the second

equation of (148) is set equal to zero. We shall show that the constant

part of the coefficient of e''^''^' in ZJnXj + DuFg is identical with the con-

stant part of the coefficient of g-''^^^' in D^^X^-^-D^^ Y^ . Let us first consider

the term [—2K—GKecost-\- • • jx^oi X^ which contributes to P^ of equa-

tion (152). So far as this term is concerned, we have

A{afy = D,,[-2K-QKecost+

A(afy = D,,[-2K-6Kecoat+

]x,e-''^^',
(154)

On referring to (138) and the values of Ai and D^^, we see that the constant

parts of the right members of these two equations are respectively the

constant parts of

—a (1)

u, u. u.

^2 , V3
,

V,

— a tt)

u. u. u.

^1 ,
v^

,
V,

[-2K-QKecost-\ ]u,,

[-2K- GKecosH ]u.
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These expressions are equivalent to

WiMj , U,-U^
, U,+ U,

-(TV^lu,v,+uy^, p(v,+v^)+v'^-v',, piv,-v^)+v'3-\-v[

275

a (1)

a^"
Mjfi

u,— u^

y,- V,

+a\^^riu.,v,-\-uy^, p(v,+v,)+v'^-v[, p{v,-v,)+v'^+v'.

F^(t),

F.(t),

where
Fit) = [-2K-6Kecost+ ].

The parts of these expressions containing u^u^ as a factor are identical

and need no further consideration. The parts multiplied by u^v^ and u^Vi , so

far as they appear in the second lines of the determinants, are respectively

1 < U^-U^
,

W3+ W4

p{Vz^-vd-\-v[-v[, p{v^-v^+v[-\-v[

it-g
^^ I** 1*2 I

\A/A

p{v,+v,)+v^-v[, p{v,-v^)+v'^+v[

[-2K-^Keco^t-\ ],

[-2K-QKecost-\ ]

It follows from (137) that u^— Ui is a sum of cosine terms, that Ui + u^ is a

sum of sine terms, that v^-^-v^ is a sum of cosine terms, that v'r^ — v'i is a sum
of cosine terms, that v^— Vi is a sum of sine terms, and that v[-\-v[ is a sum
of sine terms. Therefore the determinant parts of these two expressions

are sums of sine terms, which, multiplied by a cosine series on the right,

are sums of sine terms. Hence, to get the constant parts of these expres-

sions, we need only the sine terms of the products Mit;2 and u^v^. It is seen

at once from (137) that the sine terms of these products are identical, but

that the cosine terms differ in sign. Therefore the constant terms coming

from the parts of the two expressions which are multiplied by u^v^ and u^v^,

so far as they come from the second lines of the determinants, are identical.

The parts of the expressions which contain u^v^ and u^v^, so far as they

come from the third lines of the determinants, are respectively

,(1)

+ 9:^aV^u,v,

.(1)

-\ay/'^u^v,

U^— Ui, W3+M4

U^-Ui, W3+W4

[-2ii:-6ii:ecos<-|- ],

[-2K-QKecost+ • • • ].

The determinant is in this case a sum of cosine terms. Therefore we need

only the cosine terms from +M1V2 and -u-iV^. It is seen from (137) that
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they are identical Therefore the constant parts of the two expressions, so

far as they arise in this manner, are identical.

It remains to consider only the constant parts of the two functions

„(l)

U^-U^, Wj+ Wi

ti/o
^"~ t*^ • ttg

I
"'4

Vz - «^4 i ^Z + ^4

[-2i?:-6Zecos«+

[-2iii:-6i!Lecosf,+

],

It follows, as before, that we need only the cosine terms of —Uiv'^ and —u^v[.

We see from (137) that the coefficients of the cosine terms in these products

are identical. Therefore the constant parts of the right members of equa-

tions (154) are identical.

The discussion for the other terms of X^ and Y^ which are linear in x^

and 7/i is made in a similar manner, and it is thus proved that the Pj which is

obtained from the second equation of (148) is identical with the one which

depends on the first.

It is now necessary to consider those terms of X^ and F, which are not

linear in x^ and y^ . Let us treat in detail the term in X^ which contains

XjXj as a factor. So far as this term is concerned, the first two equations

of (148) become

A(af)' = Ai[-65-24Becosf+

A(af')' = Ai[-65-245ecosi+

o-trV— li

J
X^X^Q

,

] XjXie+''^=^\
(155)

On referring to equations (138), (144), and the expressions for Dn and An it

is seen that the constant parts of the right members of these equations are

respectively identical with the constant parts of

«)

{<y
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We have now to find the constant parts of

277

2
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Let US consider, for example, the term of X^ which is multiplied by x^yl.

Then, so far as this term alone is concerned, the first two equations of

(148) become
A(af)' = Ai[-6C+ • • •Ix.t/Je-'^^SJ

A(af)' =Ai[-6C+ • • •]a;i?/?e+'^^-'.J
^ ''

The constant parts of the right members of these equations are respectively

the constant parts of

+ {aTr

+ (a{'>)'

^<, w.

pv,+v[

U.

[-eC+---][2u,v,v,+u,vl],

[-QC+---][2u,v,v,+u,i^].

(158)

pVi+v[

Since v^v^ is a cosine series having real coefficients, the discussion for the

the terms multiplied by 2'u^ViVi and 2u^v^V2 does not differ from that given

above for that part of X-^ which is multiplied simply by x^

.

If we refer to equations (137) and (138), we see that v[ and i^^ have the

properties of /® and f''f^\ as regards the relations existing between their

respective coefficients. Therefore the discussion of these terms of (158) is

identical with that of (156), for which the proposition was established.

In a manner similar to this the identity of the constant parts of the

right members of the first two equations of (148) can be established for all

of the elements of which X^ and F, are composed.

140. General Proof that the Constant Parts of the Right Members of

the First two Equations of (148) are Identical.—We shall treat first the

parts which depend on X, . We shall need the following properties of X^ :

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

It is a polynomial in x^, y^, x^, y^.

Those terms which are of even degree in y^ and y^ taken together

are multiplied by cosine series having real coefficients.

Those terms which are of odd degree in y^ and y^ taken together are

multipfied by sine series having real coefficients.

If the general term is xi'xi'yl'y^, then j^+2j\ + ki+2k2 is an odd
integer (in the present case one or three).

The parts of the first two equations of (148) which depend on Z, are

A(af )' =Ai ^3 e-"^', A(af )' = Ai ^3 e'^'. (159)

It is obvious from (137) and properties (2) and (3) that those parts of

X3 e-"^"' and X^ e"^^' which are independent of the exponentials e-'"^'
and e"^"^" are sums of cosines having real coefficients and of sines having
purely imaginary coefficients, and that the real coefficients in the two ex-
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pressions differ respectively only in sign, while the imaginary coefficients are

respectively identical. Hence, referring to the expressions for Ai and Ai ,

we may write these parts of equations (159) in the form

— a-

U^ , W3-W4 , W3+W4

h }
U^— Ui , W3+W4w,

-\-(rV^v^+v[, p{v3+v,)+V3-v'^, p{Vs-v^)+vi+v[

7^ [A J COSjt

+V^BJ sinjt],

^ [A J cosjt

-V^BJ sinjt].

It easily follows from these expressions, as in the discussion in § 139, that their

constant parts are real and identical.

Now consider the terms depending on Y,, which has the properties

(1) and (4) belonging to X^ , and

(2) Those terms which are of even degree in y^ and y^ taken together are

multiplied by a sine series having real coefficients.

(3) Those terms which are of odd degree in y^^ and y^ taken together are

multiplied by a cosine series having real coefficients.

The parts of the first two equations of (148) which depend on Y^ are

A(af)' = A.F3e-''^', A{ary=D,,Y,e',<rV^=il (160)

It follows from (137) and properties (2) and (3) that those parts of Y^ e'""^^'

and F3 e'"^^' which are independent of the exponentials g-'^v^' and e'^^"^'

are sums of cosine terms having purely imaginary coefficients, and of sine

terms having real coefficients, and that the purely imaginary coefficients are

respectively identical while the real coefficients differ respectively only in

sign. Hence, using the expUcit values of Aa and As, these parts of the

right members of (160) are found to have the form

u^ U^— Ui W3+W4

— 0--' '^^U^+ u'^, p{u^+Ui)-]-U^-u[, p(W3-wJ+W3+ W4

Wi , U^— Ui ,
W3+W4

-\- ffV^u,+u[, p{us+Ui)+u^-u[, p{u^-u,)-\-u[-\-u'^

S W-iA, COSjt

+Bj sin jt],

S [\^lAj cosjt

— Bj sinjt].

It follows from (137) that the constant parts of these two expressions are

real and identical. Therefore the constant parts of the right members of the

first two equations of (148) are identical, and when one of them is made to vanish

by a special determination of ai" the other one also vanishes.
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141. Form of the Periodic Solution of the Coefficients of X'^'.—It follows

from the form of X^ and Y^
,
given in equations (145), that /g and Qs of equa-

tion (151) have the form

f. = a?fr e=-^'+af7^« e-^-^'+af /
(2) /(O)

+/f e'-^'+Zr e-'^'+Zr" e-'^^'+f-'' g-'-v^x*,

,3 - af gr e^'^'+ar sr<-« e-^'^'+ar gf
_ ^(2) „(2)

+SrfV->^'+Srl"e''v-^'+^:
-,(-1) -o-v'TT^+ ^i

(-3) „-3<TV'=r;t

(161)

where/;(2)

, gi
'^ are known functions of t . We need certain properties

of these functions. It follows from the properties of X, and Y^ and of the

left members of the differential equations, and from certain considerations

of changes of sign of v^^ , t, and y^ , in both the differential equations and
the solutions, that

gl'\-^^^,-t)=-gl' (V3i,o

r/\-t)=+fnt),

= 0, 1, 2, 3, -1, -2, -3).

,(3)

It follows from these relations that the /"' and the gl^^ have the form

/f ^i:[af cosjt+V^bfsinjt],

/<-'' =S [af cosjt-V^bf sinjt],

ff =S[afcosy«+V^6fsinjY],

/<-« =S [af cosjt-V^bf sinjt],

/<" =SK' cosyf+V3i6<»sinif],

/<-" =S K> cosj7-v/3i 6«' sinjY],

/f =S afcosjY,

sr-"' =2 [+v:ri af cosjt+^f sinjt],

^<-" =2 [-A/3Taf cosj7+/3f sinjY],

^3^^' =2 [+V^af cosj7+/3f sinjY],

Sr^« =2 [- v/3i af cosjf+^f sinj^],

fifa" =2 [+\/^af cosj7+^f sinj7],

Sr^" =2 [- ^iriaf cosjt+^f sinjt],

gr =S^rsini<,

(162)

where the af, . .
, ^f are real constants.

It follows from equations (161) and (162) that ^3(0) = 0. Therefore,
since ^/^(O) = 0, we have af = -af , and equations (151) become

X, = af [e"^^^' u, - e--^^^'
u,]+ af [/f e^-v^'+/(-« e-^-^^'-^-ff]

+/f e3-v-i/4.j(-3, g-3.v-<_,.ja) g.v=T<+j(-i, g-.v^,^

2/^ = af [e-v^' Ti-e-'^' «^2]+ <[^3''' g^-v/^'+p^-^
e-'-^^-'^+ gf]

+9f e^'^^'+gl-'' e-"'-'^'+gf e-v=7'+o<-» e-^^'^'.

(163)

142. Coefficients of X^—It is seen from (13) that the coefficients of

, X' are defined by the differential equations

a;r-2i/l-[l+ 2A+6^ecosf+ • • K-[67lesin«+ • • ]y, =X„ 1

y"-{-2x'^-[6Ae8mt+ •] a;,-[l-^ -3^ecos<+ • • ]y,= Y„
J
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where

X,= +[-2K-QKecost-\- • •]x,+[-6Ke smt+

+[-35-125ecos^+ • • •][a^,+2a;,a;3]

+ [-24Besini+ • • ][x,y,+x,y,+x,y,]

]yt

+[~B+QBecost+

Y,= +\_-QKesmt+

+ [-12Besmt+ •

+ [SB+2Becost+

][yl+2y,y,]+X,,

]x^+[K+3Kecost+

• '\[xl+2x,x,]

• ][x2y2+x,y,+x,y,~\

•]2/2

(165)

+ [9Besmt+ • ][yl+2y,y,] + Y,,

where X^ and Y^ are independent of X3 and y^ and linear in x^ and t/j . In

X4 the terms which are of even degree in y^ and y^ are multiplied by cosine

series having real coefficients, while those which are of odd degree in i/i and

i/a are multiplied by sine series having real coefficients. In the case of Y\

the cosine series and sine series are interchanged. If x^ x^^ xl' y*'
yl' yl'

is the general term in X^ or F^ , then ji+2J2+SJ3 + ki+2k2+Sk3 = 4 or 2.

When the right members of (164) are set equal to zero, the general solution

of the equations is

— /I (4) ^o-v/TTi/
x. = ar e

2/4
= are'

(4) ^o-VITTf

u,+a'^' e-^v^' w^+af e"' u,+a'f e""' u,

,

M) „-a^/^:n v,+af d" v,+af e(4) o-Pt
(166)

where af , . . . , af are arbitrary constants. Now, on varying them and

subjecting them to the conditions that (164), including the right members,

shall be satisfied, we find

A (an' = [Ax ^4+A. 5^4] e-'^

A(af)' = [Ai^4+A.i^4]e+-

A(ar)' = [Ai^4+A.FJe-'",

A(ar)' = [AiX,+A.FJe+'",
(167)

where Ai > • • •
? A2 are the same as in § 139.

Necessary conditions that the solution shall be periodic at this step are

that the constant terms in the right members of the first two equations of

(167) shall be zero. It follows from the form of X^ and Y^ , as given in (165),

and from their properties, that these constant terms are independent of

a"' and involve af linearly. Therefore the condition that the constant

term of the right member of the first equation shall be zero has the form

P,af+Q, = 0, (168)
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where Pj and Q^ are power series in e. It was shown in Chapter VI, in the

treatment of the case where e = 0, that P^ has a term independent of e which

is distinct from zero. Therefore for \e\ sufficiently small a® is uniquely

determined by (168) as a power series in e.

The equation obtained by setting the constant part of the right member
of the second equation of (167) equal to zero is of the same form as (168);

it is, in fact, identical with (168), as will now be shown. It follows from

the properties of X^ and Y^ that the parts of the right members of the

first two equations of (167) which are independent of the exponentials

+Dii 2 [A] cosjt+y/'^Bj sinj<]+Di2 [+V^Cj cosjt+Dj sinjt],

-Dji S [Aj cosjt-V— i Bj sm.jt]-D^ [-V— l C, cosjt+D, sm.jt].
(169)

These equations are of exactly the same form as those encountered in § 140

in the preceding step of the integration, and the conclusion foUows in the

same manner. Consequently if af is determined so as to satisfy (168), and
if the additive constants arising with the integrals of the last two equations

of (167) are taken equal to zero, then the solutions of (164) are periodic. It

follows from the properties of X^ and F^ that they have the form

(170)

where the /"'
,

g['''
, fl'^ , and gl'^ have properties exactly analogous to those

of equations (162).

143. Induction to the General Term of the Solution.—We shall suppose
the Xi , . . . , x„_i; Vi , . . .

, y^-i have been computed and that their

coefficients have all been determined except af~^' and af"", which enter in

x„-2
, yn-2 , a;„_i , and ?/„_i in the form

?/„_2 = +<-=" [6"^='-'
Vy - e-"^^' yj+

^^r'Mt-. e^'^'+Jll? e-^'^'+JfJ+

+<-n^:fii e^-^^'+^lT e--^'+^™ J+

(171)
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We shall suppose that Xj, and yp {p=l, . . . , n-1) have the properties

+p
x„ = S /

(J) oKrV^^i
+v

1/,= 2 g'JU
(J) pl<'y/'=^t

l=-p

ff''=^[a'^'" cosvt-V^Tbf-^' sinvt]

gl" =S[+V"3To^-'> cosj'f+iS,*-^' sinvt]

Sr<-''=S[-\/3Ta*-^' eosj'<+^^^' sinvt]

/™ =S o^'" cosvt,

OVO),

(172)

The differential equations which define a;„ and y„ are seen from (13) and

(14) to be

(173)

(174)

x'!;-2y'„-[l+2A+QAecost+ • • ]x„-[QAesint+ • • •]i/„ = X„,

y'^+2x'„-[6Ae sint+ • • -Jx™ +[l-A-3Aecos«+ • • ]yn=Y„,

where

X„ = +[-^K-QKecost+ • ']x„_2+[-QKesint+ ]y„_^

+[-3fi-125ecos«+ • • •][2XiX„.t+2x^x„_2]

+[-245esin<+ • •
] [a:iy»-i+a;2?/„_2+x„_2 2/2+a;„-it/i]

+ [SB + 12Becost+ •] [2/i2/«-i+?/2 2/«-2]+Z ,

r„=+[-6Xesin/+ • • ] Xn-2+[K+SKecost+ • • •]yn-2

+ [— 12J5esin«+ • • •] [2a;ia;„_i+2x2a;„_2]

-\-[3B+2Becost+ • • •] [a;i2/»-i+X2t/„_2+a;„_2i/2+a;„_i2/i]

+ [9fiesin«+ • •] [2^/, 2/„_j+2t/2 t/n-al+X •

The functions Xn andY„ do not involve a;„_i or yn-i , and are linear in Xn-2

and y„-2. In X„ the terms which are of even degree in ^i , . . . , ?/„_2

are multiplied by cosine series having real coefficients, while those which are

of odd degree in y^ , . . .
, yn-2 are multiplied by sine series having real

coefficients. In the case of Y„ the cosine series and sine series are inter-

changed. If a;!' • • •
a;l"_-i'?/i'

• • • i/*»_r is the general term of X„ or F„, then

j^-{.2J2+
' • +{n-l)j„-,+h+2k2+ • • • +(n-l)A;„_i = n or n-2. (175)

Necessary conditions that the solutions of (173) shall be periodic are

that the right members of

A(ar)' = [D,,X„+D,2Y„] e-^', A(ar)' = [AiX„+A.^] e"^^' (176)

shall contain no constant terms. It follows from (174) that these constant

terms are independent of af"" and involve af-" linearly. The coefficient

of a<"~^^ is distinct from zero for \e\ sufficiently small, for in Chapter VI it
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(n-2)
18was seen to be distinct from zero for e equal to zero. Therefore a*

uniquely determined as a power series in e by setting the constant term of

the right member of the first equation of (176) equal to zero.

It can be shown, precisely as in the discussion when n = 4, that the

constant parts of the right members of equations (176) are identical. There-

fore af'"" is uniquely determined by the conditions that the solutions

of (173) shall be periodic. It follows from the properties of a::i, . . . , a;„_,;

2/i , . . .
, yn-i, and from (175), that when these conditions are satisfied the

solution of (173) has the form

Xn = aT e"^^' u,+aT 6-'^='^' ik+af e^' u.+af e""' w.

+»

l=-n

y„ = af' e''^^' v,+4"' e-<'V=T, j^^+^w ^t ^^^.^^w g-w
^^

(177)

where a["\ . . . , af, aj""" are undetermined, and where the /f, f-'',fT,

gn,glr'\ gT, fl", and g'J' have the properties of (172).

In order that (177) shall be periodic it is necessary and sufficient to

impose the conditions aT^ = a^^''=0. Then it follows, from the properties

of v„ v„ -gf:, gl,-'\ gT that i/„(0)-af'-ar = 0. Since y„(0)=0, it follows

that 03"'= — af\ and equations (177) become

x„ = <' [e"--^'' Wi

-

e-""^" wj
+n

+a<"-" [/f (?-^^'+f-'^ e-2-v=:i<+/<o)] + 2 fj' e'"^^'

y„= af' [e"^^' ^.-e-'^^^^' v,l

l=-n

+n

1=

,u) .jffv^nn'/

(178)

and equations (172) are satisfied for p = n.

In picking out the constant part of the right member of the first equation

of (176), in general only those terms in X„ and F„ which contain 6""^=^'

as a factor to the first degree will be used. But because , o- is a. rational

number there will eventually occur, in the higher powers of the exponentials,

multiples of a which are integers, and constant terms in the right member
of the first of (176) may occur from these terms, but their presence does
not prevent the determination of the constants so that the solutions shall be
periodic. After such terms once appear, they occur in general at each
succeeding step of the integration.



Chapter VIII.

THE STRAIGHT-LINE SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEM

OF n BODIES.

144. Statement of Problem.—In his prize memoir* on the problem of

three bodies, Lagrange showed that, for any three finite masses mutually

attracting one another according to the Newtonian law, there are four

distinct configurations such that, under proper initial projections, the ratios,

oj the mutual distances remain constant. The bodies describe similar conic

sections with respect to the center of mass of the system, the simplest case

being that in which the orbits are circular. In three of the four solutions

the masses lie always in a straight line, and in the fourth they remain at the

vertices of an equilateral triangle. This memoir is one of the most elegant

written by Lagrange, and its mathematical form does not seem capable of

improvement! But the method which he employed can not be extended

conveniently to the case of more than three bodies, and it has not led to

practical results in applied celestial mechanics.

This chapter is devoted to the solution of two closely related problems:

I. The number of straight-line solutions is found for n arbitrary positive

masses; that is, the ratios of the distances are determined so that under

proper initial projections the bodies will always remain coUinear. This is

the generalization of Lagrange's straight-line solutions to the problem of n

bodies. For each straight-Une solution of n finite masses there are w+1
points of libration near which there are oscillating satellite orbits of the

types treated in Chapters V—VII. Therefore the results of this chapter

lead to generalizations of those of the preceding three chapters.

II. The problem is solved of determining, when possible, n masses such

that, if they are placed at n arbitrary coUinear points, they will, under proper

initial projection, always remain in a straight line.

The first problem, in a somewhat different form, has been considered

by Lehmann-Filhfes.f The method of treatment adopted here J, though

originally developed independently, has considerable in common with that

of Lehmann-Filhfes, and the discussion completes in certain essential respects

the demonstration of the German astronomer. It is shown that whatever

real positive values the masses may have, and whatever the rate of their

revolution, there are ^w! real coUinear solutions.

Lagrange's Collected Works, vol. VI, pp. 229-324. Tisserand's Micanique Cdeste, vol. I, chap. 8.

UslronLische Nachrichten, vol. CXXVII (1891), No. 3033.

IRead before the Chicago Section of the American Mathematical Society, December 28, 1900; abstract

inBull.Am.Math.Soc.,vol.Yn(.1900-im),p.2i9. 285
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In the second problem it is proved that when the number of arbitrarily

chosen real coUinear points is even, the n masses are, in general, uniquely

determined by the condition that it shall be possible to place them at these

points and to give them initial projections so that they will always remain

collinear and revolve in orbits of specified linear dimensions. Or, if it is

preferred, the period of revolution can be taken as the arbitrary in place

of the linear dimensions of the orbit. In general, the masses will not all be

positive, and therefore the problem will not always have a physical inter-

pretation. When the number of points is odd, it is not possible to determine

the masses so as to satisfy the solution conditions unless the coordinates of

the points themselves satisfy one algebraic equation. When they satisfy

this condition, any one of the masses may be chosen arbitrarily, after which

all of the others are, in general, uniquely determined.

1. DETERMINATION OF THE POSITIONS WHEN THE
MASSES ARE GIVEN.

145. The Equations Defining the Solutions.—Let the origin of coordi-

nates be taken at the center of gravity of the system, which will be supposed

to be at rest. This point and the line of initial projection of any mass
determine a plane. All the other masses must be projected in this plane,

for otherwise they would not be collinear at the end of the first element of

time. All the bodies being initially in a line and projected in the same
plane, they will always remain in this plane. Consequently, if solutions

exist in which the n masses are always in a straight line, the orbits are

plane curves.

Let the plane of the motion be the ^ij-plane. Let the masses be de-

noted by mj, mj, . . . , m„, and their respective coordinates by (^i, %),

(^2) %), • • • , i^n, Vn). Then, choosing the units so that the Gaussian
constant is unity, the differential equations of motion are

df mi d^i' de mi drii
{i-i,

. . .
,n),

(1)

Equations (1) always admit the integral of areas
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In case the n bodies remain collinear, the Une of the resultant

acceleration to which each one is subject always passes through the origin.

Therefore, in collinear solutions it follows from the law of areas that, for

each body separately,

«2 de,
mtr^ -TT^Ci (i = l, . . . ,n).

dt

But when the bodies remain collinear we have also

ddi^de^^
. . . =^

dt dt dt

from which it follows that

^^*=a», (3)
rriiCj

where the a^ are constants. That is, if any collinear solutions exist, the

ratios of the distances of the bodies from the origin are constants, and it

easily follows from this that the ratios of their mutual distances are also

constants. They are therefore of the Lagrangian type.

If the n masses remain collinear, the ratios of their distances from the

origin being therefore constants, the ratios of their coordinates are constants.

Therefore in all collinear solutions

ki=Xii, 'nt=Xi'n (i=i, ...,n), (4)

where the Xi are constants. Upon substituting in equations (1), we have,

as necessary conditions for the existence of the collinear solutions.

dt'
~ -^ x,[ix,-Xj)T r' ^^^'' '''''>'

i=l

de~ ^^x,[ix,-xj)r' r" '^'
^^"^^

(5)

In order that ^ and i? as defined by their initial values and equations

(5) shall be the same for all values of i, the coefficients of ^/r' and iq/f must

be set equal to a constant independent of i. Letting —u? represent this

constant and rjj = \/(a;<-a;;)', these conditions, which are sufficient as well

as necessary for the existence of the collinear solutions, become

r, I

rrhJXi-Xi) I
mzixi— x^

,
, ninixi— xj _ ^-l^+ H z^ 1- 13 h • • • -t- „3 - CO Xj

,

'12 '13 'in

\

mi{Xi-x^) . n -4- 1^^^^-^^) 4- • • • + '^r.iXi-^Xn) ^ ,-t-a"rU~r™3T^T^».3 1

'21 '2n

, miJXn-x^ I

m2(a;„-a:a) ,
mi{x„-x») ,..._, q = w'x

r„x 'n2 'n»

(6)
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Suppose the notation is so chosen that in any solution Xi < • • • < a:„
;

then the terms of the left member of the last equation are all positive.

Since the origin is at the center of gravity, a;„ is positive, and therefore w^ is

positive in aU real solutions. For every set of values oi x^ , . . . , x„

satisfying equations (6) the solutions of (5) are the same for all values of i,

and these solutions substituted in (4) give the coordinates in the coUinear

configurations.

Since equations (5) have the same form as the differential equations in

the two-body problem, it foUows that in the collinear solutions the orbits are

always similar conic sections. In case the orbits are ellipses, the coefficient

of — ^A' and — ij/r' is the product of the cube of the major semi-axis of the

orbit and the square of the mean angular speed of revolution. If the

undetermined scale factor be so chosen that Xt is the major semi-axis of the

orbit of m-i , the mean angular velocity of revolution of the system is u.

The hypothesis is made that w^ and m^ , . . . , m„ are real positive

numbers, and the problem is to find the number of real solutions of (6) for

any value of n. For each of these solutions there is a six-fold infinity of

collinear configurations, the six arbitraries being the two which define the

plane of motion, the one which defines the orientation of the orbits in their

plane, the one which determines the epochs at which the bodies pass their

apses, the one which determines the scale of the system, and, finally, the

eccentricity of the orbits.

146. Outline of the Method of Solution.—The method of solution

involves a mathematical induction and consists of the following steps

:

Assumption (A). It is assumed that for n = v the number of real

solutions of (6) ior x^ , . . . , x„ is N^ , whatever real positive values w'

and m^ , . . . ,m„ may have. It is known from the work of Lagrange that
when v = Z the number is iV, = 3 = ^ 3 !

.

Theorem (B). If to the system m, , . . . , m, oi positive masses an
infinitesimal mass m^+j be added, then the whole number of real solutions

is(v+l)N^.
Theorem (C). As the infinitesimal mass m„^^ increases continuously

to any finite positive value whatever, the total number of real solutions

remains precisely {v+l)N^

.

Conclusion (D). From successive appUcations of theorems (B) and
(C) it follows that the number of real solutions of (6) ioTn= v+ixis

Since iV, = ^ 3
! ,

it follows that N,+^=Hm+ 3) ! . Let m+ 3 = n and we have

N. = ^n]. (7)

To complete the demonstration of this conclusion it remains only to
prove theorems (B) and (C).
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147. Proof of Theorem (5). -When there are v finite bodies m^, . . . ,m,

and the infinitesimal body m^+j , equations (6) become

<Pi
, .2 ™ _1_n _1_ ^2 (3^1 Xj) _l _1_ inyKXl Xy) 1^ My+iyXl Xy-^l) _ (-V= — wXi-t-u-f- 3 -r • • i" „3 "T „3 — <-'>

' 1, v+l

2« I
ftl-iXXj— Xi) _i_n_l_ i_ myKXj Xy)

I
fHy+i {Xj Xy+i) _o= —oi X2-\r 3 -ru-r • • • -r „3 i" «.3 — "j^j =-w'X2-i -3 -

-f-V-\- • • -\ -,3
\

3
'19 >9v * 9.2, V+l

(8)

2^ I
ini(.Xy— Xi)

I
fHiKXy 3^2) I I r\ I

^y+lV.^y ^y+lj rv

^fy =— coa;^-! -3
I

-3 h • • • -f- u i -3 — u,
'ij' '21' ' y,v+l

2™ I
?Wi(.3?y+i 3^ij

I

'tn^jXy+i X2) I I
in„\Xv+i— Xy)

I n n
<''i'+i= "'«' ^^y+ii ^13 r 3 i- • • • -|- :i3 hu — u.

'l.K+l '2,I'+1 ' P.P+1

The last column of these equations is zero because m^+i = (is infini-

tesimal). Consequently the first v equations, which involve x^ , . . . , x„

alone as unknowns, are the equations defining the solutions when n = v.

By (A), it is assumed that there are precisely N„ real solutions of these

equations. Let any one of these solutions be Xi = xf\ . . . , x^ = x™.

Then the last equation of (8) becomes

2™. I ^iC^y+i ^1 ) \ '^^{Xp+i Xj ) I I
myKXy+i Xy ) pv /fv\

<Py+i= — <^ ^y+i~\ zm r „(o)3 -r • -r (.on — u. {if)

' 1, y+l ' 2, y+1 ' V, v+l

The number of real solutions of this equation is required.

Consider (p^+j as a function of x^+i . It is easily verified that

^y+l{+^)=-^, ^=0<P.+i«+^) = +°^ U=h •••,"),

<Py+x{-'^) = +<^, 6S)^>'+i«-«)=-°° (J = l' •••.")•
(10)

Since vJ^+i is finite and continuous except at Xy+i = xf\ . . . , a;f , + 00, -00,

it follows that there is an odd number of real solutions in each of the

intervals - 00 to xf, where a;™ is the smallest xf, a;f to xf^ where

xf and a;,"" are any two xj" which are adjacent, and a;f to +00, where

xf is the largest xf. But we find from (9) that

d<py+i _ 2 2mi 2m2 2my
-r— = — W — -(0)2 ;;i052

... — (0)2 '

OXy^l 'l.y+l '2,I'+1 'v, y+1

which is negative except at a;^+i = a;i , . . . , Xy+i = Xy , where it is infinite.

Therefore (Py+i is a decreasing monotonic function in each of the intervals,

and consequently vanishes once, and but once, in each of them. Since
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there are I'+l of these intervals, there are, for each real solution of the

first V equations of (8), precisely v + 1 real solutions of the last equation

of (8). Since the first v equations have, by hypothesis (A), N^ real solu-

tions, equations (8) altogether have precisely {v+ 1) N^ real solutions.

This completes the demonstration of Theorem {B).

148. Proof of Theorem (C).—Let Xj=xf ij=l, . . . , j' + I) be any
one of the (j'+l)iVy real solutions of equations (8) which are known to exist

when ni^+i = 0. It will be shown that as m^+i increases continuously to any

finite positive quantity whatever, the xf can be made to change continu-

ously so as always to satisfy equations (8), and that they remain distinct,

finite, and real. From this it will follow that there are at least {v + 1)^^^

real solutions of (8) for every set of finite positive values of mi , . . . , m,+i

.

It will also be shown that no new solutions can appear as m^+i increases

from zero to any finite value. Consequently, it will follow that the number
of real solutions of (8) is exactly {v + l)N,, for all finite positive values of

the masses m^ , . . . , m^+i

.

The roots of algebraic equations are continuous functions of the coef-

ficients of the equations so long as the roots are finite and the equations

do not have indeterminate forms. Consequently, the a;™ are continuous

functions of m^+j if no xf becomes infinite and if no xf = xf . The real

roots of algebraic equations having real coefficients can disappear only by
passing to infinity, or by an even number of real solutions becoming
conjugate complex quantities in pairs. Therefore we have to determine

(1) whether any finite xf can become equal to any xf, (2) whether any
xf can become infinite, and (3) whether any two real solutions can become
complex for any finite positive values of mj , . . . , m,+i

.

(1). The masses m^ , . . . , w^+j, by hypothesis, are all positive. Let
the notation be so chosen that for any values of Wj , . . . , m^+i for which
the xf are all distinct the inequalities xf < xf < • • • < x™ < a;*+i are

satisfied. Suppose that as some mass is changed the difference xf — xf
approaches zero in such a way that xf and xf remain finite; that is, r^

,

which occurs only in the expressions ^^ and (pj , approaches zero. Suppose
i < j. Then the term involving r„ becomes negatively infinite in ^j and
positively infinite in <pj . Consider ^^ = 0. Another r^^ must approach zero

in order to restore the finite value of the function (p^ , and the term
involving r^^ must become positively infinite as r^^ approaches zero. There-
fore k<i. But r„. enters besides only in (p^ , and similar reasoning shows
that r^ , where I < k, must also approach zero. In this manner we are

driven to the conclusion finally that an r^,, , where one of the subscripts is

unity, approaches zero. Then consider <Pi
= 0. AU its terms except — co'Xi

are negative, and since one of its r,^ , viz. r^,, , approaches zero the first

equation of (8) can not be satisfied. Consequently the original assumption
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that some r^ can approach zero for finite values of xf,..., xj,+i and
finite positive values oi m^ . . . , m^+i leads to an impossibility, and it is

therefore false.

(2) . On multiplying equations (8) by wii , mj , . . . , m^j^-^ , respectively,

and adding, it is found that

— u)^{m^Xi-\-miXi-\- • +m,a;^+m^+iX^+i)=0.

It follows from this equation that no xf alone can become infinite, and that

if one of them becomes negatively infinite then some other one must become

positively infinite.

Suppose the notation is again so chosen that

™(0) ^ /».<0) ^ . . . ^ ^'0) ^ ^(0)

Then, if any xf becomes negatively infinite xf must also become negatively

infinite, and from the equation above it follows that x^j^^ must become

positively infinite. Now suppose this occurs and consider <pi
= 0. In order

that this equation may remain satisfied, x™ must also become negatively

infinite in such a way that xf—xf shall approach zero. But now it follows

from <p2 = 0, since — w^a;™ and niiipC — xf)/r\ are both positive, that xf
must also become negatively infinite in such a way that xf - xf shall

approach zero. Then it follows similarly from ^3 = that xf must become

negatively infinite in such a way that xf — xf shall approach zero. This

reasoning continues until it is found that xf , . . . , x™
i
must all become

negatively infinite. But xf+i at least must become positively infinite.

Therefore xf can not become negatively infinite, and similarly xfj^^ can

not become positively infinite. Hence no xf can become infinite.

In order to prove now that, as w^+i approaches zero, equations (8)

and their solutions remain always determinate, and that there are accord-

ingly no solutions besides those obtained in theorem {B), consider a solution

X . . . , x„+i , in which the Xj are all distinct for a set of positive values

of Wi , . . . , m,+i , and then let m, approach zero as a hmit.

In the first place, if x, approaches neither Xt+i nor Xi_i as a limit as w,

approaches zero as a limit, then by the reasoning of (1) and (2) above no

Xj can approach any x* as a limit.

In the second place, Xt can not approach x<+i as a limit as mi approaches

zero as a limit unless Xi_i approaches Xt+i as a hmit, for otherwise (pt=0 can

not be satisfied. But if x^-i approaches Xt+i as a limit as m^ approaches zero

as a limit, then <pi-i = and (fi+i = can not be satisfied unless Xj_3 and x«+2

respectively approach Xj as a limit. This shifts the difficulty to v'l-a^O

and ^1+2 = 0, and so on until <pi = and (^,+1 =0 are reached, which can not

be satisfied under the hypotheses it has been necessary to make.

In the third place, x« can not become positively infinite as mj approaches

zero for then <Pi
= can not be satisfied unless x«_i becomes infinite in such
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a way that x, — Xt_i approaches zero. Continuing through v?*-! = 0, . . .

we are led to the conclusion finally that x^ , . . . , x„+i all become posi-

tively infinite, but then the center of gravity equation can not be satisfied.

Consequently the solutions all remain regular as m, approaches zero as

a limit.

(3). Since the solutions of (8) are continuous functions of m^+i , it

follows that no two solutions which are real for my+i = can ever become

conjugate complex solutions for any real value of m^+j without having first

become equal; and, conversely, no two solutions which are complex for

m^+i = can ever become real for any real value of m,+i without having first

become equal. Consequently, if a multiple solution of (8) is impossible for

every set of finite positive values of m^ , . . . , m^+i , it is impossible that

any real solutions should disappear by becoming complex, or that any

complex solutions should become real.

The conditions that a; = x*'" shall be a multiple solution of f{x) = are

that /(a;™) =0 and df(x'°^)/dx = 0. The corresponding conditions that a

set of simultaneous algebraic equations shall have a multiple solution are

that a set of values of the variables shall satisfy the equations and that the

Jacobian of the functions with respect to the dependent variables shall

vanish for the same set of values. That is, the conditions that

x,= xf {j=l, . . . ,v+l),

shall be a multiple solution of (8) are that these values shall satisfy (8) and

also the equation

A = dXi

dXi

dXi

dXy+i

dx,v+l

dXi dXi

d<p,p+i

dXv+i

= 0. (11)

Consider two solutions of a set of algebraic equations having real

coefficients. As they change from real to conjugate complex quantities, or

from conjugate complex to real quantities, for some value of a continuously

varying parameter, then for this particular value of the parameter they are

not only equal but they are real. Consequently, it is necessary to examine

A only when aU of its elements are real. It will now be shown that it can

not vanish for any set of real values of the X} when mj , . . . , m^+j are

positive, and consequently that it can not vanish for any particular set

which satisfies equations (8). When this is estabhshed, it will have been

proved that all the solutions of (8) which are real for w„+i = remain real

when m^+i increases to any positive value, and that those which are complex

remain complex.
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From equations (8) and (11), it follows that

2ma 2m»+i

293

A=
2mi

'is
,

^^ v+l

M,i >

2my+i

'2. v+1

2mi
' 1, v+1

2Wg
' 2. v+1

, M,»+l

(12)

where

M, =

M, =

-w - -

,,2 J»kw
/I.

2m2

-

2my+i
».3

'l, y+1

2my+i

'!, y+l

ilf„+,= -co='-fy+l
2mi 2W2

' 1, v+l ' 2. v+l

- 0.

If m^+i = this determinant breaks up into the product of a determinant of

the same type as (12) and a factor which is negative. Therefore, in examining
whether or not A can vanish, it is sufficient to consider the general case in

which all the m, are positive.

Several properties of A are evident, (a) If the i"' row be multiplied

bym«(i = l, . . . , J' + 1), the determinant becomes symmetrical. (6) The
sum of the elements in each row is —u^, from which it follows that the

expansion of the determinant contains co" as a factor, (c) The expansion

of the determinant contains ( — 1)"+^*"+" as one of its terms, and since

aU the nit are positive and all the Xt are real the sign of all the terms coming
from the product of the elements of the main diagonal is (— 1)''+\

The fact is that, when A is completely expanded, all those terms not

having the sign (— 1)"+^ are canceled by terms coming from the product of

the main diagonal elements, and since the term (— 1)"+'^'''''+"
is certainly

present the determinant can in no case be zero. The following demon-

stration of this fact was invented in 1907 by Dr. T. H. Hildebrandt, now
of the University of Michigan, as a class exercise.*

Since the determinant contains uf as a factor, every term in its expansion

must depend upon at least one of the elements of the main diagonal. Fasten

the attention upon any term of the expansion. It can be supposed without

loss of generality that it depends upon the first main diagonal element. In

the expansion of the determinant this element is multiplied by its minor;

consequently we must see if the minor can vanish. The minor is of the

*An earlier proof was devised by the author, and still another jointly by Professor N. B. McLean, of

the University of Manitoba, and Mr. E. J. Moulton, now of Northwestern University.
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same form as the original determinant, and the sum of the elements of its

i'^ row is —cti^—myrl, . Consequently every term in the expansion of the

minor which does not vanish will contain at least one of the —oj^—myrlt

as a factor. But these elements appear only in the main diagonal of the

minor. Hence all terms in the expansion of the minor which do not vanish

depend upon at least one element of the main diagonal. In considering our

particular term it may be supposed, without loss of generality, to depend

upon the j&rst main diagonal element of the minor. In the expansion of the

original determinant the product of these two diagonal elements will be

multiplied by the co-factor of the minor of the second order of which they

are the main diagonal. This co-factor has the same properties as the first

minor just considered, and in the same way it is proved that at least one of

its diagonal elements must be involved in the term in question; that is,

the term under consideration depends upon at least three elements of the

main diagonal. On continuing in this manner it is proved that any term

in the final expansion depends upon all the elements of the main diagonal,

which are aU of the same sign in every one of their terms. Consequently,

all the terms which do not cancel out in the expansion of the determinant

have the sign ( — l)""*"'; and it has been seen that there is at least one such

term, viz. ( — 1)"+* w^"'+". Therefore the determinant not only can never

vanish, but it can never be less than £0^'"+" in numerical value.

Since A can never vanish for real distinct xf when all the lUj are real

and either zero or positive, it follows that no real solutions can ever be lost

or gained as the nij vary so as not to become negative, and therefore that

the number of real solutions of (8) is (v+ 1) N^ = ^ {v + l)\ for all positive

finite values of Wj , . . . , m^+i , and w^

149. Computation of the Solutions of Equations (6).—There are well-

known methods of finding the roots of a single numerical algebraic equation

of high degree, but they are not readily appUcable to simultaneous equations

of high degree. However, when the order of the masses has been chosen,

equations (6) will become polynomials in a^i , . . . , a;„ after they have been
cleared of fractions. Then by rational processes n— 1 of the Xi can be
ehminated from these equations, giving a single equation in the remaining
unknown. The solutions of this equation can be found by the usual

methods and the results can be used to eliminate one unknown. By repeated
application of this process to the successively reduced equations, the solu-

tions can all be found. The one satisfying the conditions of reaUty of

Xi , . . . , x„ and their order relation is the one desired.

The solutions of (6) can also be found by a method closely related to

that by means of which their existence was proved above. Suppose for

m, = mf {i=l, . . . , n) a solution a;, = xf of equations (6) is known.
The nif are supposed to be zero or positive. Suppose it is desired to find

the corresponding solution, that is, the one in which the masses are arranged
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on the line in the same order, for mj = wf+ Mi- Let the corresponding
set of the x^ satisfying (6) be x^ = xf + ^^ , where the ^^ are functions of

Ml , . . . , M„ to be determined. On substituting a;^ = xf+ ^^ and m^ =mf -|-m,

in (6), making use of the notation of (8), expanding as power series in the

^, and /X( (which is always possible, since it has been shown that no xf can
become infinite and no xf can equal any xf), and remembering that x^= xf
is a solution of (6) for mi =mf , the resulting equations are found to be

where the

(13)

are the symbohc powers used in connection with the power-series expan-
sions of functions of several variables.

The determinant of the terms of the first degree in the ?j in equations

(13) is the A of equation (11), which has been proved to be distinct from
zero in this problem. Therefore equations (13) can be solved by the method
explained in §1, and by §2 the solutions converge for |mj| >0, but sufficiently

small. Suppose they converge if \iJ.i\:^r. Keeping the iXi within this limit,

a solution a;< = a;f is computed. Then this can be used as a starting-point

for a second application of the process, which can be repeated as many times

as may be desired.

Hence, to find the solution in which the bodies yn^ , . . . , m„ have any
finite positive values and lie in a determined order on the line, we may start

with nil , m^ , and m^ and solve the Lagrangian quintic* which defines their

distribution on the line. Then an infinitesimal body m^ is added and its

position is found by solving the single equation (9), in which v = 3. This

infinitesimal mass m^ is made to increase, step by step, to the required finite

value and the corresponding values of a;i , . . . , ^4 are computed. It

follows from the fact that the d<pt/dxj are less than fixed finite quantities

depending upon w^ and Mi, . . . ,m„, while A is not less than w* in numerical

value, that any finite value of m^ can be reached in this way by a finite

number of steps. After the required value of m^ has been reached, the

process can be repeated for m^, etc., to any finite number of bodies. Not-

withstanding the fact that this would be very laborious if the number of

bodies were large, we must regard the problem as completely solved both

theoretically and practically.

Tisserand's Micanique Celeste, vol. I, p. 155, or Moulton's Introdtiction to Celestial Mechanics, p. 216.
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II. DETERMINATION OF THE MASSES WHEN THE
POSITIONS ARE GIVEN.

150. Determination of the Masses when n is Even.—Suppose w and
the n distinct points on a line, x^, . . . , a;„ , are given, and consider the

problem of determining Wi , . . . , m„ so that the circular solutions shall

exist. There will be no loss of generality in selecting the notation so that

a;i<a;2< • • • <x„. With this choice of notation equations (6), which are

necessary and sufficient conditions for the solutions, become

+ +^ + -^
'12 '13

' 19

+

+

+^^ + -5-=--^^i
'l,n-l 'in

'2,n-l I 9.n

nil

'l,n-l

rrii

' i«

ma

'2,n-l

in2

nh
li. B-l

+ +-|^=-a,^a;„_i,
' «,B-1

7^
'9h 3n

m„-i

' n,n-l
+ =-o^'x„

(14)

The m, enter these equations linearly and are therefore uniquely deter-

mined if the determinant

D =
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nil Xi+nit X2+ • • +m„x„ = 0, which is a consequence of, (14), to the set

of equations. There are then n + 1 linear homogeneous equations in

, m„ . In order that they shall be consistent their eliminant

, + a^i , -{- x^ , . . . ,
-\- x„

— co%mi

,

E=

-X, 0, +

X2

,

'Xn ! »2 >

'in

'12

,

«2 ,

'in

) ~r„2
'in

I + ^2
* 9.n

must vanish. This is also a skew-symmetrical determinant and is the square

of the Pfaffian F, where

F^\x,, Xo x„

'in
(16)

Equation (16) can be found also by solving any n—\ equations of (14)

for the corresponding Wj and substituting the solutions in the remaining

one. The result is a sum of determinants which can be shown to be the

expansion of F multiplied by the square root of the determinant of the

coefficients of the n—\ masses rri] in the equations used.

When i^ = is satisfied by a;i , . . . , Xn, equations (14) are consistent.

Then, after any m^ has been chosen arbitrarily, the corresponding n—\
equations can in general be uniquely solved for the remaining rrij , and the

unused equation will be satisfied because F= Q.

152. Discussion of Case n=Z.—When w = 3 the determinant D becomes

D =
Vii ''23 '"13/ V 12 '^23 ''13/

=0,

and the Pfaffian F is

F^^ Xj
I

X3
f\

*.2 ~r „2 — "• (17)

It will now be shown that when any two of x^, x^, x^ are so chosen as

to satisfy the conditions XyKx^Kx^, the third is uniquely determined by

(17) and these inequaUties. From the fact that in this case ri3>r'i2, r^i>r2i,

it follows that if x^ is positive, then —xJt^^-^-xJrl^ is positive, and therefore

that Xi must be negative in order that (17) may be satisfied. If x^ is

negative, Xy , being less, must also be negative. That is, Xj is necessarily

negative; and similarly x^ is necessarily positive.
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Suppose X2 and x^ are chosen and consider /^ as a function of x^ . Then
it follows at once that

J»^FW=-oo, .imffe-.) = +., |£ = i._?^ + ?|.. (18)

From the inequalities x^< x^ and 9*12 < rjj , it follows that dF/dx^ is positive

for — 00 <Xi<X2. Therefore there is but one solution of (17) for x^Kx^

when x^ and a positive x^ are chosen. By symmetry, there is but one

solution of (17) for Xi>X2 when x^ and a negative x^ are chosen.

If Xi is negative and x^ is positive, but both otherwise arbitrary, F
considered as a function of x^ gives

i-^(:.,+e)=+oo, p-i^ (0^3-6) =-00, ||:=^^_^-^3<o (19)
U .t-2 '23 '13 '12

Therefore there is but one solution of equation (17) for x^ which satisfies

the inequalities a;i<a;2<a;3

.

Suppose a negative x^ , a positive x^ , and m^ are given arbitrarily and

that Xi is defined by (17). Then equations (14) give

mi = r?3[+a;^X3-g], m, = r],[-<.^x-'^^^^ (20)

If wij is negative, rrii and m^ are necessarily positive. If m^ is positive and
sufficiently small, both m^ and ^3 are positive. As m^ increases, m^ and m^

decrease. Suppose X3> — Xj . Then, for a certain positive value of m^ the

mass mj vanishes while mj is still positive. For a certain greater value of

mj, the mass rrii is zero and m^ is negative. For still greater values of m^

,

both mi and mj are negative. From the fact that x^ must be negative

and x^ positive, and from equations (20), it follows that not all three of

the masses m^ , m^ , and m^ can be negative simultaneously.



Chapter IX.

OSCILLATING SATELLITES NEAR THE LAGRANGIAN
EQUILATERALTRIANGLE POINTS.

By Thomas Buck.

153. Introduction.—This chapter is devoted to an investigation of

certain periodic orbits which an infinitesimal body may describe when
attracted according to the Newtonian law by two finite bodies revolving in

circles about their center of mass. It has been shown by Lagrange that

three bodies placed at the vertices of an equilateral triangle can be given

such initial projections that they will retain always the same configuration.

The orbits here considered are in the vicinity of the equilateral-triangle

points defined by the two finite bodies. The infinitesimal body is displaced

from the vertex of the equilateral triangle, and its initial projection is deter-

mined so that its motion is periodic with respect to that of the finite bodies.

The existence of the solution is established by the method of analytical

continuation. The construction is made by the method of undetermined

coefficients, using the properties obtained in the discussion of the existence.

The solutions are given in the form of power series which converge for

sufficiently small values of the parameter employed.

154. The Differential Equations.—The motion of the infinitesimal body

will be referred to a rotating system of axes, the origin being at the center of

mass, the ^rj-plane being the plane of the motion of the finite bodies, and the

rate of rotation such that they remain on the ^-axis. The masses of the finite

bodies will be represented by m and 1 — /x so taken that m ^ 2 >
their distance

apart will be taken as the unit of distance, and the unit of time will be

so chosen that the proportionahty factor k"^ is unity. Then the equations

of motion for the infinitesimal body are

d^a ^dr,_dU ^.^d^^dU ^^dU ...W It' d^' de
'^^

dt dv
' dt af

' ^'^

where

r and r being the distances from the infinitesimal body to the bodies l—fj.

and n respectively.
^^^
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The Lagrangian equilateral triangle-solutions are

I. ?o=|-M, '?o= + |V3, fo= 0.

II. ^o=|-M, '7o=-|V3, fo = 0.

The two points in the rotating plane defined by these solutions will be

referred to as point I and point II respectively. The question of the exist-

ence of periodic solutions of equations (1) in the vicinity of these points is

to be investigated. For this purpose the origin is transferred to the point

in question by means of the transformation

^=\-pL+x, r,= ±^V3+y, X=z. (2)

After the transformation is made the right members of the equations are

expanded as power series in x, y, and z. The region of convergence of

these series is determined by the singularities of the functions l/r^ and l/r^

.

When point I is considered, the region of convergence is given by the values

of X, y, and z satisfying the inequalities

-Kx'+y'+z'+x+VzyK+l, -Kx'+y'+z'-x+VsyK+l.

This region consists of the common portion of two spheres, excluding their

centers which are at the finite bodies, each of radius V2. For point II the

region of convergence is defined by the inequaUties

-l<x'+y''+z^+x-V3y<-i-l, -l<x'+y^+z^-x-V3y<+l.

Since the origin in this case is at the second point it follows that this region

is the same as that found for the first point.

As the two cases differ only in the sign before the Vs , it is necessary

to consider in detail only one of them. The discussion will be given for

point I with the understanding that by changing the sign of Vs the corre-

sponding expressions for the point II are obtained.

Two parameters, e and 5, are introduced as in Chapter V. Then,

denoting derivation as to t by accents, the differential equations become

x"-2(l+ 5)y'=(l+dy[X,+X,e+X,e'+ • •

],

y"+2{l+ S)x' = il+Sy [Y,+Y,e + Y,e'+ • • •

],

z"={l+8y[Z,+ Z,e + Z,e'+ ],

(3)
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where

^i= + !^+!V3(1-3m)z/, 7,= + iv^(i_2M)x+fi/,

X,= -\-j-^[7a-2ti)x'+2V3zy-na-2,x)f+4a-2fx)z%

Y,= + ^[V3z'+22a-2iJL)xy+SV3y'-4:Vsz%

Z^ = -z, z, = + 1 [(1 - 2(x)xz+VSyz],

(4)

X,= +^[-37x'+75V3a-2fx)x'y+123xy'+4:5V3a-2ijOy'

-12zz'+6V3{l-2,jOyz'],

^3 = + ^ [
- 25V3 (1 - 2/*) a;'+ 123a;V + 135V3 (1 - 2m)x2/^+32/'

-mV3a-2fji)xz'-^132yz'],

^3 = - f [x'Z'{-llfz-4:^+10V3a-2fj.)xyz].

For sufficiently small values of x, y, z, and e these series are all convergent.

Equations (1) admit the integral

i[(l)+(§)"+(Sr]=^+«'-t- ®
The corresponding integral of equations (3) can be expressed as a power
series in e. The terms independent of e are

4[a;''+?/''+2'']-(l+5)''[3a;'+9t/''-42^+6V3(l-2M)a;t/] = const. (5')

These terms will be found useful in the existence proofs which follow.

155. The Characteristic Exponents.—For e = 5 = equations (3) become

a;"_22/'-ia;-f V3(l-2M)i/ = 0,

y"^2x'-\^6{l-2v)x-\y = ^,

/+2 = 0.

(6)

The last equation, being independent of the first two, can be integrated

immediately, giving

2 = Ci sin T+Cj COST.
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To integrate the first two equations, let

On substituting in the first two equations of (6) and dividing out e^\ we have

[x=-f]i?-[2X + f V3(1-2m)]L
= 0,

[2X-f V3(l-2M)]i!C+[x''-f]L = 0.

(7)

In order that these equations may be satisfied by values of K and L different

from zero, the determinant of the system must vanish. This gives for the

determination of X the characteristic equation

V+V+fM(l-M)=0. (8)
4

Each of the four values of X satisfying this equation gives a particular solu-

tion of equations (6). The corresponding K and L must satisfy equations

(7). Since these equations have a vanishing determinant the ratio only of

the K and L is determined. In what follows K will be considered as arbi-

trary, and L will be determined in the form L = hK.

In order that a solution shall be periodic, the corresponding X must be

a purely imaginary quantity. Upon solving (8), we have

2

For small values of n the roots of (8) are pure imaginaries; the limiting

value of M for which this is true is given by the equation

1-27m(1-m)=0.

The root of this equation which is less than ^ is m = -0385 .... For

H ^ .0385 . . . the values of X are purely imaginary and the corresponding

particular solutions are periodic. Let a^ and Cj be two numbers defined by

_ 1 +Vl -27/^(1 -/x) ,;_ 1 -Vl -27^(1 -m)
""i^ 2

It follows that o-j and o-j do not exceed unity for /x ^ .0385 . . . , and that

0-1 ^ 0-2 . Then the roots of (8), which are the characteristic exponents of

the problem, become ±(7iV — i and ^a^y/ — i

,
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156. The Generating Solutions.—The general solution of (6) is

x= a^e'''^-'^+ aie-'"^-'^+ a^e^^-'^^ a^e-'^^-'^

z =CiSinT+C2C0ST.

The quantities 01,03, a^ , a^, Cj , and c^ are arbitrary, while b^ jb^ ,b^ , and

64 are determined by equations (7) when the proper values of X are sub-

stituted. Thus it is found that

^ _ — 8q-iV'^^-3\/3(l-2M) ^ _ -8q-3\/^^-3 V3(l-2/x)
°^

4(rJ+9
' "'

4(r2^+9

Various periodic solutions are obtained from this general solution by assign-

ing suitable values to the arbitrary constants and to the quantity jx. For

/i< .0385 ... we have two distinct periodic solutions

:

I. x = aie"''^^''+a2e-'"'^'^'", y = b^a^e'"^-^^+bia^e-"'^-^^, z = 0.

II. x = a^e'''^=''^+a,e-''''^\ y = b,a,e''''^~'^+bia,e-'"'^'^, z = 0.

These equations represent ellipses in the a^^z-plane with centers at the origin.

The major axes of the ellipses coincide and make an angle d with the positive

X-axis defined by

tan20=-\/3(l-2M),

with cos 20 positive. The major and minor axes of the second are greater

and less respectively than those of the first. The periods are 2ir/(r^ and

27r/o'2 respectively. If ju = .0385 ... it follows that o-i = o-j , and solutions

I and II coincide.

For all values of m we have the periodic solution

III. x = 0, y = 0, 2: = CiSinr-|-C2COST.

This solution defines an oscillation on the 2-axis with the period 27r.

It is possible to give n values such that a^ and Cj are relatively commen-

surable. Let mi(Ti = m^<T^ , where m^ and m^ are integers. Then, by using

the definitions of (Tj and (Tj , we find

m\— m^
V1-27m(1-m)=3m\+m\
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For n ^ .0385 . . . the expression on the left takes all values on the interval

from to 1. By choosing mj and m^ so that 0<{ml—ml)/{ml+ml) < 1> ^^^

solving the equation for /z, we have a value of m making cr^ and a^ com-

mensurable. For such values of m we have the additional periodic solution

IV.

x= a^e

2=0,

the period of which is 2m{;r/(Ti = 2m^ir/(Ti

.

By an argument precisely similar to the preceding it can be shown

that for special values of ju, the characteristic exponents a^ and a^ separately

may be commensurable with unity. We have then the periodic solutions

V.

o'Tl V—1 T -<ri\C^T

y^hitty e"''^^'' + 62 Oa
6-°-' v-i'-

^

2 =Ci sin T+c^ cos t;

VI.

oO-zv'—IT -<ri V—l T

2 = Ci sin r+Cj COST.

The periods are 2imr = 2m^'K/<Ti and 2n'w= 2ni'K/(T^ respectively.

Finally, a^ and o-j may be commensurable with unity for the same
value of II.

Let a<Ty = b and ca^ = d; then

\/1-27m(1-/x) =

From this relation it follows that a'dP= c'(a^— b^). If now we give a, b, c,

and d such integral values that this relation is satisfied and such that

(2b^— a^)/d' lies between and 1, the corresponding value of n will make a^

and 0-2 commensurable with unity. For example, such a choice is

a = c = 13, 6=12, d = 5.

For such values of m we have the periodic solution

VII.

a;= 016"'^-^^+ aje-'^'^^i^-h 036'''^^^+ a^e'

z =Ci sinT+C2 COST.

The period of this solution is 2m7r = 2mi7r/(7-i = 2mj7r/(r2
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These periodic solutions are the generating solutions for the general

problem. We shall now suppose that c is not zero and consider the question

of the existence of the continuations of these solutions with respect to the

parameter e. The period in the variable r will in all cases be taken the same

as that of the generating solution. The period in t of the solution is found

from the relation ^=(1+ 5)t.

157. General Periodicity Equations.—For € = the general solution

of equations (3) is

x= aie'''^^+*'^^^+ 0^6-"'^'+^^^-'^+ a,e'"^'+^^^-'^+ 046-"^'^+*'^=^^

z=CiSin(l+ 5)T +C2COs(1+ 5)t.

Normal variables are introduced by the transformation

y ='bi,Xi-\-\Xi-\rh^x^-\-h^x^,

x' = a,{\+ b)V^l{x,-x;)+(T,{l+ b)V^^{x,-x^),

y' = <T^{l+ b)V^=^ {h,x,-\x;}+(7^{l+ b) y/'^l{h,x,-h,x,).

The differential equations then become

x[-a,{l-\-b)y/^rix,= A,{X,e^-X,t'+ • 0+51(^26+736^+ • • •),

x',+a,{l+b)V^x,= ^(X26+X36^+ • • •)+B,{Y,t-]rY,t'+ ),

x',-Cr,{l+b)V^X,=^ ^3(Z26+X36^+ • • •)+53(F26+F3e^+ " ' 0,

^^+^^(l+ g)V^ria;,= ^,(Z26+X3e^+ • • )+B,{Y,,+Y,t'-\- •),

z"+ii+byz =ii+by[z,e+z,€^+ • • •],

where

^=(i+5)^f

,

B, = (i+by^,

A being the determinant of the transformation (10), and Aj, the minor of an

element in this determinant. The first subscript indicates the row and the

second one the column.

(10)

(11)
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For e = 8 = the initial values of the variables x^, x^, a;,, and ^4 are

a,, ai,a,, and a^ respectively. In the general problem we take as the initial

conditions

Xi = ai+ai, x, = a^+a3, z =0, 1

x, = a^-\-a,, x,= a,+ a,, z' = c+y.
J

Since there is a component of force always directed toward the xy-^plane, it

is clear that at some time z must be zero. Hence we have supposed that

2 = 0atr = 0.

According to §§14 and 15 equations (11) can be integrated as power

series in the parameters a^, a^, a^, a^, y, S, and e, which converge for

jail , . . .
, I

e
1
sufficiently small, and for O^t^ T, the value of T, which in

this case is the period, being given in advance. These solutions have the

form

x,= {a,+a,) e+'''a+«)v=i^+epi {a„ a^, a„ a^, y, 8, e; t),

Xj=(o2+a2) e-'"ti+«'^^''+ep2 (ai, o^, a,, a^, y, S, e; t),

x, = {a,+a,) e+'^^(i+«)-^^+ep3 {a„ a^, a„ a„ y, B, e; t),

x,= {a,+a,) e-<'^<^+«'^^+ep4(«i, (h, ^s, «*, T, 5, e; t),

z ={c+y) sin(l+5)T4-eP6(ai, a^ , a^ , a^, y, d, e; t),

z' = {l+ S){c+y)cos{l+8)T +epg {a^ , <l,, a^, a^, y, 8, e; t).

(13)

The general periodicity equations for the period T are

x,(T)-xM=0 (t=l, ... ,4),

z{T)- 2(0) =0, 2'(r)-2'(o)=o.
(14)

These equations are sufficient conditions for the periodicity of the solution.

On solving them for the arbitraries ai , a^, a,, 04 , y, 8 as power series in e,

a determination of these quantities is obtained such that the corresponding

solution is periodic. Hence, on substituting these series in (13), the resulting

expressions for the x,, z, and z' are periodic. These expressions can be

rearranged as power series in e which will converge for e sufficiently small,

and for all ^ r ^ T, provided the values of Oi , . . . , a4
, 7, 5 obtained

from (14) lie in the domain of convergence of (13). The convergence can

be secured by imposing the condition that the expressions for the arbitraries

obtained from (14) shall be power series in e, which vanish with e. The
solutions are then analytical continuations of the generating solutions.

The periodicity equations will now be set up for each of the generating

solutions, and the possibility of solving them for the arbitraries in the

required form will be considered. The equations will be written for the

point I only. The conclusions are the same in all cases for the point II.
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158. The First Generating Solution.—The exphcit form of equations
(14) is now to be determined for T= 2t/(t, and a, = a, = c = 0. On account
of the existence of the integral (5), one of the equations is redundant. For
if we let

Xi = aie+^'-^-+2/j,

^2= 026
-O-lV^ZTiT-+ 2/2, z' = {)-\-w',

where
2/1(0)= 2/2(0)= 2/3(0) =i/,(0)=w;(0)=w;'(0)=0, we find that the partial

derivative of the integral (5') with respect to y^ is

(4(7?+ 9)

for T= 2t/<t^
,
a,nd y, = y^ = y, = y^ = w = w' = 0. The integral can therefore be

solved uniquely for y, in terms of y,, y,, y,, w, and w'. If the latter

quantities are periodic it follows that y^ also is periodic. Therefore the
second equation is redundant and can be suppressed. On computing the
necessary terms of (13), it is found that the remaining equations have the
form

(2TV=ria,) +

(e ' -1) +

-1) +

27r
sin-

27r

) +

(coaf: -1) +

+« [_eii a3+ei2 a^+Ci, c+

+€ 1^621 03+622 04+623 €+

+« \^ii 03+632 04+633 «+

+'[

+'[

•]=0,

•]=0,

•]=0,

•]=o,

]=o,

(15)

where the explicit computation shows that the e^ are constants different

from zero.

The right member of the ^-equation in (11) carries the factor z. Conse-

quently the solution carries the factor 7, and hence the last two equations

of (15) have 7 as a factor. If 7 is not zero and is divided out, there

remains a term in each equation which is independent of the arbitraries.

These terms can vanish only if (t^ is the reciprocal of an integer. If they

do not vanish, it follows that the equations can not be satisfied by the

vanishing of all the arbitraries, and consequently that solutions of the

required form do not exist.

In order to satisfy equations (15) we must suppose, then, that 7=0.

Hence the motion of the infinitesimal body will be entirely in the x^z-plane.

The first three equations are satisfied by a, = 04 = 3 = e = 0, and are not satis-

fied by ttj = a4 = 5 = 0. The coefficient of 5 in the first equation is distinct
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from zero. If the coefficients of a. and a^ in the second and third equations

respectively are also distinct from zero, it follows that there is a unique

solution for a,, a^, and d as power series in e, vanishing with e. It is neces-

sary, therefore, that cr^ be such that the expressions

e "' —1, e "' —1, sm— , cos 1

shall not vanish. The first two vanish if a^ = mo-i , where m is an integer.

Since a^ and a^ are positive and (r^'^ff^, this occurs only when o-i = cts .

This case will be treated later in the discussion of the commensurable

cases. It will be shown that orbits exist in this case also. The last two

expressions vanish only if o-j is the reciprocal of an integer. Suppose, then,

that 0-1 = 1/m. On solving the first three equations of (15) for Og, a^, 5

and substituting in the last two, there remains, after dividing out e^ and 7,

a term in each independent of the arbitraries. There can be, then, no solution

of these equations in the required form. They can be satisfied only by

putting 7 = as before. Hence equations (15) have a unique solution of

the same form in this case also.

The question of the existence of an orbit re-entering after m revolu-

tions will now be considered. The period in this case is 2mT/<r-^ . The

periodicity equations have a unique solution, as before, except when m is

such that ma^ — cr^. In this case the second and third equations do not

admit solutions for a^ and a4 . This case will be treated later in the discus-

sion of the commensurable cases. It will be shown that orbits exist for

these values of tx also. Hence there is a single orbit re-entering after m
revolutions. But one such orbit is obtained by m repetitions of the orbits

re-entering after one revolution. It follows, therefore, that this orbit is the

only one.

The periodicity equations have now been satisfied with ai and a^ still

remaining arbitrary. Since we now have 2=0, one relation between these

arbitraries is obtained by fixing the origin of time. It will be supposed

that x' = at r = 0. This gives the relation

0-1 (tti— ttj -f ai — Oj) -f- 0-2(03— 04) = 0.

The same choice of the origin of time in the generating solution gives Oj = aj

.

We have then
0-1 (ai- Oj) -t-tTj (aj - a^ = 0.

This equation may be regarded as determining Oj in terms of the arbitrary a^

.

There will then be in the final solution the two arbitraries ai and a^ besides

the parameter e. Since a^ and a^ occur always in the combination a^ -\- a^

they can be replaced by a single arbitrary. When the solutions of the

periodicity equations are substituted in (13), the desired continuation of

of the first generating solution is obtained.
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The discussion of the existence of the continuation of the second gener-
ating solution, which depends upon a^ as the first does on a^ , differs from
that just given only in notation, and will therefore be omitted. The orbits
are in the xi/-plane and have the period ^-k/o^ .

159. The Third Generating Solution.— It can be proved from the
integral that the last equation of (14) is redundant, and it will therefore be
suppressed. The period is 27r and the periodicity conditions are

a,(e-'"^'^'^^-l) + a,e-^'^'^'^^(-27r<r, V3T5+ • • )^^{K+ 0=0,

^^(g+...,v-r_i)4.^^e+=''^<.= v=i(+2T,r,v'^5-|- • • •)^e{K+ • •)=0,
[

(16)

a,(e-^"^^^-l)+ a,e-^'^'''^=i(-27rcr,v'-=T5+ • • •)+e(/i4o+ • • 0=0,

(c+7)[27r5+ • • •]+€(/i5o+ • • 0=0,

where the /lo are functions of ii, the explicit form of which will not be
given.

The first four equations are satisfied by Oj = Oj = aj = a^ = e = 0, and the

determinant of the terms which are linear in Oi , . .
.

, 04 is distinct from zero,

since o-j and o-j can not take integral values. Therefore these equations can

be solved for Oj , 0^, a, , and a.^ as power series in e, 5, and 7, vanishing

with €. Since the right member of the ^-equation in (11) carries the factor

z, the last equation carries the factor c+7. This factor is divided out and

the series for a.^, a^, a,, and a^ are substituted for these quantities. The
equation is satisfied by 5 = e = 0, and the coefficient of 5 is not zero. Hence

there is a unique solution for S in the required form. This value of 5 is

substituted in the series already found for a^, a^, a^, and a^. The quantity

7 remains arbitrary, but since it occurs always in the combination c + 7 it

will be absorbed in the arbitrary constant c. The periodicity equations

being satisfied in the required form, the existence of the orbits in question

is established.

For an orbit re-entering after m revolutions the periodicity equations

have a unique solution except when m is such that mo-i = m^ or nicri = m^
,

where m^ and m^ are integers. It will be shown later that the orbits exist

uniquely in these cases also. Since these orbits include as a special case those

re-entering after one revolution, it follows that no new orbits are obtained.

160. The Fourth Generating Solution.— In this case n is restricted

to those values for which m^a, = m,a, . Consequently the period is

2miTr/<7i = 2m,Tr/(T, . Just as in the case of the first generating solution, we

must put 7 = in order to satisfy the last two periodicity equations. The
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second equation of (14) can be suppressed because of the integral. The

required terms of the series for the a;, are found from equations (11), and

the expUcit forms of the periodicity conditions are

+ (a,+a0-^^^re:,(ai+aj(a,+a,)+ei3(a3+a3)(a,+aj]£^+ • • =0,

+ (a,+a3)^^^[0„(ai+aj(a,+a,)+033(a3+a3)(a,+ a,)]£''+ • • • =0,

+ ia,+ a,)^^^^[e^{a,+a,)ia,+a,)+e,,{a,+a,){a,+a,)]e'+ • • • =0,

where the 0^ are functions of ju which will not be given explicitly.

The first equation of (17) is solved for 5 and the result substituted in

the other two equations. After dividing them by e^ they have the form

(.a,+a,)[A,,{a,+a,){a^+a,)+A,,{a,+a,)ia,+ a,)']+e[- •]=0,

where the Atj are functions of /x. In order that solutions of the required

form shall exist, it is necessary that

a3[Aiiaia2+Ai2a3aJ = 0, aJ^2iOia2+A22a3a4] = 0. (19)

These equations are satisfied by 03 = 04= 0. When these conditions are

imposed, equations (18) can be solved uniquely for 03 and a^ as power series

in 6, vanishing with c. The generating solution is reduced to that con-

sidered in § 158, and it is now possible to supply the proof for the exceptional

cases which were not covered by the previous discussion.

For an orbit re-entering after one revolution the proof did not include

the case when o-i = tr2 . When mi = 171^=1 the discussion just given supplies

this deficiency. For an orbit re-entering after m revolutions, the case when
TO(r2 = o-i was not included. By putting m^ = m and Wj = 1, we have the

desired proof.

The corresponding cases arising from the second generating solution

can be treated by so combining the periodicity equations that the equations

(19) carry the factors a^ and a^ respectively. The discussion is then the

same as that just given.

In order that equations (19) may be satisfied by values of the Oj different

from zero, it is necessary that the determinant of the A^ should vanish.

This determinant can be developed as a power series in Vm. If it is identi-

cally zero in n, each coeflBcient of this series must vanish. The coefficient
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of V/I was computed and found to be different from zero. For the special

values of m under consideration here it may be possible to make this determi-

nant vanish, but because of its complicated character this possibiUty has not

been considered. The question of the existence of these orbits is thus left

open, but it seems improbable that the necessary conditions can be satisfied.

161. The Fifth Generating Solution.—The values of /i in this case are

such that the period of the generating solution is 2imr = 2m^-w/(Ti . The last

equation of (14) is suppressed. The remaining equations have the following

form:

(ai+Oi)5[+2miirV=T+ • • •]+e[an(ai+ 01)03

+012(01+01)04-1-013(02+02)03-1-01^(02+02)04+01503-1-01604]

+£' [021(01+ Oi)'+022(Oi+ Oi)'(02+02) +Oj3(Oi+ ai)(aj+ O2)'

+024(02+O2)'+026(ai+ai)(C+T)'+ 026(02+ O2)(C+ 7)='H ]-l =0,

(02+a2)5[-2mi7rV"=i:+ • • •]+« [feu (ai +01)0,

+ 612(01+01)04+613(02+02)03+614(02+02)04+6,5 a^+6ie o^]

+ e^[62i(Oi+Oi)'+ 622(0i+Oi)='(O2+O2)+623(ai+ ai)(02+02)''

+624(a2+02)'+625(ai+Oi)(c+T)^+62e(a2+02)(c+T)^+ •••]+•• =0, [ (20)

03[(e*""^='^^^-l)+ • • •]+6[cii(Oi+ai)'+Ci2(Oi+Oi)(02+02)

+C22(02+02)^+C2,(c+T)'+a3(- • •)+ a4(- • •)]+••• =0,

04[(e-*""'»''^^-l)+ • • ]+€[rfii(Oi+Oi)'+di2(ai+ai)(«s+a2)

+d^{a^+a,f+d^{c^yf+a,{-- •)+ a,{-- •)]+ ••• =0,

5[2m7r+ • • ']+t\_e,a,+e,a,+ b{e,+ • •)]+e[e,,{a,+a,Y

-\-e^ia,+a,f+e,,{a,+a,)ia,+a,)+e,,(c+yf

where the a„ , . . . , e« are functions of m which are readily determined.

The last three equations are solved for 03 , 04 , and 5, and the results thus

obtained are substituted in the first and second equations. After dividmg

by e^ these equations have the form

A(0i+ai)=(02+a2)+5(ai+0i)(c+T)^+6( • • • ) = 0, 1

^^^

C(Oi+Oi) (a,+a,y+D{a,+a,)ic+yy-\-€{ )=0. J
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In order that solutions of (21) of the required form shall exist, it is

necessary that

a, [Aa,a,+Bc'] = 0, a, [Ca,a,+D<f] = 0. (22)

These equations are satisfied by aj = Oj = 0. With a^ and a^ having this value,

equations (21) then have a unique solution for a^ and a^ . But the generating

solution has reduced to that considered in §159. The orbit obtained is,

therefore, the continuation of the third generating solution re-entering

after m revolutions, and moreover the value of (x is such that ma-^ = mj

,

where m^ is an integer. Thus we have a proof of the existence of an orbit

in one of the exceptional cases omitted in discussing the third solution.

In order that equations (22) may have a solution for which a^ja^, and c

are different from zero, it is necessary that the determinant of the A, B,

C, and D shall vanish. This determinant can be developed as a power series

in Viu. If it is identically zero, each coefficient in this development sepa-

rately must vanish. The coefficient of V/x was computed and found to be

different from zero. For special values of n it may be possible to satisfy

(22) by values of Oj, a^, and c which are distinct from zero. Because of the

complicated character of the coefficients, this possibility has not been

established. As in the preceding case, the existence of orbits of this type

seems improbable, but complete proof is lacking.

The discussion for the sixth generating solution differs only in notation

from that just given. No new orbits are found, but a proof is obtained of

the existence of the continuation of the third generating solution re-entering

after m revolutions, when m is such that ma-^ — m^ . This is another excep-

tional case not treated in the discussion of the third generating solution.

162. The Seventh Generating Solution.—The values of ix for this case

are such that the period is 21^,17 = 2miir/aj^
= 2m^iv/<r^. As in the previous

case, the last equation of (14) is suppressed. The remaining periodicity

equations have the following form:

(ai+ai)5[+2mi7rV^=T+ • • ']-\-2rmr\jp^^{a^+a^^{a^+a^)

+^i2(«i+ ai)(a3+a3)(a,+a4)+ ^i3(ai+ ai)(c+7)2]e2+ • =0,

{a^+ a^)b\_-2m^ivV^^+ O+Swtt [(p2i(ai+ ai) (Oa+aJ^

+^22(«2+a2)(«3+ a3)(«4+a4)+^23(«2+a2)(c+7)'']e'+ • • • =0,

{a,+ a,)8[-\-2m,TV^T-\- ]+2rmr l<p,,{a,+a,){a,+a^){a,-{-a,)

{a,+a,)8l-2m,TrV^T+ •']+2rmr[<p^{a,+ a,)(a,+a,)(a,-\-a,)

+<P^{a,+a,){a,+a,y+^^{a,+a,){c+yyy-\- • • =0,

2mTd + WTT [(^51 {a, + tti) (02+02)+ ^52 {a,+ 03) (a,+ aj

+<p^ic+yyy+ • • • =0,
where the cptj are functions of

ij,.

(23)
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The last equation of (23) is solved for 5, and the result obtained substi-
tuted in the first four. After dividing by e^ the equations have the form

(a2+a2)['/'2^(al+ al)(a,+a,)+,^,,(a3+a3)(a,+aJ-^^,3(c+7)^]+ €[• • •] = 0,

((^^+<^z)[Ma,+a,)(a,+a,)-\-^l^^(a,+a,){a,+a,)+^f^^(c+yy]+e[^ ] = 0,

(.a,+(i,)[Ma,+a,){a,+a,)+xly,,{a,+a,)(a,+a,)+rl^,,{c+yy]+e[- • •] =0,

where the ^,^ are functions of m- In order that solutions of these equations
of the required form shall exist, it is necessary that

«2 [^21 «! 02+^22 a3a4+fcc'] = 0, a,[xl/,, tt.a.+xl^^^ tt.a.+^l^,, c'] = 0.
j

These equations are satisfied by ai = a, = a, = a^ = 0. With these values
equations (24) can be solved in the required form for a^, a^, a,, and a^ . The
orbit obtained is the continuation of the third generating solution, and
re-enters after m revolutions. Moreover, ^ is such that 'm(r^ = mi and
mo-j = m^ , where m, m^ , and m^ are integers. This is the only remaining
exceptional case not considered in discussing the third generating solution.

It has now been shown that the continuation of the third generating solution

re-entering after m revolutions exists for all values of ix.

In order to obtain the continuation of the seventh generating solution,

it must be possible to satisfy (25) by values of the a, and c which are different

from zero. On eliminating these quantities, two functions of the ^ly are

obtained which must vanish if the non-vanishing solutions exist. These
functions can be developed as power series in V/x. If they are identically

zero each coefficient must separately vanish. The coefficient of V/I was
computed for one of the developments and found to be different from zero.

It follows, then, that equations (25) can not in general be satisfied in the

required way. For special values of m this may be possible, but on account

of the complicated character of the ^n the possibility has not been proved.

163. Construction of the Solutions in the Plane.—In constructing the

orbits in the plane it has been found convenient to use the normal variables

which were introduced in the discussion of the existence. The differential

equations are the first four of (11), and the solutions are given by (13),

when the quantity 7 has been put equal to zero. It has been shown that

the quantities a^, a^, a^, and 5 can be determined as power series in e,
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vanishing with e, so that the corresponding solution shall be periodic,

while the quantity a^ still remains arbitrary. When these series are sub-

stituted in (13), the expressions obtained for x^, z^, x^, x,^ can be rearranged

as power series in e which converge for sufficiently small values of «. We
have then

Xj — CCjo ~t~ 21ji C ~r Xj2 e ~P ' ' ' > '*'3 •''3U ~r •*'31 ^ "T" '''32 ' I

^2 = 3^20 I '''21 ^~r'''22 t
I ' ' * ) -^i^^ •^iOi'^il ^ I •''42 ^ i

5 = 5i€+52e'+

(26)

where the Xtj are functions of t.

It has been shown that the series (26) have the following properties:

(a) They satisfy the differential equations identically in c.

(6) Each Xi] is periodic with the period 2Tr/(ri for one set of orbits, and

with the period 2ir/<r2 for the other set.
|

(c) We have supposed that x' = at t = 0, and therefore it follows that

(ri(xi— 0^2)+ o'2 (^3—3^4) = at T = 0.

(d) The arbitrary ai occurs always with the arbitrary a^ in the combi-

nation tti+ ai ; there will be no loss of generality if 0^ is specialized.

It will be supposed, then, that a^ is taken so that at t =

Xi+Xi+Xs+x^= tti+aa = a.

The differential equations in the normal variables are

x[-<x,{l+S) V^x, = A,iX,e+ )+B,{Y,e+ ),
xi+a,{l+8)V^x, = A,{X,e+ • ..)+B,{Y,e+ ),
xl-a,{l+8)V^x, = A,iX,e+ )+B,{Y,e+ -),

x:+a,{l+8)V^x,= A,{X,e+ )+B,(Y,e+ • • •)•

(27)

The series (26) are now substituted in these equations, and the coefficients

of the corresponding powers of e are equated. The resulting equations are

solved for the a;«, and the periodicity conditions are imposed.

The construction will be made first for the orbits with the period 27r/<^i •

The terms independent of e are given by the equations

a;io-o-iV'^a;io = 0, aj3„-(r2V'^:^X3„ = 0,
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The general solution of these equations is

On applying condition (6), it is found that a,,= a^, = 0, and from (c) and (d)

that aio = ajo = a/2. The solution satisfying the conditions is, then,

which, expressed in terms of the original variables by (10), becomes

x, = acos<r,T, 2/0= - ^^}\Zl^'"' cos«r,r - -^^ sin^r.r. (28)

The coefficients of the first power of e are given by the equations

xi,+<T,V^l x,,= -(7iV^T 5,x,o+A, Zf+5, yf

,

a:«+<r2V^T a;,i= -a^ v^^T 5ia;,„+.l4 Zf+5, Ff,

where Zj"' and F^"' represent the expressions obtained by substituting x^

and ?/o for x and t/ in Zg and Fj . In order that the solution of the first

equation shall be periodic, the coefficient of e'^'^'^'' in the right member
must vanish. Otherwise non-periodic terms of the type Te'"^~^'' will be

introduced. For the same reason the coefficients of g-'^'V-i'-^ g^^v^ir^ ^j^^

g-<r2v=rT
jjj ii^Q right members of the second, third, and fourth equations

respectively must vanish. All the terms of this type come from the first

terms of the right members, since the other terms are of the second degree

in Xio , Xjo , Xgo , and x^o . Since 0:30 = X40 = 0, these conditions are satisfied in

the third and fourth equations. Since we have at our disposal the undeter-

mined quantity Sj, the desired result is obtained in the first and second

equations by putting 8^ = 0,

The equations are now integrated and conditions (6) ,
(c) , and (d) are

imposed. The details of this work will not be given. The results expressed

in the original variables are

Xi = ai^+au cosffiT+ai', sino-iT+aia cos2o-iT+aj2 sin2aiT,

Vi = &10+ ^11 coso-jT-f Ki sin<riT+&i2 cos2o-iT+ 6(2 sin2(riT, (29)
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"^^^'^
« - 9^0+3V3(l- 2m) ^,0 . „__.^,^) a'=-2a'ttiQ

— —-

—

J- V ' "11— \^ia\'^\i)} "u ^"12 >

27^(1 — m)

^ (l6(r^+9)A,,+3V3(l-2M)^i2+16<rig;,
.

^''~
l2a\{b<T\-\)

I __ (l6(7^+9)^;,-16(riBia+3\/3(l-2M)^[2 .

"'^~
12(7^5(7?-!)

, _
I

3\/3 (1-2m)Ao-3.Bio ;, _ 3\/3(l-2M)Qii+8o-ia'i .^''-'^
27m(1-m)

' "~ 4cr?+9

, / _ _ 8o-iaii-3V3(l-2M)aii
''""

4cr?+ 9

,
I
3\/3(l-2M)^i2-16o-i^(2-(l6gi+3)-Bi2

''^^"^
12(rK5«T?-l)

yj _s 16(rtAi,+ 3V3(l-2M)Ai2- (160-1+ 3)^(2
,'^^^"'^

12(7?(5(r?-l)

^i„= + ^[7(1-2m)-2V3(6i+6,)-44(1-2m)&i62]'

^2= + ^[7(1-2m)-2V3(6,+6,)-22(1-2m)(6^+&D]'

<= + ||^[V3 + 11(1-2m)(6i+62)]'

Bio = - |f^[ V3+66(1-2m)(6i+&2)
+ 12V3 6i&J -

5,, = - ^[ V3+66(l-2M)(6i+62)+6V3(6^+feD] '

^- = + /?|^[ll(l-2M)+3V3(&i+b.)]
4(r?+ 9

It will now be shown that this method of obtaining the coefficients of

(26) is general. Suppose a;^ and 5j (z = l, . . . , 4; j = 0, . . . , w— 1) have

been determined and that the a;« are periodic. For the determination of

Xin and 5„ we have equations of the following form

:

n+1 _
a;2n+'^iV^^a;2„= -cr.V^r 5„a:2o+ 2 %,e"'^^''^'!i^,er"'^^-'^\

,

1=0

»+i

^4„+<^2^'^^=Tx4„= -(T^V^i 5„a;,o+ S [04je^'"-^i-+i74,e-''''^=^^]

,

where the 6ij and riij are known constants. Since x^^ = x^o = 0, no non-

periodic terms can enter the solutions of the last two equations. In order

that the solutions of the first two equations shall be periodic, it is necessary

that the coefficients of e'^'^'^^ and e"""*''^'- in the first and second respectively

(30)
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shall vanish. This gives for the determination of d„ , the only undetermined

constant, two equations (TiV^T a 5„+ 2011 = 0, o-iV — 1 a5„— 2r;2i = 0. Since

the existence proof has shown that 6 is uniquely determined, it follows that

these equations must give the same determination of 5„

.

An additional proof is obtained by means of the integral (5'). The
terms of this integral which are independent of e are first expressed in the

normal variables. Then the variables are replaced by their expressions as

power series in e and the terms are rearranged so that the integral remains

a power series in e. Since the integral is an identity in t and e, it follows

that the coefficient of each power of e must reduce to a constant identically

in T. We will consider the coefficient of e". When the expressions for the

x«j as functions of t are substituted, this coefficient consists of a sum of

linearly independent functions of t. The coefficients of each of these

functions must then vanish.

Let <pi and <pj denote the coefficients of e"'"^^^^ and e""'^^'' in the first

and second equations of (30) respectively. Then, on integrating these

equations, the terms in Xi„ and X2n carrying <Pi and (p^ are found to be

The terms in the coefficient of e" in the integral which carry Xm and x^ are

— oCTi
I

(^13— X^o) {Xin— X2n) ~r {b^XiQ 02X20) (OiXm Oa^anjJ

— 6{Xia+^2o)ixin+X2n)-l8{biXio-\-b2X2Q)ibiXi„-'rh2X2n) (31)

- 6V3(1 -2m) [(a^io+a^so) {biXi„+b2X2„)+ {xin+X2n) {hx,o-\-b2X2o)~\
•

When the expressions for x^^, x^a, x^, and Xan are substituted, terms carrying

T, re^""^^^ and re"^'"^'^^ are obtained. All other terms entering this

coefficient contain only x^^ (i = 1, . . . , 4; i = 1, . . . , w-1), and are

consequently periodic. Hence the total coefficients of the above non-

periodic terms are obtained from (31). Since the coefficients must vanish,

relations are obtained which ^'i and ^2 must satisfy. The coefficients of

^g2<r,v=ir
ajj(j

^g-2<r>v=rr yanish identically. The coefficient of t gives the

relation 32 a\{^a\-\) {ip, + V2)/(4(tH 9) = 0- Since <y\>l, the coefficient

of ^j+^2 does not vanish, and we have <pi+<p2 = 0. Both tp^ and <p2 carry 6„

linearly. Hence if 5„ is determined so that either of them vanishes, it follows

that the other must vanish also . The determination of S„ is therefore unique

.

Equations (30) are now integrated. By means of conditions (6), (c),

and {d), the new arbitrary constants are uniquely determined in terms of the

original arbitrary a. The results when expressed in the original variables

have the form
n+l «+l

a^„ = S f
^"^ cosir+<, sinir ] , Vn=^[K cosJT+b'„j sinjr]

,

J=0
^='>

. ggn _ 27121

(32)
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From the character of the differential equations it is readily shown

that x„ and y^ carry the factor a"+', that 5„ carries the factor a", and that

a enters in no other way. Recalling the transformation by which e was

introduced, we have the final series

x = x^i+x^^+ • •
, ?/ = 2/o€+2/ie'+ • • •

, 5 = 5ie+52€''+ • • •
, (33)

the Xj
, yi , and dj being given by (32). From the way in which a enters

the series, it is seen that the arbitraries a and e occur always in the combi-

nation ae. Therefore we can put a = l without loss of generality, and the

final series contain the single arbitrary e.

Fig. 4.

The construction for the other orbits in the plane differs only in notation

from that just given. The corresponding expressions for the Xj
, yj , and 5j

can be obtained simply by replacing a^ by a^ .

For very small values of e the shape of the orbits deviates but slightly

from that of the generating ellipses. For /i = 0.01 and € = 0.001 two terms

of (33) were computed for each set of orbits.

The curves found are given in Fig. 4, the dotted ellipses representing

the generating solutions. The major semi-axis of the first generating solu-

tion is 0.00111, while that of the second is 0.00115. The finite bodies are at

the distance unity in the directions indicated. The motion, as indicated

by the arrows, is in the clockwise direction (the finite bodies revolve in the

opposite direction), the starting-point being the point in the fourth quadrant

where the tangent is parallel to the y-axis. The periods are 2w{l-{-d)/(ri

and 2ir(l-l-6)/(rj for the first and second solutions respectively.
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164. Construction of the Solution with Period Itr.—The discussion of

the existence has shown that the quantities aj , a^, a,, a^, and 5 can be

determined as power series in e, vanishing with e, so that x^, Xj, x^, Xi, and z

will be periodic with the period 27r. When the power series obtained in this

way are substituted in (13), we have, after re-arrangement, Xi , Xj , Xj , X4 , and z

expressed as power series in e , which converge for e sufficiently small. By the

use of equations (10) , x and y can be expressed in the same way. Therefore

the solution has the form

x = Xa-{-Xie+Xi€^+ • • •

,
z = z„-{-Zie+z^e'+ •

, 1

2/ = 2/o+2/i€+2/2€'+ • • •
,

5 = 0+5ie+52e'+ • • • •

J

The series (34) have the following properties:

(a) They satisfy the differential equations identically in e.

(b) Each Xj,yj, and Zj is periodic with the period 27r.

(c) z(0)=0; therefore zXO)=0 (i=0, 1, 2, . . . 00).

(d)z'{0)=c; therefore Zo(0)=c, z'jiO)=0 ij = l,2. . . . «>).

(35)

The last property follows from the fact that the arbitrary 7 occurs always

with the arbitrary c in the form c+7, and can be put equal to zero without

loss of generality.

The differential equations are

rc"-2(l+ 5)2/'-(l+5)^[fx+f V3(1-2m)2/] = {l+ 8y[X,e+X,e'+ • • •],

t/"+2(l+5)x'-(2+5)=[fV3(l-2M)x+f?/] = (l+ 5){F,6+F36^+ •••],[ (36)

z" + (l+syz={l+ dy[Z, 6+^36^+ • • •]•

The series (34) are to be substituted in these equations and the coefficients

of the powers of e equated. The Xj,yj, and Zj are determined by solving the

equations thus obtained and imposing on the results the conditions (35).

The terms independent of e are given by the equations

x:-22/:-fxo-fV3(l-2M)2/„ = 0,

y':+24- f V3 (1-2m) X, - f t/o = 0,

The general solution of these equations is

(37)

= a„, e-^=^^+a:, e--^^+ao, e-^—+0^ e"-^—

,

2'o
= CoiCOST+CoiSinT.

(38)
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By condition (b), we must have

and conditions (c) and (d) give respectively

Cqi = U, Cqi = C.

The solution satisfying the given conditions is, then,

3^0= 0, yo= 0, 0o = csinT. (39)

The coefficients of the first power of e are given by the equations

x:-2y[-^x-^V3{l-2^.)y,= ^ (1-2m)(1- cos2r),

2/r+ 2a;:-fV3(l-2M)x,-f2/,= ^^(l-cos2r),

z"+Zi= — 25iCsinT.

(40)

In order that the last equation of this set shall have a periodic solution, it

is necessary that the coefficient of sinr shall vanish. Hence we impose the

condition 5i
= 0. Upon solving these equations and imposing the conditions

(35), we find

8c^(l— 2u) o ,
8V3c' . o^1= -i^—^A.

—

^^ cos2t+ —

—

^, „ .„ sm2T,
' 73-9(1-2m) 73-9(1-2/x)^

'

VZ 2 ,
V3c'[l9-3(l-2/i)'] o 8c=(1-2m) • o

y^=--W''+ 2[73-9(1-2m)-]
'"'^^ -

73 -9(1 -2m)-
^^^^r,

z,=0, 5i
= 0.

From the coefficients of e^ we get

x':-2yi-^x,-^V3{l-2t,)y, = 0,

2/:+2x^-f V3(l-2M)x3-f^, = 0,

z"4-z--\'2rS - 24/x(1-m)c^ 1 • ^ 24m(1-m)c^ „:„o^

(41)

(42)

In order that z^ shall be periodic, the coefficient of sin t in the right member of

the last equation must vanish. The relation obtained determines 8^ uniquely.

The solution of these equations satisfying the given conditions is

Xi = 0, 2/2
= 0,

^ _ 9/x(l -m)c^
i

, 3m(i-m)c' j 3^^

73_9(1-2m)^^''^'^+73-9(1-2m)='
^''^'^^'

^ _ 12m(1-m)c'
' 73 -9(1 -2m)''

(43)
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For the general terms we proceed by induction. Suppose that Xj,yj, Zj,

and Sj(j = 0, 1, . . . ^ n — 1) have been determined, and that for j even
it has been found that

^^ = 0, yj = 0, 2y= 2 [c* cos(2A;+l)T+c;sin(2A;+l)rl;

while for j odd, it has been found that

W+l)/2

Xj= 2J [«i; cos2A;T+at sin2A;T],

yj= 2 [*^t cos2A;T + 6t sin2A;T],
t==i

Zj= 0, dj = 0.

It can be readily shown that when n is even the coefficients of e" are

given by the equations

x:-22/:-fx„-fV3(l-2M)2/„ = 0,

2/:+2x:-fV3(l-2/x)a;„-fT/, = 0,

re/2

2:+0„=-2c5„sinr + 2)[C^:ViCos(2y+l)r+C+iSin(2i+l)r].
j=o

(44)

In order that the last equation shall have a periodic solution we must impose

the conditions

-2c5„+(7(<"> = 0, ^{"' = 0.

The first relation serves for the determination of 5„ . Since by the existence

proof the periodic solution is known to exist it follows that the expression

(7{"' is zero.

An additional proof that Cf is zero is obtained by considering the

integral (5')- The series for z, y, z are substituted and the terms are

re-arranged as a power series in e. Each coefficient of this series must reduce

to a constant identically in t. Consider the coefficient of e". The terms

of this coefficient which carry Zn are

2zX+'^^^Zn. (45)

Suppose a;o ,..., a;„
; 2/o ,...,?/„; 2o J

••• > ^n-i ;
Sj , . . . , 3„_i have

been determined and that the Xi, yj, and Zj are periodic. The equation

for the determination of z„ has the form

<+2're = '7sinT+Cr' COST+ • •
•

On integrating, the following non-periodic terms are obtained

2»= - flT COST - Icr T sinr.
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When the expressions for Xj, yj, and Zj as functions of t are substituted in

the coefficients of e" in the integral, the only non-periodic terms obtained

come from Zn . They are of the form r, t sin2T, and t cos2t. Since the

coefficient of e" is a constant identically in t, it follows that the coefficients

of these non-periodic terms are zero. Those for t sin2T and r cos2t vanish

identically. The coefficient of t gives the relation c Cf = 0. Since Ct^O, it

follows that (7r = 0.

Upon integrating (44) and imposing conditions (35), we find

2:„ = c„,cosT-|-c;liSinT

- S [ife cos(2,+l).+ jj|±-5 si„(2i+l)r].

(46)

The quantities Cj'Vi and C^J+i are known from the differential equations.

The constants of integration c„i and c„i are found by (c) and (d) of (35) to

have the values
n/2 n/2

, _ y gr;+i /(n)_ y (2i+i)o, ."~
;;^4j-(i+i)' " ^ 4j(j+i)

When n is odd the equations obtained from the coefficients of e" are

{n+l)/2

a;:-22/:-fa;„-fV3(l-2M)i/„= j) [^r cos2^+4'^"' sin 2ir],
3=0

(n+l)/2

^:+2x:-fV3(l-2M)a;„-f2/„= 2 [Brcos2ir+5;^">sin2ir],
;=o

^r+^n = -25„csinT.

(47)

From the last equation it follows at once that 5„ = 0, for otherwise z„ will

not be periodic. Integrating these equations and imposing the periodicity

equations, we find

"'
^, L" 16/(4/-1)+27m(1-m) ^ "^^"^

,
- (l6i^+9)Ar 4- 3 V3 (1 - 2m) ^r + 16.7 ^7"^ ^^, 9 .1^ 16/(4/-1)+27u(1-u) COSJjrJ,

16/(4/-1)+27m(1-m)

_ '"^'^ ri6iAr-H3V3(l-2M)Ar-(l6.f + 3)^:"" -^ .
,>

^" ^ L 16/(4/-1)+27m(1-m) ' '^•^'^

, 3 V3 (1 - 2 m) Ar - 16iAT - (16.7^+ 3) Bf ^ .1^
16/(4f-l)+27M(l-M) COS/JTJ,

z» =0, 6„= 0.

(48)
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If we make use of the transformation by which the parameter e was
introduced, we have for the final series

5 = 5ie+52e2+536^+
(49)

the Xj, yj, Zj, and 5^ being given by (46) and (48). It is not difficult to

show that x„, y„, and Zn carry the factor 0"+^ and 5„ the factor c", and that c

enters these expressions in no other way. Consequently in (49) the arbi-

traries c and e occur always in the combination ce . Therefore we may put

c = l without loss of generality. The final series then contain only the

arbitrary e.

An approximate idea of the shape of

the orbit can be obtained by considering

the first two terms of (49). These terms

were computed for ju = 0.01 and € = 0.5.

The projection on the a;?/-plane is an ellipse

of small eccentricity whose center is on the

negative ?/-axis and whose major axis cuts

the positive x-axis. This projection is

shown in Fig. 5. The projections on the

xz and yg-planes are shown in Fig. 6 and

Fig. 7 respectively. The orbit thus con-

sists of two elongated loops, one above

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

and the other below the a;2/-plane, the double point being in the fourth

quadrant of the a;?/-plane.

If T is replaced by t+tt in the expressions for Xj, y,, and Zi, then Xj

and yj remain unchanged while it is seen that Zj changes sign. It foUows

that the loops are symmetrical with respect to the a;2/-plane, and that each

loop is described in half the period. For positive values of e the upper loop

is described first, and the motion is such that the projection of the infini-

tesimal body on the a;2/-plane moves in the clockwise direction. The period

of the motion is given by the relation T = 27r(l+5).
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Orbits about the Point II.—To each of the orbits about point I there

corresponds an orbit about point II. The proofs of the existence of these

orbits were omitted, since they are similar to those for the first point. The
series for these orbits can be obtained easily from the corresponding series

for the first set of orbits. The differential equations for the orbits about

point II are obtained from those for the orbits about point I by changing

the sign of -y/s • The periodicity conditions to be imposed are the same

in both cases. It follows, therefore, that the solutions for the one case

can be obtained from those for the other by changing the sign of Va • There-

fore, in order to get the series for the orbits about the second point we make
this change in the series already obtained for the first point. On referring

to equations (1) and (2), it is seen that the differential equations for point

I reduce to those for point II if the signs of y and t are changed. Hence
this transformation can be made geometrically by a refiection in the a;2^plane

and a reversal of the direction of motion. Thus, it is easy to get an idea

of the shape of these orbits from those already discussed.



Chapter X.

ISOSCELES-TRIANGLE SOLUTIONS OF THE
PROBLEM OF THREE BODIES.

By Daniel Buchanan.

165. Introduction.—This chapter treats of periodic solutions of the

problem of three bodies, in which two of the masses are finite and equal.

The third body is started at the initial time t^ from the center of gravity of

the equal masses, and the initial conditions are so chosen that it moves in

a straight line and remains equidistant from the other bodies. In I the

third body is assumed to be infinitesimal and the initial conditions are so

chosen that the equal bodies move in a circle about the center of mass.*

In II the third body is considered infinitesimal and the initial conditions

are so chosen that the equal bodies move in ellipses with the center of mass

as the common focus. In III the third body is considered finite and the

solutions derived have the same period as those obtained in I, and reduce

to those solutions when the third body becomes infinitesimal.

I. PERIODIC ORBITS WHEN THE FINITE BODIES MOVE IN A
CIRCLE AND THE THIRD BODY IS INFINITESIMAL.

166. The Differential Equation of Motion.—Let m^ and m^ be two

finite bodies of equal mass, and n an infinitesimal body. Let the unit of mass

be so chosen that mi = m2= 1/2 ; the linear unit so that the distance between

Wj and m^ shall be unity; and the unit of time so that the Gaussian con-

stant shall be unity. Let the origin of coordinates be taken at the center

of mass, and the ^rj-plane as the plane of motion of the finite bodies. Let

the coordinates of Wj , m^ , and m be ?i , tji , ; ^2 , r?2 , ; and 0, 0, f respectively.

If m, and m^ are started at the points 1/2, 0, and - 1/2, 0, 0, respectively,

so that they move in a circle, then

^i=-^2=^co8(t-Q, 7,,= -71,= ^ sin (t-t,).

*When the finite bodies move in a circle, the motion of the infinitesimal body can be completely deter-

mined by means of elliptic integrals. The problem was first solved in this way by Pavanini in a memoir,

"Sopra una Nuova Categoria di Soluzioni Periodiche nel Problema dei Tre Corpi," Annali di Malematica,

Serira III vol. XIII (1907), pp. 179-202. The elliptic integrals obtained by Pavanini were later developed

independently by MacMillan in an article, "An Integrable Case in the Restricted Problem of Three Bodies,"

Astronomical Journal, Nos. 625-626 (1911). MacMillan further developed the solution as a power series

in a parameter, the coeflScients of which are periodic functions of t. The solution obtained in I has a

close relation to MacMillan's solution. 325
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The differential equation for the motion of the infinitesimal body is

}"= ^ , CI")

i-j-4f2)V2
y^j

where the accents denote derivatives with respect to t. The integral of (1) is

(f')
'
=

(i_|-4f2)1/2
+ ^> (2)

where C is the constant of integration. If C is positive, the particle ix recedes

to infinity. If C is negative, the particle /i does not pass beyond a finite

distance from the origin. From a consideration of (2) it can be shown that,

if C is negative, the particle crosses the ^ij-plane. Hence the initial time

<o can be chosen, without loss of generality, as the time when the particle

is in the |»j-plane. It can also be shown from (2) that if C is negative,

the motion of the particle is periodic, and that the period can be expressed

as a power series in the initial velocity of n, whose limit is 2ir/\/^ as the

initial velocity approaches zero. We shall, however, prove the existence of

a periodic solution of (1) by a different method.

167. Proof of Existence of a Periodic Solution of Equation (1).—In

this proof it is convenient to make the transformation

t-t,= VWiX+ b)T, (3)

where 5 is to be determined so that the solution of (1) shall be periodic in r

with the period 27r. At t = let

r= 0, f = a, (4)

where f = d^/dr. Let us make the further transformation

^ = az; (5)

then when (3) and (5) are substituted in equation (1), we obtain

^
(l+4aV)'/^' ^^^

where 'i is the second derivative of z with respect to r. The initial conditions

for z become, as a consequence of (4) and (5),

2(0) =0, i!(0) = l. (7)

For \a\ sufiiciently small the right member of (6) can be expanded into

the series

z

where

= -(l+ 5)2|l+( J/2)4a^2='+ . • • +(~^y2)(4aV)'+ • • • l (8)

/-3/2\ ^ \i)\ri) • • •

( V")
\ i ) 1 . 2 • • • i
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Equation (8) can be integrated as a power series in a^ and 5 which converges

for 0^T^27r, provided \a\ and |5| are sufficiently small. Let us write this

solution in the form

z= i ZzuS'a''. (9)

The initial values of the Zt^ as determined from (7) are

2u(0)=0, {i,j=0, ... 00),

I

20,0(0) = !, 2^(0) =0 {i+j>0).
j

Upon substituting (9) in (8) and equating the coefficients of the various

powers of 5 and a', we obtain differential equations from which the Ztj can

be determined so that the initial conditions (10) shall be satisfied.

The differential equation for the term independent of 5 and a^ is

and the solution of it which satisfies (10) is

20,0= sin T.

The differential equation for the term in 5 alone is

2'i,o+3i,o=-sinT,

and the solution of it which satisfies (10) is

2i.o=-|sinT + Jcosr.

The solution of equation (8) is therefore

2 = sin T+ 5 r^ cos T — -^ sin T 1 +terms of higher degree in a^ and 8. (11)
L2 2-1 ^

With the initial conditions (7), the variable z is an odd function of r,

and therefore a sufficient condition that it shall be periodic with the period

27r in T is 2(7r) = 0. With the value of z given in (11), this condition becomes

= — ^ 5+terms of higher degree in a^ and 5. (12)

Since the coefficient of 5 is different from zero, this equation can be solved

uniquely for 5 as a power series in a^ vanishing with al Let us denote

this solution for 5 by

5= is^.a". (13)

When (13) is substituted in (9), we obtain

2=i22;a", (14)
^=0
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which converges for \a\ sufficiently small. Since the periodicity condition

has been satisfied, z is periodic in t with the period 2ir. Hence

S,,(r+27r)=2,,(r) 0- = 0, ... oo). (15)

The initial values of z^j as determined from (7) are

z,j{0)=0 U=0, ... 00),

I

0o(o) = i, ^,,(o)=o a=i. ...<«).
J

168. Direct Construction of the Periodic Solution of Equation (1).
—^Let

us substitute (13) and (14) in (8) and equate the coefficients of the various

powers of a\ Since the result is an identity in a^, there is obtained a series

of differential equations from which the coefficients of the solution (14) can

be determined.

The differential equation for the term independent of a' is

4+2:0= 0,

and the solution of it which satisfies (15) and (16) is

Zo= sinT.

The differential equation for the term in a^ is

02+22= -52 2o+6zo=(-^2+|)sinT-|sin3T.

The term sinr gives rise to a non-periodic term in the solution, and, in

order that (15) shall be satisfied, its coefficient must be zero. Hence

and the solution for z^ satisfying (16) is

^2= ^(sin3T— 3sinT).

The differential equation for the term in a* is

'24+^4=- (54+ ^)sinT+6sin3T-|sin5r.

In order that (15) shall be satisfied, S^ must have the value

and the solution for z^ is found to be

24= ^[431sinT-192sin3T+29sin5T],

where the constants of integration have been determined so as to satisfy (16).
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So far as computed, it has been found that the Sjj are uniquely deter-

mined by the periodicity and the initial conditions, and that each z^j is a sum
of sines of odd multiples of r, the highest multiple being 2j+l. We shall

now show by an induction to the general term that all the b^, are uniquely

determined by the same conditions, and that all the z^^ have the properties

which have been stated. Let us assume that b^, . . . , b^j-i) z^, . . . , 22^-2

have been uniquely determined, and that each S2j.(A; = 0, . . .
,
j—l) is a

sum of sines of odd multiples of r, the highest multiple being 2k-\-l. From
these assumptions and the differential equations it will be shown that

b^j and Zij are uniquely determined, and that z^j is a sum of sines of odd

multiples of r, the highest multiple being 2j+ l.

Let us consider the term in a". The differential equation is

Z^j+Z2j= —b^jZa+Z^j, (17)

where Z^j is a known function of 2:2,(1 = 0, . . . ,i— 1) and 52* {k = l, . . .
,j—l)-

The general term in Z^j has the form

where \, . . . , X*; Mi, • • •
, m* ; P, and g are positive integers (or zero)

having the following properties

:

(a) Mi+ • • • +Mi is an odd integer,

(6) MiXi+ • • +M*Xt+Mi+ • • • +M»-l+9P = 2i,

(c) (? is or 1.

Since each z^ , . . . , z^j^^ is a sum of sines of odd multiples of t, it

follows from (a) that Z,j is a sum of sines of odd multiples of t. The

highest multiple is

N,j = fji,i\+1)+ • • • +M*(Xi+l)=2i+l-gp.

The highest value of ^"2; is obtained when q = and is, therefore, 2j+l.

Hence (17) has the form

4+22. = [-52.+«nsinr+af^sin3r+ • • • +af,l,sm(2j+l)r, (18)

where a!", . . . , a^j+i are known constants. From (15) it follows that

O2J — «! •

The solution of (18) satisfying (16) is therefore

2,, = ^rsinT+^rsin3r+ • • • +^fAsin(2i+l)r,
''2 J

where

Ar =-S(2A;+l)^«A,

,131)

AM _J ^2*+l _ (fc = l, . . . ,j).
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Hence the periodic solution of (1) in terms of the variable t is

f= ^ = asinT+^a'[sin3T-3sinT] + :^[431sinT-192sin3T+29sin5T]

+ • • • +a"+^[ArsinT+Arsin3r+ • • • +^'^,^,sin(2j+ l)r]+ • • • •

(19)

It is a power series in odd powers of a with sums of sines of odd multiples

of T in the coefficients. The highest multiple of t in the coefficient of a^*+^

is 2A;+1. In the sequel we shall call such a series a triply odd power series.

The period in t is 27r, and in t it is

^[l+ |a.-fa'+fa-H- • ]'

II. SYMMETRICAL PERIODIC ORBITS WHEN THE FINITE BODIES

MOVE IN ELLIPSES AND THE THIRD BODY IS INFINITESIMAL.

169. The Differential Equation.—Let Wj and m^ represent the two

finite bodies and m the infinitesimal body. Let the system of coordinates be

chosen as in § 166. Let the unit of mass be so chosen that m^ = m^ = 1/2,

and then let the linear and time units be so determined that the mean dis-

tance from nil to m^ and the gravitational constant are each unity. With
these units the mean angular motion of the bodies also is unity.

Let M be started from the center of gravity of lUi and Wj perpendicu-

larly to the plane of their motion when they are at apsides of their orbits,

which can be assumed to lie on the |-axis. From the symmetry of the

motion with these initial conditions, it follows that

Let the motion of the finite bodies be referred to a system of axes

rotating about the f-axis with the uniform velocity unity. The coordinates

referred to the rotating axes are defined by

Xi= ^iCost+r]tsmt, yt=—^tSmt+ritCost, 2 = f (t = l, 2).

The Xi and yt are determined by the conditions that wij and m^ shaU move
in ellipses and be at apsides at < = <„, which in this case is put equal to zero.

Then it follows, from the properties of elliptic motion, that

where

Xi=-X2 = rcos{v-t), y,= -y2 = rsm(v-t), (20)

r =m[l— ecosf-|-|-(l — cos20 • • •]'

V =f-|-2esin<-|-|e''sin2f-h • • •
,

m = mi= m2=-> e = eccentricity of eUipses.
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The differential equation for the motion of n is

where

//_ mz mz _ 2mz ,^^s

When we substitute the values of Xt and t/, from (20), equation (21) becomes

//^ —2mz

[m='{l-2ecos«+ ^(3-cos2i)+ • • •}
+^'1'^' ^^^^

Where m occurs in the denominator we shall substitute its value 1/2,

but in the numerator we shall make the substitution m = mo+X, and con-

sider X as a variable parameter while m and Wq both remain fixed. In order

to obtain the solution of the physical problem we must put X =w— mo in

the final results. With these substitutions, (22) becomes

2"=-(m„+X)2)^«+i2"+S (23)

where

E,= +W[l+decost+^{l-\-Scos2t)-\- • - ]>

^3=-96[l+5ecos<-|- •']>

and where each E2J+1 is a power series in e with cosines of integral multiples

of t in the coefficients, the highest multiple being the same as the exponent

of the eccentricity e.

170. Determination of the Period by a Necessary Condition for a

Periodic Solution of (23).—If the motion is periodic, let the period be denoted

by T. Since the period of motion of the finite bodies is 27r, we must have

T= 2vTr, (24)

where p is an integer which denotes the number of revolutions made by the

finite bodies in the period T.

Let us take the initial conditions

2(0) = 0, z'iO) = a. (25)

With these initial conditions it can be shown from (23) that z is an odd

function of t Hence if m is started from the ^jj-plane when wij and r)% are

at apsides of their orbits, a necessary and sufficient condition that z shall be

periodic with the period T is

2(772) =0. (26)
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In order to determine the period T from the condition (26), we inte-

grate equation (23) as a power series in a and X, but only in so far as the

term of the first degree in a is concerned. The differential equation for

this term is

z'l,+m,E,z,,, = 0. (27)

This equation belongs to the class of differential equations with periodic

coefficients which was treated in Chapter III, where it was found that the

character of the solutions depends upon whether or not 4\/m^ is an integer.

Since mj depends upon the way in which m is separated into mo+X, and since

|X| must be taken small in order that certain solutions appearing in the

sequel shall be convergent, the value of m^ is in the vicinity of 1/2. We
may therefore regard 4Vm^ as not an integer, and when it is not an integer

the general solution of (27) is

2i,o

=

Af e'^^^'u.^-Af e-<^^^' w,

,

(28)

where u^ and u^ are conjugate complex functions of the form

CO n

Wi = 1+ 2) 2 [+ "'^-^ ^*' sinkt+K^ (coskt

-

1)] e",

00 n

^2= 1+2 S [- V"^=^ai'"sinA;«+6f (cosA;^-!)] e",

The Af and Af are constants of integration; the af and &»"' are real con-

stants which depend upon the coefficients of the various powers of e in ^i

;

and 0- is a power series in e with real constant coefficients, determined by
the condition that u^ and u^ shall be periodic with the period 2%.

From (25) we have

Af+Af = 0, [ayf^+u[mAf+[-<7^/^-^u'M]Af = a. (29)

Since ^2(0) = —u[{Q), the determinant of the coefficients of Af and Af in

(29) is

A=-2[(r\/^T+w;(0)] = \/^TAi, (30)

where Aj is real, and it is different from zero because A is the determinant

of a fundamental set of solutions at t = 0. The solutions of (29) for Af and

Af are

V— la^(0)_ __^(0)_
Ai

Since Af vanishes with a, and conversely, it is convenient to integrate

(23) as a power series in Af and X.
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The form of the solution of (23) arranged as a power series in Af is

where P is a power series in Af\ X, and e. Upon imposing the condition

(26) that z shall be periodic with the period T, we obtain

=4r w.(f)[e"^^^ - e-'^'^+Arp(Ar, X, e; |). (31)

This equation is satisfied by Af^ = 0, but this value of Af leads to the trivial

solution z= 0. In order, then, that (31) shall have a solution for J.f' which
is different from zero, the coefficient of Af must be zero. Now

uAy) ~ ^> °^ ^+^ power series in e,

according as p in (24) is even or odd respectively. Hence Mi(T/2) 5^0 for |e|

sufficiently small, and we have

e'^-^f-e-'^^^f =0. (32)

In order that this condition for the existence of a periodic solution may be

satisfied, T must have the value

rp^ 2Nir
^

where N is an integer which denotes the number of oscillations made by
the infinitesimal body in the period T. Then it follows from (24) that

N= va. (33)

If (T is a rational fraction, v can be so chosen thatN will be an integer. Inas-

much as tr is a continuous function of e, it can be made a rational fraction

by a proper choice of e less than any value of |e| which will insure the

convergence of the power series. The numerical values of N and v can be

obtained when o- has been determined as a rational fraction.

171. Existence of Symmetrical Periodic Orbits.—Let us consider the

terms in (23) of higher degree in Af and X. The differential equation

which defines the term in AfX is

z'l,+m,E,z,,, = Z,= -\ArE, (e"^' w^-e-^^'w,). (34)

The complementary function of (34) is the same as that of (27), viz..

On using the method of variation of parameters, we obtain

(a{")'e'^v^'Wi+(a<")'e--^'w, = 0,

| ^^^^

{a'-^->)'{<Tsr^u,+u[)e''^^'+{a'^'')'{-<TV^lu,+u',)e-''^^^ = Z,.
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The determinant of the coefficients of (a{")' and (Oa")' is a constant, by

§18, and is the same as (30), viz., A = V — l AjT^O. Therefore

Ai Ai

Ai Ai

(36)

The integration of (36) gives non-periodic terms as well as periodic terms

having the period T. We shall be concerned only with the non-periodic

terms. Let the constant part of —V — 1 EjUiU^Ai be denoted by Pi; it is a

power series in e with constant coefficients which are purely imaginary, the

absolute term of which is found to be 2V— l/Vnio- Hence

ai" = A{"-^Xy4™ [Pj i+periodic terms],

a^ = A'^^+XAf^ [P, <+periodic terms],

where Af and Ag" are constants of integration which are to be so determined

that 2i.i(0)
= z[,, (0) = 0. Then

z,,^= X Af' P.tie''^^^' Ui+e-''^=^' u^]+penodic terms. (37)

It is necessary to obtain in addition to this only the term in (A{")'.

This term is obtained from the differential equation

z",o+m,E,z,,, = Z,= -m,E,zl. (38)

On forming the equations analogous to (36), we have

Zii ill

(ary= - ^^^^^"^'""^^^ = + ^{Arym,EASulul+ •]•

(39)

The terms not written in (39) carry the exponentials e*""^^' (^=1, 2) as

a factor multiplied by the fourth power of u^ and u^ considered together.

The integration of these terms gives periodic terms with the period T.

Let the constant part of 3V— iWo^3 m?ul/A^ be denoted by Pj , a power series

in e with constant coefficients which are purely imaginary, the absolute term

of which is found by computation to be 36v'— 1 Vnio Then upon integrating

(39), we obtain

aT = Af>+{Afy[P,t+penodic terms], ]

a^ =A?+ {Afy[P,t+penodicteTms],
J

^^^^

where Af and Af^ are constants of integration which are to be determined

so that 23,0(0) = 23,0(0) = 0- Hence

23.0= i^fy P2 ile''^"' Wi-l-e-'^=^'Mj-|-periodic terms. (41)
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Now imposing the condition (26) that z shall be periodic with the period

T, we obtain from (37) and (41)

0=|[x<.p.+ «).p.][<,'-'l„.(|)+r'-='^«.(f)]+ .... (42)

The expression [6-^^=1^/2 u^{T/2)-^e-''^='^''i^ ^2(^/2)] is different from zero

for e = 0, and therefore remains different from zero for \e\ sufficiently small.

Equation (42) is satisfied by Af = 0, and hence the right side carries Af
as a factor. In order to find a solution of (23) other than 2=0, it is necessary

to consider ^f 5^ ; therefore the factor Af can be divided out of (42) . There
remains a power series in X and Af and, since Pi and P^ are different from
zero for |e| sufficiently small, the terms of lowest degree are X and {AfY.
There are no terms in Afe and e alone, and the coefficient of {AfY has a

term independent of e, viz., 36V— 1 Vm^. Hence, after Af is divided out,

equation (42) can be solved for Af^ as a power series in ±X*, the coefficients

being power series in integral powers of e.

Two periodic solutions of (23) therefore exist having the period T.

They have the form

2 = ±X*Q(±X*;0,

where Q is a power series in ±X* whose coefficients are power series in e.

In the practical construction of the solutions it can be shown that 2: is a power

series in odd powers of X*. This fact follows also from the dynamical nature

of the problem, since the motion of m is obviously symmetrical with respect

to the a;2/-plane. The two solutions are therefore of the form

2=2)^^^+1^ '
' (43)

where each 22^+1 is periodic with the period T.

In §§117-118 it is shown by a discussion, which is applicable in this

problem, that if v is even in (24), the orbits obtained by taking the two signs

before X* are geometrically the same, but in the one the infinitesimal body is

half a period ahead of its position in the other. If v is odd, the orbits for

+X* and —X* are geometrically distinct.

By an argument similar to that in § 115, it can be shown that it is pos-

sible to choose X>0 so that the solutions (43) will converge for all 0^<^ T".

172. Direct Construction of Symmetrical Periodic Solutions of (23).—Let

us substitute (43) in (23) and equate the coefficients of the various powers

of X*. The constants of integration occurring at each step are determined

by the conditions that the orbits shall be symmetrical and periodic with
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the period T. The condition to be imposed in order that the orbits shall

be symmetrical is 2(0) = 0, from which it follows that

0.,+i(O)=O (j=0, . . . 00). (44)

It is necessary to consider the terms up to X*''^ before the induction to the

general term can be made.

The differential equation for the term in X* is

and the solution of this equation is (28). When (44) is imposed

where Af^ is an undetermined constant.

The differential equation for the term in X''''' is

z'^+m,EA = Z,= -E,z^-m,E,z\- (45)

When expressed in terms of t, the right side of (45) has the form

Z,= ATdr+ {Afy6r, (46)

where the df^^^\i=0, 1) are homogeneous and of degree 2t+l in 6+"^^^' and
g-<rv=T( The undetermined constant Af is written explicitly so far as it

occurs. In(9f+"(i=0, 1) the coefficient of [e'^v=T«]A|-_g-<rv=i<ji. differs from

the coefficient of [e'^v=ii]J2[_g-'^v^(]^. o^iy jn the sign of y/^^
, ji and j^

being positive integers (or zero) such that 71+^2 = 2i+l. These coefficients

are power series in e with V — 1 sinjt and cosj^ in the coefficients, k being

the highest multiple of t in the coefficient of e*. If the exponentials in 0f
*+"

are expressed in trigonometric form, it is observed that the ^f'^" are power

series in e in which the coefficient of e* has the form

V^TS cf'+''sm[{2i+l)a+j]t,

where the cf'"*"" are real constants. Hence the 0^^'+" are purely imaginary.

In order that z^ shall be periodic, the constant parts of the coefficients

of 6+'^^=^' and 6-'^^''=^' in u^Z^ and u^Z^ respectively must be zero. From
the form of u^, u^, and Z^ it follows that, when we equate to zero the

constant parts of these coefficients, we obtain only the one equation

-AAf [A+(AfTP,] = 0, (47)

where Pj and P^ are the power series which appear in (42). Equation (47)

is satisfied by Aj" = 0, but this value of A{" leads to the solution z = Q

and is excluded. The solutions of (47) for Af^ which are different from

zero are

Af = ±V^V,, (48)
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where Pi is a power series in e with constant coefficients which are real since
Pi and Pj are both purely imaginary and their absolute terms have the same
sign. The absolute term of -p^ is found by computation to be l/vTSm^

.

Since 4 J" is purely imaginary the expression for z^ is real. When the sign
pf >^^^^ is chosen in (48), the periodic solution of (23) which satisfies the
initial condition 2(0) =0 is unique.

The general solution of (45) is

z, =AT e''^^^u,+AT e-<^^' w,+V:=T[^^"+^f ], (49)

where Af and Af are the constants of integration. The particular integrals

v"' and (pf are respectively of the same form as 63" and df in (46). From
the form of (p"' and tpf it follows that

^r'(o)=<pf(o)=o,

and imposing the condition (44) on (49), we obtain

Af+Af^Q.

The solution (49) therefore becomes

z,=AT K-^'Wl-e-'^^'MJ+^/:^l[^»)+^«>], (50)

where Af remains undetermined at this step. If Af is found to be purely

imaginary this solution for z^ is real.

From a consideration of the terms in X^'^^, and then by an induction to

the general term, we shall show that Af and all the remaining constants of

integration are uniquely determined, after the choice of the sign in (48) has

been made, by the conditions that the orbits shall be symmetrical and peri-

odic with the period T.

The differential equation for the term in }\'^ is

z':+m,E,z, = Z,= -[E,z,+Zm,EAz,]-[E,z\+rn,E,z\]. (51)

In order that z^ shall be periodic the constant parts of the coefficients of

g+<rv'=r( and e'"^"^^^ in u^Z^ and u^Z^ respectively must be zero. From the

form of Wi , Wj , and Z^ it follows that, when we equate to zero the constant

parts of these coefficients, we obtain only the one equation

AfPf+V^^P.^O, (52)

where Pf and P3 are power series in e with real constant coefficients which

are unique after the sign of V^^ in (48) has been chosen. The absolute

term of Pf is found to be 32, and therefore the solution of (52) is

Af = yr=lv^, (53)

where p, is a power series in e with real constant coefficients.
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With Af determined as in (53), the general solution of (51) is periodic

and has the form

z, =A? e'^^'u.+A'f e-'^^^'u,+V^W'^'+<pr+<pn (54)

where A'^^ and A^f are the constants of integration and where the v'f"''"

(i = 0, 1, 2) are of the same form as the ^f*"*"" (i = 0, 1, 2), respectively. It

follows from the form of cpj", <p?, and <pf that, when the condition (44) is

imposed, (54) becomes

2, = Af'[e+''v^'w,-e-''^'w,]+V:ri[^<»+^<«+^f], (55)

where Af remains as yet undetermined. This solution for z^ is real if Af^

is purely imaginary.

We shall now make the induction to the general term. Let us suppose

that Af\ • • • , Af""'' have all been uniquely determined as power series

in e with constant coefficients which are purely imaginary. Let us also

suppose that Zj , . . . , Zjn-i have been uniquely determined and that they

are of the form

z,,+,= Af'+" [e-^^'M,-e-^'w,]+x/^2)^'^Si' (fc = l. . • . .
n-l), (56)

1=0

where the ^mI" are of the same form as the 0f
*+" in (46) i= Q, . . . ,k. It

will be shown that Af~" is purely imaginary and is uniquely determined

by the condition that z^^^i shall be periodic; also when the condition

%n+i(0) = has been imposed, that Z2„+i has the form

f=o

where the ^2^" are of the same form as the ^jt+f in (56).

Let us consider the term in x'^"+"'". The differential equation for this

term is

<+j+mo£/i22„+i = ^2n+i=-[£^iZ2»-i+3mo£^3Zi22„_i]+ • • • • (57)

The part of Zin+i not written explicitly involves Zi , . . . , z^n-z to odd
degrees when considered together. The only undetermined constant which
enters Z2„+i is AJ"""", and it has the same coefficient in Z^n^x that Af has in Z^

.

In order that Z2«+i shall be periodic, the constant parts of the coefficients

of 6+"^'^' and e-"'^' in u^Z^n+i and u^Z2n+i respectively must be zero.

Now since Z2„+i is similar in form to Z^ , we obtain only one equation when
the constant parts of these coefficients are equated to zero. The form of
the equation is

Ar"pr+v^P2„-i=o, (58)

where Pzn-i is a power series in e with real constant coefficients. The
solution of this equation for Af"~" is

Ar-" = V^p.«-i, (59)

where P211-1 is a power series in e with real constant coefficients.
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In general, there are no other terms in u^Z2n+i and u^Z2n+i which yield

non-periodic terms in Z2„+i. But since (r = N/v, N and v being integers,

there are values of n for which other non-periodic terms than those already-

discussed can occur. It follows from the properties of Zin+i that u^Z2„+i
contains the term

(60)

ii:(Af')'"+'e''"+""^^'K+aiCos«H +a,coskt+ •

+V^bi smt-\- • -|-\/3i 6^ smM+ • • •],

where if is a constant. Now
g(2„+i)<rvc=T« = g<rv=T,jgQg2^j^^_^^/3T sm2nat].

Consequently these non-periodic terms arise if A; = 2 no-, k an integer, or

if kv = 2nN. This relation is satisfied if 2n becomes a multiple of v.

Suppose V is odd. Since v and A^^ are taken relatively prime, the smallest

values of n and k for which the non-periodic terms in question can arise

are n = v and k = 2N. If v is even, A^ is odd; and the smallest values of n
and k are n = v/2 and k = N. The terms in which these non-periodic terms

first arise are multiplied by x^'+^^^e^^ or X'+^e^, according as v is odd or even.

After these terms first appear they in general occur similarly at all subse-

quent steps. When they are present, the equation analogous to (58), in

so far as the terms in UiZin+i are concerned, is

Ar-'^Pl^^+ y^^P^^_^+K2„., (Af)"+^ = 0, (61)

where K2„-i is a constant multiplied by e^ or e^ according as v is odd or

even. The terms in u^Zin+i corresponding to (60) differ from (60) only in

the sign of K and V— l. Non-periodic terms arise from these terms in the

same way as from (60). The equation analogous to (58), in so far as the

terms in Wi^j^+i are concerned, is the same as (61). This equation can be

solved uniquely for J.f"~" and the solution is of the same form as (59).

Hence in all cases Af"~" can be determined by the symmetrical and the

periodicity conditions.

With Af"-" determined as in (59), the solution of (57) is periodic. The

general solution of (57) is

From the form of ipZVi it follows that

^^l'ff(0)=0,

and when the condition (44) is imposed, 2!2„+i becomes

where Af"+" remains undetermined at this step. This solution is real if

^C2n+i)
jg purely imaginary. This completes the induction.
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III. PERIODIC ORBITS WHEN THE THREE BODIES ARE FINITE.

173. The Dififerential Equations.—We shall now consider the question

of the existence of orbits which are periodic when /z is finite, and which

have the same period as those obtained in I. The question is one of deter-

mining initial conditions for m^ , m^ , and /x so that the motion of the system

shall be periodic when /j, is finite, and shall have the same period as when

n is infinitesimal.

The origin of coordinates will be taken at the center of mass of the

system. The plane passing through the center of mass and perpendicular

to the initial motion of /x will be taken as the ^rj-plane. Let the coordinates

of mi , Wj , and m be ^i , iji , fi ; ^2 , tj^
, fj ; and ^, rj, f respectively. Let the

values of ^, 77, f, ^', -q', rji, iq^, fi, and fj be zero at t = t^. Further, let

?i(0 = -?.(0 = \, ^[{Q = -1^(0, v[(to) = -<{Q.

Under these symmetrical initial conditions

^1= —h , Vi= -% , ^1=^2 • (62)

On making use of (62) in the center of gravity equations, which are

Wli?i+m2l2+M^ = 0, m,r]^+m^ri^+iJL'r] = 0, Wifi+m2f2+Aif= 0,

we have

^^v^O, ri+Mr= 0. (63)

Hence ix always remains on the f-axis.

With the units chosen as in § 166, the differential equations are

t" =: _ iii M^l

t"= (1+M).r
^ [r^+(i+M)^rr'

(64)

where r'= ^l+rrl. Let us transform (64) by the substitutions

^, = rcosv, r,, = rsmv, t-t,= Vi/8{l+s)T, (65)

where 5 has the value determined in I. Then equations (64) become

v:_W,2, (l + 5)_ M(l + 5)r

rv+2rv =0,

f
=_ (1 + m)(14-3)C

8[r'+(l+M)2rf^-

(66)
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For fx = these equations admit the solutions

where ^ is the function defined in (19) and is periodic in t with the period 27r.

Now let

^ = i(l+P), «' = Vi/8(l + 6)r+w, t = i>^w, (67)

where p, u, and w vanish with /x = 0. When equations (67) are substituted

in (66), the differential equations for p, w, and w are found to be

(1 +p)M+2p(Vi/8(l+ 5)+w) = 0,
[
(68)

• • _ _ (l + 5)(l+M)(^^+t^)
,

(l+ 5¥
[(1 + p)^ +4 (1 +/x)^(,A+l(;)^r + [1 +4^f/^

•

The second equation of (68) admits the integral

^= (i:f^
- Vi/8(l+ 5), (69)

where d is an arbitrary constant. Since u and p vanish with /x, we substitute

where do = Vi/8(l+ 5), and X is an undetermined constant. On substi-

tuting (69) in (68), we obtain

^ 4_ (l + g)P _ 2rfoXM+XV _ M(l + 5)(l+y)
^"^8(1+^)' (l+p)' [(l+p)^+4(l+MW+M;)^r'

(l + g)(l+M)(\A+^;)
I

(l+ 3)i^
"^ "

[(1 +P)'+4(1 +M)^('/'+W)T^' ^ [1 +4iAT^'

(70)

174. Proof of Existence of Periodic Solutions of Equations (70).—For

/i = equations (70) admit the periodic solutions p=p = w = w = 0. It will

now be proved that if |m| is not zero, but sufficiently small, equations (70)

admit solutions expansible as converging power series in m, which vanish

with fjL and which are periodic in t with the period 2t.

Let us take the initial conditions

p{0) = a,, p(0)=0, w{0)=0, w{0) = a,. (71)

With these initial conditions it can be shown from the properties of (70), by

the usual method, that p is even in t and that w is odd in t. Therefore

piTr)=p(-T), w{Tr)=w{-Tr),

and if the conditions
• / s . s « ,„ v
p(7r)=w{Tr)=0, (72)

are satisfied, p and w will be periodic in t with the period 2ir.
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Equations (70) will now be integrated as power series in a^ , Oj , and ju

in so far as the a^ and a^ enter linearly in the solutions. If the terms of the

solutions in which the Oi and a^ enter linearly are denoted by Pi and Wi

,

then the differential equations defining Pi and w^ are

m(1+ 5)
.

^,+ (l+5)[l +2 ("'/') (2i+l)(4tAr]^i = Tr,
(73)

The first equation of (73) is independent of the second equation. The

complementary function of the first equation is

Pi=AiCosVi/8(l+ 8)T+-BiSinVi/8(l+ 6)T,

where A^ and B^ are constants of integration. The function Pi involves x}/

to even degrees, and is therefore a power series in a^ with cosines of even

multiples of t in the coefficients. The highest multiple of t in the coeffi-

cient of a^" is 2k. In the sequel, such a power series is called a triply even

power series. The particular integral arising from P^ is a triply even power

series unless V^/sil+ d) is an even integer. If W8(l+ 5) is an even integer

the left side of the first equation of (73) has the same period as certain

terms of the right side, and the solution will therefore contain non-periodic

terms. When W8(l+ 5) is an even integer, the period of the motion of

Ml and mj is an even integral multiple of the period of the oscillations of /x-

The mutual attractions of the three bodies will then have a cumulative

effect and produce non-periodic motion. We therefore exclude from our

consideration those values of a for which -s/i/sil+ d) is an even integer.

With this restriction upon a, the solution of the Pi-equation satisfying the

initial conditions (71) is

Pi = k-MCi(0)]cosVi/8(H-5)r-|-MCi(T), (74)

where Ci(t) is a triply even power series, and it contains X as an undeter-

mined constant.

When (74) is substituted in the Wj-equation, all the terms of Wi are

known. With the left side simplified and W^ = 0, the equation becomes

w,+ ll+le,ja''~\w,= 0, (75)

where

0a = - I -f 9 cos2t, ^4 = ^ - 48 cos2t +^ cos 4t,

and where each 02* is a sum of cosines of even multiples of t, the highest

multiple being 2k.
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Equation (75) is one of the equations of variation, and the expression ^(t)

or ^](i— 0/VV8(r+3)K obtained in (19), is the generating solution. Two
arbitrary constants, viz., ^ and a, appear in its generating sohition, and
according to §§32 and 33 the two fundamental solutions of (75) are obtained

by taking the first partial derivatives of xj/ with respect to these constants.

One solution is therefore

wn=-^4'\{t-t,)/vysa+8)\ = -|:'A(t),

and it is periodic in t with the period 27r. This solution contains the

factor —a, and since it is multiplied later by an undetermined constant

the factor —a may be absorbed by the undetermined constant. This solu-

tion can then be expressed as (see page 330 for ^)

Wii=<p= S ^j^a^^= COST+ —a^ (cos 3t— cost) + • • •
, (76)

/=0

where a<p = d^/dr. Therefore the tp^j are sums of cosines of odd multiples of

T, the highest multiple being 2^+1. The initial values of this solution are

^n(0) = l, iiJu(0)=0. (77)

The other solution of (75) is obtained by differentiating the generating

solution with respect to the constant a; hence this solution is

where f
—

) denotes that the differentiation is performed only in so far as a
\da/

occurs explicitly. Now

(|^)
= sinT+^aXsin3T-3sinT)+ • • •

,

a^-asa^"! 2«+i6«+ J'

and therefore the solution (78) is

ii;,,= [sinT+^a^(sin3T-3sinT)+ • •]+r^[-fa^+f a* • • ]•

The initial values of this solution are

w,M=0, ti;.(0)=J5=l-fa^+fa^+
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Since it is more convenient for computation to have a solution w^^ in which

the initial values are

^,,(0) = 0, w\,(0) = l, (79)

we take as the second solution of (75)

w^^'^=X+Ar<p, (80)

where x and A are found by computation to be

X= S x2ja" = sinT+ — aX5sinT+sin3T)+ • • •

,

From the way in which x has been derived, viz.,

it follows that each Xij is a sum of sines of odd multiples of r and that the

highest multiple is 2^+1. Further, since

a St
^ = --^'

it follows from the character of yj/ that the coefficients of the cosines and sines

of the highest multiples of t in cp^j and Xz; respectively are equal numerically

and have the same sign.

The solutions (76) and (80) constitute a fundamental set of solutions,

since their determinant is unity, and hence the general solution of (75) is

w, = nf'<p+n^''[x+AT^], (81)

where nf and n^^ are constants of integration.

When (74) is substituted in (73), W^ becomes an odd power series in a

with two types of terms in the coefficients.

(1) There are terms not multipUed by cosv'i/8(1+ 5)t which enter

through Pi and they form a triply odd power series. They have m as a

factor and will be denoted hy (xMi.

(2) The remaining part of Wj, consists of terms which are multiplied

by cosW8(l+ 5) T. As we have already excluded those values of a for

which ^1/8(1+ 5) is an even integer, and as we subsequently exclude those

values of a for which \/i/8(l+ 6) is an odd integer, these terms in W^ do
not have the period 2t. In the direct construction of the solutions such

terms do not appear in the right members of the lUrequations. They appear

as the complementary functions of the p -equations and, since they do not

have the period 27r, they are excluded by assigning zero values to the con-

stants of integration. We can, therefore, disregard the terms in W^ which

do not have the period 27r and consider W^ to have the form fiMi .
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By varying the parameters nf and n^" in (81), we obtain

n^'<P+n^'[x+Ar<p] = 0, n'^'^+n^'[x-\-A{T^+<p)] = nM,. (82)

The determinant of the coefficients of nf and n"' in (82) is a constant

[§18], and from (77) and (79) it is seen that the value is unity. Equations

(82) can therefore be solved for nf^ and Wj", and the solutions are

5^''=-mM,[x+At^], <> = mMiV. (83)

Upon integrating these equations, we obtain

nf' = v^'-AaM'fT+Ml''+ArR,], nt' = 'nt'+nR,. (84)

The q'^^ and ri^^ are the constants of integration. The Mf is a power
series in a^ with constant coefficients. The Mf' is a power series in odd
powers of a with sines of even multiples of r in the coefficients, the highest

multiple of t in the coefficient of 0"*+^ being 2A;+2. The R^ has the same
form as the M{" except that it has cosines instead of sines. Since the

coefficients of a''^cos(2y+ 1)t and a^^sin(2j + 1)t occurring in ^ and x
respectively are equal, so also the coefficients of a^^+'sin (2j + 2) t and
a"'*'^cos(2j + 2)T in Mf and R^ respectively are equal. When (84) is

substituted in (81) the solution of the second equation in (73) is found to be

^i = '?fV+C[x+^Td+/x[^i-aMrr^], (85)

where /Sj is a power series in odd powers of a with sines of odd multiples of

T in the coefficients. From the form of the <p, x, M^^\ and R^ it follows that

Si is a triply odd power series. The expressions Si and Mf carry \ as an

undetermined constant. When the constants of integration are chosen so

that (71) shall be satisfied, the solution (85) becomes

Wi = [a,-,x\Si(0)-aMr'\][x+Ar<p]+t.[Si-aMrr<p]. (86)

Now let us impose the periodicity conditions (72) on the solutions (74)

and (86) . In so far as the linear terms in aj and a^ are concerned, we get

p(7r) = 0=-Vi/8(l+ 5)k-MCi(0)]sinVi/8(l+ 3)7r

+terms in /jlo^ and higher degree terms in ai, /jlo^, and ix,

w (tt) = = — a^Air

+terms inai, /j. and higher degree terms in ^, ai, and a^

.

(87)

These equations are satisfied by Oj = aj = m = 0, and X arbitrary. The deter-

minant of the coefficients of the linear terms in Oi and a^ is

D =A TTWsd+ S) sinWsd+ 5) TT.
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We now exclude those values of a for which \/i/8(l+5) is an odd integer,

and as we have already excluded those values of a for which Vi/sCl+ S)

is an even integer, sin\/i/8(l+ 5) ir is not zero and D can vanish only

when a is zero. In order to obtain solutions which are not identically zero,

a must be distinct from zero. Hence the determinant D is distinct from

zero and, by the theory of implicit functions, equations (87) can be solved

for tti and a^ as power series in /x, vanishing with n. The coefficients of the

various powers of /x are power series in a and contain additional terms in

1/a*. The X enters the coefficients of the solutions as an arbitrary, but the

solutions are unique if X is assigned. Hence periodic solutions of (70) exist

and are of the form

p= S p,/i*, t«=Sw,/xS (88)

where each p, and w, is periodic in t with the period 27r.

175. Proof that all the Periodic Orbits are Symmetrical.—Let us

suppose that the condition is no longer imposed that the equal bodies shall

be at apsides of their orbits when the third body crosses the ^ij-plane, and
let us consider the question of the existence of periodic solutions of (70),

with the period 2x in t, when the initial conditions are

?>(0) = ai, p(0) = a,, w{Qi) = 0, w{Q) = a,. (89)

Sufficient conditions that p and w shall be periodic with the period 27r are

p(2ir)-p(0)=0, p(27r)-p(0)=0, w{2Tr)-w{0)=Q, w{2Tr)-w{Qi)=Q. (90)

These four conditions can not be satisfied by the three constants a, unless

one condition is a consequence of the other three. We now show that the

last condition can be suppressed when the first three have been imposed.
The original differential equations (64) admit the integral

(€0^+(^;)^+m(1+m) {tJ= ^ + [^^(i'^^)yp
+const.

When the substitutions (65) and (67) are made and u is eliminated by means
of (69), this integral takes the form

P'+ (I^f^ +4/x(1+m)(^+«^)=' =

^^+^)[4(r^ + [(l+p)^+4(l+M)X'A+«;)^* + ««^«*-]-

(91)
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Let us make in (91) the usual substitutions

p = p{0)+p, p=p{0)+p w = 0-\-w, w = w{0)+w, (92)

where p, p, w, and w vanish at t = 0, and let us denote the resulting equation

by (91a). By putting t = 0, we obtain from (91a) an equation (916) con-

necting the terms in (91a) independent of p, p, w, and w. When this equa-

tion (916) is substituted in (91a) there results an equation of the form

Fip,p,W,w)=0, (93)

in which there are no terms independent of the arguments indicated. The
linear term in w enters (93) with the coefficient

which, we shall show, is different from zero at r = 27r. Since the third body
is assumed to be finite, 8/x(l -f-/i) is distinct from zero. The coefficient of w is

therefore different from zero at T=2ir unless w{0) = —\j/(2ir) = —a. Now
the third body, when assumed to be infinitesimal, has the initial speed

«/Vi/8(l+ 6)j and w(0)/\/i/8{l-\-d) is the additional initial speed to be so

determined that the orbits shall be periodic in t with the period 27r when the

third body becomes finite. If this additional initial speed is — a/\/i/8(l-f5),

then the whole initial speed is zero, and the third body remains at the center

of gravity since there is then no force component normal to the ^ij-plane. In

order therefore to obtain solutions in which f is not identically zero, we must

consider w(0)9^—a. Hence the coefficient of the linear term w in (93) is dis-

tinct from zero at t = 'Zir, and therefore (93) can be solved for w{2ir) as a

power series in p(2Tr), p(27r), and w(27r) which vanishes with p(2Tr), p(2-!r),

and w{2Tr) . This power series is unique if X, which appears in the coefficients,

is assigned. Hence if the first three conditions of (90) are imposed, then

p(2ir) =p(2Tr) =w(2Tr) =0; and since w(2Tr) vanishes with p(2ir), p{2t), and

w{2'ir), it follows that w(2ir)=0 or w(2t) —w(0)=0. Therefore the fourth

equation of (90) is a consequence of the first three and may be suppressed.

Equations (70) will be integrated as power series in n and at{i=l, 2, 3),

but only in so far as the a< enter linearly in the solutions. The differential

equations from which these linear terms in a< are obtained are the same as

(73). Their solutions satisfying (89), in so far as the linear terms are con-

cerned, are

0,2

p^ = aiCOsVV8(l+ 5)T+ ^i/g(^^g) SinVV8(l+ g)^

Wi = a3[x+AT<p].

(94)
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When the first three conditions of (90) are imposed on p and w, we have as a

consequence of (94)

Q=a, [cos Vi/8(l+ 5) 27r - 1] +
^y^(^^^^

sin VVsd+ S) 27r

+terms in n, na^ , and higher degree terms,

(95)0=-VV8(l+ 5)a,sinVV8(l+ 5)2ir+aJcosA/V8(l+ 5)27r-l]

+ terms in fx, na^ , and higher degree terms,

= 2a3yl7r+terms in a^, a^, Mj and higher degree terms.

The determinant of the coefficients of the linear terms in a^ in (95) is

4A7r[l-cos\/i/8(l+ 5) 2t].

This determinant does not vanish when a is not zero, and consequently

(95) can be solved for a^ as power series in /i, vanishing with /j,. These

solutions are therefore unique if X, which enters the coefficients, is assigned.

Hence the periodic solutions of (70) for p and w, with the initial conditions

(89), are of the same form as those obtained in (88) for the symmetrical

orbits. The unrestricted and the symmetrical orbits are unique for a not

zero and for any value of X, and therefore, since the unrestricted orbits

include the symmetrical orbits, all the periodic orbits are symmetrical.

176. Direct Construction of the Periodic Solutions of (70).—In order

to construct the periodic solutions of (70), we substitute (88) in (70) and
equate the coefficients of the various powers of //. The arbitrary constants

of integration are to be so determined that w{0)—0 and that each pt and Wt

shall be periodic in r with the period 2ir.

The differential equations for the terms in fi are

Pi+i(l+5)A= A =2d„X- (/||"^?)a/. ,

w.+[l+ie..a^qw, = W,=-^^,
[ (96)

-ii+dm2p,+8r)'2(~'/')3(^^y~'-

The general solution of the ?)i-equation is

where Ci(r) is the same triply even power series as in (74). Since the

complementary function does not have the period 27r when VVsQT+S) is

not an integer, the arbitrary constants A^ and jBi must be zero in order

that Pi shall be periodic with the period 27r . Hence the desired solution of

the Pi-equation is

Pi = C^{t). (97)
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When (97) is substituted in W^ all the terms of W^ are known. The
general solution of the 'W^i-equation is the same as (85) except that the

particular integral does not carry the factor ^u. Hence

^1 = Vi^'pW^' [x+At<p] +S,- aMTr<p. (98)

Since all the periodic orbits are symmetrical we impose the condition

w(0) = 0, from which it follows that

«;.(0)=0 (i = i, ... 00). (99)

As a consequence of (99), the constant ?ji" is zero. In order that w^ shall

be periodic, the right member of (98) must contain no terms in t except
those in which it occurs under the trigonometric symbols. The non-periodic
terms in (98) disappear if the constant 17^" is so determined that Ar]'^^=aMf\
from which it follows that

where P^^\a^) is a power series in a^ with constant coefficients. When these

values of 77"' and i?^" are substituted in (98), the solution for w-^ becomes

\=^^Sr+^^a'^+\ (100)W
n"

where each ySf+" is a sum of sines of odd multiples of t, the highest mul-
tiple being 27-f-l.

The differential equations for the terms in i^ are

(«) P2+|(1+ 5)?>,= A, (b) w.+ [l+ i^0,,a"]w;, = Pf,. (101)

The first equation is independent of the second, and the terms in Pj are

completely known. The complementary function of (101a) does not have

the proper period and is excluded from the solution by taking zero values

for the constants of integration. Since Pj has the period 27r the particular

integral has the same period and is the solution desired. The function F^

is a triply even power series multiplied by 1/a^ and since the particular

integral has the same form as F^ it is denoted by

Vi A2)^ra", (102)

where each Cf^ is a sum of cosines of even multiples of t, the highest

multiple being 2^.

When 'Pi has been obtained, all the terms in W^ are known. That part

of PF2 which is independent of p^ and Wi is a triply odd power series. The

term p^ is multiplied by a triply odd power series and yields a triply odd

power series multiplied by 1/al The terms w^ and w\ are multiplied by triply

even and triply odd power series respectively and together yield a triply odd
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power series multiplied by l/a\ The lowest power to which a enters a* W^

is found from the term ii;ii^ to be 3. Hence the form of W^ is

J "2
^'''^'

1=1

where each Wf'^'^'^ is a sum of sines of odd multiples of t, the highest multiple

being2j+l.

The complementary function of (1016) is the same as that of (75), viz.,

w, = nr<p+nf[x+Ar^]. (103)

The general solution of (1016) has the same form as (85) and is denoted by

w,= riT<p+y,r[x+AT<p]+S,-]-Mrr<p, (104)

where S^ has the same form as W^ and where Mf is a power series in a^ with

constant coefficients. The ijf and -qf are the constants of integration.

The constant Tjf must be zero to satisfy (99), and in order that w^ shall

be periodic -nf must have the value

rCo)

^72

(2)-h^ = hP^\^')' (105)
a A a

w.

where P'-^\a^) is a power series in a^ with constant coefficients. With these

values of vf and rjf , the solution (104) becomes

= AS'Sf+"«"+S (106)

where the aS^+" have the same form as the «!"+" in (100).

The form of the Wj is apparent from (100) and (106). The form of the

Pj{j>2) is not apparent from (97) and (102), and, before the induction can

be made, it is necessary to consider the term in ju' in so far as pg is concerned.

The differential equation for p^ is

P3+|(1+5)P3 = JP3, (107)

where all the terms of Pg are known. That part of Pg independent of the

Wj is a triply even power series multiplied by 1/a^. The Wj enter P^ multi-

plied by power series which are triply odd or triply even according as the

Wj, considered together, enter to odd or even degrees respectively. These

terms form a triply even power series multiplied by 1/a*. Since Pg contains

the term Wj^, the lowest power of a^ in a^P^ is unity. The complementary

function of (107) does not have the period 2%, and the solution desired is

the particular integral. This solution has the same form as Pj and is

denoted by

P3=AS^''«^ (108)

where the Cf" have the same form as the C^'^ in (102).
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Let us suppose that the Vn Wt, rjf (i = i, . . . , n-1; j=l, 2), have been
computed and that

(109)

where the Cf\ Sf'+'\ and P''\a') have the same form as C^"", Sf'+'\ and
P^^\a^) respectively. From these assumptions and the differential equations

arising from the coefficients of /x" it will be shown that equations (109) hold

when i = n. The differential equations for the terms in /i" are

(a) p„+|(l+ 5)7>„ = P„, (6) w^+[l+ ^^e,y']w^ = W„. (110)

As in the previous steps, the first equation is independent of the second.

Since the right member of the first equation in (70) carries /i as a factor,

the Pj and Wj which enter F„ have j < n. Hence all the terms of P,. are com-

pletely known. The general term of P„ has the form

pM . . . p^*^K . . . ^"i (111)

multiplied by a triply odd or by a triply even power series according as

fi[+ • • +/ij is odd or even respectively. The \, \[j • • • , i^ji fJ''j ^^^^

positive integers (or zero) such that

XiX;+ • • • +X.x:+MiMi'+ • • • +njn'j^n-l. (112)

From the form of the general term it follows that P„ is a triply even power

series multiplied by l/a*, where

t=(2\-2)x;+ • • • +(2X,-2)x;+2(mim:+ • • • +M,m;). (113)

This expression is even and has its highest value when \[= • • • = X^ = 0, i. e.,

in the terms of P„ in which only the Wj appear. Hence, from (112), the

highest value of t is 2n-2. Since P„ contains the term «)„_iiA, the lowest

power of a' in a'^-^P^ is found to be unity. Therefore the form of P„ is

00

where the P^^ have the same form as the Cf^. The only solution of

(110a) which has the period 27r is the particular integral, and it has the form

00

Pn (j2n-2 ^^n " I

J=l

where the C^f are of the same form as the C<'
(2fl
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When -pn has been determined, all the terms in Tf„ are known since

they arise from Pj(j^n) and w^{k<n). The general term of W„ has the

same form as (111), but it is multipUed by a triply odd or triply even

power series according as /!;+ • • +Mj is even or odd respectively. The

Xi , Xj, . . .
, Mj ) Mi are positive integers (or zero) such that

X,X^+ • • • +M,M;^n. (114)

From the form of the general term it follows that W„ is a triply odd power

series multiplied by (1/a)', where

I=i2\-2)K+ +(2X.-2)x;+2mim(+ • • • +2njti'j.

This expression is even and has its highest value, 2n, in the terms of W„ in

which only the Wj appear. The lowest power to which a enters a"'W„ is

obtained from the term in which xj/ enters to the lowest power. This term

is Wt^w„--^\I/, and therefore the lowest power of a in a^^W,, is found to be 3.

Hence the form of W„ is

Tf„==^«2)^»'"'"«"^''
1

:n

7= 1

where the TF^''+" have the same form as the Sf'"•"".

The complementary function of the second equation of (110) is

w„ = nr<p+n^nx+Ar,p],

and by varying the parameters nf' and nf we have as the complete solution

w„=vr<p+vr[x+Ar<p]+s^-^x^Tcp, (115)

where S„ has the same form as W„, and where ikff is a power series in a^ with

constant coefficients. The rjf' and r/f are the constants of integration.

The constant 7?^ must be zero to satisfy (99), and in order that w„ shall be
periodic, Tjf must have the value

where P^^^a^) is a power series in a' with constant coefficients. With these

values of the constants of integration, the solution (115) becomes

'n
= ^n^ Sr"a^'-\a—

where the *Sf+" have the same form as the >Sf^+". This completes the

induction.
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177. The Periodic Solution of Equation (69).—When the solution for

p is substituted in (69), u can be obtained by a single integration. Since p
is a power series in ;u with coefficients which are triply even power series

multiplied by 1/a", the right side of (69) will contain terms independent of r.

After the integration, u will therefore contain a term in t with X appearing

in the coefficient. We shall now show that X can be so determined that

this coefficient shall be zero. When X has been so determined u will be

periodic in t with the period 2r.

The solution for Pi obtained in (97), in so far as the term in X is con-

cerned, is

When (116) is substituted in (69) and d is replaced hy d^-\-\n, the constant

terms appearing on the right side of (69) are

— 3X/x+higher degree terms in X/x and /x- (117)

Since X carries the factor m, we may replace Xm by <x, and then the expres-

sion (117) becomes
— 3o-+higher degree terms in er and /x. (118)

If (118) is equated to zero, the resulting equation can be solved uniquely for

<r as a power series in n, vanishing with m (and converging for |m| and \a\

sufficiently small). Let this series be denoted by

CO

from which the value of X is found to be

x= i \y, (119)

the (Tj and X^ being constants. With this value of X the u will be periodic,

and since X and p are power series in /x, the u is also a power series in m and

is denoted by

%= S ujd', (120)

where each Uj is separately periodic for |/x| sufficiently small. The solution

(120) converges for \a\ and |/x| sufficiently small.

In order to construct the Uj directly, we substitute in (69) the series

(119) and (120), and the solution already obtained for p, in which X is to be

replaced by (119). The various X^ are determined so that the right side of
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(69) shall contain no constant terms in the coefficients of the ju'. The con-

stant term appearing in the coefficient of n is

-3[X„- i \ra%

the Xo"* being known constants. This term is zero if

It is necessary to consider the terms up to jj? before the induction to the

general term can be made. The constant term appearing in the coefficient

of M^ lias the form

-3[Xi- S y.f^'a''],
1=0

where the Xf^ are known constants. This term vanishes if \ has the value

Xi= S y.'^a".

The constant term in the coefficient of /x' has a similar form; that is, it

can be written
00

— 3 [Xj— -5 >. X^ a^%
" IT0

the Xj^^ being known constants, and this term vanishes if \ is so determined
that

=i.S^ra"."2
__

J=0

Suppose Xo, Xj , . . . , X„_i have been uniquely determined in the same
way and that

X„= S xr< \ = -4=iX^ra'' (i=l, .... n-1),

the Xf^ being known constants. From the form of p, in (115) it follows

that the constant term in the coefficient of n"*^ has the form

00

"~ 3 [x„— -jszj y^ Xffl
^ «"],

where the X^ are constants derived from the Pj and XXi=l, . . . , n-1), and
are therefore known. This constant term is zero if

\ — 1 ^ \<2A/,«

The same process of determining the X^ obviously can be indefinitely con-
tinued.
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With X thus determined as a power series in n, the integration of (69)

yields periodic terms only, and from the form of the pj it follows that the W|

have the form

:,= ^.S'^''''«" (i= l. .. . 00),u.
a- -

where the Uf^ are sums of sines of even multiples of r, the highest multiple

being 2j. The periodic solution of (69) is'therefore

where U is the constant of integration. Since the mass mj is started from

the point 0, 0, 1/2, at ^= ^o or at t = 0, it follows that t; = at t = and there-

fore, from (67), the value of w at t = is zero. Hence the constant U is zero.

178. The Character of the Periodic Solutions.—^When the periodic solu-

tions for p, u, and w have been determined, the solutions for |« , ??« , f, {i=l, 2)

and f are obtained by means of the equations (67), (65), (63), and (62).

These solutions are all periodic in t with the period P = 27r-\/V8(l-|-5)-

Three arbitrary constants appear in the solutions, viz., a, fj., and ^o-

The expression a/\/i/sCL+ 5) represents the initial speed of the third

body in I, /x the mass of the third body, and ^o the epoch. The mass m is

restricted in magnitude but can be increased step by step by making the

analytic continuation of the solutions already obtained, provided the series

do not pass through any singularities in the intervals. This can be done

by the process already developed. The parameter a is restricted in mag-

nitude and so that \/i/8(l+ 5) is not an integer. As already stated in

§ 166, it can be shown from equation (2) that the motion of the infinitesimal

body will be periodic if the initial conditions are chosen so that the constant

C is negative. With the initial conditions chosen as in (4), the constant C
has the value 4 12ay (1+ 5) - 1

f
. Now if 2ay(1 -f- 5) = 1 or > 1, the infini-

tesimal body recedes to infinity with a velocity which is zero or greater

than zero respectively, and therefore the motion will not be periodic.

Hence a must be restricted so that 2ay(l-|-5)<l. The epoch t, is arbi-

trary and may be chosen to be zero without loss of geometric generality.

Hence for given values of
| m |

and of
|
a

|
sufficiently small and such that

y'i/8(l_|_5) is not an integer, there exists one and only one set of periodic

orbits which are geometrically distinct with the period P in t, and which

reduce to those obtained in I for ai = 0.

In proving the existence of the periodic solutions of (70), if the period

were chosen to be 2j'7r in t, v an integer, it could be shown by the same

process that periodic solutions would exist under the same restrictions on
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a and fx. The constant X could be determined so that the solution for u
would have the period 2vir, and hence the periodic solutions of (64) would be

unique as soon as v were chosen. Therefore, for given values of a and of /x

sufficiently small, and such that VVsCl+S) is not an integer, there exists

one and but one set of orbits which re-enter after v synodic revolutions.

Hence the result is unique for every v, and since the orbits reentering after

p revolutions include those reentering after one revolution, there are no
orbits which for

fj.
= reduce to those obtained in I, having the period 2vt

in T which do not have the period 2w also.

Since fi , f2 , and f are odd in a and in t, the orbits are symmetrical with

respect to the |rj-plane, both geometrically and in t. The two masses nii

and mjj move in the same orbit and always remain 180° apart.



Chapter XI.

PERIODIC ORBITS OF INFINITESIMAL SATELLITES
AND INFERIOR PLANETS.

179. Introduction.—This chapter is devoted to the discussion of certain

periodic orbits of the problem of three bodies in which two of the masses are
finite, while that of the third is infinitesimal. The finite bodies are assumed
to revolve in circles, and the infinitesimal body to move in the plane of their

motion, relatively near one or the other of the finite bodies. The periodic

orbits which are obtained are those in which the periods of the solutions are

equal to the synodic periods of the bodies. The nearer the infinitesimal

body is to one of the finite bodies the less its motion is disturbed by the more
distant one. The orbits under discussion reduce to circles as the disturbance
from the more distant body becomes zero, and they are therefore of the class

called by Poincar^ "Solutions de la premiere sorte."*

The results of this chapter are of direct practical application, particu-

larly in the Lunar Theory. They are coextensive in this domain with the

Researches] of Hill and the first memoir by Brown.I When the masses of

the two finite bodies have the ratio ten to one the problem reduces to that

which Sir George Darwin treated by numerical processes, § and the results

obtained include the orbits called by him "Satellites A" and "Planets A."
Darwin's "Satellites B" and "Satellites C" are imaginary for small values

of the disturbing forces and belong to values of the parameter for which the

series obtained in this chapter do not converge. It appears from the present

investigations that there are three families of satellites and of inferior planets

whose motion is direct. It follows that Darwin's search for them was exhaus-

tive so far as the satellites are concerned; but he found only one family of

planets whose motion is direct. The work of this chapter shows that there

is an equal number of retrograde orbits; that is, three families of real or

imaginary periodic orbits around each of the finite bodies.

As compared with previous work on this subject, the methods of this

chapter are characterized by the fact that the validity of all the processes

employed is proved. They have the merit of generality, not only in showing

the number of orbits that exist, but also in being applicable to any ratio of

masses of the finite bodies. They have the disadvantage that the series do

not converge for all values of the parameter. The numerical processes

*Les Melhodes Nouvellea de la MScanique CUeste, vol. I, p. 97.

^Amer. Jour. Mathematics, vol. I (1878) pp. 5-26, 129-147, 245-260, and Hill's Collected Works, vol. I.

JAjwer. Jour, of Mathematics, vol. XIV (1892), pp. 141-150.

§4cto Mathematica, vol. XXI (1897), pp. 99-242; Mathematische Annalen, vol. LI (1898-9), pp. 523-583.
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employed by Darwin are easily applicable to the cases where the series fail.

Instead of arranging the solutions as Fourier series, as was done by Hill and

as has been customary among astronomers, power series are employed, and

the work has the simplicity which is characteristic of processes involving

power series. For example, every coefficient is determined by a single step

and is modified by no subsequent operations.

180. The Dififerential Equations.—Let mj and m^ represent the masses and
take the origin at m^ for the determination of the motion of the infinitesimal

body. Then the differential equations of motion in polar coordinates are

jj_ 1 rcos(t)— F)
^ [m-2rRco&{v-V)+rf R'

(1)

where r and v are the polar coordinates of infinitesimal body, and R and V
are the polar coordinates of m^

.

In the present discussion those orbits are considered in which r is small

relatively toR. In this case U is expansible as a converging power series in

r/R, and equations (1) become

C/=|{l+|^[l+3cos2(t;-7)]+|^[3cos(t.-7)+5cos3(i;-7)]+ • •

-j,

+5cos3(y-7)]H
j,

r/+2r-'?;'=-^;^|3sin(i;-7)+ g-[sin(j;-7)+5sin3(i;-7)]+ • • -l-

It was assumed in the beginning that the relative motion of m^ and m.

is circular. Hence we have, from the two-body problem,

(2)

i2=A = constant, V=^^^^^{t-Q=Nit-Q, (3)

where N is the angular velocity of the relative motion of the finite bodies.

When the right members of the second and third equations of (2) are

put equal to zero, that is, when the infinitesimal body is supposed to revolve

about Wi without being disturbed by m^ , they have the particular solution

r= a= constant, v = ^^^ {t-Q=n{t-Q

,

(4)

where n is the angular velocity of the infinitesimal body with respect to m^ .

In the periodic solutions of (2) when the right members are included, the

mean angular velocity will be kept equal to n and a will be defined by the

equation

n^a^ = ¥m^. (5)
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Since mj is given, a has three determinations, two of which are complex. In
the physical two-body problem there is interest only in the real value of a,

and it is immaterial whether a or n is regarded as given. It will be observed,
however, from the purely astronomical point of view, that n can be determined
by observationmuch more accurately than a, because the former is an angular
variable and any error in its determination causes the theory to deviate
secularly from the observations; while the latter is a hnear variable and the
discrepancies which arise from errors in its determination do not accumu-
late. But in the three-body problem all three values of a must be included
in determining orbits whose period is defined by n, because all the orbits
may become real for certain values of the parameters which occur in the
right members of the differential equations. In fact, Darwin found three real

orbits for certain values of the Jacobian constant.*

In the Lunar Theory, as developed by de Pont^coulant, for example, the
solutions were forced into the trigonometric form by various artifices. But
it will be noticed that the method of procedure was the opposite of that
adopted here, so far as comparison can be made, in that the mean motion
was continually modified by de Pontecoulant in order to preserve the
trigonometric form; while here the mean motion is regarded as being given
arbitrarily in advance by the observations or otherwise, and it is kept fixed.

New quantities p, w, r, and m will be introduced by the equations

n—N m ^ ^ ^' m

A \m1-\-m2) \l+m/ Kmi+rrh) \ 3
'/

(6)

(7)

For brevity a/A will be written in place of its expression as a power series.

As a result of these transformations, the last two equations of (2) become

p-(l+p)(l+m-f.i;r-F^±^^f^^^(14-p){[l+3cos2(r-F^)]

+|f (l+p)[3cos(r+w)+5cos3(T-fw;)]-f- • • •

|,

(l+p)t«+2p(l+m+«;) = -^'^^^^(l+p){3sin2(T+w;)

+|;j(l+p)[sin(T+«;)-f-5sin3(T-h«;)]+ • • •

|,

where the dots over p and w indicate derivatives with respect to t. These

equations are valid for the determination of the motion of the infinitesimal

body as long as a(l+p) is less than A.

*Acta Mathematica, vol. XXI (1897), pp. 99-242.
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It follows from equations (6) that ap and w are the deviations from uni-

form circular motion due to the right members of the differential equations.

They are functions of m, and the initial conditions are to be determined so

that they shall be periodic in t with the period 27r. Since the right members

of (7) contain m^ as a factor, the periodic expressions for p and w will contain

m^ as a factor.

181. Proof of the Existence of the Periodic Solutions.—For m =
equations (7) admit the periodic solution p = w = 0. It wiU now be proved

that for m distinct from zero, but suflEiciently small, equations (7) admit a

periodic solution which has the period 2t in t, and which is expansible as a

power series in m}^^, vanishing with m. It is the analytic continuation of the

solution p =w =m = with respect to m as the parameter. Since t enters

explicitly in the right members of (7) in terms having the period 2ir, it follows

that the period of the solution must be 2ir, or a multiple of 27r.

Equations (2) are not altered if we change the sign of v, V, and t. It

easily follows from this that, if w(O = ^(O=p'(O = 0, the dependent vari-

ables p and V are even and odd functions respectively of t—ta- An orbit in

which these conditions are satisfied is symmetrical with respect to a line

always passing through mi and Wj . Such an orbit will be called symmetrical.

Expressed in the variables of (7), p and w are respectively even and odd

functions of t in the case of symmetrical orbits; and w(0)=p(0)=0.
The existence of symmetrical periodic orbits will be established, and then

it will be shown, in connection with the construction of the solutions, that the

condition that the solutions are periodic implies that they are also sym-
metrical. It will follow from this that all of the periodic orbits of the type

under consideration are symmetrical.

Suppose that the initial conditions are

r = a(H-p) = a(H-a)(l-e), w = 0,

f = ao = l+m+ic- (l+^)^l+e
.

(8)

If the right members of equations (7) are neglected and the transformation

r = a(l+p), e=(l+m)T+w

is made, then equations (7) reduce to the ordinary polar equations of the

two-body problem for the motion of the infinitesimal body with respect

to mi . In this two-body problem with the initial conditions (8), it is found
that aa is the increment to the semi-axis a, and e is the eccentricity of

the orbit of the infinitesimal body. Since the properties of the solution of the

two-body problem in terms of the major semi-axis and eccentricity are

known, we can at once write down the properties of the solution of (7) in

terms of a and e, so far as they are independent of the right members of the

equations. It was precisely for this reason that p and w were given the

peculiar initial values defined in (8).
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Equations (7) are now integrated as power series in a, e, and m'^'.

The results have the form

P=Pi (a, e, m'''; t), w = p, (a, e, m>'^; t),

j

P = P2 (a, e, rd'^; t), w = p^ (a, e, m'^"; t) .

J

The moduli of a, e, and m^^^ can be taken so small that the series converge while

T runs through any finite range of values starting from zero. The period

must be a multiple of 2x, say 2kir, and consequently it will be supposed that

these parameters have such small moduli that (9) converge for O^T^kir.
It follows from the symmetry of the orbits under the initial conditions

(8), that if, at T = kir, the three bodies are in a line, and if the infinitesimal body
is crossing perpendicularly the rotating line which joins Wi and wij, then the

orbit necessarily re-enters at 2k'ir, and the motion is periodic with the period

2kTr. Conversely, if, at r = 0, the orbit crosses perpendicularly the rotating

line which joins mj and m^, and if the motion is periodic with the period 27r,

then the orbit at r = Ajtt necessarily crosses perpendicularly the rotating line

which joins mj and m^. Therefore, necessary and sufficient conditions for

the existence of symmetrical periodic solutions having the period 2kTr are

Pi{a, e, m}'^; kir)=0, p^{a, e, m}'^; Aitt) =0. (10)

Since p^= pg = at t = 0, it follows that equations (10) are identically satis-

fied by a = e

=

w}^^ =0. The problem of solving them for a and e as power series

in m'/', vanishing for m = 0, will now be considered. All the terms of the solu-

tions which do not carry m^ as a factor are obtained from the solutions of the

left members of (7) set equal to zero. Since these terms belong to the two-

body problem equations (9) become, when these terms are explicitly exhibited,

p = Pi= — ercosj'T+|(cos2j'r — l)-f • • •] +m^gi(a, e, m^'^jr),

P = P2=+e{_vsmvT-{-evsin2vT + • • • J-fm^ 9^2(0, e,m^'*;T),

= P3= [— (l-fm)r-|-j'T-f2esinj'T-|- • • • ]-fm^ 3-3(0, e,m'^'; t),

= p^=\_—{l+'m)+v-[-2vecoBvT -\- • '~\+'>n^qi(a,e,m}'^;T),

w

w

(11)

where 1+m ,.r,^

The series Qi, . • • ,qi depend upon the right members of the differential equa-

tions (7). All terms in the [ ] which are not written contain e^ as a factor.

The conditions, (10), for the existence of symmetrical periodic solutions

become as a consequence of (11)

p^(kw) = ev\_sinpkTr+esm2vkTr+- • •]+w^g2(a,e,m'^';/c7r)=0,

p^{kTr) = \_-il+ni)kir+vkTr+2esin2vkir+ • • ''\+'m?q^{a,e,id'^;k'n) = Q,

(13)
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where all the unwritten terms in the
[ ] carry e^ as a factor and are linear

functions of sines of multiples of vkir. On substituting the value of v from

(12), it is found that

sinjV/(;7r = sin[l+m— -a+ • • •jjA;7r = (— l)^*sin[w— -o+ • • -JyAjir,

where J is an integer. Every term in the [ ] contains eitherm or a as a factor;

therefore every term of the second equation of (13) contains either w or a

as a factor. The coefficient of a to the first power is —3/2 kir, which is

distinct from zero; therefore the second equation of (13) can be solved for

a as a power series in m and e, vanishing with m = 0. The term of lowest

degree in m alone is the second, and its coefiicient depends upon the right

member of the differential equations (7). Therefore the solution of the

second equation for a carries m^ as a factor, and has the form

a = in^p{m}^^, e). (14)

Suppose a is eliminated from the first of (13) by means of (14). After

the elimination, a factor m can be divided out. The result then contains

a term in e alone to the first degree, and its coefficient is (— 1)*. Therefore

the resulting equation can be solved for e as a power series in m^''', vanishing

with m = 0, of the form
e = mq{rn}-'^). (15)

As a matter of fact, the expression for e contains w? as a factor, as can

easily be shown. Suppose equations (7) are integrated as power series in m^'^,

and let the initial conditions he p = p — w = w =0, in order to get the terms

which are independent of a and e. The series will have the form

p = Pim+P2m^+P3m*'''+ • • * ' w = w^m+Wim^-\-w^rd'^-\- • • • •

The explicit result of the integration is

Pi= iUi= 0,

^==^^[i + t"^'"-^^^2r-2rsinr],

^-^^; t^^^^+?«i^2r-4rCOSr],

From these equations it follows that p^ (kir) has m^ as a factor, but that it

does not have m' as a factor. Therefore the expression for e as a power
series in m}'^ contains m^ as a factor. Then (15) and (14) together give

a = m^P,{w>"), e = m^P^{m"'), (16)
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where Pj and P^ are power series in m}'^ which converge for the modulus

of m sufficiently small. Therefore the symmetrical periodic orbits exist, and

equations (16) and (8) give the initial values of the dependent variables in

terms of the parameter m''" which is defined, except for the cube root of

unity, by the data of the problem and the third equation of (6).

182. Properties of the Periodic Solutions.—The periodic orbits whose

existence has been proved re-enter after the period 2kT, where A; is any

integer. Those orbits for which k is greater than unity include those for

which k equals unity. Since, according to the discussion which has just

been made, the number of periodic orbits is the same for all values of k, it

follows that the period of the solutions is 2ir. When w = the infinitesimal

body makes a revolution in 2^, and m can be taken so small that the orbit

is as near this undisturbed orbit as may be desired. Therefore a synodic

revolution is made in 2ir for all [m] suflBciently small.

If the expressions for a and e given in (16) are substituted in (9), the

result becomes
p='Lpi{T)m"\ w= 1^ wi{j)m"\ (17)

where the summation starts with j = 6, because the expressions for a and e

have m? as a factor, and p and w have no terms in m alone of degree less than

the second.

The p and w are periodic with the period 2t for \m\ sufficiently small

because the conditions for periodicity have been satisfied. Therefore

S pAr+2'n)m'^^= S P}(tW, S Wj{T+2Tr)m'^'^ S Wj{T)m^'^;
j=6 1=6 y=6 ^=6

whence
P,(t+2^)=P,(t), w,{t+2-k)=^Wi{t) (j = 6, ...oo). (18)

Since p (0) = w(0) = 0, it foUows that

i p, (0) m'" = 0, ^Wi (0)m'^' = ;

whence
pXO)=0, Wj(0)=0 (i=6, ... 00). (19)

If the orbit of the infinitesimal body is retrograde, n is negative and m
has the definition ni=-NAn+N)

for a given sidereal period. Therefore, for a given numerical value of n, the

parameterm is smaller in retrograde motion than it is in direct motion. For

a given sidereal period the deviations from circular motion are less in the

retrograde orbits than they are in the direct. The physical reason is that

the disturbance of the motion of the infinitesimal body by m^ is greatest

when the three bodies are in a line, as can be seen from (7) or by graphically

resolving the disturbing acceleration; and in retrograde motion this approxi-

mate condition lasts a shorter time than in direct motion.
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DIRECT CONSTRUCTION OF THE PERIODIC SOLUTIONS.

183. General Considerations.—It has been proved that equations (7)

have solutions of the form (17) which satisfy (18) and (19). The solutions

are in m'^' only because a/A is a series in id'^, given exphcitly in (6). The

expression for a/A can be modified by writing

^ = Mm, (20)

where M is to be regarded in the analysis as a constant independent of m.

This amounts to a generahzation of the m as it appears in certain places in

the last equation of (6). The particular transformation (20) is made in

order that the right members of (7) shall be in integral powers of m. The

proof of the existence of the periodic solutions can be made precisely as

before, because the transformation (20) afifects only the higher terms which

were not exphcitly used. While there is nothing essential* in the trans-

formation, it will be made for the sake of convenience, after which equations

(7) become

p- (l+p)(l+m+«;)^+^±^' = ^i7(l+?>){[l+3 cos 2(r+«;)]

+|lfm(l+p)[3cos(T+w)+ 5cos3(T+«;)]+ • •

|,

(l+p)w+2p(l+m+^) = -^i7(l+p){3sin2(T+w)

+|ilfm(l+p)[sin(T+w)+ 5sin3(T+«')]H \

where

(21)

In the right member of the first equation of (21) the coefiicient of m' is

a sum of cosines of integral multiples of t+w, the highest multiple being j;

the coefiicient of m' in the right member of the second equation is a sum of

sines of integral multiples of (r+if), the highest multiple being y.

In a closed orbit around m^ there are two points at which w is zero.

The arbitrary ^o will be so determined that ty(0) = 0. The first condition

of (8) will not be imposed in advance, and it will be shown that it is a conse-

quence of the others. It will follow from this that all of the periodic solutions

of the type under consideration are sjonmetrical. Equations (21) will there-

fore be integrated in the form
CO 00

p=^ Pjm\ w= S Wjin' (22)

subject to the conditions (18) and the second of (19).

*A different transformation was made in Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. VII,

(1906), p. 542.
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184. Coefficients of m''.—These terms are defined by the equations

... 1 Q

P2-Sp2—2Wi = -r] {1+3 cos2t) , Wi-\-2p2= --Tjsin2r,

the general solution of which is

Pa = I'?
+ 2cf+cf cos T

+

cf sin T - ?7 cos 2t,

w^2 = cf-(i7+3cf)r-2cfsinT+2cfcosT+^77sin2r,
(23)

where cf\ . . . , cf are the constants of integration. By conditions (18) and
the second of (19), it follows that

cT=-\yi, cf=-2ct\ (24)

Therefore the solution (23) becomes

Pa = — -^17+c® cos T

+

cf sin T— 7j cos 2t,

w;2=-2cf-2cf sinT+2cf cosT+^t7sin2T,
o

where c® and cf are constants which remain so far undetermined.

(25)

185. Coefficients of m^—The differential equations which define the

terms of the third degree in m are

ft
" 3p3— 2w;3 = 6p2+2w2+ -Mtj [3 cos T+5 cos 3t]

= -7/+(2c®+ |Mr7)cosT + 2c®sinT-|77Cos2T+|i7Mcos3T,

w>3+2p3= — 2p2 — -Afi7[sinT+5sin3T]
(26)

= (2c® - 1 Mr!\ sin T - 2 cf cos t- 4r7 sin 2t- jMrj sin 3t.

From the second of these equations it is found that

w,= -2p3+cf - (2cf -fM,?) COST- 2cf sin r+277 cos2r+|M,7 cos 3r, (27)

which substituted in the first gives

p^+p^= _,,+2cf-(2cf-fM77)cosT-2cfsinT+|rjcos2r+|Mr7Cos3T. (28)
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In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic the coefficients

of COST and sinr must be zero; whence

c<« = 5|M„, cf = 0, (29)

after which the general solution of (28) becomes

P3= _^+2cf+cf cosr+c®sinT--|»?cos2T-gMi7Cos3T, (30)

where cf, cf, and cf are undetermined constants. The result of substi-

tuting this expression in (27) is

ib3 = 2!7-3cr-(2cf+|iW77)cosT-2cf sinT+y77Cos2T+ |Mr7Cos3r. (31)

In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic the right member
must contain no constant term; whence

cf = fr;. (32)

With this value of cf it is found, upon integrating (31) and imposing the

second condition of (19), that, so far as the computation has been made,

P2= -;^r? + ^M'7jcosT— 77COs2r, w^= — ^Mij sin r+v 'J sin2T,

p3=+|-'7+cf cosT+cf sinT-|r]Cos2r-|Mrjcos3T, '. (33)

w,= - 2cf+2cf cos r- ( 2 cf + 1 Mr, ) sin T+1 rj sin 2r + |Mrj sin 3r,

where cf and cf are constants which are as yet undetermined.

186. Coefficients of m*.—The integration will be carried one step

further and then the induction to the general term of the solution will be

made. The differential equations which define the coefficients of m* are

'p4-3p4-2w;4 = 6p3-3p2+2p2W2+2m;3+3p2+i()^+|??P2+|p2Cos2t

-3?i;2sin2r+^M^77[9+20cos2T+35cos4T],

w^-\-2pi= —PiW^— 2p^— 2p^w^—-p^mi2T— 'iw^co^2T

- ^ M'-n [2 sin 2r + 7 sin 4t] .

(34)
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Upon developing the explicit values of the right members of (34) by
means of (33), it is found that

P>3p,-2ti;,= [-f„^+|„-||MV+ ^M^„]+2crsinr

+ 1M^„ ] cos 2r + 1^7, cos 3t + [|'7''+|il^=^'7] cos 4t,

w,+2p,= -2cfcosT+[2c<"-|M7,^]sinT

+ [-f.^-f.-iMV-fM^,]sin2r

+ [fMf -|M^] sin3r + [- l^n^-f^M^r,] sin4r.

The first integral of the second of these equations is

?b,= -2p,+cl«-2cf sinT-[2cf-|M7?^]cosT

+ [h'+b +i^V + ^M^,]cos2r

- [W^^'- i-^'"]
«««3r + [f,=+|M^,] cos4r,

where cf' is an undetermined constant. Then, on substituting this value

of Wi, the first equation of (35) becomes

p;+p,= [2cr'-fV+|r7-||M^^^+^M^r,]-2cfsinT

+ [-2cf +f ikr^^-^M„]cosr+[-2r,^+f^

+l^V+fM^'?]cos2T+[-fMV + |M,,]cos3t

+ [fr?=+f M^i,]cos4r.

In order that the solution of (37) shall be periodic, the conditions

cf = fM^^-|Mi,, cr = (38)

must be satisfied. Then its general solution becomes

p,= 2cr'-fr?^+fr7-|^MV + ^M^^+c^^>cosr+cr>sinT

+ [+fr?^-f'7-iMV-f M^r,]cos2r
[ (39)

+ [+i^''^-i^'']«°«3r + [-f,^-|M^,]cos4r,

where c{*', c^^ and Cj^' are as yet undetermined constants.

(37)
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If (39) is substituted in (36), it is found, by using (38), that

^, = -3cl^+fr?^-3>7+|5MV-|M^r,+[-2cr-fM^^+^Mi,]cosr

-2crsinr+[-77^+fr?+^MV+|M^'7]cos2r
[

(40)

The periodicity condition determines cf by the equation

cT = +^^,yf-yi+^§^MW-\M\ (41)

Then the integral of (40) satisfying the second condition of (19) is

w,= -2cf +2c$«cosT- \2cf+ ^-^Myf-l^My]~\miT

+ l-\f+%ri+'^MW+lM^,yn2r
\

(42)

+ [-i^''^+i^'']«i^3r + [gr,^+iM^,]sin4x.

The results so far obtained are

P2= —-|i)+ rlikftj COST— )? cos 2t, Wi= — — M'77sinT+— ?7sin2r,
t) Id o o

P3= +^^7+ [^^i?'- |-M-'7]cosr- Ji7COs2r -|Mr,C0s3r,

W3=-[^-M'rj''+gM7,]sinr+frjsin2r+|M^sin3r,

+ [+f.-f.-iMV-|M^.]cos2r
[ (43)

+ L+al^''^ -2l^'']«o«3r
- [|,^+ |M^,]cos4r,

w,= -2cf+2cfco^T-\2cf+^-^Myf-l^M^'\^\nT

+ [-^^+S.+i|MV+iM^.]sin2r

+ [-i^''^ + i^'']«-3r + [||,^+iM^,]sin4.,

where 17= —^—, and where cf and cf are so far undetermined.
"ii ~r ' '''2
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It is observed that, so far as the variables are completely determined, the

Pj and Wj are sums of cosines and sines respectively of integral multiples of r,

the highest multiple being j. At the j^^ step of the integration one of the

four arbitrary constants which arise at that step is determined by the perio-

dicity condition on the Wj, and another by the initial condition on the Wj.

The other two constants remain undetermined until the next step, but two

which arose at the preceding step are determined by the periodicity condition

on Pj. It will be shown that these properties are general.

187. Induction to the General Step of the Integration.— Suppose

Pa, ...
, pn-\] W2, . . . , w„_i have been computed and have the properties

expressed in the following equations

:

Pj = alf^+ a^fcoST+a^2^GOs2T+ +afcosJT (i= 2, . . . , n-2),

Wj= (3l^sinT+/3f sin2r-^ +/3f sinjV 0=2, . . . , n-2),

Pn-i= +cf-"sinT+ar"+cr-"cosT+a<"-"cos2r+ • • • +a<:ii'cos(n-l)r,
[ (44)

u;„_i = - 2 cf-"+ 2 cf-" cos r+ [- 2 cf-"+ &r-"] sin t +(8^"" sin 2r

+ • •• +^':ifsin(n-l)rj

where the a^^, P^, and 62""" ^^^ known constants, and cf"" and cf"" are

undetermined constants.

In writing the differential equations which define p„ and w„ all unknown
quantities will be given explicitly. The terms involving these undetermined

coefl&cients are the same at every step. It is found from equations (7) that

the coefficients of m" are defined by

P»-3p„-2w„=+24"-"cosr+2cf-"sinT+P„(p,,'M;;, w,; t),
]

(45)
w»+2pn=+2cr~^'sinT-2cf-"cosT+Q»(pj, Pj, Wj, w; t).J

where F„ and Q„ are polynomials in pj, pi, Wj, and Wj (j = 2, . . . ,n—2) and

the known parts of p„_i , p„_i , w„-i , and w;„_i , and where r enters in the

coefficients only in sines and cosines.

It follows from (7) that, aside from numerical coefficients, P„ has terms

of the types

P<," = Pj, iVj, (ii+h =n,orn-l),

P® = p,, Wj, Wj, iJi+J2+h= n),

Pf = p)\ ' • • Pu ('«iii+ • +Kh = n, n-l,orn-2),

Pf=M'pl • • ptwl: • • <%?n':; (i= 0, 1, . . . ,
n-2; fc,+ • • +K^j+l;

i^j+2; j+hj,+ • • • +KJ.+\Pi+ ' • • ^\V^= n-2).

If Xi+ • • +X;, is even, the term is multiplied by cosiV; and if Xi+ • • • +Xji,

is odd, the term is multiplied by siniV. The terms P^", Pf , and P® come

from the left member of (7), and Pf comes from the right member.
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It follows at once from (44) and the conditions on the jt and h that

P^", Pf , and P^'' are sums of cosines of integral multiples t, the highest

multiple beingn at most. If Xi+ • • • +X^ is even, the product -w^.' • • • wj';is a

sum of cosine terms, and it follows therefore that in this case P^*' is a sum of

cosines of integral multiples of t. The highest multiple of t is

N= kJ,+ • • • +Kj\+\Pi+ ' +\p^+i,

which becomes, as a consequence of the relations to which the exponents

and subscripts are subject,

N=n—2+i—j^n—2+j+2—j = n.

If Xi+ • • • +X;;, is odd, the product wll • wl;; is a, sum of sines of

integral multiples of t. Therefore, in this case also, P^^' is a sum of cosines

of integral multiples of t; and it is shown, precisely as before, that the highest

multiple is n. Hence the general conclusion is that P„ is a sum of cosines

of integral multiples of t, the highest multiple being n.

By a similar discussion it can be proved that Q„ is a sum of sines of

integral multiples of t, the highest being n. Hence equations (45) can be

written in the form

(46)

(47)

P„-3p„-2^„= +2cr-»sinr+Ar+ [2cf-»+Af>]cosr

+^fcos2r+ • • +Af cos nr,

w„+2 p„ = - 2 cf-" cos T+ [2cf-" +Pr] sin r

+ Prsin2r+ • • • +PrsinnT,

where the Aj"^ and the 5f' (J = 0, . . . , n) are known constants.

The first integral of the second equation of (46) is

w„=-2 p^+cl"' - 2 cf-" sin T- [2 cf""+5f ] cos r- ^Pf cos 2r

— • • • —Pr cosnr,

where cf is an undetermined constant.

On substituting equation (47) in the first of (46), it is found that

p„+Pn=-2cr-"sinr+[2cr'+^n+[-2cr-»+.ir-2Pncosr

+ [<>-fPr]cos2r+ • • +[^<'"_|5r] cosnr.

In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic, the conditions

c'"-" = 0, 2cr-" =Af -2Pr (49)

must be imposed. They uniquely determine the constants cf"" and cf"",

which remained undetermined at the preceding step of the integration.

(48)
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After equations (49) are fulfilled, the general solution of (48) is of the form

p„ = c^"> Sinr+of+cf cos T+a^' cos 2t+ ' ' • +af cosnr, (50)

where cf' and c^"' are arbitrary constants, and where

ar=2cr+Ar,

/-iL^^ J
^-1 i(/-l)

0-2,..., n).

If equations (49), (50), and (51) are substituted in (47), the result is

b„= - [3cr'+2^r]-2cr'sinr-[2cr+^{"'-5r']cosr

- [2ar+ |-5f]cos2T [2af+ i5f]cosiT

-[2ar+ i5r]cosnr.

(51)

w»

(52)

In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic, its right member
must contain no constant term; whence

Then the integral of (52) satisfying the condition w„{0) = is

w„= -2cr»+2cr'cosr- [2cf'+Ar-5r]sinr

-|[2a^''>+ |5r]sin2r i[2ar+45r]sinir \ (54)

- • • • --r2a^"'+ -5r]coswT.

The results obtained at this step are

p„ = crsinT+or+crcosr+a<'"cos2r+ • • +af cosir

w„=-2cr+2cr'cosT-[2cr+^r-5nsinr+^rsin2r

+ • • • +C cos nr,

2t

+ • • • +/3rsinnr.

ao=-oA> '^j iU^-i) ^^ ^,...,71),
i(/-i)

-.(« .1, Ar-2^r ^c.
,
[2.Mr-(.f+3)Br] ,.2 n)

C, =
2 ' ' ^^

""^ /(/-I)

cr"=o,

where c^"' and cf' are as yet undetermined constants.

(55)
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Since the results expressed in the first two equations of this set are

identical in properties with the equations (44), with which the discussion of

the general step was started, and since the properties of (44) were fulfilled

for the subscripts 2, 3, and 4, it follows that the induction is complete. The
process of integration can be carried as far as may be desired.

The hypotheses under which the discussion has been made are that the

solutions are periodic and that w(0) = 0. Solutions satisfying these properties

and p(0) = were known to exist from the existence discussion, and therefore

they could certainly be found because the assumed properties are included

in those of the symmetrical orbits. It appears in the construction that

the hypotheses adopted imply also that p(0) = 0. Therefore all periodic

orbits of the type under discussion which are expansible as power series in m
are symmetrical orbits. It can be shown by direct consideration of the series

that there are no others expansible in any fractional powers of m.

188. Application of Jacobi's Integral.—^The differential equations admit

Jacobi's integral, of which no use has yet been made, and it is the only

integral not involving the independent variable. Upon transforming the

integral to the variables used in this chapter, it is found without difficulty

that its explicit form is

i+p

2-<l)^;;5^{[i-2l(i+p)-s(.+^)+(f)a+p)^]-

-|(l+p)cos(r+i^')}=-C,

(56)

where C is the constant of integration. It will be shown that this integral

can be used as a searching test on the accuracy of the computations of the

solutions, or to replace the second differential equation of (7).

Since the periodic solutions are developable as power series in m, the

integral can be expanded as a power series in m and written in the form

F^+F^{Pj,p},Wj,Wi;T)m+ +F„(pj, pj,Wj,Wj;T)m"+ - • =C. (57)

In the F„ the highest value of j is n. Since the integral converges for all

\m\ sufiiciently small, each F„ separately is constant, and therefore

Fn{Pl, Pj, Wj, IDj] T)=Cn. (58)

It follows from the form of (55) and (56) that F„ is a sum of cosines of

integral multiples of r. In F^ the sum of the products of the exponents and
subscripts of the factors of any term not involving cosjV or sinjV can not
exceed n; and in any term involving cosjr or sinjV the sum can not exceed
n-i. Therefore the highest multiple of t in F,. is n, and (58) can be written

in the form

K= To"'+7rcosr+ • • • +yT'co8JT+ • • +Y:'cosnT = C„. (59)
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Since this relation is an identity in t, it follows that

Tr = C„, Tr = = 1, ...,n). (60)

These relations are functions of af , . . . , af; ^'•^\ . . .
, ^f, and their

fulfillment fory= 1, . . . ,n serves as a thorough check on the expansion of

U and on all of the computations.

It will now be shown how the relations (60) can be used in place of

the second equation of (7). If (56) is expanded as a power series in m,

it is found that

•?^n = 4p„+2w„+4p„_i+G^„(p;, Pi, Wj, Wj] t), (61)

where G„ is a polynomial in pj, pj, Wj, and Wj and involves t only in sines

and cosines. Moreover, the greatest value of j in G„ is n—2. Suppose

that Pa, ... , Pn-i', W2, . . . , w„-2 are entirely known, and that p„_i and w„-i

are known except for the undetermined coefficients cf""; it will be shown
that equations (60) and the third and fourth equations of (55) define the af

^

and ^j"^ uniquely.

It foUows from the properties of Fn and equation (61) that this func-

tion can be written in the form

F„ = [4 ar+C]+ [K~'' - 2^r'+25^+C] cos T

+ [4ar+4/3r+Cr cos2t+ • • • +[4af +2j/3f+ CncosiT

+ • • • + [4:a':'+ 2nj8r'+ C':'] cos nr.

Consequently equations (60) become

7r=4ar+cr=a,
7f =4cr-"-24r+2jBr+(7r' = 0, [ (62)

Tf = 4ar+2y;8r+Cr = (i=2, ... ,n).

It follows from equations (55) that

4cf-"-2Af+45^ = 0,

4ar+2y^r+|5r=o (j=2, ...,«).
(63)

Upon comparing equations (62) and (63), it is found that

2BT=jCT in= 2, . . .oc;j=l, . . . ,n). (64)

Therefore the third to the seventh equations of (55) can be written

.. [Af-cn
,

.cn)^ 4Ar-(/+3)cr
»y - (^^-ii-i) P^

2i(/-i)
u-A...,«;,

(65)
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These equations express the coefficients, which are determined at this step of

the integration, uniquely in terms of constants which depend only upon the

first equation of (7) and upon the integral. In practical computation it is

more convenient to make the determination of the coefficients depend upon

the Tlf and Cf' than upon the Af^ and Bf\ for the former have many
terms in common, except for numerical multipliers, and both are coefficients

of cosine series, which are easier to check than are the sine series on which

the Bf^ depend. But the chances of error in lengthy computations are so

great that if the developments are to be made to high powers of m, the only

safe method is to use both the second equation of (7) and the integral, or,

what is the same thing, to secure the fulfillment of equations (64).

In order to illustrate the process the expression for Fi will be developed.

It is found from equation (56) that

F^= 4:Pi+2w^+4:p,+pl-pl+wl+4piW2- Pi Tf- Spjij cos 2r

+ Sw^r, sin 2t+^M^ 57 [9+20 cos 2t+ 35 cos 4t ]

.

(66)

Upon developing the right member explicitly by means of the first four

equations of (43), it is found that

F,=C+ [4 cf- 1 Mr,'] cos r+ [ 4ar +4^«' - ^v'-jV

-S^V-fM^^]cos2r + [4ar+ 6^r+fM,,^

-|M^]cos3r + [4ar+8^r-f'7^-|M^r?]cos4r.

It is found in the notation of (62), and by comparing with the right member
of the second equation of (35), that

C = +4cf-|Mr,^ = 2Br,

2Cf= -lr,^-^r,-^^^MW-iM^v = 2B'^\

3C=+fM„='-|M^ = 25r\

4C = -^ rj^- fM^rj = 2B'f,

exactly fulfilling equations (64).

(67)
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189. The Solutions as Functions of the Jacobian Constant.—It follows

from equation (57) that when the periodic solution is given, the constant C is

uniquely defined. The relation between C and the constant of the Jacobian

integral, when it is expressed in terms of the variables in more ordinary-

use, will be found. If the origin is taken at the center of gravity of the

system, the differential equations of motion in rectangular coordinates are

X =—— } y =——
1 u = }

dx dy n n
(68)

r^=V(x-x^y+(y-y^y, r, = V{x-x,y+{y-y,y.

These equations admit the integral

x"-\-y"-2N{xy'-yx')=2U-Co, (69)

where Co is the constant of the Jacobian integral andN is defined in (3) . The
relation between Cq and C of equation (56) is required.

The variables x and y are expressed in terms of the polar coordinates,

r and v of (1), by the equations

x = rcosv ~—AcosiV^, y = rsmv r^— AsiniV^:

from which it follows that

x'^-\-y'^-2N{xy'- yx') = r'^+fv'^- 2iVrV

2^ .AN'rcos(v~Nt) - mlA'N'.
mi+nii

(70)

Upon making the transformations (6) and referring to (3) and (5), it is easily

found that

W '"1 ~r "*2

2m,AN'rcos(v-Nt)=^^^^^aAN'il+p)cosiT+w),

k'mx Fm2^ iV'(l+m)V

n n m'(i+p)
-h

(71)

Upon substituting (71) in (70) and (69) and comparing with (56), the relation

between Co and C is found to be

C -mMW^ - ^^C= (-J^^\"^^M^—C (12-)
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It is seen from (56) that when C is expanded as a power series in m, or

in m}^^ if a/A is eliminated by the last equation of (6), it starts off with a

term which is independent of m. Therefore Co, the Jacobian constant for

the integral in the ordinary form, is expansible as a power series in m^'^

and is infinite for m = 0. The three periodic orbits, of which two are

complex for \m\ sufficiently small, corresponding to the three determinations

of a/A in (6), coincide and branch at m = or Co = oo . Since the coordinates

in the periodic orbits are analytic functions of m)-'^, and rd'^ is an analytic

function of Co through the inversion of (72), it follows that the coordinates

in the periodic orbits are analytic functions of Cq. One branch-point is at

Co = 00 . In the special problem treated by Darwin,* in which the ratio of

the finite masses is 10 to 1, he found by computation in the case of the

orbits around the smaller finite mass that there is another branch-point

for a certain value of Co , at which the complex orbits first become real and

coincident, and then real and distinct.

190. Applications to the Lunar Theory.—In the development of the

Lunar Theory the differential equations have been so treated that the

resulting expression for the distance, or its reciprocal, is a sum of terms which

involve the time only under the cosine and sine functions. The longitude

involves terms of the same type and the time multiplied by a constant factor.

Considering the problem in the plane of the ecliptic, there are terms whose
period is equal to one-half the synodic period of the moon. They are known
as the variational terms. Now the period of the periodic orbits which have
been found above is the synodic period of the revolution of the infinitesimal

body, or twice that of the variational terms. The terms of the solutions

which are of even degree in m have the period of half the synodical period of

revolution. The variational terms in fact belong to the class of periodic

orbits treated here. The detailed comparison, up to m^ with the work of

Delaunay was made in the Transactions of the American Mathematical

Society, vol. VII (1906), p. 562, and perfect agreement was found except in

the coefficients of the higher powers of m, where errors are almost unavoid-

able in Delaunay's complicated method.

Hill wrote a remarkable series of papers on the Lunar Theory in the

American Journal of Mathematics, vol. I (1878), in which he proposed to

start from the variational orbit, instead of from an ellipse, as an intermediate

orbit for the determination of the motion of the moon. The elliptic orbit

as an intermediate orbit came down from Newton and his successors, and
the inertia of the human mind is such that it was retained for over a century
in spite of the fact that it has little to recommend it. HiU has the great

honor of initiating a new movement which, it seems certain, wiU be of the

highest importance.

*Acla Mathematica, vol. XXI (1897), pp. 99-242.
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The results obtained by Hill are coextensive with those given here if

we put M= and 77 = 1 in the latter series. The method employed by Hill

was entirely different from that of this chapter. It was convenient in prac-

tice, but its validity can not easily be established. The same method was
extended by Brown to include terms which contain M as a factor* to the

first, second, and third degrees. A comparison of the results obtained by
the methods of this paper with those of several writers on the Lunar Theory,

especially in the coefficient of a/A which converges most slowly, will be

found in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. VII

(1906), p. 569.

191. Applications to Darwin's Periodic Orbits.—In Darwin's compu-
tations,t the ratio of the masses of the finite bodies was ten to one. It is

found from the definition of r] and the last equation of (6) that for the

motion around the smaller of the finite bodies

^ mi+mj 11' A Xmi+m^J \n) W \l+m/ " ^ '

Darwin defined his orbits by the value of the Jacobian constant, and
their periods were found from the detailed computations. In comparing

with his work it is simpler to take the periods which he obtained and to find

the orbits from equation (43) . The comparison will be made first with his

"Satellite A" for the Jacobian constant in his notation equal to 40.5, loc. dt.,

p. 199. The synodic period was found to be 61° 23'= 61.383°, where the

period of the finite bodies is 360°. Therefore

^=^ =0.17051, J = (1)^^^(-^)" =0.12449. (74)

The m for this orbit is more than twice that occurring in the Lunar Theory.

With these values of the constants substituted in the series of §186, it is

found that

r= 0.12427+0.00652 cost -0.00420 cos2t+ 0.00004 cos3t

-0.00006 cos4t+

w= -0.12062 sinT+0.05079 sin 2r- 0.00184 sin3T

+ 0.00095 sin4t+

(75)

The infinitesimal body is in a line with the finite bodies and between

them when t = 0. The value of r at this time is found from (75) to be

r(0) =0.12657. The corresponding value given by Darwin is 0.1265. The
infinitesimal body is in opposition at T = ir, and it is found from (75) that

9»(7r) =0.11345. Darwin's value is 0.1135. These agreements show that

the "Satellites A" are of the class treated in this chapter.

*American, Journal of Mathematics, vol. XIV (1891), pp. 140-160.

]Acta Mathematica, vol. XXI (1887), pp. 99-242.
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In a retrograde orbit having the same sidereal period, the expression

for m is

—N —N/n /«e\^ = —r~i^= . I A7/ • (76)n+N l+N/n ^ '

In this case



Chapter XII.

PERIODIC ORBITS OF SUPERIOR PLANETS.

192. Introduction.—The preceding chapter was devoted to the consid-

ation of the motion of an infinitesimal body subject to the attraction of two

finite bodies which revolve in circles. The periodic orbits whose existence

was there proved inclose only one of the finite bodies, and they are more
nearly circular the smaller their dimensions and the shorter their periods.

The present chapter also will be devoted to the consideration of the

motion of an infinitesimal body subject to the attraction of two finite bodies

which revolve in circles; but the periodic orbits now under discussion inclose

both of the finite bodies and are more nearly circular the larger their dimensions

and the longer their periods. There are three families of orbits of this class

in which the motion is direct, and three in which it is retrograde. For small

values of the parameter in terms of which the solutions are developed, only

one family each of the direct and of the retrograde orbits is real.

The mode of treatment of the problem of this chapter is similar to

that of the preceding. A certain parameter n naturally enters the problem.

When /x is zero, the problem reduces to that of two bodies, which admits a

circular orbit as a periodic solution. The existence of the analytic continu-

ation of this orbit with respect to the parameter /i is proved, and direct

methods of constructing the solutions are developed. It is shown also how
the integral can be used as a check on the computations, or as a substitute

for one of the differential equations in the construction of the solutions.

The results of the preceding chapter were directly applicable to the

Lunar Theory; those of this chapter have no direct bearing on the practical

problems of the solar system, at least as they are at present treated. Their

chief value at present is that they cover a part of the field of the problem

of three bodies in which one is infinitesimal and in which the finite bodies

revolve in circles.

193. The Differential Equations.—Let the origin of coordinates be at

the center of gravity of the finite bodies m^ and m^ , and take the xiz-plane

as the plane of their motion. Suppose the infinitesimal body moves in the

X2/-plane. Let the coordinates of m^, m^, and the infinitesimal body be

(Xj, 2/1), (X2, 2/2), and {x, y) respectively. Then the differential equations of

motion for the infinitesimal body are

> —TTs- = -;rrr

'

U = — >

df dx df dy n n

n = V{x-xrr+iy-ytr, n=V{x-x,y+{y-y,y
379

(1)
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Let /„2 I -2 J? ^ . /^2_L„2 = —^
mi

mi+^'i^=Vfe-%)=+(2/I-2/2)^ ^.= V^I+^ = ;;rTk^-

(2)

Then, in polar coordinates, equations (1) become

de ^\dt) ~ dr' ^df^dtdt r dv
^^

The potential function U will now be developed. From (1) and (2) it

is found that

C'=^[l-f'-(.-..)+(f)f+*^[l+f'cos(„-,)+(f)']"

,W?!^ + ^|{i[l+3cos2(.-..)]

[3cos(«;-i;i)+5cos3(y-i'i)]+ • 4-ill— -^2

' 8r

Then equations (3) become

(4)

df

+ ^i^'[3cos(«;-?;i)+5cos3(y-t;i)]+ • • •}»

d^v .cydrdv _ _ k^rriinh
^{|sin2(t;-t;,)

(5)

d^ dtdt mi+mn

If the orbits of m^ and ma are circles, which is assumed to be the case,

equations (1) admit the Jacobian integral

©+(f)'-2<4-''l) = 2^-^' -'-'-^^W^- («)

It follows that rii is the mean motion of the finite bodies and that v^ = njj,—Q

.

In polar coordinates the integral becomes

r'^-\-fv'^-2n^fv' =2U-C, (7)

where the primes indicate derivatives with respect to t.

When the right members of (5) are put equal to zero, the equations

admit the particular solution

r= a, v=^^^^!^^{t-Q=n{t-Q, (8)

where n is the angular velocity of the infinitesimal body in its orbit and to is an

arbitrary constant. It will be supposed that n is given by the observations,

or that its value is assumed, and that a is determined by the second equation

of (8). The constant a has three values, only one of which is real.



^ = M^^• (10)

}.
(11)
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New variables, p, 6, and t, and new constants, n and M, will be introduced

by the equations

r = a(l+p), v = nit-Q+d, {n-n)(t-Q = r, ^=m, j^^=M. (9)

It follows from (6), (8), and (9) that

R

and equations (5) become

-(r^.a^{![i+3cos2(r+«]

+StS i^[-(-+«+5sm3(,+9)]+ . .

.},

where the dots over the letters indicate derivatives with respect to t. These
equations are valid for the determination of the motion of the infinitesimal

body provided |m|<1- The right members of equations (11) involve only

cosines and sines respectively of integral multiples of t+0. The parts in the

brackets proceed according to powers of n^'^, the coefficients of even powers
of ju^''' in the first and second equations being cosines and sines respectively

of even multiples of r, and the coefficients of odd powers of i/^^ being cosines

and sines respectively of odd multiples of r.

194. Proof of the Existence of Periodic Solutions.—Suppose p = P, p = 0,

d= 0, (9 = 7 at T = 0, and let the solution of (11) be written in the form

P=/(^,T;t), = ^(/3,T;r). (12)

Now make the transformation

P = Pi, e=-d„ T=-T,. (13)

The resulting equations have precisely the form (11). Consequently their

solutions with the initial conditions pi = /3, pi = 0, = 0, ^1 = 7 are

Pi=M 7;Ti)=M7;-r)=p, e,=<p{^,y;T,)=<p{^,y-T) = -e. (14)

Therefore, with these initial conditions, p is an even function of t, and d is

an odd function of r. The orbit is symmetrical with respect to the p-axis

both geometrically and in t. Such an orbit will be called symmetrical,

whether it is periodic or not.
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Now consider the conditions for a closed symmetrical orbit. Since the

right members of (11) involve only sines and cosines of integral multiples

of T, sufficient conditions that in symmetrical orbits p and 6 shall be periodic

with the period 2JTr are

P=m7;jV) = 0, = ^(/3,t;jV) = O; (15)

and these conditions are necessary, provided they are distinct.

In order to examine the solutions of (15), it is convenient to use par-

ameters other than j8 and y. Suppose that, at t = 0,

r= a(l+p)=a(l+a)(l — e), f = ap = 0,

M
I
A- M Vl+e (16)

It follows that a(l+a) and e are the major semi-axis and eccentricity of the

elliptic orbit which would be obtained if the right members of equations

(11) were zero. Because of the well-known properties of the solutions of

the two-body problem in terms of these elements, the properties of the

general solutions, so far as they do not depend upon the right members of

(11), are known. These properties will be important in solving the conditions

for periodic solutions.

Equations (11) are regular in the vicinity of ix = 0, p = 0, p = 0, = 0,

6 = ioT all values of t. It foUows that the moduli of a, e, and jix*''^ can be

taken so small that the solutions will be regular while t runs through any
finite preassigned range of values. We shall choose as the interval for t the

range 0^T^2^'7r and integrate (11) as power series in a, e, and yi}'^, vanishing

with a = e = }i'^= 0. That is, the results will be the analytic continuation

with respect to these parameters of the particular solution r= a,v = nt, which

exists when /i= 0. The results may be written in the form

P = Pi (a, e, m'^'; t), e = p, (a, e, ij>"; r), 1

p = p^{a,e,fj,''';r), e = Piia,e, fj}^'; t), J^
where Pu • •

, Pi are power series in a, e, and /i'''', with t in the coefficients.

The conditions for a periodic solution, (15), become

p, (a, e, ix'" ;
jir) = 0, p, (a, e, n"' ;

jir) = 0. (18)

It will be shown that these equations can be solved for a and e as power
series in m'^', vanishing with ii^'^ = 0, which converge if the modulus of n^'^ is

sufficiently small.

Since the right members of (11) carry m^"/' as a factor, the part of the

solution depending on the right members wiU be divisible by m"''- If

the right members of (11) were zero and if the solution were formed with

the initial conditions (16), the mean angular motion of the infinitesimal

body in its orbit would be

(19)p = M
(l-M)(l+a) 3/2
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Consequently, from the solution of the two-body problem, it follows that

equations (18) have the form

Piih) = ev
I

sin vjir+esm2vjir+ • • •

|
+ij}''%{a, e, fx'"; jir) = 0,

(20)

where the unwritten parts in the brackets are sines of multiples of vjir, and
carry e* as a factor.

Upon referring to (19), it is observed that the first equation of (20) is

divisible by ^t^, and the second by /x. After dividing by these factors the

equations are still satisfied by a = e = /i = 0; moreover, the determinant of

their linear terms in a and e is

A =
, jV

_3
2

3 • o • + fywo. (21)

Therefore, besides the solution m = 0, equations (20) have a unique solution

for a and e as power series in ^*''', vanishing with yi^'^ = 0, which converge for

the modulus of ti'^ sufliciently small. These power series carry ii^'^ as a

factor, and can be written in the form

a = M^^'A(M^^O, 6 = m^^'P.(m'^'). (22)

Upon substituting these series in the right members of (17), which vanish

with a = e = At^''^ = 0, the result is

P = M^^'Qi(m^^ r), = M*''Q.(m'^ r). (23)

The series Q^ and Q^ are periodic in t with the period 2y7r because the con-

ditions that the solutions shall have this period have been satisfied. Since

(17) converge for all 0^T^2y7r if the moduli of a, e, and ii'^ are sufiiciently

small, and since the expressions for a and e given in (22) vanish for ^ = 0, it

follows that the modulus of m^^' can be taken so small that the series (23) con-

verge for all T in the interval; and since they are periodic with the period 2jt,

the convergence holds for all finite values of t.

The integer j has so far been undetermined. When j is unity, the

periodic solutions exist uniquely and their period is 2t. When j is greater

than unity the periodic solutions also exist uniquely. Since the periodic

orbits for j greater than unity include those for j equal to unity, and since in

both cases there is precisely one periodic orbit for a given value of yi^'^,

it follows that all the symmetrical periodic orbits of the class under consideration

have the period 27r in the independent variable t.
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It follows from (6) and (9) that T-\-d = v—Vi. Since in the periodic

solution is periodic with the period 27r, the period of the solution is the

synodic period of the three bodies. Hence, if the motion of the infinitesimal

body is referred to a set of axes having their origin at the center of gravity

of the system and rotating in the direction of motion of the finite bodies at

the angular rate at which they move, and if the a;-axis passes through the

finite bodies, then the periodic orbit of the infinitesimal body, which has

been proved to exist, will be symmetrical with respect to the a;-axis. Since,

by hypothesis, a> jR, it follows from (6) and (8) that n^> n. Therefore, even

if the motion of the infinitesimal body is forward with respect to fixed axes,

it is retrograde with respect to the rotating axes.

It is supposed that the period of the finite bodies, and therefore Wi, is

given in advance and remains fixed. The variation of the parameter ii^'^

corresponds to a variation of the period of the infinitesimal body defined

by n. If the motion with respect to fixed axes is forward, n has the same
sign as n^, and ii'^ has three values, one of which is real and positive while

the other two are complex. If the motion is retrograde, n^'^ has three

different values, one of which is real and negative while the other two are

complex. Therefore, for a given period, there are six symmetrical orbits,

three direct and three retrograde; and for smaU n one direct orbit is real and
one retrograde orbit is real, while in the others the coordinates are complex.

This means, of course, that the corresponding solutions do not exist in the

physical problem. The coordinates of the complex orbits are conjugate in

pairs. For a certain value of ii^'^ they may become equal, and therefore

real, and, for larger values of /x^^', real and distinct.

Upon transforming the integral (7) by (9), it is found that

,:^g^{i[l+3c„.2(.+.)]+^^[3cos(.+.)l(24)

+5cos3(t+0)]+ • \-C„

+
(

where C = n\{l- ixYa^C^. It follows from this equation and (23) that C^

can be expanded as a power series in n^^^, vanishing with n^'^. The term of

lowest degree in m'''', after substituting (23), is ii^'\ Therefore, ii^'^ can be
expanded as a power series in C/'. For Ci = 0, the three branches of the

function are the same. Since a = R/ij^'^, the relation between C and Cj is

^ = ^3
=—i7g-Ll +power series m /*]. (25)

From this it follows that C=oo for i/^' = 0. Therefore the periodic orbits

branch at C= oo , and there are two cycles of three each.
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195. Practical Construction of the Periodic Solutions.—It has been

proved that the symmetrical periodic solutions under discussion are expres-

sible in the form
p=Sp,M^ 0=2 0,M^ (26)

where the p, and dt are functions of r. Since these series are periodic and

converge for all \i/'^\ sufficiently small, it follows that each p, and dt separately

is periodic; that is,

p.(r+27r)=p,(T), e,{r+2T)^e,{T). (27)

In every closed orbit there are points at which dp/dr = 0. Suppose to

of (9) is so determined that this condition is satisfied at t = 0; it will follow

from this and the convergence of (26) for all \p}^^\ sufficiently small that

P, = (1 = 4:, ... CO). (28)

In the symmetrical periodic orbits the value of d is zero at t = 0. But
this condition will not be imposed, because the general periodic orbits, whose

initial conditions are not specialized, include those which are symmetrical;

and in the construction it will appear that the conditions for symmetry are

a consequence of those for periodicity. Hence all the periodic orbits of the

class under consideration are symmetrical.

Equations (26) are to be substituted in (11), arranged as power series

in Ai^^', and the coefficients of the several powers of m^'" set equal to zero.

The coefficients of fi*^^ set equal to zero give the equations

P4 = 0, 0>O. (29)

The solutions of these equations satisfying (27) and (28) are

Pi= a,, e,= b,, (30)

where a^ and 64 are so far undetermined constants.

The coefficients of ix^'% •
, fJ^'^ are the same as (29) except for their

subscripts, and their solutions satisfying (27) and (28) are similarly

p] = a}, ej = bj (i=5, ...,9), (31)

where all the aj and bj are so far undetermined constants.

The coefficients of m*"''' give the equations

Pio
= 3a4-f-^[l+3cos2r], 6f\„= - |Msin2T. (32)

In order that the solution of the first of these equations shall be periodic

the condition
,

a,= \M (33)

must be imposed, which uniquely determines the constant 04. Then the

solution of (32) satisfying (27) and (28) is

Pio
= aio+^^cos2r, 0io

= feio+|-^sin2T, (34)

where fljo and 610 are as yet undetermined.
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The coefficients of m"^' are defined by the equations

from which it follows that

a8= 0, Pii = aii, ^ii = &ii, (35)

where a^ and h^ are as yet undetermined.

The coefficients of n"'^ in the solutions satisfy the equations

'-3".+^^^13cos.+5cos3.1. i,„
= 3^g^(^„,+5,i„3,,.

Upon imposing conditions (27) and integrating, it is found that a^ = 0, and

P.= a.- ^(^^7^) r3cosr+|cos3r1,
2 (mi

3 Mimi—r)h) \

8 mi+mz L "'"
'

' 9

where a^j and fejj remain so far undetermined.

In a similar way it is found from the coefficients of ju"''' that

^^'=-^"-¥ 1-^^. L
smr+-sm3rj,

(36)

a, = 0, Pi3 = ai3+fikfcos2r, ^13 = ^3+jMsin2r, (37)

where ttu and 613 remain undetermined at this step.

So far all the bj have remained arbitrary, and it is necessary to carry the

integration one step further in order to see how they are determined. The
coefficients of /x"''' are defined by

(38)

Pi4= 3a8-3aJ+|M[364sin2T+2a4+6a,cos2T],

014= —04010 — 3M[64Cos2t— 2a4sin2T].

Upon substituting the values of 04 and ^^ from (33) and (34), imposing the

conditions (27) and integrating, it is found that 03= — j:M^, and

Pi4= au- |&4-^sin2t-j^M^ cos 2t,

^14= &14+ f64^cos2t - 1M^ sin 2t.

The condition (28) for j = 14 gives the equations

(39)

&4=0, Pi4= ai4-^M^cos2r, 014 =
614-

I^' sin 2r. (40)

It is found in a similar way from the coefficients of n^'^ that 65 = 0, and

Pi. = ai.--M^^^-^Lcosr+-cos3r],

[ (41)

where a^^ and 615 remain so far arbitrary.
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It will be observed that, so far as the computation has been carried, the

coefficients of the pj are cosines of integral multiples of r, and that the coeffi-

cients of the Oj , except for the undetermined additive constants, are sines of

integral multiples of t. In the computation of pj the periodicity conditions

have uniquely determined aj_6, and the condition 'pi
= Q at t = has

required that 6j_io = 0. It will now be shown that these properties are

general. Suppose p^, . . .
, Pn', Gi, • • • , Sn have been computed and that

the coefficients are all known except a„_5 , . . . , a„, which enter additively

in p„_4, . . .
, p„ respectively, and 6„_9, . . . , &„, which enter additively in

fl„_9, . . ., 0„ respectively. The differential equations for the determination

of p„+i and 0„+i are

P„+i = 3a„_5+ |M6„_9sin2T-|-F„+i(r), d„+, = G„+, (t), (42)

where F„+i (t) and G„+i(t) are entirely known functions of t. It follows from
the assumptions respecting p^, . . .

, p„; ^4, . . . , 0„ and the properties of

equations (11) that /^„+i(t) is a sum of cosines of integral multiples of t, and
that G„+i(t) is a sum of sines of integral multiples of t. Hence they may be
written in the form

F„+,{t) = S A<"+" cos JT, G„+x(t) = S 5f+" sin jr.

In order that the solution of the first equation of (42) shall be periodic

the condition

3a„_6+^r" = (43)

must be imposed, and this condition uniquely determines a„_6

.

After equation (43) has been satisfied, the solution of the first equation

of (42) is

P„+i = a„+i-|M6„_,sin2r+S «;"+" cos^r, af+"= -4^r"- (44)

The condition p = at t = makes it necessary to take

&n-9 = 0. (45)

Then p„+i is completely determined except for the additive constant a„+i

,

and it is a sum of cosines of integral multiples of t.

The solution of the second equation of (42) is

0n+i = 6„+i+S^r+»sinyr, ^f+" = - ^,Br+". (46)

Hence e„+i is a sum of sines of integral multiples of t, except for the unde-

termined constant 6„+i , which must be put equal to zero in order to satisfy

the condition on p„+n. These results lead, by induction, to the conclusion

that the pj and dj (j= 4:, . . . 00) are sums of cosines and sines respectively

of integral multiples of r whose coefficients are uniquely determined.
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From the properties of the solutions which have just been established,

it follows that not only is p = at t = 0, but also 6(0) = 0. Therefore these

periodic orbits are the symmetrical orbits whose existence was established

in §194. In the construction it was not assumed that the orbits were

symmetrical, and since this property is a necessary consequence of the

periodicity conditions, it follows that all periodic solutions which are expan-

sible as power series in /j}^^ are symmetrical. It is easily shown, by direct

consideration of the construction of periodic solutions, that they can not be

expanded as power series in fj^'^ except whenj is a multiple of 3, and that then

they reduce to those found above.

196. Application of the Integral.—The differential equations admit the

integral (24), which, for brevity, can be written in the form

It follows from the form of (24) and the expansions (26) that the left member
of this equation can be developed as a power series in fx^^^, giving

F=F,+Fy'+F,fi'f'+ +i^„M"^'+ • • • =0. (47)

Since the pj and 6j are sums of cosines and sines respectively of integral

multiples of t, and since p enters in (24) only in the second degree and d only

in even degrees, it follows that the Fj are sums of cosines of integral multiples

of T. Equation (47) is an identity in fi^'\ whence

F„=ZC';^cosJT=0 (71=0, ... 00).

Since these equations hold for all values of t, it follows that

(7^ = (n= 0, ... 00
; j = 0, ... oo). (48)

The Cf are functions of the af\ . . . , af and /S*"', . . .
, ^f\ Hence

equations (48) can be used as check formulas on the computation of the
coefficients of the solutions.

Equations (48) can be used in place of the second equation of (11) for

the determination of the
13f\ the coefficients of the trigonometric terms in

the expression for 0„. Suppose P4, . . . ,p„_^sindd^, . . . , 0„_i have been
determined except for additive constants in p„_6 , . . .

, p„_i . It foUows from
(24) that F„ is

F„= -2d„+ P„(pj, Pj, dj, 9j) (i=4, . . . , n-1),

where P„ is a polynomial in the arguments indicated. Consequently
equations (48) are of the form

cr = -2j/3r+i>r(ar,^r)=o iv=i, . .
.

, n-D,
which uniquely determine the pf\



Chapter XIII.

A CLASS OF PERIODIC ORBITS OF A PARTICLE SUB-
JECT TO THE ATTRACTION OF n SPHERES

HAVING PRESCRIBED MOTION.

By William Raymond Longley.

197. Introduction.—^The restricted problem of three bodies furnishes
naturally the starting-point* for the consideration of the periodic orbits
of an infinitesimal body, or particle, which is subject to the Newtonian
attraction of certain finite spheres whose motion is supposed to be known.
The two finite bodies are supposed to revolve in circles about their common
center of mass, and the motion of the particle is restricted to the plane in

which the finite bodies move. One class of orbits occurring in this problem
is that in which the particle revolves about one of the finite bodies, and for

the consideration of these orbits it is convenient to refer the motion of the
particle to a plane rotating with the angular velocity of the finite bodies.

All of the known periodic orbits of this type possess one and only one line

of symmetry, namely, the fine joining the finite bodies, and this property
of symmetry plays an important part in the proof of their existence and the

construction of series to represent them.

The purpose of this chapter is to generalize the restricted problem by
introducing into the plane of motion more than two finite bodies. The
coordinates of the finite bodies (spheres) are supposed to be known functions

of the time, that is, the motion of the spheres is prescribed. For the analysis

which follows the nature of the forces producing this motion is unimportant.

The spheres are supposed to attract the particle according to the Newtonian
law. Besides involving additional terms in the disturbing function, this

generalization modifies the original problem by introducing cases where
the periodic orbits have no line of symmetry, and cases where there are

more lines of symmetry than one. This modification necessitates some
changes in the details of the analysis which must be worked out. In order

to avoid cumbersome notation, the analysis will be developed for simple

particular cases of the motion of spheres under their Newtonian attraction;

with slight changes it is applicable to more general types of prescribed

motion of the finite bodies, which are indicated in §207.

*See papers by Hill, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 1 (1878), p. 245; Darwin, Acta Mathematica,
vol. 21 (1897), p. 99; and Moulton, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 7 (1906), p. 537.

3S9
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198. Existence of Periodic Orbits Having no Line of Symmetry.—It

was shown by Lagrange* that an equilateral triangle is a possible configu-

ration for three spheres revolving in circles about their common center of

mass. This motion of three finite bodies will serve to illustrate the case

when the periodic orbits of the particle about one of the bodies possess no

line of symmetry. Let the masses of the three finite bodies moving accord-

ing to the equilateral-triangle solution be denoted by M, M^, M^, and sup-

pose the particle P revolves about the mass M. Suppose also that the

masses M^ and M^ are unequal.

f

With reference to M as origin and an axis having a fixed direction in

space, let the polar coordinates of M^,M^, and P be respectively {R^, FJ,

{R^, Fg), and (r, v). The coordinates of the bodies are expressed in terms

of the time, t, as follows

:

R, = R,= A, V, = V,-l=m, (1)

where
N'A' = h\M-^M^+M;).

Here N denotes the angular velocity, A the length of a side of the triangle,

and A; is a constant depending upon the units employed.

The differential equations of motion of P are

de ^\dt)
'^

r" dr' ^df^ dtdt rdv' ^^

where

= prM> + M._i|,cos(.-7,)-^rcos(.-7jl
Ln n A^ ^ "' A^ ^ ^'

\

\
(3)

r-i = Vr' + A'-2Mcos (f-Fi), r-2 = Vr'+A'-2rAcos(?;-Fs). .

Let us define m and a by the relations

mv = N, vV = k'M, (4)

where »/ is a quantity to be assigned later.

By the substitution v = w + Vi = w + Nt the motion is referred to an
axis rotating with the angular velocity of the finite bodies and passing

always through ilfj; and factors depending upon the units employed are

eliminated by the relations r = ap, vt = t. On making these substitutions in

equations (2) and dividing by v^a, the differential equations of relative

motion become

*Prize memoir, Essai sur le Probletne des Trois Corps, 1772; Coll. Works, vol. 6, p. 229.

flf Ml = Af. the periodic orbit of P aboutM has a line of symmetry, namely, the median of the triangle

from the vertex M, which is the line joiningM to the center of mass of the system. For the treatment of

this special case it is convenient to make use of the property of symmetry and to employ analysis similar

to that developed in §§202 and 203.
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We can expand fi as a power series in ap/A which is convergent for all

values of w provided the distance MP = ap is less than A ; and in all that

follows this condition is supposed to be satisfied. The expansion has the

form

Q=^ [l+|(jpy|l + 3cos2«;l+|(-|py|3cosw;+5cos3w;j+

+ ^'[l+i(lp)'{n-3co.2(»-|)}A

+ |(|py{3cos(^-f)+5cos3(^-f)}+ . . .].

Let \ and \ be defined by the relations

M, = \{M,+M,), M, = \{M,+M,). (6)

From equations (1) we have

h\M,+M,) __ M,+M, ,„
A' ~ M+M,+mJ-^ •

Then, on setting

M,+M, ^

it follows that the second members of equations (5) have the form

^]^^^=i<:mv[|x|l+3cos2«;j+|Xi(-|p)|3cos«;+5cos3w;j+

+|x,{l+3cos2(«;-|)j+fx,(|p){3cos(ii;-f)+5cos3(ti;-|)}+

i^ 'dw
= -^^v[|XiSin2w;+|XiQp)|sinw;+5sin3w)j+ •

•

+|x,sin2(w^-|) +|x,Qp)|sin(zi;-|) +5sin3zi;(i/;-|)j+ •

It is convenient to introduce a parameter n into the differential equations

(5) by the relations

m=n, \= \ti, J='?^ (8)

wherever the degree of a/A is higher than the first. The quantities X and ij

are numerical constants. By relating \ and p. the existence proof is made
to depend only upon general properties and certain terms of the differential

equations which involve \ ; that is, upon terms in the disturbing function

which are due to the body M^ . We shall consider the solution of equations

(5) as power series in the parameter p. The differential equations, and

consequently also the solution, do not represent the physical problem under

consideration for any value of the parameter except the one satisfying the

relations (8). But if the solution is valid when this particular numerical

value of ju is substituted, then it is a solution of the differential equations

(7)
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representing the physical problem and therefore has a physical interpre-

tation. The generalization of the parameter a/A is merely for convenience

in having finite expressions in the equations which determine the coefficients

at the various steps in the solution.

On introducing the parameter ^ as indicated, equations (5) become

/=Zp[xi|(l+3cos2M;)+|^p(3cosi(;+5cos3w;)|+M/^(p,M,cosjw;,sin»j;

£?
= -Zp[Xij|sin2i(;+ 1^ p (sini<;+5sin3w)) 1+m(?(p,m, sinjw;,cos»|

where F and G are functions of the indicated arguments.

Equations (9) are periodic in w with the period 2-w and do not involve t

explicitly. Suppose that

is a solution. Sufficient conditions that the solution shall be periodic with

the period 2px (where p is an integer) are

where i/'i and i/'a denote derivatives of i/'i and il/^ with respect to t.

When fi = a, periodic solution, which will be called the undisturbed

orbit, is known, namely,

p = l, W = T, (11)

and the initial conditions are

p = l, p' = 0, w = Q, w' = l. (12)

It will be shown by the process of analytic continuation that, for values of

n different from zero, but sufficiently small, there exists a periodic solution

which, for m = 0, reduces to equations (11). For this purpose we consider

the solution of equations (9) subject to the initial conditions

p = l+^i, p' = /3,, w = ^„ w' = l+^„ (13)

where ^i, Pt, fin ^i, are to be determined as functions of n, vanishing with

H, so that the conditions of periodicity (10) shall hold. It follows from the

differential equations that the solution is expressible as power series in ^^

,

^2, 183 > 1^4 J
^^^ M and that, for sufficiently small values of the parameters,

the series are convergent for all values of t from to 2px. We suppose

that this condition on the moduli of the parameters is satisfied.

For the determination of t.hose terms in the series which involve the

initial conditions but not /x^, it is possible to use the known solution of the

two-body problem, since for ju = equations (9) reduce to the equations of
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motion of a particle P when subject to the attraction of M alone. Hence,

instead of the additive increments j8i ,
jSj

,
/Sj

, 184 , it is convenient to introduce

new parameters a, e, 6, <p defined by the relations

P = l+i8i=(l+a)(l-ecos0), ,_ „ _ esmg
(^ ~''^~\/l+a(l-ecos0)'

o rcos0— eTw = ^3 = arc cos ^ —
' Ll-ecos0j

w' = l+/3,=

— ecos0_

rcos(0— (p)— e n
arc cos ;—'^

y^ r h
Ll— ecos(0— (p)J

(14)

(l+ a)'/='(l-ecos0)'
^•

By introducing /z in the fourth of equations (14) it is possible to use the two-

body problem for determining all terms of the solution which are independent

of iJ. In terms of the parameters a, e, 6, <p the properties of the solution

P, is the position of the
particle at t=0.

W, is the longitude of the
particle at t=0.

Wt—Wo is the longitude of

perihelion.

axis

Fig. 8.

are well known, and the conditions of periodicity can be easily discussed.

The geometric meaning of the angles 6, tp, TFq , and W^ , which occur below, is

shown in Fig. 8.

On making the substitution w = u — fir and then setting fx=0 in equa-

tions (9), we obtain the differential equations of the two-body problem, of

which the solution is

r=(l+ a)(l-ecos^), cos{u+W,-W,)=~cosE— e

ecosJ?'

where E is defined by the relation

sin(^+Pf,-Tf„)=^^l=^,
^ 1— ecosJS;

(15)

{l + ay
j-e -esind = E -esinE.
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All other terms in the solution involve m^ To find the terms in /i" and juV

we will write

On substituting these expressions in the differential equations, there results

for the determination of pj and w^ the following set of equations

:

^ -2^^ - 3p, =^ (l+ 3cos2r) +^j (3cosr+5cos3r),

^+2^ = - ^'sin2r -^4 (sinr+5sin3r).
dt' dr 2 8 A ^

These equations are integrable, and the result of integration is

p,=ii:X,[-l-2|+(2+f f)cosr+if|rsinT-cos2r-||cos3r],

i^-N r/'s I o a\ /^ I
201 a\ •

I
15 a , ii . o i

i35 a . o Ti/;,=ii:x.|_(-+3^jr-(4+-^jsmr+-^rcosr+-sm2r + -^^sm3rJ.

By a similar computation it is shown that

P=ii:X,[-(4+f^)sinr+J||rcosr+2sin2r + ||sin3r],

T-. V\ r21 1 288 a /'oi 333 a\„^„ 15 tt • ,11 o i
45 a ., "I«;=ii:x,|_-+-2-(8+-^jcosr--^rsmr+-^cos2r+-^cos3Tj.

The terms independent of ix^ are obtained from equations (15) by Taylor's

expansion and the relation w = u—ht; and the solution becomes

p=l+ a— ecosT— ae^cosT— -rsinr) +e0sinT

+ae0(sinT-|TCOST) +P2m^+pmV+ •
•

3 •

i/^ = T— -Ta+2esinT+^— T/i— 3aeTC0ST— 60(1— 2cost)

+ e^+ ae0 (5 COS T+3 T sin t)+ MJj jLt"+ iJ;/iV

+

\ (16)

Applying the conditions (10) that the solution shall be periodic, we have

(a) o=-3p7rae0+^|pV^H- • • •

,

(6) = 3p7rae+||pV+ • • •

,

(c) 0= — 3p7ra— 2p7rM— 6p7rae+ • •
,

(d) O = 6p7rae0-^-|397rMV+ • • •
•

(17)
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The conditions (17) involve the four quantities a, e, 6, <p, and, if independent,
would determine them in terms of fx. But the differential equations (9)
do not involve t explicitly and hence admit the integral of Jacobi. This
furnishes a relation of the type

F(a, e, 6, <f>, n) = constant,

and equations (17) are not independent.* It follows that if (a), (6), and (c)

are solved for the three quantities a, e, and in terms of ix and tp and the
results substituted in {d), the equation is satisfied identically in (p. In this
problem the dynamical interpretation is simple. Since the finite bodies
move in circles the origin of time is arbitrary.f The most convenient
choice is T = when w = 0, which is equivalent to choosing ^9 = 0.

Consider the solution of equations (a), (6), and (c) for a, e, and e. The
equations have the following properties:

(I) There are no terms independent of a and m- This follows from the
fact that, in the two-body problem, the period does not depend upon e and d.

(II) There are no terms involving /i to the first degree except the one
term— 2pir/i, which occurs in (c).

(III) There are no terms in 6 independent of e, since 6 does not enter
the initial conditions independently of e. It follows from these properties
and the particular form of the first terms of the equations that a, e, and d

are determined uniquely as power series in ji by the following steps:

(1) From (c) we obtain

a = At[— 3+ • • • + function (;u, e, 0)].

(2) This value of a when substituted in (6) permits a factor n to be
divided out. We can then solve the result for e as a power series in n and
6 which contains m as a factor, and obtain

e =M[j|j+ • • • + function (/x, ^)].

(3) When the values of a and e are substituted in (a) a factor jx^ can be

divided out and d obtained as a power series in n alone, vanishing with /x.

(4) By the substitution of the value of B thus found in the expressions

for e and a, we obtain finally

The preceding operations are known to 'he convergent for all values of

a, e, 6, and fx which are sufficiently small. Hence, for a given value of /x

sufficiently small, it is possible to determine the initial conditions (14) as

power series in fx such that the solution of the differential equations (9)

shall be periodic in t with the period 2pir.

*See Poincar6, loc. cit., p. 87.

tWhen the finite bodies do not form a fixed configuration in the rotating plane the integral of Jacobi

does not exist and the origin of time ia not arbitrary. In this case it is necessary to determine the four

parameters from the conditions of periodicity. The case of the triangular solution when the finite bodies

move in ellipses has been treated by Longley in a paper in the Transactions of the American Mathematical

Society, vol. 8 (1907), pp. 159-188.
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When the values of a, e, 6 in terms of n are substituted in equations

(16) the periodic solution is obtained. The period of the solution is 2pir

in T, where p is an integer, and from the conditions of periodicity (10) it

is apparent that the particle makes p revolutions in the rotating plane

during a period. The process by which the periodic solution was obtained

yields a unique result; therefore, for an assigned value of n, there exists one,

and only one, orbit having the period 2pT. Since the orbits having the

period 2pT, p>l, include those having the period 2ir, it follows that all the

orbits of this analytic type are closed after one synodic revolution*

Since T = vt the period of the solution in t is 2Tr/p, and the quantity v,

which is so far arbitrary, can be determined by assigning the period of the

solution. The parameter /x is then determined by the relation /x = m=N/v',
that is, the numerical value of m is the ratio of the mean motions of the

finite bodies and of the particle. If the direction of revolution of the par-

ticle is the same as that of the finite bodies—that is, if the orbit is direct—

V and N have the same sign and ix is positive; if the orbit is retrograde, v

and N have opposite signs and m is negative. Since for an assigned value

of M there exists one, and only one, periodic orbit, and since values of m

which are numerically equal, but opposite in sign, give orbits having the

same period in t, it follows that for a given period there exist two, and only

two, real orbits of the type under consideration. In one the motion is

direct, and in the other it is retrograde.

We may now state the result as follows: The period 2-k/v of the solution

may he assigned arbitrarily in advance, subject only to the condition that the

ratio N/v is sufficiently small, where 2t/N is the period of the motion of the

finite bodies. Then there exist two, and only two, real periodic orbits of the

particle having the required period. In one the motion is direct, and in the

other it is retrograde. All the orbits of this type are closed after one synodic

revolution.

In deriving this conclusion no use was made of the explicit values of

those terms in the disturbing function which are due to the body M^ . The
proof depends entirely upon the form of certain terms of the solution which

involve \. Hence the analysis and conclusions are applicable without

change to the case where n finite bodies revolve in circles in such a way as

to form in the rotating plane a fixed configuration.

199. Construction of Periodic Orbits Having no Line of Symmetry.—It

is possible to construct the periodic solutions of the differential equations

(9) by the method indicated in the existence proof, but the process is labo-

rious. A method will now be given by which the solution to any desired

number of terms can be conveniently constructed. It is not necessary to

determine the initial conditions explicitly in advance, and the computation

involves only algebraic processes.

Since no new orbits are obtained by taking p> 1 we will assume hereafter that p = 1.
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It has been proved that the periodic solutions are expressible in the

form

P-1=PiM + P2M' + P3M'+ • • • +Pim'+ • • •
, 1

W— T = WilJ.+ WitX^+W3lJ?+ • • • +W,fX*+ . • . .

J

The series (18) satisfy the differential equations (9) uniformly over a finite

interval in
fj., and hence, when the series are substituted in the differential

equations, the coefficient of each power of m must vanish. Furthermore,

the series are periodic with period 2ir in r; and, because the periodicity

holds for a continuous range of values of (jl, each coefficient p« and Wt sepa-

rately is periodic with the period 27r in r. It has been shown also that we
can choose w = when r = 0, and because this holds identically in ix, it follows

that Wt (0) = for every i.

Let the solution (18) be substituted in the differential equations (9)

and arrange the results as power series in n. The terms of the first members
have the following forms, where the accents indicate derivatives with

respect to r:

+2iw[+l)w',+2pM+2pM+^)+pM+^T]^^'

+ • • • +[p,+2w[+2{w[+l)w[.,+2p,.M+i)

+2piwU+ • • • ]m*+ • • •
,

i = l-2piM-(2p2-3pDM^-(2p3-6piP,-4pDM' [ (19)

+ • • • +(2p,-6p,_iPi+ • • • )m'+ • • •
,

P'

+ • • • +«+Pi<i+ • • • +p,-,Om*+

^(^+^)=p;^+[p;+p:(i^:+i)]M=

+[pI+pM+i)+p[w';]^'+ • •
•

+[p:+p:-iK+i)+ • • • +p>:_Jm*+ •
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The second members have no terms independent of n^. Therefore, on

equating to zero the coefficients of the first power of ^i, we have for the

determination of Pi and w^

dt^ dr '

dr" dr

It follows from these equations that

Pi = 2(l+cl")+c^"cosr+cl"sinT,

w, = cf - (4+ 3 cf r- 2 c<" sin T+ 2 cf cos t,

(20)

(21)

where Ci", Cj", Cj", cf are constants of integration. Since Pi and Wi are

periodic, the coefficient of t in w^ must vanish. This condition determines

the constant c{", namely, c{"= —4/3. Since Wi = when t = 0, £4"= — 2C3".

The constants Cj" and C3" are so far undetermined.

On equating to zero the coefficients of the second power of ix, the fol-

lowing set of equations is obtained

:

^^_2^-3p,= K+l)^+2p,(^,+ l)-3pJ+/„,

(22)

where /o and Qb are obtained from / and g respectively by writing m = 0,

w = T, p = l. The second members are known functions of t and the equa-
tions are explicitly

^-2^-3p, = 4«'+ (fcr+^r)cosr+|cl"sinr

+^fcos2T+ylfcos3r,

^'+2^ =
(f^"'+ ^'')sin^-f'^3"cosr+Z)fsin2r+2)fsin3r.

(23)

On integrating the second equation, we have

^H2p, = cr-(fc<"+7)f)cosr-fc«sinr-f^cos2r-^cos3r. (24)

dw2On eUminating -j^ from the first of equations (23) by means of equation

(24), there results

d
|^+P3 = ^r+2cf'+(-2c<»+^f-2i)f')cosr-2crsinr

+(4f - lDr)cos2r +(Ar - fDf)cos3r.

(25)
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In order that the solution of equations (25) shall contain no non-periodic
term, the coeflScients of cost and sinr must vanish; hence c," and c"' are
determined by the conditions

With these values of c^" and Cj" the solution becomes

P, = ^®+2cr+c^'cosr+cfsinr-|-af cos2r+afcos3T,
where

<=Th[^(^r-^Dr) (i=2,3).

On substituting this value of p^ in equation (24) and integrating, we obtain
for W2 a solution of the form

«;,= cf-(2^®+3cf)T-2c^»sinr+2crcosr+5fsin2T+afsin3r,
where

6f=-i(Df+2K>) (i = 2.3).

Since Wj is periodic, cf' is determined by the condition

2^f+3c{» = 0.

Since Wj8= when t = 0, c® is expressible in terms of c®, namely,

cf+2cf =0.

Of the eight constants of integration which have been introduced in the

first two steps, five (cf, c^", &", c"', cf) have been determined uniquely;

cf' has been expressed uniquely in terms of c®; while the remaining two
(c®, c®) are still arbitrary.

By equating to zero the coefficients of the third power of fx the following

set of equations is obtained:

+pM+iy-QPiP2+4:pl+fi,

^+2^=-p,wl-pX-2pM+l)-2p'X+g„

(26)

where /i and g^ denote the coefficients of m in / and g respectively. The
second members are known functions of t, and the equations have the form

^-2^-3p, =^<"+(jcr+^f)cosr + (fcr+5f>)sinr

+Af' cosJT+Bf sinJT (i=2, 3, 4).

^H2^«=(fc^«+i)f)sinr+(-fcf+C)cosr

+Z)fsiniT+Cfcosjr.

(27)
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The treatment of equations (27) proceeds by steps similar to those

employed in the solution of equations (23). Four new constants of inte-

gration are introduced, namely, cf\ cf, cf, cf, while cf, cf, and cf are

uniquely determined by the conditions

2cf =AT-2Df , 2 cf = Bf'+ 2 Cf'
, 3 cf = - 2^f

.

The solution has the form

P3 = af+cf cosT+cf sinT+ S (af'cosir+/3f sinjT,);

^a = cf+(-2cf-f.lf+ |i)f>)sinr+(2cr+ f5f'+ |(7f)cosr

+ S^(5fsinir + T^cosJT)•

From the condition that w^ = when r = 0, it follows that cf is expres-

sible uniquely in terms of cf by the relation

cf+2cf+S7f = 0.
J=2

The two constants cf and cf are determined in the next step.

It can be established by complete induction that the preceding process

can be carried as far as is desired. Suppose Pi, Wi; Pi, w^; . . .
; p«_i, w,_i

have been determined by this process. The expressions have the following

form:

p,= ai"+ S^ (af cosJT + /3f sinjV) >

w, = y^"+^^{df sinJT+ yf cos JT) G= l, 2, . . . , i-2),

/>.-!= a"""+cr" C0ST+c<'-»sinT+ S (ai'-^cosjV + /3<'-» smjr)>
J=2 ^ ^

i«,_, =cr'+(-2cr'-|^r"+|Z)«-")sinr+(2c«-»+f5f-"+|cr-»cosr)

+ S (5^"siniT+ 7"-"cosir)-

The constants of integration have been uniquely determined except c^*~",

Cj*"", and c"~". The first two are so far arbitrary, while c^*"" is expressible

in terms of c""" by the relation

cr-"+2cr-"+s7y-»=oS
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The equations for the determination of p« and Wi have the form

+ 's (A'; COSJT+ Bf sin^V)

»

^+2^* =
(f

cr»+Z)r>)sinr+(-^cr'+ Cr')cosr

+ S (i)"'sinyr + (7"'cosir)-

(28)

The coefficients A, B, C, D are known constants and equations (28) are

solved by the steps employed in the solution of equations (23) . During the

process four constants of integration are introduced, namely c"*, c"', Cj", cf,

and four are uniquely determined by the conditions

(29)

2c«-»=^r-2Z>i",
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200. Numerical Example 1
.—For the purpose of illustration, we assign

numbers to the constants involved in the preceding analysis and construct

an orbit. In this and the other numerical examples which occur later, it has

not been shown that the processes are valid for the numerical values which

are employed and which have been selected for convenience in graphical

representation. It is probable that the series are convergent, although it

has not been found possible to determine the true radii of convergence.

The differential equations of motion are equations (5). On putting

m = n and writing the second members explicitly as far as terms of the

second degree in a/A, we have

^-p(^+m) +-2= ^^2-^l^l+3cos2t«;|+|^pJ3cosM;+5cos3w|

-\-j-^(j)' p'h-\-20cos2w+S5cos4wl+ • •

•]

+ ^[|{i+3cos2(.-J)}+|5p{3cos(.-|)+5cos3(.-|)}

+^(2yp^{9+20cos2(ii;-|)+35cos4(«;-|)}+ • • •}

(32)

+ ~p|sinM;+5sin3w;|+^(^)V{2sin2«;+7sin4M;|+ • •
•]

-^fsin2(«,-|)+lf,{ai„(„-|)+ 5sin3(»-|)}

+ n(i)>{2«in2("-|)+7™<— !)}+• ]

We selectM for the unit of mass and suppose M^ = 10, M^ = 5. For the unit
of distance we take the distance between the finite bodies, that is, A = l;

and the unit of time is selected so that N=l. The period of the solution is

assigned so that v= 5, whence

N
fi=m = —=0.2.

V
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The constant k'^ is determined from the relation

N'A' = k\M+M,+M,),

whence

k' = 0.06250, k'M, = 0.62500, k'M, = 1.56250m.

The constant a was defined by v^a^ = k^M, whence

^=a = 0.67860/i.

With these numerical values equations (32) become

^ -p(^ +m)'+ A = (0.31250+0.93750cos2w;)p/x'

+ (0.78125 -1.17188cos2w;+2.02977sin2w;)pM'

+ (0.47714cosw+0.79523cos3ti;)pV

+ (0.59643 cos !/;+ 1.03308sini« - 1.98808 cos 3w;)pV

+ (0.16188+0.35974cos2w+0.62954cos4m;)pV+ •

p^+2^(^+m) = -(0.93750 sin 2w)pm'

+ (1.17188sin2«;+2.02977cos2i<;)pM'

- (0.15905sinw;+0.79523sin3wj)pV

+ (-0.19881sinio+0.34436cost«+1.98808sin3M;)pV

- (0.17987sin2w+0.62954sin4w;)pV+ • • •
•

The periodic solution of equations (33) is

p = 1 - |m+ (0.45139+0.39762 COST- 0.62500 cos 2t) m'

+ (-0.47647+1.04542 cosT+0.86090 sin T+0.46875 cos 2t

-1.35318sin2T-0.16567cos3T)M'+ • • •

,

(34)

M; = T+(-0.79524sinT+0.85938sin2T)M'

+ (0.13882-3.25720sinT+1.72180cosT+0.27995sin2T

-1.86062cos2r+0.19881sin3T)M'H

(33)
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Substituting the numerical value fi = 0.2, equations (34), if convergent,

are the equations of motion of the particle P. The orbit is shown in Fig. 9.

In this and the figures of the following numerical examples the comparison

circles are not the circular orbits which have been called the undisturbed

orbits. The undisturbed orbits are referred to fixed axes while the draw-

ings are made with reference to rotating axes. The cdinparison circles

represent orbits in which the particle would make a complete revolution

with respect to the rotating axes during the period. The points which are

numbered 1, 2, . . . , 8 represent positions of the particle in the periodic

orbit at intervals of t = w/4:. The corresponding positions in the comparison

circle are indicated by the numbers 1', 2', . . . ,
8'.

201. Some Particular Solutions of the Problem of n Bodies.—The
existence of symmetrical periodic orbits of the particle depends upon the

masses and motion of the finite bodies. So far as the analysis is concerned,

this motion may be arbitrarily periodic, without reference to the nature

of the forces producing it. It is required only that the motion of the finite

bodies shall be known and that they shall attract the particle according to

the Newtonian law. It will be interesting, however, in developing the

analysis, to prescribe motion for the finite bodies, which is possible under

the law of the inverse square of the distance. For three finite bodies the

two solutions of Lagrange are well known. In the case of the equilateral-

triangle solution the periodic orbits of the particle about one of the bodies
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have a line of symmetry if the other two masses are equal. In the case of

the straight-line solution the periodic orbits of the particle about any one of

the bodies are symmetrical with respect to the line joining the finite bodies.

The particular solutions which Lagrange has given for three bodies have
been extended to some cases of more than three bodies,* and we shall

consider two examples: (1) in which there are five bodies, and (2) in which
there are nine bodies.

Let the masses of n finite bodies be represented by Mj , M, , . . , , M;

.

Suppose that the bodies lie always in the same plane, and that their coordi-

nates with respect to their common center of mass as origin and a system of

rectangular axes which rotate with the uniform angular velocity N are,

respectively, (x^, t/J, {Xi,y^, . . .
,

{x„, y„). Supposing that the bodies

attract each other according to the Newtonian law, the differential equations

of motion are

^ _ o AT^* _ AT^T - -PV Mj(Xi-Xj)
df dt

* ^ 7j.j
1=1

d'y,

'ri.i = ^{x,-Xiy+{y,-y,f {i=l, 2,. . . ,n; j9^i).

(35)

If we assume that each body is revolving in a circle about the common
center of mass of the system with the uniform angular velocity N, its coordi-

nates with respect to the rotating axes are constants and the derivatives of

the coordinates with respect to the time are zero. Equations (35) therefore

reduce to the following system of algebraic equations

.=1 '<-^

(36)

It follows from these equations that

M,x,+M,x,+ • • • +M„x„ = 0, M,y,+M,y,+ • +M„y„ = Q, (37)

which express the fact that the origin of coordinates is at the center of mass.

These equations may be used instead of two of (36).

*See Hoppe, "Erweiterung cler bekannten Special losungen des Dreikorperproblems;" Archiv. der Math.

vnd Phys., vol. 64, pp. 218-223, Andoyer, "Sur I'^quilibre relatif de n corps;" Bull, astron., vol. 23 (1906),

pp. 60-59. Longley, "Some particular solutions in the problem of n bodies;" Bull. Amer. Math. Soc, vol.

13 (1907), pp. 324-335.
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This system of 2n simultaneous algebraic equations involves the square

of the angular velocity, N, the n-1 ratios of the masses, and the 2n-l

ratios of the distances x, and ?/,. Accordingly n- 1 of these quantities may

be chosen arbitrarily and, if the resulting equations are independent, the

remaining 2n quantities are determined by the relations (36). In order to

admit physical interpretation, the quantity N^ and the masses must be real

and positive, while the coordinates must be real. With these restrictions

it is not easy to discuss the general solutions of equations (36), but some

interesting results can be obtained by a study of special cases. If, in the

problem of three bodies, the assumption is made that the triangle formed

by the three bodies is isosceles, it can be shown that equations (36) can be

satisfied only if the triangle is also equilateral.

On supposing the number of bodies to be five, the system of equations

to be satisfied is

(a) MiXi+M^x^-{-M,x,+M^x,+M,x, = 0,

^M iV^ ,
M,(x,-x,) ,

M,{x,-x,)
,
M,ix,-x,) . M,{x,-x,) _Q

(.0) ^x,^
^^ i- ^,^ -r ^3^ n- ^^

,. N\
I

M,{x,-x,)
I

M,{x,-x,) . M,ix,-x,) . M,{x,-x,) _q

(d)

(.\ iV'„ , M^{x^-x^)
I

M^{x,-x^
I

M,{x,-x;) ,
M^{x^-x^) _r.

N\ , M^{x^-Xi)
I

M^{x,-x^) ,
M,{x^-x^)

,
M,{x,-x,) _r.

ft '3,1 '3,2 '3,4 '3,5

(38)

^2^4-r ^^ -r ^^ -,

^^
I

^^

(/) M,v,+M,y,+M,y,-^M,y,+M,y, = Q,

(n^ ^\,
I

M,iy,-y,) , M,iy,-y,) , M,{y,-y,) . M,{y^-y,) _
\y) 1,2 i/lT ,^ "T 3 "T 3 T^ ,^ *Jj

A- ' 1,2 ' 1,3 ' 1,4 ' 1,5

m iV',
I

M,{y,-y,)
,
M,{y,-y,) . M,{y,-y^

,
M,{y,-y,) _^W i,2 i/2"T" „3 T^ „3 n^ ^ T^ ^ ~"j

/>' '2,1 '2,3 '2,4 '2,5

(i\
N' , M,{y,-y,)

,
M,{y,-y,) , M,{y,-y,) ,

M,(y,-y,) _q
A' '3,1 ' 3,2 ' 3,4 ' 3,5

(i)
N\

I

M,{y-y,) . M^{y-y;)
,
M,{y-y,)

,
M,{y-y,) _^

ft' '4,1 '4,2 '4,3 '4,6

Let us suppose that Mj lies at the origin of coordinates and that the

other four masses, which are equal in pairs, lie on the coordinate axes at
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the vertices of a rhombus with the equal masses opposite each other (see Fig.

10). This is equivalent to the relations

Xi = A, x^= 0, Xs=-A, x,= 0, x^ = 0, Mi = ilf3 = lfV

y,= 0, y,=KA, y, = 0, y,= -KA, y, = 0, M, = M, = M".,

On substituting the assumed values (39) in equations (38), we find that

(39)

'>J

Fia. 10.

ip)} (c), (e), (/), (g), and (t) are satisfied. Equations (&) and (d) become

identical, yielding

2M'
+

2M"
A'

I

-"'-^S .

{2Ay^A'iVi+ipy

and equations (h) and (j) become identical, yielding

N' 2M' . 2M" , M,
+

A;''

~ A'iVl+K'Y^ {2KAy^ (KA)

(40)

(41)

When M', M", M^ , K, and A have been chosen or determined, these equa-

tions insure a positive value for N^.

On eliminating Nyk!^ between equations (40) and (41), we obtain for the

relation between the masses,

M" = 8K'-K'(\/l + K'y[ ii i{l-K')iVl+K'y

8K'-{\/l + K'y 8K' - {VT+^y
M,

(42)

The choice of the constant K, which is the ratio of the diagonals of the

rhombus, is limited by the condition that the resulting ratio of the masses

must be positive. To investigate this condition we set ^6=1. Then,

regarding iiC as a parameter, equation (42) represents a straight line in the
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M'M" plane. Only those pairs of values (M',M") which represent a

point in the first quadrant are admissible. This condition will certainly be

satisfied if the slope is positive, that is, if the coefficient of M' is positive.

This condition is easily found to be

V3
<ii:<V3. (43)

If the slope of the line is negative, it may still lie partly in the first quadrant

if the intercept on the M"-axis is positive—that is, if the coefficient of M^

in equation (42) is positive. It is easily verified, however, that values of

Fia. 11.

K which make the slope negative, also make the intercept on the M"-axis

negative. Hence the choice of the ratio of the diagonals is limited by the

condition (43) ; otherwise it is arbitrary.

The conditions for the rhombus configuration with a fifth body at the

center may be summarized as follows

:

Suppose a value ofK satisfying condition (43) is assigned; then two of the

masses M', M", and M^ can he chosen arbitrarily* and the third is determined by

equation (42). The length, A, of one semi-diagonal can be selected at pleasure

and the angular velocity is then determined by equation (40) or equation (41).

In the following discussions this configuration will be referred to as

configuration (A).

The second configuration, (B), will consist of nine bodies, arranged as

shown in Fig. 11. Four bodies ikfj, M^, M^, M^ he on the coordinate

axes and on the circumference of a circle of radius A; four others, M5, M^

,

*Except when K = l and the rhombus becomes a square. Then M' and M" must be equal.
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Af
, , Ms lie on the bisectors of the angles between the coordinate axes and

on a circle of radius KA, while the ninth body is at the center. Supposing

that all the masses on the same circle are equal, we have the following con-

ditions:

x, = A,
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202. Existence of Sjnnmetrical Periodic Orbits.—For the development

of the type of analysis applicable to symmetrical orbits we shall use configu-

ration (A) of the preceding section, the notation being unchanged except

that the mass at the center will now be denoted byM instead of M^ . With

reference to M as origin and an axis having a fixed direction in space, let

the polar coordinates of M^, M^, M3, M^, and P be, respectively, (i2i,7i),

{R2,Vt), (RsfVs), {Ri,Vi), and {r,v). The coordinates of the bodies are

expressed in terms of the time as follows

:

R,= R,=A, R, = R,=KA, V, = V-l = V-ir=V-^=Nt,

where N is given by equation (40) or equation (41).

The differential equations of motion of P are

dt' ^\dtJ
'^

r" ~ dr' ^dt''^ dtdt rdr'
^^^

where

fl =4M.»+M. + M3 + Mi_^,cos(.-F,)

ri = Vr'+A^-2rAcosi.v-Vi), r,= Vr'+A'-2rAcos{v-Vz),

r,= Vr'+A'-2rKAcos{v-V2), r, = Vr'+K'A'-2rKAcos{v-V*).

We now define m and a by the relations

mv=N, v'a' = k''M,

where, as in the preceding case, v denotes the mean angular velocity of P.

The motion is referred to an axis rotating with the angular velocity N and

passing always through M^ by the substitution v =w+Vi = w-\-Nt, and

factors depending on the units employed are eliminated by the substitution

r = ap, vt= T. We obtain then the differential equations of relative motion

^p (dw , \\ 1 1 3fi ffw . r,dp /dw . \ 1 912 /.o\

d^-Kd7+"^)+^ = 7HaM' 'd?'^^dAd^+V = 7^pd^-
(^^)

These equations have the same form as the set (9) and the analysis

and results of that problem are applicable in this case. We know, then,

that there exists one, and only one, orbit in which the particle P moves

with direct motion and with a preassigned period. We shall see that there

exists one, and only one, such orbit which is symmetrical to the line joining

M and M^ (also to the line joiningM and M^) ; hence it will follow that there

are no unsymmetrical orbits of this type. Furthermore, all the periodic

orbits which are given by this analysis are closed after one revolution in

the rotating plane; hence in case symmetrical orbits exist, they are also closed

after one revolution.
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We can expand fi as a power series in ap/A which is convergent for all

values of w so long as the distance, ap, of the particle from M remains less

than the distance from M to the nearest finite body; and in all that follows
this condition is supposed to be satisfied. The expansion has the form

+

[l+Kl^y{l+ 3cos2w;}

g(^p) J3cos'w;+5cos3i(;|-+ • •]

+^'['+i^(l'>)'{i+3-K-f)}

+8i^(l'')'^™<"'-f)+5'=<'^='("-f)}+ •]

+ ^[l+i(3'')'{l+3''<>«2(— -')}

+ |(^p) j3cos(i/;-7r)+5cos3(w-7r)[+ • • -l

+ ii^(l'')"{3™<''-f)+5«°^3("-T)}+ • •]

From the conditions of the configuration (A) we have

M, = M, = M', M, = M, = M".

Let Xi and Xj be defined by the relations

,„ , /'M' , 2M" \ M" _ (W 2M" \

From equations (40) we have

,,rM' .
2M" \

On setting the coefficient of N"^ in this equation equal to k, it follows that

the second members of equations (48) have the form

4- -^ =KmV[Xi(l+3cos2w)+X2(l-3cos2w)
va d{ap)

+terms involving only cosines of even multiples of w],

1 |^ = -KmV[3XiSin2«J-3X2sin2M)
j/Vp dw

+terms involving only sines of even multiples of w].

(49)
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On introducing the parameter of|integration /x by the relations m = ju

and a/A = rj/x, where 77 is a numerical constant, equations (48) become

where

/=Kp[X,(l+3cos2«;)+X2(l-3cos2w)+ • • •

J,

9^= — Kp[3(Xi— X8)sin2wj+ • • • ]•

Suppose

p = yl^,{T), w = ^,{r) (51)

is a solution of equations (50) such that p' = it; = at t = 0. Then it follows

from the form of the differential equations that ^1 is an even function, and

that ^2 is an odd function of r. Hence, if the particle crosses the w-axis

orthogonally, the orbit is symmetrical with respect to the line w = 0, and

with respect to the time of crossing this line.* Suppose that when t = tt the

particle crosses this Une (or, what is the same thing, the line w = ir) again

orthogonally; the orbit will be symmetrical with respect to this line and the

time of crossing, and the particle will have again its initial position and

relative components of velocity at the end of the period T = 27r. Hence

sufficient conditions that the solution (51) shall be periodic are

p'(ir)=0, w{'K)-Tr = Q. (52)

For ju = the equations have the form which occurs in the problem of

two bodies, and a symmetrical solution having the required period is known,

namely,

P=l, 'W = T.

The initial conditions for this solution are

p=l, p' = 0, w = Q, w' = l.

Consider the solution for values of /x different from zero but sufficiently

small, and let the initial conditions for t = be

p=l+A=(l+ a)(l-e), p' = 0, w = Q,

^'~-^+^*~
(1 +0)^/^1 -e)' ^"

(53)

*It may be remarked also, in this particular example, that if the solution (51) is subject to the initial

conditions, p' = 0, u) = ir/2, (j = ti), then ^i is an even function, and \l/i—ir/2 is an odd function of t— t,

and hence, if the particle crosses the line w=Tr/2 orthogonally, the orbit is symmetrical to this line and

the epoch t=ti. The suflBcient conditions of periodicity (52) might be replaced by the conditions

<!)=»' Ki)-l=«'

since the orbit would then have two lines of symmetry. For the purpose of covering more general cases it

is better to base the existence proof on only one line of symmetry.
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The solution is symmetrical with respect to the epoch t = 0, and can be
expressed as power series in a, e, and n, which are convergent for an interval

in T including the interval to tt, if the parameters are sufficiently small.

If a and e can be determined in terms of n, vanishing with n, so that the

conditions (52) are satisfied, then the solution will be periodic with the

period 27r. All terms of the solution which are independent of m** can be

obtained from the two-body problem by making the substitution w — u—ixt.

These terms are given in finite form by the expressions

P=(l+ a)(l-ecos£;), u=:arccosr "°^-^-l,)=arcsin(V-^'^^"/)>Vl— ecos^/ \ l—eco%E /

where E is defined by the relation

On returning to the variable w, writing the terms in a and e as power
series by Taylor's expansion, and applying the conditions (52), we obtain

the equations

0=-|7rae+ • • •
, 0=-|iro-7rM+ • • • • (54)

It follows from the known properties of the series that there are no terms in

e alone, and there are no terms involving jjl to the first degree except the

term — tt/x. The equations are satisfied by a = e = /i = 0, and in the second

the coefficient of the first power of a is not zero; hence the second equation

can be solved uniquely for a as a power series in e and ii, which contains ju as

a factor. The result has the form

a =M(-|+ • • • )• (55)

When this value of a is substituted in the first of equations (54), a factor /x

can be divided out, leaving = ^7re+ • • • • This equation is satisfied

by e — ix = 0, and since the coefficient of the first power of e is not zero, it

furnishes a unique determination of e in terms of ix, vanishing with ju. When
this value of e is substituted in equation (55), we have a expressed uniquely

in terms of n, vanishing with /x-

Hence for a given value of fx sufficiently small it is possible to determine

the initial conditions (53) as power series in ix such that the solution in n is

symmetrical with respect to the line w = ir and the epoch r = tt. Since it is sym-

metrical also with respect to the line w = and the epoch r = 0, it is periodic in t

with period 2ir. ,

,

The orbit is symmetrical with respect to the line joining the bodies

M and M^. If we take for the initial line the line joining M and M^, it

follows from the same analysis tha.t the orbit is symmetrical with respect to
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this line and the time of crossing it. Since for a given value of n there is

only one periodic orbit of this type, it follows that it is symmetrical with

respect to both the lines joining M with M^ and with M^ . For the con-

figuration (A) of the finite bodies the periodic orbits of the particle have two

lines of symmetry; there are four apses and the apsidal angle is 7r/2. For

the configuration (B) (see numerical example 3) the periodic orbits have

four lines of symmetry, there are eight apses, and the apsidal angle is 7r/4

In establishing the uniqueness of the periodic solution of equations (54)

it is to be noted that no use was made of the explicit values of the terms

from the second members of equations (50) . Hence, if the second members
have forms which permit symmetrical solutions, the preceding analysis is

applicable without change to show the existence of symmetrical periodic

orbits. If the masses and motions of the finite bodies are such that there can

exist orhits of the particle about one of the bodies having a line of symmetry, we

have established the existence of periodic orbits having this line of symmetry.

As in the problem treated in § 198, the period of the solution in t may be

assigned arbitrarily (that is, when the finite bodies form a fixed configuration

in the rotating plane). There exist then two, and only two, symmetrical

closed orbits having the required period; in one the motion is direct, and
in the other it is retrograde.

203. Construction of Symmetrical Periodic Orbits.—The method of

constructing symmetrical periodic solutions is similar to that explained in

§ 199. There is a slight difference in the conditions which determine the

constants of integration, and the calculation is simpler because p contains

only cosines of multiples of r, while w contains only sines. It has been

proved that symmetrical periodic solutions of equations (50) exist, and that

they are expressible in the form (18).

Since the solution is periodic for a continuous range of values of /x, each

coefficient pt and Wt is periodic with period 27r in t. Also, since the initial

conditions p'(0) = 0, w(0) = hold identically in /i, it follows that pj(0) =0,
and Wt{0) = for every i.

The left members of equations (50) are the same as the left members
of equations (9), and therefore, when the solution (18) is substituted in

equations (50), the terms of the left members have the form (19). The
right members have no terms independent of n^, and the equations for the

determination of the coefficients of the first power of /x are

of which the solution is

Pi = 2(1 +cT) +crcosT+cl"sinT,

M>, = cf-(4+3OT-2cfsinT+2c^"c0ST.
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Since Wi is periodic the coeflBcient of t must be zero; whence c{" = —4/3.

The constants c"' and C4" are determined by the conditions

Therefore Cj" = c^" = 0. The constant c^" is determined in the following

step of the integration [see equations (23)].

This process is applicable to all the succeeding steps. The differential

equations (50) have a particular form which admits a symmetrical solution,

and it can be established by complete induction that the equations for the

determination of p« and Wt have the form

+^<"cos2t+ • • • +A,"'costT,

^*+2^' = (fc<'-"+Z>{")sinr+2)rsin2r+ • • • +A"'sintV,

where c"~" is determined by the condition [compare equations (29)]

The solution of equations (56) is

Pi = ao"+C2"COST+ C4"COS2T+ • • • +0"' cos IT,

w,= 8i"sinT+5^*'sin2T+ • • • +5!"siniT,

where

«"' - — i /:!
«> o"' - ^

( iA "' — 2 D"'^

(56)

(57)

J(l-/)

«r = j^. (^r- ^)' ^f=-f (^r+2K0 0=2, . .
., d.

(58)

204. Numerical Example 2.—k% a first example of a symmetrical

periodic orbit we consider three finite bodies revolving in circles according

to the straight-line solution of Lagrange. We suppose that the mass M,
about which the particle revolves, is between M^ and M^ . Choosing M for

the unit of mass, we select Mi = 10, Mi = 5. The unit of distance is MM^;
and it follows from the solution of the quintic equation of Lagrange* that

the distance M^M is JB2 = 0.77172 .... The unit of time is selected so

that N = l, and the period of the solution is assigned so that v = 5; whence

^ =m = N/v = 0.2.

*See Moulton, Cekstial Mechanics (second edition), p. 312.
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The differential equations of relative motion of the particle are

+|apJ3cosw;+5cos3w|+-aV'|9+20cos2M;+35cos4w;JH
]

+^MV[^{l+3cos2(K;-7r)}+~p|3cos(tt;-7r)+5cos3(w-7r)}

(59)

-^(^)V{9+20cos2(w;-7r) + 35cos4(w-7r)|+ • • •]»

P^+2^(^+m) = -A;WiMV[|sin2w;+fap|sin«;+5sin3w}

+^av|2sin2w;+ 7sin4«;j+ • • -1

-^Vv[|sin2(w-7r)+ ||-p{sin(tx;-7r)+5sin3(«;-7r)|

+^(^yp^|2sin2(^-7r)+7sin4(«;-7r)j+ • •]'

where a is given by the relation i^a^ = ¥. The constant k^ is determined by

M+Mi+MiRi^ (1+/2D^
whence

A;* = 0.23763, A;Wi = 2.37630, ^=2.58518,

a = 1.05914M, ^=1.37222m.

The differential equations of motion become

^, - P (^ +m)'+ ^ = (2.48074+7.44222 cos2i«;)pm'

- (1.15938 cosw;+1.93230 cos3w;)pV

+ (4.23765+9.41700 cos2m)+16.47975cos4w)pV+ •

pg+2^(^+M) =-(7.44222 sin2^)pM^

+ (0.38646 sin It)+1.93230 sin3w;)pV

- (4.70850 sin2«;+ 16.47975 sin4ii;)pV+ • •

The periodic solution of equations (60) is

p = 1 - |/x- (0.27136+0.96615 cosr+4.96148 cos2t)m''

+ (0.62584-19.13740cost-2.47963cos2t+0.40256cos3t)m'+- • •
, ,^,,

f
(61)

M> = T+(1.93230sinT+6.82204sin2r)M'

+ (41.10885 sinr+10.74793sin2T-0.48307sin3T)M'H

(60)
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On substituting the value n = 0.2, the orbit represented by equations

(61) is shown in Fig. 12. The points which are numbered 1, 2, . . . , 24
represent positions of the particle in the periodic orbit at intervals of

T = 7r/12. The corresponding positions in the comparison circle are indi-

cated by the numbers 1', 2', . . . ,
24'.

8 7

18 19

Fig. 12.

205. Numerical Example 3.—For a second example of a symmetrical

periodic orbit we use the configuration (B), §201, of nine finite bodies, the

numerical values being those given. The unit of time is selected so that

N=l, and the period of the solution is assigned so that V=5, whence /i = 0.2.

The differential equations [corresponding to equations (50)] of relative

motion of the particle are

^-"(17+")'+? = i;'^vv[i{i +3co.2(„-F,)}

||- P JS cos (w- If,)+ 5 cos 3 (w;- If,)
I

+

+ ^(J-)V[9+20cos2(w;-Tf,)+35cos4(M;-PfJ]+
g

+ ||-p |sin («; - Tf,) +5sin3 (w;- TfJ
j

+ ^ (|^)%'{2sin2(w;-Tf,)+7sin4(«;-Tf,)|+ • •]

1
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On taking account of the relations (44), and choosing the unit of distance

so that A = 1, the preceding set of equations takes the form

^_p^^+j^y+J,=yt2Myp[2+^aV*{9+35cos4«;}+ • • •]

mV[2+^(^)%'[9-35cos4w]+ • •]»I

k'M"

From §201 we have the following values:

K= 2, M' = l, M" = 8.2526, iV^=1.6399 A;^

Since iV = 1, the last equation gives k^ = 0.60994. It follows that

^^ =0.62920, a^= 2.10300 M^ (;|)' = 0.52575 M^

On substituting these numerical values, the differential equations become

|£ -pf^+^y+i. = 2.47828 pm'+[3.63039+8.32914cos4i(;]pV+ • •

,

dr VCtT / p

p^+2^(^+M)=[-8.32914sin4«;]pV+ • •
••

The periodic solution of these differential equations is

p= l_|;,_0.27054M'+1.70909M'-3.43127M*-0.8329lM*cos4rH ,

w;= T+0.93702/x*sin4TH ,

On substituting the value /x = 0.2, the final result is found to be

p = 0.86403- 0.00133 cos4t+ • •
,

i«; = T+0.00150sin4T+ • • • .

The orbit has four axes of symmetry, namely, the lines connecting the

central body with the others. It differs from the orbits of the other numer-

ical examples in one respect—that is, it lies entirely inside the comparison

circle (see §200). In terms of p the radius of the comparison circle is about

0.8855. Fig. 13 is not drawn to scale, but the characteristic properties of

the orbit, which are readily seen from the numerical values of p and w, are

exaggerated to make them apparent in a small drawing. The inner circle

is drawn merely to indicate the direction of the deviation of the orbit from

a circle.
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206. The Undisturbed Orbit Must be Circular.—^In the proofs of the

existence of periodic orbits (§§ 198-201) it was assumed that the undisturbed

orbit is circular. It remains to be shown that this assumption is necessary.

The proof will be made for the case of symmetrical orbits [equations (50)]

and is applicable also to the orbits of § 198. The undisturbed orbit is given

by the solution of equations (50) when m = 0. For m = 0, the equations are

the equations of motion of a particle subject to the attraction of a central

force varying inversely as the square of the distance. The undisturbed orbit

is therefore a conic ; and, since we m^

are concerned only with closed

orbits, must be an ellipse. Since

the period in r is 27r, the major

semi-axis of the ellipse must be

unity (in p). The eccentricity,

which will be denoted by e, is,

however, arbitrary; that is, for

/x = the differential equations

admit an infinite number* of

symmetrical periodic solutions.

Starting now with an ellipse for

the undisturbed orbit, it will be

shown that the eccentricity must

be zero in order to fulfill the

conditions of periodicity. m^

ForM=Othesolutionof equa- ^i°^«^ 13.

tions (50) representing an elliptic orbit of eccentricity i is

cos^—

e

p=l — ecosE, w = arccos(:;—= ^) =arcsm( / -—j=r)' (62)' ^l—ecosE^ ^ 1— ecosi; ^

where E is defined by the relation T =E—esmE. The initial conditions for

T = are

p = l-e, p' = 0, w = 0, w'= i}~-t -

Consider the solution for values of ^ different from zero, but sufficiently

small, and let the initial conditions be

p = l-i+^i=(l+ a)[l-(B+e)], p' = 0, w = ^,

w'=i^+^.= VT^Te+e)"
(1-i)^ (l+a)'^«[l-(i+e)r

M-

If a and e can be determined in terms of /*, vanishing with /x, so that the

conditions (52) are satisfied, then the solution will be periodic with the

*The general case when the differential equations (for m=0) admit a periodic solution containing an

arbitrary parameter haa been mentioned by Poincard, ^ic. cit., vol. 1, p. 84.
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period 2ir. All terms of the solution which are independent of m* may be

obtained from the two-body problem by making the substitution w = u-ixt.

These terms are given in finite form by the expressions

p=(l+a)[l-(e+e)cos^],

/ cos^J-Ce+e) \ ;„

/

Vi - (e-^-e)''sin^^

.

^= arccos(
^_^_^^)^^^^

)=arcsm(
^ _(^^,)eos^ >

where E is defined by the relation

On returning to the variable w, writing the terms in a and e as power

series by Taylor's expansion, and applying the conditions (52), we obtain

the equations

(63)

= -
2 PTT ^^-^j|^

a- pTTM+

It follows from the known properties of the series that there are no terms in

e alone, and there are no terms involving fi to the first degree except the

term —pirfi. Hence the second of equations (63) can be solved for a as a

power series in e and ju in which n is contained as a factor; the result is

2 (l-ey 1

3VF^
When this value of a is substituted in the first equation, a factor /x can beL is

divided out, leaving

n e , 1 l+e
I

=P^Vr^ + 2?^"(l-e)Vi-e-^+ • • •

•

This equation can he solved for e as a power series in n, which vanishes with fi,

if and only ife = 0. Since only those solutions are under consideration which

are the analytic continuations with respect to /x of those for m = 0, the con-

dition e = must be imposed. The condition e = means that the undisturbed

orbit must be circular.

207. More General Types of Motion for the Finite Bodies.—^This sec-

tion contains some remarks upon possible extensions of the analysis which

will permit applications to practical problems of celestial mechanics, and is

followed by an illustrative example.

The particular problems treated in the preceding articles have no appli-

cation in nature because the configurations assumed for the finite bodies do

not exist. But a glance at the details shows that these configurations are

not essential to the proofs. The possible generalizations of the motion of the

finite bodies can be made in three ways:
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(1) In §198 the existence proof depends only upon certain terms of

the disturbing function which are due to the body Mj . If Mi retains the

motion there prescribed, we may add other bodies to the fixed configuration

in the rotating plane provided the operations with the power series are valid.

This merely increases the number of terms in the second members of the equa-

tions of motion ; the existence proof and method of construction areunchanged.

(2) In the examples treated the finite bodies form a fixed configuration

in a plane rotating with constant angular velocity. This is not necessary

for the type of analysis used. If Mi moves in a circle with uniform angular

velocity, the other bodies can have any periodic motion, provided always

that the convergence conditions hold. In this case the differential equations

of motion of the particle involve t explicitly and are periodic in t. Two
points of difference occur in the analysis: (a) Suppose the period in t of

the differential equations is T; then the assigned period of the motion of

the particle must be a multiple of T. (b) The differential equations do
not admit the integral of Jacobi, and hence no use can be made of this in

the existence proof. This is equivalent to saying that at t = we can not

assume w = 0, but must determine the initial longitude of the particle by
the conditions of periodicity. The method of determining the constants of

integration in the construction of the solutions is explained in a paper in the

Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 8 (1907), pp. 177-181.

(3) A further generalization of the motion of the finite bodies is pos-

sible by permitting Mi to move in a path which is not circular. It is possible

to show that the analysis can be used if the motion of Mi is subject only to

the mild restrictions that the expression for the radius vector shall contain

only cosines of multiples of t while that for the longitude shall contain

only sines. The case when the orbit of Mi is an ellipse is treated in the

article referred to above. For this generalized motion of the finite bodies

there may exist symmetrical orbits of the particle. In equations (50) the

first contains only cosines of multiples of w, and the second only sines of

multiples of w. The periodic orbit of the particle may be symmetrical if

the first equation contains also sines of multiples of w multiplied by odd
functions of r, and cosines of multiples of w multiplied by even functions

of T, and the second contains cosines of multiples of w multiplied by odd
functions of t, and sines of multiples of w multiplied by even functions of t.

From these remarks it is apparent that the treatment can be made
sufficiently general to permit applications in the problems presented by the

motions of the solar system. For example, suppose P is a satellite of one of

the planetsM, and that Mi is the sun. This implies that the disturbing effects

of the satellite upon the other bodies are neglected, since we assume that its

mass is infinitesimal. The conditions upon the motion of M, are fulfilled

if we neglect the perturbations of the other planets upon M; that is, if we
suppose the orbit of Mi relative to M is an ellipse. If we neglect the incli-

nations of the orbits of the other planets, and suppose that their motion is
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periodic (that is, we assign a periodic motion which is approximately correct),

it is possible by the methods given to treat the periodic motion of the satel-

lite in the plane of the planetary orbit, when subject to the attraction of the

sun and all the planets. The following numerical example is a simple

illustration of the general idea.

208. Numerical Example 4.—The mass of M is taken as the unit of

mass and M^ , of mass 10, is supposed to revolve about ilf in a circle of unit

radius with uniform angular velocity N. A third mass, Mz =M = \, is

supposed to revolve about M^ in a circle of radius A^ with uniform angular

velocity N^. The unit of time is chosen so that N = l, and the period of

the motion of the particle is assigned so that y = 5, whence

N
^ =m= — =0.2.

V

With reference to M as origin and an axis passing always through M^, the

coordinates of Afj, M^, and P are, respectively (1, 0), {R^, W^, and (r, w).

The differential equations of relative motion of the particle [corresponding

to equations (50)] are

^,-p(^+M)'+T = A;WiMV[fjl+ 3cos2ii;j+|apJ3cos«;+5cos3w|

+ ^aV'J9+20cos2w;+35cos4w;l+ • • •]

' ^'^Vp[|{l+3cos2(«;-Tr,)}+|^^p|3cos(«;-W,)+5cos3(w-TF,)|

9+20cos2(t(;-M^,)+35cos4(w-Tf2)JH ].

:av42sin2w;+7sin4u;|+ • • -1

^3 'MV[fsin2(«;- >F,)+ |^^p|sin(«;- If,) +5sin3 (^- T^,) I

+ ^(fJp^{2sin2(ii;-Tf,)+7sin4(i^-TF,)j+ • • •]•

The constant k^ is given by the relation N'^ =¥{M+M^, whence

A;'' = 0.09091, A;Wi = 0.90909, itW, = 0.09091.

From the relation v^a? = k^M, it follows that

a = 0.76910m.

The angular velocity of M^ about M^ will be selected so that its period with
respect to the rotating axis MM^ is one-half the period assigned for P.
Hence

N^-N = 2v, or iVj=ll.

The radius, A^, of the circular orbit of M^ with respect to M^ is determined
by the relation N\A\ = k\M,+M,) , whence A^ = 1 .01200//. On assuming that

'^TqKr)

^16

k'M.

(64)
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at T = the finite bodies are in conjunction in the order M, Mi, Mj, the coordi-

nates (i2j , TT,) of M, with respect to M are given by the expressions

Rt = Vl+Al+2A2Cos2vt = Vl+Al-\-2A^cos2T,

On substituting the values of the constants and the coordinates R^ , W^
in equations (64), we obtain for the numerical differential equations of

relative motion

^ -p(^ +m)*+ A = (0.50000+1.50000cos2w;)pm'

+ (0.86523 cosw+ 1 .44205 cos 3w;)pV'

+ (0.33273+0.73940cos2w;+1.29395cos4w;)pV*

+ (0.27600 sin2Tsin2t«-0.13800cos2T-0.41400cos2rcos2ii;)p/x'

+ (0.10474+0.17456cos4t+0.31422cos2w;+0.10471cos4tcos2w

- 0.55864 sin 4t sin 2w)pfi*

+ (0.07960sin2Tsinw>-0.31840cos2rcosii;-0.53068 cos 2t cos 3i(;

+0.39801 sin2Tsin3M;)pV+ • • •

,
v (65)

'"^ +^^(^ +'") = -(l-50000sin2w;)pM'

- (0.28841 sinw+1.44205sin3w;)pV

- (0.36970 sin2M>+ 1 .29395 sin 4m;)pV
+ (0.27600 sin 2t cos2w+ 0.41400 cos 2t sin 2i^)pM'

-(0.31422sin2w;+0.10741cos4Tsin2w+0.55864sin4rcos2«;)pM'

+ (0.02653 sin2TCosw;+0.10613cos2Tsinw)+0.39801sin2TCos3w

+0.53068cos2Tsin3w;)pV+ • •

The right member of the first equation contains only, (1) cosines of

multiples of w, (2) cosines of multiples of w multiplied by cosines of multiples
of T, and (3) sines of multiples of w multiplied by sines of multiples of r.

The first equation is then unchanged if we replace why —w, and t by — r.

The right member of the second equation contains only, (1) sines of mul-
tiples of w, (2) sines of multiples of w multiplied by cosines of multiples of t,

and (3) cosines of multiples of w multiphed by sines of multiples of t. Hence
the second equation is also unchanged if we replace why —w and t by — t.

Now let us suppose that

is a solution of equations (65) satisfying the conditions p'(0) =w{0)=0. It

follows from the form of the differential equations that ^i is an even function

and \^2 is an odd function of t. When r = the finite bodies are in conjunction
in the order M, M^, M^. Therefore, if the particle P crosses the line MM^
orthogonally when the finite bodies are in conjunction in the orderM, Mi , M^ the

orbit in the rotating plane is symmetrical with respect to this line and this epoch.
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(66)

The

On constructing the solution of equations (65) by the formulas (58),we get

P=1-.66667m+(0.38889+0.72102cost-cos2t)m'

+ (- 0.02616+ 2.09168 cos t- 0.45400 cos 2t- 0.30043 cos 3t

+0.03450 cos 4t)m'+ • • •
,

ID = T+(- 1.44204 sinT+1.37500sin2T)/x*

+ (- 6.29838 sinT+2.12066 sin2t+0.36051 sin 3t

-0.03881 sin4t)m'+ • • •
•

The orbit represented by equations (66) is shown in Fig. 14.

points which are num-

bered 1, 2, . . . , 8 rep-

resent the positions of

the particle in the peri-

odic orbit at intervals

ofT = 7r/4. The corre-

sponding positions in

the comparison circle

are indicated by the ,i

numbers r, 2',..., 8'.
^"^^

With reference to

the differential equa-

tions (65) we can make
the same statement

concerningtheunique-

ness of the solution

that was made in § 198.

These equations were

writtenon the assump-

tion that, at T = 0, the finite bodies are in conjunction in the orderM, M^jM^.
Without this assumption the expressions for R^ and W^ contain a parameter

indicating the position of M^ in its orbit at the origin of time. With

reference to the physical problem, therefore, we can not afiirm in this case

that, for a preassigned period, there exists one and only one direct periodic

orbit. It is necessary here to add a condition on the form of the configu-

ration of the finite bodies and particle at the origin of time. For example,

we might obtain another symmetrical periodic orbit having the preassigned

period if the particle crosses the line M, M^ when the finite bodies are in

conjunction in the order M, M^, Mi; and we might have still other orbits

with the preassigned period if P crosses this line when the finite bodies are

not in conjunction.



Chapter XIV.

CERTAIN PERIODIC ORBITS OF k FINITE BODIES
REVOLVING ABOUT A RELATIVELY LARGE

CENTRAL MASS.

By Frank Loxley Griffin.

209. The Problem.—For a given system of h finite bodies, moving in a

given plane relative to another given body, there is a 4A;-fold infinitude of

possible orbits—the variations which the configuration of the system under-

goes and its orientation in the plane being determined jointly by the mutual
attractions of the bodies according to the Newtonian law, and by the values

at any instant of the 2k relative coordinates and their first derivatives with

respect to the time. The differential equations admit no algebraic or uni-

form transcendental integrals,* aside from the two fundamental integrals of

energy and areas, even when the masses of all the bodies except one are

very small; nevertheless, by restricting the initial values of the coordinates

and their derivatives, in a manner to be shown below, it is possible to find

an extensive class of periodic solutions.

In fact, for arbitrary values of the masses (save that one of them, M,
shall be large in comparison with the others. Mi, M^, . . . , M^,\ there

exists a k-fold infinitude of distinct periodic orbits of the system, having an

arbitrarily preassigned period T. In these orbits (which, for small finite

values of Mj, ilf,, . . . , Afjt, depart but little from a set of concentric

circles about the planet) the k satellites come periodically into a "symmet-

rical conjunction," that is, they are all momentarily in one straight line with

the planet and moving at right angles to that line. These conjunctions may,

or may not, always occur at the same absolute longitude; in the latter case

the motion is periodic with reference to a uniformly rotating line.

Besides the demonstration of the existence of such periodic orbits, this

chapter contains: A method of constructing the solutions without integration,

a single application of that process having provided formulas which reduce

the problem to one of algebraic computation; a numerical application to the

case of Jupiter's satellites I, II, and III; a proof of the non-existence of cer-

tain other types of orbits; and a brief consideration of some related questions.

See memoirs by Bruns and Poincar6, in Acta Mathemalica, vols. 11 and 13.

fin other words, the distribution of masses is such as is presented by the sun and any number of planets,

or by a planet and any number of satellites. For convenience, in what follows, a single expression, planet

and satellites, will be used with the understanding that it covers also sun and planets.

425
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The problem may be formulated thus: Let quantities jn, i8i, • • • , ^t be

defined by
Mfiiii= Mi (t = l, . . . ,fc), (1)

where one of the jS's is to be selected arbitrarily. Let a system of positive

or negative integers without common divisor, ^4(1 = 1, . . ,k — l), and a

number q^T^Q be selected arbitrarily, save for the restriction mentioned

below, and let v,ni, and a, be defined by

, = ^. = r^ ^nrzn, (i=i fc_i), (2)
T 5t Vi

n\a\ = ieM (i= !,...,&), (3)

where k* denotes the gravitational constant, and where, of the three values

of Oi satisfying (3), that one is to be selected which is real. Also let the

notation be so selected that a^, . . . , a^ are in ascending order of magnitude,

the p, being so selected that no two of the a, are equal and no rii vanishes.

If M were zero—that is, if the satellites were "infinitesimal"—possible

orbits would be circles about the planet with a^, . . . , a^ as radii; from (3)

it follows that the angular velocities would be n^, . . . , w^. It is quite

immaterial whether any of the n^ are negative; the results obtained hold

irrespective of retrograde motion of some of the bodies. The configuration

of the infinitesimal system would undergo periodic variations with the

period T; for, it follows from (2) that

nt—rii Pi

or each synodic period is a sub-miiltiple of T. This condition being satisfied,*

the motion of the infinitesimal system would be periodic with respect to a

line through M, rotating with uniform angular velocity—that of M^, or,

indeed, that of any other bodyf Mj—though whether or not the system

ever returns to the same position in space depends upon whether q^ is rational

or irrational.

In describing the orbits mentioned, the infinitesimal satellites would be

subject to certain initial conditions, the 2k coordinates and their derivatives

with respect to the time having at the instant t = fo certain values, say

Cij{i=l, . . . , k; j=l, . . . ,4); but if the k finite satellites are subjected

to these same initial conditions, their mutual disturbances in general destroy

periodicity. The first problem is, then, to determine what, if any, incre-

ments Ac« can be given to the former initial values Cy to preserve the

periodicity when all the satellites are finite.

*Poiiicar6, treating three satellites {MUhodes Nouvelles de la Mecanique C&esle, vol. 1, pp. 154r-6), states

the condition thus: Integers o, ff, y, mutually prime, exist such that a+j8+7=0and ow,+/3w,+7n,=0.
Evidently, in the case of three satellites, this condition is equivalent to (2), since (w,— n,)/j8= (?»,—n,)/(—o);

but for a greater number it is not so. Thus, if Wi=7, Jij=5, n,=3 V57 »i4=V27 the integers 5, —7, —1, 3

satisfy a condition similar to Poincar^'s, but periodicity is impossible. For the general case a re-formulation

such as (2) is necessary.

tThe commensurability of nj—nt(i = l, . . . , fc— 1) evidently involves that of Tif—nj (t = l, . . . ,

j— l,j+l, . . . ,k). For from nj—ni=pji' and nj—ni=p,i' it follows that n«—7»j = (p«—p;)>'.
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210. The Differential Equations.—Let the common plane of relative
motion of the A; bodies be selected as the 5'^-plane, the origin being at M,
and MS and Mff being rectangular axes which rotate in the plane with the
uniform angular velocity N. Let the coordinates of M, referred to these
axes be ^< and r/j; then the differential equations of motion are

(6) ^ + 2iv^ - n\+k%m+m;)^^ + s'KW,(5i:p - ^) =0,

where

and 2' means S^r* Ot^i). Except in proving a certain symmetry theorem,
these coordinates are less convenient than polar coordinates referred to rotat-
ing reference lines. Besides (1), (2), and (3), let the following definitions

be made:

atj = a/aj, vg, = nt (i = i, . . . ,k),

°'j<r,j = Pij, ^t} = ^)(fia.iA, {j9^i), (5)

where the X^ are arbitrary constants, later to be taken as the longitudes of

the Mi at the origin of time for /x = 0.

Let polar coordinates be introduced by the equations

^(= r(C0SW(, 'nt = r,sinu„ rt = aiX,, w, = i«,+p,r+Xi, (6)

and N be taken equal to rit, so that Wt is the longitude of Mi referred to a

line rotating with uniform speed w« . The differential equations become

(a) XiWi-\-2x[{w'i+qi)+ix^' 5,,a;,sin(<^,,+«;,—M;,)A - ^) =0,
J

\Xj (Tij/

(6) ^cr-xM+q^y^^^^^^

+M2' ^"\^ +XjCOS((t>ji+Wj-Wi) (-, - —) I

= 0,~ L (Tij \Xj <r<;/

J

(7)

where a] a-^j = alxl+a]z]— 2 a, aj Xt Xj cos ((^^j+w^ — it;, ) , and where the accents on

the variables indicate derivatives with respect to t.

211. Symmetry Theorem.

—

If a symmetrical conjunction occurs at any

instant f = ^o> then the orbit of each satellite before and after the conjunction is

symmetrical, both with regard to geometric equality of figures and with regard

to intervals of time. A proof will be given only for the case t^ = 0, which does

not limit the generality since any other case is reduced to this one by the

substitution f = <,+ <o •
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The differential equations (4) are invariant under the substitution

|i = ^, Vi=—m, l=—t. (8)

Consequently, every solution of (4) is transformed by (8) into some solution

of (4). Moreover, the initial conditions

£.=«., „ = o, 1=0, f=6, (9)

are transformed into

l = a,, ^, = 0, ^=0, §=6.. (90

Therefore, that solution of (4) which satisfies the initial conditions (9) is

transformed by (8) into itself. Hence, if that solution is

^,=Ht), Vi='^i{t) (i=i,...,k), (10)

then

whence also

Uvi, • • • ,Vt) = U-Vi, • • • ,—Vt)-

It will be noted that the proof holds, whatever the value of N. It is

also geometrically evident that the symmetry, if present at all, is independent

of the rate of rotation of the reference line.

212. Conditions for Periodic Solutions.—Since the differential equations

(7) are unchanged if r is replaced by T+2n7r, or t by t-\-nT (n being an
integer), it follows that if

Xi = Xi{T), Wi = Wi{T) .(t = l, . . . ,k) (11)

is a solution, then so is

Xt= Xt{T-\-2mr), Wt= Wi{T+2nir). (12)

These two will be the same solution if the coordinates and their derivatives

have the same values at t = To; that is, if

Xi{Ta+2mr)=Xi{T^, Wi{To+2nT)=Wi{Ta), 1

x[{Ta+2mr)=x[{To), wl{T,+2mr)=w[{T,).
J

If these conditions are satisfied, then, for all values of t,

Xt{T+2nT) =Xi{T), Wt{T+2mr)=w,(T);

that is, (13) are suflBcient conditions for the periodicity of the solutions. That
they are also necessary is obvious, if the period is to be 2mr.
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Special case.—In the case of a symmetrical conjunction at t = 0, other
sufficient conditions can be formulated. For, if a;'(0) =Wt{0) = (i=l, . . . ,k),

and if every \ is a multiple of tt, it follows from the symmetry theorem that

Xi{Tr) = +Xi{-T), Wi{ir)=~Wi(-T), 1

x:{T)=-x:i-T), w:(w)=:+w:i-T). j

^^^^

But, by equations (13), if t^ is put equal to -tt, the conditions for period-
icity of Xiir) and ^^(t) are

(a) Xi(Tr) = Xt(-T), (c) Wi(Tr)=Wt(-Tr),
]

(&) x'M=x:(-t), (d) w'M=w:(-t). )

^^^^

Of these conditions (a) and (d) are satisfied by virtue of (14), while (&) and
(c) are also satisfied if a;'(7r) = Wj(7r) = 0. It may then be stated that sufficient

conditions for the periodicity of Xi and Wj(with period in t equal to T) are

(6) a^:(7r)=0, t/^,(^) = 0. 1
^^^^

Moreover, after conditions (16a) have been imposed, conditions (6) are

necessary as well as sufficient.

213. Nature of the Periodicity Conditions.—^For
fj,
= the differential

equations (7) admit the solution with period 27r (or T in t)

Xi = l, Wi = (i=l, . . . , k),

giving the circular orbits rt=ai , u^=\+PiT, in which at t=0, x^=\, x[=Wi=w[=Q.

If these initial values are given increments Aco(i=l, . . . , A;; j = i, 2, 3, 4),

then the solutions of the differential equations (7) for juj^O are developable

as power series in n and the Acy , which converge throughout a preassigned in-

terval of T for sufficiently small values of those parameters.* Such solutions

are in general non-periodic; in fact, the periodicity conditions (13) or (16)

impose the condition that 4A; power series in these 4/b+l parameters shall

vanish. In the cases to be considered these 4A; equations will determine

the Ac„ as unique functions of Mj holomorphic in the vicinity of /x = and

vanishing with ju; so that, for sufficiently small values of /x, there exist initial

conditions (depending upon T, q^, the Po )"> and the |8J such that the orbits

described are periodic with the required period.

Evidently for smaller and smaller values of /*, smaller and smaller devi-

ations from the initial conditions of undisturbed motion are sufficient in

order to get periodic orbits. These orbits for /x 5^0 may be said to "grow out

of" the undisturbed circular orbits as m grows from zero. Of course, for

any given masses, n and the j8< being fixed, the possible orbits of this sort can

See §§14-16.
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vary only with T, q^, or the p, ; but to a range of values of
fj.
there corresponds

a class of orbits.

In what follows it will be inquired whether the conditions for periodicity

can be satisfied by such values of the Acy as to prove the existence of a

class of periodic orbits of each of the following types:

Type I. The finite system has a symmetrical conjunction.

Type II. The infinitesimal system has a symmetrical conjunction, but

the finite system has none.

Type III. Neither system has a symmetrical conjunction.

214. Integration of the Differential Equations as Power Series in

Parameters.—It will be necessary to obtain the first few terms of the devel-

opments mentioned in the preceding article. Instead of increments Ac,j

to the initial undisturbed values of the coordinates it will be more convenient,

in finding the properties of the solutions, to employ parameters Atit , ei , w, , t<
,

defined as follows. AtT= 01et

x, = (l+Ac,,) = (l+An,)-'(l-e,cose,), vx:=Ac,,=n,a+An,)^
^ -elcosg/

v,-\ = w,= Ac,, = CO,+ cos-^
ill^J'te^

(^'=1. ' >k), f(17)

no: = n,Ac,,= '!^^^^±^^Q^-n„ -q,{l+An,)r, = 0,- e,smd„
J

the Vt being equal to Wi+g^r, the true longitudes from a fixed reference line.

It is evident that the Aco are holomorphic functions of the Ant, ^t, oi,,

and Tj for sufficiently small values of the latter quantities. Consequently,

solutions of (7) exist also as power series in the new parameters. Further,

since the real positive values of the radicals and the smallest values of the

inverse cosines are to be taken in (17), the Acu are given uniquely in terms

of the AUi, ei, coi, and t,. From these two facts it follows that, if the latter

quantities can be determined as unique power series in ix, satisfying the con-

ditions for periodicity, then also there exist for the Ac« unique power series

in /x, satisfying the conditions. Conversely, while the Jacobian of the Ac<;

with respect to the new parameters is zero for An, = e^ = ojj = ti = 0, yet, in

the only case where discussion will be necessary (viz., for ACi2=Ac4 3
= 0,

whence w, = Tj = 0), the solution for the An^ and e, in terms of the Ac,i and
Ac, 4 is unique; for the Jacobian of the Ac,i and Ac, 4 with respect to An< and
e, is distinct from zero for An, = e, = 0. Hence, in this case, if the Ac,i and
Ac, 4 exist as unique series in ^u, satisfying the periodicity conditions, so also

must the An, and e^ exist as such series.

In the developments of the coordinates as power series in /x and the new
parameters all those terms independent of n may be obtained, together with

a knowledge of their properties, in the following simple manner: The terms
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in question are those remaining when n is put equal to zero, and are there-

fore the solution of the problem of k infinitesimal satellites when the initial

conditions are (17)—in other words, the solutions of k two-body problems.

The dynamical meaning of the new parameters is then evident. The
orbits of the infinitesimal system, subjected to the initial conditions (17), are

ellipses in which the mean angular motions, major semi-axes, eccentricities,

longitudes of pericenter, and times of pericenter passage are respectively

Uiil+Arit), Otil+Arii)-^, e,, X<+co<,
Ti,

If in the development of a;, the coefficient of An( ej co* rf be denoted by Xi_f,ht

then, by applying Taylor's theorem to the well-known developments of

the coordinates in elliptic motion as power series in the eccentricity,* it is

found that the following coefficients of first and second degree terms do not
vanish:

•^1.0000 'J ^i.lOOO

—

n! -^liOlOO — COSg'iT, ^<,2000 — T*

aJi.«oo = sin'giT, a;j.oioi= -gtsin^iT, x^, noo^fcos g-tr+giT sin g-iT,

w«,ifloo = Q'tT, m;,, 0100 = 2 singer, w,.o«io = l, w,,m«i=?(,

Wi.om = 4 sin 2qiT, w,, „ioi
= - 2g« cos g,T, w,,hm = 2qiT cos q-jt.

(18)

From simple dynamical considerations the following important properties

can be established. Let ;»,,/,„ be written xlXnt to indicate its dependence
upon T. Then

<t^'=<r.!.=o ii=i,...,k), (19)

where m is any integer; for, the coefficients x't^g„, etc., are those of the

terms which do not involve Aw, , u, , and t, , these terms being obtained by
putting An< = &>« = ti = in the developments. But for these parameters equal

to zero the initial positions are apses and the periods (in t) are 2x/n,.

Hence, at T = imr/qi, M< is at an apse and x[ = Wi= 0, whatever the value

of Bi. Since this is true for a range of values of e«, it follows that the coeffi-

cient of each power of e« in x[ and in Wi is zero at T = mir/qf.

It is evident that in the terms independent of n only those parameters

appear whose subscript is the same as that of the coordinate developed; the

terms involving m introduce, however, the other 4{k— 1) parameters.

Terms involving n.—The only terms involving n whose coefficients are

needed in the sequel are n and fxej {j=l, . . . , k). Let the coefficient of

/i in the development of Xt be Xt{Q; r), and that of ne] be Xi{j; t); let the

coefficients of the same quantities in w)« be respectively Wj(0; t) and w«(j; t)

(i= l, . . . ,k;j = \, . . . ,k). The process of finding these depends as fol-

lows upon two properties of the solutions:

*Moulton, Introduction to Celestial Mechanics (new edition), p. 171.
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(a) Since the solutions must satisfy the differential equations identi-

cally in the parameters, the equating of coefficients of corresponding powers

on both sides furnishes sets of differential equations for the successive co-

efficients in the solutions.

(6) The arbitrary constants which the successive coefficients carry are

determined by the conditions that the solutions shall reduce identically to

equations (17) at t = 0.

For each pair of coefficients x^/; t) and w^{f^, t) (/=0, . . . , k),

equations (7) give two simultaneous differential equations of the second order.

The one from (7a) can be integrated once immediately, and its integral

combined with the equation from (76) renders the latter a well-known type,

x':{S;r)+(fMS;r)+ S (T.cosmr+5„sinmT)+ aT = 0. (20)
m=0

Its solution, Xiif; t), when substituted into the first integral, permits the

final integration for Wi{f', t). The initial conditions are

a;,(/;0) =x:(/;0) =w,{f;{)) =w[{f;Qi)=Q (t=l, . . , A;;/=0, . . . , fc), (21)

for the conditions (17) do not involve m at all.

Now the form of the solution varies greatly according as a term cos giT

or singiT is or is not present in (20). In the former case the solutions con-

tain a so-called Poisson term, xcosgiT or Tsin^iT, and in the latter case they

do not. In all the Xi{f;T) and Wi(f;T) (/ = 1, . . . , A;), a Poisson term is

present; they are present in the Xi(0;T) if, and only if, for some pair of the

Hi , say Uf and w, , there exists an integer J such that

/. (r?,-n,)=n,. (22)

The meaning and consequences of such a relation will be discussed in §219.

In performing the integrations it is necessary to expand

(l-2eijC0S(t>ji+el)-l («= 3, 5)

as a cosine series, where, for the sake of a uniform notation, the following

definitions are made:

€fj = aji and r]fj = aji,if j<i] eo = a« and r]ij=l,ii j>i. (23)

Then

(l-26„cos<^,,+€?,)-'/'= S F^{etj)cosmct,jt,

(24)

(1 -2ey cos </)i,-f-e?^)
-''''= 2 (?„(ey)cosm(^,i,

where the F^ and G^ are well-known power series in ey, beginning with e^j.
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Finally, the desired coefficients of the functions Xt and Wi are, for

1 = 1, . . . , k and for /=0, 1, . . . , k

Xi{f it) = A,f+B,fCosq,T+C,rsiRqiT+DtfT

-]-E,fT cos giT

+

HIfT sin qiT-{-J,/T cos 2gtr

+J?'(/rsin2g4T+ S (a'^'cosmr+c^'sinmr),
m=l

Xl\(j ; r) = L,r +Nt,r- q,D,,r'- 2 TB,,+ ^1 sing.r
L qt -I

+ 2{C,r-^']cosq,T+2H,,TCOsqiT

— 2£'i/rsingir- |/(/Tsin2giT

+^Ktf T cos 2g,T+ S (6^; sinmt+ df^ cosmr)

,

^ m=l

where D^ = and J</ = jRli/ = for / f^ i, while if every X, = or tt, then

A = 0, C, =A/ =^u = A, = c:7' =C = (/ = 0, . . . , fc)
; (26)

but if no relation (22) holds, then

E^o = H,o = Jii = Kii = 0, A/ = (/=0, . . . ,k).

Those constants whose values are needed in the proofs are

C\,= S'5,, Se„(eJsinm(X,-\),

where

where the X,f and Fy vanish, except for special relations among the qj.

(27)

(28)
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215. Existence of Periodic Orbits of Type I.—^When k finite satellites

are subjected to the initial conditions (17), the solutions of the differential

equations are expressible as power series—^whose first coefficients have been

tabulated in equations (18) and (25)—in ^ and the An^, C(, Wi, and tj, con-

verging throughout an arbitrarily preassigned time interval for sufficiently

small values of these 4A;-|-1 quantities. And, although the orbits are in

general non-periodic (as shown by the non-periodic terms in the tabulated

coefficients), it will now be proved that the conditions for periodicity can

nevertheless be satisfied, provided that every X< = or tt, by assigning to the

CO, and r, the value zero (identically as to n) and to the Anj and Ct certain

values dependent upon m, that is, at t= there is to be a synmnietrical con-

junction in which the velocities and distances must be properly chosen

with reference to the masses if periodic motion is to result.

In this case the conditions for periodicity are (16), of which equations

(a) are already satisfied. The necessary and sufficient conditions are then

(a) = AWj(g,x)+ej(2sing'i7r)+MW^((0;7r)+ • • •

,

(6) = e,
{(l^

sin 9, tt)+m {x\ (0 ; tt) )+An, e, x^.noo ( tt)

+mS eX(/;7r)+ • • • (i=l,. ,k).

(29)

The problem of solving these 2k equations has been treated in Chapter I.

Here the functional determinant, taken at Aw,= e, = ju = 0, is merely the deter-

minant of the linear terms, whose value is

Ai = 7r*n^g^sing,7r, (30)

so that its vanishing depends upon the g, . Since, from (2) and (5),

?i = ?t+P( (i=l, • • , fc-1),

it foUows that Ai vanishes if, and only if, the arbitrary q^ is selected as an
integer.

Case I: g^ is not an integer.—Since Ai^^O, the An, and e^ exist* as unique
power series in fx, vanishing with m, converging for ix sufficiently small, and
satisfying (29). Thus, for all sufficiently small masses of the A; finite satel-

htes there exist initial conditions for which the resulting orbits are periodic;

and the presence of q„ and of the arbitrary integers p^ shows that for given
masses there is a A;-fold infinitude of orbits of this type. A family of such
orbits exists "growing out of" any set of circles for which the infinitesimal

system would have commensurable synodic periods, whose least common
multiple is not divisible by the sidereal period of satelUte k. In Case I consecu-
tive symmetrical conjunctions do not occur at the same absolute longitude;
nor will any later ones occur at the same longitude if g^ is irrational, f

*See §§1, 2. tSee §219.
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Case II: g^ is an integer.—^Here Aj = 0. Nevertheless the Jacobian of the

iv,{ir) with respect to the An,, taken at Ani = 64 = ^ = 0, is

A2 = 7r*rig,5^0. (31)

(The only possibility for gj = is p, = —q^ which requires n^ = 0, and such a

selection for Pf has been excluded.) Hence (29a) can be solved for the An*
as power series in the Cj and fx, converging for sufficiently small values of the

latter quantities. Now, by (19), every term in (29a, b) has either /x or some
Arij as a factor; hence the solutions have the form

An, = iJiP,{ej, m) (t = l , k; j=l, . . . , k). (32)

If the power series (32) are substituted in (296), the resulting series converge

for sufficiently small values of ^ and e^ and contain /x as a factor. (This

merely means that An, = /x = satisfy the periodicity conditions, whatever
may be the values of the e^). If /x is divided out,t relations are obtained

among the e^ and ix of the form

= a;;(0;x)-e,-— x;,iioo(7r) • iy,(0;7r)+ 'y.ejx[{j;Tr)+ti\ fi+ • • • (33)

At this point two questions of importance arise, viz., as to the vanishing

of the a;'(0; tt) and as to the vanishing of the determinant of the coefficients

of the linear terms in Cj. By (25) and (27) every x\{Q; t) is zero unless the

relation (22) holds for some pair of the nj. When such a relation does

hold, the equations (33) are not satisfied by ej = fx = 0, so that solutions for

the e>, vanishing with /x, do not exist. Hence, periodic orbits of Type I,

"growing out of the circular orbits," do not exist, if, for any n^ and n,,

/ • {n,— n,) =n,, where J is an integer. When no such relation exists, |

the equations (33) are satisfied by e^ = ju = 0. It remains to examine the

determinant A3 of the first degree terms in the e^. This involves, in each

of its elements, power series in the e«,or ajaj, aJat; and it is unknown
whether there are any sets of values of the c« for which A3 = 0. It will, how-
ever, be shown that there is an infinite number of values for which the

determinant is distinct from zero.

Let Pif be any element of A3 , the first subscript indicating the row and
the second the column; then, by equations (33) and (25),

i"./= :c;(/;7r)=g<(-l)'^7rF,, (/^i), 1

P, = x:(t;7r)-g,(-l)''w^,(0;7r)=9,(-l)'.-7r[//„-iVJ.
j

The til depend upon v^ g^, the ft, and the p, which were arbitrarily chosen.

It will now be shown that for a fixed selection of the /3,, v, and g^ there is an

*This case is not essentially different from that treated in §4. For although Ai has no minors of order

less than h distinct from zero, yet, so far as the linear terms alone are concerned, the equations (29) may be
regarded as A; independent pairs.

fit is precisely this step which makes the selection of the parameters Ara^, ej especially advantageous.

JThat g* an integer does not involve the existence of such a relation is shown in §219.
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infinite number of selections of the p, (viz., all for which the €„ are "sufla-

ciently small") for which A„ 5^ 0. For convenience, let all the e„ be expressed

in terms of a single parameter a by

a, = bW"'-'\ (i=l,...,k-l), (35)

where the 6,, v, and g* (hence also a* and n*) are constants independent of a.

Every element of A3 is, then, a power series in a; for by (35), (34), and (27)
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main diagonal element than elsewhere in the same row, except in the first

row, where P^ may now carry a"~", as does P^ . And even this exception

is immaterial, since, when the rows have been factored as before, the

constant term in the element Qu is to be multiplied by a minor whose first

column contains a' as a factor, and hence can not destroy the constant

term in the main diagonal product. Therefore, it is true without exception

that A3 7^ for all values of a sufficiently small.

Therefore, equations (33) can be solved for the «« in terms of m, vanishing

with /x. The substitution of these solutions in (32) gives the Ani, as well

as the Bi , as holomorphic functions of /x, for fi sufficiently small. Hence there

exist initial conditions giving periodic orbits of Type I even when g* is an

integer, provided that no relation (22) holds and that a is sufficiently small.

In drawing this last conclusion, however, a point of delicacy arises.

The Pi are functions of a in the foregoing argument, and obviously the pt

are not integers (as the formulation of the problem requires them to be)

for all values of a on any interval. The question arises as to whether there

are, indeed, any values of a, "sufficiently small," for which the pt are integers.

From (36) and ?>i= g<— g*, it follows that

P<=g»(p-iRF=75-l) (i=l,...,fc-l). (37)

The present discussion wiU be confined to exhibiting a selection of the bt

such that there is an infinite number of values of a less than any assigned

quantity, for each of which the p« are integers without common divisor.

Let the assigned value be a^ and let the &« be defined by

b^=^'<i^;^i ii=h...,k-l); (38)

and consider (37) for a = ao\/l/w, where n is an integer. Evidently, since

Qt is an integer, and since

Pt={q,+k-i)n''-*-q, (i=l, . .
.

, fc-1), (39)

the Pt are integers. Consider the possibility of a common factor. If pj_i

and Pt_2 have a common factor, their difference has the same factor. Thus,

if there is a factor common to (gt+l)w— g^ and (g't+2)n''— ?», it is also a

factor of n^-\-n{n—l){qt + l). Hence if n is prime and greater than q^,

such a factor must divide n+(n— l)(gt+l) and also the difference between

this number and Pj._i, or (n—1). But, as n and n— 1 are mutually prime,

there is no factor of n—1 which divides n+(ri — l){q,^-\-l), and hence no
factor common to pj_i and Pt_2 if n is chosen a prime number greater than q^

.

There is an infinite number of primes; hence the p^ have the stated property.

The periodic solutions exist, then, and might be obtained as series

in M alone (convergent for sufficiently small values) by substituting in the

original series in jj, and the An^ and e^ the values of the latter 2k parameters,

as obtained in terms of n from the periodicity conditions. A far more advan-

tageous method is, however, available.
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216. Method of Construction of Solutions. Type I.—It has been shown

that, for fx sufficiently small, there exist series

CO CO

x.(T) = l+2a;,,„(T)M", t<;,(r)=2w;,,„(r)M" (t = l, . . . , fc), (40)

which (a) converge for ^ r ^ 2-n-, (b) satisfy the differential equations

(7), (c) satisfy x[ (0) = 0, iWj (0) = identically in m, and (d) satisfy

x, (r + 27r) — X, (r) = wXT+2-ir) —Wi{t) = identically in ix.

The permanent convergence of series (40) follows from (d) and (a).

From (c) and {d) follow respectively

x\M=w,,M = Q, (41)

x,.„(T+27r)-Xi,„(T)='yj(,„(T+27r)-i<;,,„(T)=0. (42)

These equations (41) and (42) will determine the constants of integration

arising at each step.

First order terms.—Since (40) must satisfy (7) identically in ji, the

x,,i(t) and Wf,i(T) must satisfy

(a) «C+2g,a;;,i+S'5,^sin(^^Yl-ij|, 2F„(e„)cos»2(^j,) =0,
1 \ m=Q /

(fe) x'l,-2q,w[,,-H^,,,+q\^,

+2'6,Xcos<^,,+r7?Xa,j-cos</)j() 2 F„(€i^)cosm<^J =0.
1 U in=0 J

(43)

Since every
4>J^

is a multiple of t plus a multiple of tt, equations (43) are of the

type

(a) t«,''i+ 2g^ x;,.+ 2 Aa' sinmr = 0,

(6) x':,,~2q,w[,,-Zqlx,,,+Ef\+ 2 £;j™'cosmT = 0,

(44)

where the /)'"' and E'J™' are linearly related to the Fm, and can be expressed

in terms of the latter as soon as the P; are chosen. The solutions are

XuM = - ^(2g,c,':i+£»i)+c.'>os?,r+c«;sing,r+ 2 A^^/cosmr,
Hi m=i

itVi(r) = ^(3g.cl»+2En)T+c«-2c®sing,T+2cJ!lcosg,T+ 2 B^sinmr,
(45)

where the c" {j^l, . . . , 4; i = 1, . .
.

, /c) are the constants of integration and

{m'-q\)A':^ = Etl-'^'Dr:l, m'BT^ = Df::-2mq,A'-^. (46)
lit

Poisson terms do not appear in (45); for, since no relation (22) holds, no
term in cosg^r or singer is present in (44). Now, by (41) and (42),

^(3) _ „(4) _ rj (1) 2_ „(o)

so that the A; constants c® alone remain to be determined. And here

arise two cases, just as in the existence proof:
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Case I. q^ is not an integer.—Here, ?< not being an integer, cosg^r does

not have the period 27r; consequently, by (42), cfl = {i = l, . . . , k).

Case II. Qt is an integer.—Here cos^jT has the period 27r, and (42) is

satisfied for the arbitrary cf^T^O. These k constants remain undetermined

until the second-order terms are found, when the cf^ are uniquely determined

in destroying Poisson terms.

Terms of any order. Case I.—^Assume that for w = l, . . . , h— 1,

the Xi,„ (t) and Wi., (t) have been found, the constants being determined, and

have the form

a;,,„(T) = S ^J"^coswr, i«,,„(t)= S 5{"^ sinmr (i=l, ...,fc). (47)
m=0 m=0

An induction will show that Xt^nir) and Wt^nir) have the form (47); that,

moreover, the differential equations for a;j,» and w«,» are of the type (44) ; and

that the constants of integration are determined just as in the preceding case

forn= 1. The differential equations are [see (7)]

(a) S Xti:Wti+2 S Xt,tWi,i+2qiX't^t,
t+l=lt t+l=h

(48)

+S'5„ S Xj,^{sm<t)j,+Wj-w,),[Xj'-(Tt}\ = 0,
1 J:+!+f»=»-l

(b) x'',„- 2 x«.„«X!+2g,<J-g?a;,,,+q'?(.Tr').
k-\-l-{-m=h

+g?A(a:r').-i+S'5«{a„ S a;,*((ri}'),

1 l;+«=ft-l

+ S x^,t(cos0^7-F^«V-^)i[^^~'-°'"']mf =0)

where an expression in parenthesis, having a subscript I outside, denotes the

sum of all those terms in the expression which involve m'- It is to be shown
(a) that the variables in (48) whose second subscript is h enter in the same
form as the x«,i and ifi,i enter (44), and {§) that the remaining terms of

(48) (a) and (&) reduce respectively to a sine series and a cosine series in

multiples of r.

Evidently in (48a) the only terms involving the a^^,* and Wifi{i=l, . . . ,h)

are w\[,^+2qix[^,^; and in (48&), aside from {x'"^),,, they are x^'^— 2g<wJ,;,— g'Jxj.;

Now it can be shown easily by induction that

.»

•

('^I.=?^'(-^''-n-^.--«(^^);',

where the N^ are positive numbers and the Vf are positive integers (or zero)

satisfying the conditions

^^v,=v„ 2^,= /l. (49)

Now Xi,^ enters only through {d\/dn'')''h, and for this term N„=2, j'o= 1,

1;, = !, and i//= 0(/= 1, . . . , h—1); hence, in (x~^)n, x,,„ appears with the

coefficient — 2. Therefore, in (486), the terms involving Xi,^ and Wt,„ are

x['f,
— 2qtwl„— 3qlXi,^, and this establishes statement (a) above.
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On using the notation F'{t) and F'(t) to designate respectively a cosine

series and a sine series in multiples of t, it is evident that

F[-Fl = F', Fl-Fl=F% F'-F' = F\

{F'y = F', {F')'^=F' (/r»)'"'+i=/r'.

Hence, as every a;,,„ and w[,„{n = \, . . . , h—1) is a F'(t), so also are all

sums of products of these quantities, and also all polynomials in the Xt,„ , e. g.

(Xf'^), and parts of {<t~/),. Similarly, the sums of all products Xi,jw"t and

xljw[,i are F'{t).

There remain in (48) only the terms (sin nhj+Wj—Wi)- where mtj = <t>jt in

(48a) and m,j = (t)ji-{- t/2 in (486). Let, for the moment, z^J = m^J-\-WJ—w^.

Then, since [d^Zii/dii'\=^ = w,^,— Wi,f, it can be shown by a simple induction

that

[^].=„= 2iV,n sin(m,+.4) {w,.,-w,„f,

where the N, are numbers and the v, satisfy (49) after h is replaced by /.

Now since every {Wj,,—Wf,f) (f = 1, . . . , h—l) is a, F'{t), the product

H/^Kt^j,/— w,,/)"^ is a F'{t) or F'{t) according as ^fZ[vf is odd or even. But
when this sum is odd, v^ is odd; and when even, v^ is even. The entire

product U^z'o is then always a F'{t) if mfj = <(>jt, or a F'(t) if m,^ = «/»„+ 7r/2.

The differential equations (48) are, therefore, of the form

(a) w::, + 2qX.n+ S Dr.'sinmr=0,

(b) x;:,

-

2q,w:,,- Sqlx,,,+E^l + S E« cosmr = 0,

(50)

where no term in cos g^r or sin g^r occurs under the summation sign, since q^

is not an integer. Obviously the integration of (50) is the same problem as

that of (44), so that the solutions are

Xu.ir)= - -A2q,c^+Efi)+Ccosq,T+c'^ismq,T+ S ^^'cosmr,
'it m= l

(i = l, .. .,k),
where

(m' - q])AT: = ET: - ^-' A'"' , m^B^: = DT: -2mq,AT:.
ffii

Also, by (41) and (42),

(51)

(52)

^(1) ±_ 177(0) ,.(2) . ,.(3)

^l,h A
(«)

= (i = l. ...,fc), (53)
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SO that the induction is completely established. Thus the successive a;(,„

and «>,,„ reduce to

^i.n{r) = ^EZ+ S ^rncosmr, w,,„{r)= S fi^/sinmr (t=l,...,fc), (51')
^y< m-l m=l

and may be obtained without integration by applying (52). It is merely

necessary to compute the A^"' and E^^ from equations (48) at each step.

Terms of any order. Case II.—Assume, as in Case I, that forn = 1, . . .
,

(/i— 1) the Xi,Jj) and Wi^n{T) have the form (47), all the constants of

integration having been determined except the cfl^^. The differential

equations for the Xt,„ and w^.^ are again (50) (a) and (6), where, however,

since g, is an integer, cos gj t and sin q^ t may occur under the summation sign.

These terms arise from two sources : from the terms cj^s_, cos Qi t and cj"_i sin q^ t

in the Xt,„-i and Wj.*-! , and from similar terms in the earlier a;,,„ and Wt,„, as

well as (usually) from combinations of the (^jj in the coefficients.

When (50a) are integrated and combined with (506), equations for the

Xi.j are obtained; to avoid Poisson terms in the a;,,^, the coefficients of the

terms in cos g^ t in these last equations must be made to vanish. These co-

efficients, El'^—2Dl'^, involve the c*^j_i and various known constants; e.g.,

thec,^^(n = l, . .
.', /i- 2); and the vanishing of the A','*'- 2i){S' will usually

determine the cj^^-i

.

In the first place, the only terms of (48) in which the x^,^_l and t/;,,^-!

appear are*

(a) a;(.»_iW)"i+a;<.X'»-i+2a;,'.j_i<i+2a;,'.X.»-i

-<o-«fo(^M-iSin(^^,+w;^,ft-i-t^,,ft-i cos(t>j,+Svu(ri/.o sin (^^,(alA.»-i

(b) - 2g,a;,,j_X.i - H^uiKn-i - 2w),',iW;;,,_i+65?a;,,ia;,,s_i - 2q\^^x,,^_^

+ S' 5*,
|- (2a;^,,_iCos</)^,-|-«j^,,i_i-w,,»_isin(/>j,)

+'nu<Tm{o-iiXun-i- ^j,h-i co8<l>j^ +ty^,j-i- 'u;j,j_i sin cj)^,)

- HjO-ij^ai<^ij - COS (l>jt) (a?^.T,.,_i+ x^,s_i
- a,^Xj,j_i+ x,,s_i cos <j)j,

For A =2 the first four terms in (a) and in (6) are to be divided by 2.

(54)
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where (Tjj,o
= (1 - 2e^J cos(/);, +6?^)'''*. Whence it is seen that the c^Ui enter the

E^^-2D'-^^ linearly; and, denoting their coefficients hy Rij{i=l, . . . , k;

/= 1, . . . , fc), it is found that

7?,,= (-ir^P., ii = l, ..., k;f = l, . . . ,k), (55)

where the Pif are the elements of the determinant Aj, discussed in the

existence proof. Hence, when Aj^^O, the determinant of the coefficients of

the c®_i in the equations E'^i - 2DJ^' is zero. The constants 4!i_i (/=!,..., h)

are then uniquely determined.

The values of the x^,^{j) and v.\,^{t) are given by (51) and (52) ; equations

(53) are, however, replaced by

ci:h - 4^-' c'f^=^-= (^"=1' • •
'
^)' (56)

the cj" remaining undetermined at this step. The induction is thus estab-

lished. In this case, too, the successive x<,„ and «;<,„ have the form (51'), the

c'" appearing as A*";', and are obtained without integration. But, besides

computing the D^l and ^'"' and applying (52), it is necessary to obtain

also the A'l'n+i and ^{fi'+i and to determine the cj" by solving the equations

Remarks: (1) In constructing the solutions it has been tacitly assumed

that the Fourier series representation of the Xt,„ and Wf,„ and the attendant

manipulations of these series are valid. This is justified by the considera-

tion that the well-known functions encountered in the first step are repre-

sentable, together with their derivatives, by uniformly convergent Fourier

series. But the products of two such series is another of the same type, and

also the integral of a uniformly convergent Fourier series is uniformly con-

vergent. At every step the convergence remains uniform.

(2) The question naturally arises as to whether, in any orbits of Type I,

the smallest period is a multiple of the period of the infinitesimal system,

namely, mT. An examination of the method of constructing the solutions

furnishes the answer. If mq^ is not an integer, the constants are determined

precisely as in Case I ; if mgj. is an integer, then by the method used in Case II.

In any event, for a given value of /x and a given set of pj and g^, there is

a unique solution satisfying (41) and (42) (with 2nnr replacing 27r). The
solutions found above, however, satisfy these conditions; hence there are no
orbits of this type whose smallest period is a multiple of the period of the

infinitesimal system.

217. Concerning Orbits of Type II.—For Type II, as for Type I, all the

Xf are multiples of t; but it is proposed to ascertain whether the w, and t,

exist as functions of /x (not identically zero, but vanishing with ^i) so as to

satisfy the periodicity conditions (13). The question can be studied most
easily by examining the method of constructing the solutions.
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Let the origin of time be selected as the instant when sateUite k has an

apsidal passage, and the origin of longitude at that satellite's apsidal position

so that «t= Tt = 0; and let it be assumed for the moment that the u, and t,

{i=l, . . . , A;— 1) exist as functions of fx satisfying (13); then there exist

solutions of the type (40) satisfying (42), but not satisfying (41), for all values

of n except for i= k. Because of the absence of conditions (41) some of the

constants in each step are left undetermined until terms of higher orders are

found.

For the first-order terms the differential equations are again (44), and

the solutions are (45), the coefficients being determined by (46). Evidently

the cj" are determined as in Type I, but for the other c"J two cases arise.

Case I. q^ is not an integer.—Here, by (42), cj^} = cjfj = {i=l, . . ,k),

but the c"i are at present undetermined, except c^*} = 0.

Case II. q^ is an integer.—Here the terms cosg^r and singer have the

required period 27r, and hence the cf} and cf^, together with the cj^, remain

undetermined, except ci^ = c^J = 0.

Terms ofany order. Case I.—Consider next the terms of order two. The
differential equations are still (48), using h= 2; however, because of the c"^

these equations now reduce not to (50), but to the form

(a) w''^-\-2q,x[,,-{-Hfi + S (D'^^^smniT+Hfl^cosmT) = 0,
m= l

(6) x','^-2qM.2-HXi,2+Efl + i (^|:^'cosmT+ J,^:^'sinwT) = 0,

(57)

where the H^' and J^^ vanish with the cjfj. The first integration apparently

introduces non-periodic terms Hf^r; but computation shows that these coeffi-

cients vanish. Thus

and by Le Verrier's relations among the F^{€ij), and G„{€^j)* it is found that

the bracketed expression vanishes identically in the e^j . Hence the solutions

of (57) have the form

x,,,= hK,+ S (^J:^'cosmr + P{:^'sinmr),
oi/i m=l

Wu^ = cJ!s + 2 {Bt:^ sinmr + Qf™' cosmr )

,

(58)

where the Pj^^' and QT2 vanish with the cfl which (together with the c%)

remain at present undetermined, the other constants arising in the Xj.jj and

Tisserand: Micanique Celeste, vol. 1, pp. 276, 278.
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the iy,.j having been determined as were the corresponding ones in the first-

order terms.

For the terms of order three, the differential equations are of the form

(57), and the Hfl do not vanish identically. For, while the c% drop out just

as the c% did in the preceding step, the c"J are now present (Unearly only),

entering both through the P'^^ and Q^^ and directly from the Wj,i(t) . The
destruction of the non-periodic terms Hfl t, by setting the H^l = 0, will be

found to require the vanishing of these cJ^J which have been previously unde-

termined.

The H*3 consist of two sorts of terms: those which arise identically by
combining trigonometric functions of a single ^^^ and its multiples, and those

which may appear because of relations among the various ^^(. Terms of

the latter sort can not be collected, unless the numerical values of the p<

have been chosen; but their possible presence will be shown to be immaterial

so far as the conclusions are concerned.

In equations (48a), using /i= 3, the terms which reduce identically to

constants may be selected by fixing upon some one 4>jt and expressing the

coefficients of cos m<^^j in Xi,^ and Wij^, and of sin m^j^j in it>j,i and Xj^ . Incident-

ally it may be noted that the series in each a;^,^ and Wj,„, as given by (47) or

(58), is in reality a rearrangement of several Fourier series in the various

<i>fi
. The resulting complicated constant, involving several series in the i^„(e,j)

and G„(€ij), can be treated advantageously by expressing all the a^, e^^, q^,

andSj^in terms of a single parameter a, just as in (35) and (36). In the

jff*j the coefficient of each cf^, say M^J, becomes then a power series in a;

and it is found that M^^ = —2' ilf^^ and

M,,= a"+''-'\N,, U>i), M,, = a''-^ .N,, U<i), (59)

where the N^j are infinite series in their respective e^J, beginning with con-

stant terms.

Now the vanishing of the Hfl requires that the c**J satisfy k linear

equations, which must be homogeneous, since the vanishing of all of the un-
knowns would reduce the H^l to their values in Type I, viz., zero. That is,

iM,,C = Q (t = l, ...,fc). (60)

But, from the value of M<, above, it is evident that the determinant of the

Mtj is identically zero, so that any equation is a consequence of the others

and may be suppressed. Let the first equation be the one which is dropped.
Then the remaining /c-1 equations {i= 2, . . . , k) wiU determine the

Cm (i=l> • > ^— 1) uniquely in terms of c"J if their determinant Aj, of

order A;- 1 in the M^j, is distinct from zero. From (59) the lowest powers of
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o in the various elements of any row of Aj may be ascertained. Evidently

the exponent 4i+2j—Qk takes its smallest value 4.i+2 — 6k wheny=l, and

its largest value Qi—2— 6k when j= i—l; while 6^—6^ takes its smallest

value 6t+ 6— 6k when j= i-\-l. As this last is greater than the highest value

of the former exponent, it is clear that the lowest power of a in any of the

Mfj{j=l, . . . ,i—l,i+l, . . . ,k — l) is 4i+2 — 6A;, which occurs in Ifn

and also in M„. Thus, in the r'* row of Aj (where i = r + l), the lowest

power is 4r+6 — 6A;; and this appears for r=l, . . . , A;— 2 in two columns,

the first and (r+l)'*. But, in the last row, where r = k—l, the lowest

power can appear only in the first column. Hence if the factor a*'"*"'"** is

removed from the elements of the r'* row (^=1, . . . , k— 1), a new deter-

minant Ag is obtained in whose first column the series of each element

begins with a constant term, as does also the series of one other element in

each row except the last row.

Now, if A, is developed by the minors of its last row, it is clear that a

constant term can not be lacking when the development is rearranged as a

single power series in a. For the only element of the last row which can con-

tribute to the constant term is that in the first column; and in the minor of

this element constant terms are present in all the elements of the main

diagonal, and nowhere else.

Thus A,5^0 at a = 0; and hence A, and likewise A5 are distinct from zero

for all values of a sufficiently small. Therefore the vanishing of the Hfl
determines the cj^ = 1, . . . , ^ — 1) uniquely and homogeneously in terms

of c"J . But this latter constant is to be put equal to zero by reason of the

choice of the origin of time, as noted above in discussing the first-order terms.

Hence every c"i = 0. Thus the Wi,i(T) reduce to the values which they would

have for orbits of Type I. Then also every P^^ = QJ"' = 0; and the x,,j (t) and

Wtair) reduce to the values in Type I, except for the c%, which remain as yet

undetermined for y=l, . . . ,k— l.

In the next step these c% will enter the Hf^^ (by identity) in precisely

the same way as the c^J entered the Hfl, and must likewise vanish. Simi-

larly, the c^l in the terms of order n will remain undetermined until the H^^„+j

are set equal to zero, when they must vanish together with the P{"+i and

QTn+if to which they will in the meantime have given rise. Thus the final

determination of the constants arising at any step reduces the terms of that

order to the values which they would have for Type I.

If various relations among the Pj give rise to other terms in the Hfl
than those which are present identically in some one </)^j, —even if these

terms introduce into various elements lower powers of a than have been

treated in A5, — these new terms can not affect the argument in general;

for, if they introduce into the development lower powers of a than were

previously present, with non-vanishing coefficients, then this new development

is equally as useful as the former value of A, ; while, if they do not furnish
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terms of lower order, neither can they in general destroy the terms treated

in Aj , since they must involve new fi's in their coefficients. Any cancellation

could occur, then, only for a few special relations among the masses.

The conclusion is not yet warranted that no orbits of Type II exist in

Case I; but there can be none when a is below some "sufficiently small"

finite value, unless possibly for a few very special relations among the masses.

Terms of any order. Case II.—The differential equations for the second-

order terms x^,^{T), Wf^^ir) are again (48); but because of the cf} and c^^l

the equations reduce to (57) , as in Case I above, where, however, the ^J"' and

J('"' now involve them (linearly) and vanish with these two sets of constants.

In order that a;,,^ and Wt^^ shall be periodic, it is necessary, just as for

Type I, that E^— 2D''^, the coefficient of cosg-jT in the final differential equa-

tion for Xt^iir), shall vanish. It is equally necessary that Ji'^-\-2Hl'}\ the

coefficient of sin QiT in the same equation, shall vanish. Further, the "secular

terms" Hf^r must vanish. The Hf^ are free from the cf^, just as in Case I

above; but they now contain the c® and c^J, vanishing with the latter set.

Now, from (54) and the fact that no relation (22) holds, it is evident

that the El'i-2Dlf do not involve the cf} nor the cfl; also the Jlf+2Hlf
involve neither the cf^ nor the cj^ , and vanish with the cf} . Further, since

the a;j,i(r) and Wf^iir) may be written

.-c,,i(t) = cZsm ( gjT + J ) +cf^ sing,r+ 2 A,'"' cos?nr

,

^ ^ ^ m=0

Wui (r) = c::i

+

2cf} COS ( (Z.r + I) + 2cf} cosq,r+ I Bt!^ sinrm

,

(61)

it is found that the c% enter the Jl'i -{-2Hfi , which are the coefficients of

sin qiT, in precisely the same M^ay as the c% enter the Efi -2D'-^^ , which
are the coefficients of sin(5jT +7r/2).

In the treatment of Case II for Type I it was shown that, when A4r^0, the
equations Efi-2D'-^i = admit a unique solution for the c% {j = l, . . . ,k).

The same conclusion is evidently vahd here; and it also follows at once that
the equations

j;S'+2i/,<:'' = ii = l,...,k) (62)

admit a unique solution for the cf} (i=l, . . . , k), namely, cZ = 0. In

(62), Ct^ does not appear, being already zero; but this does not affect the
conclusion, since there are obviously no more solutions for A;— 1 of the
unknowns, after the last one has been determined, than there are for all k.

The Hf^ now vanish identically.

The c%, cf^, c% are now determined as for Type I; but the c"J remain
undetermined until the next step, and the solutions are at present given by
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(58), as in Case I of Type II, where, however, the c% and Cj$, as well as the

cj*, remain undetermined.

In getting the third-order terms certain constants will be determined:

the c<» and c® by the vanishing of the ^<«'-2i)'«' and J'ii + 2H';i respec-

tively; and the cj* by the vanishing of the Hl'H, which reduce to their values

in Case I when the 0^2= 0.

Likewise, the Cj™, Cj% of any order are determined in the next order,

(n-1-1), and the c"^ in the order (n+2). Each set is obtained from linear

equations, whose determinant remains the same for each successive order.

Thus, with the same possible exceptions as in Case I, it is impossible in Case
II to determine the constants otherwise than as for Type I.

Remarks: (1) If either of the determinants A3 or A5 vanishes for some
value of a, there may still be no new values for the constants of integration

which would satisfy later conditions in subsequent differential equations

and render the solutions periodic in form. Whether the series converge for

this value of a would be unknown; so that the mere vanishing of A3 or

A5 would not warrant the conclusion that orbits of Type II exist.

(2) The foregoing conclusions extend beyond a denial of the possibility

of obtaining equations of periodic orbits by a certain method of analysis,

or solving the differential equations in a certain way: the non-existence of

a class of physical orbits of a certain type is asserted, though possibly there

exist numerous individual orbits of the type. All orbits, periodic or not,

arising from any set of Ac^^ and n [see (17) and (7)], can be represented by
power series in these parameters converging through the interval 0<T^27r,
provided that the parameters are sufficiently small. And from the exist-

ence of a class of periodic orbits of the type sought would follow the existence

of a range of values of the Ac^J and m (including zero) satisfying the periodicity

conditions. These equations obviously could not be satisfied for a range of

values of /x by arbitrary values of the Ac^j, and therefore they would define

the ACjy as functions of n, holomorphic for fx sufficiently small and van-
ishing with /x. The substitution of these values of the Ac^j into the original

developments of the coordinates would render the latter series in
fj. alone,

having properties (40a, b, d). If these series are impossible save for Type I,

then there does not exist a class of physical orbits of Type II growing out of

the circles named.

218. Concerning Orbits of Type III.—It may be inquired whether there

exists a class of periodic orbits growing out of circular orbits of an infini-

tesimal system which has no "grand conjunctions"; that is, whether there

are periodic solutions of (7) when some of the X^ have other values than are

possible in Type I.

Let the initial conditions be (17), let some instant when M^ is at an
apse be selected as the origin of time, and let the origin of longitude be the
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apsidal position of M^ , both for ai = and for /x^^O.* Then X^^O, and

w=T=0 identically in k and n; and the conditions for periodicity are (13).

But equations (7) admit two integrals, an examination of which shows that

two equations of (13), namely x^{2T)=x^iO) and x'^{2t) = x't{0) , are a conse-

quence of the other 4/0-2 equations. Hence equations (13) become

(a) = eXl - cos2(j'j7r) +M^i,o+e,T,( -sin2(?j7r)

(b) = e, (g, sin 2gj7r)+ tJiX[,,+ 6,7^ {ql Y^^cos2q^)

(c) = AnX2?,7r) +e,(2sin2g,7r) +MTf*,o+e,T,(2g,l - cos2g,7r)

(d) = e, ( - 2g, 1 - cos 2g,7r)+ mT^',o+ e^T, (2g, sin 2g,7r)

(i=l, ...,fc-l),

(63)

where

X,o = X,(0;27r)-Z,(0;0), . . .
,

W:,, = W:{0;2T)-W:iO;0),

XZ=X,{f;2^)-XXf;0), . . . ,

W[f) = W[{f;2ir)-W\{f;^),

and the Z"J (i= 1, 3, 4), etc., are constants whose values will not be needed

here.

*In treating orbits of Type I, the instant of a symmetrical conjunction was regarded as the beginning of

a period and was taken as the origin of time; but this was merely for simplicity, since in periocfic motion
any other instant could be so regarded. By taking as t =0 the instant when Mt of the infinitesimal system
is at arbitrarily selected longitude, and choosing that longitude as a new origin of longitude (so that Xt=0),
it is clear that the longitudes which the other infinitesimal satellites have at that instant constitute a set

of X's, not all of which are multiples of ir. Each family of orbits of Type I may thus be said to arise from
any one of an infinitude of sets of the Xj other than multiples of ir, though all the sets have X* =0. By reason

of the w« (t), which are in general distiact from zero, the absolute longitude wj of any finite satellite at the

new T =0 would vary with m! (but, since families of orbits of Type I exist for every position of the line of

conjimction, one may obtain a fainily in which the initial longitude of M* is zero, identically as to y., by
selecting orbits for different ii's from different families, taking the conjunction line as needed for the m used.)

For such an origin of time Mt would not in general be at an apse for t =0.

Hence if the origins of time and longitude be chosen at an apsidal position of Mt for all values of n, the

sets of X| other than multiples of ir, which can give rise to orbits of Type I, are largely excluded. (Whether
any such sets remain, depends upon whether, in Type I, Mt has any apses other than at the symmetrical

conjunctions of the system; and this has not been ascertained.)
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While the determinant of the Unear terms of the An,, e,, w,, and t, in

(63) is zero, yet, when q, is not an integer, solutions of' (63) (c) and \d)
exist for the An, and e, as power series in /x and the u, and t,. Prop-
erties of the series (63), similar to (19), are easily established, which show
that the solutions for the An, and e, , and also the series obtained by sub-
stitution of these solutions into (63) (a) and (6), carry /x as a factor. After
this substitution and a division by n, (63) (a) and (6) become

+ 2(l-cos2g,^) ^-^ J +'^^L^'./ + 2(l-C0S2g,7r)^'/ J |

, ___qjm.o_ , . . . .^ 'l-COS2g,7r^

The constant term in (64a) vanishes, since for g^ not an integer no relation

(22) holds; the constant term in (646) reduces to — 2g,C,,o. If any of the

C,,o are distinct from zero, (64) are not satisfied by a;, = T, = /i= 0; hence

w< and T, do not exist as holomorphic functions of fi vanishing with n, or

periodic orbits of the type sought do not exist. The necessary condition

for periodicity, namely, that the C,,o vanish, is, by (28),

S'5,, S e„(eJsinm(X,-\) = (i = l, . . . , fc). (65)

Of these /c-equations in the quantities 'Kj(j=l, . . . , k—1), one is evidently

a consequence of the others; for, before \ is put equal to zero, the Jacobian

of the C,,o with respect to the \{i=l, . . . k; j=l, . . . , k) is identically

zero. Let the equation for i=l be suppressed.

If particular values be assigned to all, save one, of the X^ , the last X can still

be given an infinitude of values for which any one Cj,o is distinct from zero;

hence equations (65) impose very special conditions upon the X, . Whether

there are any sets of X's, other than those of Type I which satisfy (65), is

unknown.* It will, however, be shown that there are no others "in the

vicinity of" multiples of ir, provided a is sufficiently small.

*The limitations upon any such sets seem fully as severe here as in Type 1.
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If the C,,o are developed as power series in the X,— J,7r (// = 0, 1), the

coefficients of the linear terms are simply [dC<,o/6Xj for Xy= J^tt. Evidently,

from (28),

[^"1. =^ir^ me„{e,,)cosm{J,-J,)T (f9^i),
L d^f -'\j=Jjir m=l /Qg^

r^-l =5,,= -S'5„ Sme™(Ocosm(/,-/Jir (f^i).

Denoting by ^S^, the coefficient of X, in the i*^ equation of (65), and intro-

ducing a by (35), the Sf^ are obtained as power series in a. It is found

that the lowest exponent of a present in *?,, is (f—i) if /<* and is 5(f—i) if

f>i. Hence, of all the S^f (/<i), S^i carries the lowest power of a, namely,

the (1— i)*i»; and of all the S^f{f>^), S^,^+J, carries the lowest, namely, the

fifth. Consequently, if a"~" be removed as a factor from all the S,,

(/=1, . . . , k—1; i = 2, . . . , k), a. determinant A, is obtained (equal to

the determinant of the coefficients Sf^ multiplied by a power of a), in whose
rth row all elements save those of the first and (r+l)"* columns begin with

a power of a. Therefore A, is of precisely the same type as A, , and the dis-

cussion of the latter shows also that Aj (and hence the determinant of the

Sff) is distinct from zero for all values of a sufficiently small. Therefore

quantities A, (/ = !, . . . , k—l) exist such that equations (65) are not

satisfied for any values of the X, for which |X,— J,Tr| <Aj. except X,=0 or tt.

Moreover, the existence of a set of X/ satisfying (65) would not prove the

existence of wj and r^ as functions of> satisfying (64). If it is assumed for

the moment that orbits of Type III exist, and the method of construction is

examined, equations related to (65) are encountered. Thus, in finding the

second-order terms, the Hf^ must be made to vanish, and each of these involves

Fourier series in the various \—\. When q^ is an integer, somewhat differ-

ent difficulties arise in the existence proof; the same difficulty is, however,
encountered in the construction.

A general negative conclusion is not j^et warranted; but it is evident

that if any orbits of Type III exist, they must satisfy very special conditions.

In every case, however, periodic orbits of the type sought do not exist if

(22) holds.

219. Concerning Lacunary Spaces.—The relation (22) may be expressed

in the form J(P;—p,)=p„+q^; hence this relation can hold only if q^ is an
integer. But the converse holds true only when k = 2. For example, in

the following selections ?» is an integer, but no relation (22) holds:

9. = 2, P,-i = S, p*-, = 5, . . .
, p, = 2k-l,

9* = 2, Pt-i = 3, P»-2 = 7, . . .
, Pi = 4A;-l, etc.
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When k = 2, (22) always holds* if q^ is an integer; for then Pi=l (other-

wise T would not be the smallest synodic period of the infinitesimal system),
and hence Jpi = qi is satisfiied by giving J the integral value q^.

Since nt.T= 2q^ir, the case q^ an integer is the one where the consecutive
conjunctions of the infinitesimal system occur at the same absolute longitude;
and, denoting the synodic period of the two infinitesimal satellites M, and M„
by T„, since

it follows that n,Tj, = 2-Kj when (22) holds; or the consecutive conjunc-
tions of the infinitesimal pair M, and M„ occur all in the same absolute

longitude.

Moreover, since all the w^ vanish at the beginning and end of each period,

all the "grand conjunctions" of the finite system occur at the same longi-

tudes as those of the infinitesimal system, and intermediate conjunctions

of any finite pair occur at very nearly the same longitudes as those of the

corresponding infinitesimal pair.

These facts suggest a physical reason for the non-existence of periodic

orbits under certain circumstances. The greater part of the mutual dis-

turbances of two bodies occur while they are near conjunction; and, if the

consecutive grand conjunctions occur at exactly the same longitude, the

perturbations of the elements would tend to be cumulative. Nevertheless,

if there are more than two bodies, the mutual disturbances may so balance

each other as to yield periodic orbits, especially if the bodies are far apart

(i. e., a sufficiently small) unless (22) holds. But if two bodies have con-

junctions between the grand conjunctions, all occurring very near the same

longitude, the other bodies can not counterbalance the large perturbations of

the two.

More exactly, there exists a range of values of the masses and the e,,

including zero, for which periodic orbits are impossible; so that, unless the

orbits for /i = are eccentric rather than circular, there are for small values of

M no periodic plane orbits of k satellites when (22) holds.

So far as this result extends, it would indicate that no asteroids having

nearly circular orbits would be found, whose periods compared to Jupiter's

are in the ratios |, f , f , etc. Those whose periods are nearly in any such

ratio should be found subject to very great perturbations.

It is well known that lacunary spaces of the sort just mentioned do

occur among the asteroids. That there are such spaces also when the ratio

of the periods is |, and other such values, is not surprising, as in any case

the slightest deviation from the correct initial values destroys periodicity,

there being Poisson terms in the solutions.

*In Poincar^'s discussion of the problem of three bodies, therefore, the case where g* is an integer

without such a relation aa (22) holding does not arise.
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220. Jupiter's Satellites I, II, and III.—Of Jupiter's longer known satel-

lites, the innermost three move almost exactly in a plane, apparently in

periodic orbits having symmetrical conjunctions; and their masses with

respect to that of the planet are very small. Since for orbits of Type I the

increase in the longitude of Mt during a period is independent of n, being

equal to rijT, the average angular velocity of each finite satellite for a period

may be taken as the corresponding n.

The unit of time being the sidereal day, and the unit of mass being the

mass of Jupiter, the observational data are :*

Xj = X, \= 0, \ — 0,

Ml = 0.000017, Mj= 0.000023, M,^ 0.000088,

n, = 3 . 551552261, n,= l. 769322711, n, = . 878207937.

(67)

Since (r?i-n3)/3 = .891 114775, and Wj-W3=.891114774, the n. of (67) satisfy,

far beyond observational accuracy, the equations (2), where v = .891114774.

Then the period T is 7.0509271 days, and

Pi = 3, p, = l, ^3 = -985516077,

1

</)i2
= 7r+2r, </)i3

= 7r+3T,
<t>i3

= T,
J

so that satellite III advances 354?785788 during each period, while satel-

lites I and II advance 1080° and 360° respectively more] than this. If fx

is taken arbitrarily as .0001, then

^i = .17, /3, = .23, ft = .88.

It seems desirable, however, to retain the j8's in the computations, inasmuch
as a new determination of the masses may render it necessary to use other

values than those given above.

The D^^ and E^^ of (46) are obtained by writing equations (43) in the

form

<i+2g,<i+ 2'^2) t/rsinm</>,, = 0,
2

J m=i
CO

<, -2q,w:,-Sq^x„,+g]^,+ S'^'S Ccosm0,, = O,

where, rearranging according to multiples of t,

Uf;=^+F,-2F„ Vf^=^+2a,F,-{F,+2F,),

U^' = F^_-F^^,, Fj7' = 2a„F„-(F_i+F„+J (m>l).

(69)

•Tisserand, Traile de Mecanique COeste, vol. 4, p. 2. The ra, given there (203?48895528, 101?37472396,
and 50?31760833) are here reduced to circular measure.
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Evidently the L7{™', U^S, and C/{"; enter respectively the Df^', DfT, and D'^^,
etc. From (23), (5), and the relation {ajai)' = {njn,y, the e„ and 5« are found
to be

61, = €,! = .6284333, €„ = e^^ = .3939606, 6^ = 63, = .6268932,

^ =3.1366^,, ^ =1.23875ft, ^ =.19132/3,,

^'^3 =1.2326ft, %^ =.77464/33, %i = .30443 /3,

.

(70)

The F„{etj), and also the GJi^), etc., encountered in the higher orders are
readily computed by using the tables of coefficients given by LeVerrier.*

In obtaining the successive Af„' and B^^ from (52), the smallest divisors
introduced are 16-g^ 4-g,\ and \-ql, or .1156616, .05772591, and .02875806
respectively. These divisors decrease materially the effectiveness of the
small value of /x; nevertheless the terms above those of the second order
seem relatively unimportant and will not be computed. The coefficients

of ju in the Xi{t) and Wt{T) are found to beif

a;M(r) = (.3i3i-.l/3,) -.8i32COs2r-.l/33Cos3T-203.7i3,cos4T

+ (.7|8j-.2/33)cos6r-.2,3,cos8r+. 1/3^008 10r+ • • •

,

w,,,(t) = +.3i82sin2T+.4;83sin3T+406.3/32sin4T

-(l.l;82-.3/3j)sin6T+.3/3jSin8r-3j83sin9T-.l/32sinlOT+ • • •

,

a;2.i(r) = (.5^1+.3^,- .1/33) + .8^3COST- (58.4,81+100. liS,) cos2t- .7ft cos 3r

+ (.7ft-.2/33)cos4T-.l/33Cos5T-.2/3iCOs6r+.l/3,cos8r+ • •

,

w;2,iW = -2.9i33sinT+ (114.3/3i+ 199.2/33) sin 2T+l.l/33sin3r

-(.8/3,-.2ft)sin4r+.l/33sin5T+.2ftsin6r-.lftsin8T • • •

,

X3,i(t) = (.4ft+ .5/3,+ .3/33) +28.9/3, cos T+ .6ft cos 2t - (.4ft - .2/3,) cos 3t

+ .lftcos4T • • •
,

«^3.iW=-55.2ftsinT-.8ftsin2T-(.4ft+ .2ft)sin3T-.lftsin4T • • •
.

For the second-order terms the i)|"' and £/'^' are found from (54), where it

is convenient first to rearrange the coefficients of o-j7,o and o-yo according to

multiples of r. The x^,2 and iy,,2 involve all multiples of r; but, as they

*Armales de VOhservaUrire de Paris (M4moires) vol. 2. Supplement.

fThe writer regrets to state that the values formerly published (Transactions of the American Mathe-
matical Society, vol. 9, pp. 29-33) are practically all erroneous, the factor ?< of the last terms of (46) having
been overlooked in making the calculation.
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carry the factor m', all save the following terms fall below the limit of accu-

racy in the x^,^ and w).,i above. To facilitate comparison, the second-order

terms are shown multiplied by m = -0001. They are

.mQlx^r) = -.6^H-(.l/3i^,+ .l/3^+.l^,^3)cos2r

-(2.9/3i/32- 12.2^^ -9.2/3,;83)cos4t- 2.0,8^cos8r+ • •
,

.0001w^i.,(t) = .3i3,/33sinT- (.3/3i/3,+.2^^-h.3^,^3)sin2r -h(5.8^i^,- 24.4/3,=

-18.3ft/33)sin4T-|-.l/32/33sin6T-|-5.1j8|sin8T •
,

.0001.T,,,(r) = (.2/3f+.6i8,/33+.5i3D - (.lft/33+.l©cosr

+ (6.3/3?+ 12.6i3A+12.6/3i/33+3.1^I),cos2r

-(.2^?+.l^i^,+6ft/33+.5/3Dcos4r+ • • •
,

.Qm\w,,,{r) = (.2,3i^3+-2(32^3+-4/3Dsinr- (12.5/3?+25.0^i/3,+25.1^i^3

+ 1.3/3,^3+6.2/3Dsin2T+(.l/3^sin3r+.4/3?+.lft^,+ 1.4^A

+ 1.3/3Dsin4T+ • •
,

.0001:c3,,(t) = - (2.3^i^j+2.5^^+3.9/3A) COST- .l/3^cos2r

-.1|8i|8jCos7t+ • • •

,

.0001w;3.,(T) = (4.7i3i/3,+4.9^^+7.6i3,^3)sinT+.2^^sin2T+- • • .

Since r, = a,(l+x,,iM+3;,,jM'+ • • •) and v^ = \^+q^T+w^,^^x-\-w^,i^x^-\^ ••

,

the radius vector and absolute longitude of each satellite are obtained by

computing the a^ from (3) and using the coefficients above; the deviations

from their values in the undisturbed circular orbits are given to five significant

figures, so far as the terms of the first two orders are concerned, How much
these would be affected by terms of higher orders is unknown ; in fact no proof

has been given that the series converge for n = .0001, although they have been

proved convergent for all /x sufficiently small.

To show the general shape of these orbits, the values of the v^ and r^/a^

will be given to four decimals, using the values of the jS^ tabulated above

:

rja, = 1 - .0044cos4t, v, = 7r-|-3.9855T+.0089sin4T,

rj/aj=l-.0093cos2T, ?;, = 1.9855 t -.0003 sint+.0185 sin 2 t

+ .0001sin3T+.0001sin4T,

1-3/03 = 1+ .0006 COST, j;, = .9855T-.0011 sin T.

Hence if these orbits are thought of as ellipses rotating in the plane,

the major semi-axes would be the respective a<, the several eccentricities

would be .0044, .0093, .0006, and the axes would rotate forward at rates

whose average values are the n,. The three satellites are in line with Jupiter

at the beginning and middle of each period, II and III being on the same side

of the planet at t = 0, and I and III on the same side at t = tt. Whenever
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II is in conjunction with I or III, the inner of the pair is near a perijove and
the outer is near an apojove, which decreases the amount of their mutual
perturbations.

No radius vector or longitude differs very widely at any time from its

value in a circular orbit {a, and X, +g,T, respectively) . The largest departures

are for satellite II, as rj/aj reaches a minimum of .9907 at t = and
a maximum of 1.0093 at about r = 7r/2 and every half-period thereafter,

i;, meanwhile ranging from 64' more to 64' less than the mean longitude of II.

Similarly, satellites I and III get 30' and 4' respectively ahead of and behind

their mean positions, and the rt/a^ at such instants closely approximate their

mean value, unity. For satellite I the maxima of r/a occur at intervals of

a quarter-period, and for satellite III they occur at intervals of a period.

Finally, it may be noted that, for this system of bodies, the increments

Ac„ (see § 209) which have been given to the initial values of the coordinates

and their time-derivatives to preserve periodicity when the bodies are finite

are approximately

r.
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This substitution requires the flattening to vanish with the masses

Ml , . . . , Mjt , so that the central body becomes spherical if the others

become infinitesimal; but the amount of flattening corresponding to any

given set of finite masses remains quite arbitrary, even if the p< and q^ are

specified; for the values of the a^ merely determine the ratios of the 7,,

and one 7 may be taken at pleasure. In the solutions of (71) satisfying

initial conditions (17), the terms independent of ix are the same as formerly.

Hence in Case I where q^ is not integral, the Arii and e, still exist as convergent

power series in ju satisfying (29 a, b), though of course their values in terms

of fi are now different because of the y^ . Thus periodic orbits exist.

In case q^ is an integer the jt enter the Xj(0; t) and x,(i; t), but do not

appear in the P,^ or P,^ of A3. Thus the argument in Case II is likewise

unaltered, and periodic orbits of Type I exist under the same conditions

as when the bodies are all spherical.

The numerical results for Jupiter's satellites given above are affected

but slightly in the first and second orders by including the flattening of

Jupiter. The corrections to be added are in fact

to Xn (t) add .l7i cos 4r

to .0001 Xj,2 add 1.8 (SjTi cos 4t

to .0001 w,,^ add -3.6 /3j7i sin 4r

to a;j,i(T) add .I72 cos 2t

to.OOOla-^.^ add (.2/3^+.4,83)72 cos 2r

to .0001 Wj,j add - (.50,+ .8^,)y, sin 2t

to 0:3,1(7) add .I73 cos T

to .00013-3,2 add — .1/3273 cos r

to .0001 W3,i add -liSaTs sin r

And since 7x = -36, 72 = 14.3, and 73 = 5.7, the values of the rja, and Vi

given above are changed as follows:

to r,/ai add .0018 cos 4r, to 7-2/02 add .0007 cos 2t,

to Vi add -.0030 sin 4t, to V2 add -.0011 sin 2t;

r,/a,= l-.0026 cos 4r, «^, = 7r+3.99855T+.0059 sin 4t,

r-2/a2= 1 - .0086 cos 2r, v,= 1.9855t- .0003 sinr+.0174 sin 2t

+ .0001 sin 3r+.0001 sin 4t,

r-3 03 = 1+ .0006 cos T, V3 = .9855t- .001 1 sin t.

then



Chapter XV.

CLOSED ORBITS OF EJECTION AND RELATED
PERIODIC ORBITS.

222. Introduction.—In the problem of two bodies there is in no sense

continuity between circular orbits revolving in the forward and retrograde

directions, except where their dimensions shrink to zero or become infinitely

great. But in the restricted problem of three bodies the deviations from

the circular forms of the orbits are such that there is geometrical continuity

in some classes between those which revolve in the forward direction and

those which are retrograde; and the limit between the two types is an orbit

passing through one of the finite bodies. If the infinitesimal body leaves

one of the finite bodies, its orbit is called an orbit of ejection; and if it strikes

a finite mass, it is called an orbit of collision.

In certain cases orbits of ejection are also orbits of collision, or closed

orbits of ejection. When the direction of collision is exactly opposite to

that of ejection, they are the limits of two classes of periodic orbits, in one

of which the motion is direct and in the other of which it is retrograde.

The closed orbits of ejection are not themselves periodic orbits, even if the

physical impossibility be disregarded and the problem considered purely

from the mathematical point of view; for, if the expressions for the coordi-

nates are followed, in the sense of analytic continuity, beyond the values of

t for which a collision occurs they become complex, and never become real

again for increasing real values of t. Those orbits in which the ejection and

collision are not in opposite directions are not the limits of periodic orbits,

or at least of orbits which re-enter after a single revolution.

The object of the investigations of this chapter is to determine the

limiting types of certain classes of periodic orbits, and thus partially to

prepare the way for the discussion of the evolution of the various classes of

periodic orbits with varying values of the parameters on which they depend,

and to show the relations among these various classes. The existence of

the closed orbits of ejection will be established, some of their properties will

be derived, and it will be proved that each one in which the direction of ejec-

tion and collision is opposite is the limit of two series of periodic orbits.

223. Ejectional Orbits in the Two-Body Problem.—As preliminary to

the general problem, the special case in which there is only one finite mass

will first be treated. Let the mass of the finite body be 1 - m and let the units

be so chosen that the gravitational constant is unity. Then the motion of

4,')7
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+ -7^' (1)

the infinitesimal body projected along the fixed ^-axis satisfies the differential

equation ^ _ - 1-m
df + ^'

where the sign is — or + according as the motion is in the positive or negative

direction from the origin.

Suppose f = I'd and d^/dt = ^'=
^o at T = Tg. Then the first integral of

equation (1) becomes

(§y=r- = ±'^-^h'-^+^:^ = ±'-^+^ (2)

If Ci is negative, |^| has a finite maximum for which ^' vanishes; if Cj is zero,

^' approaches zero as |^| becomes infinitely large; if c^ is positive, ^' is finite

for III infinite. It will be assumed that Ci is negative in order to get orbits

of ejection which are closed. Then, without loss of generality, it can be

supposed that |„ is the greatest value of | for projection in the positive direc-

tion, or the least for projection in the negative direction. Then

^:=o, c,= T^^^- (3)

With the initial values (3), the integral (2) becomes

where j is an integer.

Now consider | as a function of (^—0- Since the right members of

(1) and (2) are regular for all values of t and all values of | except | = 0,

it follows that | is a regular function of t for all values of t except those for

which I vanishes. These values of t are easily determined from (4), and are

found to be /i a / +~t

^.-4=(i+.;)-loV^(T^, (5)

where j takes all integral values.

The character of | as a function of {t—Q in the vicinity of t = tj is easily

determined from (4). The left member is expansible as a power series in

\/±^= r], and the equation can be written in the form

FW = V^;^^f-|sin-(-l+|l)-(i+J)^|„ = ^2(^(^_^^)_
It is found that

Therefore rj is expansible as a power series in (t— tjY^^ starting with a term
of the first degree in {t-tifK Since ±^= y\\ it follows that

k. is expansible
as a power series in {t—t^^^\ starting with a term of the second degree in

{t- tif'K It is easily seen from (4) that F{yi) is an odd function of rj. There-
fore -n is an odd series in (t—tjy'% and | is an even series in (t—tjY^^ Since

the only singularities are given by (5), the radius of the circle of conver-

gence for the series for both rj and | is 7r|y^/ „
— ^''

\ 2(1 — ju
)
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The form of the solution in the vicinity of t = tj being known, the co-

efficients of the series can easily be found from (1) by the method of

undetermined coefficients. It is convenient in the computation to let

r={t-tjy^ (6)

after which (1) becomes

CP^ grfg_ 9(1-m) . .7s

The solution of this equation with initial value of ^ equal to zero has the form

±^ = a,T'+ay+ +a,„T^"+ • • •
•

(8)

By direct substitution and comparison of coefficients, it is found that

_? ^T Y^L-rai y
«. ^63 4851 '7007 J'

-(1 — /x)
,

a = arbitrary constant.

More convenient formulas for use can be developed by eliminating the

term in ^"^ from (7). After the transformation (6) the integral (2) becomes

(l)'=±'«(i-'')Q-i)^'

On using this equation to eliminate |"' from (7), the result is found to be

'S^-^fl+KD'-tsd-")'"- (10)

Now it follows from equations (8) and (9) that
00

"-
J=2

±^ = 2c[l+6ar»+|;(y+l)(2i+l)a,y^],

00
°°

.r^|| = 2cVri+7aT^+6aV+2)(2/+3j+2)a,/^+a2)(2/-i + 6)a,,_,T^^

j=A * Jt=2

00

_ 2^^ = - Ac^r' fl +3aT^+2aV+S 0'+2) a.^r'^

dr L ^

00

^ (^y
= 2ch' [l + 4aT^+4aV+2J 0'+ 1) «.;r^

+4a 2)i«2;-.r^+ 2)12 (^+l)(i-^+ l)«2.a..-2*p']-
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Hence, on equating to zero the coefficient of t" after these series have been

substituted in (10), it is found that

ji2j+S)a,j= -a{2f+j+2)a,j.,-^U-k+l){2j-k)a,,a,j_,,, (11)

1=2

which gives the coefficients very simply for all values ofj greater than unity.

The result of applying (11) and reducing the coefficients to the decimal

form is

± ^ = cr [1+ ar^- 0.42857aV +0.36508a'T»- 0.39044aV'

+0.46996aV''-0.60863oV*+0.82861aV"-1.16832aV''+ • • •].

So far as this solution is written the signs of the terms alternate and

a^i has a^ as a factor. This is a general property which will be needed in

estabUshing the existence of the closed orbits of ejection in the problem of

three bodies (§230). It follows at once from (11) that the part of the co-

efficient a^} which comes from the first term on the right is opposite in sign

to the coefficient of the preceding term. Since the sum of the subscripts of

the product terms in the right member of (11) is 2j, their product has the

same sign as the coefficient of Oj^.a. Therefore, a^j and Oj^.g are opposite in

sign for all j. It also follows from (11) that a^j contains a as a factor to one

degree higher than it appears in aij_2.

The expression for | has a branch-point at t= tj, where three branches

unite. If t—tj= pe^^'^^'^'^^'^\ the three distinct branches are

li t—ti is real and negative, <p= t and the second of these expressions alone

is real. li t—tj is real and positive, ^ = and the first of them alone is real.

Consequently the analytic continuation of the real branch of the expression

for ^ through t= tj leads to a complex value, and this value remains complex

as t, remaining real, increases to + oo . Therefore the motion is not strictly

periodic.

In case the orbit is not one of ejection the branch-points of the fimctions

which express the coordinates in terms of the time are not on the real axis.

If the major axis is kept fixed, and if the eccentricity is varied from zero to

unity, an examination of the equations from which the character of the

functions can be determined shows that the singularities start from both

positive and negative infinity on the lines tj—to = J''^^oyjr,(7'_ N and approach

the real axis as a limit as e approaches unity. At these singular points two

branches of the function permute except when, for e = l, two of them have

united on the real axis, and then three branches permute. If e increases

beyond unity, each of the branch-points divides into two which move equally

in opposite directions along the real axis, and for e = oo one of each pair unites

with another of an adjacent pair.
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224. The Integral.—Equation (2) holds for all values of t, and therefore

when the series (9) is substituted in it the result is an identity in t. The
conditions that the coeflBcients of the various powers of t shall be identical

in the left and right members furnish severe tests of the accuracy of the com-
putation of (9). The integral also gives the relation between the arbitrary

a and the greatest distance ^o • By direct substitution, it is found that

The interval from ejection to collision is found from equations (5), (9),

and (13) to be

\ 5a>p_ 7r( + ^or _ ^V5a; (14)

\/2(1-m) V2{\-h)

For a = 0, which corresponds to a parabolic orbit, P is infinite.

225. Orbits of Ejection in Rotating Axes.—In the problem of three

bodies the motion of the infinitesimal body will be referred to rotating axes.

In the demonstration of the existence of closed orbits of ejection in the prob-

lem of three bodies it will be necessary to use some of the properties of the

orbits of ejection in that of two bodies. For this reason the orbits now under

consideration will be referred to axes rotating uniformly with the period 27r.

Suppose the ejection takes place at i = ^i and along the a;-axis, where the

rectangular coordinates are denoted by x and y. Then x and y are given

by the equations

a;=+$cos(«-<i), i/=-$sin(«-0- (15)

Those orbits which re-enter in the direction opposite to that of ejection

are of greatest interest in the present connection. The condition that they

shaU have this property is that their period in t from ejection to collision

shall be a multiple of 2ir. This condition becomes, by virtue of (14),

(±^„)'^'=2iV2ar^, (16)

where j is a positive integer.

Figs. 15, 16, and 17 show the curves for j equal to 1, 2, and 3, at least as

to general form, in full lines for ejection along the a;-axis in the positive direc-

tion, and in dotted lines for ejection in the negative direction. These curves

for the three values oij are not drawn to the same scale, for it follows from (16)

that their linear dimensions are proportional to f'\ One of the important

properties of all these curves is that they intersect the x-axis perpendicularly

at their mid-points.
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226. Ejectional Orbits in the Problem of Three Bodies,—The differential

equations of motion for the infinitesimal body when the finite masses describe

circular orbits are, in canonical units,

df dt dx' df^ dt dy^

These equations have the integral

(17)

(18)

When n is zero the problem reduces to that of two bodies, which was

treated in §223. The singularity in the solution, whether 11 is zero or not,

comes from the fact that r^ tends toward zero as a limit as t tends toward

ti . It is intuitionally clear that

the mass ju will have only a

slight influence on the motion

of the infinitesimal body while r^

is small, and it seems probable,

therefore, that the nature of the

singularity at t = t.^ is the same

whether m is distinct from zero

or not. This is, indeed, the case,

as was first proved by Levi-Civita

in a very important memoir.*

It follows from (18) that x'^

+ y'^ tends toward infinity as r^

tends toward zero, but that the

limit of fj [x''^+y'% for r-j equal

to zero, is the finite quantity

2(1 — m). If m is zero, x and y are developable as power series in {t—Q^'^,

and this suggests defining an independent variable a in terms of which x, y,

and t—ti are expressible by series of the form

x+ti =ay+ay+ •
, y = ^ia^+P,a'+

t-t, = 0+y,a'+ • • •
, (7,5^0)

Since the solutions of analytic differential equations in the vicinity of

points for which they are regular are themselves regular, while in the vicinity

of singular points the solutions are regular or not, depending on supple-

mentary circumstances, it is advantageous to choose such dependent vari-

ables that the equations shall be regular for r^ = 0, (r = 0. This Levi-Civita

has done, preserving the canonical form, with rare skill and elegance. His

dependent variables, which may be denoted here by p, q, u, and v,

are related to the rectangular coordinates and their first derivatives by

*Sur la resolution qualitative du probllme restreint des trois corps, Acta Mathematica, vol. 30 (1906),

pp. 305-327.

Fig. 15.

(19)
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.'+.-v/^(.+M+.')=,^t^, dt = {p'+q')dcr = p'da.

In these variables equations (17) become

dor

(20)

d(r du da dv
'

m
dp

dv

d<T

dH
dq

H = l{{u+2p^qy+(v-2p^p)j-^l-^-Cp^+lp^+^p^v]

7=i_p.+g2
-M, r, = l-2{p'-q^)+ (p^+qy

(21)

It foUows from (20) that p = q = iix+^ = y = 0, and that u and v are finite
tor r, = 0. Therefore the form of H shows that the differential equations (21)
are regular m the vicinity of p = g= 0. Consequently, p and q are developable

Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

as power series in a, vanishing with <t. It follows from (20) that x, y, and
t-t^, considered as functions of a, have the form (19); and therefore x and y
expressed in terms of r, defined in (6), have the form

x+ix = c[T'+a,T'+ •
], y = c[h,T'+h,T'+ • • • ] (22)

227. Construction of the Solutions of Ejection.—The character of the
solutions in the vicinity of {t- t,y'= t = having been found, they can be
obtained without difficulty from (17). Upon using r as the independent
variable and expanding the expression for r^ , these equations become

9(l-M)Aa;+M)
[{x+ixf+yr'

+9Mr^[2(a;+M)+3(a;+M)=-|2/^+ • • •] (23)
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It will now be supposed that the line of ejection is along the x-axis.

Therefore the initial conditions are

x(0)+M = 2/(0) = -^^=0, P+m-ctH =ca = arb. const. (24)
OT (XT L T Jt=o

With the initial conditions (24) the solutions have an important prop-

erty of symmetry. Let them be written in the form

X+ y. = T'f{T), y = r'g{r), f^=Mr), ^=r'Hr). (25)

Now make the transformation of variables

X+ a = X V=-V r=-r ^- = -d^, ^ = + ^.

Equations (23) are not changed in form by this substitution. Therefore

the solution of the transformed equations with the initial conditions

X

are

.(0) = 2/.(0)=:^.^=0, r^i^l =a

x, = rlf{T,), y. = Ttgir,), g-| =r,^(r,), ^;=^i^W.

where /, g, <p, and \P are identical with the functions represented by the

same symbols in (25). Therefore

r-f(.r) = +Tlf{rd = +r'f{-T), r <p(r) = -r,<p{r,) = +t ,p(-t),]

r'g{T)=-rtg{r,)=-T*g{-T), tV(t) = +r?^(T,) = -rV(-r). j

^^^^

It follows that X and dy/dr are even functions of t and that dx/dr and y are

odd functions of t. The first equation of (22) contains only even powers of

T, and the second contains only odd powers, starting with a term of the fifth

degree as the lowest.

With the initial conditions (24), the solution of (23) is found to be

±2/=-c{r=-ar'-faV+[|a'-A^]r"+...j,
\ (27)

[9(1
_ „)-|V3—
2 J

' "^ ^ arbitrary constant,

where the positive or negative signs are to be used in the left members
according as the initial projection is in the positive or negative direction.

The constant of the integral (18) is given by the equation

^-hm+(t)>^-+^^
+ 2(1-m)

, 2m
(28)
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It follows from (27) that the right member of this equation can be developed
as a series of the form

C=^7+C,+C,r'+ C,T'+ • • • •

T

Since this equation must be an identity in t it follows that C = Ca,

C-2 = Cj = C4 = Cj = • • • =0. Those expressions which are zero constitute
a check on the computation of the coefficients of (27) . By direct substitution
of (27) in (28), it is found that

C= C„=-|c='a+M(2+M). (29)

The force function is sometimes used in the symmetrical form

l7=(l-M)(r!+^)+M(r?+^)=C/+M(2-M),

instead of in the form given in (17). Then the constant G becomes

C=-fc^a+3M. (30)

228. Recursion Formulas for Solutions.—The second terms in the

right members of (23) give rise to a large part of the labor of constructing

the solutions. They can be eliminated by use of the integral, and relatively

simple recursion formulas can be developed for the construction of the solu-

tion after the terms of lowest order have been found.

The integral (18) becomes in the notation of (23)

(I)' + (g)'=«^'y+A +i0^§r +1^" ''{'+(^+'"

(31)

On multiplying the first equation of (23) by x-\-n and the second by y
and adding the results; and then multiplying the first by y and the second

by — (x+/x) and adding the results, it is found that

f , -.d^x , (fy r,r I

\dx r, dy asfr^^ ^dy ^dxl
r{x+^)-^,+ry^ -2(a;+M)^ - 2i/^ - ^r\{x+t.)j-^-yj-^\

=9/[(.+M)-+^-]- [(,y^^ffp

+ %T'^2{x+ixy-f+Z{x+y^r-\{x+n)f •••}'[
(32)

= 9MT^|+3(x+M)^+6(a;+M)'2/ • • • j-
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On eliminating the second term of the first of these equations by means of

the integral (31), the simplified equations become

K.+.)i+r.^-2(.+.)f-2,f-64(x+.)g-,|]

= f''[(a:+M)"+^] -i[(^) + (f
)"] +9Mr'{3(a:+^)'-f!/'+4(i+ri'

-6(a:+AV • • • }-|t'[C-m(1-)')].

= 27MT«{(a;+/x)2/+2(x+M)'2/+ • • j-

The solution (27) may be written in the form

CO CO

c= Z^ , Oj= — &2= a = arbitrary constant.

The next step is to form general expressions for the terms involved in (33).

Nearly all of the terms written are of the second degree in a;+/i and y; those

which are of degree higher than the second are all multiplied by the factor

ju and will be in general of little importance. They will not be included

in the general formula and must be added to it when it is used. Since these

terms contain t" as a factor, they will not contribute much to the solution

unless it is carried very far. The general expressions for the terms of the

second degree in a;+/x and y are found from (34) to be

T(a;+M)S =2cv4l+ 2)(2/+3j+2)a,,T"+2 ^{k+l){2k+l)a,,a,,_,,A,

rt/^ = 2cV'|l0r«-2;(2/-3i+ll)Ver"+2S(^+2)(2^+5)M2,-..-er4'
"•

J=4 j=S i=l J

- 2(x+M)^ = -4cv{l+ 2(i+2)a,,r"+2S (k+l)a,,a,,_,,A,

-2t/g = -2cv|5r^-22 (i+2)6.,_er^^+ ^'^i2k+5)b,Aj-u-A'

00

6r'(a;+M)g = -6(?^^-5t^-2 [5a,,_e- (2j- !)&,,_,],

22(2A;+5)M„_,,_er^},
J=6 t=l
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2

*- J=7 j=8 J;=l -'
2

00 /_1

oo

2 2 (2A;+5)(2y-2fc-l)6A-«-eT'4;
4=1: •=1 '

+

rj/|| = 2c=r«{-l- S [(i+l)(2i+l)a,,-6jr"

+
1=2 k=l

-T(a;+M)0 = -2cv{-10-2 [l0a,,-(i+2) (2i+5)6jr«^

SS(^+2)(2^+5)«2j-A*r''}'+

CO ;_i

- 22/^ = -4cv4-l -S \U+l)a.-b,i]T''+S S (A;+l)a,,6.,_..r4.

CO oo y_4 »

_ 6r'i/^ = -6cv45r''-22 (i+2)V6r"+S S (2A;+5)6,,6,,_,,_,r'' .

«' L ;=4 >=5 t=l ^

2(x+m)^ =2cv4-5-S [So.;- (2i+5)6j'-''+2 S (2fc+5)a,,_,A*r4'
"' L y=i

•- -
J=2 1;=2

00 «= y-4
1
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On substituting these expressions in (33) and equating the coefficients of

t"+^ and t"+* respectively, it is found that

}-i

2i(2i+3)a,,= -22 (A;+ 1) {k+j)a,A,.,,+3[4:j-9{l+2fi)]a,j_,

k=l

+ [4/+12J-9] Ve-27(1-M)V«

-i2[(2^+5)(2j+2A;+3)6,,+12(A;+l)aj6,,_,,.

+62(2fc+5)&2A.-2.-6+f(l+2M)2«2A^-i'-2t-6

^(35)

+f (l-M)S^A-2.-i2+quantities coming from

terms in (33) of the third and higher degrees,
j-i

-2(j+2){2j+3)hj=2{j+2) (2j+3)a,- 2^{k+l){2k-l)a,J},,_,,

+ 12^(k+ l)a^a,,_,,+2^{k+l) (2k+5)a,,_,A,

- 12(j+2)Ve+ 62(2A;+5)6A-2.-6

- 27mK_6-&2;-6]+27m2<^A-2*-6+ quautitics

coming from terms in (33) of the third and

higher degrees.

These formulas are to be used when j is 3 or greater, and care must be taken

in adding terms coming from the higher powers of (x+fi) and y in the

right members of equations (33)

.

The results of applying (35) are

-i/=rsinT'-^iM-Z/2M^+ • • •.

,= ,,2[-i+ ,,2_|,2,.+|,3,e_l|4,v+

2,418,092 6 12
I

55,964,945 , u 38,481,084,886 g i6 i

~|

3,972,769'^^ '^67,540,473°''' 32,937,237,333
'^

'^ "^ ' " j'

-^-4i+(n^+l^)^^+(iSi^^+2l-+2l^0^^
_/1270 3__35_ , _9_ ,_1 3\ 6 . .

1
V9009°' 1802°'^ 13°''^ 10^/^ J

„, „ iif 1 _L 2 2 /4392 2 380 . 27 jN 4
~|

.??93 5_io
7007"^

(36)
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229. The Conditions for Existence of Closed Orbits of Ejection.—The
series (34) converge for all |m|^Mo and |a-a„|^p provided \t\^R, where R
is a positive constant depending on Mo , a„ , and p. The coefficients of the
various powers of t are polynomials in a and m, so far as m occurs explicitly,

and they also involve m implicitly through c. These coefficients are expansible
as power series in a-a„ and /x which converge for all finite values of |a-ao|
and for |m| < 1. Therefore the expressions for rc+M and y are expansible as
power series in a-ao = i8 and fx, and if \^\Sp, |m| ^Mo the series converge for

all |t| ^22. They may be written

x = p,{^,n;r), ^=p.(/3,M;r), y = p,{^, n; r), ^=p,{^, fx; r), (37)

where Pi , . . ,
, p^ are power series in /8 and n.

Now Oo will be determined so that when m is zero the period from
ejection to collision shall be 2jV. From (5) and (13) it is found that a„

satisfying this condition is

ao=-^(2j)-^^ (38)

Suppose T<R and m = and that for t=T the coordinates of the

infinitesimal body are Xg, x'^, y^, y'^, where the accents denote derivatives

with respect to r. Suppose now < ^< Mo and let the values of the coordinates

atT=rbe

x=x,+^^, x'=x[+^^, y=yo+^,, y'=yo+^,. (39)

The conditions that these values of the coordinates shall belong to an orbit

of ejection are

Xo+0i=Piil3, m; T), y,+0s=pM m; T),
]

} (40)
x',+^, = p,il3,,x; T), y',+^, = p,{^,ix;T). J

Since the right members of these equations are expansible as converging

power series in jS and n, it follows from the definitions of Xo, Xj, t/o, and y'^ that

|8i= 9i(/3, m), ^, = q,{^,n), P, = qMl^), /3,= g,(/3, /x), (41)

where Qi, . . .
, Qa are power series in j8 and n, vanishing with j8 and fx.

If the infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis perpendicularly at any time

the orbit is symmetrical with respect to the a;-axis. It follows from the

definitions of x^, x'^,yo, and y'o that, when m = 0;

x:{P/2) = 0, yoiP/2) = 0, (42)

where P is the period in t from ejection to collision. It will be shown that

analogous conditions can be satisfied when n is distinct from zero, and there-

fore that closed orbits of ejection exist in the restricted problem of three

bodies.
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Suppose IX is distinct from zero and consider the solution with the

initial conditions ajo+A , Xo+ft , 2/0+183 , y'o+Pi In order to leave the period

arbitrary an undetermined parameter 6 is introduced by the transformation

T= r,(l+ 6), (43)

where Tj is the new independent variable. Now if the orbit for m= does

not pass through the position of n the solutions can be expanded as power

series in ,81, . . .
, (84, 5, and m; and if Q is arbitrarily chosen in advance,

the moduli of |8i , . . .
, ^i, 8, and n can be taken so small that the solutions

converge for all T'^Ti(1+ 5)^Q. The quantity Q will be taken equal to

(l+ 5)P/2 where, as before, P is the period from ejection to coUision when

M= 0.

In order to complete the discussion in regard to the convergence it is

necessary to show that none of the orbits in question for /x= passes through

the position of m- Suppose t = Tq is the time at which the infinitesimal body

crosses the positive x-axis on which, for fi = 0, the body fx lies at the distance

unity from the origin. It is necessary to show that for none of the values of

^0 defined in (16) is equation (4) satisfied by ^= 1 and ta—ti = mr, where t^ is

the time of ejection.

It follows from (4) that the larger |^o| is the shorter is the time required

for the infinitesimal body to pass from ejection to the distance unity.

Therefore, if for the smallest value of ^^ belonging to the problem, viz.,

^0= 2, it reaches the distance unity in less than t, then it will always be

at a distance greater than unity at t—ti = w and all multiples of tt until it

reaches the greatest distance $„ • Consequently, it can not pass through the

point occupied by m while receding from 1— m; and since the path referred

to rotating axes is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis, it can not pass

through the position of m on its return to 1— /i. In making the computa-
tion it is convenient to let ^= ^oP- Then, transferring the origin to t^ , equa-

tion (4) becomes

«-^i=^[7r-4Vp-p^+2sin-n-l+2p)](±|„)'^

It is found from this equation that if lo = 2 the value of ^—^j for ^= 1 is O.IStt,

which is less than tt. Therefore none of the orbits in question for /x = passes

through the position of m-

If the infinitesimal body is moving in an orbit of ejection and crosses

the X-axis perpendicularly at any time, then it follows from the symmetry
of its motion that its orbit is also an orbit of collision. Therefore sufficient

conditions for a closed orbit of ejection are

dx Hi P^=2/= 0atr.= -.

If the initial conditions are a;„+(8i, Xa+fi^, y^+^s, yo+^^ and the parameter
8 has been introduced by (43), these equations become
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^=P,(ft,...,/3„S,M;P/2) = 0, y = P,(^,,...,l3,,8,fx;P/2) = 0, (44)

where P^ and P^ are converging power series in jSi , . . .
, ^i, d, and ju- It

follows from (42) that P, and P^ vanish for /3i= • • • =^^=§ =
ij,
= o.

If j8i , . . .
,

1S4 are determined by (41) the orbit is an orbit of ejection.

Therefore, upon substituting the series for these constants in (44), sufficient

conditions for the existence of closed orbits of ejection become

^^ =QM 5, m; P/2) = 0, y^QM 5, m; P/2) = 0, (45)

where Qi and Q^ are power series in j8, 5, and n, which vanish with /S= 5 = ^= 0.

The coordinates can, therefore, be developed as power series in j8, 5, and n
and the moduli of these parameters can be taken so small that the series

converge for \t\ <P, where P is the period from ejection to collision for /*= 0.

230. Proof of the Existence of Closed Orbits of Ejection.—The proof

of the existence of closed orbits of ejection resolves itself into the demon-
stration that equations (45) have solutions when n is distinct from zero.

These equations are not satisfied by m = unless (8 and 5 are both also zerO,

because, when m= 0, the problem reduces to that of two bodies in which the

period in t from ejection to greatest distance depends upon /J, and in which

the distance depends upon 6. Therefore equations (45) have one or more

solutions for /3 and 3 as power series in n, vanishing with m> according as the

functional determinant is distinct from zero or is zero for j8= 5 = m= 0.

Since the functional determinant involves derivatives only with respect

to j8 and 5, the n may be pUt equal to zero before forming it. Then the

determinant in question is

A=

dx dx

da 85

da dS 0=d=o

where x is the derivative of x with respect to Tj . Before forming the elements

of the first column d may be put equal to zero, and before forming the

elements of the second column j8= a— Oq may be put equal to zero.

It follows from (15) that when 5 =m= and t-ti = 2jir the value of y is

zero whatever a may be. Therefore dy/da is zero and the determinant

becomes simply A= {dx/da)(dy/db).

In the case under consideration the value oit-t^ for which A is formed is

t-t^ = r' = r\{l+by=-^{l+ by=jir{l+ b)\ (46)

The second factor of A will be computed first. Upon putting a-Oo= ^= 0,

it is found from the second equation of (15) that

11= r-||8injV(l+5)'-3i7r(l+5)='^cos>(l+5)'l = (-l)^-<-'3M„^0.
do L ao -•s=o
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Before computing the first factor of A the parameter 5 may be put equal to

zero. Hence it follows, from (46), (15), and (9), that

It was proved in §223 that the signs in this series alternate and that o is

negative for those orbits which lie entirely in the finite part of the plane.

Therefore dx/da is distinct from zero for all values of a under consideration.

It follows from this discussion that A is distinct from zero for

i8=a-ao=6=0, t=jV, and consequently that the sufficient conditions for the

existence of closed orbits of ejection can be uniquely satisfied for \n\ suffi-

ciently small. There is a closed orbit of the type in question for ejection

in both the positive and the negative direction for all integral values of j
upon which the ^^, or Oq, of (16) depends.

In the special case in which the finite masses are equal, a closed orbit

of ejection for ^=2, with ejection in the positive direction,* was discovered

from numerical experiments by Burrau in two interesting memoirs.f Since

in his problem p. had the large value 0.5, it is not to be expected that the

results of this analysis would agree very closely with the results of his

computations. Hence the comparison will be made only for the constant

of the Jacobian integral. Upon taking into account the difference in his

units and those employed here, it is found that his Jacobian constant Cs ,

equation (5) loc. cit., is related to C of (29) by the equation

-2CB = C=-fca+M(2+M)=±^^^+M(2+M).

Burrau's computation gave-2Cb =2.2528; and for ai = 0.5, |'^''=2V2(1-m)
it is found that C = 2.38, and the agreement is fully as close as would be
expected. It follows from these numbers that a larger value of the con-

stant -a, corresponding to a smaller value of ^^, belongs to the undisturbed
orbit having the period 2t than to that computed by Burrau. In the undis-

turbed orbit the greatest distance to which the infinitesimal body recedes is,

by (16), ?o= 2; it has this value Siit-t^ = ir, and it is then on the negative
half of the a;-axis. The greatest distance found by Burrau in his computation
was 1.9972, or a little less than that in the undisturbed motion.

If the infinitesimal body is ejected toward or from the body /i with a
small value of %\, it will be disturbed so that on its return it will revolve
around 1-^ in the positive direction. This can be seen when the motion
is considered in fixed axes, for under the conditions postulated the disturb-

ance is positive all the time that the infinitesimal body is going out and
returning. If it is ejected farther, it will be accelerated by n in the negative

*Burrau's orbit of ejection was from the body called /i here, but permuting 1-m and ju and changing
the positive directions of the axes, the statements are correct.

fRecherches numfiriques concernant des solutions p&iodiques d'un cas special du problfeme des
trois corps, Astronomische Nachrichten, vol. 135 (1894), No. 3230; and ibid, vol. 136 (1894), No. 3251.
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direction part of the time. While in general the body will not collide with
1-Ai on its return, it may possibly do so under special conditions. Indeed,
Sir George Darwin has discovered one such orbit by numerical experiment*
having the period tt. The ejection was from n in the direction oil-fx, and
the body coUided with n going in the same direction.! This orbit is one of a
pair which together are the limit of certain periodic orbits, though they are
not periodic themselves, either physically or mathematically. The constant
C belonging to this orbit in the units employed here is 20/11 = 1.818. The
values of the masses used by Darwin were 1 - m = 10/1 1 , m = 1/1 1 . It follows
from (16) that ^0= 2'-" for this period, and from (30) that (7= 1.716. In this

case the ^o belonging to the undisturbed orbit is larger than that belonging to
Darwin's orbit. The value of |o is 2'^' = 1 .26 ; the greatest distance in Darwin's
orbit, according to his diagram, is 1.3.

231. Conditions at an Arbitrary Point for an Orbit of Ejection.—Since
the motion of the infinitesimal body is regular for all finite values of t and
all finite values of the coordinates except those for which it collides with
one of the finite masses,J it becomes a matter of interest to determine in

any special case whether the trajectory is one of ejection or collision for a
finite value of t. It is sufficient, as Painlev6 conjectured and as Levi-Civita

proved,! that the coordinates and velocities shall satisfy one analytic con-

dition in order that the orbit shall pass through one of the finite masses for

a finite value of t. This conclusion will be established here in a different way.

Suppose fi is zero and consider the problem of defining the initial con-

ditions for an orbit of ejection so that it shall pass through the point in

question, and so that the components of velocity at the point shall satisfy as

many conditions as possible. The velocity in rotating axes at any distance

from the finite mass 1— /x is the resultant of the velocity with respect to

fixed axes and that due to the rotation of the axes. The velocity with

respect to fixed axes at any finite distance can be made any finite quantity

by a suitable determination of the constant a, or the equivalent constant ^o •

Consequently, an arbitrary speed, or one of the components of velocity,

with respect to rotating axes at any distance can be secured.

Suppose the speed at a given distance has been assigned; then it is

possible to determine the initial direction of ejection so that the orbit of

the body will pass through any point having the given distance, for it is

possible to do it in fixed axes and the rotation simply changes the direction

of ejection by an angle which is proportional to the time required for the

body to reach the distance in question. It is clear from this that when

H = the conditions of ejection can be so determined that the infinitesimal

*0n certain families of periodic orbits, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. 70

(1909), p. 134.

fSee further remarks on this orbit at the close of §234.

tPainlev6, Legons swr la Thkirie Analytique des Equations Diffirenlielles, p. 583.

iActa Mathematica, vol. 30 (1906), pp. 306-327,
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body shall pass through any assigned point with any assigned speed. Of

the four quantities required to define an orbit, viz., two coordinates and the

speed and direction of motion, three can be taken arbitrarily and the fourth

is determined by the condition that the orbit shall be one of ejection. The
determination of the fourth quantity is double because the body has the

same speed twice, once when it is receding from 1— m> and once when it is

returning toward 1—fx.

Suppose that, for m= 0, an orbit of ejection passes through the point

Xj,
, j/j. with the speed Vj. = Vxt+v't at (t

—

fj)*^'= T. If ^'j. represents the speed

with respect to fixed axes, then, since the component of velocity due to the

rotation of the axes equals numerically the distance of the point from the

origin, the relation between Vj. and ^'j, is

vl = l+C (47)

Equation (2) determines loj the greatest distance to which the body recedes,

and (13) gives the constant a^. Equation (4) gives the value of T, and
the direction of ejection is T degrees in the negative direction from the line

joining 1— ju and the point (Xj., Vr)- Let the angle of ejection be O^.

Now suppose that /x is distinct from zero, but small. Let the initial

values of a and 6 be Oo+jS and ^o+T- Let a new independent variable Tj

and a parameter 5 be introduced by (43). Then the solution can be written

in the form

x=Pi{^, y, 5, m; tj), y=Vz{&, 7, 5, m; n),

^ = Vi{^, y, 5, m; t,), ^ =Va{^, y, 5, m; rj,

where Pi , . . .
, ^4 are power series in ^, y, S, and /jl. The moduli of these

parameters can be taken so small that the series converge for O^r^^T.
The conditions that the body shall pass through the point (Xj., y^.) with

the velocity Vj. at Ti= T are

Pi{0,y,8,ix;T)-x^ = O, p,{^,y,S,f^; T)-y^ = 0, V^f+^-y^ = 0. (48)

Since these equations are satisfied byj8= 7 = 5 = /t=0, they can be written

as power series in /3, 7, 8, and m, vanishing with j8= 7 = 5 = ^1= 0, of the form

P,(/3, 7, 5, m; T) = 0, P.ifi, y,8,n;T) = 0, P,{0, y,S,n;T) = 0. (49)

Equations (49) are not satisfied by /x= unless also ,8= 7 = 5 = 0. There-
fore they have solutions for jS, 7, and 5 in terms of m which vanish for ai

= 0.

If the determinant of the linear terms in j3, 7, and 5 is distinct from zero
the solution is unique. In treating the problem it is convenient to use
equations derived from (49) rather than these equations themselves. Let

<P represent the angle between the positive end of the a;-axis and the line

from the origin to the point (x^ ,y^). Then let Qi , Q, , and Q, be defined by

Qi = PiCos^+P,sin^, Qi=-P^Bm<p+P^co&ip, Q,= P,. (50)
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This transformation is equivalent to rotating the axes so that (x^,, y^.) Ues
on the positive half of the new x-axis. The solutions of

Q,(^,y,S,ix;T)=0, Q,{^,y, d, ^; T) = 0, Q,{l3,y, 8,^jl; T) = (51)

are identical with those of (49), for the two sets of functions are linearly

related with non-vanishing determinant.

The determinant of the terms of the Q, which are linear in /3, 7, and 8 is

3/8
'

dy
'

d8

dQi dQ, dQ2A =
dS

dd

(52)

l3
= Y=5 = /x = 0.

dy
(53)

|3 = 7 = 5 = M = 0.

dfi dy

dp' dy
'

Before forming this determinant ju may be put equal to zero, and before

computing the elements of each column the parameters with respect to

which the derivations are taken in the other columns may be put equal to

zero. When 7 = 5 = /i= the value of Qj is zero for all values of |8; there-

fore dQi/dp= 0. Since, for m = 0, the distance of the infinitesimal body

from the origin is independent of 7 it follows that Qi is an even function of 7;

therefore 3^1/^7 = for P= y = 8 = fi = 0. Also, since, for (8=5 = /i = 0, the

velocity is independent of 7, it follows that dQJdy = 0. Hence the determin-

ant reduces to

3/8
' 88

dQs dQ,

3/3
' d8

When fi= the values of x and y, which are the coordinates referred

to rotating axes, are

x= ^C08[d,+y-(t-Q], y = ^sm[e,+y-{t-t,)],

where ^ has the value given in (9). Therefore Pi and Pj become

Pi = ^(ao+/3, 5; T')cos[^„-t-7-n-aa„+0, 0, T^) cos {6,-^0 -T^),

A = l(a„+/3, 8; T,)sm[d,+y-T']-Ua,+0, 0, r')sin(0„+O-r).

If 0=8 = 0, the first terms of the expansions of these expressions as power

series in 7 are

A=-?(ao+O,O;r)sin(0„-r)T+ • • •
,

P,= +^{ao+0,0;T')cosid-r)y+ • •
•

Under the restrictions which have been imposed, (p = e,-T^ and Q^ becomes

Q. = ^(ao+0,0; r)7+ • •
• (54)

Since ?(oo+0, 0; T) is distinct from zero, dQJdy is also distinct from zero.
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Now suppose 7 = M = 0. Then <p = do—T^ and Qi becomes

Qi = Kao+/3, S; n-Ka„+0, 0; r). (55)

Therefore dQ^d^ = dk/dfi, dQyd8 = d^/dS, the first of which is positive by

the properties of ^ which were derived in §223. The second one of these

partial derivatives is positive or negative according as, for /^= /3= 5 = 0, the

infinitesimal body is receding from, or approaching toward, the origin at

t — ti= T\ If ^ has its greatest value for t—ti=T% then dQJdb, which is the

derivative of ^ with respect to t, is zero.

It follows from (47), (48), and (50) that, for t = m = 0,

Q3 = Vl+ [r(ao+j8,5; r)?-Vl+ [r(a„+0,0; T)Y (56)

Therefore the partial derivatives of Q^ which appear in (52) are

ar(ao+/3,0;r) ar(ao+o,5;y)
9^3 ^ d^ dQ^_

__ dS (57)

dl3 Vl+ Wia,+0,0;T)f' dS VT+[k'{a,-\-0,0;T)f'

From equation (9) it is found that

r = 2c(l+ 5)V,[(l+2o(l+ 5)V?-fa'(l+5)y+ ],

where the signs of the coefficients alternate. Therefore the partial deriva-

tives in question are

II
= +4rf- f a„rH • •

, ^ =4cr,+16a„T?-fa^rj+ • • •

, (58)

Since ao is negative, the first of these expressions is positive; since the

velocity decreases or increases with increasing time (according as the infini-

tesimal body is receding from or approaching toward the origin) the secbnd
of these expressions is negative if the body is receding from, and positive

if it is approaching toward, the origin. If $' is zero for t—t^=T\ | is an
even function of 5 because the motion is symmetrical with respect to T" as

initial time. In this case the second of (58) is zero. Therefore if the
infinitesimal body for m = j8 = 5 = is not at its greatest distance at t-ti=T\
the form of A is

+ ±
A=

+ +
(59)

where the upper sign is to be used if it is receding from, and the lower if it

is approaching toward, the origin. Since dQJdy is distinct from zero, A
is distinct from zero. Therefore in this case equations (48) are Uniquely
solvable for ^, y, and 5 as power series in n, vanishing with m- This means
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that if an arbitrary point in the oj^z-plane, and a velocity greater than that

of this point with respect to fixed axes, be selected, then there exist two
orbits of ejection passing through this point such that, for n sufficiently

small, the infinitesimal body will pass the point with the given velocity.

The direction with which the body passes the point depends upon the initial

conditions, of which it is a regular analytic function. This is Painlev^'s

theorem for the restricted problem of three bodies.

If the velocity chosen equals that of the arbitrary point with respect

to fixed axes, so that, for m = 0, the point in question is at the greatest dis-

tance to which the infinitesimal body recedes, then the determinant A is

zero and the solution is multiple. The reason for it is that the two solu-

tions which were distinct in the other case have united, and the solution

has become double.

232. Closed Orbits of Ejection for Large Values of fi.—It was proved

in §230 that closed orbits of ejection exist provided |m| is sufficiently small.

The question of their existence for large values of /x will now be considered.

If T= Ti(l+ 5), the solutions of (23) may be written

x=f,{a,+P, d, m; tJ, y=f2(a,+P 5, fi; T,), (60)

and the conditions for a closed orbit of ejection with the period 2ir in Tj are

^=/:(ao+/3,6,M; vr)=0, t/(7r) =/,(a„+/3, 6, m) 7r) = 0. (61)

It has been shown that, for \fi\ sufficiently small, equations (61) can be solved

for j8 and 5 as converging power series in fx, vanishing with n, and that when

these results are substituted in (60) the latter become power series in ft

which converge for O^t^tt provided |m| is sufficiently small.

Suppose the series for the closed orbit converge for m = Mi, and that the

values of ao+jS and S for this value of n are a^ and 5i . The solutions of (23)

are expansible as power series in t for values of a, 5, and fx in the vicinity

of a,, 6i, and Mi- K |a-Oi|<ri, \S-8,\<r, |m-MiI<^3 the series converge if

Ti<T, where T is any arbitrary quantity less than the period from ejection

to collision. The result will have the form of (27) where t is replaced by

Ti(l+ 5). Each term of (27) can be expanded as a power series in a-Oi,

S-di, ju - Ml which will converge provided
| m - Mi I

< 1 - Mi • The solution

may be written in the form

X = pi(a-ai, 5-5i, M-Mi; n), y = Pi{a-ai, 8-S,, n-ix^] t,), (62)

where Pi and p^ are power series in a-a^, 5— 8i, and m— Mi- Suppose the

values of x, y, and their derivatives at Ty=T for a-aj = 5 = 5i = m -Mi=

are x^,yr,x'^, and y'^ . Let their values for an arbitrary set of values of

a- oi , 5- 5i , and M- Ml , satisfying the inequalities which insure convergency.
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be Xr+ /3i , 2/r+ 182 , ^T + 183 , and y'^+ ^, . Then ^,, ... ,0, are expansible

as power series in a— a^, 5— 5i , M"~Mi of the form

/3, = g,(a-ai, 5-5i,M-Mi; ?") ^' = 1, • • • , *), (63)

where the g< vanish for a— ai = 5 — 5i = m— Mi = 0-

Now consider a solution with the initial conditions Xj.+0i, Vt+^z,

x't +183 . v't +?i • Suppose for ^, = ^^ = ^, = ^^= the infinitesimal body does

not pass through the position of m for T^Ti^tt. Therefore the solutions

can be expanded as power series in jSj, . . .
, 184 which will converge for

T^Ti(l+d)^T provided the moduh oi 0^, . . .
, ^^ are sufficiently small.

At Ti = 7r the expressions for the coordinates become, making use of (63),

a;= Fi(;8i, ... ,(84; 7r) = Qi(a-ai, 5-5i, m-Mi),

V = Pz{^i, . . . ,^i', 7r)=Qj(a-ai, 5-5i, M-Mi),
(64)

Conditions that the orbit shall be closed with the period 2ir/{l+d) are

Q^{a— ai, 8— di, n— fii) = 0, ^3(0— Oj , 5-5i, /i— Mi) = 0. (65)

It has been seen that in general the solution of these equations for o— Oj

and 5— 5i in terms of /x— Mi > vanishing with /x— Mi > is unique. This is always

true unless the solution becomes multiple. If the multiplicity is odd,

there is one real solution for both positive and negative values of fi—Ht.

There are three solutions altogether for \n\ sufficiently small because ^0,

defined in (16), has three values for which the conditions of a closed orbit

of ejection can be satisfied, but only one of them is real. Consequently

the real solution can not disappear by uniting with one of the others unless

they first unite and become real. Then, if two of the real solutions should

unite and become complex, there would be one real one left. That is, there

is one real closed orbit of ejection from 1 — ^ for all values of m from to 1,

excluding the value unity. The argument has been made for the period

2ir, but it is entirely similar for any multiple of 2ir.

It has been tacitly assumed in the argument that none of the orbits

of ejection under consideration passes through the position of /i for any
value of fj.; for it was only under this condition that the convergence of

the series was assured. It has been proved that the closed orbits of ejection

do not pass through fi for /x sufficiently small. Since the coordinates in

these orbits are regular analytic functions of fi, it follows that if any one of

them passes through the position of n for any value of /x, then for values

near this one it will pass near /x. The motion of the infinitesimal body in

the vicinity of a finite body when referred to rotating axes is always in the
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retrograde direction, and the orbits in question are always symmetrical with
respect to the a;-axis.

Consider the motion with respect to /i in a closed orbit of ejection from
1 — M. Whether the ejection is toward or from ^ the motion with respect to n
in those parts of the orbit which are near to it is direct instead of retrograde.

Therefore, the orbit can not pass near /x without first developing folds so

that a line from /x in certain directions will intersect it three times. It

is extremely improbable, though not absolutely certain, that this sort of

development could take place. It is probable that the real orbits of ejection

which exist for n sufficiently small continue in the analytic sense for all

values of n from to unity, and that they do not pass near /x.

For M= the orbits in which the ejection is toward ^ are symmetrically

opposite to those in which the ejection is away from n, and these conditions

/
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Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

are approximately realized when m is small. When /t increases, the loops

which surround 1—m diminish in size and preserve their approximate forms,

while those which surround /x approach circles whose radii are f'^, where

2JTc is the period, and whose centers are at m- For /x= 1 — e, where e is very

small, the orbits have the form shown in Figs. 18 and 19. There are, of

course, closed orbits of ejection from both of the finite bodies.

233. Periodic Orbits Related to Closed Orbits of Ejection.—^There are

periodic orbits passing near one of the finite bodies of which the closed

orbits of ejection are the limits. Suppose ^= and consider the motion of

the infinitesimal body with respect to the finite body 1— m- Let the infini-

tesimal body cross the aj-axis perpendicularly at < = near the body 1— m>

and let the initial velocity be determined so that the period is 27r, or a mul-

tiple of 27r. Then the motion with respect to the rotating axes is periodic,
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the orbit is symmetrical with respect to the a;-axis, and crosses it perpen-

dicularly at the half period. The limits of these orbits, as the nearest

approach to 1— ^ becomes zero, are the closed orbits of ejection.

The orbits under consideration exist for initial motion near the finite

body in both the positive and the retrograde directions, but in both cases

the motion in the remote parts of the orbits when referred to rotating axes

is in the retrograde direction. Therefore, those in which the motion in the

vicinity of the finite body is direct have loops, while the others do not. The
character of the two classes of orbits for periods 27r and 47r are shown in Figs.

20 and 21. There are, of course, orbits of a similar character which are sym-

metrically opposite with respect to the y-axis.

Suppose the initial conditions for one of the periodic orbits in question

when M= 0, are x(0)=a, a;'(0)=0, ?/(0) = 0, y'{0) = b, and represent the

coordinates for this solution by x^, x'^, y^, and y'^. The distance a is small

and the orbit does not pass through the point (1, 0) occupied by /x-

Fig. 20. Fig. 21.

Now suppose fx is distinct from zero and that the initial conditions are

x{0)=a+a, x'(0)=0, 2/(0) -0, y'{0) = b-\-fi. Let the variable r be intro-

duced by t=T{l-\-d), where 5 is an undetermined parameter. Then the

solutions of the differential equations of motion, which are regular functions

of the coordinates and S in the vicinity oi x^x^, x' = x'a, y= yf,,
y' =

yo, 5=
for ^ T ^ jV {j an integer), can be written in the form

x = x,+k =Xi,(r)+Pi(a,^,8,ix;T), y = y„+r] =yo{T)+p,{a,^,d,fx;T),]

x' = x:+k' = x:iT)+p,{a,^,d,n; t), y' = y'o+v' = yo{r)+p,ia, ^, 8, fi; t),\^^^^

where pi, . . .
, ^4 are power series in a, /3, and 6, vanishing with a, j8, and S.

Moreover, the moduli of a, ,8, and d can be taken so small that the series

converge for ^ t ^jw, where j is any integer.

Sufficient conditions that the orbit for ju distinct from zero shall be
periodic with the period 2jV are

P2 (a, ^, 5, m; » = 0, p, (a, |8, 5, m; » = 0. (67)
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The problem is to show that a, ,8, and 8 can be determined so that these
equations shall be satisfied for an arbitrary n sufficiently small. In the
problem for m = 0, either a or 6 can be taken arbitrarily when the other is

determined in terms of j except for sign; one sign belongs to the direct and
the other to the retrograde orbit. It will be supposed that a is the arbitrary.

Therefore it may be supposed that it absorbs the undetermined a and leaves

only two parameters in (67) besides the arbitrary n.

Equations (67) can be solved uniquely for /3 and 5 as power series in
fj,,

vanishing with n, provided

A =

dp 2
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The expressions for ^, |', and rj, as given by the two-body problem, are

, _ . „dE coasinjE^ _.. 5 . „
^ = a[cos£;-e], r=-asin^-^ = - ^_^^pg^ > r, = a\l-eHmE,

where E is the eccentric anomaly, a is the major semi-axis of the orbit, and

CO is the mean angular motion in the orbit. Since smE = and cos^= -

1

for t=jir and i8
= 0, it follows that

Therefore (70) is not zero unless dE/d^ is zero. But it is found from

Kepler's equation that

dE JTT du

It follows from the properties of the two-body problem that at ^=

a(l-e) = a, a = a,-^/^ (6+^)^ =^7^- (^D
'a{l-e)

From these equations it is found that

— = a[uy"^+ib+m, ^"=-3&a,^/V0.
a/3

Therefore neither factor of the right member of A is zero, and conse-

quently the solution of (67) for j8 and 5 as power series in fi, vanishing with

n, is unique. When the results of the solution of (67) are substituted in (66),

the expressions for x, x', y, and y' become power series in
fj,
alone (a having

been taken equal to zero) and they are periodic with the period 2jir.

When fx= the hmits, as a approaches zero, of the periodic orbits

which are being considered are the closed orbits of ejection. There are two

families, depending upon the sign of &, which have the same Hmit. Now
when (J, is distinct from zero the expressions for the coordinates are expan-

sible as power series in ^i, the parts independent of fi are the periodic orbits

for M = 0> and the series converge, for l/x] sufficiently small, while t runs

through at least half a period. Therefore the coordinates for any value of

t are continuous functions of 11. Since the solutions were developed as

power series in a they are continuous functions of a for any t and ix ii a is

distinct from zero. But in the variables of Levi-Civita it is not necessary

to make any restrictions on the initial conditions. The coordinates are in

aU cases uniformly continuous functions of the initial conditions for all n,

and therefore the Hmits of the periodic orbits under discussion as a becomes

zero are the closed orbits of ejection, and this holds not only for n equal

to zero but also for all fi sufficiently small.
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234. Periodic Orbits having Many Near Approaches.—The orbits con-

sidered in the preceding article are characterized by the fact that, at least

for small values of fi, after the infinitesimal body leaves the point nearest

1—M it continually recedes until the mid-period, which is a multiple of ir,

and then returns symmetrically. Orbits wiU now be considered in which

the infinitesimal body recedes from and returns toward /x many times

before they re-enter.

Suppose fi is zero and that the infinitesimal body is started near 1 — n
on, and perpendicularly to, the line joining 1 — ^ and juj and suppose the

initial conditions are such that its period is commensurable mth 27r without

being a multiple of 27r. Let the period be

P = 2.l (72)

where p and q are relatively prime integers. Then the motion with respect

to the rotating axes is periodic with the period

T = Pq = 2Trp. (73)

In this period the infinitesimal body runs through q of its periods with

respect to fixed axes and the movable axes make p rotations.

Now suppose that /x is distinct from zero and that the initial conditions

are given shght variations, but of such a character that the infinitesimal

body is started at right angles to the fine joining the finite bodies. A new
independent variable t and a parameter 5 are

introduced by the relation f= T(l+5). The
solutions can be developed as power series in

H, 8, and the increments to the initial condi-

tions, and the moduli of these quantities can

be taken so small that these series converge

for T ^ T/2. Then the conditions

that the solution shall be periodic

are that the orbit shall cross the

a;-axis perpendicularly at t = T/2. These condi-

tions have the form (67) and all of the properties

of (67) which were used in proving the existence

and character of their solution. Therefore, the

periodic orbits which are in question exist.

Now suppose that the initial distance from

1 - At, which was arbitrary, is made to approach

zero as a Hmit. During this approach to zero the distances to the other

near apses vary, but there is no apparent reason why all these apsidal dis-

tances should vanish at the same time. In fact, from the lack of symmetry

it is doubtful whether any two of them are simultaneously zero.

Fig. 22.
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The simplest orbits of the type under consideration are those for which

p = l, q = 2. Their general form for retrograde motion in the vicinity of

the finite body 1—> is shown in Fig. 22. If the distance from 1 — /* to a

becomes zero, the orbit of ejection discovered by Darwin is obtained. The
question whether the distance from 1 — ju to b becomes zero is one that is

hard to answer. Certainly it can not be answered affirmatively with com-

plete rigor by numerical experiments, though the existence of certain classes

of periodic orbits can be proved in this way. If, for perpendicular projection

from a given point on the x-axis with a certain speed, the next crossing of

the X-axis is at an angle which is greater than w/2; and if, for a perpendicular

projection from the same point with a different speed, the next crossing is

at an angle less than 7r/2, then, from the analytic continuity, it can be

inferred that there is an intermediate speed at which the crossing will be

perpendicular. But in the present case these conditions are not present, and
all that can be said is that when the distance from l—fj, to a vanishes, the

distance from 1— /x to & is small, and the approach to 1 — /x is almost exactly

along the a;-axis. This is, of course, to be expected from the nature of

these orbits.



Chapter XVI.
SYNTHESIS OF PERIODIC ORBITS IN THE RESTRICTED

PROBLEM OF THREE BODIES
235. Statement of Problem.—In the problem of two bodies there are

circular orbits whose dimensions range from infinitely great to infinitely
small. They form a continuous series geometrically and their coordinates
are continuous functions of the various parameters by which they may be
defined. There are orbits in which the direction of motion is forward, and
others in which it is retrograde. The two series are identical only when the
orbits are infinitely great and when they are infinitely small.

In the restricted problem of three bodies* the orbits which are analogous
to the circular orbits in the problem of two bodies are those which revolve
around one or both of the finite bodies and which re-enter, when referred to
rotating axes, after one synodical revolution. Those inclosing but a single
finite body were treated in Chapter XII, and it was shown there that the
deviations from uniform circular motion are due to the attraction of the
second finite mass. Those orbits which revolve around both finite masses,
and which are analogous to circular orbits, were treated in Chapter XIII,
and it was shown there that the deviations from uniform circular motion
are due to the fact that the finite masses are separated by a finite distance.

The problem of the present chapter is to trace, so far as possible, a con-
tinuous series of orbits from those inclosing both finite masses and having
infinitely great dimensions to those revolving around the two finite masses
separately in orbits of infinitesimal dimensions. There are no difficulties

for very great or for very small orbits, but since in some way the infinitely

great are eventually divided into two series which become infinitely small,

it is clear that there is a region in which the resemblance to the two-body
problem is very remote. The difficulties arise in following the orbits through

these critical forms.

The method of treatment is that of analytic continuation of the solu-

tions with respect to the parameters upon which they depend. The differ-

ential equations which define the motion are, when referred to rotating axes

and in canonical units,

fe ndV-^ {l -n){x+ix) ix-l+ix)
df dt n'

'' ri '

ri'=(x+ny-\-y', r2'={x-l+,xy+y\

(1)

* The restricted problem of three bodies is that in which there are two finite bodies and one infinitesimal,

the finite bodies revolving in circles.
485
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These equations admit Jacobi's integral

The general solutions of (1) can be written in the form

x=fi(ai, . . . , 04, m; t), y=h (oi, . . . ,
a4, m; t), (3)

where ai, . . . , 04 are the initial values of x, y and their first derivatives.

The conditions that the solutions (3) shall be periodic eliminate three of the

four ttj, and the periodic solutions have the form

x= F, (a, m; nt), y= F2 (a, /*; nt), (4)

where a is one of the ay, or a function of them (for example, the Jacobian

constant C), and n is a constant depending on a and m and so associated with

t that the period is 2x/n. The problem under consideration is to follow

the solutions as a, n, or n varies through its possible range of values. It will

be found convenient in the discussion to use sometimes one and sometimes

another of these parameters as independent. The correspondence between

them is not one-to-one, so that a series of orbits may branch at a certain

point with respect to one of them and not with respect to another. The
functions in question are highly transcendental and it has not been found

possible to follow them with complete rigor through branch-points and

infinities by direct processes. But the fact that the orbitsmay have a branch-

ing with respect to one parameter and not with respect to another makes it

possible sometimes to establish the existence of critical forms indirectly.

There are orbits whose coordinates are complex and whose periods are

real. With varying values of the parameter a they may become real. This

does not arise in the problem of two bodies. It makes it necessary to include

in the discussion certain orbits which are complex for the values of the

parameters in terms of which they are most conveniently expressed.

Sir George Darwin discovered several classes of periodic orbits by numer-
ical experiments.* Burrau found the limiting form of the orbits of one

family of oscillating satellites by the same process. f Many other famihes

have been discovered by computations carried out in connection with this

work. All these examples illustrate the theories to be set forth here and
place them on a solid basis at points where they fall short of complete

rigor because of the difficulty of following orbits by analytical processes

through critical forms.

Before taking up the direct synthesis, some of the properties of the

periodic orbits which have been previously given will be enumerated and
some additional ones will be derived.

236. Periodic Satellite and Planetary Orbits.—It was shown in Chapters
XII and XIII that there are periodic orbits encircling each of the finite bodies

separately, and others encircling both of them together, which are closed

* Acta Mathematica, vol. 21 (1897).

t Astronomische Nachrichten, vol. 135 (1894), No. 3230; and ibU., vol. 136 (1894), No. 3251.
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after one synodical revolution. The direction of motion of the finite bodies
is considered as being forward, and the opposite is considered as being retro-

grade. For small values of the parameter in terms of which the solutions

are developed, corresponding to very small and very large orbits respectively,

there are three classes in which the motion is direct and three in which it

is retrograde. Only one class of the direct and one of the retrograde orbits

is real for small values of the parameters. Darwin's computations show
that at least in some cases the complex orbits may become real.

One of the most important properties of the orbits in question is that

they all cross the line joining the finite bodies perpendicularly at every half

period. If the parameters upon which the periodic orbits depend are varied,

these properties persist, for the solutions are expansible in integral or frac-

tional powers of the parameters, and the property in question is a consequence

of the character of their coefficients. Therefore, the whole series of orbits

from infinite to infinitesimal dimensions will possess this property, unless

indeed they branch into two series which are symmetrical with respect to

the line joining the finite bodies.

If the coordinates of a real periodic orbit are analytic in a parameter,

then the orbit can not disappear without becoming identical with another

periodic orbit;* and a complex orbit can not become real without becoming
identical with another complex orbit, the two becoming real as they become
identical. Real orbits disappear and appear in pairs with the variation of

the parameters in terms of which their coordinates are analytic functions.

237. The Non-Existence of Isolated Periodic Orbits.—Appe9,l will be

made to the numerical computations in establishing the existence of periodic

orbits near certain critical forms. In order that this procedure may be

justified, it is necessary to prove that the orbits which they have shown to

exist are not isolated examples which exist only for special values of the

masses and the other parameter on which they depend.

Suppose that for ai = aio equations (1) admit the periodic solution

x = Fi (mo; n^), y= Fi{iMQ; not), (5)

where the period is 27r/no. The initial conditions are

a;(0)=Xo, x'{0)=x'o, 2/(0) =^o, 2/'(0)=2/V (6)

The initial conditions determine the value of the constant of the Jacobian

integral

Co=-ix7+y7)+x,^+yo'+^^^h^. (7)

The orbit in question will not pass through one of the finite bodies, for then

it would not be strictly periodic, as was explained in §222. It will not have

any infinite branches, for then it could not have a finite period.

* Les Mdthodes Nouvelles de la M^canique C6Ieste, vol. I, p. 83.
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There are two problems to be considered: (A) To determine whether

or not periodic orbits exist for /x = /xo+X, C = Co, which reduce to (5) for X = 0;

and (B) to determine whether or not periodic orbits exist for /x = juo, C= Co+t,
which reduce to (5) for 7 = 0. If periodic orbits exist when the parameters

are varied separately, they also exist when they are varied simultaneously.

(A) Let /x = Mo+X and take as initial conditions

x(0)=Xo+a, x'{0)=x'o+a', y{0)=yo+^, y\O)=y'o+0'. (8)

Since the periodic orbit (5) does not pass through a singular point of the

differential equations, the solutions can be developed as series of the form

X =Fi (mo; not) + a +pi{a, a', ^, 0', X; t),

x' = Fi'(fio; not) + a'+p2(a, a', j8, ,8', X; t),

y =F2 U; not)+l3 +p3(a, a', /3, j8', X; t),

y' = F2'(uio; n4)+fi' +v^{a, a', ^, /3', X; 0,.

where pi . . . ,pi are power series in a, a', /3, /3', and X which vanish identi-

cally with these parameters and are zero for t = 0. Moreover, if any finite T
is taken in advance the moduli of these parameters can be taken so small

that pi, . . .
, Pi converge for all O^t^T.

The integral (2) can be written

Fip„ . . . , P4, a, a', ^, /3', X) -F(0, . . . , 0, a, a', /3, ^', X) =0, (10)

where Fisa power series in pi, . . .
, pt, a, a', /3, /3', and X. Equation (10) is

identically satisfied by pi = . . . = ^4 = 0.

Sufiicient conditions that the solution (9) shall be periodic with the

period P = 27r/?io are

(9)

(11)
pi(a, a', /3, /3', X; P)=0, p,{a, a', /3, /3', X; P)=0,'
p,{a, a', ^, ^', X; P)=0, pi(a, a', ^, /3', X; P) = 0..

It follows from the form of (2) that unless Xo' is zero, equation (10) can
be solved for pa as a power series in pi, ps, p^, a, a', (3, ^', and X, vanishing
identically for pi = p3 = p4 = 0. If Xq were zero and 2/0' were not zero the
solution would be made for pi instead of for pi. If Xa and yo were both zero
the origin of time would be shifted so that at least one of them would be dis-

tinct from zero. This is always possible unless they are identically zero.

But they are identically zero only when the infinitesimal body is at an equi-
librium point, and it has been shown in Chapters V and IX that these
solutions are not isolated. Consequently, it may be supposed that (10) is

solved for pi in the form

Pi = <piPu P2, Pz] a, a', ,8, ^' , X), ^(0, 0, 0; a, a', ^, ^' , X)= 0. (12)

Therefore, if pi, pi, and pz are periodic with the period P, then by virtue of
this relation p^ is also periodic with the period P. Hence the fourth equa-
tion of (11) is redundant and may be suppressed.
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Now consider the solution of the first three equations of (11) for a, a',

and jS in terms of X. The parameter /3' is superfluous and may be taken equal

to zero. This amounts to a definite determination of the initial time. Since

(5) is a real periodic solution the coefficients of pi, p2, and ps are real. Equa-

tions (11) are not satisfied by X = with a, a', and jS arbitrary, for then all

orbits would be periodic with the same period when m = Mo- Similarly, they

are not satisfied by X = unless all three of the parameters a, a', and ^ are

zero. They are not satisfied by a= a' = |8 = and X arbitrary, for then fixed

initial conditions would give a periodic orbit for all distribution of mass

between the finite bodies. This is certainly not true for [i near zero. There-

fore, the three equations can be solved for a, a', and ^ as power series in

integral or fractional powers of X. If the powers are integral the solution

will be unique and real for both positive and negative values of X. If the

powers are odd fractional, there will be a single real solution for both positive

and negative values of X. If the powers are even fractional, there will be

two real solutions for X either positive or negative, depending on the signs

of the coefiicients of certain terms, and all the solutions will be complex for

X negative or positive, depending upon the signs of the same coefficients.

Hence in all cases there are real periodic solutions for small values of X

which reduce to (5) for X = 0.

(B) Let C = Co+y and take the initial conditions (8) . Also let

t={l+d)T, (13)

where 5 is an arbitrary parameter and t a new independent variable. The

solutions in this case have the form

X =Fi (mo; WoT) + a +pi(a, a', /3, ^', y, 8; t),

x' = F,'(ixo; noT) + a'+p2ia, a', p, ^'
, y, 8;

y =F2 (mo; Wot) +i8 +P3(a, a', ^, /3', y, 8;

y'=F2'(fio; noT)W+Pi(a, «', /3, fi', y, 8;

where pi, . . .
, p4 are power series in a, a', ;8, |3', 7, and 5. The parameter 7

is determined in terms of a, a', ,8, /3', and 5 by equation (2) at t = 0. There-

fore it may be omitted from pi, . . .
, Pi. Or, if yo' is not zero, equation (2)

determines 0' as a power series in a, a', |8, y, and 5, vanishing with these

quantities. It will be supposed that /3' is eliminated. It follows from the

integral that the last equation corresponding to (11) is redundant, and it will

be suppressed. The constant a' is superfluous and may be taken equal to

zero. Then the conditions that the solution (14) shall be periodic with the

period P in r are

pi(a, /3, y, 5; P)=0, p,ia, ^, y, 6; P)=0, p,{a, ^, y, 8; P)=0. (15)

Consider the solution of equations (15) for a, 0, and 5 in terms of 7.

They are not satisfied unless all four of these parameters are zero, and con-

sequently solutions for a, /S, and 8 as power series in integral or fractional

powers of 7 exist, and the circumstances under which they are real are strictly

analogous to those of Case (A).

r),

r),

r),

(14)
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238. The Persistence of Double Orbits with Changing Mass-Ratio of

the Finite Bodies.—In Chapter XI, p. 359, it was stated that Darwin's com-

putations show that the two orbits which are complex for small values of

m, or for large values of the Jacobian constant C, unite and become real for

a certain value of C. In this computation the ratio of the masses of the finite

bodies was 10 to 1. The question naturally arises whether a corresponding

double periodic orbit exists for other ratios of the finite masses.

The conditions for a double periodic orbit will first be developed.

Suppose

x=Ut), x'=U(t), y=Mt), y'=U(t), (16)

is a periodic solution of equations (1) for m=Mo, having the period P. All

orbits except those around the equilateral triangular points, which vidU be

given special consideration in §242, are symmetrical with respect to the

X-axis. In them the origin of time can be so chosen that the initial con-

ditions are

x(0)=xo, a;'(0) = 0, 2/(0) =0, y'(0)=y'o, (17)

and from (2), C= Co.

Now consider a solution with the initial conditions

xiO)=Xo+ a, x'iO) = 0, 2/(0) = 0, y'(0)=y'o+^, C = Co+7. (18)

The constant /3 can be expressed in terms of a and y by means of (2), and
it will be supposed that fi is eliminated by this relation. Let a new inde-

pendent variable t be defined by

t=il+d)T, (19)

where 5 is a parameter as yet undetermined. Then the solution of (1) can
be developed in the form

x = pi (a, y, S; t), x' = p^ (a, y, 5; r),

2/ = P3(a, y, 5; r), y' = p,{a, y, 5; r),
^"'"^

where pi, . . .
, pt are power series in a, y, and 5.

The conditions that (20) shall be a periodic solution with the period P
in T are

P2{a,y,d',P/2)=0, p^(a,y,d;P/2)=0. (21)

It will now be shown that 5 can be ehminated by means of the second of these
equations. Suppose equations (1) with t as the independent variable and
initial conditions (17) are integrated as power series in 5. The terms inde-
pendent of 5 will be periodic with the period P. Non-periodic terms will

enter only when the terms in the right members at some stage of the inte-

gration contain terms with the period P. Then t times periodic terms will

appear in the solution, and terms multiphed by i^ and higher powers of t

will not enter until later stages of the integration. Terms of this character
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will actually arise, for otherwise the solution would be periodic for all 5 •

that is, the coordinates would be constants with respect to i. The expres-
sion for y = ps is an odd function of t with the initial conditions (18) . There-
fore the term in i is multiplied by an even function, that is, a cosine term
which does not vanish at t = P/2. Therefore ps carries 8 to the first degree
and this parameter can be eliminated, giving

^(a, 7)=0, (22)

where P is a power series in a and y vanishing for a = 7 = 0.

Suppose 7 is taken as the independent parameter and that (22) is

solved for a in terms of 7. A necessary and sufficient condition that (16)
be a double periodic solution with respect to the Jacobian constant C is that

fiP

^ = P,(a, 7) = (23)

for a = 7 = 0. Suppose this condition is satisfied.

Now suppose jit = Mo+X and consider the question of the existence of a
double periodic solution for this value of p.. The double periodic solution

will exist provided the equation corresponding to (23) is satisfied. Suppose
the initial value of x is

x(0)=Xo+a+ a, (24)

where o- is a parameter which remains to be determined. The steps cor-

responding to those leading up to (23) can be taken in this case, and the

equation corresponding to (23) becomes

P2(<r, X)=0 (25)

for a = 7 = 0, where P2 is a power series in a and X vanishing for a = \ = 0.

The series P2 contains terms in a alone; otherwise, not only would every

orbit whose initial conditions were

x(0)=Xo+<r, x'iO)=0, 2/(0) =0, y'{0)=y'o, (26)

where x(0) is arbitrary, be a periodic orbit, but it would be a double periodic

orbit. Therefore (25) can be solved for c as a power series in X, or in some

fractional power of X, vanishing with X, the multiplicity of the solution being

equal to the degree of the term of lowest degree in a alone. Hence, in the

analytic sense, if there is a double periodic orbit for X = (that is, for

H = Ho), then there is a double periodic orbit for every value of ju = /io+X.

If the solution of (25) has the form

<r = Xp(X), (27)

where p(X) is a power series in X, then there is a single double solution of the

series for every
|
X

|
sufficiently small. But if the solution is in X*, then there

are two real double solutions when X has one sign and none when it has the

other. That is, for X = two real double periodic orbits unite and disappear
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by becoming complex. And in general, double periodic soluHons appear or

disappear in pairs, which become idenUcalfor certain values of fi, a result analo-

gous to Poincar^'s theorem respecting the appearance and disappearance of

real periodic orbits.

Now consider the real periodic satellite orbits which are re-entrant after

a single synodical revolution. Darwin's computation shows that for the

mass ratio of 10 to 1 there is one, and but one, real double periodic orbit

in which the motion is direct. Hence, there is no other double periodic orbit

with which it could unite to disappear for any value of n.

The same result also is a consequence of the analysis of Chapter XI,

where it was shown that for /x = 0, and therefore for all n, there are but three

real and complex orbits of the type in question. From the fact that there

are only three periodic orbits of the type in question it follows that there

can not be more than one direct double periodic orbit; and from its existence

for jLi = ^/ii) 1— M = ^°/ii> it follows that there is one direct double periodic

orbit for all values of n from zero to unity. The orbits of inferior planets

differ from those of satellites only in the ratio of the masses. Therefore,

there are also double periodic orbits of inferior planets in which the motion

is in the forward direction.

When one of the masses which revolve in circles becomes zero, those

orbits around the other which are complex for small periods are complex for

all periods from zero to infinity. In this case there are no double orbits

except those of infinite and infinitesimal dimensions. The question arises

as to the character of the double orbits for very small values of the second

finite mass. Consider the totality of real circular orbits around one of the

finite bodies when the mass of the other one is zero. As the second mass
becomes finite, the periodic orbits are continuous deformations of the cir-

cular orbits with the exception of that circular orbit whose period is 27r.

It passes through the point where the second mass becomes finite, and the

force function for this orbit has a discontinuity. This means that the orbit

itself has a discontinuity. It is conjectured that the complex orbits have
corresponding discontinuities; that when the second finite mass is very
small there are three real orbits about the larger mass in which the motion
is in the forward direction and which have a mean distance near unity and a
period near 27r; that there are three corresponding real orbits of small dimen-
sions about the smaller mass; and, finally, that there are three similar orbits

of the nature of superior planets. For increasing values of the Jacobian
constant two of the three in each case unite and form the double orbits.

Consequently, if this conjecture is correct, and if the three types of double
orbits are followed as one of the finite bodies approaches zero as a limit, the
one around the larger finite mass and the one around both finite masses
approach the unit circle, and the one around the smaller finite mass approaches
zero dimensions.
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The question of direct double periodic orbits was put to numerical

test for M = i- In all, 53 orbits were computed for various values of G, start-

ing with C = 3.58 and ending with C = 3.086. For C= 3.58 there were two
direct periodic orbits which were geometrically

much alike, and which intersected the x-axis near

— .785. For smaller values of C the correspond-

ing periodic orbits were more nearly identical.

For C= 3.086 they were sensibly identical. The
computation for this value of C gave the results

set forth in the following table (Fig. 23)

:

Fig. 23.

M = J^, C= 3.086, Double periodic orbit.
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M=^
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The orbit defined by m = J) C = 2.50, x=— .719 is nearly periodic.

Its coordinates for various values of t are given in the following table

(Fig. 26, page 496)

:

M=}^> 0=2.95, Retrograde periodic orbit.
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The solution of equations (29) as power series in t~ti with the initial

conditions ^ = >; = ^' = 77' = is

[-AAo+AoAi+BoB^l:^=^{t-hy+^\t-hy
2

Bo,

The direction cosines of

'{t-tyy—^\t- t.y
.[

24

4Bo+AoBi-\-BoB2

\t-hy+

{t-hy+
(30)

24

the normal to the

curve of zero relative velocity at the point (xi, 2/1)

are proportional to Aq and Bq. Therefore the

tangent to the cusp is perpendicular to the curve

of zero relative velocity at the point (xi, t/i).

Now take a new set of axes {u, v) with origin

at (xi, 2/1), with u having the direction of the tan-

gent and V perpendicular to it. If the positive ends

of the new axes are chosen so that the cosine and sine of the angle from the

positive end of the |-axis counted counter-clockwise to the positive end of

the M-axis are proportional to Ao and Bq, and if the positive end of the «;-axis

is 90° forward counter-clockwise from the positive end of the w-axis, then the

equations of transformation are

Aoi+Bo-n = h{A^+B^]{t-uy+

Fig. 26.

U

r-4(Ao^+Bo^)-t- 2^0^0^2-1-Ao^Ai-t-^0^2] ,, ,X4,
24 (.t~^u "T

v=^B,^+Aoy)=-\W +Bo^\{t-ky +
\AoBo(B2 -Ai)+ (Ao'- Bo')A2]

24
it-hy+

(31)

The value of u is positive for both positive and negative values of

(t— ti), because the coefficient of (t—tiy can vanish only at an equilibrium

point. Therefore the positive end of the M-axis extends from the point

(xi, yi) into the region of real velocities. The value of v is positive for

small negative values of t—ti, and negative for small

positive values of t—ti. Therefore, if motion along the

curves of zero relative velocity is taken as positive when the

region of real velocity is on the left, the motion in the cusp
orbits, in the neighborhood of the cusps, is in the positive

direction; that is, the infinitesimal body crosses the tangent

to the cusp in the positive direction. In Fig. 27, C is a
curve of zero velocity, P is a cusp, is the orbit near
the cusp, and T is the tangent to the orbit at the cusp.

Now suppose the orbit having the cusp is a periodic orbit. If it has no
other double points than at the cusps, and if it is inside of the curves of zero
relative velocity, then it revolves around one of the finite bodies in the
positive direction. If it is outside of the curves of zero relative velocity, it

revolves with respect to the rotating axes in the retrograde direction. In-

FiG. 27.
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deed, all periodic orbits of superior planets revolve in the retrograde direction

with respect to the rotating axes. But the orbits with cusps, if they have
no other double points, revolve in the forward direction with respect to fixed

axes, because at the cusps they have precisely the forward motion of the

rotating axes.

240. Periodic Orbits Having Loops Which Are Related to Cusps.

—

Suppose the orbit defined by the initial conditions

x(0)=a;o, x'(0)=0, t/(0)=0, y'{0)=yo', (7 = Co, (32)

is periodic with the period P. Therefore

x'(F/2)=0, y{P/2)=0. (33)

Suppose it has a cusp at t=ti, or

xih)=xu x'{h) = y{ti) = yi, y\t,) = 0. (34)

If the initial conditions are varied in such a way that the orbit remains

periodic, its character in the vicinity of the cusp will be changed. The

nature of these changes will now be considered. Suppose the initial con-

ditions are

a;(0)=x„+a, x'(0)=0, i/(0)=0, y'(0)=yo'+^, C= Co+t; (35)

and that

<=(l+5)r, (36)

where t is a new independent variable and d is an undetermined parameter.

The solutions can be expanded as power series in a, /3, and 5. The

conditions that they shall be periodic are

x'[{l-{-6)P/2]=Vi{a, ^, 5)=0, y[{l+d)P/2] = p2ia, /3, 3)=0, (37)

where pi and pz are power series in a, jS, and 5, vanishing identically with a,

j3, and 8. Now consider the solution of (37) for (8 and 5 in terms of a, vanish-

ing with a. The solution is always possible either in integral or fractional

powers unless the equations are identically satisfied by /3 = 5 = 0. But this

means that all orbits in which the infinitesimal body crosses the x-axis near

Xo with fixed velocity yo' are periodic, and that they all have the same

period. Since the results are analytic in a, the orbits may be continued with

respect to o, in the analytic sense, until the place of crossing, Xo, is small.

But then the methods of Chapter XIV apply and it is known that the

period depends upon Xg. Therefore equations (37) are not identically satis-

fied by j8 = 5 = 0, and they can be solved for (8 and 5 in terms of a. The solu-

tions will have the form

i8
= a^/^Fi(ai/^), d = a"^P2ia'^''), (38)

where p is unity if the Jacobian of pi and P2 with respect to ^ and 6 is dis-

tinct from zero for o = ^ = 5 = 0. If p is not unity, it is some other positive

integer. In general it will be unity.
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In the computations of Darwin 7 was taken as the paranaeter which

defines the orbits. The change can be made here because (2) is uniquely

solvable for a as a power series in /3, 7, and 5 unless

(l-fi){xo+ti) /t(a;o-l+M) _n ^=0.

But these equalities are satisfied only at one of the colhnear solution points.

The orbits in the vicinity of these points will be omitted from this discus-

sion because they belong to quite another category.

If a is ehminated by means of (2), and ^ and 6 by means of (38), the

solutions will be expressed as power series in y^'", and the values of the coor-

dinates at T = <i are

x{rX., = X,W''ei, X'(r),., = 0-hy^''«2,l .39^

where di, . . . , 64 are power series in y^'".

The expressions for the coordinates in the vicinity of t = ti, satisfying

the relations (39), can be expanded as power series int-ti. The solution is

found from equations (29) to be

x-Xx = ^ = ai{T-ti)+a2{T-tiy+aziT-tiy+ ... ,1 /^qx

where

a2= (1 +8)61-^1(1+8)^^0,

6,= -(l-K5)ai4-i(l+5)'^o,

a3 = |(l +8)62+1(1 +5)^[4iai+A26i],

63= _|(l+S)a2+|(l+8)^[5iai+526i],

l+S = l+y/''P(ffi/'),

where ^0, Ai, A2, 5o, Bi, B^ are given in (29) and P is a power series in 7^^"

The transformation (31) gives

u = y^i^ie^A, +e,Bo) (t- h) + (02^0+6250) (t-hY
+ {azAo+h^o)ir-tiy+ . . .

,

i; = 7'^*'(Mo- 02-Bo) (r- ^1) + (62A0- aa^o) (t- f 1)2

+ {bAo-azBo){T-Uy+ ....

It follows from (41) that for 7 =

u = i{Ao'+Bo'){r-hy+ ..., v= -^iAo'+B,-^){T-hy+ ..., (43)

The equation v = determines the points at which the periodic orbit

crosses the w-axis. It follows from the second of (43) that {t — ti)=0 is a

triple but not a quadruple solution for 7 = 0. Therefore there are three

solutions of «^ = for f— fi as power series in integral or fractional powers of

7^^^, vanishing with 7. One of them is simply

T-ti = (44)

(41)

(42)
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The others depend upon the values of the coefficients of the right member
of the second equation of (42). Unless Mo-025o=X= O for 7 = the two
remaining solutions have the form

"VO-tV. _ 1/2,1 1 VOJV 1/9,, /jr\r — ti=
/ , „ . ^ „T (45)h= +

VaJ+B}' ' " VAJ+Bf
If K= Q, which will be exceptionally if at all, the corresponding solutions

exist but may be in integral powers of 7'^".

It has been remarked that p will in general be unity. When it is odd
the periodic orbit with the cusp at (xi, yi) is a multiple orbit. If p is even,

two orbits which are real when 7 has one sign unite for 7 = and disappear by
becoming imaginary when 7 has the other sign. When p is odd there is a

single real orbit for 7 both positive and negative. It is clear that only

exceptionally, if at all, will a double periodic orbit have a cusp. If it were

so in any particular case the value of n could be changed, when it would no

longer be true. Therefore it will be supposed that p is unity.

It foUows from (45) that the second and third intersections of the curve

with the w-axis are real for 7 positive or negative according as K is positive

or negative, and that they are not real when 7 has the other sign. When
the second and third intersections of the curve are real the curve consists

of a small loop as is indicated in Fig.

28; and when they are complex the

curve has a point near which the

curvature is sharp, as is indicated in

Fig. 29. When there are three inter-

sections of the curve with the w-axis,

one occurs before ti and one after ti.

It follows from this discussion

that if a periodic orbit for a certain value Co of the Jacobian constant has a

cusp, then for a slighUy larger (or smaller) value it has a point, near a curve of

zero relative velocity, in the vicinity of which there is very sharp curvature; for

diminishing (increasing) values of C the point of sharp curvature approaches

the cusp form on the corresponding curve of zero velocity, which it reaches for

C^Cq; and for still further diminishing (increasing) values of C it has a small

loop near a curve of zero velocity. In Darwin's computations examples of

periodic orbits with cusps were found. It follows, of course, from the sym-

metry of the periodic orbits with respect to the x-axis that if there is a cusp

at x = xi, y = yi, then there is also a cusp at x = Xi, y=-yi-

241. The Persistence of Cusps with Changing Mass-Ratio of the

Finite Bodies.—Suppose for m = Mo equations (1) have a periodic solution

satisfying the initial conditions

x{0)=Xo, x'm=0, 2/(0) =0, v'{0)=y'o, (46)

and the cusp conditions at t = ti

I

Fig. 28. Fig. 29.
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xiti)=xu x'{t{)=0, y{h)=yi, y'{k)=0. (47)

If P represents the period of the solution, the expressions for x' and y

satisfy the equations

x\P/2)=0, y{P/2)=0. (48)

Now suppose )Li = /io+X and consider the question of the existence of a

periodic orbit having a cusp for this value of ju- Let

f = (l+5)r, x{0)=Xo+a, a;'(0)=0, t/(0)=0, y'{0)=y'o+^. (49)

The solution can be expanded as power series in a, (8, 8, and X. The con-

ditions that it shall be periodic in t with the period P are

a;'(T).=/v2 = Pi(a, /3, 5, X) =0, 2/(T).=p/2 = P2(a, /3, 8, X) =0, (50)

where pi and p2 are power series in a, /3, 8, and X, vanishing with a, 0, 8, and X.

Unless the initial conditions (46) define a double periodic orbit these equa-

tions can be solved uniquely for P and 8 as power series in a and X, vanishing

with a and X. The results will have the form

.^ = qi{a,X), 5 = ^2(0, X), (51)

where qi and 5^2 are piower series in a and X, vanishing for a = X = 0.

Suppose ;8 and 5 are eliminated from the solutions by means of equa-

tions (51). The results will be expanded as power series in a and X. The
values of the coordinates at T = ti will be

x{T\^,=x,+Pi{a, X), a;'(T).=, = 0-|-P/(a, X),'

(53)

y{TUu = yi+P2{a, X), y'{rU=0+P,'ia, X),}
^^^^

where Pi, Pi, Pi, P-l are power series in a and X which vanish with a and X.

The values of the coordinates near t = U can be expanded as power
series in t— ^i satisfying equations (52). The results are

a;(T)=a;i-|-Pi(a, X)+ a(T-<i)^+
x'{j)=^ +Pi'(o, X)+2a(T-<i) -h

^(r)=i/i-FP2(a, X)4- h{r-UY^
y'iT)=0 +P,'{a, \)+2biT-tO +

The conditions that the orbit shall have a cusp at 7 = ^2 are

= Pi'(a,X)+2a(<2-«i)+ . . . ,
= P2'(a,\)+2h{t,-t{)+ .... (54)

These equations are not satisfied by X = 0, because a and 6 contain terms
which depend upon Xi and yi alone. Neither are they satisfied by a = 0,

t2-ti = 0, unless orbits crossing the x-axis at x=a;o are periodic for all values
of M and have a cusp for the same t = ti. But it is known that the points at
which the periodic orbits cross the a;-axis depend upon the value of ju. There-
fore equations (54) can be solved for ti-h and a in integral or fractional

powers of X. In general the solution will be in integral powers of X. If the
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solution is in integral or odd fractional powers of X, it is real for both positive
and negative values of X. If the solution is in even fractional powers of X,

there are two real solutions when X has one sign and only complex solutions

when it has the other.

It follows from this discussion that if a real cusp exists for any value of

M, it will exist for all other values of n unless two real cusps become identical

and disappear by becoming complex. Since an orbit is uniquely defined

by the conditions for a cusp, as well as by any other initial conditions, cusps
disappear by becoming complex only when two orbits become identical.

Darwin's computations showed that in the case of one of the orbits

which was complex for large values of the Jacobian constant (" satellites of

Class C") there were periodic orbits without loops near the cusp form, and
others for smaller values of the Jacobian constant having loops. It follows

from the results of §240 that between the two orbits there exists one having

two cusps which are symmetrically situated with respect to the x-axis; and
it follows from the discussion of this article that the orbits with cusps exist

for all values of ^ unless a cusp develops on another orbit which later

becomes identical with this.

242. Some Properties of the Periodic Oscillating Satellites near the

Equilateral Triangular Points.—In Chapter IX, Dr. Buck has treated the

periodic oscillating satelUtes which are near the equilateral triangular points,

using in a general way the methods of Chapter V. It will be necessary for the

purposes of the latter part of this chapter to develop a few additional prop-

erties of these orbits; and the most important of them can not be established

by the methods of Chapter V, but follow from the methods of Chapter VI.

The differential equations will be transformed by letting /i = Mo+X.

For motion in the vicinity of the equilateral triangular points they are

(55)

where X and Y are of the second and higher degrees in x, y, and X.

In this article the character of the small oscillations will be discussed.

In treating them X and Y may be provisionally put equal to zero. The

characteristic equation on which the nature of the solutions depends is

^^-| -2aS-^(1-2mo)
\^S'+S'+^Uio{l-t^o)=0. (56)

The roots of this equation are all purely imaginary or complex in conjugate

pairs according as 1-27mo(1-mo) is or is not greater than zero. When

1 -27mo(1 -Mo) is zero there are two pairs of equal purely imaginary solutions
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of (56) . It will be supposed for the present that mo has such a value that the

roots of (56) are pure imaginaries and distinct, and that n has such a value

that X = ju— Mo is very small.

Let the roots of (56) be +(r\/Zri, —ay/lIi, H-pV— 1, —pV^^, where

<T and p are real and ff<p. There are two periodic solutions of the linear

terms of (55), one with the period 27r/<r and the other with the period 27r/p.

li x = 0, y = ci>0 at t = 0, the solution having the period ^ir/a is

x = t' sin at, y =^r s^" (Tt-^Ci cos at, (57)
Oi Oi

where

h -J^ n - -3V3 (1-2/xo) ^ (.r..

The curve described by the infinitesimal body is an ellipse whose equation is

ar^+W . 2ai , y^ _

.

.

and if 6 represents the angle between the positive end of the x-axis and the

major axis of the ellipse, it is easily found to be defined, except as to quad-
rant, by the equation

tnnoff- 2ai _ -3V3(l-2Mo)[<r^+|-] ,^ ..Q^

The direction of motion in the orbit is found to be retrograde from

a;'(0)=^>0, 2/'(0)=^<0.

There are equations for the period 27r/p which differ from (57), (58),

and (59) only in that a is replaced by p, and the subscript 1 on a, b, and
c is replaced by 2. The motion in these orbits is also in the retrograde
direction.

The linear terms of equations (55) admit the integral

x'^+2/'^ = |x^+^(1-2mo)x2/+|z/-C. (60)

Let the value of C for the orbits having the period 27r/o- and 27r/p be C^ and
C,. They are found from equations (57) to have the values

(61)

C^ = ^i{|-^2(l+«i^)]=f[9-(<r^+|)^-f^(l-2Mo)^],

a = c.{|-£,(l+a.^)]=^|[9-(p^+|)^-|^(l-2;xo)^].

It follows from (56) that the values of a^ and p^ are

^2^1-Vl-27/io(l-Mo)^ ^._ 1+ V1-27mo(1-mo)
^ (62)

Since mo is small a^ is small and the limit of a^ as mo approaches zero is zero.
On the other hand p' is near unity, and its limit as mo approaches zero is 1.
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Therefore C„ is positive and C, is negative, at least for small values of

Mo. For the Lagrangian equilateral triangular solution x^y=Q the value
of C^ = Cp is zero. Hence the value of the Jacobian constant is greater for

the orbits whose period is 2T/a, and less for those whose period is 2ir/p, than
it is for the Lagrangian equilateral triangular point solution.

Now consider the curves of zero relative velocity. They are known
to be real only if the value of C is greater than that which belongs to the

equilateral triangular point solution. Therefore they are real only for the

solution with the period 2ir/<r. Their equation is

C^ = ix'+^il-2,x,)xy+^y\ (63)

This is the equation of an ellipse, the direction of whose major axis is given by

tan 2<p=- V3(l - 2mo) • (64)

The limit of the right member of this expression for ^o = is — y/s-

Since a^ is small when /xo is small, the approximate value of the right

member of equation (59) is — y/sil — 2juo) • Therefore the orbit whose period

is 2ir/(}- has its axes, for small mo> nearly coincident with the axes of the

corrresponding curves of zero relative velocity. The a;-axis is in the line

joining the finite body n with the equilateral triangular point, and the other

is of course at right angles to it.

Let the coordinates in the orbit whose period is 2Tr/<T referred to its

axes be ^ and t?; its equation is then

Ai = —^[iai cos d-sin oy+bi" cos' 6],

B, = \[{ai sin ^+cos ey+hi' sin' 6].

(65)

The corresponding equations for the curves of zero relative velocity are

Ae+Bri' = l,

A =^[f cos' v5+^(l -2a(o) sin <p cos ^+| sinV],
i

^qq-^

B = )r[i sin' ^-^(1-2mo) sin ^ cos ^+| cos'^].

It follows from (58) that when mo is small the approximate values

of ai and 6i are Vs/s and zero respectively. Since the limit of 6 for

Mo = is -30°, it is found from (65) that

lim Ai^ lim cos' d+2V2 sin 6 cos 8+3 sin' g _ q
/g^x

Ho = Bi Mo = O3cos'0-2V3sin0cos0+sin'0

The limit of the ellipse for mo = is a straight Une through the origin and

the position of n, and for small values of mo the eccentricity is near unity.
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The approximate value of ^ is also —30° when /xo is small. Hence it is

found from (66) that the ratio AjB also has the same value as Ax/Bx.

Therefore at the limit the orbit with period l-KJa and the corresponding

curve of zero relative velocity have not only the same orientation, but they

have also the same eccentricity.

It follows from (61), (65), and (66) that at the Umit aio =

Ax ^Ca

The ratio of the dimensions of the periodic orbit whose period is 27r/o- to

that of the curve of zero relative velocity corresponding to the same value

of C is equal to the square root of this number, or 2. This is actually the

limit of the ratio of the linear dimensions of the orbits to the curves of zero

relative velocity as mo approaches zero.

The discussion so far has pertained to the linear terms alone of the

differential equations. The results are the first terms of the series for the

periodic solutions which can be shown to exist by the methods of Chapter

VI. Consequently, for small values of the parameter X they give close

approximations to the periodic orbits and the corresponding curves of zero

relative velocity. The period 2ir/(r is very long for small values of mo-

Now consider the periodic orbits whose period is 2ir/p. The approxi-

mate value of p for small values of mo is unity, and from the equations corre-

sponding to (58) it is found that 62 = 75, ^2= ~^-t^- Therefore, for these
lo 13

, ^_^ ,, ,„ „, „,_A ..= _5V3

orbits also

tan2e=-V3

when Ho has the limit zero. It is found from the equations corresponding to

(65) that
lim J.2_i
Mo = 52~*'

Therefore in these orbits the length of one axis is twice that of the other.

The Umit, for /xo = 0, of the eccentricity of the orbits whose period is 2T/a
is unity and the limit of the periods is infinity; the corresponding limits for

the orbits whose period is 27r/p are v'3/2 and 27r.

243. The Analytic Continuity of the Orbits about the Equilateral

Triangular Points.—The periodic solutions as developed by the methods of

Chapter VI are power series in ±X*, and they involve /xq. The coefficients

of the power series are continuous functions of mo- The orbits are real when
X has one sign and complex when it has the other. As X passes through zero

from one sign to the other, two real solutions for ± X* unite and disappear by
becoming complex. They do not belong to the physical problem except
when X = M-Mo, but since the orbits exist for every value of mo distinct from
zero it is easy to get an understanding of the situation from the behavior of
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the more general solutions when X does not equal fi—no. Or, since the coef-

ficients are continuous functions of mo, this parameter can be considered as

varying with X so that their sum is fi. That is, the solutions and the period

can be expressed in terms of /x and X by replacing /xo by /x— X.

The two real orbits which unite and disappear for X = are not geo-

metrically distinct. This appears to be an exception to the theorem that

real orbits appear or disappear only in pairs. It arises because in the

analysis adopted the conditions that the orbit shall be periodic give a double

determination of the same orbit. The two determinations coincide when the

orbits shrink to zero dimensions for X = 0. Such a situation can arise only at

the five equilibrium points. Moreover, the matter is quite different when
the solutions are developed by the method of Chapter V. When the para-

meter e' passes through zero the orbits do not disappear, but the same series

is obtained for both positive and negative values of e', the origin of time

belonging to a different place on the orbit. In the symmetrical orbits around

the equilibrium points which are on the aj-axis the origin of time is displaced

by half a period. In the non-symmetrical orbits about the equilateral

triangular points the origin is shifted from one point where the arbitrary

initial condition, e. g., a;'(0) = 0, is satisfied to the other point in the orbit

where it is also satisfied.

The Jacobian integral exists when the right members of the differential

equations are not limited to their linear terms. Hence, in place of (60),

the right member is an infinite series in x and y. When the expressions for

X and y as series in X^ are substituted the constant C becomes a power series

in X*, the term of the lowest degree in X being of the first degree. Conse-

quently the series can be solved for X^ as a power series in ±C^ and the

result substituted for the solution in powers of X^ will give x and y expressed

as power series in 0, which converge for \C\ sufficiently small. As C goes

through zero the orbits whose period is 2w/(t change from real to complex,

and those whose period is 2ir/p change from complex to real. There is a

branch on each of the series at C = 0, but the two series are distinct.

When Mo satisfies the equation

l-27/io(l-)"o)=0

the values of a and p are equal to \/2/2. In this case four solutions branch

atX = 0.

244. The Existence of Periodic Orbits about the Equilateral Trian-

gular Points for Large Values of m-—The orbits heretofore discussed have

been for values of m such that 1 - 27ai(1 - m) is positive. If it is zero, there is

a double solution of zero dimensions. Suppose now that n has such a value

that this function of m is very little less than zero, and take no so that

1-27mo(1-mo) is a little greater than zero. Then there are real periodic

orbits with the periods 2ir/(r and 2t/p for X sufficiently small. When X
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is less than m— Mo these orbits do not belong to the physical problem. The
analytic continuation of the solutions with respect to the parameter X can be

made until X = /x— mo unless they have some singularity for a real positive

value of X. It is very improbable that there is an infinity in the solutions

for a real positive value of X because an infinity implies either an infinite

branch of the orbit or one passing through one of the finite bodies. The
orbit could not acquire an infinite branch without winding infinitely many
times, in the rotating plane, about the finite bodies. Even if it should pass

through one of the finite bodies its continuity would be maintained, as was

seen in the case of other orbits of ejection in Chapter XV. A branch-point

would imply the existence of other real orbits which could become identical

with the ones under consideration. It also seems very improbable that

there is such a branch-point for small variations in X. Therefore it will be

assumed, as being probable, that the periodic solutions can be continued to

the ones belonging to the physical problem for X =^— mo- This applies both

to those whose periods are It^Ict and to those whose periods are 2ir/p. The
possibility of their having acquired loops about one or both of the finite

bodies by having passed through ejectional forms must, however, be

admitted. This circumstance makes numerical verification difficult.

Now suppose the value of /io approaches 0.0385 . . . as a limit, the value

of Mo which satisfies 1— 27mo(1— Mo) =0, and that the analytic continuation

can be made with respect to X for all mq. The expressions for the coordinates

in the two classes of orbits are the same except that a and p are interchanged.

As Mo approaches 0.0385 . . . o- and p approach equality, and the correspond-

ing orbits approach identity for X = m— mo- A difficulty in attempting com-
plete rigor arises from the fact that a certain determinant which is distinct

from zero in the proof of the existence of the solutions approaches zero as mo

approaches 0.0385 .... But if it is admitted that the analytic continua-

tion with respect to X can be made starting with any mo, it follows that even
if M is a httle larger than 0.0385 . . . there is a double periodic orbit, and it

surrounds a small real curve of zero relative velocity in the vicinity of one of

the equilateral triangular solution points. As it is decreased toward the

Umit 0.0385 . . . , the dimensions of this double periodic orbit diminish

toward zero as a hmit. There is in this analysis a double determination of

a double periodic orbit, just as of a single periodic orbit, and the two deter-

minations coincide when it has zero dimensions. Consequently it can disap-

pear at zero dimensions without uniting with another double periodic orbit.

If M increases the double periodic orbit persists, according to the prin-

ciples of §238, unless it becomes identical with another double periodic orbit.

If there were another double periodic orbit with which it could unite it would
envelop neither of the finite masses and would have two distinct branches
which are sjmametrical with respect to the x-axis. It is improbable in the
extreme that there is another such double periodic orbit, which would mean
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the existence of four single periodic orbits of the type under consideration.
There are only two periodic orbits which shrink on the equilateral triangular
points, and others of the type could arise only from orbits, which originally

had loops about a finite body, passing through an ejectional form.
The existence of a double periodic orbit for all values of ix implies the

existence or two single periodic orbits which branch from it for values of the
parameters which define the orbit, for example the Jacobian constant C, its

linear dimension, or its period. It should be added, of course, that the

two series of orbits may branch at the double orbit when considered with
respect to one parameter, and form a continuous series when considered

with respect to another.

245. Numerical Periodic Orbits about Equilateral Triangular Points.

—

In accordance with the principles of §244, two periodic orbits about the

equilateral triangular points should exist for all values of /x from to \,

and for aU values of C near that belonging to the equilateral triangular

equilibrium points. The only way they could cease to exist for at least some
value of C would be for all of them to pass through an ejectional form for

every C. These orbits have an axis of symmetry only when m = 2- It is

very difficult to estabhsh by numerical processes the existence of a periodic

orbit when it has no axis of symmetry because, for a given initial point,

there are two arbitrary components of velocity, and interpolations must be

made from a two-parameter family. Therefore the computations were

restricted to the case m = 2 • I^ follows from the differential equations that

in this case the orbits in question have the line a; = as a fine of symmetry.

Since /x = 2 is far from the values (0 ^ /x ^ 0.0385 . . .) for which the existence

of the orbits in question was established by direct processes, those found by
computation can not be expected to have much geometrical resemblance to

those found by analysis.

Since the surfaces of zero relative velocity expand with increasing C
and unite on the x-axis, it follows that either the periodic orbits about the

equilateral triangular points unite in pairs and disappear with increasing

values of C, or they pass through the colUnear equilibrium points with

infinite periods. Therefore it seemed best to start computations for values

of C not much greater than that belonging to the equihbrium point, viz, 3.

In attempting to discover periodic orbits about the equilateral triangular

points 40 orbits were computed. In 17 of these C was taken equal to 3.03;

in 16 it was taken equal to 3.20; in the remaining 7 it was taken equal to

3.284. The initial values of the coordinates and components of velocity

were Xo = 0, y^ arbitrarily chosen, ?/o' = 0, x^' determined so as to give the

adopted value of C. The computation was continued until x became again

equal to zero, and the approach to periodicity was determined by the approxi-

mation of yd to zero.
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C=3.03, Period =2X4.388 =8.776 (Fig. 30).
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It was found that for C = 3.03 there are two periodic orbits about
the equilateral triangular points differing considerably in dimensions and
periods; for C = 3.20 there are also two periodic orbits which differ less
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in dimensions and periods; and for (7= 3.3284 there is a very close approach

to a periodic orbit, though one was not actually found. The computations

indicate that the two series of periodic orbits unite and disappear for some

value of C slightly smaller than 3.3284. But there is an orbit so nearly

periodic for C = 3.3284 that it is included as being very nearly that double
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In all cases the infinitesimal body was ejected from the finite body 1— m
in the positive or negative a;-direction.
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Any orbit which intersects the a;-axis perpendicularly is symmetrical

with respect to the a;-axis. Hence, it follows that if one of these orbits of

ejection intersects the x-axis perpendicularly, then it is a closed orbit of ejec-

tion of the type treated in Chapter XV.

Computations were first made for m=2 to discover orbits of the type

characterized by i= 1 with ejection toward m and shown in Fig. 15. It was

proved in Chapter XV that such an orbit exists for small values of n and that

its period is approximately 2t. Such an orbit was found for m= 2> but its

period was about 8. Another orbit, also of a similar type, was discovered

whose period was about 14. One of these orbits is undoubtedly the hmit,

for decreasing values of C, of the oscillating satellite about the coUinear

equihbrium point, as Burrau's calculations have indicated. The value of

C corresponding to the equihbrium point for M = i is about 3.46, and the

values of C for these orbits are 2.24 and 2.84. The question arises regarding

the origin of the other orbit of this type. It is probably the limiting form

of a periodic orbit about 1-m consisting of a double loop and having a

double point on the x-axis. Such orbits were treated by Poincare in Les

Methodes Nouvelles de la Mecanique Celeste, Chapter XXXI. The ana-

lytic continuation of the former beyond the ejectional form for decreasing

values of C is also a periodic orbit with two loops. For greater or smaller

values of C the latter will have also the character of an oscillating satellite,

but it can not reduce to the equihbrium point because there is only one orbit

of this type. The results for )u= J are given in the tables of page 511.

For M = i similar results were found. Since orbits of this type have

not been computed heretofore, the results for the four orbits will be given

for enough values of t to exhibit their properties.

The corresponding results for /x = 4, with ejections from 1— /i = ^, are

given in the following tables

:
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If M were zero and the infinitesimal body were ejected from 1 — /x either

toward or from /x in such a way that its period would be w, the orbits described

in rotating axes would consist of two parts symmetrical with respect to the

X-axis, as shown in Figs. 40, a, and 41, a. These curves are the limits sepa-

rating two types of periodic orbits (for m = 0) in the rotating plane, as is

shown in Figs. 40, 6, and 41, c. As m increases a dissymmetry develops

with respect to the line through 1 — m perpendicular to the x-axis. Suppose

the orbits are followed as /x increases in such a way that they shall remain

orbits of ejection in one way or the other. Then orbits of the type Fig.

40, a, will go into types having some of the characteristics of both types a

and c of Fig. 41. That they partake of the characteristics of type c instead

of those of type b was proved by computations for both /x = § and m = 4-

The two following tables give the results for ejection from l — /x toward

M, with /x having the values ^ and f . The first orbit lacks a httle of being

closed, but an exactly closed orbit exists between this one and the one which

was computed for C = 3.478.
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certain cases by making use of properties of symmetry. Any orbit which,

for M = i, intersects the y-Sixis perpendicularly is symmetrical with respect

to the y-ax]s. Hence it follows that if, for /x = |, an orbit of ejection from

1-ju intersects the y-a.xis perpendicularly, then it has a sjonmetrical col-

lision with the second finite mass.

After 14 computations had been made, an orbit of ejection from 1— m

and collision with m (^=2) was discovered in which the ejection was toward

/i and in which the collision took place without the infinitesimal having

encircled, in the rotating plane, either 1 -^ or m- The following table gives

the results at a considerable number of intervals from the time of ejection of

the infinitesimal body from 1 — ^ until it crossed the line a; = :
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This orbit has a loop about the equilateral triangular point. It follows
that there are two fanoilies of periodic orbits of the types shown in Fig 46
Ten orbits were computed in an attempt to find one of them. The diffi-
culties of making the calculations when the infinitesimal body was near one
of the finite bodies were so great that wide departures from the orbits of
ejection had to be attempted. Indications of such periodic orbits were
obtained, but none was actually found.

y- Axi!

7<-Axis

Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

248. Proof of the Existence of an Infinite Number of Closed Orbits of

Ejection and of Orbits of Ejection and Collision when (j. = f .—^It was proved
in Chapter XV that when /.i is sufficiently small there are infinitely many
closed orbits of ejection, and reasons were given for believing that these

orbits persist for all values of //. The question of the existence of orbits of

ejection and collision was not considered.

Fig. 47. Fig. 48.

It will now be shown that there are infinitely many closed orbits of ejec-

tion, and of ejection and collision, for m=2- The differential equations of

motion in fixed rectangular axes with the origin at the center of gravity of

the system are

rf ri df Ti" Ti'
(68)

where, if the finite bodies are on the a;-axis at ^ = 0,

Xi= —^ cos t, X2=+icost, yi=—^smt, 2/2= +1 sin i. (69)
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Now let x = r cos d, and y = r sin d, after which equations (68) become

where

r^ = x^+y\ n' = r'+l+r cos{e-t), r2^ = r'+i-r cos (e-t). (71)

Suppose it is known that, at t = T,

dt
r^2, f>0. (72)

ISSince j[i+^]r<(^. and j[^-^]<i^ and rg)'

always positive, it follows from the first of (70) that

The integral of this inequahty gives

(iy>f^,+fr:!F+J^-^«- (^*

Suppose K>0 and that ^>0 at i=T. Then F(r) will always exceed Kin

value and r will become infinite with t.

Computations were made in which the infinitesimal body was ejected

from 1—fi both toward and from m with initial conditions corresponding to

K>0, and they were both followed until r>2 with -n positive. Hence in

both cases the infinitesimal body would recede to infinity. Moreover, it

follows from the second equation of (70) that, when referred to rotating

axes, the infinitesimal body revolves infinitely many times about the finite

bodies, and its distance from the origin continually increases.

Now consider, for example, a closed orbit of ejection from 1— m, for

At = J, in which the infinitesimal body makes at least one circuit about the

finite body n. Its orbit therefore crosses the x-axis perpendicularly exactly

once, but it does not cross the y-axis perpendicularly. Moreover, it follows

from the symmetry of the orbit with respect to the a;-axis, that if it crosses

the y-asjs in the first half of the orbit at an angle x/2+ a, then in the second

half it crosses the y-axis at the angle ir/2 — a. One or the other of these angles

is less than 7r/2 . Suppose it is the latter. Now suppose the initial conditions

of ejection are changed so as to increase K. The orbit wiU cease to be a

closed orbit of ejection and will tend toward one which winds out to infinity

wdth continually increasing r. The angles at which the orbit crosses the

axes are continuous functions of the parameter defining the initial conditions,

as K for example. Hence the intersection with the i/-axis which was at the
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angle 7r/2 - a and less than 7r/2 for the closed orbit of ejection will be exactly

perpendicular for a certain value of K. The orbit will be therefore an orbit

of ejection from 1— /x and collision with /x.

Now consider an orbit of ejection from 1— m and colUsion with jx, cross-

ing the X-axis at least once. From the symmetry of these orbits with respect

to the 2/-axis it follows that they cross the a;-axis an even number of times

and that if such an orbit crosses the x-axis once at an angle ir/2 -|-/3, where /S

is a positive quantity, then it also crosses it at an angle of 7r/2— (8. If the

initial conditions are so changed as to increase the constant K, the orbit

ceases to be an orbit of ejection and collision, the angle corresponding to

7r/2— /3 eventually becomes greater than tt/2, and therefore, since it is a

continuous function of K, there is at least one value of K for which it is

exactly 7r/2. Such an orbit is a closed orbit of ejection.

It follows from this discussion that if, for any value of K, there is a closed

orbit of ejection, then for some larger value of K, corresponding to a smaller

value of the Jacobian constant C, there is an orbit of ejection and colUsion;

and that if, for any value of K, there is an orbit of ejection and collision,

then for some larger value of K, corresponding to some smaller value of the

Jacobian constant C, there is a closed orbit of ejection. Hence, for 1 — ^ = i,

there are infinitely many closed orbits of ejection and collision. They are

all distinct because they have distinct values of K. And since it has been

shown that, when i^>0 for an orbit of ejection, r increases continuously to

infinity, it follows that the infinite sets of values of K corresponding to these

classes of orbits are bounded. The orbits may be characterized by the num-

ber of times they cross the ?/-axis. For ejections in both the positive and the

negative direction there are closed orbits of ejection from each of the

finite bodies, and also orbits of ejection from one and collision with the

other, which cross the 2/-axis 2(2j+l) times, i = 0, 1, 2, . . .

249. On the Evolution of Periodic Orbits about Equilibrium Points.—

The evolution of the periodic orbits about the equilibrium points (a) and

(c) which are on the a;-axis and not between 1-^ and /x was traced, for

decreasing values of C, by Burrau's computations from small ovals to the

ejectional form. For M = i they are shown in Fig. 35, and for m = I in

Fig. 37. Beyond these forms they have loops about 1 -/x-

The periodic orbits about the equiUbrium point (6) between l-/x

and /x undergo corresponding evolutions. In the case m = I as the orbit,

for decreasing values of C, becomes an orbit of ejection from one body

it becomes an orbit of collision with the other. This limiting form is

shown in Fig. 45. It intersects the i/-axis six times, twice perpendicularly.

Beyond this form it has loops about the finite bodies, and the motion in

these loops is in the retrograde direction. With decreasing values of C

these loops probably enlarge, the loop about each body eventually becom-

ing an orbit of collision with the other body. In this case the orbit of
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ejection and collision intersects the y-axis six times, two of the intersec-

tions being perpendicular.

As C decreases, the ejectional and collisional form passes into a loop

about the second body, which in turn expands and becomes an ejectional

and collisional form with respect to the first body. In this manner the

loops of the periodic orbit, with decreasing values of C, pass through ejec-

tional and collisional forms, first with one finite body and then with the other,

in a never-ending series, the ejectional and collisional forms being those shown

to exist, for ;Lt = I, in §248, in which the ejections from each body are in the

direction away from the other. They are characterized by the fact that they

cross the y-axis 2(2^-1-1) times, j = 0, 1, 2, . . .

If the finite masses are unequal the evolution of the periodic orbits is in

a general way similar, except that the ejectional forms for the two masses do

not occur for the same values of C.

Periodic orbits about the equilateral triangle equilibrium points have

been shown in Figs. 30 and 34. With decreasing values of C they probably

increase in size and pass through ejectional forms, but ejectional forms in

which the direction of ejection is not along the x-axis. Consequently they

can not be discovered by numerical processes. If this conjecture is cor-

rect, for still smaller values of C they possess loops about the finite bodies,

and for still smaller values of C the loop about each of the finite bodies

may pass through an ejectional form with the other. There is, however,

no evidence to guide conjectures.

250. On the Evolution of Direct Periodic Satellite Orbits.—There are

three direct periodic satellite orbits, two of which are complex for large

values of the Jacobian constant, but all of which are real for smaller values

of C. Suppose the orbits about the finite body m are under consideration.

With decreasing value of C they can pass through ejectional forms. In fact,

Darwin's computations showed that two of them were approaching such

forms, one by approaching /x from the positive direction and the other by
approaching it from the negative direction.

' The motion of the infinitesimal body when it is near collision is nearly

the same as it would be if the mass of the second body were zero. Conse-

quently its properties can be inferred from a consideration of the motion in

the neighborhood of an ejection in the problem of two bodies referred to

rotating axes. It is clear that if the ejection is in the positive direction, the

curve near the point of ejection lies on the negative side of the x-axis, while

if the ejection is in the negative direction the curve near the point of ejection

lies on the positive side of the a;-axis. When the ejection is in the positive

direction, the two famiUes of periodic orbits which are near the ejectional

orbit both intersect the x-axis in the negative direction from the point of

ejection, and the small complete loop about the point of ejection is then
described in the retrograde direction, while the partial loop is described in the
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positive direction; while if the ejection is in the negative direction, the two
famiUes of periodic orbits which are near the ejectional orbit both intersect
the x-axis in the positive direction from the point of ejection, but in this case
the small loops are both described in the same directions as in the other case.

The X-axis consists of three parts, viz, that extending from -co to the
position of 1 -M, that extending from 1 -^ to /x, and that extending from n
to +00

.
If a periodic orbit intersects the x-axis perpendicularly in any one

of these three parts before it goes through an ejectional form, then it will
also intersect the a;-axis perpendicularly in the same part after it passes
through the ejectional form. Moreover, the branches of a closed orbit of
ejection extend from the finite body with which there is collision in the
direction opposite to that in which the neighboring periodic orbit intersects
the X-axis perpendicularly.

In the case of the direct periodic orbit about 1 -m which enlarges in the
positive direction and approaches 1-^ from the negative direction, the
ejection is in the positive direction, the coUision is in the negative direction,
and the orbit has the form shown in Fig. 42. The computation shows that
it has two loops and, therefore, that it had two cusps symmetrical with
respect to the x-axis before it arrived at the ejectional form. After this

orbit passes beyond the ejectional form, with decreasing values of C, it

acquires a loop about 1— m, which intersects the x-axis perpendicularly in

the negative direction from ix and which has a double point on the x-axis

between 1 — jn and m-

Consider the further evolution of the periodic orbit. If the small loop

about 1 —/x should again pass to the ejectional form, the ejectional orbit would
be exactly of the type of that from which the loop developed. It is improba-

ble that such an additional ejectional orbit exists for another value of C.

Now consider the possibility of that part of the orbit which crosses

the X-axis perpendicularly in the positive direction between 1— /x and ix

passing through an ejectional form. It can not pass to an ejectional form

with 11 because, in accordance with the general conclusions respecting the

motion near a point of ejection, the branches of the curve near ix would lie

in the positive direction from it, and the partial loop about ix just before the

ejectional form was reached would be described in the retrograde direction.

But this branch of the curve could evolve to an ejectional form with 1— m,

when the orbit would have the form shown in Fig. 47. With decreasing

values of C this orbit acquires an additional loop about 1— m, which is

described in the retrograde direction and which intersects the x-axis per-

pendicularly in the negative direction between 1 — m and ^x. This loop can

expand and take an ejectional form with ix, then acquire a loop about ix,

which can become an ejectional form with 1 — Mj and so on, being an ejectional

form first with one of the finite masses and then with the other in a never-

ending sequence. The ejections from 1 — ;u are all in the negative direction,
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and from m they are all in the positive direction. It is probable, though not

certain, that this is qualitatively the course of evolution of the direct satellite

orbit from which the start was made.

Now consider the direct satelUte orbit about 1— m which enlarges in

the negative direction and which approaches the ejectional form from the

positive direction. The ejectional form was found by computation and is

shown in Fig. 44. With decreasing C this orbit acquires a loop about 1 — m,

which may pass to the ejectional form with ix, as shown in Fig. 48. The other

branch which crosses the x-axis perpendicularly may pass to the ejectional

form with 1 — m- With decreasing values of C this orbit acquires a small

loop about 1 — M which never again passes through the ejectional form.

But the loop about ix enlarges and becomes an ejectional form with 1 —

^

with the ejection in the negative direction. Then follows a loop which

becomes an ejectional form with /Xj foEowed by a loop about /x which be-

comes an ejectional form with 1 — m, and so on, first with one finite body and

then with the other in a never-ending sequence. The ejections from 1— /x

are in the negative direction, and from fx they are in the positive direction.

There is a third direct satellite orbit whose evolution has not been

traced. Only a conjecture can be made in regard to it, and that conjecture

is that it acquires cusps and then loops, probably about the region of the

equilateral triangular points.

251. On the Evolution of Retrograde Periodic Satellite Orbits,—Con-

sider the retrograde periodic satellites about 1 — /x- There are three such

orbits, only one of which is real for large values of C. The numerical experi-

ments which were made, §238, indicate that only one of them is real for any
value of C.

For large values of C the retrograde periodic orbit about 1— /x is small

and nearly circular in form. As C diminishes the orbit increases in size

and departs widely from a circle. Consider the question of its passing

through an ejectional form with 1 — /x. If the periodic orbit should approach
the ejectional form by shrinking upon 1 — ^ from the positive or the negative

direction, just before arriving at the ejectional form it would make a partial

loop about 1— /x in the retrograde direction, and just after passage through
the ejectional form it would make a complete loop about 1— /x in the positive

direction. But it was seen in §250, in connection with a consideration of

an ejectional orbit in the problem of two bodies referred to rotating axes,

that this is impossible. Hence the retrograde satellite orbit about 1 —
fj,

can not become an ejectional orbit with 1— /x, at least until after it has
passed through an ejectional form with fx.

Now consider the possibility of the retrograde sateUite orbit about
1—fx passing through a colhsional form with /x- Since it intersects the x-axis

between 1 — /x and /x such an orbit must be one in which the collision is in the
negative direction, in which the ejection is in the positive direction, in which
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the partial loop just before collision is described in the positive direction, and
in which the complete loop just after collision is described in the retrograde
direction. This is precisely the way in which such a hmiting form can be
passed, and the periodic orbit passes through this form. An orbit of this
type, with the roles of 1 -// and m interchanged, was computed and is shownm Fig. 39.

After the retrograde periodic orbit about 1-/1 passes through an ejec-
tional form with m, it acquires a retrograde loop about m which crosses the
x-axis m the positive direction between 1 -^ and m- This loop enlarges and
passes through an ejectional form with 1-fx, after which it acquires a retro-
grade loop about 1-M, which, in turn, enlarges and passes through an ejec-
tional form with fx. This process continues, the form becoming ejectional
first with one finite mass and then with the other in a never-ending sequence.
In all of these orbits the parts near the ejection points are on the negative
side of 1 -M or the positive side of fx, and never between 1-fj. and m- The
orbits of these series which are closed orbits of ejection with 1 -/x are a part
of those which were shown to exist in Chapter XV for sufficiently small
values of n; and those which are closed orbits of ejection with m are the
corresponding orbits for the other finite mass.

Consider first the orbits of the type under consideration which are orbits

of collision and ejection with l-ju. All these orbits are orbits of ejection

in the negative direction; they have double points on the x-axis in the posi-

tive direction from fi, and intersect the a;-axis perpendicularly only in the
negative direction from 1 — m- They are therefore only those orbits of §226
which are characterized by ejection in the negative direction and by even
values of j; those characterized by odd values of j have a different origin.

The orbits of the type under consideration which are orbits of ejection

and collision with
ij,

also intersect the z-axis perpendicularly only on the

negative side of l — fx. On interchanging the r61es of 1 — /^ and fx in §226,

orbits of ejection from n in the positive direction were proved to exist for

1—fj. sufficiently small. Those which are characterized by odd values of j
intersect the x-axis perpendicularly on the negative side of 1— /x. They
are of the type of the part of those under consideration which are orbits

of collision and ejection with fj,.

To summarize: The retrograde periodic satellite orbits about 1 — m,

with decreasing values of C, go through an infinite series of ejectional forms

with 1— At, the ejections all being in the negative direction, and these orbits

are those of the orbits treated in §226 which are ejected from 1— /x in the

negative direction and which are characterized by even values of j. The

retrograde periodic satellite orbits also go through an infinite series of ejec-

tional forms with fi, the ejections all being in the positive direction, and these

orbits are those which can be shown to exist by the methods of §226, and

which are characterized by ejection in the positive direction from n and by

odd values of j. There are similar retrograde periodic satelUte orbits about
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M, and they go through a similar series of critical ejectional forms with both

1 — M and fx. The ejections from 1 — ^ and /x are also respectively in the nega-

tive and positive directions, but those which are ejectional forms with 1— m

are characterized by odd values of j, while those which are ejectional forms

with
fj,

are characterized by even values of j. Therefore, the retrograde

periodic satellites about the two finite bodies together pass through all the

ejectional forms from both finite bodies, of the type treated in §226, in

which the ejection from one body is in the opposite direction from the other.

252. On the Evolution of Periodic Orbits of Superior Planets.—It was

shown in Chapter XII that for large values of C there are two periodic

orbits in which the infinitesimal body makes simple circuits about both of the

finite bodies in the retrograde direction. When the system is referred to

fixed axes, one of the orbits is direct and one is retrograde. There are also

four orbits in which the coordinates are complex, two of them being direct

when referred to fixed axes and two being retrograde. It is not known
whether or not either pair of the complex orbits becomes real with decreasing

values of C. Since none of these orbits was computed, very httle is positively

known about their geometrical characteristics or about their evolution.

It was shown in §248 that there are two infinite sets of orbits which are

orbits of ejection from one finite body and of coUision with the other. One
set is characterized by the fact that the ejection from each finite body is in

the direction away from the other. Reasons were given in §249 for beHeving

that they are limiting forms of the analytic continuations of the oscillating

satelHtes about the equilibrium point h. The other set is characterized by
the fact that the ejection from each finite body is toward the other finite

body. These orbits are probably limiting forms of the analytic continua-

tions of retrograde periodic planetary orbits. The probable series of changes
to the first limiting form is shown qualitatively in Figs. 49 and 50. Beyond
the limiting form the orbits acquire loops about each of the finite bodies.

There are two retrograde periodic orbits of the types of superior planets.

Probably they both undergo evolutions to limiting forms of the types de-

scribed. This conjecture is supported by the fact that two closed orbits of

ejection were found by computation, §247, for a related type of orbits.

Fig. 49. Fig. so:
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